
*** GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER 

401 E Street SW 

Telephone: 202-698-9000 

The Honorable Ron Johnson 
United States Senate 
328 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Suite 6081 
Washington, D.C. 20024 

June 16, 2021 

Re: Death of USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
OCME #21-00132 

Dear Senator Johnson: 

Fax: 202-698-9101 

Thank you for your March 8, 2021 letter regarding the death of USCP Officer Brian Sicknick. 
The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) for the District of Columbia strives to meet 
National Association of Medical Examiner's standard that 90% of postmortem examination 
reports be completed within ninety (90) days from the time of the autopsy. 1 While more complex 
cases may take longer, we expect that Officer Sicknick's evaluation will be completed within 
this timeframe. In contrast to popular perception, an autopsy is often only an early step in a death 
investigation; additional time is often needed to conduct toxicology, lab studies, additional field 
investigation, and specialist consultations. 

OCME must first share our findings with the officer's survivors, and we then intend to make a 
public statement as to the cause and manner of the death. OCME's Public Information Officer 
has included you on the list to receive that statement as soon as it is issued. DC Code § 5-1412 
limits the release of additional information without authorization from next of kin. If personal 
health information is needed sooner by a congressional investigative committee, we welcome the 
committee's staff to work with OCME's General Counsel to determine a way that the 
information can be shared while under seal in the absence of authorization from next of kin. 

If you need further infmmation do not hesitate to contact OCME's General Counsel, Rodney 
Adams by email at Rodney.Adams@dc.gov or by phone at (202) 698-9005. 

1 NAME Inspection and Accreditation Checklist F.4.k 

Sincerely, 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FCAP, FASCP 
Chief Medical Examiner 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



*** GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER 

401 E Street SW 

Telephone: 202-698-9000 

The Honorable Ron Johnson 
United States Senate 
328 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Suite 6081 
Washington, D.C. 20024 

March 31, 2021 

Re: Death of USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
OCME #21-00132 

Dear Senator Johnson: 

Fax: 202-698-9101 

Thank you for your March 8, 2021 letter regarding the death of USCP Officer Brian Sicknick. 
The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) for the District of Columbia strives to meet 
National Association of Medical Examiner's standard that 90% of postmortem examination 
reports be completed within ninety (90) days from the time of the autopsy .1 While more complex 
cases may take longer, we expect that Officer Sicknick's evaluation will be completed within 
this timeframe. In contrast to popular perception, an autopsy is often only an early step in a death 
investigation; additional time is often needed to conduct toxicology, lab studies, additional field 
investigation, and specialist consultations. 

OCME must first share our findings with the officer's survivors, and we then intend to make a 
public statement as to the cause and manner of the death. OCME' s Public Information Officer 
has included you on the list to receive that statement as soon as it is issued. DC Code § 5-1412 
limits the release of additional information without authorization from next of kin. If personal 
health information is needed sooner by a congressional investigative committee, we welcome the 
committee's staff to work with OCME' s General Counsel to determine a way that the 
information can be shared while under seal in the absence of authmization from next of kin. 

If you need further information do not hesitate to contact OCME's General Counsel, Rodney 
Adams by email at Rodney.Adams@dc.gov or by phone at (202) 698-9005. 

1 NAME Inspection and Accreditation Checklist F.4.k 

Sincerely, 

/47 
Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FCAP, FASCP 
Chief Medical Examiner 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



nittd ~tatts ~rnatt 
WASHINGTON. DC 20510 

Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD 
Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 
Washington, DC 20024 

Dear Dr. Diaz: 

March 8, 2021 

I am writing regarding the death of U.S. Capitol Police (USCP) Officer Brian Sicknick. 
On January 7, 2021, the day after the Capitol breach, the USCP announced that Officer Sicknick 
"passed away due to injuries sustained while on-duty." ' Specifically, USCP stated that Officer 
Sicknick "was injured while physically engaging with protesters [at the Capitol on January 6, 
2021]. He returned to his division office and collapsed. He was taken to a local hospital where 
he succumbed to his injuries. "2 

Sh01tly after Officer Sicknick's death, false reports about how he died began to emerge. 
For example, the New York Times reported that Officer Sicknick "was struck by a fire 
extinguisher."3 Other news outlets later revealed that "initial reports about Sicknick being hit 
with a fire extinguisher are not true"4 and that "medical examiners did not find signs that the 
officer sustained any blunt force trauma. "5 The determinations that your office will make will 
help set the record straight regarding Officer Sicknick's cause of death. 

On February 26, 2021, nearly two months after Officer Sicknick's death, the USCP stated 
that the "medical examiner's rep01t . . . is not yet complete."6 In my ongoing efforts to 
reconstruct as completely as possible the events of January 6, including what happened to 
Officer Sicknick, I respectfully request that you inform my office of the date in which you plan 
to complete your report on this matter, explain why it has taken so long to complete, and provide 
my office a copy of that report as soon as it is finalized. 

1 Press Release, Loss ofUSCP Officer Brian D. Sicknick, U.S. Capitol Police, Jan. 7, 2021 , 
https://www.uscp.gov/media-center/press-releases/loss-uscp-colleague-brian-d-sicknick. 
2Jd. 
3 Daniel Chaitin, New York Times quietly updates report on fire extinguisher striking Capitol Police officer, Wash. 
Examiner, Feb. 14, 2021, https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/new-york-times-capito1-police-officer-brian
sicknick-fire-extinguisher. 
4Jd. 
5 Evan Perez, David Shotiell and \Vhitney Wild, Investigators struggle to build murder case in death of US Capitol 
Police officer Brian Siclmick, CNN, https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/02/politics/brian-sicknick-charges/index .html. 
6 Press Release, Statement on Officer Sicknick, U.S. Capitol Police, Feb. 26, 2021 , https://www.uscp.gov/media
center/press-releases/statement-officer-sicknick. 
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Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD 
March 8, 2021 
Page2 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

(rJQh~~ 
Ron Johnson 
U.S. Senator 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



*** GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
OFFICE OF THE CIDEF MEDICAL EXAMINER 

401 E Street SW 

Telephone: 202-698-9000 

The Honorable Ron Johnson 

United States Senate 
328 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Suite 6081 
Washington, D.C. 20024 

June 16, 2021 

Re: Death of USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
OCME #21-00132 

Dear Sen. Johnson: 

1 NAME Inspection and Accreditation Checklist F.4.k 

Fax: 202-698-9101 
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Sen. Johnson 

June 16, 2021 

Page 2 of 2 

Sincerely, 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FCAP, FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



Reporter 

Jess Arnold 

Mark Segraves 

Paul Wagner 

Just in M oyer 

Keith Alexander 

Evan Lambert 

Natalie Delgadillo 

Kenny Martin 

Keena Blackmon 

Media Outlet 

WUSA9 

NBC4 

FOXS 

Washington Post 

Washington Post 

WTIG/FOXS 

DCist 

WTIG/FOXS 

Media Requests 

RE: Jamaal Byrd 

Email Address 

JArnoldl@wusa9.com 

Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com 

Paui .Wagner@FOXTV.COM 

Justin.Moyer@washpost.com 

Keith .Aiexander@washpost.com 

Evan.Lambert@FOXTV.COM 

natalie@dcist.com 

Kenny.Martin@FOXTV.COM 

Adminstration Staff Requesting Information 

DOC Keena.Biackmon@dc.gov 
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Name 

Mike Balsamo 

Richard Prince 
Eliott C. Mclaughlin 

Andrew Beaujon 
Kevin Deutsch 

Melissa Bailey 

Artemis Moshtaghian 

Media Requests 

RE: Darran Simon 

Media Outlet 
The Associated Press 

http:/ /journal-isms.com 
CNN 

Washingtonian 
Bronx Justice News 

Kaiser Health News 

CNN 

Email Address 
MBalsamo@ap.org 

princeeditor@gmail.com 

Eliott.Mclaughlin@turner.com 
abeaujon@washingtonian.co 

kdeutsch@bronxjusticenews.com 

mbaileyreports@gmail.com 

Artemis.Moshtaghian@turner.com 
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Media Requests 
Brian Sicknick: COD-Pending, MOD-Pending 

Ashli Babbitt: COD-Gunshot wound to t he left Anterior Shoulder, MOD-Homicide 
Kevin Greeson: COD-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease, MOD-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland: COD-Acute amphetamine intoxication, MOD-Accident Telephone 
Benjamin Philips: COD-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease, MOD-Natural Number DATE 

Name M edia Outlet Email Address 
Ciara Bri' d Frisbie llAiive/WXIA CFrisbie1@llAiive.com 912.432.3538 
lan Flickinger 60 Minutes fl ickingeri@cbsnews.com 330 506 2873 

Mike levine ABC News mike. levine@abc.com 202 604 3922 
Julie Kel ly American Greatness julie.kelly45@att.net 

Fadel Al lassan Axios fadel.al lassan@axios.com 

Emmanuelle Saliba BBC News emmanuellesal iba@gmail.com 212-203 6937 

Sophia Cai Bloomberg scai102@bloomberg.net 609-651-0139 

Ari Natter Bloomberg News anatt er5@bloomberg.net 202-445-5555 

Clarissa-Jan lim BuzzFeed News clarissa.jan.lim@buzzfeed.com 

Benjamin M. Warwick CBS affiliate in Denver bmwarwick@cbs.com 719.322.6466 

Graham Kates CBS News katesG@cbsnews.com 607-240-1124 

Paul Murphy CNN paul.p.murphy@warnermedia.com 646-630-4518 

Whitney Wild CNN Whitney.Wild@turner.com 202-701-8532 
Ashley Kim CNS News akim@mrc.org 

Jose Pagliery Dai ly Beast jose.pagliery@thedailybeast.com 305-814-3006 

Karen Ruiz Dai ly Mail Online karen.ruiz @mailonline.com 

laura Collins DailyMai l.com laura.Collins@mailonline.com 917-239-3554 

Maryam Henein Epoch Times/Activist Post maryamhenein@protonmail.com 

Jemima McEvoy Forbes jmcevoy@forbes.com 

All ison Papson Fox 5 Al lison.Papson@FOXTV.COM 

lindsay Watts Fox5DC lindsay. Watts@ FOXTV. COM 202-823-2447 

Melody Le FOX6 WBRC melody.le@wbrc.com 

Danielle Wallace FoxNews.com danielle.wallace@FOXNEWS.COM 646·629-5018 

Will iam Marshal l Judicial Watch bmarshall@judicialwatch.org 

Susan Katz Keating Just the News skeating@justthenews.com 703-401-2547 

Jonathon Moseley National File contact@jonmoseley.com 

Julie Goldstein NBC News Julie.Goldstein@nbcuni.com 34 7-886-8502 

Dennis Romero NBC News Digital Dennis.Romero@nbcuni.com 310·623-7097 

Mark Segraves NBC Washington News Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com 202-997-1576 

Jill Bastian News Nation JBastian@wgnamerica.com 872·310·4300 
Paula Malatesta News Nation PMalatesta@wgnamerica.com 872-310-4300 

Haley Gillman News max HaleyG@newsmax.com 516·509-6709 

Julia Marnin NEWSWEEK j .marnin@newsweek.com 609 923 5425 

Kevin Shea NJ Advance Media KSHEA@njadvancemedia.com 609-819-2390 

Claudia Grisales NPR CGrisales@npr.org 202-845-3980 

Tom Dreisbach NPR News TDreisbach@npr.org 310·913-0491 

Ashley Boucher PEOPLE.com ashley.boucher@people.com 

Bill McCarthy Pol it iFact bmccarthy@poynter.org 

Geri Gibbons Press Enterprise, a Bloomsburg news geri.gibbons@pressenterprise.net 570·275-2104 

Josh Kaplan ProPublica Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org 734·834-9383 

Brad Heath Reuters Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com 

Rebecca Watson skepchick.org rebecca@skepchick.org 

Bethania Palma Snopes bethania@snopes.com 

Jessica Gresko The Associated Press jgresko@ap.org 

Jack Healy The New York Times jack.healy@nytimes.com 347-820-3697 

Nicholas Bagel-Burroughs The New York Times nicholas.bogel-burroughs@nytimes.com 

Erin Ailworth The Wall Street Journal erin.ailworth@wsj.com 

Tawnel l D. Hobbs The Wall Street Journal tawnell.hobbs@wsj .com 475-323-8149 

Jeff Mordock The Washington Times jmordock@washingtontimes.com 267-566-7767 

Melissa Chan TIME magazine melissa.chan@time.com 

Jamie Schram TMZ 917-723-7448 

Ryan Miller USA TODAY rwmiller@usatoday.com 916-531-2324 

Bart Jansen USA Today bjansen@usatoday.com 703-854-8905 

Erin Mansfield USA Today Network emansfield@gannett.com 805-558-3024 

M indy Larcom WAGA-TV/FOX 5 Atlanta M indy.Larcom@FOXTV.COM 404-502-0514 
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Peter Hermann Washington Post Peter.Hermann@washpost.com 

Elise Cartmill WJLA ecartmil l@sbgtv.com 

Neal Augenstein WTOP-FM and wtop.com naugenstein@wtop.com 

Eric Flack WUSA9 EFiack@wusa9.com 

4.7.2021 

Cailin Kearns FOX NEWS Cai lin.Kearns@FOXNEWS.COM 

Kelly Phares Fox News Kel ly.Phares@FOXNEWS.COM 

Luke Broadwater The New York Times luke.broadwater@nytimes.com 

Gabe Jose low NBC News I London Gabriei.Joselow@nbcuni.com 

Jerry Dunleavy Washington Examiner JDunleavy@WashingtonExaminer.com 

DeLon Thornton CBS News, Washington ThorntonDA@cbsnews.com 

Andres (Andy) Triay CBS News triaya@cbsnews.com 

Caryn Littler NBC National News caryn.littler@nbcuni.com 

Cassidy McDonald CBS News cassidy.mcdonald@cbsinteractive.com 

Sally Persons Fox News Channel Sally.Persons@foxnews.com 

Juan Anguiano News Nation JAnguiano@newsnationnow.com 

Maureen McManus Spectrum News maureen.mcmanus@charter.com 

Zack Stieber The Epoch Times zack.stieber@epochtimes.nyc 

**Cause and Manner of Death are available and the NOK/Family has been notified** 

571-289-6353 

202 4381505 

202-655-1522 

410-245-5399 

+44 7919 627 938 

216-375-7101 

202 499 0699 

(202) 819-0930 

608-658-0223 

202-549-9446 

917-509-1875 
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Media Requests 
RE: William Evans 

Name Media Outlet Email Address Telephone 

Mark Segraves NBC Washington News Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com 202-997-1576 

Peter Hermann Washington Post Peter.Hermann@washpost.com 410-371-5439 

Tom Lynch NBC4 Thomas. Lynch@ nbcuni. com 202.672.4503 

Ryan Sprouse WUSA9 RSprouse@wusa9.com 202-384-3868 

Allison Papson Fox 5 Allison.Papson@FOX.COM 

Rash a rd Rose CNN DC rashard.rose@warnermedia.com 

Assignment Desk ABC7-W J LA/NewsChan nel8 

Luke Garrett WTOP lgarrett@wtop.com 202-510-0173 

Neal Augenstein WTOP-FM naugenstein@wtop.com 202 4381505 

Scott Gelman WTOPNews sgelman@wtop.com 
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Media Kequests 
Brian Sicknick: COD/MOD-See Statement 

Ashll Babbitt: COD-Gunshot wound t o t he Left Anter ior Shoulder, MOD-Homicide 
Kevin Greeson: COO-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular d isease, MOO-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland: COO-Acute amphetamine intoxication, MOD-Accident Telephone 
Benjamin Philips: COD-Hypertensive atherosclerot ic cardiovascular d isease, MOD-Natural Number COMMENTS 

Name Media Outlet Email Address 
Clara Bri'd Frisbie llAiive/WXIA CFrisbie1@11Aiive.com 912-432-3538 

ian Flickinger 60 M inutes fl ickingeri@cbsnews.com 330-506-2873 
M ike levine ABC News mike.levine@abc.com 202-604-3922 
Julie Kelly American Greatness julie.kelly45@att.net 
Fadel Allassan Axios fadel.allassan@axios.com 

Emmanuelle Saliba BBC News emmanuellesaliba@gmail.com 212-203 6937 
Sophia Cai Bloomberg scai102@bloomberg.net 609-651-0139 
Ari Natter Bloomberg News anatter5@bloomberg.net 202-445-5555 
Clarissa-Jan lim BuzzFeed News clarissa.jan.lim@buzzfeed.com 
Benjamin M. Warwick CBS affiliate in Denver bmwarwick@cbs.com 719·322·6466 
Graham Kates CBS News katesG@cbsnews.com 607-240-1124 
Paul Murphy CNN paul.p.murphy@warnermedia.com 646-630-4518 
Whitney Wild CNN Whitney.Wild@turner.com 202-701·8532 Requested an interview 
Ashley Kim CNS News akim@mrc.org 
Jose Pagliery Daily Beast jose.pagliery@thedailybeast.com 305-814-3006 
Karen Ruiz Daily Mail Online karen.ruiz @mailonline.com 

Laura Collins DailyMail.com laura.Collins@mailonline.com 917-239-3554 
Maryam Henein Epoch Times/Activist Post maryamhenein@protonmail.com 
Jemima McEvoy Forbes jmcevoy@forbes.com 
Allison Papson Fox 5 Allison.Papson@FOXTV.COM 

lindsay Watts Fox5DC lindsay.Watts@FOXTV.COM 202-823-2447 
M elody le FOX6WBRC melody.le@wbrc.com 
Danielle Wallace FoxNews.com danielle.wallace@FOXNEWS.COM 646-629-5018 

William M arshall Judicial Watch bmarshall@judicialwatch.org 

Susan Kat z Keating Just t he News skeating@justthenews.com 703-401-2547 
Jonathon Moseley National File contact@jonmoseley.com 
Julie Goldstein NBC News Julie.Goldstein@nbcuni.com 347-886-8502 
Dennis Romero NBC News Digital Dennis.Romero@nbcuni.com 310-623-7097 
Mark Segraves NBC Washington News M ark.5egraves@nbcuni.com 202-997-1576 
Jill Bastian News Nation JBastian@wgnamerica.com 872-310-4300 
Paula Malatesta News Nation PMalatesta@wgnamerica.com 872-310-4300 
Haley Gillman News max HaleyG@newsmax.com 516·509-6709 
Julia M arnin NEWSWEEK j .marnin@newsweek.com 609 923 5425 

Kevin Shea NJ Advance M edia KSHEA@njadvancemedia.com 609-819-2390 
Claudia Grisales NPR CGrisales@npr.org 202-845-3980 Requested an interview 
Tom Dreisbach NPR News TDreisbach@npr.org 310·913-0491 
Ashley Boucher PEOPLE. com ashley. boucher@ people .com 

Bill McCarthy Politi Fact bmccarthy@poynter.org 

Geri Gibbons Press Enterprise, a Bloomsburg news geri.gibbons@pressenterprise.net 570-275-2104 
Josh Kaplan Pro Publica Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org 734-834-9383 

Brad Heath Reuters Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com 

Rebecca Watson skepchick.org rebecca@skepchick.org 
Bethania Palma Snopes bethania@snopes.com 
Jessica Gresko The Associated Press jgresko@ap.org 
Jack Healy The New York Times jack.healy@nytimes.com 347-820-3697 
Nicholas Bagel-Burroughs The New York Times nicholas.bogel-burroughs@nyt imes.com 

Erin Ailworth The Wall Street Journal erin.ailworth@wsj.com 
Tawnell D. Hobbs The Wall Street Journa l tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com 475-323-8149 Requested an interview 
Jeff Mordock The Washington Times jmordock@washingtontimes.com 267-566-7767 
Melissa Chan TIME magazine melissa.chan@time.com 

Jamie Schram TMZ 917-723-7448 
Ryan Miller USA TODAY rwmiller@usatoday.com 916-531-2324 
Bart Jansen USA Today bjansen@usatoday.com 703-854-8905 
Erin Mansfield USA Today Network emansfield@gannett.com 805-558-3024 

M indy Larcom WAGA-TV /FOX 5 Atlanta Mindy.l arcom@FOXTV.COM 404-502-0514 
Peter Hermann Washington Post Peter.Hermann@washpost .com 
El ise Cartmill WJLA ecartmill@sbgtv.com 571-289-6353 Requested an interview 
Neal Augenstein WTOP-FM and wtop.com naugenstein@wtop.com 202 438 1505 
Eric Flack WUSA9 EFiack@wusa9.com Requested an interview 

April 7, 2021 
Andres {Andy) Triay CBS News triaya@cbsnews.com 202 499 0699 
Cassidy McDonald CBS News cassidy.mcdonald@cbsinteractive.com 608-658-0223 
Delon Thornton CBS News, Washington ThorntonDA@cbsnews.com 

Cailin Kearns FOX NEWS Cailin.Kearns@FOXNEWS.COM 
Kelly Phares Fox News Kelly.Phares@FOXNEWS.COM 202-655-1522 
Sally Persons Fox News Channel Sally.Persons@foxnews.com 202-549-9446 
Caryn littler NBC National News caryn.littler@ n bcuni .com 202-819-0930 
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Gabe Joselow 

Juan Anguiano 
Maureen McManus 
Zack Stieber 
Luke Broadwater 
Jerry Dunleavy 

Luke Barr 
Paul Handley 

Zoe Tillman 
Sarah Mimms 
Steve Dorsey 
Nikole Killion 
Anthony Leake 

Kevin Breuninger 
Jen Christensen 
Chris Marquette 

Pilar Melendez 

Rachel Sandier 
Lindsay Watts 
Lydia O'Connor 
Kelly Mclaughlin 

Adam Klasfeld 
Michael Kosnar 
Charlie Bragale 
Scott MacFarlane 
Chris Sommerfeldt 

Evan Hill 
Sara Belmont 
Nicholas Wu 
Kristopher Rivera 

M ike Balsamo 
Colleen Long 
Emma Green 
Chuck Ross 
Mychael Schnell 

Hunter Woodall 
Ben Feuerherd 
Alexa Corse 

Sadie Gurman 
Jordan Pascale 
Lex Juarez 
El ise Cartmill 
Scott Gelman 
Ryan Sprouse 

Adam Goldman 
Jesse Rodriguez 

NBC News I London 
News Nation 
Spectrum News 
The Epoch Times 
The New York Times 
Washington Examiner 

Gabriei.Joselow@nbcuni.com 
JAnguiano@newsnationnow.com 

maureen.mcmanus@charter .com 
zack.stieber@epochti mes.nyc 
luke.broadwater@nytimes.com 
JDunleavy@WashingtonExaminer .com 

April19-20, 2021 

ABC News Justice and Homeland 

Security 

AFP- Agence France-Presse 

BuzzFeed News 
BuzzFeed News 
CBS News Washington 
CBS News 
Chronicle Fashion Guide 

CNBC 
CNN.COM 
CQRoll Call 

Daily Beast 

Forbes 
Fox5DC 
HuffPost 
lnsider .com 
law& Crime 

NBC News 
NBC4 
NBCWashlngton.com 
New York Daily News 

New York Times 
News Nation 
Politico 
Sputnik Newswire 

The Associated Press 
The Associated Press 
The Atlantic 
The Daily Caller 
The Hill 

The Minneapolis Star Tribune 
The New York Post 
The Wall Street Journal 

Wall Street Journal 
WAMU88.5FM 
WDVM/WDCW 
WJLA 
WTOP 

Luke .l. Barr@abc.com 
Paui.HANDLEY@afp.com 

zoe.tillman@buzzfeed.com 
sarah.mimms@buzzfeed.com 
dorseyS@cbsnews.com 
Nikole.Killion@cbsnews.com 
chroniclemodels@gmail.com 

Kevin.Breuninger@nbcuni.com 
jen.christensen@warnermedia.com 
chrismarquette@cqrollcall.com 

pilar.melendez@thedailybeast.com 

rsandler@forbes.com 
Lindsay.Watts@FOX.COM 

lydia.oconnor@huffpost.com 
kmclaughlin@insider.com 
adamklasfeld@lawandcrime.com 

michael.kosnar@nbcuni.com 
Charlie.Bragale@nbcuni.com 
Scott.MacFarlane@nbcuni.com 
csommerfeldt@ nydailynews.com 

evan.hill@nytimes.com 
SBelmont@newsnationnow.com 
nwu@politico.com 
k.rivera@sputniknews.com 
MBalsamo@ap.org 

colleen.long@gmail.com 
emma@theatlantic.com 
chuck@dcnf.org 
mschnell@t hehill.com 

hunt er.woodall@startribune.com 
bfeuerherd@nypost.com 
alexa.corse@wsj .com 
sadie.gurman@wsj .com 

jpascale@wamu.org 
Ljuarez@localdvm.com 
ecartm ill@sbgtv.com 
sgelman@wtop.com 

WUSA9 RSprouse@wusa9.com 

INTERVIEW REQUESTS 
The New York Times adam.goldman@nytimes.com 
MSNBC Jesse.Rodriguez@nbcuni.com 

Carmen Widman CNN's New Day Carmen.contewidman@t urner.com 

John McCormack National Review john.m.mccormack@gmail.com 

'*Cause and Manner of Death are available and the NOK/Family has been notified** 

44 7919 627 938 

917-509-1875 
410-245-5399 
216-375-7101 

401-533-2552 

202-510-6402 
202-285-2337 

202-316-3406 
509-850-6687 Requested an interview 
646-457-6971 

202-253-3495 
347-512-9348 

404-353-9383 
301-675-1515 

305-469-6088 
571-839-1870 
202-823-2447 Requested an interview 

347-327-4456 
201-755-4272 

202) 309-8578 
202-359-8061 
202-507-1129 

914-559-8016 
718-594-6146 
708-256-5255 

313-303-8142 

213-453-3523 

615-477-0982 

316-616-7326 
516-477-3359 
703-963-2812 
240-463-1007 
410-294-6819 

202-897-9033 
402-203-7003 

706-831-5438 

571-289-6353 
202-895-5327 

202-384-3868 

917-572-6295 
201-469-5362 

646-467-1742 
202-368-4151 
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Media Requests Telephone 
RE: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Roseanne Boyland and Benjamin Philips Number 

Name Media Outlet Email Address 

Ciara Bri'd Frisbie llAiive/WXIA CFrisbie1@11Aiive.com 912.432.3538 

lan Flickinger 60 Minutes fl ickingeri@cbsnews.com 330 506 2873 

M ike Levine ABC News mike.levine@abc.com 202 604 3922 

Julie Kelly American Greatness julie.kelly45@att.net 

Fadel Al lassan Axios fadel .allassan@axios.com 

Emmanuelle Saliba BBC News emmanuel lesaliba@gmail.com 212-203 6937 

Sophia Cai Bloomberg scai102@bloomberg.net 609-651-0139 

Ari Natter Bloomberg News anatter5@bloomberg.net 202-445·5555 

Clarissa-Jan Lim BuzzFeed News clarissa.jan.lim@buzzfeed.com 

Benjamin M. Warwick CBS affil iate in Denver bmwarwick@cbs.com 719.322.6466 

Graham Kates CBS News katesG@cbsnews.com 607-240-1124 

Paul Murphy CNN paul.p.murphy@warnermedia.com 646·630-4518 

Whitney Wild CNN Whitney.Wild@turner.com 202-701-8532 

Karen Ruiz Daily Mail Online karen.ruiz @mailonline.com 

Laura Coll ins DailyMail.com Laura.Collins@mailonl ine.com 917·239-3554 

Maryam Henein Epoch Times/ Activist Post maryamhenein@protonmail.com 

Jemima McEvoy Forbes jmcevoy@forbes.com 

All ison Papson Fox 5 All ison.Papson@FOXTV.COM 

Lindsay Watts Fox5DC Lindsay.Watts@FOXTV.COM 202-823-2447 

Melody Le FOX6 WBRC melody.le@wbrc.com 

Danielle Wallace FoxNews.com danielle.wallace@FOXNEWS.COM 646·629-5018 

Will iam Marshall Judicial Watch bmarshall@judicialwatch.org 

Susan Katz Keating Just the News skeating@justthenews.com 703-401·2547 

Jonathon Moseley National File contact@jonmoseley.com 

Julie Goldstein NBC News Julie.Goldstein@nbcuni.com 34 7 ·886-8502 

Dennis Romero NBC News Digital Dennis.Romero@nbcuni.com 310·623-7097 

Mark Segraves NBC Washington News Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com 202-997-1576 

Jill Bastian News Nation JBastian@wgnamerica.com 872-310-4300 

Paula Malatesta News Nation PMalatesta@wgnamerica.com 872-310-4300 

Haley Gillman News max HaleyG@newsmax.com 516-509-6709 

Julia Marnin NEWSWEEK j.marnin@newsweek.com 609 923 5425 

Kevin Shea NJ Advance Media KSHEA@njadvancemedia.com 609-819-2390 

Claudia Grisales NPR CGrisales@npr.org 202-845-3980 

Tom Dreisbach NPR News TDreisbach@npr.org 310·913-0491 
Ashley Boucher PEOPLE.com ashley.boucher@people.com 

Bill McCarthy Politi Fact bmccarthy@poynter.org 

Geri Gibbons Press Enterprise, a Bloomsburg news geri.gibbons@pressenterprise.net 570-275-2104 

Josh Kaplan ProPublica Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org 734-834-9383 

Brad Heath Reuters Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com 

Rebecca Watson skepchick.org rebecca@skepchick.org 

Bethania Palma Snopes bethania@snopes.com 

Jessica Gresko The Associated Press jgresko@ap.org 

Jack Healy The New York Times jack.healy@nytimes.com 347-820-3697 

Nicholas Bogei-Burroughs The New York Times nicholas.bogel-burroughs@nytimes.com 

Erin Ailworth The Wall Street Journal erin.ai lworth@wsj.com 

Tawnell D. Hobbs The Wall Street Journal tawnell .hobbs@wsj .com 475-323-8149 

Jeff Mordock The Washington Times jmordock@washingtontimes.com 267-566-7767 

Melissa Chan TIME magazine melissa.chan@time.com 

Jamie Schram TMZ 917-723-7448 

Ryan Miller USA TODAY rwmiller@usatoday.com 916-531-2324 

Bart Jansen USA Today bjansen@usatoday.com 703-854-8905 

Erin Mansfield USA Today Network emansfield@gannett.com 805-558-3024 

Mindy Larcom WAGA-TV/FOX 5 Atlanta M indy.Larcom@FOXTV.COM 404-502-0514 

Peter Hermann Washington Post Peter.Hermann@washpost.com 

Elise Cartmill WJLA ecartmil l@sbgtv.com 571-289-6353 

Neal Augenstein WTOP-FM and wtop.com naugenstein@wtop.com 202 4381505 
Eric Flack WUSA9 EFiack@wusa9.com 
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* * * 

Request Information: 
Request# 

Action Office 

Request Type 

Request Owner 

On Behalf Of 

Requester Category 

Reference 

Received Mode 

Requested Date 

Original Received Date 

Received Date 

Perfected Request 

Disposition Accepted Date 

Delivery Dale 

Closed Date 

Original Target Date 

Target Date 

Estimated Delivery Date 

Total Days on Hold 

Days Remaining 

Request Age 

Delivery Mode 

Priority 

Request Status 

Final Disposition 

Discretionary Release Made 

Discretionary Comments 

Discretionary Codes 

Denial Authority 

Requester Information: 

DC Government 
Executive Office of the Mayor John A. Wilson Building1350 

Pennsylvania Ave, N.W. Suite 300-G 
Washington, DC 20004 

Report Date Time :2/26/2021 11 :01 :25 AM 

Request Details Report 

: 2021-FOIA-03278 

:OCME 

:FOIA 

:News Media 

:PAL 

: 2/23/2021 

: 2/23/2021 

: 2/23/2021 

:Yes 

: 3/16/2021 

: 3/16/2021 

: 3/16/2021 

:0 

:12 

:3 

: Download via FOIA Portal 

:Normal 

:Assigned 

:No 
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Requester Name 

Job Title 

Created Date 

Requester Login 

Default Category 

Organization 

Work Phone 1 

Work Phone 2 

Mobile 

Fax 

E-Mail 

Address: 
Address 1 

Address 2 

City 

State 

Country 

Zip Code 

Billing Address: 
Address 1 

Address 2 

City 

State 

Country 

Zip Code 

Shipping Address: 
Address 1 

Address 2 

City 

State 

Country 

Zip Code 

Action History : 

Action 

Assigned 

Perfected 

Assigned 

Received 

Assign : 

Comment 

: Cartmill, Elise 

: Assignment Manager 

: 2/23/2021 

: ecartmill 

: News Media 

:WJLA 

: ecartmill@sbgtv.com 

: 11 00 Wilson Blvd. 

: Virgin ia 

: United States 

:22209 

: 1100 Wilson Blvd. 

:Virginia 

: United States 

:22209 

: 1100 Wilson Blvd. 

:Virginia 

: United States 

:22209 

Request is marked as Auto Perfected upon receiving. 

Request '2021-FOIA-03278' is received via Sync Service 

Action Taken By Action Date/Time 

Adams, Rodney 2/26/2021 11:01:25 AM 

Admin, EOM 2/23/2021 11:40:33 AM 

Admin, EOM 2/23/2021 11:40:33 AM 

Admin, EOM 2/23/2021 11:40:33 AM 
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Assigned By Assigned Date Assigned To (User/Group) Action Office Comments Request Status 

Adams, Rodney 2/26/2021 11 :01:25 Adams, Rodney (Primary) OCME Received 
AM -

Adams, Rodney 2/26/2021 11:01 :25 Queue, Office of the Chief Medical OCME Received 
AM Examiner 

-

Admin, EOM 
2/23/2021 11:40:33 Queue, Office of the Chief Medical 

OCME Received AM Examiner -

Link Requests : 

Request# I Request Type I Requester Name I Primary User I Received Date I Target Date I Request Status 

No link requests found . 

Extension: 

ID !Reason for 
Extension 

I D INew Target !Approval/Denial !Completed ~ Extension 
I ' ays Date Date Date Status 

'

Extension !Approval/Denial !Completion 
Note Note Note 

No Extensions found. 

FOIA Documents Details (in Request Folder) : 
File Cabinet 

I Folder Name Drawer I Disposition I layer Name 
I
No. of 
Pages I

Date 
Added 

No folders have been added to this request. 

FOIA Documents Details (in Review Log) : 

'

Redaction 
Codes 

'

Document Review 
Status 

File Cabinet Drawer I Folder Name I Disposition I Comments I No. of Pages I Date Added I Redaction Codes 

No folders have been added to this request. 

Page Details: 
# of pages attached to request folder 

# of pages attached to request folder with partial redactions 

# of pages attached to request folder with full redactions 

# of pages attached to request folder without redactions 

# of documents delivered 

# of pages reviewed 

# of pages delivered 

Partially Applied Redaction Code Details: 

:0 

: 0 

: 0 

: 0 

: 0 

: 0 

: 0 

Redaction Code I Description I No. of Pages Used 

No Page with partial redactions was added to this request. 

Fully Applied Redaction Code Details: 

Redaction Code I Description I No. of Pages Used 

No Page with full redactions was added to this request. 

Manually - Partially Applied Redaction Code Details: 
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Redaction Code I Description 

No partially applied redaction code details found. 

Manually· Fully Applied Redaction Code Details: 

Redaction Code I Description 

No fully applied redaction code details found. 

Manually Applied ·Other Redaction Code Details: 

Redaction Code 

Fee Details : 
Payment Status 

Last Invoice Amount 

Last Invoice Number 

Last Invoice Date 

Pre-Payment Amount 

Total Invoiced 

Cost Estimated 

Cost Not Charged by the Agency 

Total Amount Paid 

Balance Due 

Total Refund Amount 

Amount Requester Will ing to Pay 

Fee Waiver Requested 

Fee Waiver Status 

Fee Waiver Start Date 

Fee Waiver End Date 

Willing to Pay All Fees 

Adjudicate Days (Fee Waiver) 

Fee Details Description: 

I Description 

No other applied redaction code details found. 

: No Charges 

:$0.00 

:$0.00 

:$ 0.00 

: $0.00 

: $ 0.00 

: $0.00 

:$ 0.00 

:$0.00 

:$0.00 

:No 

: Fee Waiver Not Requested 

Yes 

0 

Fee Items I Charge Type I Unit Rate ($) l auantity 

No Fee Details have been Found for this Request. 

Work Hours (Record Search Processing Costs): 

J Extended Value ($) 

Program Office I Created By I Rate I Hours I Total Cost I Comments 

No Record Search Processing Cost details found . 

Work Hours (Staff Processing Costs) : 

User Name I Activity I Created By I Rate I Hours I Total Cost J Comments 

No staff processing cost details found. 

Transfer Details: 
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Transfer To I Transfer By !Transfer Date !comment 

No transfer request details found for this request. 

Correspondence Log : 

Subject Fi le Name User Status Mode E-mail 
Dispatched 

Action Date 
Date 

Request 
PAL Request 2/23/2021 Description Admin, EOM Received PAL 

I!Form) Form.pdf 11:40:33 AM 

Request 
Acknowledgemen Download 

Sent From PAL To 2/23/2021 t byDC Admin, EOM Sent via FOIA 
( eca rtmill@sbgtv .com) 2/23/2021 11:40:32 AM 

Government Portal 
FOIA Portal 
Assignment 
Notification from 

Download DC Government 
Admin, EOM Sent via FOIA 

Sent From PAL To 
2/23/2021 2/23/2021 

FOIA Portal- ( ocme .foiax@dc.gov) 11:40:32 AM 
Tracking# 2021-

Portal 

FOIA-03278 

Consultation Review Log : 
Review ID I Location(s) 

Referred !Due Date I Created Date !Imported Date I ~~~~osition Accepted I Status 

No consultation review log records found. 

Requests For Documents: 
ID I Location(s) 

Referred I Request Date I Due Date I Status !comments 

No Request for Documents log details found. 

Document Delivery log: 

ID ! user I Mode I Status I Delivery Type I E-mail I Dispatched Date I Date 

No document delivery log details found. 
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Page 0021 of 2440 
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~ Unit Updates: 

• 
' 

. 
. 

~ 

Public Safety and Justice Cluster M eeting 

March 25, 2021 

OCME TALKING POINTS 

Quality Management: 
o ISO 17020 Accreditation: In November of 2020, this accreditation was attained 

with ZERO non-conformities. 
o NAME Accreditation: Full accreditation with NAME (National Association of 

Medical Examiners) for the full 5 years (2/2016- 2/2021) without a major 
deficiency. 

OCME has received ten FOIA requests for records pertaining to Officer Sicknick's death 
following the January Gth Capitol riot. Each of those has been declined. One requestor 
(Judicial Watch) has appealed. 

o OCME's Public Information Officer has received more than 50 media inquiries. 
_ 2-534(e) 

1 
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OCME • PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY CLUSTER • March 2021 

OCME Caseload by Manner and Year 

This report provides a breakdown of the Office of the ChiefMedical Examiners caseload from January 1, 
2019 through March 15, 2021 (YTD, unless otherwise noted). The OCME investigated 6,763 cases in 
2019 compared to 9,166 cases in 2020 during the same time period. In 2021 (01/01/2021-03/15/2021), the 
OCME has already investigated 2,155 cases. As of March 15th, there are 165 cases from calendar year 

2021 that are pending cause and manner determination (there are no cases greater than 90 days at this 
time). The tables below provide a breakdown of the cases by manner of death and year. 

Table 1: Case Decision and Requests bv Year 

Case Decision by Calendar Year 

2019 2020 2021 (YTD) 

Accepted 1342 2725 691 

Declined 1845 2017 454 

Storage 181 237 38 

Cremations 3395 4187 968 

Total 6,763 9,166 2,151 

2 
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Figure 1: Yearly Comparison of OCME Accepted Cases (20 19 - 2021) 
Note: The data presented for 2021 is for 01/01/2021-03-15-2021. 

Total Number of Accepted Cases by Month and Year 
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- -- - - f--

1-; 2021 340 261 99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 2: Accepted Cases by Manner o[Death (excluding twn-human remains) 

A e ted Cases by MOD 

Manner of Death 2019 2020 2021 

Accident 577 745 51 

Homicide 164 212 41 

Natural 521 1651 424 

Pending 0 29 164 

Suicide 61 54 11 

Undetermined 19 33 0 

1342 2725 691 

Note: The above table does not include cremains or non-human remains; except for one (I) non-human remain case 
in 2019. In addition, cause and manner of death detenninations have not been made for all2020 cases, which are 

indicated by the "Pending" cases. Please note the "Pending" number of cases change daily and may be less for 2020 
at the time of this presentation. The data presented for 2021 is for 01/01/2021 - 03/ 15/2021 only. 

3 
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HOMICIDES 

Opioid Related Deaths: 

Table 2: Opioid-related Deaths, 2018-2021 

CY21 to 3/ 15/21 

11 

5 

45% 

NIA 

Note: The CY20 data is incomplete due to cases that are still "Pending" Cause and Manner of Death. 

Total Number of Fall Related Deaths by Year 
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Total# of Falls 93 89 93 78 

i 
101 

Total# of Falls Among 65+ 66 76 61 83 
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t * * --
202-698-9000 (Office) 

GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMNER 

401 E Street, SW 
Washington, D.C. 20024 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

FOIA Appeals, MOLC 

Rodney K. Adams, General Counsel 

February 22, 2021 

2021-FOIA-03130; FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

202-698-9101 (Fax) 

Thank you for seeking my input on the denial of a FOIA request by reporter William Marshall, 

2021-FOIA-03130, to the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) for: 

All records, including but not limited to autopsy report s, toxicology report s, notes, photographs, 
and OCME officials' electronic communications, related to the death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Capitol 
Police Officer Brian Sicknick and its related investigation. 

The request for personal identif iable information (PII) was properly denied pursuant to DC Code 

2-534(a)(2) and 2-534(a)(6). Additional bases include that the OCME has not completed its investigation 

and report1 and that law enforcement investigations2 are still underway at the time this FOIA request 

was made.3 

Background 

In response to Mr. Marshall's FOIA request for the OCM E case for the late Off. Sicknick, I advised 

Mr. Marshall that personal identifiable information (PII) about individual decedents is exempt from 

disclosure under FOIA4 and that OCME's position in not disclosing PII under FOIA is supported by the U.S. 

Supreme Court's decision in National Archives and Records Admin . v. Favish, 541 US 157 (2004). I 

advised him that a request for an OCME case file needs to be accompanied by an authorization f rom the 

next of kin; a subpoena; or a court order.5 

1 DC Code 2-534{a}(4) and 2-534{e) 
2 DC Code 2-534{a}(3) 
3 Correspondence on th is FOIA request are fi led in FOIAxpress 
4 DC Code 2-534{a}(2) 
5 DC Code 5-1412 and 28 DCMR 5000; DC Code 2-534{a}(6) 
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Memorandum 
2021-FOIA-03130; FOIA Appeal 2021-096 
2/22/2021 

Mr. Marshall's request reflects a common misperception of reporters (and the public at large) 

that a medical examiner will make immediate determinations about the circumstances of a death. As 

OCME Public Information Officer Cheryle Adams explained in her message to Mr. Marshall, OCME's goal 

is to meet the national standard of completing its report within ninety (90) days. Such a time interval is 

required to finish inquiries, record reviews, testing, consu ltation and other efforts that a prudent 

medical examiner undertakes. Decency demands that the f inal report would be shared with a 

decedent's survivors before any information would be shared with anyone else. Likewise, ongoing law 

enforcement investigations should not be compromised by premature release of preliminary findings 

and tentative conclusions. To this end, Ms. Adams advised Mr. Marshall that: 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' (NAME) 

standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, for cases that 

are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is available and the 

decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause and manner of 

death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the information when it is 

available. 

Requests to OCME for individual case files by reporters and the curious are not unusual in light 

of the fact that every jurisdiction has different laws related to the confidentiality of medical examiner 

case records. Some states, such as Maryland, have completely open records. Others have complete 

confidentiality, similar to the handling of medical records, and many, such as the District of Columbia, 

are in between. A principle function of OCME is to support families of decedents. One important 

component of supporting families is to protect their privacy. Some families may choose to grieve very 

publically. Others may want to grieve privately. OCME strongly supports either choice by protecting 

family's privacy until the family decides to waive it once the family has OCME's final report. 

Mr. Marshall immediately filed this appeal on the basis that "the intense public interest 

surrounding this case outweighing any asserted privacy considerations." No further basis was provided. 

Records Maintained by OCME 

OCME, by 28 DCMR 5005.1, is required to maintain fu ll and complete records and files, properly 

indexed, which provide the following information: 

(a) The name, if known, of every person whose death is investigated; 

(b) The place where the body was found; 

(c) The date the body was found; 

(d) The cause and manner of death; and 

(e) All other relevant information and reports of the medical examiner concerning the 

death 

2 
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Memorandum 
2021-FOIA-03130; FOIA Appeal 2021-096 
2/22/2021 

As would be expected, OCME case records usually include personal information such as the 

decedent's last known address, identification numbers such as a Social Security number, next of kin, 

medical history, social history, etc. 

An important consideration in this FOIA denial appeal is that Mr. Marshall's request was made 

on February 16, 2021 for a death that occurred on or about January 6, 2021. As described above, 

OCME's investigation has not been completed as of Mr. Marshall's appeal on February 18, 2021. Thus, 

the records listed above are not likely to be complete. It is anticipated that the Chief Medical Examiner 

will make an announcement as to the cause and manner of death for this unfortunate law enforcement 

officer when a final determination is made. 

Legal Analysis 

The OCME Records Statute 

The Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel has already ruled in a recent decision6 on Mr. Marshall's 

core assertion that he is entitled to the records: 

As an initial matter, this office rejects your argument that you are entitled to OCME's case files 

under D.C. Code§ 5-1412, which governs OCME's maintenance of records. Although you are 

correct that the statute allows a person with a "legitimate interest [to) obtain copies of [such) 

records," that allowance is expressly based "upon such conditions and payment of such fees as 

may be prescribed by regulation by the Mayor." D.C. Code§ 5-1412(c) (emphasis added). As 

relevant here, those conditions are laid out in 28 DCMR 5005.3. Under that regulation, you can 

obta in these records by: (1) providing written authorization of the next of kin for release of the 

records; (2) serving a subpoena; or (3) obtaining a court order. Your request does not include 

any of those, and thus D.C. Code§ 5-1412(c) does not give you an automatic right to the records 

you seek. 

In other words, DC Code 5-1412 provides an exemption from the DC FOIA statute. DC Code 2-534(a)(6). 

The Freedom of Information Act, Exemption 2 

While the primary goal of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) is to provide government 

transparency, DC Code 2-534(a)(2) ("Exemption 2") provides an exemption to disclosure of government 

records under the DC FOIA statute for: 

(2) Information of a personal nature where the public disclosure thereof would 
constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; 

6 MOLC, 2020-227 FOIA Appeal Decision, p. 2 

3 
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Memorandum 
2021-FOIA-03130; FOIA Appeal 2021-096 
2/22/2021 

Exemption 2 is derived from the federal Freedom of Information Act but is phrased in a less 

awkward manner than the better known federal Exemption 67
: 

{6) personnel and medical fi les and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute 
a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; 

As one might anticipate, federal FOIA Exemption 6 has been much more litigated than 

the local FOIA Exemption 2. The U.S. Justice Department describes a four-part test used by 

courts for the applicability of federal Exemption 6:8 

• First, determine whether the information at issue is a personnel, medical, or similar 

file; 

• Second, determine whether there is a significant privacy interest in the requested 

information; 

• Third, evaluate the requester's asserted FOIA publ ic interest in disclosure; and 

• Finally, if there is a significant privacy interest in nondisclosure and a FOIA public 

interest in disclosure, balance those competing interests to determine whether 

disclosure "would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." 

First, The Requested Information is in A Specified Location 

In looking at the first factor of the four-part test for federal Exemption 6, the courts have 

broadly interpreted "personnel and medical files and similar files": 9 

Information meets the threshold requirement of Exemption 6 if it is contained in "personnel and 
medical files and similar files." Personnel and medical files are easily identified, but what 
constitutes a "similar file" was established by the Supreme Court in U.S. Dep't of State v. Wash. 
Post Co. There the Supreme Court held, based upon a review of the legislative history of the 
FOIA, that Congress intended the term "similar files" to be interpreted broadly, rather than 
narrowly. The Court stated that the protection of an individual's privacy "surely was not 
intended to turn upon the label of the file which contains the damaging information." Rather, 
the Court made clear that all information that "applies to a particular individual" meets the 
threshold requirement for Exemption 6 protection. 

The Justice Department gives several examples of how broadly courts have interpreted 
"personnel and medical files and similar files." For example, the DC District Court found that the Federal 
Trade Commission acted appropriately in denying release of the names, addresses, and phone numbers 
of consumers who filed complaints "[s]ince each piece of information withheld by defendants applies to 
specific individuals."10 Similar protection of individual identities for interactions with other agencies has 

7 5 u.s.c. § 552(b)(6) 
8 US Justice Department, Guide to FOIA, Exemption 6, pp. 1-2 
9 Department of Justice Guide to the Freedom of Information Act, Exemption 6, p 4 (internal citations omitted) 
1° Carter, Fullerton & Hayes LLC v. FTC, 520 F. Supp. 2d 134, 144-45 
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been upheld by several courts.11 No interpretation of "similar files" is required for Mr. Marshall's 
request as the OCME records clearly fall within the definition of medical files. 

DC FOIA Exemption 2 avoids the ambiguity of "similar files" and simply says "information of a 
personal nature." The phrasing of DC Exemption 2 is almost verbatim from the U.S. Supreme Court's 
opinion in Department of State v. Washington Post Co., 12 which cited with approval the Court of Appeals 
for the District of Columbia holding in New York Times v. NASA13 that a government agency need not 
disclose "information which applies to a particular individual" if its disclosure "would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." 14 The New York Times was seeking a tape recording of the 
last moments of the doomed space shuttle Challenger astronauts. Trying to define the nature of the f ile 
was unimportant and overshadowed by the importance of protecting privacy: 

Thus the Supreme Court requires that in applying the threshold test, we look "not [to] the nature 
of the files" that contain the information sought in a FOIA request, but to the nature of the 
information requested. /d. The information need not be intimate; the threshold for application of 
Exemption 6 is crossed if the information merely "applies to a particular individual." /d. at 602, 
102 S.Ct. at 1961-62. As this court subsequently put it , the threshold is "minimal." Washington 

Post Co. v. HHS, 690 F.2d 252, 260 (1982) ("This ensures that FOIA's protection of personal 
privacy is not affected by the happenstance of the type of agency record in which personal 
information is stored.").15 

Here, the records sought by Mr. Marshall indisputably fall within the definition of "personnel, 

medical or similar f iles" under the federal Exemption 6. DC Exemption 2 does not require wrestling with 

such semantics. "Information of a personal nature" is exactly what the reporter seeks. Personal privacy 

is protected regardless of the label attached to its location. Therefore, the issue under both the federa l 

and DC FOIA statutes next becomes whether a privacy interest exists. 

Second, Significant Privacy Interests Are Present in OCME Case Files 

Turning to the second factor in the four-part test, no colorable argument can be made that the 

information sought by Mr. Marshall does not raise significant privacy interests. As a starting point, the 

U.S. Court of Appeal, Ninth Circuit has given th is definition of when personal privacy is of concern : 

(D.D.C. 2007) 
11 See Judicial Watch, Inc. v. United States, 84 F. App'x 335, 337 {4th Cir. 2004); accord Judicial Watch, Inc. v. 
Rossetti, 285 F. Supp. 2d 17, 28 {D.D.C. 2003) {finding names and addresses of people who wrote to the IRS to 
comment on organization's tax-exempt status, both pro and con, withholdable under Exemption 7{C)). Prudential 
Locations LLC v. HUD, 739 F.3d 424, 432 (9th Cir. 2013) (holding that "in light of the repeated pronouncements of 
HUD's confidentiali ty policy," authors of emails to HUD alleging violations of federal statute "had reasonable 
expectations that HUD would protect their confidentiality even without a specific request that it do so"). 
12 Department of State v. Washington Post Co., 456 U.S. 595, 602, 102 S.Ct. 1957, 1961-62, 72 L.Ed.2d 358 {1982) 
13 New York Times Co. v. Nat'l Aeronautics & Space Admin., 920 F.2d 1002, 1004 (D.C. Cir. 1990} 
14 

New York Times Co. v. Nat'l Aeronautics & Space Admin., 920 F.2d 1002, 1004 {D.C. Cir. 1990) quoting 
Department of State v. Washington Post Co., 456 U.S. 595, 602, 102 S.Ct. 1957, 1961-62, 72 L.Ed.2d 358 (1982); 5 
u.s.c. § 552(b)(6) 
15 New York Times Co. v. Nat'l Aeronautics & Space Admin., 920 F.2d 1002, 1006 {D.C. Cir. 1990} 
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Rather, a disclosure implicates personal privacy if it affects either "the individual's control of 
information concerning his or her person," Dep't of Justice v. Reporters Comm. for Freedom of 
the Press, 489 U.S. 749, 763, 109 S.Ct. 1468, 103 L.Ed .2d 774 (1989), or constitutes a "public 
intrusion[ ]long deemed impermissible under the common law and in our cultural 
traditions," Favish, 541 U.S. at 167, 124 S.Ct. 1570.16 

The Ninth Circuit had previously stated that, "Information regarding illness or health is personal, 

and falls under the scope of federal Exemption 6."17 The U.S. Supreme Court and Circuit Courts of 

Appeal have resoundingly upheld the privacy rights for decedents and their survivors in the context of 

medical examiner records and other information related to their death. 

The Supreme Court expressly recognized a right of privacy for survivors with regard to DC 

Medical Examiner records in 2004.18 The twist in the National Archives and Records Admin v. Favish19 

case was that the Medical Examiner's post-mortem photographs being sought by a news agency were in 

the possession of the US Park Police. Therefore, the Supreme Court addressed the personal privacy 

issue under federal Exemption 7(c), which pertains to protecting privacy by law enforcement agencies. 

The Supreme Court reviewed the history of a privacy interest for a decedent's survivors and expressly 

confirmed that survivors are entitled to privacy with regard to medical examiner records: 

As we shall explain below, we think it proper to conclude from Congress' use of the term 
"personal privacy" that it intended to permit family members to assert their own privacy rights 
against public intrusions long deemed impermissible under the common law and in our cultural 
traditions. This does not mean that the family is in the same position as the individual who is the 
subject of the disclosure. We have little difficulty, however, in finding in our case law and 
traditions the right of family members to direct and control disposition of the body of the 
deceased and to limit attempts to exploit pictures of the deceased family member's remains for 
public purposes. 20 

The Supreme Court went on to explain, by quoting an old New York state opinion and citing 
multiple other opinions, the source of the privacy right for the survivors: 

"It is the right of privacy of the living which it is sought to enforce here. That right may in some 
cases be itself violated by improperly interfering with the character or memory of a deceased 
relative, but it is the right of the living, and not that of the dead, which is recognized . A privilege 
may be given the surviving relatives of a deceased person to protect his memory, but the 
privilege exists for the benefit of the living, to protect their feelings, and to prevent a violation of 
their own rights in the character and memory of the deceased." 21 

16 Cameranesi v. United States Dep't of Def., 839 F.3d 751, 763 (9th Cir. 2016), withdrawn and superseded on 
denial of reh'g en bane. 856 F.3d 626 (9th Cir. 2017) 
17 

Oobronski v. FCC, 17 F.3d 275, 278 (9th Cir.1994) 
18 National Archives and Records Admin. V. Favish, 541 US 157 {2004) 
19 National Archives and Records Admin. V. Favish, 541 US 157 (2004) 
20 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 167, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1578, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 (2004) 
21 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 168- 69, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1578, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 (2004) 
quoting Schuyler v. Curtis, 147 N.Y. 434, 447, 42 N.E. 22, 25 (1895) . 
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See also Reid v. Pierce County, 136 Wash.2d 195, 212, 961 P.2d 333, 342 (1998) ("[T)he 
immediate relatives of a decedent have a protectable privacy interest in the autopsy records of 
the decedent"); McCambridge v. Little Rock, 298 Ark. 219, 231-232, 766 S.W.2d 909, 915 (1989) 
(recognizing the privacy interest of the murder victim's mother in crime scene 
photographs); Bazemore v. Savannah Hospital, 171 Ga. 257, 155 S.E. 194 (1930) (per 
curiam) (recognizing parents' right of privacy in photographs of their deceased **1579 child's 
body); Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 6520, p. 387 (1977) (recognizing that publication of a 
photograph of a deceased infant-a hypothetical "child with two heads"-over the objection of the 
mother would result in an "inva[sion]" of the mother's "privacy"). 22 

It would be anomalous to hold in the instant case that the statute provides even less protection 
than does the common law.23 

The Supreme Court described what would occur if it allowed the invasion of the survivors' privacy: 

The statutory scheme must be understood, moreover, in light of the consequences that would 
follow were we to adopt Favish's position. As a general rule, withholding information under FOIA 
cannot be predicated on the identity of the requester. See Reporters Committee, supra, at 771, 
109 S.Ct. 1468. We are advised by the Government that child molesters, rapists, murderers, and 
other violent criminals often make FOIA requests for autopsies, photographs, and records of 
their deceased victims. Our holding ensures that the privacy interests of surviving family 
members would allow the Government to deny these gruesome requests in appropriate cases. 
We find it inconceivable that Congress could have intended a definition of "personal privacy" so 
narrow that it would allow convicted felons to obtain these materials without limitations at the 
expense of surviving family members' personal privacy. 24 

The Supreme Court provided a string citation of its own to support the Court's decision 
confirming the privacy right of a decedent's family: 

For these reasons, in agreement with the Courts of Appeals for both the District of Columbia and 
the Ninth Circuit, see Accuracy in Media v. National Park Serv., 194 F.3d 120 (C.A.D.C.1999); 217 
F.3d 1168 (C.A.9 2000), we hold that FOIA recognizes surviving family members' right to personal 
privacy with respect to their close relative's death-scene images. Our holding is consistent with 
the unanimous view of the Courts of Appeals and other lower courts that have addressed the 
question. See, e.g., New York Times Co. v. *171 National Aeronautics and Space Admin., 782 
F.Supp. 628, 631, 632 (D.D.C.1991) (sustaining a privacy claim under the narrower Exemption 6 
with respect to an audiotape of the Space Shuttle Challenger astronauts' last words, because 
"[e)xposure to the voice of a beloved family member immediately prior to that family member's 
death ... would cause the Challenger families pain" and inflict "a disruption [to] their peace of 
mind every time a portion of the tape is played within their hearing"), on remand from 920 F .2d 
1002 (C.A.D.C.1990); Katz v. National Archives and Records Admin., 862 F.Supp. 476, 485 
(D.D.C.1994) (exempting from FOIA disclosure autopsy X-rays and photographs of President 
Kennedy on the ground that their release would cause "additional anguish" to the surviving 
family), aff'd on other grounds, 68 F.3d 1438 (C.A.D.C.1995); Lesar v. Department of Justice, 636 

22 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 169, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1578-79, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 (2004) 
23 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 170, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1579, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 (2004) 
24 

Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 170, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1579, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 (2004) 
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F.2d 472, 487 (C.A.D.C.1980) (recognizing, with respect to the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr., his survivors' privacy interests in avoiding "annoyance or harassment"). Neither the 
deceased's former status as a public official, nor the fact that other pictures had been made 
public, detracts from the weighty privacy interests involved. 25 

The U.S. Court of Appeal, First Circuit, summarized the holding of Favish and other courts to 

support its decision to exempt autopsy records from FOIA: 

In Favish, the Supreme Court held that family members have significant privacy interests in their 
close relatives' "death-scene images" and the "graphic details" surrounding their relatives' 
deaths. 541 U.S. at 170-71, 124 S.Ct. 1570. The Court also implicitly recognized that family 
members have privacy interests in their deceased relatives' autopsy records. See id. at 168-
70, 124 S.Ct. 1570 (noting that the common law recognizes the privacy interests of a decedent's 
immediate relatives in the decedent's autopsy records, and that FOIA provides broader 
protection for privacy interests than the common law (citing Reid v. Pierce County, 136 Wash.2d 
195, 961 P.2d 333, 342 {1998))) .26 

The Ninth Circuit has gone further to conclude that the survivors' right of privacy rises to the 

level of a Constitutional right: 

... So far as we are aware, then, this is the first case to consider whether the common law right 
to non-interference with a family's remembrance of a decedent is so ingrained in our traditions 
that it is constitutionally protected. We conclude that it is. 27 

A common law right rises to the level of a constitutional right if it is "deeply rooted in this 
Nation's history and tradition, and implicit in the concept of ordered liberty." Washington v. 
Glucksberg, 521 U.S. 702,720-21, 117 S.Ct. 2258, 138 L.Ed.2d 772 {1997) {internal citations and 
quotation marks omitted). The Favish Court considered our history and traditions, and found 
that "th [e] well-established cultural tradition acknowledging a family's control over the body and 
death images of the deceased has long been recognized at common law." Favish, 541 U.S. at 168, 
124 S.Ct. 1570. For precisely the same reasons, we conclude that this right is also protected by 
substantive due process.28 

Mr. Marshall may contend that OCME has the burden to inquire of the survivors whether they 

object to release of the PI I. Nothing in FOIA places such a burden on an agency. 

As recently reaffirmed,29 the Mayor's Office has long interpreted Exemption 2 to include OCME's 

case files: 

This Office has repeatedly held that, just as an individual has a substantial privacy interest in the 

individual's personally identifiable information, a decedent has a substantial privacy interest in 

25 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin . v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 170-71, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1579-80, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 
{2004) 
26 Eil v. U.S. Drug Enf't Admin., 878 F.3d 392, 400 {1st Cir. 2017) 
27 Marsh v. County of San Diego, 680 F.3d 1148, 1154 {9th Cir. 2012) 
28 Marsh v. County of San Diego. 680 F.3d 1148, 1154 {9th Cir. 2012) 
29 MOLC, 2020-0227 FOIA Appeal Decision, p. 3 
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the medical findings contained in the decedent's autopsy report. See FOIA Appeals 2017-104, 

2017-19, 2009-13. 

Again, no colorable argument can be made that disclosure of OCME's case records does 
not raise substantial privacy interests. The survivors are entitled to privacy by common law, 
constitutional right, and FOIA. 

Third, the Reporter Fails to State a Public Interest for Invading Personal 
Privacy 

Turning to the th ird factor of the four-part test, of note is the Justice Department's emphasis on 

"Where the privacy concerns ... are present, the exemption requ ires the person requesting the 

information to establish a sufficient reason for the disclosure."30 This requirement in the discussion at 

hand was established in NARA v. Favish by the Supreme Court for federal Exemption 7(C): 

Where the privacy concerns addressed by Exemption 7(C) are present, the exemption requires 
the person requesting the information to establish a sufficient reason for the disclosure. First, 
the citizen must show that the public interest sought to be advanced is a significant one, an 
interest more specific than having the information for its own sake. Second, the citizen must 
show the information is likely to advance that interest. Otherwise, the invasion of privacy is 
unwarranted.31 

In the case of photographic images and other data pertaining to an individual who died under 
mysterious circumstances, the justification most likely to satisfy Exemption 7(C)'s public interest 
requirement is that the information is necessary to show the investigative agency or other 
responsible officials acted negligently or otherwise improperly in the performance of their 
duties.32 

FOIA does not recognize public interests unrelated to agency functions.33 The DC Circuit observed: 

The only public interest to be considered under the FOIA is the extent to which disclosure 
"advances 'the citizens' right to be informed about what their government is up to."' Nat'l Ass'n 
of Home Builders v. Norton, 309 F.3d at 34 (quoting United States Dep't of Justice v. Reporters 
Committee for Freedom of the Press, 489 U.S. at 773, 109 S.Ct. 1468). This purpose "is not 
fostered by disclosure of information about private citizens ... that reveals little or nothing about 
an agency's own conduct." United States Dep't of Justice v. Reporters Committee for Freedom of 
the Press. 489 U.S. at 773, 109 S.Ct. 1468. In this case, the substantive content of the witness 
statements already has been disclosed to plaintiff, see Def.'s Mot. at 18, and the Court can see no 
public interest in the disclosure of names, addresses and telephone numbers of the witnesses 

30 NARA v. Favish, 541 U.S.157, 172 (2004) 
31 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 172, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1580-81, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 (2004) 
32 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 173, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1581, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 (2004) 
33 Eil v. U.S. Drug Enf't Admin ., 878 F.3d 392, 399 (1st Cir. 2017) 
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themselves. See United States Dep't of Justice v. Reporters Committee for Freedom of the 
Press, 489 U.S. at 773- 74, 109 S.Ct. 1468; Nat'l Ass'n of Retired Fed. Employees v. Horner, 879 
F.2d at 879.

34 

Of note, local Exemption 2 does not have a balancing test in it so this third factor is totally 

inapplicable to Mr. Marshall's request. Further, Mr. Marshall does not and cannot articulate any specific 

public interest and certainly no public interest in the functioning of OCME. Therefore, his FOIA request 

is properly denied. 

Fourth, Vague Public Interest Does Not Justify a Clearly Unwarranted Privacy 
Invasion 

Turning to the fourth factor in the four-part test, Mr. Marshall's request fails again. He has not 

established any reason for the disclosure. Mr. Marshall's curiosity is not a valid reason to invade the 

privacy of the families that have suffered a death investigated by OCME. Knowing for the sake of 

knowing is not a sufficient basis, as discussed above. As the DC District Court explained: 

To determine what constitutes a "clearly unwarranted privacy invasion," the Court must balance 
the individual's interest in privacy against the public interest in disclosure, in furtherance of the 
FOIA's "basic policy of opening agency action to the light of public scrutiny." See Nat'l Ass'n of 
Home Builders v. Norton, 309 F.3d at 32 (quoting United States Dep't of State v. Ray, 502 U.S. at 
175, 112 S.Ct. 541 (internal quotation marks omitted)). The public interest question is whether 
disclosure would "contribute significantly to public understanding of the operations or 
activities of government." United States Dep't of Defense v. Fed. Labor Relations Authority, 510 
U.S. 487, 495, 114 S.Ct. 1006, 127 L.Ed.2d 325 {1994) (quoting United States Dep't of Justice v. 
Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press, 489 U.S. 749, 775, 109 S.Ct. 1468, 103 L.Ed.2d 
774 {1989)).35 [Emphasis added) 

Note should be taken of the test : Whether disclosure would "contribute significantly to 
public understanding of the operations or activities of government." The Supreme Court in its 
Favish opinion was very direct in setting the standard high for invading the privacy of survivors: 

We hold that, where there is a privacy interest protected by Exemption 7(C) and the public 
interest being asserted is to show that responsible officials acted negligently or otherwise 
improperly in the performance of their duties, the requester must establish more than a bare 
suspicion in order to obtain disclosure. Rather, the requester must produce evidence that would 
warrant a belief by a reasonable person that the alleged Government impropriety might have 
occurred.

36 

The Supreme Court, in Favish, confirmed its prior holdings that a presumption of legitimacy is 
accorded to the government's official conduct. Where the presumption is applicable, clear evidence is 
usually required to overcome it:37 

34 
Hertzberg v. Veneman, 273 F. Supp. 2d 67, 87 (D.D.C. 2003) 

35 Hertzberg v. Veneman, 273 F. Supp. 2d 67, 84 (D.D.C. 2003) 
36 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 174, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1581, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 {2004) 
37 

Nat'l Archives & Records Admin . v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 174, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1581, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 {2004) 
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Only when the FOIA requester has produced evidence sufficient to satisfy this standard will there 
exist a counterweight on the FOIA scale for the court to balance against the cognizable privacy 
interests in the requested records. 38 

The holding of Favish has been followed in various Circuits. For example, a reporter's request 
for medical and death-related records of patients treated by a convicted physician was properly denied, 
according to the First Circuit: 

We conclude that the district court's balancing of the public interest in disclosure against the 
relevant privacy interests was flawed because the court applied the wrong standard. Applying 
the correct standard, we reverse, for several reasons. First, the release of the requested records 
is unlikely to advance a valid public interest, given the amount of relevant information that Eil 
already has access to. And second, the substantial privacy interests implicated by the records 
would outweigh any public interest in disclosure.39 

The appropriate test for determining whether medical and death-related records are properly 
withheld was re-articulated by the First Circuit. Of interest to the present discussion, the Court nixed 
the contention that a spreadsheet of personal information was any different than the actual records: 

Where, as here, the subject of the FOIA request involves "private citizen[s] and ... the 
information is in the Government's control as a compilation/' the privacy interest is at its "apex" 
while the public interest in disclosure is at its "nadir." Reporters Comm., 489 U.S. at 780, 109 
S.Ct. 1468. And when a legitimate privacy interest is implicated, the party seeking disclosure 
must show (1) that there is a "significant" public interest in disclosure, and (2) that the requested 
information is "likely to advance that interest." 40 

Not surprisingly, FOIA requesters have tried to be creative in circumventing the required 

standard. For example, the Supreme Court rebuffed a contention that the names of individuals were 

needed to confirm the veracity of an agency's reports: 

We are also unmoved by respondents ' asserted interest in ascertaining the veracity of the 
interview reports. There is not a scintilla of evidence, either in the documents themselves or 
elsewhere in the record, that tends to impugn the integrity of the reports. We generally accord 
Government records and official conduct a presumption of legitimacy. If a totally unsupported 
suggestion that the interest in finding out whether Government agents have been telling the 
truth justified disclosure of private materials, Government agencies would have no defense 
against requests for production of private information.41 

Here, Mr. Marshall makes no claim that his request has anything to do with how OCME conducts 
death investigations or that the unwarranted invasion of personal privacy would in any way improve 
government. Therefore, the FOIA request is properly denied. 

38 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 174-75, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1582, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 (2004) 
39 Eil v. U.S. Drug Enf't Admin., 878 F.3d 392, 395 (1st Cir. 2017) 
40 Eil v. U.S. Drug Enf't Admin., 878 F.3d 392, 398 (1st Cir. 2017) citing Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 
541 U.S. 157, 172, 124 S.Ct. 1570, 158 L.Ed.2d 319 (2004) 
41 U.S. Dept. of State v. Ray, 502 U.S. 164, 179, 112 S. Ct. 541, 550, 116 L. Ed. 2d 526 (1991) 
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The decision of the Mayor's Office on a prior appeal almost identical to Mr. Marshall's is equally 
applicable here: 

Your speculation that the release of the autopsy report "would confirm the caliber of 
weapon" used to kill the decedent does not constitute a public interest under DC FOIA. 
The caliber of the weapon has no bearing on OCME's performance of its statutory 
duties. When there is a privacy interest in a record and no countervailing public interest, 
the record may be withheld from disclosure. See, e.g. Beck v. Department of Justice, 997 
F.2d 1489, 1494 (D.C. Cir. 1993). As a result, we find that OCME has properly withheld 
the requested autopsy records under Exemption 2.42 

The Freedom of Information Act, Exemption 4 

Mr. Marshall seeks OCME records of a police officer that died on January 6, 2021. The reporter 

made his request on February 16, 2021. OCME denied that request on February 18, 2021. At the time 

of the request, of the denial, and of this memorandum, OCME has not completed its inquiry and report 

on the death at issue. Until OCME has a final report, disclosure of any documents would be premature 

and improper. Exemption 4 of the DC Freedom of Information Act was well described in a prior FOIA 

Appeal Decision:43 

Deliberative Process Exemption 4 of DC FOIA vests public bodies with discretion to withhold 
"inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums and letters which would not be available by law to 
a party other than an agency in litigation with the agency[.)" This exemption has been construed 
to "exempt those documents, and only those documents, normally privileged in the civil 
discovery context." NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S. 132, 149 (1975). As a result, 
Exemption 4 encompasses the deliberative process privilege. See McKinley v. Bd. of Governors 
of the Fed . Reserve Sys., 647 F.3d 331, 339 (D.C. Cir. 2011). The deliberative process privilege 
protects agency documents that are both predecisional and deliberative. Coastal States Gas 
Corp., v. Dep' t of Energy, 617 F.2d 854, 866 (D.C. Cir. 1980). A document is predecisional if it was 
generated before the adoption of an agency policy and it is deliberative if it "reflects the give
and-take of the consultative process." I d. 

The exemption thus covers recommendations, draft documents, proposals, 
suggestions, and other subjective documents which reflect the personal 
opinions of the writer rather than the policy of the agency. Documents which 
are protected by the privilege are those which would inaccurately reflect or 
prematurely disclose the views of the agency, suggesting as agency position 
that which is as yet only a personal position. To test whether disclosure of a 
document is likely to adversely affect the purposes of the privilege, courts ask 
themselves whether the document is so candid or personal in nature that 
public disclosure is likely in the future to stifle honest and frank communication 
within the agency ... 

As discussed in this decision and others, the goal of the deliberative privilege is to assure candid 

and frank discussions in the agency before a final decision is made. No place could this be more 

42 
MOLC, 2017-104 Appeal Decision, p. 3 

43 MOLC, 2018-76 Appeal Decision, p. 3 
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applicable than to the work of the OCME. A decedent's family and the public could easily misconstrue 

initial observations and tentative differential diagnoses. The grief, confusion, and possible suspicion 

would only be compounded if the final report had well-founded but different final observations and 

conclusions, despite this being expected as more information is gathered. Public intrusion and 

commentary would undoubtedly chill and impede the good faith efforts of the OCME.44 Therefore, Mr. 

Marshall's request should be denied. 

Freedom of Information Act, Exemption 3 

In light of the death of the Capitol Police officer continuing to be the subject of law enforcement 

investigation,45 withholding of OCME investigative documents is appropriate in that the records are 

exempt from disclosure pursuant to DC Code§ 2-534(a)(3)(A)(i) because disclosure of the investigatory 

records compiled for law enforcement purposes would interfere with enforcement proceedings.46 111 [S]o 

long as the investigation continues to gather evidence for a possible future criminal case, and that case 

would be jeopardized by the premature release of the evidence, [the investigatory record exemption] 

applies.' See Fraternal Order of Police, Metro. Labor Comm. v. D.C., 82 A.3d 803, 815 (D.C. 2014) 

(internal quotation and citation omitted)."47 

In applying the exemption for investigatory records compiled for law enforcement purposes that 

would interfere with enforcement proceedings under D.C. Code § 2-534 (a)(3)(A)(i), OCME has the 

burden of showing: (1) the documents requested by Mr. Marshall have been "compiled for law 

enforcement purposes," and (2) disclosure of those documents would "interfere with enforcement 

proceedings."48 The OCME case file created during the investigation of the underlying incident were 

clearly compiled for law enforcement purposes. While OCME is a fiercely independent agency, the basis 

for almost all law enforcement actions for homicide are based on OCME determinations. 

The D.C. Court of Appeals explained the second prong of this test in FOP, Metro. Labor Comm. v. 

District of Columbia,49 stating: 

What Congress meant by interference with enforcement proceedings was "the release of 
information in investigatory files prior to the completion of an actual, contemplated enforcement 
proceeding." National Labor Relations Bd. v. Robbins Tire & Rubber Co., 437 U.S. 214, 232, 98 S. 
Ct. 2311, 57 L. Ed . 2d 159 (1978). " (S]o long as the investigation continues to gather evidence for 
a possible future criminal case, and that case would be jeopardized by the premature release of 

44 See FOIA Appeal 2017-49 (denial of a request for pre-final determination documents of the OIG was upheld). 
OCME recognizes its unique position. It is not a law enforcement agency and jealously maintains its independence 
in death investigation. However, prosecution of homicide is usually based on the work of OCME. 
4 5 

Status that law enforcement investigation is ongoing was confirmed with Assistant US Attorney Gilead Light. 
Telephone conversation, 2/19/21 
46 MOLC, 2018-042 FOIA Appeal Decision; 2018-054 FOIA Appeal Decision 
47 MOLC, 2018-042 FOIA Appeal Decision, p. 2 
48 

Bevis v. Department of State, 801 F.2d 1386, 1388, 255 U.S. App. D.C. 347 (D.C. Cir. 1986) 
49 FOP, Metro. Labor Comm. v. District of Columbia, 82 A.3d 803, 814-815 (D.C. 2014) 
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the evidence, [the investigatory records exemption] applies." Juarez v. Department of Justice, 
518 F.3d 54, 59, 380 U.S. App. D.C. 178 (D.C. Cir. 2008). However, "where an agency fails to 
[demonstrate] that the .. . documents [sought] relate to any ongoing investigation or ... would 
jeopardize any future law enforcement proceedings, [the investigatory records exemption] 
would not provide protection to the agency's decision." Robbins Tire & Rubber Co., supra, at 
235 (alterations in original) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted). 5° 

OCME also satisfies this prong as the US Attorney's Office and other agencies are still 

investigating the Jan 61
h riot at the Capitol, including the deaths related thereto . Moreover, premature 

disclosure of the OCME case file will certainly interfere with any possible future criminal prosecution. 

Given the seriousness of the potential charges, release of the OCME case file depicting all the of the 

investigatory efforts immediately after the incident-from canvassing witnesses, collecting evidence, 

reconstructing the events-would disclose the pace and direction of the investigation as well as lead to 

witness intimidation and tampering and the destruction of evidence. Therefore, OCME properly 

withheld the requested OCME case file. 

As the OCME case file is part of the criminal investigation, release of these records would violate 

potential defendants' privacy interests as well as the privacy interests of the witnesses, bystanders, 

officers, and other victims. Importantly here, release of the OCME file would violate the privacy 

interests of the decedent's survivors. The courts have traditionally employed a balancing test to 

determine whether disclosure of requested records constitutes an unwarranted invasion of personal 

privacy. First, the privacy interest(s) implicated in the requested records must be identified and 

evaluated. With regard to the investigative records of law enforcement agencies, the courts have long

recognized that "individuals, whether they be suspects, witnesses, or investigators" have a "strong 

interest" in "not being associated unwarrantedly with alleged criminal activity." 51 Without a doubt, "the 

mention of an individual's name in a law enforcement file will engender comment and speculation and 

carries a stigmatizing connotation."52 Clearly, potential defendants, the witnesses, and others depicted 

in the OCME case file have a substantial privacy interest in the requested records. 

50 /d. at 815 
51 Fitzgibbon v. CIA, 911 F.2d 755, 767 (D.C. Cir. 1990) (quoting Stern v. FBI, 737 F.2d 84, 91- 92 (D.C. Cir. 1984)) 
52 Branch v. FBI, 658 F.Supp. 204, 209 (D.D.C.1987): see also Roth v. DOJ, 642 F.3d 1161, 1175 (D.C. Cir. 2011) 
(noting that "being associated with a quadruple homicide would likely cause [third parties] precisely the type of 
embarrassment and reputational harm that Exemption 7(C) is designed to guard against"), reh'g en bane denied, 
No. 09-5428 (D.C. Cir. Nov. 14, 2011); Neely v. FBI. 208 F.3d 461, 464-66 (4th Cir. 2000) (finding that FBI Special 
Agents and third-party suspects have "substantial interest[s] in nondisclosure of their identities and their 
connection[s] to particular investigations"); Quinon v. FBI. 86 F.3d 1222, 1230 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (ruling that 
"[p]ersons involved in FBI investigations-- even if they are not the subject of the investigation- "have a substantial 
interest in seeing that their participation remains secret" (quoting Fitzgibbon, 911 F.2d at 767 (quoting, in turn, 
King v. DOJ, 830 F.2d 210, 233 (D.C. Cir. 1987))); Franklin v. DOJ, No. 97-1225, slip op. at 10 (S.D. Fla. June 15, 1998) 
(magistrate's recommendation) (stating law enforcement officers, suspects, witnesses, innocent third parties, and 
individuals named in investigative files have substantial privacy interests in nondisclosure (citing Wichlacz v. U.S. 
Dep't of Interior, 938 F. Supp. 325, 330 (E .D. Va. 1996)) 
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Once the privacy interest(s) at stake has been assessed, it is balanced against the identified 

public interest. The U.S. Supreme Court in United States DOJ v. Reporters Comm. for Freedom of 

Press, 53
, limited the public interest standard to the FOIA's "core purpose" of "contribut[ing] significantly 

to public understanding of the operations or activities of the government." 54 More succinctly put, the 

requested information must show "what the Government is up to" in order to satisfy the public interest 

requirement.55 As discussed above, Mr. Marshall does not articulate a cognizable public interest under 

FOIA. 

Since a final report has not been issued by OCME, it is uncertain whether investigative matter in 

the OCME case file would interfere with a defendant's right to a fair trial. However, OCME would not 

want to create such a situation. Therefore, DC Code 2-534(a)(3)(B) should be honored in denying Mr. 

Marshall's request. Further to Exemption 2, release of the OCME case file, which is not final at this time, 

would be "an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy" under the exemption for law enforcement 

documents. DC Code 2-534(a)(3)(C). Decency and compassion calls for the survivors to be first made 

aware of any final determinations and then to give the choice to them as to what personal information 

will be released. OCME's case file should not be placed in the public domain before law enforcement 

has completed appropriate investigations and the survivors have had the opportunity to decide what 

final determinations they wish to share with the public. 

Conclusion 

The information sought by Mr. Marshall from OCME is personal identifying information. 

Families who have suffered the loss of a loved one should not be subjected to an unwarranted invasion 

of their privacy solely because the death was investigated by OCME. The U.S. Supreme Court has 

definitively recognized that survivors have this right of privacy. The right can only be overridden under 

FOIA where the requester comes forth with a compelling public interest reason, i.e. a well-founded 

inquiry into the function of the agency. Here, Mr. Marshall has offered no plausible reason to even 

consider an unwarranted invasion of the survivors' privacy. Even if Mr. Marshall were able to make a 

colorable argument, opening OCME case file would be premature and potentially detrimental to the 

ongoing law enforcement investigations. The risk of public confusion and speculation is too high. The 

right to a fair trial could be compromised. Mr. Marshall's FOIA request is properly denied. 

### 

53 United States DOJ v. Reporters Comm. for Freedom of Press, 489 U.S. 749 (1989) 
54 

United States DOJ v. Reporters Comm. for Freedom of Press, 489 U.S. 749, 776 (1989) 
55 United States DOJ v. Reporters Comm. for Freedom of Press, 489 U.S. 749, 781 (1989) 
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Attachment: 

Email to William Marshall from Cheryle Adams, 2/18/21 3:20PM 
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Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

1 Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent Thu 2/18/2021 3:20 PM 
To; bmarsl'lall@judicialwall:h.org 

Cc: Oedner, Olivia (EOM) ; Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the N ational Association of Medical Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the 
cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this 
:i:nfonna tion is available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause and manner of 
death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
chezyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.de.g:ov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMNER 

401 E Street, SW 
Washington, D.C. 20024 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

FOIA Appeals, MOLC 

Rodney K. Adams, General Counsel 

February 22, 2021 

2021-FOIA-03130; FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

202-698-9101 (Fax) 

Thank you for seeking my input on the denial of a FOIA request by reporter William Marshall, 

2021-FOIA-03130, to the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) for: 

All records, including but not limited to autopsy report s, toxicology report s, notes, photographs, 
and OCME officials' electronic communications, related to the death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Capitol 
Police Officer Brian Sicknick and its related investigation. 

The request for personal identif iable information (PII) was properly denied pursuant to DC Code 

2-534(a)(2) and 2-534(a)(6). Additional bases include that the OCME has not completed its investigation 

and report1 and that law enforcement investigations2 are still underway at the time this FOIA request 

was made.3 

Background 

In response to Mr. Marshall's FOIA request for the OCM E case for the late Off. Sicknick, I advised 

Mr. Marshall that personal identifiable information (PII) about individual decedents is exempt from 

disclosure under FOIA4 and that OCME's position in not disclosing PII under FOIA is supported by the U.S. 

Supreme Court's decision in National Archives and Records Admin . v. Favish, 541 US 157 (2004). I 

advised him that a request for an OCME case file needs to be accompanied by an authorization f rom the 

next of kin; a subpoena; or a court order.5 

1 DC Code 2-534{a}(4) and 2-534{e) 
2 DC Code 2-534{a}(3) 
3 Correspondence on th is FOIA request are fi led in FOIAxpress 
4 DC Code 2-534{a}(2) 
5 DC Code 5-1412 and 28 DCMR 5000; DC Code 2-534{a}(6) 
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Mr. Marshall's request reflects a common misperception of reporters (and the public at large) 

that a medical examiner will make immediate determinations about the circumstances of a death. As 

OCME Public Information Officer Cheryle Adams explained in her message to Mr. Marshall, OCME's goal 

is to meet the national standard of completing its report within ninety (90) days. Such a time interval is 

required to finish inquiries, record reviews, testing, consu ltation and other efforts that a prudent 

medical examiner undertakes. Decency demands that the f inal report would be shared with a 

decedent's survivors before any information would be shared with anyone else. Likewise, ongoing law 

enforcement investigations should not be compromised by premature release of preliminary findings 

and tentative conclusions. To this end, Ms. Adams advised Mr. Marshall that: 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' (NAME) 

standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, for cases that 

are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is available and the 

decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause and manner of 

death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the information when it is 

available. 

Requests to OCME for individual case files by reporters and the curious are not unusual in light 

of the fact that every jurisdiction has different laws related to the confidentiality of medical examiner 

case records. Some states, such as Maryland, have completely open records. Others have complete 

confidentiality, similar to the handling of medical records, and many, such as the District of Columbia, 

are in between. A principle function of OCME is to support families of decedents. One important 

component of supporting families is to protect their privacy. Some families may choose to grieve very 

publically. Others may want to grieve privately. OCME strongly supports either choice by protecting 

family's privacy until the family decides to waive it once the family has OCME's final report. 

Mr. Marshall immediately filed this appeal on the basis that "the intense public interest 

surrounding this case outweighing any asserted privacy considerations." No further basis was provided. 

Records Maintained by OCME 

OCME, by 28 DCMR 5005.1, is required to maintain fu ll and complete records and files, properly 

indexed, which provide the following information: 

(a) The name, if known, of every person whose death is investigated; 

(b) The place where the body was found; 

(c) The date the body was found; 

(d) The cause and manner of death; and 

(e) All other relevant information and reports of the medical examiner concerning the 

death 

2 
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As would be expected, OCME case records usually include personal information such as the 

decedent's last known address, identification numbers such as a Social Security number, next of kin, 

medical history, social history, etc. 

An important consideration in this FOIA denial appeal is that Mr. Marshall's request was made 

on February 16, 2021 for a death that occurred on or about January 6, 2021. As described above, 

OCME's investigation has not been completed as of Mr. Marshall's appeal on February 18, 2021. Thus, 

the records listed above are not likely to be complete. It is anticipated that the Chief Medical Examiner 

will make an announcement as to the cause and manner of death for this unfortunate law enforcement 

officer when a final determination is made. 

Legal Analysis 

The OCME Records Statute 

The Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel has already ruled in a recent decision6 on Mr. Marshall's 

core assertion that he is entitled to the records: 

As an initial matter, this office rejects your argument that you are entitled to OCME's case files 

under D.C. Code§ 5-1412, which governs OCME's maintenance of records. Although you are 

correct that the statute allows a person with a "legitimate interest [to) obtain copies of [such) 

records," that allowance is expressly based "upon such conditions and payment of such fees as 

may be prescribed by regulation by the Mayor." D.C. Code§ 5-1412(c) (emphasis added). As 

relevant here, those conditions are laid out in 28 DCMR 5005.3. Under that regulation, you can 

obta in these records by: (1) providing written authorization of the next of kin for release of the 

records; (2) serving a subpoena; or (3) obtaining a court order. Your request does not include 

any of those, and thus D.C. Code§ 5-1412(c) does not give you an automatic right to the records 

you seek. 

In other words, DC Code 5-1412 provides an exemption from the DC FOIA statute. DC Code 2-534(a)(6). 

The Freedom of Information Act, Exemption 2 

While the primary goal of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) is to provide government 

transparency, DC Code 2-534(a)(2) ("Exemption 2") provides an exemption to disclosure of government 

records under the DC FOIA statute for: 

(2) Information of a personal nature where the public disclosure thereof would 
constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; 

6 MOLC, 2020-227 FOIA Appeal Decision, p. 2 

3 
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Exemption 2 is derived from the federal Freedom of Information Act but is phrased in a less 

awkward manner than the better known federal Exemption 67
: 

{6) personnel and medical fi les and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute 
a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; 

As one might anticipate, federal FOIA Exemption 6 has been much more litigated than 

the local FOIA Exemption 2. The U.S. Justice Department describes a four-part test used by 

courts for the applicability of federal Exemption 6:8 

• First, determine whether the information at issue is a personnel, medical, or similar 

file; 

• Second, determine whether there is a significant privacy interest in the requested 

information; 

• Third, evaluate the requester's asserted FOIA publ ic interest in disclosure; and 

• Finally, if there is a significant privacy interest in nondisclosure and a FOIA public 

interest in disclosure, balance those competing interests to determine whether 

disclosure "would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." 

First, The Requested Information is in A Specified Location 

In looking at the first factor of the four-part test for federal Exemption 6, the courts have 

broadly interpreted "personnel and medical files and similar files": 9 

Information meets the threshold requirement of Exemption 6 if it is contained in "personnel and 
medical files and similar files." Personnel and medical files are easily identified, but what 
constitutes a "similar file" was established by the Supreme Court in U.S. Dep't of State v. Wash. 
Post Co. There the Supreme Court held, based upon a review of the legislative history of the 
FOIA, that Congress intended the term "similar files" to be interpreted broadly, rather than 
narrowly. The Court stated that the protection of an individual's privacy "surely was not 
intended to turn upon the label of the file which contains the damaging information." Rather, 
the Court made clear that all information that "applies to a particular individual" meets the 
threshold requirement for Exemption 6 protection. 

The Justice Department gives several examples of how broadly courts have interpreted 
"personnel and medical files and similar files." For example, the DC District Court found that the Federal 
Trade Commission acted appropriately in denying release of the names, addresses, and phone numbers 
of consumers who filed complaints "[s]ince each piece of information withheld by defendants applies to 
specific individuals."10 Similar protection of individual identities for interactions with other agencies has 

7 5 u.s.c. § 552(b)(6) 
8 US Justice Department, Guide to FOIA, Exemption 6, pp. 1-2 
9 Department of Justice Guide to the Freedom of Information Act, Exemption 6, p 4 (internal citations omitted) 
1° Carter, Fullerton & Hayes LLC v. FTC, 520 F. Supp. 2d 134, 144-45 
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been upheld by several courts.11 No interpretation of "similar files" is required for Mr. Marshall's 
request as the OCME records clearly fall within the definition of medical files. 

DC FOIA Exemption 2 avoids the ambiguity of "similar files" and simply says "information of a 
personal nature." The phrasing of DC Exemption 2 is almost verbatim from the U.S. Supreme Court's 
opinion in Department of State v. Washington Post Co., 12 which cited with approval the Court of Appeals 
for the District of Columbia holding in New York Times v. NASA13 that a government agency need not 
disclose "information which applies to a particular individual" if its disclosure "would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." 14 The New York Times was seeking a tape recording of the 
last moments of the doomed space shuttle Challenger astronauts. Trying to define the nature of the f ile 
was unimportant and overshadowed by the importance of protecting privacy: 

Thus the Supreme Court requires that in applying the threshold test, we look "not [to] the nature 
of the files" that contain the information sought in a FOIA request, but to the nature of the 
information requested. /d. The information need not be intimate; the threshold for application of 
Exemption 6 is crossed if the information merely "applies to a particular individual." /d. at 602, 
102 S.Ct. at 1961-62. As this court subsequently put it , the threshold is "minimal." Washington 

Post Co. v. HHS, 690 F.2d 252, 260 (1982) ("This ensures that FOIA's protection of personal 
privacy is not affected by the happenstance of the type of agency record in which personal 
information is stored.").15 

Here, the records sought by Mr. Marshall indisputably fall within the definition of "personnel, 

medical or similar f iles" under the federal Exemption 6. DC Exemption 2 does not require wrestling with 

such semantics. "Information of a personal nature" is exactly what the reporter seeks. Personal privacy 

is protected regardless of the label attached to its location. Therefore, the issue under both the federa l 

and DC FOIA statutes next becomes whether a privacy interest exists. 

Second, Significant Privacy Interests Are Present in OCME Case Files 

Turning to the second factor in the four-part test, no colorable argument can be made that the 

information sought by Mr. Marshall does not raise significant privacy interests. As a starting point, the 

U.S. Court of Appeal, Ninth Circuit has given th is definition of when personal privacy is of concern : 

(D.D.C. 2007) 
11 See Judicial Watch, Inc. v. United States, 84 F. App'x 335, 337 {4th Cir. 2004); accord Judicial Watch, Inc. v. 
Rossetti, 285 F. Supp. 2d 17, 28 {D.D.C. 2003) {finding names and addresses of people who wrote to the IRS to 
comment on organization's tax-exempt status, both pro and con, withholdable under Exemption 7{C)). Prudential 
Locations LLC v. HUD, 739 F.3d 424, 432 (9th Cir. 2013) (holding that "in light of the repeated pronouncements of 
HUD's confidentiali ty policy," authors of emails to HUD alleging violations of federal statute "had reasonable 
expectations that HUD would protect their confidentiality even without a specific request that it do so"). 
12 Department of State v. Washington Post Co., 456 U.S. 595, 602, 102 S.Ct. 1957, 1961-62, 72 L.Ed.2d 358 {1982) 
13 New York Times Co. v. Nat'l Aeronautics & Space Admin., 920 F.2d 1002, 1004 (D.C. Cir. 1990} 
14 

New York Times Co. v. Nat'l Aeronautics & Space Admin., 920 F.2d 1002, 1004 {D.C. Cir. 1990) quoting 
Department of State v. Washington Post Co., 456 U.S. 595, 602, 102 S.Ct. 1957, 1961-62, 72 L.Ed.2d 358 (1982); 5 
u.s.c. § 552(b)(6) 
15 New York Times Co. v. Nat'l Aeronautics & Space Admin., 920 F.2d 1002, 1006 {D.C. Cir. 1990} 
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Rather, a disclosure implicates personal privacy if it affects either "the individual's control of 
information concerning his or her person," Dep't of Justice v. Reporters Comm. for Freedom of 
the Press, 489 U.S. 749, 763, 109 S.Ct. 1468, 103 L.Ed .2d 774 (1989), or constitutes a "public 
intrusion[ ]long deemed impermissible under the common law and in our cultural 
traditions," Favish, 541 U.S. at 167, 124 S.Ct. 1570.16 

The Ninth Circuit had previously stated that, "Information regarding illness or health is personal, 

and falls under the scope of federal Exemption 6."17 The U.S. Supreme Court and Circuit Courts of 

Appeal have resoundingly upheld the privacy rights for decedents and their survivors in the context of 

medical examiner records and other information related to their death. 

The Supreme Court expressly recognized a right of privacy for survivors with regard to DC 

Medical Examiner records in 2004.18 The twist in the National Archives and Records Admin v. Favish19 

case was that the Medical Examiner's post-mortem photographs being sought by a news agency were in 

the possession of the US Park Police. Therefore, the Supreme Court addressed the personal privacy 

issue under federal Exemption 7(c), which pertains to protecting privacy by law enforcement agencies. 

The Supreme Court reviewed the history of a privacy interest for a decedent's survivors and expressly 

confirmed that survivors are entitled to privacy with regard to medical examiner records: 

As we shall explain below, we think it proper to conclude from Congress' use of the term 
"personal privacy" that it intended to permit family members to assert their own privacy rights 
against public intrusions long deemed impermissible under the common law and in our cultural 
traditions. This does not mean that the family is in the same position as the individual who is the 
subject of the disclosure. We have little difficulty, however, in finding in our case law and 
traditions the right of family members to direct and control disposition of the body of the 
deceased and to limit attempts to exploit pictures of the deceased family member's remains for 
public purposes. 20 

The Supreme Court went on to explain, by quoting an old New York state opinion and citing 
multiple other opinions, the source of the privacy right for the survivors: 

"It is the right of privacy of the living which it is sought to enforce here. That right may in some 
cases be itself violated by improperly interfering with the character or memory of a deceased 
relative, but it is the right of the living, and not that of the dead, which is recognized . A privilege 
may be given the surviving relatives of a deceased person to protect his memory, but the 
privilege exists for the benefit of the living, to protect their feelings, and to prevent a violation of 
their own rights in the character and memory of the deceased." 21 

16 Cameranesi v. United States Dep't of Def., 839 F.3d 751, 763 (9th Cir. 2016), withdrawn and superseded on 
denial of reh'g en bane. 856 F.3d 626 (9th Cir. 2017) 
17 

Oobronski v. FCC, 17 F.3d 275, 278 (9th Cir.1994) 
18 National Archives and Records Admin. V. Favish, 541 US 157 {2004) 
19 National Archives and Records Admin. V. Favish, 541 US 157 (2004) 
20 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 167, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1578, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 (2004) 
21 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 168- 69, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1578, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 (2004) 
quoting Schuyler v. Curtis, 147 N.Y. 434, 447, 42 N.E. 22, 25 (1895) . 
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See also Reid v. Pierce County, 136 Wash.2d 195, 212, 961 P.2d 333, 342 (1998) ("[T)he 
immediate relatives of a decedent have a protectable privacy interest in the autopsy records of 
the decedent"); McCambridge v. Little Rock, 298 Ark. 219, 231-232, 766 S.W.2d 909, 915 (1989) 
(recognizing the privacy interest of the murder victim's mother in crime scene 
photographs); Bazemore v. Savannah Hospital, 171 Ga. 257, 155 S.E. 194 (1930) (per 
curiam) (recognizing parents' right of privacy in photographs of their deceased **1579 child's 
body); Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 6520, p. 387 (1977) (recognizing that publication of a 
photograph of a deceased infant-a hypothetical "child with two heads"-over the objection of the 
mother would result in an "inva[sion]" of the mother's "privacy"). 22 

It would be anomalous to hold in the instant case that the statute provides even less protection 
than does the common law.23 

The Supreme Court described what would occur if it allowed the invasion of the survivors' privacy: 

The statutory scheme must be understood, moreover, in light of the consequences that would 
follow were we to adopt Favish's position. As a general rule, withholding information under FOIA 
cannot be predicated on the identity of the requester. See Reporters Committee, supra, at 771, 
109 S.Ct. 1468. We are advised by the Government that child molesters, rapists, murderers, and 
other violent criminals often make FOIA requests for autopsies, photographs, and records of 
their deceased victims. Our holding ensures that the privacy interests of surviving family 
members would allow the Government to deny these gruesome requests in appropriate cases. 
We find it inconceivable that Congress could have intended a definition of "personal privacy" so 
narrow that it would allow convicted felons to obtain these materials without limitations at the 
expense of surviving family members' personal privacy. 24 

The Supreme Court provided a string citation of its own to support the Court's decision 
confirming the privacy right of a decedent's family: 

For these reasons, in agreement with the Courts of Appeals for both the District of Columbia and 
the Ninth Circuit, see Accuracy in Media v. National Park Serv., 194 F.3d 120 (C.A.D.C.1999); 217 
F.3d 1168 (C.A.9 2000), we hold that FOIA recognizes surviving family members' right to personal 
privacy with respect to their close relative's death-scene images. Our holding is consistent with 
the unanimous view of the Courts of Appeals and other lower courts that have addressed the 
question. See, e.g., New York Times Co. v. *171 National Aeronautics and Space Admin., 782 
F.Supp. 628, 631, 632 (D.D.C.1991) (sustaining a privacy claim under the narrower Exemption 6 
with respect to an audiotape of the Space Shuttle Challenger astronauts' last words, because 
"[e)xposure to the voice of a beloved family member immediately prior to that family member's 
death ... would cause the Challenger families pain" and inflict "a disruption [to] their peace of 
mind every time a portion of the tape is played within their hearing"), on remand from 920 F .2d 
1002 (C.A.D.C.1990); Katz v. National Archives and Records Admin., 862 F.Supp. 476, 485 
(D.D.C.1994) (exempting from FOIA disclosure autopsy X-rays and photographs of President 
Kennedy on the ground that their release would cause "additional anguish" to the surviving 
family), aff'd on other grounds, 68 F.3d 1438 (C.A.D.C.1995); Lesar v. Department of Justice, 636 

22 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 169, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1578-79, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 (2004) 
23 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 170, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1579, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 (2004) 
24 

Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 170, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1579, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 (2004) 
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F.2d 472, 487 (C.A.D.C.1980) (recognizing, with respect to the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr., his survivors' privacy interests in avoiding "annoyance or harassment"). Neither the 
deceased's former status as a public official, nor the fact that other pictures had been made 
public, detracts from the weighty privacy interests involved. 25 

The U.S. Court of Appeal, First Circuit, summarized the holding of Favish and other courts to 

support its decision to exempt autopsy records from FOIA: 

In Favish, the Supreme Court held that family members have significant privacy interests in their 
close relatives' "death-scene images" and the "graphic details" surrounding their relatives' 
deaths. 541 U.S. at 170-71, 124 S.Ct. 1570. The Court also implicitly recognized that family 
members have privacy interests in their deceased relatives' autopsy records. See id. at 168-
70, 124 S.Ct. 1570 (noting that the common law recognizes the privacy interests of a decedent's 
immediate relatives in the decedent's autopsy records, and that FOIA provides broader 
protection for privacy interests than the common law (citing Reid v. Pierce County, 136 Wash.2d 
195, 961 P.2d 333, 342 {1998))) .26 

The Ninth Circuit has gone further to conclude that the survivors' right of privacy rises to the 

level of a Constitutional right: 

... So far as we are aware, then, this is the first case to consider whether the common law right 
to non-interference with a family's remembrance of a decedent is so ingrained in our traditions 
that it is constitutionally protected. We conclude that it is. 27 

A common law right rises to the level of a constitutional right if it is "deeply rooted in this 
Nation's history and tradition, and implicit in the concept of ordered liberty." Washington v. 
Glucksberg, 521 U.S. 702,720-21, 117 S.Ct. 2258, 138 L.Ed.2d 772 {1997) {internal citations and 
quotation marks omitted). The Favish Court considered our history and traditions, and found 
that "th [e] well-established cultural tradition acknowledging a family's control over the body and 
death images of the deceased has long been recognized at common law." Favish, 541 U.S. at 168, 
124 S.Ct. 1570. For precisely the same reasons, we conclude that this right is also protected by 
substantive due process.28 

Mr. Marshall may contend that OCME has the burden to inquire of the survivors whether they 

object to release of the PI I. Nothing in FOIA places such a burden on an agency. 

As recently reaffirmed,29 the Mayor's Office has long interpreted Exemption 2 to include OCME's 

case files: 

This Office has repeatedly held that, just as an individual has a substantial privacy interest in the 

individual's personally identifiable information, a decedent has a substantial privacy interest in 

25 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin . v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 170-71, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1579-80, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 
{2004) 
26 Eil v. U.S. Drug Enf't Admin., 878 F.3d 392, 400 {1st Cir. 2017) 
27 Marsh v. County of San Diego, 680 F.3d 1148, 1154 {9th Cir. 2012) 
28 Marsh v. County of San Diego. 680 F.3d 1148, 1154 {9th Cir. 2012) 
29 MOLC, 2020-0227 FOIA Appeal Decision, p. 3 
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the medical findings contained in the decedent's autopsy report. See FOIA Appeals 2017-104, 

2017-19, 2009-13. 

Again, no colorable argument can be made that disclosure of OCME's case records does 
not raise substantial privacy interests. The survivors are entitled to privacy by common law, 
constitutional right, and FOIA. 

Third, the Reporter Fails to State a Public Interest for Invading Personal 
Privacy 

Turning to the th ird factor of the four-part test, of note is the Justice Department's emphasis on 

"Where the privacy concerns ... are present, the exemption requ ires the person requesting the 

information to establish a sufficient reason for the disclosure."30 This requirement in the discussion at 

hand was established in NARA v. Favish by the Supreme Court for federal Exemption 7(C): 

Where the privacy concerns addressed by Exemption 7(C) are present, the exemption requires 
the person requesting the information to establish a sufficient reason for the disclosure. First, 
the citizen must show that the public interest sought to be advanced is a significant one, an 
interest more specific than having the information for its own sake. Second, the citizen must 
show the information is likely to advance that interest. Otherwise, the invasion of privacy is 
unwarranted.31 

In the case of photographic images and other data pertaining to an individual who died under 
mysterious circumstances, the justification most likely to satisfy Exemption 7(C)'s public interest 
requirement is that the information is necessary to show the investigative agency or other 
responsible officials acted negligently or otherwise improperly in the performance of their 
duties.32 

FOIA does not recognize public interests unrelated to agency functions.33 The DC Circuit observed: 

The only public interest to be considered under the FOIA is the extent to which disclosure 
"advances 'the citizens' right to be informed about what their government is up to."' Nat'l Ass'n 
of Home Builders v. Norton, 309 F.3d at 34 (quoting United States Dep't of Justice v. Reporters 
Committee for Freedom of the Press, 489 U.S. at 773, 109 S.Ct. 1468). This purpose "is not 
fostered by disclosure of information about private citizens ... that reveals little or nothing about 
an agency's own conduct." United States Dep't of Justice v. Reporters Committee for Freedom of 
the Press. 489 U.S. at 773, 109 S.Ct. 1468. In this case, the substantive content of the witness 
statements already has been disclosed to plaintiff, see Def.'s Mot. at 18, and the Court can see no 
public interest in the disclosure of names, addresses and telephone numbers of the witnesses 

30 NARA v. Favish, 541 U.S.157, 172 (2004) 
31 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 172, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1580-81, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 (2004) 
32 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 173, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1581, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 (2004) 
33 Eil v. U.S. Drug Enf't Admin ., 878 F.3d 392, 399 (1st Cir. 2017) 
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themselves. See United States Dep't of Justice v. Reporters Committee for Freedom of the 
Press, 489 U.S. at 773- 74, 109 S.Ct. 1468; Nat'l Ass'n of Retired Fed. Employees v. Horner, 879 
F.2d at 879.

34 

Of note, local Exemption 2 does not have a balancing test in it so this third factor is totally 

inapplicable to Mr. Marshall's request. Further, Mr. Marshall does not and cannot articulate any specific 

public interest and certainly no public interest in the functioning of OCME. Therefore, his FOIA request 

is properly denied. 

Fourth, Vague Public Interest Does Not Justify a Clearly Unwarranted Privacy 
Invasion 

Turning to the fourth factor in the four-part test, Mr. Marshall's request fails again. He has not 

established any reason for the disclosure. Mr. Marshall's curiosity is not a valid reason to invade the 

privacy of the families that have suffered a death investigated by OCME. Knowing for the sake of 

knowing is not a sufficient basis, as discussed above. As the DC District Court explained: 

To determine what constitutes a "clearly unwarranted privacy invasion," the Court must balance 
the individual's interest in privacy against the public interest in disclosure, in furtherance of the 
FOIA's "basic policy of opening agency action to the light of public scrutiny." See Nat'l Ass'n of 
Home Builders v. Norton, 309 F.3d at 32 (quoting United States Dep't of State v. Ray, 502 U.S. at 
175, 112 S.Ct. 541 (internal quotation marks omitted)). The public interest question is whether 
disclosure would "contribute significantly to public understanding of the operations or 
activities of government." United States Dep't of Defense v. Fed. Labor Relations Authority, 510 
U.S. 487, 495, 114 S.Ct. 1006, 127 L.Ed.2d 325 {1994) (quoting United States Dep't of Justice v. 
Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press, 489 U.S. 749, 775, 109 S.Ct. 1468, 103 L.Ed.2d 
774 {1989)).35 [Emphasis added) 

Note should be taken of the test : Whether disclosure would "contribute significantly to 
public understanding of the operations or activities of government." The Supreme Court in its 
Favish opinion was very direct in setting the standard high for invading the privacy of survivors: 

We hold that, where there is a privacy interest protected by Exemption 7(C) and the public 
interest being asserted is to show that responsible officials acted negligently or otherwise 
improperly in the performance of their duties, the requester must establish more than a bare 
suspicion in order to obtain disclosure. Rather, the requester must produce evidence that would 
warrant a belief by a reasonable person that the alleged Government impropriety might have 
occurred.

36 

The Supreme Court, in Favish, confirmed its prior holdings that a presumption of legitimacy is 
accorded to the government's official conduct. Where the presumption is applicable, clear evidence is 
usually required to overcome it:37 

34 
Hertzberg v. Veneman, 273 F. Supp. 2d 67, 87 (D.D.C. 2003) 

35 Hertzberg v. Veneman, 273 F. Supp. 2d 67, 84 (D.D.C. 2003) 
36 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 174, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1581, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 {2004) 
37 

Nat'l Archives & Records Admin . v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 174, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1581, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 {2004) 
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Only when the FOIA requester has produced evidence sufficient to satisfy this standard will there 
exist a counterweight on the FOIA scale for the court to balance against the cognizable privacy 
interests in the requested records. 38 

The holding of Favish has been followed in various Circuits. For example, a reporter's request 
for medical and death-related records of patients treated by a convicted physician was properly denied, 
according to the First Circuit: 

We conclude that the district court's balancing of the public interest in disclosure against the 
relevant privacy interests was flawed because the court applied the wrong standard. Applying 
the correct standard, we reverse, for several reasons. First, the release of the requested records 
is unlikely to advance a valid public interest, given the amount of relevant information that Eil 
already has access to. And second, the substantial privacy interests implicated by the records 
would outweigh any public interest in disclosure.39 

The appropriate test for determining whether medical and death-related records are properly 
withheld was re-articulated by the First Circuit. Of interest to the present discussion, the Court nixed 
the contention that a spreadsheet of personal information was any different than the actual records: 

Where, as here, the subject of the FOIA request involves "private citizen[s] and ... the 
information is in the Government's control as a compilation/' the privacy interest is at its "apex" 
while the public interest in disclosure is at its "nadir." Reporters Comm., 489 U.S. at 780, 109 
S.Ct. 1468. And when a legitimate privacy interest is implicated, the party seeking disclosure 
must show (1) that there is a "significant" public interest in disclosure, and (2) that the requested 
information is "likely to advance that interest." 40 

Not surprisingly, FOIA requesters have tried to be creative in circumventing the required 

standard. For example, the Supreme Court rebuffed a contention that the names of individuals were 

needed to confirm the veracity of an agency's reports: 

We are also unmoved by respondents ' asserted interest in ascertaining the veracity of the 
interview reports. There is not a scintilla of evidence, either in the documents themselves or 
elsewhere in the record, that tends to impugn the integrity of the reports. We generally accord 
Government records and official conduct a presumption of legitimacy. If a totally unsupported 
suggestion that the interest in finding out whether Government agents have been telling the 
truth justified disclosure of private materials, Government agencies would have no defense 
against requests for production of private information.41 

Here, Mr. Marshall makes no claim that his request has anything to do with how OCME conducts 
death investigations or that the unwarranted invasion of personal privacy would in any way improve 
government. Therefore, the FOIA request is properly denied. 

38 Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 174-75, 124 S. Ct. 1570, 1582, 158 L. Ed. 2d 319 (2004) 
39 Eil v. U.S. Drug Enf't Admin., 878 F.3d 392, 395 (1st Cir. 2017) 
40 Eil v. U.S. Drug Enf't Admin., 878 F.3d 392, 398 (1st Cir. 2017) citing Nat'l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 
541 U.S. 157, 172, 124 S.Ct. 1570, 158 L.Ed.2d 319 (2004) 
41 U.S. Dept. of State v. Ray, 502 U.S. 164, 179, 112 S. Ct. 541, 550, 116 L. Ed. 2d 526 (1991) 
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The decision of the Mayor's Office on a prior appeal almost identical to Mr. Marshall's is equally 
applicable here: 

Your speculation that the release of the autopsy report "would confirm the caliber of 
weapon" used to kill the decedent does not constitute a public interest under DC FOIA. 
The caliber of the weapon has no bearing on OCME's performance of its statutory 
duties. When there is a privacy interest in a record and no countervailing public interest, 
the record may be withheld from disclosure. See, e.g. Beck v. Department of Justice, 997 
F.2d 1489, 1494 (D.C. Cir. 1993). As a result, we find that OCME has properly withheld 
the requested autopsy records under Exemption 2.42 

The Freedom of Information Act, Exemption 4 

Mr. Marshall seeks OCME records of a police officer that died on January 6, 2021. The reporter 

made his request on February 16, 2021. OCME denied that request on February 18, 2021. At the time 

of the request, of the denial, and of this memorandum, OCME has not completed its inquiry and report 

on the death at issue. Until OCME has a final report, disclosure of any documents would be premature 

and improper. Exemption 4 of the DC Freedom of Information Act was well described in a prior FOIA 

Appeal Decision:43 

Deliberative Process Exemption 4 of DC FOIA vests public bodies with discretion to withhold 
"inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums and letters which would not be available by law to 
a party other than an agency in litigation with the agency[.)" This exemption has been construed 
to "exempt those documents, and only those documents, normally privileged in the civil 
discovery context." NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S. 132, 149 (1975). As a result, 
Exemption 4 encompasses the deliberative process privilege. See McKinley v. Bd. of Governors 
of the Fed . Reserve Sys., 647 F.3d 331, 339 (D.C. Cir. 2011). The deliberative process privilege 
protects agency documents that are both predecisional and deliberative. Coastal States Gas 
Corp., v. Dep' t of Energy, 617 F.2d 854, 866 (D.C. Cir. 1980). A document is predecisional if it was 
generated before the adoption of an agency policy and it is deliberative if it "reflects the give
and-take of the consultative process." I d. 

The exemption thus covers recommendations, draft documents, proposals, 
suggestions, and other subjective documents which reflect the personal 
opinions of the writer rather than the policy of the agency. Documents which 
are protected by the privilege are those which would inaccurately reflect or 
prematurely disclose the views of the agency, suggesting as agency position 
that which is as yet only a personal position. To test whether disclosure of a 
document is likely to adversely affect the purposes of the privilege, courts ask 
themselves whether the document is so candid or personal in nature that 
public disclosure is likely in the future to stifle honest and frank communication 
within the agency ... 

As discussed in this decision and others, the goal of the deliberative privilege is to assure candid 

and frank discussions in the agency before a final decision is made. No place could this be more 

42 
MOLC, 2017-104 Appeal Decision, p. 3 

43 MOLC, 2018-76 Appeal Decision, p. 3 
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applicable than to the work of the OCME. A decedent's family and the public could easily misconstrue 

initial observations and tentative differential diagnoses. The grief, confusion, and possible suspicion 

would only be compounded if the final report had well-founded but different final observations and 

conclusions, despite this being expected as more information is gathered. Public intrusion and 

commentary would undoubtedly chill and impede the good faith efforts of the OCME.44 Therefore, Mr. 

Marshall's request should be denied. 

Freedom of Information Act, Exemption 3 

In light of the death of the Capitol Police officer continuing to be the subject of law enforcement 

investigation,45 withholding of OCME investigative documents is appropriate in that the records are 

exempt from disclosure pursuant to DC Code§ 2-534(a)(3)(A)(i) because disclosure of the investigatory 

records compiled for law enforcement purposes would interfere with enforcement proceedings.46 111 [S]o 

long as the investigation continues to gather evidence for a possible future criminal case, and that case 

would be jeopardized by the premature release of the evidence, [the investigatory record exemption] 

applies.' See Fraternal Order of Police, Metro. Labor Comm. v. D.C., 82 A.3d 803, 815 (D.C. 2014) 

(internal quotation and citation omitted)."47 

In applying the exemption for investigatory records compiled for law enforcement purposes that 

would interfere with enforcement proceedings under D.C. Code § 2-534 (a)(3)(A)(i), OCME has the 

burden of showing: (1) the documents requested by Mr. Marshall have been "compiled for law 

enforcement purposes," and (2) disclosure of those documents would "interfere with enforcement 

proceedings."48 The OCME case file created during the investigation of the underlying incident were 

clearly compiled for law enforcement purposes. While OCME is a fiercely independent agency, the basis 

for almost all law enforcement actions for homicide are based on OCME determinations. 

The D.C. Court of Appeals explained the second prong of this test in FOP, Metro. Labor Comm. v. 

District of Columbia,49 stating: 

What Congress meant by interference with enforcement proceedings was "the release of 
information in investigatory files prior to the completion of an actual, contemplated enforcement 
proceeding." National Labor Relations Bd. v. Robbins Tire & Rubber Co., 437 U.S. 214, 232, 98 S. 
Ct. 2311, 57 L. Ed . 2d 159 (1978). " (S]o long as the investigation continues to gather evidence for 
a possible future criminal case, and that case would be jeopardized by the premature release of 

44 See FOIA Appeal 2017-49 (denial of a request for pre-final determination documents of the OIG was upheld). 
OCME recognizes its unique position. It is not a law enforcement agency and jealously maintains its independence 
in death investigation. However, prosecution of homicide is usually based on the work of OCME. 
4 5 

Status that law enforcement investigation is ongoing was confirmed with Assistant US Attorney Gilead Light. 
Telephone conversation, 2/19/21 
46 MOLC, 2018-042 FOIA Appeal Decision; 2018-054 FOIA Appeal Decision 
47 MOLC, 2018-042 FOIA Appeal Decision, p. 2 
48 

Bevis v. Department of State, 801 F.2d 1386, 1388, 255 U.S. App. D.C. 347 (D.C. Cir. 1986) 
49 FOP, Metro. Labor Comm. v. District of Columbia, 82 A.3d 803, 814-815 (D.C. 2014) 
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the evidence, [the investigatory records exemption] applies." Juarez v. Department of Justice, 
518 F.3d 54, 59, 380 U.S. App. D.C. 178 (D.C. Cir. 2008). However, "where an agency fails to 
[demonstrate] that the .. . documents [sought] relate to any ongoing investigation or ... would 
jeopardize any future law enforcement proceedings, [the investigatory records exemption] 
would not provide protection to the agency's decision." Robbins Tire & Rubber Co., supra, at 
235 (alterations in original) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted). 5° 

OCME also satisfies this prong as the US Attorney's Office and other agencies are still 

investigating the Jan 61
h riot at the Capitol, including the deaths related thereto . Moreover, premature 

disclosure of the OCME case file will certainly interfere with any possible future criminal prosecution. 

Given the seriousness of the potential charges, release of the OCME case file depicting all the of the 

investigatory efforts immediately after the incident-from canvassing witnesses, collecting evidence, 

reconstructing the events-would disclose the pace and direction of the investigation as well as lead to 

witness intimidation and tampering and the destruction of evidence. Therefore, OCME properly 

withheld the requested OCME case file. 

As the OCME case file is part of the criminal investigation, release of these records would violate 

potential defendants' privacy interests as well as the privacy interests of the witnesses, bystanders, 

officers, and other victims. Importantly here, release of the OCME file would violate the privacy 

interests of the decedent's survivors. The courts have traditionally employed a balancing test to 

determine whether disclosure of requested records constitutes an unwarranted invasion of personal 

privacy. First, the privacy interest(s) implicated in the requested records must be identified and 

evaluated. With regard to the investigative records of law enforcement agencies, the courts have long

recognized that "individuals, whether they be suspects, witnesses, or investigators" have a "strong 

interest" in "not being associated unwarrantedly with alleged criminal activity." 51 Without a doubt, "the 

mention of an individual's name in a law enforcement file will engender comment and speculation and 

carries a stigmatizing connotation."52 Clearly, potential defendants, the witnesses, and others depicted 

in the OCME case file have a substantial privacy interest in the requested records. 

50 /d. at 815 
51 Fitzgibbon v. CIA, 911 F.2d 755, 767 (D.C. Cir. 1990) (quoting Stern v. FBI, 737 F.2d 84, 91- 92 (D.C. Cir. 1984)) 
52 Branch v. FBI, 658 F.Supp. 204, 209 (D.D.C.1987): see also Roth v. DOJ, 642 F.3d 1161, 1175 (D.C. Cir. 2011) 
(noting that "being associated with a quadruple homicide would likely cause [third parties] precisely the type of 
embarrassment and reputational harm that Exemption 7(C) is designed to guard against"), reh'g en bane denied, 
No. 09-5428 (D.C. Cir. Nov. 14, 2011); Neely v. FBI. 208 F.3d 461, 464-66 (4th Cir. 2000) (finding that FBI Special 
Agents and third-party suspects have "substantial interest[s] in nondisclosure of their identities and their 
connection[s] to particular investigations"); Quinon v. FBI. 86 F.3d 1222, 1230 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (ruling that 
"[p]ersons involved in FBI investigations-- even if they are not the subject of the investigation- "have a substantial 
interest in seeing that their participation remains secret" (quoting Fitzgibbon, 911 F.2d at 767 (quoting, in turn, 
King v. DOJ, 830 F.2d 210, 233 (D.C. Cir. 1987))); Franklin v. DOJ, No. 97-1225, slip op. at 10 (S.D. Fla. June 15, 1998) 
(magistrate's recommendation) (stating law enforcement officers, suspects, witnesses, innocent third parties, and 
individuals named in investigative files have substantial privacy interests in nondisclosure (citing Wichlacz v. U.S. 
Dep't of Interior, 938 F. Supp. 325, 330 (E .D. Va. 1996)) 
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Once the privacy interest(s) at stake has been assessed, it is balanced against the identified 

public interest. The U.S. Supreme Court in United States DOJ v. Reporters Comm. for Freedom of 

Press, 53
, limited the public interest standard to the FOIA's "core purpose" of "contribut[ing] significantly 

to public understanding of the operations or activities of the government." 54 More succinctly put, the 

requested information must show "what the Government is up to" in order to satisfy the public interest 

requirement.55 As discussed above, Mr. Marshall does not articulate a cognizable public interest under 

FOIA. 

Since a final report has not been issued by OCME, it is uncertain whether investigative matter in 

the OCME case file would interfere with a defendant's right to a fair trial. However, OCME would not 

want to create such a situation. Therefore, DC Code 2-534(a)(3)(B) should be honored in denying Mr. 

Marshall's request. Further to Exemption 2, release of the OCME case file, which is not final at this time, 

would be "an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy" under the exemption for law enforcement 

documents. DC Code 2-534(a)(3)(C). Decency and compassion calls for the survivors to be first made 

aware of any final determinations and then to give the choice to them as to what personal information 

will be released. OCME's case file should not be placed in the public domain before law enforcement 

has completed appropriate investigations and the survivors have had the opportunity to decide what 

final determinations they wish to share with the public. 

Conclusion 

The information sought by Mr. Marshall from OCME is personal identifying information. 

Families who have suffered the loss of a loved one should not be subjected to an unwarranted invasion 

of their privacy solely because the death was investigated by OCME. The U.S. Supreme Court has 

definitively recognized that survivors have this right of privacy. The right can only be overridden under 

FOIA where the requester comes forth with a compelling public interest reason, i.e. a well-founded 

inquiry into the function of the agency. Here, Mr. Marshall has offered no plausible reason to even 

consider an unwarranted invasion of the survivors' privacy. Even if Mr. Marshall were able to make a 

colorable argument, opening OCME case file would be premature and potentially detrimental to the 

ongoing law enforcement investigations. The risk of public confusion and speculation is too high. The 

right to a fair trial could be compromised. Mr. Marshall's FOIA request is properly denied. 

### 

53 United States DOJ v. Reporters Comm. for Freedom of Press, 489 U.S. 749 (1989) 
54 

United States DOJ v. Reporters Comm. for Freedom of Press, 489 U.S. 749, 776 (1989) 
55 United States DOJ v. Reporters Comm. for Freedom of Press, 489 U.S. 749, 781 (1989) 
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Email to William Marshall from Cheryle Adams, 2/18/21 3:20PM 
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Memorandum 
2021-FOIA-03130; FOIA Appeal 2021-096 
2/22/2021 

Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

1 Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent Thu 2/18/2021 3:20 PM 
To; bmarsl'lall@judicialwall:h.org 

Cc: Oedner, Olivia (EOM) ; Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the N ational Association of Medical Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the 
cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this 
:i:nfonna tion is available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause and manner of 
death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
chezyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.de.g:ov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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*** GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
OFFICE OF THE CIDEF MEDICAL EXAMINER 

401 E Street SW 

Telephone: 202-698-9000 

The Honorable Ron Johnson 
United States Senate 
328 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Suite 6081 
Washington, D.C. 20024 

June 16, 2021 

Re: Death of USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
OCME #21-00132 

Dear Senator Johnson: 

Fax: 202-698-9101 

Thank you for your March 8, 2021 letter regarding the death of USCP Officer Brian Sicknick. 
The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) for the District of Columbia strives to meet 
National Association of Medical Examiner's standard that 90% of postmortem examination 
reports be completed within ninety (90) days from the time of the autopsy. 1 While more complex 
cases may take longer, we expect that Officer Sicknick's evaluation will be completed within 
this timeframe. In contrast to popular perception, an autopsy is often only an early step in a death 
investigation; additional time is often needed to conduct toxicology, lab studies, additional field 
investigation, and specialist consultations. 

OCME must first share our findings with the officer's survivors, and we then intend to make a 
public statement as to the cause and manner of the death. OCME's Public Information Officer 
has included you on the list to receive that statement as soon as it is issued. DC Code § 5-1412 
limits the release of additional information without authorization from next of kin. If personal 
health information is needed sooner by a congressional investigative committee, we welcome the 
committee's staff to work with OCME's General Counsel to determine a way that the 
information can be shared while under seal in the absence of authorization from next of kin. 

If you need further information do not hesitate to contact OCME' s General Counsel, Rodney 
Adams by email at Rodney.Adams@dc.gov or by phone at (202) 698-9005. 

1 NAME Inspection and Accreditation Checklist F.4.k 

Sincerely, 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FCAP, FASCP 
Chief Medical Examiner 
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~ 

Public Safety and Justice Cluster Meeting 

March 25, 2021 

OCME TALKING POINTS 

(Please provide the three most important talking points that you would like to highlight this 

month.) 

);> Unit Updates 

OCME has received ten FOIA requests for records about the investigation of Officer 
Sicknick's death following the January 6th Capitol riot. Each of those has been 
declined. One requestor (Judicial Watch) has appealed. OCME's Public Information 
Officer has received more than 50 media inquiries. 

);> Other Items 

1 
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Submit New Appeal 

To modify request details please update your requester profile or contact our office for assistance. 

William F. Marshall 
Senior Investigator 
Judicial Watch 
425 Third Street 
Suite 800 
Washington, DC 20024 
Phone 2026465172 
bmarshall@judicialwatch.org 

Requester Default Category: Commercial Organization 

Original Request No. 
Requester Category 
Preferred Delivery Mode 

Street1 
Street2 
City 
State 
Country 
Zip Code 

Detailed Appeal Description 

Description Document 

2021-FOIA-03130 
Educational or Non-Commercial Scientific 
Download via FOIA Portal 

425 Third Street 
Suite 800 
Washington 
District of Columbia 
United States 
20024 

Judicial Watch appeals the withholding of the requested records due to the intense public 
interest surrounding this case outweighing any asserted privacy considerations. 
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Submit New Request 

To modify request details please update your requester profile or contact our office for assistance. 

William F. Marshall 
Senior Investigator 
Judicial Watch 
425 Third Street 
Suite 800 
Washington, DC 20024 
Phone 2026465172 
bmarshall@judicialwatch.org 

Requester Default Category: Commercial Organization 

I 
Select a Request Type 
Select a FOIA Office 
FOIA Office Additional Info. 
Requester Category 
Preferred Delivery Mode 

Date Range for Record 
Search:From 
Date Range for Record 
Search:To 

Detailed Request Description 

Description Document 

Amount Willing to Pay 
Willing to Pay All Fees 
Fee Waiver Requested 

Fee Waiver Request Reason 

FOIA 
OCME - Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Educational or Non-Commercial Scientific 
E-mail 

01/06/2021 

02/16/2021 

All records, including but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, 
and OCME officials' electronic communications, related to the death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Capitol 
Police Officer Brian Sicknick and its related investigation. 

$250 
No 
Yes 
Judicial Watch is a non-profit educational organization registered as a 501 (c)(3) organization 
with the IRS, whose mission is to investigate, expose and educate the public about the 
operations of the government. 
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*** GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
OFFICE OF THE CIDEF MEDICAL EXAMINER 

401 E Street SW 

Telephone: 202-698-9000 

The Honorable Ron Johnson 

United States Senate 
328 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Suite 6081 
Washington, D.C. 20024 

June 16, 2021 

Re: Death of USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
OCME #21-00132 

Dear Sen. Johnson: 

1 NAME Inspection and Accreditation Checklist F.4.k 

' i 
Fax: 202-698-9101 
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Sen. Johnson 

June 16, 2021 

Page 2 of 2 

Sincerely, 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FCAP, FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 
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I. WEATHER 

• Today: Sunny. High 38°. Low 29°. 
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• Winter Storm Watch : From late tonight (1AM) 
through late Sunday night, snow accumulations 
of 4 to 8 inches and ice accumulations of a 
light glaze are possible throughout the entire 
NCR. 

12.0 
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6.0 

~ 
4.0 ~ 

30 

Event total snowfall valid 1/30 l PM- 2/ 1 7PM (Source: NWS) 

Winter Storm Operational Changes 

• NCR: On Sunday, Metrobus will operate on 
a moderate snow service plan. Scheduled work 
at Addison Rd, Arlington Cemetery, and on the 
Yellow Line bridge will be suspended. Metro 
will deploy resources and equipment to keep 
the tracks clear of snow and ice and treat 
station platforms, walkways, and parking lots. 
Trains can operate very close to a normal 
schedule in snowfall of up to six inches. 

• City of Rockville: A snow emergency 
beginning 9AM Sunday will require all vehicles 
to be removed from roads within the city, 
including neighborhood streets, by 9AM 
Sunday. 

• City of Alexandria: All public school bui ldings 
and grounds will be closed to staff, students, 
families and community members on Monday 
due to projected weather conditions. All 
programs and services at ACPS facilities, 
including food distribution, are canceled. Virtual 
classes will continue as normal. 

II. DEVELOPMENTS OF NOTE 

National Capital Region 

• District of Columbia: The Capitol Police 
Officer Sicknick, who died from injuries 
sustained while protecting the Capitol on 
January 6, will lie in honor at the Capitol 
Rotunda on Tuesday at 9:30PM. A 
Congressional tribute for Sicknick will occur 
1 0:30AM Wednesday. A ceremonial departure 
will occur at 12PM Wednesday before Officer 
Sicknick's interment at Arlington National 
Cemetery. All events are for invited guests only 
due to CO VI D-19 restrictions. 

• City of Alexandria: Until February 5, warming 
centers will be available for those who do not 
have access to a warm shelter during the day. 
Due to COVID-19, access to city recreation 
centers normally available to the public as 
warming centers have been reduced. 

• City of Alexandria: The Department of 
Community and Human Services is offering 
access to an online mental health training 
resource named Kognito. Using simulation and 
role-play conversations, Kognito allows 
residents and organizations to understand 
suicide prevention and assist youth affected by 
mental illness. 
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United States 

• Nationwide/Cyber: CISA released a Malware 
Analysis Report on Wednesday detailing 
several malicious artifacts, identified by 
FireEye as SUPERNOVA, that affected the 
SolarWinds Orion product. CISA has assessed 
that SUPERNOVA is not part of the 
SolarWinds supply chain attack described in 
the Activity Alert previously issued. 

Ill. COVID-19 (CORONAVIRUS) 

COVID-19 Data (as of 6AM) 

Sources: DC Health, MDH, Prince George's County Health 
Department, VDH 

National Capital Region 

• Prince George's County: Public Schools 
employees began signing up to receive 
COVID-19 vaccine on January 28. As of 
yesterday, the county remains at a high-risk 
level in the three main factors that will allow in
person learning to begin. 

• Maryland: Vaccine supply is extremely limited, 
and the demand will far exceed the supply for 
some time to come. As of January 29, the state 
has administered 852,625 vaccines, with 
approximately 23,000 doses given Thursday, 
January 28. However, the state is currently 
only receiving 10,000 doses a day. 

• Prince William County: Starting February 1, 
the county's 12 publ ic libraries will be closed to 
the public and offering curbside service only, 
so staff could dedicate time to COVID-19 
vaccine call centers. In this new voluntary roll , 
staff will assist with vaccine appointments and 
provide general phone support. 

United States 

• West Virginia: The Department of Health and 
Human Resources unveiled a new system 
through Everbridge. The new roll-out allows 
West Virginians to pre-register for COVID-19 
vaccine and receive updates through text, 
phone and or emails. This is another tool in the 
toolbox that will help make the vaccination 
process as easy and efficient as possible. 

• Nationwide: Johnson & Johnson is expected 
to file for an emergency authorization with the 
US FDA for their COVID-19 vaccine. Although 
the efficacy of the vaccine is markedly below 
the levels seen with the first two authorized 
COVID-19 vaccines, its efficacy rate of 66% is 
above the thresholds set by the FDA. 
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• Nationwide: HHS amended the PREP Act to 
expand authorization for vaccination 
administration to any healthcare provider in 
any state or US territory with a license or 
certification in a state, and to physicians, 
registered nurses, and practical nurses whose 
license or certification expired in good standing 
in the last five years. 

World 

• Worldwide: The European Medicines Agency 
authorized the recommendation of 
AstraZeneca's vaccine, to be used in people 
18 and over. This is the third vaccine given the 
go ahead by the European Medicines Agency. 
Currently the agency has approved Pfizer and 
Moderna vaccines. 

EVENTS WITH THE POTENTIAL TO IMPACT CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
f2-534(a)(1 0); 2-534(a)(13); 2-534(e) 
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For additional information, please contact: ncric3.hsema@dc.gov; 202-481-3191 
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I. WEATHER 

• Today: Chance of flurries after 1 OAM, mixing 
with sprinkles after noon. High 40°. Low 28°. 

Today 
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II. DEVELOPMENTS OF NOTE 

National Capital Region 

Saturday 

Sunny 

High: 42 •F 

• District of Columbia: A US Capitol Police 
officer passed away last night due to injuries 
sustained while physically engaging with 
demonstrators at the US Capitol on 
Wednesday, January 6 2021. 

United States 

• Nationwide: The Department of Defense's 
Counter-Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems 
(sUAS) Strategy provides a framework for 
addressing sUAS hazards and threats in a 
variety of operating environments, including the 
US homeland. 

Ill. COVID-19 (CORONAVIRUS) 

COVID-19 Data (as of 6AM) 

Sources: DC Health, MDH, Prince George's County Health 
Department, VDH 

*Fairfax City Doses Administered remains at (9) as of 1/6121 

National Capital Region 

• Frederick County: By the end of next week, 
all 3,800 doses allocated to the Health 
Department will have been distributed to Group 
1 A. All nursing home residents and staff and all 
Frederick Health Hospital health care staff who 
chose to be vaccinated have received their first 
doses. Vaccinations of first responders and 
other health care providers are still underway. 
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• City of Alexandria: Free COVID-19 testing 
kiosks are available. The kiosks will expand 
access and reduce wait times at other testing 
sites. Walk-up testing is available, but 
appointments are encouraged. 

FREE COVID-19 
SELF-TESTING KIOSKS 

OPEN JANUARY 7 

Image of testing kiosks (Source: www.Aiexandria.gov) 

• Virginia: To accelerate Virginia's vaccination 
efforts, medical facilities will be required to use 
vaccine as soon as possible, or risk having 
future allotments reduced. Priority groups have 
been expanded, with K-12 teachers and 
childcare workers among the next to receive 
the vaccine. The Virginia National Guard will 
provide logistical support and help local health 
departments with administering vaccines as 
more doses become available. 

United States 

• Nationwide: During December 14-23, 2020, 
21 cases of anaphylaxis after administration 
were detected out of 1 ,893,360 first doses of 
the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine (11.1 cases per 
million doses); 71% of these occurred within 15 
minutes of vaccination. 

• Nationwide: CVS Health and Walgreens 
expect to complete the first round of CO VI D-19 
vaccinations in nursing homes and assisted 
living facilities by January 25. 

• Nationwide: The National Institute of Allergy 
and Infectious Diseases has begun phase 2/3 
clinical trials of two antibody therapies for mild 
or moderate COVID-19 cases. 

• Nationwide: HHS announced $22 billion in 
funding to states, including the District of 
Columbia, to provide critical support for testing 
and vaccination-related activities to 
jurisdictions before January 19, 2021. 

• California: A new statewide public health 
order aiming to maximize surge capacity for all 
state hospitals is requiring all California 
hospitals to accept patients from hospitals in 
crisis care. In the past two months, COVID-19 
hospitalizations have increased sevenfold , 
while COVID-19 ICU hospitalizations have 
increased by over sixfold. 

• Florida: Hard Rock Stadium in Miami is 
opening today as Florida's first state-operated 
drive-thru vaccination site for front-line health 
care workers and people 65 years and older. 
First doses were administered in a soft launch 
on Wednesday. Once fully operational, the site 
will administer 1 ,000 doses of the Moderna 
vaccine per day. 

• Massachusetts: All hospitals have escalated 
to Tier 4 status (the highest level), indicating 
active, ongoing constraints. The number of 
patients in hospitals increased by 145% and 
ICU admissions increased by 111% over the 
last six weeks. 

World 

• Worldwide: New research suggests that 
Pfizer's vaccine can protect against a mutation 
found in two highly contagious variants of 
COVID-19 from the UK and South Africa. 

• China: Researchers estimate 168,000 Wuhan 
residents were infected with COVID-19, 
approximately three times more than official 
numbers. A separate study found as many as 
half a million people could have been infected. 
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EVENTS WITH THE POTENTIAL TO IMPACT CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
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I. WEATHER 

• Today: Snow likely, mainly before SAM, then a 
chance of snow after 2PM. Cloudy, wind 
around 15 mph, with gusts as high as 28mph. 
Total daytime snow accumulation of less than 
a half inch possible. High 33°. Low 28°. 

Tonight Wednesday 

70% 50%~20% 
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Chance Snow 
Showers then 
Slight Chance 

Snow Showers 

Low: 28 °F 

Decreasing 

Clouds 
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• A Winter Weather Advisory remains in effect 
until 9AM for the District of Columbia, portions 
of central, northern and southern Maryland and 
central and northern Virginia. A band of 
moderate snow capable of producing 1 to two 
inches will impact the 1-95 corridor. 

Impacts to COVID-19 Operations 

• District of Columbia: Public COVID-19 testing 
sites will re-open today. 

• Prince William County: COVID-19 Vaccine 
Clinics will have delayed openings today and 
appointments before 1 OAM have been 
canceled. Testing at James S. Long Regional 
Park has been canceled. 

II. DEVELOPMENTS OF NOTE 

National Capital Region 

• City of Alexandria: Training will be held at the 
Corporal Charles W. Hill Law Enforcement 
Firearms Training Facility from 7 AM until 9PM. 
Residents in the area can expect to hear 
sounds of gunfire as training will be held 
through the month. 

Ill. COVID-19 (CORONA VIRUS) 

COVID-19 Data (as of 6AM) 
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National Capital Region 

• District of Columbia: Residents are being 
warned of a COVID-19 vaccine scam offering 
individuals the chance to "privately purchase" a 
CO VI D-19 vaccine dose. No such option 
exists; all vaccines and vaccine providers are 
vetted and approved by DC Health. 

VACCINE FRAUD ALERT 14 

If you receive any messages or calls about the private sole of o 
vaccine, report this as an illegal scam. 

The only plate$ you con get o vocctne ore thtough 
~ospltols. clinic•. phorrnoelet. ond dodo'l' olloe ... 

There oro no one·off soles of voccines. And when yov 
roceive o r.:tol vaccine. it wtll always b. frH. 

Report o scom to MPD: (202) 727-4159 

• District of Columbia: Individuals who work in 
person for a licensed child care provider or an 
independent school located within the District 
are now eligible to book a vaccination 
appointment with One Medical. 

• Maryland: The first two of six planned mass
vaccination sites are set to open on Friday at 
Six Flags America in Prince George's County 
and at Baltimore Convention Center. 
Appointments will be available pending arrival 
of vaccine doses at the facilities. 

United States 

• Nationwide: Effective today, TSA will require 
individuals to wear a mask at TSA airport 
screening checkpoints and throughout the 
commercial and public transportation systems. 
This requirement will remain effective until May 
11 , 2021. Passengers without a mask may be 
denied entry, boarding, or continued transport. 
Failure to comply with the mask requirement 
can result in civil penalties. 

World 

• Canada: On Monday, Peel Public Health and 
confirmed the first case of the South African 
COVID-19 variant in Ontario. The Mississauga 
resident reportedly has not traveled. 

• Canada: Toronto Public Health announced two 
confirmed UK COVID-19 variant cases 
following a COVID-19 outbreak at a meat 
production facility on Monday. Officials report 
that there is no indication that any cases 
identified had recently traveled or had contact 
with a person who traveled recently currently. 

• South Africa: One million doses of the 
AstraZeneca vaccine, the first COVID-19 
vaccine to be delivered in South Africa, arrived 
at Johannesburg's O.R. Tambo International 
Airport on Monday. The country's vaccination 
campaign will kick off with the injection of 
South Africa's front-line health workers. The 
first doses are set to be administered in mid
February after the vaccines are tested and 
approved by South Africa's drug regulatory 
authorities. 
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EVENTS WITH THE POTENTIAL TO IMPACT CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTU 

Event Name 

US Capitol 
Police Brian D. 
Sicknick Lying 

in Honor 

3.0 

2.0 

Ill 
«< 

1.0 '5 
c: 

0.1 

0.0 

Event Total Snowfall 
Valid : 02/02 /2021 01:00AM- 02/02/ 2021 07:00PM 

National Weather Service 
Baltimore/Washington 
02/02/ 2021 03:35AM EST 

Follow Us: 11~1!] 
www. weather.gov/ lwx/winter 

For additional information, please contact: ncric3.hsema@dc.gov; 202-481-3191 
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I. WEATHER 

• Today: A chance of snow before 1 OAM. 
Cloudy through mid-morning, then gradual 
clearing. Northwest wind 14 to 16 mpg, with 
gust as high as 29 mph. Chance of 
precipitation is 50%. High 39°. Low 45°. 

Today 

Chance Snow 
Showers then 
Mostly Sunny 

High: 39 ~F 

Tonight 

Mostly Clear 

Low: 26 •f 

Thursday 

Sunny 

High: 45 •f 

• Wintery Weather Risks: A light wintery mix is 
possible late Thursday night into Friday 
morning. Wind chill temperatures below zero 
are possible Friday Night over the ridgetops. 
There is uncertainty in precipitation amounts 
and extent of cold air late Thursday night into 
Friday. 

(Source: NWS) 

II. DEVELOPMENTS OF NOTE 

United States 

• Maryland: Over 150 crew members responded 
to a three-alarm fire at an apartment complex 
in Baltimore Tuesday afternoon. No injuries 
were reported, twenty-seven families were 
displaced, and over thirty units in the complex 
are uninhabitable. 

Firefighter extinguishing the fire in the unit block of 
Springridge Court (Source: BCFire) 

• Florida: Two FBI agents were killed and three 
were injured while attempting to serve a high
risk warrant yesterday morning in Sunrise 
(approximately 11 miles Northwest of Fort 
Lauderdale). 

Ill. COVID-19 (CORONA VIRUS) 

COVID-19 Data (as of 6AM) 
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National Capital Region 

• Montgomery County: Two additional cases of 
the B.1 .351 {South African) variant were 
confirmed yesterday in two individuals, who 
recently traveled abroad. Contact tracing is 
underway, and close contacts are isolating. 
The South Africa coronavirus variant was first 
reported in the United States last week, when 
officials announced two cases in South 
Carolina. 

United States 

• Nationwide: Beginning February 11 , 
approximately 1 million additional COVID-19 
vaccine doses will be shipped directly to 
thousands of pharmacies. The effort aims to 
speed up the inoculation process and address 
equity concerns surrounding vaccine access. 

• Nationwide: A new diagnostic test is being 
developed to fight the flu & COVID-19. BARDA 
and Visby Medical are developing a rapid test 
to detect these infections for use at home & in 
point-of-care settings. The hand-held 
disposable device platform is expected to 
provide a sample-to-result time of less than 30 
minutes. 

• United Kingdom: Recent tests on some 
samples of the CO VI D-19 UK variant have 
shown a "concerning" mutation known as 
E484K. E484K is present in the genetic make
up of both the South African and Brazilian 
variants. Some research has shown that this 
mutation may help the virus evade antibodies, 
which would make it more resistant to the 
current generation of COVID-1 9 vaccines. 

• Russia: The Sputnik V vaccine is 91.6% 
effective against symptomatic COVID-19 and 
1 00% effective against severe and moderate 
disease, according to an interim analysis of the 
vaccine's Phase 3 trial results, which involved 
just under 20,000 participants. At present, the 
vaccine is registered in 16 countries. 
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US Capitol Police 
Brian D. Sicknick 

Lying in Honor 

llrisk N\'r " ¥inds 1'odny; 
WINOS TODAY 

"••k W•n40u:lu 
.. ...,., 0'411-.,.Jt .. .. .,. ~·MU•• ... t n 

t.•xt ~·hstt.·na Arrh·cs rrhursduv 1 . . ight 
TEMPERATURE (HIGH/LOW) FOR£ CAST 

LOCATION WED (2/3) THU (2/4) FRI (2/S) 

Washington, D.C. 40/27 45/35 50/30 

Balt imore 38/ 24 43/ 31 48/27 

Hagerstown 37/21 42/32 45/25 

Charlottesville 44/ 22 50/ 36 51/26 

Oakland 26/ 13 39/30 38/16 

Winchester 36/ 21 43/ 33 45/24 ............... _ ......... ...,.... 
Lh Gale Force Winds Possible Over Waters Until6 PM ....... of_, ....................... Tilur ••• , ......... 

THURSDAY NIGHT/FRIDAY SYSTEM 

Minor soow/ice acrumulations pos sible north & west of DC 

NWS Baltimore{Waab.iagton 

For additional information, please contact: ncric3.hsema@dc.gov; 202-481 -3191 
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Media Requests Telephone 
RE: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Roseanne Boyland and Benjamin Philips Number 

Name M edia Outlet Email Address 

Ciara Bri'd Frisbie llAiive/WXIA CFrisbie1@11Aiive.com 912.432.3538 

Mike Levine ABC News mike. levine@abc.com 202 604 3922 

Julie Kelly American Greatness julie.kelly45@att.net 

Fadel Allassan Axios fadel.al lassan@axios.com 

Emmanuelle Saliba BBC News emmanuellesaliba@gmail.com 212-203 6937 

Sophia Cai Bloomberg sea i 102@ bloom berg. net 609-651-0139 

Ari Natter Bloomberg News anatter5@bloomberg.net 202-445-5555 

Clarissa-Jan Lim BuzzFeed News clarissa.jan.lim@buzzfeed.com 

Benjamin M. Warw ick CBS affiliate in Denver bmwarwick@cbs.com 719.322.6466 

Graham Kates CBS News katesG@cbsnews.com 607-240-1124 

Paul Murphy CNN paul.p.murphy@warnermedia.com 646-630-4518 

Whitney Wild CNN Whitney. Wild@turner.com 202-701-8532 

Karen Ruiz Dai ly Mail Online karen.ru iz @mailonline.com 

Laura Collins DailyMail.com Laura.Collins@mailonl ine.com 917-239-3554 

Maryam Henein Epoch Times/Activist Post maryamhenein@protonmail.com 

Jemima McEvoy Forbes jmcevoy@forbes.com 

Allison Papson Fox 5 Al lison.Papson@FOXTV.COM 

Lindsay Watts Fox5DC Lindsay.Watts@FOXTV.COM 202-823-2447 

Melody Le FOX6 WBRC melody.le@wbrc.com 

Danielle Wallace FoxNews.com danielle.wallace@FOXNEWS.COM 646-629-5018 

Will iam Marshall Judicial Watch bmarshall@judicialwatch.org 

Susan Katz Keating Just the News skeating@justthenews.com 703·401-2547 

Jonathon Moseley National File contact@jonmoseley.com 

Julie Goldstein NBC News Julie.Goldstein@nbcuni.com 34 7-886-8502 

Dennis Romero NBC News Digital Dennis.Romero@nbcuni.com 310·623-7097 

Mark Segraves NBC Washington News Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com 202-997-1576 

Jill Bastian News Nation JBastian@wgnamerica.com 872-310-4300 

Paula Malatesta News Nation PMalatesta@wgnamerica.com 872-310-4300 

Haley Gillman Newsmax HaleyG@newsmax.com 516-509-6709 

Julia Marnin NEWSWEEK j.marnin@newsweek.com 609 923 5425 
Kevin Shea NJ Advance Media KSHEA@njadvancemedia.com 609-819-2390 

Tom Dreisbach NPR News TDreisbach@npr.org 310-913-0491 

Ashley Boucher PEOPLE.com ashley.boucher@people.com 

Bill McCarthy Pol it i Fact bmccarthy@poynter.org 

Geri Gibbons Press Enterprise, a Bloomsburg news geri.gibbons@pressenterprise.net 570-275-2104 

Josh Kaplan ProPublica Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org 734-834-9383 

Brad Heath Reuters Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com 

Rebecca Watson skepchick.org rebecca@skepchick.org 

Bethania Palma Snopes bethania@ snopes.com 

Jessica Gresko The Associated Press jgresko@ap.org 

Jack Healy The New York Times jack.healy@nytimes.com 347-820-3697 

Nicholas Bagel-Burroughs The New York Times nicholas.bogel-burroughs@nytimes.com 

Erin Ailworth The Wall Street Journal erin.ai lworth@wsj.com 

Tawnell D. Hobbs The Wall Street Journal tawnel l.hobbs@wsj .com 475-323-8149 

Melissa Chan TIME magazine melissa.chan@time.com 

Jamie Schram TMZ 917-723-7448 

Ryan Miller USA TODAY rwmiller@usatoday.com 916-531-2324 

Erin Mansfield USA Today Network emansfield@gannett.com 805-558-3024 

M indy Larcom WAGA-TV/FOX 5 Atlanta M indy.Larcom@FOXTV.COM 404-502-0514 

Peter Hermann Washington Post Peter.Hermann@washpost.com 

Elise Cartmill WJLA ecartmil l@sbgtv.com 571-289-6353 

Neal Augenstein WTOP-FM and wtop.com naugenstein@wtop.com 202 438 1505 
Eric Flack WUSA9 EFiack@wusa9.com 
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Reporter 

Jess Arnold 

Mark Segraves 

Paul Wagner 

Just in M oyer 

Keith Alexander 

Evan Lambert 

Natalie Delgadillo 

Kenny Martin 

Keena Blackmon 

Media Outlet 

WUSA9 

NBC4 

FOXS 

Washington Post 

Washington Post 

WTIG/FOXS 

DCist 

WTIG/FOXS 

Media Requests 

RE: Jamaal Byrd 

Email Address 

JArnoldl@wusa9.com 

Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com 

Paui .Wagner@FOXTV.COM 

Justin.Moyer@washpost.com 

Keith .Aiexander@washpost.com 

Evan.Lambert@FOXTV.COM 

natalie@dcist.com 

Kenny.Martin@FOXTV.COM 

Adminstration Staff Requesting Information 

DOC Keena.Biackmon@dc.gov 
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Name 

Mike Balsamo 

Richard Prince 
Eliott C. Mclaughlin 

Andrew Beaujon 
Kevin Deutsch 

Melissa Bailey 

Artemis Moshtaghian 

Media Requests 

RE: Darran Simon 

Media Outlet 
The Associated Press 

http:/ /journal-isms.com 
CNN 

Washingtonian 
Bronx Justice News 

Kaiser Health News 

CNN 

Email Address 
MBalsamo@ap.org 

princeeditor@gmail.com 

Eliott.Mclaughlin@turner.com 
abeaujon@washingtonian.co 

kdeutsch@bronxjusticenews.com 

mbaileyreports@gmail.com 

Artemis.Moshtaghian@turner.com 
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Name 

Ciara Bri'd Frisbie 

lan Flickinger 

Mike Levine 

Julie Kel ly 

Fadel Al lassan 

Emmanuelle Saliba 

Sophia Cai 

Ari Natter 

Clarissa-Jan Lim 

Benjamin M. Warwick 

Graham Kates 

Paul Murphy 
Whitney Wi ld 

Ashley Kim 

Jose Pagliery 

Karen Ruiz 

Laura Collins 

Maryam Henein 

Jemima McEvoy 

Allison Papson 

Lindsay Watts 

Melody Le 

Danielle Wallace 

William Marshall 

Susan Katz Keating 

Jonathon Moseley 

Julie Goldstein 

Dennis Romero 

Mark Segraves 

Jill Bastian 

Paula Malatesta 

Haley Gillman 

Julia Marnin 

Kevin Shea 

Claudia Grisales 

Tom Dreisbach 

Ashley Boucher 

Bill McCarthy 

Geri Gibbons 

Josh Kaplan 
Brad Heath 

Rebecca Watson 

Bethania Palma 

Jessica Gresko 

Jack Healy 

Nicholas Bagel-Burroughs 

Erin Ai lworth 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 

Jeff Mordock 

Melissa Chan 

Jamie Schram 
Ryan Miller 

Bart Jansen 

Erin Mansfield 
Mindy Larcom 

Media Requests 
Brian Sicknick: Pending 

Ashli Babbitt: Information is available 
Kevin Greeson: Information is available 

Roseanne Boyland: Pending 
Benjamin Philips: Information is available 

Media Outlet Email Address 

llAiive/WXIA CFrisbiel@llAiive.com 

60 Minutes 

ABC News 

American Greatness 

Axios 

BBC News 

Bloomberg 

Bloomberg News 

BuzzFeed News 

CBS affiliate in Denver 

CBS News 

CNN 

CNN 

CNS News 
Daily Beast 

Daily Mail Onl ine 

DailyMail.com 

Epoch Times/Activist Post 

Forbes 

Fox 5 

Fox5DC 

FOX6 WBRC 

FoxNews.com 

Judicial Watch 

Just the News 

National File 

NBC News 

NBC News Digital 

NBC Washington News 

News Nation 

News Nation 

Newsmax 
NEWSWEEK 

NJ Advance Media 

NPR 
NPR News 

PEOPLE.com 

Politi Fact 

flickingeri@cbsnews.com 
mike.levine@abc.com 

julie.kelly45@att.net 

fadel.al lassan@axios.com 

emmanuellesaliba@gmail.com 

scai102@bloomberg.net 

anatter5@bloomberg.net 
clarissa.jan.lim@buzzfeed.com 

bmwarwick@cbs.com 

katesG@cbsnews.com 

paul.p.murphy@warnermedia.com 
Whitney.Wild@turner.com 

akim@mrc.org 

jose.pagliery@thedailybeast.com 

karen.ruiz @mailonline.com 

Laura.Collins@mailonl ine.com 

maryamhenein@protonmail.com 

jmcevoy@forbes.com 

Allison.Papson@FOXTV.COM 

Lindsay.Watts@FOXTV.COM 

melody.le@wbrc.com 

danielle.wallace@FOXNEWS.COM 

bmarshall@judicialwatch.org 

skeating@justthenews.com 

contact@jonmoseley.com 

Julie.Goldstein@nbcuni.com 

Dennis.Romero@nbcuni.com 

Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com 

JBastian@wgnamerica.com 

PMalatesta@wgnamerica.com 

HaleyG@newsmax.com 

j.marnin@newsweek.com 

KSHEA@njadvancemedia.com 

CGrisales@npr.org 

TOreisbach@ npr. org 

ashley.boucher@people.com 

bmccarthy@poynter.org 

Press Enterprise, a Bloomsburg news geri.gibbons@pressenterprise.net 

ProPublica Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org 

Reuters Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com 

skepchick.org rebecca@skepchick.org 

Snopes bethania@snopes.com 

The Associated Press jgresko@ap.org 

The New York Times jack.healy@nytimes.com 

The New York Times nicholas.bogel-burroughs@nytimes.com 

The Wall Street Journal erin.ai lworth@wsj.com 

The Wall Street Journal tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com 

The Washington Times jmordock@washingtontimes.com 

TIME magazine melissa .chan@time.com 

TMZ 

USA TODAY rwmiller@usatoday .com 

USA Today bjansen@usatoday.com 

USA Today Network emansfield@gannett.com 

WAGA-TV/FOX 5 Atlanta Mindy.Larcom@FOXTV.COM 

Telephone 
Number 

912.432.3538 

330 506 2873 

202 604 3922 

212-203 6937 

609-651-0139 

202-445-5555 

719.322.6466 

607-240-1124 

646-630-4518 

202-701-8532 

305-814-3006 

917-239-3554 

202-823-2447 

646-629-5018 

703-401-2547 

34 7-886-8502 

310-623-7097 

202-997-1576 

872-310-4300 

872-310-4300 

516-509-6709 

609 923 5425 

609-819-2390 

202-845-3980 

310-913-0491 

570-275-2104 

734-834-9383 

347-820-3697 

475-323-8149 

267-566-7767 

917-723-7448 

916-531-2324 

703-854-8905 

805-558-3024 

404-502-0514 
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Peter Hermann 

Elise Cartmill 

Neal Augenstein 

Eric Flack 

Washington Post 

WJLA 

WTOP-FM and wtop.com 

WUSA9 

Peter.Hermann@washpost.com 

ecartmil l@sbgtv.com 

naugenstein@wtop.com 

EFiack@wusa9.com 

**Cause and Manner of Death are available and the NOK/Family has been notified** 

571-289-6353 
202 4381505 
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From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Wed, 7 Apr 202118:33:28 +0000 

Adams, Cheryle (OCME) To: 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM);Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death- RE: January 6, 2021 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United States 
Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the following determinations as to the cause and 
manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, SO years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death-Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, injury, 
alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" describes the 
circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and unexpected 
death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including actions 
of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the manner 
of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner investigations in the 
District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 
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Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax {202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to 
friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives 
and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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Government of the District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW- S th Floor 
Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9000 

NEUROPATHOLOGY CONSULTATION REQUEST 

(Office} 202 570-8514 (Fax} 202 687-7378 
NAME OF PATIENT: (Last, First, Middle) (REQUIRED) DATE SHIPPED/RECEIVED: 

SEX AGE DATE OF BIRTH:(Month, Day,Yr) OCME CASE# 

Materials Forwarded/Presented: 
0 Clinical Information o Autopsy Findings 0 Wet Tissue: a) fixed b) frozen 

0 Laboratory Tests 0 Slides: 0 Brain: 

o Tissue Cassettes submitted to Dr. Harris on -- cut at OCME on 
submitted to Dr. Harris on -- returned to OCME on 
returned to OCME on 

0 Surgical Path Report 0 Blocks 0 Photos 

Date/Time of Death (if known): Date/Time of Autopsy: 

GROSS HEAD/CNS FINDINGS AT TIME OF AUTOPSY (hemorrhages, fractures, contusions, etc): 

CONTRIBUTOR'S WORKING DIAGNOSIS: 

CLINICAL HISTORY: 

SIGNATURE OF MEDICAL EXAMINER: (Required) Date: 

NAME OF MEDICAL EXAMINER: 

TELEPHONE NUMBERS: 

EMAIL ADDRESS: 
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2021-FOIA-04288 

Request: 

All records of communications among OCME officials, and between OCME officials and other municipal, 

state, and federal government employees, including emails and text messages, regarding the 

preparation and drafting of an email sent by OCME official Cheryle Adams on April 7, 2021 with the 

subject line "Determination of the Cause and Manner of Death- RE: January 6, 2021", involving the 

death of Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick. (A copy of Ms. Adams' email is attached for your 

reference.) (Date Range for Record Search: From 03/01/2021 To 04/08/2021) 

Page 1 of 7 
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Text Message: From Cheryle Adams to Olivia Dedner 

Tuesday at 10:28am 

Good morning Olivia, 

Here are the names of the Decedents whose cause and manner of death are ready 

to release on Wednesday or Thursday during the mayor's press conference- if this 

is the preferred method, Dr. Diaz would like to know if you want to wait until 

Sicknick's information is ready to be released. Please let me know. 

1) Ashli Babbitt: COD-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder, MOD-Homicide 

2) Kevin Greeson: COD-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease, MOD

Natural 

3) Benjamin Philips: COD -Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease, 

MOD- Natural 

4) Roseland Boyland : pending 

5) Brian Sicknick: pending 
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From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 20211:08 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Information Requested on Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection 
Importance: High 

THIS WAS APPROVED TO GO OUT- USE AS PRESENTED BELOW: 

On Wednesday, Januaty 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
ChiefMedical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the following 
determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 

Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 

Cause ofDeath- Hypettensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 

Cause ofDeath- Hypettensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
Manner of Death- Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 

Cause of Death-Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
Manner of Death- Accident 
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The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical tenninology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 

injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 

describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 

categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient infom1ation to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 

investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to 
friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives 
and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 2:33 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 

States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 

Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the following 

determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 

• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 

• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 

• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 

• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death-Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 
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As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 

injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 

describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls withln one of the following 

categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 

investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cheryle.adams@dc.gov 

Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 

(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. A lready vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to 
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friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives 
and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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2021-FOIA-04288 

Request: 

All records of communications among OCME officials, and between OCME officials and other municipal, 

state, and federal government employees, including emails and text messages, regarding the 

preparation and drafting of an email sent by OCME official Cheryle Adams on April 7, 2021 with the 

subject line "Determination of the Cause and Manner of Death- RE: January 6, 2021", involving the 

death of Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick. (A copy of Ms. Adams' email is attached for your 

reference.) (Date Range for Record Search: From 03/01/2021 To 04/08/2021) 
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Text Message: From Cheryle Adams to Olivia Dedner 

Tuesday at 10:28am 

Good morning Olivia, 

Here are the names of the Decedents whose cause and manner of death are ready 

to release on Wednesday or Thursday during the mayor's press conference- if this 

is the preferred method, Dr. Diaz would like to know if you want to wait until 

Sicknick's information is ready to be released. Please let me know. 

1) Ashli Babbitt: COD-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder, MOD-Homicide 

2) Kevin Greeson: COD-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease, MOD

Natural 

3) Benjamin Philips: COD -Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease, 

MOD- Natural 

4) Roseland Boyland : pending 

5) Brian Sicknick: pending 
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From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 20211:08 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Information Requested on Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection 
Importance: High 

THIS WAS APPROVED TO GO OUT- USE AS PRESENTED BELOW: 

On Wednesday, Januaty 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
ChiefMedical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the following 
determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 

Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 

Cause ofDeath- Hypettensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 

Cause ofDeath- Hypettensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
Manner of Death- Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 

Cause of Death-Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
Manner of Death- Accident 
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The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical tenninology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 

injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 

describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 

categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient infom1ation to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 

investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to 
friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives 
and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 2:33 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 

States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 

Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the following 

determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 

• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 

• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 

• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 

• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death-Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 
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As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 

injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 

describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls withln one of the following 

categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 

investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cheryle.adams@dc.gov 

Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 

(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. A lready vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to 
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friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives 
and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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Reporter 

Jess Arnold 

Mark Segraves 

Paul Wagner 

Just in M oyer 

Keith Alexander 

Evan Lambert 

Natalie Delgadillo 

Kenny Martin 

Keena Blackmon 

Media Outlet 

WUSA9 

NBC4 

FOXS 

Washington Post 

Washington Post 

WTIG/FOXS 

DCist 

WTIG/FOXS 

Media Requests 

RE: Jamaal Byrd 

Email Address 

JArnoldl@wusa9.com 

Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com 

Paui .Wagner@FOXTV.COM 

Justin.Moyer@washpost.com 

Keith .Aiexander@washpost.com 

Evan.Lambert@FOXTV.COM 

natalie@dcist.com 

Kenny.Martin@FOXTV.COM 

Adminstration Staff Requesting Information 

DOC Keena.Biackmon@dc.gov 
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Name 

Mike Balsamo 

Richard Prince 
Eliott C. Mclaughlin 

Andrew Beaujon 
Kevin Deutsch 

Melissa Bailey 

Artemis Moshtaghian 

Media Requests 

RE: Darran Simon 

Media Outlet 
The Associated Press 

http:/ /journal-isms.com 
CNN 

Washingtonian 
Bronx Justice News 

Kaiser Health News 

CNN 

Email Address 
MBalsamo@ap.org 

princeeditor@gmail.com 

Eliott.Mclaughlin@turner.com 
abeaujon@washingtonian.co 

kdeutsch@bronxjusticenews.com 

mbaileyreports@gmail.com 

Artemis.Moshtaghian@turner.com 
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Media Requests 
Brian Sicknick: COD-Pending, MOD-Pending 

Ashli Babbitt: COD-Gunshot wound to the left Anterior Shoulder, MOD-Homicide 
Kevin Greeson: COD-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease, MOD-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland: COD-Acute amphetamine intoxication, MOD-Accident 
Benjamin Philips: COD-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease, MOD-Natural 

Name M edia Outlet Email Address 

Ciara Bri'd Frisbie llAiive/WXIA CFrisbiel @llAiive.com 

Jan Flickinger 60 Minutes flickingeri@cbsnews.com 

Mike Levine ABC News mike. levine@abc.com 

Julie Kelly American Greatness julie.kelly45@att.net 

Fadel Al lassan 

Emmanuelle Saliba 

Sophia Cai 

Ari Natter 

Clarissa-Jan Lim 

Benjamin M. Warw ick 

Graham Kates 

Paul Murphy 
Whitney Wi ld 

Ashley Kim 

Jose Pagliery 

Karen Ruiz 

Laura Collins 

Maryam Henein 

Jemima McEvoy 

Al lison Papson 

Lindsay Watts 

Melody Le 

Danielle Wallace 

William Marshal l 

Susan Katz Keating 

Jonathon Moseley 

Julie Goldstein 

Dennis Romero 

Mark Segraves 

Jill Bastian 

Paula Malatesta 

Haley Gillman 

Julia Marnin 

Kevin Shea 

Claudia Grisales 

Tom Dreisbach 

Ashley Boucher 

Bill McCarthy 

Geri Gibbons 

Josh Kaplan 
Brad Heath 

Rebecca Watson 

Bethania Palma 

Jessica Gresko 

Jack Healy 

Nicholas Bagel-Burroughs 

Erin Ailworth 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 

Jeff Mordock 

Melissa Chan 

Jamie Schram 
Ryan Miller 

Bart Jansen 

Erin Mansfield 
M indy Larcom 

Axios 

BBC News 

Bloomberg 

Bloomberg News 

BuzzFeed News 

CBS affiliate in Denver 

CBS News 

CNN 

CNN 

CNS News 
Daily Beast 

Daily Mail Onl ine 

DailyMail.com 

Epoch Times/Activist Post 

Forbes 

Fox 5 

Fox5DC 

FOX6 WBRC 

FoxNews.com 

Judicial Watch 

Just the News 

National File 

NBC News 

NBC News Digital 

NBC Washington News 

News Nation 

News Nation 

Newsmax 
NEWSWEEK 

NJ Advance Media 

NPR 
NPR News 

PEOPLE.com 

Politi Fact 

fadel.al lassan@axios.com 

emmanuellesaliba@gmail.com 

scai102@bloomberg.net 

anatter5@bloomberg.net 
clarissa.jan.lim@buzzfeed.com 

bmwarwick@cbs.com 

katesG@cbsnews.com 

paul.p.murphy@warnermedia.com 
Whitney.Wild@turner.com 

akim@mrc.org 

jose.pagliery@thedailybeast.com 

karen.ruiz @mailonline.com 

Laura.Collins@mailonl ine.com 

maryamhenein@protonmail.com 

jmcevoy@forbes.com 

Al lison.Papson@FOXTV.COM 

Lindsay.Watts@FOXTV.COM 

melody.le@wbrc.com 

danielle.wallace@FOXNEWS.COM 

bmarshall@judicialwatch.org 

skeating@justthenews.com 

contact@jonmoseley.com 

Julie.Goldstein@nbcuni.com 

Dennis.Romero@nbcuni.com 

Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com 

JBastian@wgnamerica.com 

PMalatesta@wgnamerica.com 

HaleyG@newsmax.com 

j.marnin@newsweek.com 

KSHEA@njadvancemedia.com 

CGrisales@npr.org 

TOreisbach@ npr. org 

ashley.boucher@people.com 

bmccarthy@poynter.org 

Press Enterprise, a Bloomsburg news geri.gibbons@pressenterprise.net 

ProPublica Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org 

Reuters Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com 

skepchick.org rebecca@skepchick.org 

Snopes bethania@snopes.com 

The Associated Press jgresko@ap.org 

The New York Times jack.healy@nytimes.com 

The New York Times nicholas.bogel-burroughs@nytimes.com 

The Wall Street Journal erin.ailworth@wsj.com 

The Wall Street Journal tawnel l.hobbs@wsj.com 

The Washington Times jmordock@washingtontimes.com 

TIME magazine melissa .chan@time.com 

TMZ 

USA TODAY rwmiller@usatoday .com 

USA Today bjansen@ usatoday.com 

USA Today Network emansfield@gannett.com 

WAGA-TV/FOX 5 Atlanta M indy.Larcom@FOXTV.COM 

Telephone 
Number 

912.432.3538 

330 506 2873 

202 604 3922 

212-203 6937 

609-65 1-0139 

202-445-5555 

719.322.6466 

607-240-1124 

646-630-4518 

202-701-8532 

305-814-3006 

917-239-3554 

202-823-2447 

646-629-5018 

703-401-2547 

34 7-886-8502 

310-623-7097 

202-997-1576 

872-310-4300 

872-310-4300 

516-509-6709 

609 923 5425 

609-819-2390 

202-845-3980 

310-913-0491 

570-275-2104 

734-834-9383 

347-820-3697 

475-323-8149 

267-566-7767 

917-723-7448 

916-531-2324 

703-854-8905 

805-558-3024 

404-502-0514 
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Peter Hermann 

Elise Cartmill 

Neal Augenstein 

Eric Flack 

Washington Post 

WJLA 

WTOP-FM and wtop.com 

WUSA9 

Peter.Hermann@washpost.com 

ecartmil l@sbgtv.com 

naugenstein@wtop.com 

EFiack@wusa9.com 

**Cause and Manner of Death are available and the NOK/Family has been notified** 

571-289-6353 
202 4381505 
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From: 

Se nt: 
To: 

Subject: 

Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Wed, 7 Apr 202118:39:08 +0000 
Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
FYI: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death- RE: January 6, 2021 

Good afternoon Rodney, 

I have just sent the email below to the reporters requesting information regarding the above-mentioned 
subject. Please let me know if you should have any questions. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E St reet, SW 6th Floor 

Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax(202)698-9101 
chervle .ada ms@dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

Se nt: Wednesday, April 07, 20212:33 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

Subject : Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United States 
Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the following determinations as to the cause and 
manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
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• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, SO years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 

• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death-Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, injury, 
alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" describes the 
circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and unexpected 
death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including actions 
of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the manner 
of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 

• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner investigations in the 
District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax{202)698-9101 
cheryle .ada ms@dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 

please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to 
friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives 
and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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Public Safety and Justice Cluster M eeting 

March 25, 2021 

OCME TALKING POINTS 

~ Unit Updates: 

Quality Management: 
o ISO 17020 Accreditation: In November of 2020, this accreditation was attained 

with ZERO non-conformities. 
o NAME Accreditation: Full accreditation with NAME (National Association of 

Medical Examiners) for the full 5 years (2/2016- 2/2021) without a major 
deficiency. 

OCME has received ten FOIA requests for records pertaining to Officer Sicknick's death 
following the January Gth Capitol riot. Each of those has been declined. One requestor 
(Judicial Watch) has appealed. 

o OCME's Public Information Officer has received more than 50 media inquiries. 

Non Responsive Record; 2-534(e) 
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OCME • PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY CLUSTER • March 2021 

OCME Caseload by Manner and Year 

This report provides a breakdown of the Office of the ChiefMedical Examiners caseload from January 1, 
2019 through March 15, 2021 (YTD, unless otherwise noted). The OCME investigated 6,763 cases in 
2019 compared to 9,166 cases in 2020 during the same time period. In 2021 (01/01/2021-03/15/2021), the 
OCME has already investigated 2,155 cases. As of March 15th, there are 165 cases from calendar year 

2021 that are pending cause and manner determination (there are no cases greater than 90 days at this 
time). The tables below provide a breakdown of the cases by manner of death and year. 

Table 1: Case Decision and Requests bv Year 

Case Decision by Calendar Year 

2019 2020 2021 (YTD) 

Accepted 1342 2725 691 

Declined 1845 2017 454 

Storage 181 237 38 

Cremations 3395 4187 968 

Total 6,763 9,166 2,151 
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Figure 1: Yearly Comparison of OCME Accepted Cases (20 19 - 2021) 
Note: The data presented for 2021 is for 01/01/2021-03-15-2021. 

Total Number of Accepted Cases by Month and Year 
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Table 2: Accepted Cases by Manner o[Death (excluding twn-human remains) 

A e ted Cases by MOD 

Manner of Death 2019 2020 2021 

Accident 577 745 51 

Homicide 164 212 41 

Natural 521 1651 424 

Pending 0 29 164 

Suicide 61 54 11 

Undetermined 19 33 0 

1342 2725 691 

Note: The above table does not include cremains or non-human remains; except for one (I) non-human remain case 
in 2019. In addition, cause and manner of death detenninations have not been made for all2020 cases, which are 

indicated by the "Pending" cases. Please note the "Pending" number of cases change daily and may be less for 2020 
at the time of this presentation. The data presented for 2021 is for 01/01/2021 - 03/ 15/2021 only. 
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HOMICIDES 

Opioid Related Deaths: 

Table 2: Opioid-related Deaths, 2018-2021 

CY21 to 3/ 15/21 

11 

5 

45% 

NIA 

Note: The CY20 data is incomplete due to cases that are still "Pending" Cause and Manner of Death. 

Total Number of Fall Related Deaths by Year 
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Total# of Falls Among 65+ 66 76 61 83 
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Background. Basilar thrombosis is a potentially fatal event, whose traumatic etiology has been repeatedly stated. Methods. We 
performed the autopsy and the microscopic examination of the brain stem structures from an individual, whose sudden death 
raised logical suspicions regarding the causative factor. Results. The brain was swollen and dearly hyperemic; a massive basilar 
thrombus with complete occlusion of the median segment of the basilar artery was macroscopically seen. The brainstem showed 
an infarcted wne in the pons, with secondary hemorrhagic. changes, mainly in the form of multiple petechial hemorrhages. 
Pontine arteries showed extensive alterations, mainly in the form of severed endothelium, which suggested a thrombotic-traumatic 
mechanism as the main etiological factor. Conclusions. Minor injuries, such as slight whiplashes, abrupt neck movements, neck 
trauma related to the slowing down of the vehicles, and critical neck positioning, can all of them explain a thrombotic event in the 
basilar artery, leading to a fatal occurrence. Other risk factors may obviously concur, but their importance seems unclear. 

I. Case Report 

A 53-year-old man was found dead from the driver of a 
passenger van, upon arrival at the city of destination. With 
other passengers leaving the van, he waited for the man 
to descend, thinking that he was asleep. The victim was 
immediately brought at the city hospital, where the death 
was declared. The autopsy was performed immediately the 
same day; samples were sent at the Institute of Forensic 
Medicine where microscopy was made on the organs of 
interest. 

The medical staff examined the previous medical files 
and documentation of the victim; no chronic diseases were 
suggested. He was referred to be a heavy smoker (30 
years with twenty cigarettes per day); he was obese; but 
no hypertension or other major risk factors were found. 
Toxicology revealed no signs or suggestions for medications, 
intoxications, or recent use of ethanol. 

The day of the trip the victim woke up early and left his 
home at dawn; he used to go working every day at the city of 
destination. 

The forensic pathologist performing the autopsy found 
nothing unusual at the thoracic cavity, no enlargement of 
cardiac rooms was seen. The autopsy showed no thrombi 
inside the cardiac cavities; nor was any sign of thrombotic 
event found in the major extra cranial vessels. The coronary 
arteries showed atherotic signs compatible with the age and 
the body mass (his weight was 97 kilograms for a height of 
165 centimeters). 

The brain was swollen and clearly hyperemic; a massive 
basilar thrombus with complete occlusion of the median 
segment of the basilar artery was macroscopically seen 
(Figure 1). 

The dissected basilar artery, from the origin of the 
vertebral arteries to its top, is shown (Figure 2); samples 
of brain stem tissues were microscopically examined. The 
occlusion of the basilar artery was in the median portion; 
thrombotic fragments were found as well in the oral portion 
of the basilar artery. 

The brainstem showed an infarcted zone in the pons, 
with secondary hemorrhagic changes, mainly in the form 
of multiple petechial hemorrhages. Pontine arteries showed 
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FIGURE J: Macroscopy of the brain; the occluded thrombotic basilar 
artery is seen. 

FIGURE 2: The occlusion of the basilar artery involved mainly the 
median portion. Note the atheromatous basilar artery, with an 
extensive and fresh thrombus. 

extensive alterations, mainly in the form of severed endothe
limn, which suggested a thrombotic-traumatic mechanism 
as the main etiological factor (Figure 3 ). 

Microscopically, evidence of thrombotic fragments in the 
pontine arteries was found as well (Figure 4), with thrombus 
formation expanding longitudinally (Figure 5). 

The occlusion of the basilar artery was considered from 
the forensic experts and the consultant staff as the causative 
factor of death. In face of lacking other etiological factors that 
could have explained the impressive thrombotic occlusion 
of basilar artery, leading to immediate death, the experts 
concluded that minor cervical trauma could be responsible. 
In fact, the victim was found seated in the van in a very 
precarious position in the last row. Interviewed from the 
coroner, the passengers referred a very unstable trip in a 
bumpy and poorly driven car, with the driver obliged to 
slow down several times, causing even some displacement of 
the passengers inside the vehicle. The shocks that the victim 
absorbed on the posterior region of his neck during the 
braking episodes possibly caused the thrombotic occlusion of 
the basilar artery, with expansion of the occluding fragments 
to the pontine arteries; the immediate death probably 
followed one of those shocking moments, due to pontine 
infarction. The role of other causative or predisposing factors 
remained unclear. 

Case Reports in Medicine 

FIGURE 3: Severed endothelium in the territory of a pontine artery 
(center of the figure) with fragments of a fresh thrombus (right in 
the figure) . 

FIGUR£ 4: Intraluminal thrombus. 

2. Discussion 

The thrombotic occlusion of the basilar artery is almost fatal, 
and all pioneer studies have been convergent on the issue 
[ 1, 2]. The probability that the basilar thrombosis might 
be the cause of a sudden death has been described in the 
literature since 1868 [3). However, a fatal basilar thrombosis 
related only with a minor trauma, to our knowledge, has 
been described and published only more than a century later, 
in 1990 [ 4]. The authors referring such a case accept as 
well that no signs of external trauma in the cervical spine, 
soft tissues of the neck, or adjacent structures were found, 
albeit the occlusion of the basilar artery was obvious and 
interested the entire length of the artery [ 4]. The possibility 
that an occlusion of the basilar artery might follow even 
a minor whiplash injury has been emphasized as well; the 
thrombotic event might follow the trauma in a time delay 
that might reach several months [5]. Other authors have 
described even a group of patients in whom vertebrobasilar 
ischemia came on after the extension of their necks over 
the edge of a hairdresser's sink, while having their hair 
shampooed [6]. Such a strange and unusual presentation 
of a so-called «beauty parlor syndrome", where the trauma 
to the neck has of course to be minor and irrelevant, if 
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FIGURE 5: A thrombosed arteriole in the sagittal section. The fresh 
thrombus expanded longitudinally. There is evidence of adjacent 
cellular edema. 

inexistent, has been also reported from other sources [7]. The 
same author that coined the above-mentioned term of the 
syndrome emphasizes that the critical neck position might be 
an independent risk factor for a posterior circulation stroke 
[8]. 

While previously the chiropractic manipulation was 
considered to be an important factor leading to traumatic 
vertebrobasilar ischemia, recent data suggest the motor 
vehicle accidents to be the most common cause of traumatic 
vertebrobasilar ischemia, irrespective to the severity of the 
accident [9]. Through suggesting the trauma as a causative 
factor, almost everywhere in the literature this trauma of the 
cervical region is implied as a blunt one [10]. 

In discussing the mechanism of injury, some authors 
speculate that hyperflexion of the neck is the dominant 
mechanism of injury [ 11]. A list of risk factors has been 
suggested, with obesity and cigarette smoking being among 
them [12] . In our case, there was no external sign of 
traumatic shock to the cervical region, nor any internal 
hematoma following the plane dissection during the autopsy. 
Anyway, other factors such as obesity and/or cigarette 
smoking might have been playing a concurrent role. 

The case described in our paper was abruptly fatal; 
however the prognosis of basilar artery occlusion even in 
the cases of a more prolonged time course is generally poor. 
The authors mention several factors that might influence the 
immediate and long-term outcome, such as the decreased 
level of consciousness, the presence of dysarthria, the pupil
lary abnormalities, bulbar symptoms, bilateral involvement 
of cerebellar hemispheres, tetraplegy, and even the cardiac 
cause of embolism [13]. All patients with such factors 
referred to by this study either have died or suffered from 
severe further disability [13 ]. 

Basilar artery occlusion may present without signif
icant warning symptoms, or with fluctuating symptoms 
progressing to severe disability and death; the latter might 
have a similar course with that of a brainstem tumor, 
leading as well to a sudden, immediate death [14, 15}. The 
transient symptoms that precede the major event of a basilar 
thrombosis include visual spots, blurred vision, diplopia, 
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facial paresthesias, vertigo, ataxia, dysarthria, and transient 
hemiparesis or tetraparesis. Based on the temporal profile of 
the symptomatology, the basilar thrombosis will manifest in 
several clinical pictures, such as 

(a) sudden onset of symptomatology, with bulbar signs, 
impaired consciousness, probably progressing to a 
locked-in syndrome and coma; potentially such cases 
can be immediately fatal; 

(b) a more gradual course of the above-mentioned 
symptomatology, leading later to the full and final 
clinical picture of a tetraplegic, comatose patient; 

(c) prodromal symptoms, mostly transient in their 
nature, such as vision impairment, convulsive-like 
jerking, and hemiparesis, preceding the total occlu
sion by days or weeks. 

In nonfatal cases, the recanalization is considered an 
important requisite for a good functional outcome [16]. 
Although recanalization is achieved more frequently with 
intra-arterial thrombolysis, the morbidity and mortality of 
patients treated with such a procedure was not significantly 
different from the effect of intravenous thrombolysis, accord
ing to a study [17]. Tissue plasminogen activator (rtPA, 
recombinant) is the only pharmaceutical agent approved 
from FDA for the treatment of the acute ischemic stroke. On 
the other hand, more conventional tl1erapies (anticoagula
tion, antiaggregants) offer only an insufficient efficacy, with 
a case fatality of 40%, and with 65% of survivors remaining 
dependent thereafter l l8]. 
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nittd ~tatts ~rnatt 
WASHINGTON. DC 20510 

Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD 
Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 
Washington, DC 20024 

Dear Dr. Diaz: 

March 8, 2021 

I am writing regarding the death of U.S. Capitol Police (USCP) Officer Brian Sicknick. 
On January 7, 2021, the day after the Capitol breach, the USCP announced that Officer Sicknick 
"passed away due to injuries sustained while on-duty." ' Specifically, USCP stated that Officer 
Sicknick "was injured while physically engaging with protesters [at the Capitol on January 6, 
2021]. He returned to his division office and collapsed. He was taken to a local hospital where 
he succumbed to his injuries. "2 

Sh01tly after Officer Sicknick's death, false reports about how he died began to emerge. 
For example, the New York Times reported that Officer Sicknick "was struck by a fire 
extinguisher."3 Other news outlets later revealed that "initial reports about Sicknick being hit 
with a fire extinguisher are not true"4 and that "medical examiners did not find signs that the 
officer sustained any blunt force trauma. "5 The determinations that your office will make will 
help set the record straight regarding Officer Sicknick's cause of death. 

On February 26, 2021, nearly two months after Officer Sicknick's death, the USCP stated 
that the "medical examiner's rep01t . . . is not yet complete."6 In my ongoing efforts to 
reconstruct as completely as possible the events of January 6, including what happened to 
Officer Sicknick, I respectfully request that you inform my office of the date in which you plan 
to complete your report on this matter, explain why it has taken so long to complete, and provide 
my office a copy of that report as soon as it is finalized. 

1 Press Release, Loss ofUSCP Officer Brian D. Sicknick, U.S. Capitol Police, Jan. 7, 2021 , 
https://www.uscp.gov/media-center/press-releases/loss-uscp-colleague-brian-d-sicknick. 
2Jd. 
3 Daniel Chaitin, New York Times quietly updates report on fire extinguisher striking Capitol Police officer, Wash. 
Examiner, Feb. 14, 2021, https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/new-york-times-capito1-police-officer-brian
sicknick-fire-extinguisher. 
4Jd. 
5 Evan Perez, David Shotiell and \Vhitney Wild, Investigators struggle to build murder case in death of US Capitol 
Police officer Brian Siclmick, CNN, https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/02/politics/brian-sicknick-charges/index .html. 
6 Press Release, Statement on Officer Sicknick, U.S. Capitol Police, Feb. 26, 2021 , https://www.uscp.gov/media
center/press-releases/statement-officer-sicknick. 
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Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD 
March 8, 2021 
Page2 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

(rJQh~~ 
Ron Johnson 
U.S. Senator 
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nittd ~tatts ~rnatt 
WASHINGTON. DC 20510 

Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD 
Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 
Washington, DC 20024 

Dear Dr. Diaz: 

March 8, 2021 

I am writing regarding the death of U.S. Capitol Police (USCP) Officer Brian Sicknick. 
On January 7, 2021, the day after the Capitol breach, the USCP announced that Officer Sicknick 
"passed away due to injuries sustained while on-duty." ' Specifically, USCP stated that Officer 
Sicknick "was injured while physically engaging with protesters [at the Capitol on January 6, 
2021]. He returned to his division office and collapsed. He was taken to a local hospital where 
he succumbed to his injuries. "2 

Sh01tly after Officer Sicknick's death, false reports about how he died began to emerge. 
For example, the New York Times reported that Officer Sicknick "was struck by a fire 
extinguisher."3 Other news outlets later revealed that "initial reports about Sicknick being hit 
with a fire extinguisher are not true"4 and that "medical examiners did not find signs that the 
officer sustained any blunt force trauma. "5 The determinations that your office will make will 
help set the record straight regarding Officer Sicknick's cause of death. 

On February 26, 2021, nearly two months after Officer Sicknick's death, the USCP stated 
that the "medical examiner's rep01t . . . is not yet complete."6 In my ongoing efforts to 
reconstruct as completely as possible the events of January 6, including what happened to 
Officer Sicknick, I respectfully request that you inform my office of the date in which you plan 
to complete your report on this matter, explain why it has taken so long to complete, and provide 
my office a copy of that report as soon as it is finalized. 

1 Press Release, Loss ofUSCP Officer Brian D. Sicknick, U.S. Capitol Police, Jan. 7, 2021 , 
https://www.uscp.gov/media-center/press-releases/loss-uscp-colleague-brian-d-sicknick. 
2Jd. 
3 Daniel Chaitin, New York Times quietly updates report on fire extinguisher striking Capitol Police officer, Wash. 
Examiner, Feb. 14, 2021, https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/new-york-times-capito1-police-officer-brian
sicknick-fire-extinguisher. 
4Jd. 
5 Evan Perez, David Shotiell and \Vhitney Wild, Investigators struggle to build murder case in death of US Capitol 
Police officer Brian Siclmick, CNN, https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/02/politics/brian-sicknick-charges/index .html. 
6 Press Release, Statement on Officer Sicknick, U.S. Capitol Police, Feb. 26, 2021 , https://www.uscp.gov/media
center/press-releases/statement-officer-sicknick. 
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Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD 
March 8, 2021 
Page2 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

(rJQh~~ 
Ron Johnson 
U.S. Senator 
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Submit New Appeal 

To modify request details please update your requester profile or contact our office for assistance. 

William F. Marshall 
Senior Investigator 
Judicial Watch 
425 Third Street 
Suite 800 
Washington, DC 20024 
Phone 2026465172 
bmarshall@judicialwatch.org 

Requester Default Category: Commercial Organization 

Original Request No. 
Requester Category 
Preferred Delivery Mode 

Street1 
Street2 
City 
State 
Country 
Zip Code 

Detailed Appeal Description 

Description Document 

2021-FOIA-03130 
Educational or Non-Commercial Scientific 
Download via FOIA Portal 

425 Third Street 
Suite 800 
Washington 
District of Columbia 
United States 
20024 

Judicial Watch appeals the withholding of the requested records due to the intense public 
interest surrounding this case outweighing any asserted privacy considerations. 
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Submit New Request 

To modify request details please update your requester profile or contact our office for assistance. 

William F. Marshall 
Senior Investigator 
Judicial Watch 
425 Third Street 
Suite 800 
Washington, DC 20024 
Phone 2026465172 
bmarshall@judicialwatch.org 

Requester Default Category: Commercial Organization 

I 
Select a Request Type 
Select a FOIA Office 
FOIA Office Additional Info. 
Requester Category 
Preferred Delivery Mode 

Date Range for Record 
Search:From 
Date Range for Record 
Search:To 

Detailed Request Description 

Description Document 

Amount Willing to Pay 
Willing to Pay All Fees 
Fee Waiver Requested 

Fee Waiver Request Reason 

FOIA 
OCME - Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Educational or Non-Commercial Scientific 
E-mail 

01/06/2021 

02/16/2021 

All records, including but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, 
and OCME officials' electronic communications, related to the death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Capitol 
Police Officer Brian Sicknick and its related investigation. 

$250 
No 
Yes 
Judicial Watch is a non-profit educational organization registered as a 501 (c)(3) organization 
with the IRS, whose mission is to investigate, expose and educate the public about the 
operations of the government. 
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*** GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER 

401 E Street SW 

Telephone: 202-698-9000 

The Honorable Ron Johnson 
United States Senate 
328 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Suite 6081 
Washington, D.C. 20024 

March 31, 2021 

Re: Death of USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
OCME #21-00132 

Dear Senator Johnson: 

Fax: 202-698-9101 

Thank you for your March 8, 2021 letter regarding the death of USCP Officer Brian Sicknick. 
The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) for the District of Columbia strives to meet 
National Association of Medical Examiner's standard that 90% of postmortem examination 
reports be completed within ninety (90) days from the time of the autopsy .1 While more complex 
cases may take longer, we expect that Officer Sicknick's evaluation will be completed within 
this timeframe. In contrast to popular perception, an autopsy is often only an early step in a death 
investigation; additional time is often needed to conduct toxicology, lab studies, additional field 
investigation, and specialist consultations. 

OCME must first share our findings with the officer's survivors, and we then intend to make a 
public statement as to the cause and manner of the death. OCME' s Public Information Officer 
has included you on the list to receive that statement as soon as it is issued. DC Code § 5-1412 
limits the release of additional information without authorization from next of kin. If personal 
health information is needed sooner by a congressional investigative committee, we welcome the 
committee's staff to work with OCME' s General Counsel to determine a way that the 
information can be shared while under seal in the absence of authmization from next of kin. 

If you need further information do not hesitate to contact OCME's General Counsel, Rodney 
Adams by email at Rodney.Adams@dc.gov or by phone at (202) 698-9005. 

1 NAME Inspection and Accreditation Checklist F.4.k 

Sincerely, 

/47 
Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FCAP, FASCP 
Chief Medical Examiner 
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~· 
4\~':""l::~ Supet·iot· Cotn·t of the District of Columbia 

~
4\0 ' ft~:.~~ CIVIL DIVISION 

..::. 1t- ' C' 'J A . B h .. t\\·: f _ • • tvf ctJo.ns rune 
':\,•',.,wJ.•~ . I../ :::»00 lodt.lna A"eo ue, N.W., Sutte 5~00 Washington, D.C. 20001 
!i~.~Ui}.9' Telephone: (202) 879-1133 Wehstte: www.dccourts.gov 

Judicial vVatchl Inc. 
Plaintiff 

VS. 

Case Number 2021 CA 000875 8 
District of Columbia 

Defendant 

SUMMONS 
To the above named Defendant: 

You are hereby summoned and required to serve an Answer to the attached Complaint, either 
personally or through an attorney, within twenty one {2 L) days after service of tltis summons upon you, 
exclusive of the day of service. If you are being sued as an officer or agency of the United States Government 
or the District of Columbia Government, you have sixty (60) days afte r service of this stm1mons to serve your 
Answer. A copy of the Answer must be mailed to the attorney for the plaintiff who is suing you. The 
attomey's name and address appear below. If plaintiff has no attorney, a copy of the Answer must be mailed 
to the plaintiff at the address stated on this Summons. 

You are also required to file the original Answer with the Court in Suite 5000 at 500 Indiana Avenue, 
N.W., between 8:30a.m. and 5:00p.m., Mondays through Fridays or between 9:00a.m. and J 2:00 noon on 
Saturdays. You may file the original Answer with the Court either before you serve a copy of the Answer on 
the plaintiff or within seven (7) days after you have served the plajnriff. l f you fail to ftl e an Answer, 
judgment by default may be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 

Michael Bekesha 
Name of Plaintiff's A Horney 

Judjcial \iVatch, Inc. 
Address 
4~~S Th!rcl Srrl'l, S.W Suit'! :<flO, W.-::.hing!on. DC' 2002~ 

(202) 646-5172 
Telephone 
1!JIIIJiJ;iffll@.ili (202) 879-4828 Veulllez appeler au (202) 879-4828 pourune traduction D~ c6 mol b:li djch. IIi!) go1 (202) 879-4828 

ti .. !Jtt"J!f,(202)879-4828.J!,~~'l'f~ f~•"?C:~ :t·C7·9" fl"?"l'l'·)· (202) 879-4828 N!«JJ·Ir 

IMPORTANT: lF YOU FAJL TO FILE AN ANSWER WITHlN THE TIME STATED ABOVE, OR IF, AFTER YOU 
ANSWER YOU FALL TO APPEAR AT ANY TlME THE COURT NOTIFIES YOU TO DO SO. A JUDGMENT BY DEFAULT 
MAY BE' ENTERED AGAINST YOU FOR THE MONEY DAMAGES OR OTHER RELIEF DEMANDED IN THE 
COMPLAINT. IF THlS OCCURS. YOUR WAGES MAY BE ATTACHED OR W1THHELD OR PERSONAL PROPERTY OR 
REAL ESTATE YOU OWN MAY BETAKEN AND SOLD TO PI\ Y THE JUDGMENT. IF YOU INTEND TO OPPOSE THIS 
ACTJON. DO NOT FAIL TO ANSWER IV/THIN THE REQUIRED TIME. 

If you wish to talk to a lawyer and feel that you cannot afford to pay a fee to a lawyer. promptly contact one of tlte offices of the 
Legal Aid Society (202-628-1 161) or the Neighborhood Legal Services (202-279-5 100) for belp or come to Strite 5000 at 500 
Indiana A venue, N. W., for more infom~ation concerning places where you may ask for such help. 

CV-JI 10 [Rev. June 20171 

See re\'ersc side for Spanish tnmslation 
Vca a.l dorso lu tmducci6n al espailol 

Super. Ct. Civ. R. 4 

--
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT 
OF THE DISTRJCT OF COLUMBIA 

CIVIL DIVISION 

JUDIC~AL WATCH, INC., 
425 Third Street, S.W., Suite 800 
Washington, DC 20024, 

Plaintiff, 

Piled 

D. C. Superior Court 
0 3 / 19/2021 me: a GAM 
Clerk of t he Cour t 

V , 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 2021 CA 000875 B 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
John A. Wilson Building ' 
1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20004 

' 

Defendant. 

COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Judicial Watch, Inc. brings this action against Defendant District of Columbia to 

compel compliance with the District of Columbia Freedom ofJnformation Act, D.C. Code§ 2-

531 . As grounds therefor, Plaintiff alleges as follows: 

J URJSDJCTION AND VENUE 

1. The Court has jurisdiction over the persons and subject matter of thi s action 

pursuant to D.C. Code§ 11-921. 

PARTIES 

2. Plaintiff Judicial Watch, Inc. is a not-for-profit, educational organization 

incorporated under the Jaws of the Distri ct of Columbia and headquanered at 425 Third Street, 

S.W., Suite 800, Washington, DC 20024. Plaintiff seeks to promote transparency, 

accountability, and integrity in government and fidelity to the rule of law. As part of its mission, 

Judicial Watch regularly requests records under federal and state "open records' ' laws, analyzes 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



the responses and any records it receives, and disseminates its findings and the records to the 

public to inform them about "what their government is up to" 

3. Defendant is rbe District of Columbia. Defendant has possession, custody, and 

control of records to which Plaintiff seeks access. See Kane ' '· Di met a,{ Columbia, 180 A 3d 

1073, 1078-1079 (D.C. 2018). Defendant is headquartered at John A Wilson Building, 1350 

Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20004. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

4. On February 16, 2021 , Plain6ff submitted a FOIA request to the Office of the 

Chief Medical Examiner ("OCME"), a public body within the District, seeking access to: 

All records, including but not limited to autopsy reports, 
toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME officials' 
electronic communications, related to the death on Jan. 6, 2021 of 
Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick and its related investigation. 

S By email dated February 18, 2021 , OCME denied PlaintifT's FOlA request. 

6 Using the DC government Public FOLA Portal, Plaintiff, on February 18, 2021 , 

administratively appealed OCME's final determination to the Mayor. The administrative appeal 

was subsequently assigned FOIA Request Number 202 1-APP-00068. 

7. As of the date of this Complaint, OCME has failed to provide Plaintiff with a final 

detem1ination on its administrative appeal 

8 

9. 

CO T l 
(Violation ofFOlA) 

Plaintiff realleges paragraphs 1 through 7 as if fully stated herein. 

Defendant is in violation ofFOIA 

2 

-
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10. 
Plaintiff is being irreparably ham1ed by Defendant 's violation ofFOIA d , an 

Plaintiff will continue to b · bl b 
e Jrrepara y armed unless Defendant is compelled to comply with 

the law. 

11
· Pursuant to FOIA, the Mayor was required to make a determination concerning 

Plaintiff's administrative appeal within 10 business days or by March 4, 2021 . D.C. Code§ 2-

537(a). 

12. Because Defendant has failed to make a final determination on Plaintiff's 

administrative appeal within the time limits set by FOIA, Plaintiff is deemed to have exhausted 

its administrative appeal remedies. D.C. Code § 2-537(a)( 1 ). 

WHEREFORE, Plai ntiff respectfully requests that the Court: (1) order Defendant to 

conduct searches for any and all records responsive to Plaintiff's FOJA request and demonstrate 

that it employed search methods reasonably likely to lead to the discovery of records responsive 

to the request; (2) order Defendant to produce, by a date certain, any and all non-exempt records 

responsive to Plaintiff's FOIA request and a Vaughn index of any responsive records withheld 

under claim of exemption; (3) enjoin Defendant from continuing to withhold any and all non

exempt records responsive to the FOlA request; (4) grant Plainti ff an award of attorneys' fees 

and other litigation costs reasonably incurred in this action pursuant to D.C. Code§ 2-537(c); 

and (5) grant Plaintiff such other relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

3 

-
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Dated: March 19, 202 1 Respectfully submitted, 

lsi Mchael Bekesha 
Michael Bekesha (D.C. Bar o. 995749) 
JUDICIAL WATCH. INC 
425 Third StreetS W , Suite 800 
Washington, DC 20024 
Phone: (202) 646-5172 
Facsimile· (202) 646-5199 
Email : mbekesha@judicialwatch org 

Counsel for Plaintiff 
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Superior Court of the District of Columbia 

CIYJL DIVISION- CIVIL ACTIONS BRANCH 

INrORMATJON SHEI:.l' 
Judicial Watch, Inc. 

VS 

District ot Columbia 

Name: (Please Prim) 
Michael Bekesha 

Firm Name: 
Judicial Watch, Inc. 

Case Number: ___ 2_0_2_1_C_A_o_o_o_8_7_s_s __ _ 

Dare: March 19, 2021 

0 One of the defendant<; i<; being c;ued 
in their official capacity 

Relationship to Law!.uit 

[19 Attorney for Plaintiff 

0 Self (ProSe) 
Telephone r\o.: Six di~t Unified Bar No.: 
202.646.5172 9 5749 0 Other: 

TYPE OF CASE: CZI 'on-Jury D 6 Person Jury D 12 Person Jury 
Demand:$. __________ _ 

Other:-------------

PENDING CASE(S) RELATED TO THE ACTIO ' 1:3131NG FILED 

C'ac;e No.: Judge:-------- Calendar#:. _________ _ 

Case No.:. ________ _ Judge:-------- Calendar#: ________ _ 

NATURE OF SUlT: ( Clreck One Box Onfv) 

A. CONTRACTS 

0 01 Breach of Contract 
0 02 Breach of Warranty 
0 06 Negotiable Instrument 
0 07 Pc::rsonal Property 
D 13 Employment Dil.\.Tiroin.uioo 
0 15 Special Education P~ 

B. PROPERTY TORTS 

COLLECHOI'i CASES 

D 14 Under $25.000 Phf. Grants Consent D 16 Under $25,000 Consent Denied 
0 17 OVER $25.000 Pltf. UranlS Consem0 18 OVER S25,000Consent Demed 
0 27 lnsurnnce/Subrogalion 0 26 lnsunlJlce/Subrogation 

Ovc::r $25.000 Ph f. Gnmts Con!,ellt Over $25.000 Consc::nt Dc::nit:d 
0 07 l n~untnce/Subrugution 0 34 lnsunm\.-eJSubrogation 

Under $25.000 Pit f. Grants Consent Under $25.000 Consent Denied 
D 28 Moti011 to Couru·m Arbitration 

Award (Collection Cru.es Only) 

0 01 Automobile D 03 Destruction of Private Propeny D 05 Trespass 
0 02 Conversion D 04 Propeny Damage 
D 07 Shoplifting, D.C. Code* 27-102 (al 

C. PERSONAL TORTS 

D 0 I Abuse of Process 
D 02 Alienation of Affection 
D 03 Assault ~md Battery 
0 04 Automobile- Personal Injury 
0 05 Deceit (Misrepresentation) 
0 06 False Accusation 
D 07 False Arrest 
D OS Fraud 

C"V-496/Junc 201 S 

D 10 Invasion of Privacy 
0 II Lihel and Slander 
D 12 Malicious 1nterfen:nce 
D 13 Malicious Prosecution 
D 14 Malpractice Legal 
0 15 Molpl'llW<'e MediCAl (lnc:h•~•na Wn>•&f"l Ocooh) 

D 16 Negligence- (Not Automobile. 
Not Malpractice) 

S~E HE VERSE SIDE AND C"HEC'K HERE 

D 17 Persooal lnjury- (Not Automobile. 
Not Malpractice) 

D IHWrongful Death (Not Malpracllce) 
D 19 Wrongfi.•l Eviction 
D 20 Friendly Suit 
0 21 Asbestoli 
D 22 Toxic/Mass TortS 
0 23Tobacco 
FJ 24 Lead Paint 

lP USED 
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Information Sheet, Continued 

C. OTUERS 
0 0 I Accounting 

0 02 All. Before Judgment 
0 05 Ejectment 

0 09 Special Writ/Warrants 

0 17 Merit Personnel Act (OEA) 
(D.C. Code Title J, Chapter 6) 

0 18 Product Liability 

0 24 Application to Confirm. Modify, (DC Code§ 11-941) 

0 J 0 Traffic Adjudication 
0 II Writ of Reple\!in 
D 12 Enforce Mechanics Lien 
0 16 Declaratory Judgmem 

Vacate Arbitration Award (DC Code§ 16-4401) 
D 29 Merit Personnel Act (OHR) 
0 31 Housing Code Regulations 
0 32QuiTam 
0 33 Whistleblower 

Il. 

D 03 Change of Name D 15 Libel of lnformation 
0 06 Poreigu Juo&'lllenlfDomestic D 19 Enter Administrative Order ali 
D 08 Foreign Judgment/International Judgment I D.C. Code§ 
0 I ::1 Correction of Birth Certificate 2-1802.0::1 (h) or 32-15 I 9 (a)] 
0 14 Correction of Marriage 0 20 Master Meter (D.C. Code§ 

Certificate 42-3301. et seq.) 

D 26 Petition for Civil Asset Forfeiltln! (Vehicle) 
D 27 Petition for Civil Asset Forfeiture (CLmency) 
D 28 Petition for CiviJ Asset Forfei ture (Other) 

D. REALPROPERTY 

D 21 Petition for Subpoena 
[Rule 28-1 (b)] 

D 22 Release Mechanics Lien 
D 23 Rule 27(a)(l) 

(Perpetuate Testimony) 
D 24 Petition for Stmctured Seulement 
D 25 Petition for Liquidation 

0 09 Real Property-Real Estate D 08 Quiet Title 
D 12 Specific Perfonmmce 0 25 Liens: Tax I Water Consent Gmnted 
0 04 Condemnation (Emiuem Domain) D 30 Uens: Tax I Water Conselll Denied 
D JO Mortgage Foreclosure/Judicial Snle D 3.1 Tax Lieu Bid Off Certificate Consent Gronted 
0 II Petition for Civil Asset Forfeiture (RP) 

March 19, 2021 

Arwroey' s Signawre Date 

CV-496/ June 2015 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
OVIL DIVISlON Civil Actions Branch 

500 Indiana Avenue, N. W., Sui te 5000, Wltsbington, D.C. 20001 
Telef•hone: (202) 879-1133 • Website: www.dccout1s.gov 

JUDICIAL WATCH, INC. 
Vs. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
C.A. No. 2021 CA 000875 B 

INJTIAL ORDER AND ADDENDUM 

Pursuant to D.C. Code § 11-906 and District of Columbia Superior Court Rule of Civil Procedure 
(

11
Super. Ct. Civ. R.") 40-1, it is hereby ORDERED as follows : 

(1) This case is assigned to the judge and calendar designated below. All future filings in this case shall 
bear t he calendar number and the judge's name beneath the case number in the caption. 

(2) Within 60 days of the filing of the complaint, plaintiff must file proof of service on each defendant of 
copies of (a) the summons, (b) the complaint, and (c) this Initial Order and Addendum. The court will dismiss 
the claims against any defendant for whom such proof of service has not been filed by this deadline, unless the 
court extended the time for service under Rule 4(m). 

(3) Within 21 days of service (unless otherwise provided in Rule 12), each defendant must respond to the 

complaint by filing an answer or other responsive pleading. The court may enter a default and a default 

judgment against any defendant who does not meet this deadline, unless the court extended the deadline 

under Rule SS{a). 

( 4) At the time stated below, all counsel and unrepresented parties shall participate in a remote hearing to 
establish a schedule and discuss the possibilities of settlement. Counsel shall discuss with their clients before the 
hearing whether the clients are agreeable to binding or non-binding arbitration. This order is the only notice 
that parties and counsel will receive concerning this hearing. 

(5) lf the date or time is inconvenient for any party or counsel, the Civil Actions Branch may continue the 
Conference ~, with the consent of all parties, to either of the two succeeding Fridays. To reschedule the 
hearing, a party or lawyer may call the Branch at (202) 879- 1133. Any such request must be made at least seven 

business days before the scheduled date. 
No other continuance of the conference will be granted except upon motion for good cause shown. . . 

(6) Parties are responsible for obtaining and complying with all requir~m~nts of the Gene~al Order for C1vLl 
cases, each judge's Supplement to the General Order and the General Med1at1on Order. Coptes of these orders 

are available in the Courtroom and on the Court' s website hllp://www.dccourts.go\'/. 

Chief Judge Anita M . Josey-Herring 

Case Assigned to: Judge JASON PARK 
Date: March 19, 2021 
Initial Conference: REMOTE HEARING- DO NOT COME TO COURTHO USE 
SEE REMOTE HEARING INSTRUCTIONS ATTACHED TO INITIAL ORDER 

9:30am, Friday, June 18, 2021 
Location: Courtroom 5 19 

500 Indiana Avenue N.W. 
WASHINGTON, DC 20001 
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ADDENDUM TO INITIAL ORDER AFFECTING 
ALL MEDICAL MALPRACTICE CASES 

. . D:C. Code§ 16-2.821, which pan of the Medical Malpractice Proceedings Act of 2006. provides. "(alfter 
act1on •s .llJcd m ~le.cou rt ~gamst ~ healthcare provider alleging medical malpractice, t11e cou r1 shall require the parties 
to. enter 11110 me~haUon, Without discovel)' or. if aJJ par1ies agrecJ.I with only limited discovery tJmt will not interfere 
With the con~~let•~n ~f mediation ·within JO days of U1e Initial Scheduling and Settlement Conference ('ISSC'"). prior to 
any further hugauon 10 an effon to reach a settlement agreement. The early mediation schedule shall be included in the 
Scheduling Order following tJte lSSC. Unless all parties agree. the stay of discovet)' shall not be more than JO days 
after Ute ISSC." 

To ensure compliance witlttltis legislation, on or before the date of the ISSC. l11e Court will notify all attorneys 
and pro se parties of tltc date and time of the early mediation session and the name of the assigned mediator. 
information about the early mediation date also is available over the internet at https://www:dceou.rts.gov/pa/. To 
facilitate this process. all counsel and pro se parties in every medical malpractice case arc required to confer. jointly 
complete and sign an EARLY MEDIATION FORM. which must be tiled no later thnn 1en (10) enlenru1r days prior 10 
the lSSC. D.C. Code* 16-2825 Two separate Early Mediation Fonus are a\'3ilable. Both forms may be obtained at 
www.dccourts.gov/medmalmediation. One form is to be used for early mediation with a mediator from we multi-door 
medical malpractice mediator roster: the second form is to be used for early mediation witlt a private mediator. 
Plaintiff's counsel is responsible for cFiling the fom1 and is required to e-mail a courtesy copy to 
earlymedmal@dcsc.gov. Unrepresented plai1ttiffs who elect not to eFilc must eiUter mail l11e form to the Multi-Door 
Dispute Resolution Office at. Suite 2900. 410 E Street, N.W. , Washington. DC 20001. or deliver if in person if the 
Office is open for in-person visits. 

A roster of modical malpractice mediators available through the Court's Multi-Door Dispute Resolution 
Division. with biograplticaJ information about each mediator. can be found at 
,,ww.decourts.gov/medmalmediation/mediatorprofiles. All individuals on the roster are judges or lawy~rs \Vith nt least 
10 years of significant experience in medical malpractice litigation. D.C. Code§ l6-2823(a). lf t11e parues cannot agree 
on a mediator, t11c Court will appoint one. D.C. Code§ J6-2823(b). 

The following people are required by D.C. Code § 16-2824 to atten~ persomllly the Early M7diation 
Conference: ( 1) aU parties: (2) for parties that are not individuals. a representative w1th settlemen~ auUtonty: (3) m cases 
involving an insurance company. a representative of the company with settlement authonty: and (4) attorneys 
representing each part)' \\ith primary responsibility for tJ•e case. 

No Inter tltan ten (10) days after the early mediation session has terminated, Plaintiff must eFile with the Co~•rt 
a report prepared by the mediator, including a private mediator. regarding: (1) attendance; (2) w~ether a .set.tle~lent ."'a,s 
reached: or. (3) if a settlement waS not reached. any agreements to n.arrow tllC scope Of the ~tspute. i~llllt diSCO\ ~1) • 
facilitate n1t11re settlement. hold another mediation session. or otherwtse reduce the ~sl an~ t1me ~f tnal p.reparat•o~~ 
D c CodeS lG-2826. Anv Plaintiff who is unrepresented may mail the form to the Cml ActJons Bran~h.at [dddressl 
d~li~·er it ~1 person if th~ Branch is open ~0~ in-person visits. The forms to be used for early mediatton repons ure 

aYailable at www.dccoorts.gov/medmalmedtaUon. 

Chief Judge Anita M Josey-Herring 
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Civil Remote Hearing Instructions for Participants 

The following instructions are for participants who are scheduled to have cases heard before a Civil 

Judge in a Remote Courtroom 

(AUDIO ONLY/ Dial-in by Phone): 

Tolll (844) 992-4762 or (202) 860-2110, enter the Meeting ID from the att achment followed by 
#, press again to enter session. 

• Please call in no sooner than 5 minutes before your scheduled hearing time. Once you have 
joined the session, please place your phone on mute until directed otherwise. If you should 
happen to get disconnected from the calf, please call back in using the phone number and access 
number provided and the courtroom clerk will mute your calf until the appropriate time. 

If you select Option 2 or Option 3 use the Audio Alternative 

(LAPTOP/ DESKTOP USERS 1): 

Open Web Browser in Google Chrome and copy and paste following address from the next page: 
https :/I dccou rts. webex. com/ meet/XXXXXXXXX 

••• (LAPTOP/ DESKTOP USERS 2): 

Open Web Browser in Google Chrome and copy and paste following address 
https:Udccourts.webex.com Select Join, enter the Meeting ID from the next page 

AUDIO ALTERNATIVE: Instead of automatically using USE COMPUTER FOR AUDIO, select CALL
IN and follow the CALL-IN prompt window. Use a cell phone or desk phone. You will be heard 
clearer if you do not place your phone on SPEAKER. It is very Important that you 
enter the ACCESS ID # so that your audio is matched with your video. 

{lpad/SMART PHONE/ TABLET): 

• Go to App Store, Download WebEx App (Cisco WebEx Meetings) 
• Sign into the App with your Name and Email Address 
• Select Join Meeting 
• Enter address from the next page: https://dccourts.webex.com/meet/XXXXXXXXX 
• Click join and make sure your microphone is muted and your video is unmuted (if you need to be 

• seen). If you only need to speak and do not need to be seen, use the audio only option. 

• When you are ready click "Join Meeting". If the host has not yet started the meeting, you will be 
placed in the lobby until the meeting begins. 

For Technical Quest ions or issues Call: (202) 879-1928, Option #2 
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Superior Court f h . . 
Public A o t e DJstnct of Columbia 

ccess. for Remote Coun Hearin s 
(EffectJVe August 24, 2020) g 

The current telephone numbers for all r . 

~~oil freel)· After dialing tbe number enter ~~o~e~~n~s a.re: 202-860-2110 (local) or 844-992-4726 
ease c Jck a WebEx Direct URL li~k below t . . xh ,eetJ?g ID ~s shown below for the courtroom. 

o )Orn t e Jeanng online. 

Audio and video recording· talci · f 
remote be . , . ng ~Jctures o remote bearings; and sharing the live or recorded 

anng by rebroadcastmg, live-streaming or otherwise are not allowed 

Division Courtroom Types of Hearings 
Scheduled in Public Access via WebEx 

Courtroom WebEx Direct URL 
Web Ex 

Auditor 206 Meeting 10 Auditor Master 
httj;!s:/ /dccourts. webex.comLmeetLctba udmaster Master Hearings 129 648 5606 

100 Civil 2 Scheduling https :LLdccou rts . webex.comLmeetL ctb100 
Conferences; Status, 129 846 4145 

Motion and Evidentiary 
Hearings including 

Civil Bench Trials 
205 Foreclosure Matters htt~s :LLdccourts.webex.comLmeetLctb205 129 814 7399 

212 Civil 2 Scheduling httj;!s:LLdccourts.webex.comLmeetLctb212 129 440 9070 
Conferences; Status, 
Motion and Evidentiary 
Hearings including 
Bench Trials 

214 Title 47 Tax Liens; and https:LLdccourts. webex.comLmeetL ctb214 129 942 2620 
Foreclosure Hearings 

219 Civil 2 Scheduling https :LLdccourts.webex.comLmeetLctb219 129 315 2924 
Conferences; Status, 
Motion and Evidentiary 
Hearings including 
Bench Trials 

221 Civill Scheduling httQS :LLdccourts. webex.comLmeetL ctb221 129 493 5162 
Conferences; Status, 
Motion and Evidentiary 
Hearings including 
Bench Trials 

318 Civil 2 Scheduling httQs:LL dccourts. webex.comLmeetL ctb318 129 801 7169 
Conferences; Status, 

320 Motion and Evidentiary htt~s:LL dccourts. webex.comLmeetL ctb320 129 226 9879 
Hearings including 
Bench Trials 
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400 Judge in Chambers https://dccourts.webex.com/meet/ctb400 129 339 7379 
Matters including 
Temporary Restraining 

Orders, Preliminary 
Injunctions and Name 

Changes 

415 Civil 2 Scheduling https :LL dccou rts. we bex. comLmeetL ctb415 129 314 3475 

516 Conferences; Status, https:LLdccourts. webex.comLmeetLctb516 129 776 4396 
Motion and Evidentiary 

517 https:LLdccourts.webex.comLmeetLct b517 129 9116415 
Hearings including 

518 
Bench Trials 

https:LLdccourts.webex.comLmeetLctb518 129 685 3445 

519 https:/ /dccourts. webex.comLmeetL ctb5 19 129 705 0412 

JM-4 https:/ /dccourts. webex.comLmeetLctbjm4 129 797 7557 

A-47 Housing Condit ions https:LLdccourts. webex.comLmeetLctba4 7 129 906 2065 
Matters 

B-52 Debt Collection and https:LL dccourts. webex.comL meetL ctbb52 129 793 4102 
Landlord and Tenant 
Trials 

B-53 Landlord and Tenant https :LL dccou rts. webex. comLmeetL ctbb5 3 129 913 3728 
Matters including Lease 
Violation Hearings and 
Post Judgment Motions 

B-109 Landlord and Tenant https :LL dccou rts. webex. comLmeetL ctbb 109 129 127 9276 
Matters 

B-119 Small Claims Hearings https:LLdccourts. webex.comLmeetL ctbb119 129 230 4882 
and Trials 
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• * • --
202-698-9000 (Office) 

GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMNER 

401 E Street, SW 
Washington, D.C. 20024 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Ben Moskowitz 
Associate Director 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel 

Giavanna White 
Julia Hudson 

Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

AprilS, 2021 

Monthly Report 

202-698-9101 (Fax) 
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OCME General Counsel 
MOLC Monthly Report 
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* * * 

Request Information: 
Request# 

Action Office 

Request Type 

Request Owner 

On Behalf Of 

Requester Category 

Reference 

Received Mode 

Requested Date 

Original Received Date 

Received Date 

Perfected Request 

Disposition Accepted Date 

Delivery Dale 

Closed Date 

Original Target Date 

Target Date 

Estimated Delivery Date 

Total Days on Hold 

Days Remaining 

Request Age 

Delivery Mode 

Priority 

Request Status 

Final Disposition 

Discretionary Release Made 

Discretionary Comments 

Discretionary Codes 

Denial Authority 

Custom Fields: 

Data Types 

DC Government 
Executive Office of the Mayor John A. Wilson Building1350 

Pennsylvania Ave, N.W. Suite 300-G 
Washington, DC 20004 

Report Date Time :3/9/2021 11:01:44 AM 

Request Details Report 

: 2021-FOIA-03472 

:OCME 

:FOIA 

:News Media 

:PAL 

: 3/3/2021 

: 3/3/2021 

: 3/3/2021 

:Yes 

: 3/24/2021 

: 3/24/2021 

: 3/24/2021 

:0 

: 11 

:4 

:E-mail 

:Normal 

:Assigned 

:No 

Data Formats : Documents (letters memos reports manuals etc.) 

Description of the Request : 
Requesting the autopsy report and death certificate for late U.S. Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick who died from injuries suffered in the Jan. 6 
insurrection. Date Ran e for Record Search: From 01/06/2021 To 12/31/2021 
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Requester Information: 
Requester Name 

Job Title 

Created Date 

Requester Login 

Default Category 

Organization 

Work Phone 1 

Work Phone 2 

Mobile 

Fax 

E-Mail 

Address: 
Address 1 

Address 2 

City 

State 

Country 

Zip Code 

Billing Address: 
Address 1 

Address 2 

City 

State 

Country 

Zip Code 

Shipping Address: 
Address 1 

Address 2 

City 

State 

Country 

Zip Code 

Action History : 

Action 

Assigned 

Perfected 

Assigned 

Received 

Assign: 

Comment 

: Grisales, Claudia 

: Reporter 

: 3/3/2021 

: cgrisales 

:News Media 

: NPR 

: 202-845-3908 

: cgrisales@npr.org 

: 1111 North Capitol St NE 

: Washington 

: District of Columbia 

: United States 

:20002 

: 11 11 North Capitol St NE 

: Washington 

: District of Columbia 

: United States 

:20002 

: 1111 North Capitol St NE 

: Washington 

: District of Columbia 

: United States 

:20002 

Request is marked as Auto Perfected upon receiving. 

Request '2021-FOIA-03472' is received via Sync Service 

Action Taken By Action Date/Time 

Adams, Rodney 3/9/202111 :01:44 AM 

Admin, EOM 3/3/2021 1:15:56 PM 

Admin, EOM 3/3/2021 1:15:56 PM 

Admin, EOM 3/3/20211:15:56 PM 
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Assigned By Assigned Date Assigned To (User/Group) Action Office Comments Request Status 

Adams, Rodney 
3/9/2021 11:01 :44 

Adams, Rodney (Primary) OCME Received 
AM -

Adams, Rodney 3/9/2021 11:01:44 Queue, Office of the Chief Medical OCME Received 
AM Examiner 

-

Admin, EOM 3/3/20211:15:56 PM 
Queue, Office of the Chief Medical 

OCME - Received Examiner 

Link Requests : 

Request# I Request Type I Requester Name I Primary User I Received Date I Target Date I Request Status 

No link requests found . 

Extension: 

ID !Reason for 
Extension 

I D INew Target !Approval/Denial !Completed ~ Extension 
I ' ays Date Date Date Status 

'

Extension !Approval/Denial !Completion 
Note Note Note 

No Extensions found. 

FOIA Documents Details (in Request Folder) : 
File Cabinet 

I Folder Name Drawer I Disposition I layer Name 
I
No. of 
Pages I

Date 
Added 

No folders have been added to this request. 

FOIA Documents Details (in Review Log) : 

'

Redaction 
Codes 

'

Document Review 
Status 

File Cabinet Drawer I Folder Name I Disposition I Comments I No. of Pages I Date Added I Redaction Codes 

No folders have been added to this request. 

Page Details: 
# of pages attached to request folder 

# of pages attached to request folder with partial redactions 

# of pages attached to request folder with full redactions 

# of pages attached to request folder without redactions 

# of documents delivered 

# of pages reviewed 

# of pages delivered 

Partially Applied Redaction Code Details: 

:0 

: 0 

: 0 

: 0 

: 0 

: 0 

: 0 

Redaction Code I Description I No. of Pages Used 

No Page with partial redactions was added to this request. 

Fully Applied Redaction Code Details: 

Redaction Code I Description I No. of Pages Used 

No Page with full redactions was added to this request. 

Manually - Partially Applied Redaction Code Details: 
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Redaction Code I Description 

No partially applied redaction code details found. 

Manually· Fully Applied Redaction Code Details: 

Redaction Code I Description 

No fully applied redaction code details found. 

Manually Applied ·Other Redaction Code Details: 

Redaction Code 

Fee Details : 
Payment Status 

Last Invoice Amount 

Last Invoice Number 

Last Invoice Date 

Pre-Payment Amount 

Total Invoiced 

Cost Estimated 

Cost Not Charged by the Agency 

Total Amount Paid 

Balance Due 

Total Refund Amount 

Amount Requester Will ing to Pay 

Fee Waiver Requested 

Fee Waiver Status 

Fee Waiver Start Date 

Fee Waiver End Date 

Willing to Pay All Fees 

Adjudicate Days (Fee Waiver) 

Fee Details Description: 

I Description 

No other applied redaction code details found. 

: No Charges 

:$0.00 

:$0.00 

:$ 0.00 

: $0.00 

: $ 0.00 

: $0.00 

:$ 0.00 

:$0.00 

:$0.00 

: Yes 

:Granted 

: 3/3/2021 

: 3/12/2021 

Yes 

7 

Fee Items I Charge Type I Unit Rate ($) l auantity 

No Fee Details have been Found for this Request. 

Work Hours (Record Search Processing Costs): 

J Extended Value ($) 

Program Office I Created By I Rate I Hours I Total Cost I Comments 

No Record Search Processing Cost details found . 

Work Hours (Staff Processing Costs) : 

User Name I Activity I Created By I Rate I Hours I Total Cost J Comments 

No staff processing cost details found. 

Transfer Details: 
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Transfer To I Transfer By !Transfer Date !comment 

No transfer request details found for this request. 

Correspondence Log : 

Subject Fi le Name User Status Mode E-mail 
Dispatched 

Action Date 
Date 

Request 
PAL Request 3/3/2021 Description Admin, EOM Received PAL 

I!Form) Form.pdf 1:15:56 PM 

Request 
Acknowledgemen Download 

Sent From PAL To 3/3/2021 t byDC Admin, EOM Sent via FOIA 
( cgrisales@npr.org) 3/3/2021 1:1 5:54 PM 

Government Portal 
FOIA Portal 
Assignment 
Notification from 

Download DC Government 
Admin, EOM Sent via FOIA 

Sent From PAL To 
3/3/2021 3/3/2021 

FOIA Portal- ( ocme .foiax@dc.gov) 1:15:54 PM 
Tracking# 2021-

Portal 

FOIA-03472 

Consultation Review Log : 
Review ID I Location(s) 

Referred !Due Date I Created Date !Imported Date I ~~~~osition Accepted I Status 

No consultation review log records found. 

Requests For Documents: 
ID I Location(s) 

Referred I Request Date I Due Date I Status !comments 

No Request for Documents log details found. 

Document Delivery log: 

ID ! user I Mode I Status I Delivery Type I E-mail I Dispatched Date I Date 

No document delivery log details found. 
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Please wait. .. 

If this message is not eventually replaced by the proper contents of the document, your PDF 
viewer may not be able to display this type of document. 

You can upgrade to the latest version of Adobe Reader for Windows®, Mac, or Linux® by 
visiting http://www .adobe.com/ go/reader_ download. 

For more assistance with Adobe Reader visit http://www.adobe.com/go/acrreader. 

Windows is either a registered trademark or a trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. Mac is a trademark 
of Apple Inc. , registered in the United States and other countries. Linux is the registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the U.S. and other 
countries. 
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Attending Physician's Report 
1. Name of deceased employee (Last, first, middle) 

3. What history of injury or employment related disease was given to you? 

5. If death was not instantaneous, describe the treatment you provided. 

7. 

8. What were the contributory causes of death, if any? 

2. Date of death (Mo., day, year) 

4. If treated for disease, give diagnosis. 

6. Show dates on which treatment 
was given. 

9. In your opinion, was the death of the employee due to the injury as reported in item 3 above? llves D No 
Give the medical reasons for your opinion, unless causal relationship is obvious. U ' 

10. Was a biopsy or an autopsy performed? 
Arrange for a copy of the report to be submitted. O ves O No 

11 . Name and address (Please type- include ZIP Code) 

I certify that all statements in response to the questions asked above are true, complete and correct to the best of my knowledge. 
Further, I understand that any knowingly false or m isleading statement or concealment of material fact may subject me to felony 
criminal prosecution. 

12. Signature 13. Date signed (Mo., day, year) 
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Who Should 
File Claim 

When Should 
Claim Be Filed 

What Documents 
Are Required 

How to 
Complete Claim 

Funeral/Burial 
Allowance 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING FORM CA-5b, CLAIM FOR COMPENSATION 
BY PARENTS, BROTHERS, SISTERS, GRANDPARENTS OR GRANDCHILDREN 

• This claim form should be completed and filed by the deceased employee's parents, 
grandparents or representative (custodian or guardian) of minor brothers, sisters or 
grandchildren. A separate form is required for each person claiming benefits. 

• Claim must be filed within three years following date of death, unless the 
decedent's immediate superior had actual knowledge of an on-the-job injury or 
death within 30 days; or written notice of the injury or death was given within 30 
days. The timely filing of a disability claim wil l satisfy the time requirements for a 
death claim based on the same injury. 

• The birth certificate of the deceased employee; also a death certificate if not pre
viously submitted; birth certificates for minor brothers, sisters and grandchildren. If 
claim is made on behalf of a grandparent, birth certificate of decedent's mother or 
father, as appropriate. If claim is made on behalf of a grandchild, birth certificate of 
decedent's son or daughter as appropriate. Copies of certificates or documents are 
acceptable only if they are certified by the person having official custody of such 
records. They should then be attached to the claim form when it is filed 

• All items on the claim form should be completed. If an item is not applicable, indicate by 
showing "NA". Note that the claim form requests information about several categories of 
persons, i.e., items 1-7 make inquiry about the decedent; 8-20 the dependent; 21-25 the 
dependent's husband or wife, if married at the time of employee's death. The attending 
physician's report on the reverse of the form must also be completed before the form is 
is submitted to the OWCP. 

• Submit original itemized funeral and burial bills. If paid, so indicate and give name and 

address of person making payment. if an Administrator or Executor has been 
appointed, give such person's name and address and attach a copy of the appointment 
document. 

See the following page for a definition of dependents and a description of benefits. 

Previous Edition Obsolete Form CA-5b PAGE 3 (Rev. 04-13) 
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DEATH BENEFITS FOR PARENTS, BROTHERS, SISTERS, GRANDPARENTS 
AND GRANDCHILDREN UNDER THE FEDERAL EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION ACT (FECA) 

Eligible 
Dependents 

Period Of 
Entitlement 

Compensation 
Rates 

Direct Deposit 

Information 

Social Security 

Benefits 

Payment 
Priorities 

Funeral/Burial 
Allowance 

Third Party 
Action 

Previous Edition Obsolete 

• Benefits are payable on behalf of partially or totally dependent parents, brothers, sisters, 
grandparents and grandchildren. 

• Parents and grandparents: Payments continue until death, remarriage or termination of 
dependency. 

Minor brothers, sisters and grandchildren: Payments continue until death, marriage or 
attainment of 18 years of age. Payments may continue beyond 18 if the child is mentally or 
physically incapable of self-support or is a "full-time" student. Student benefits terminate on: 
marriage, completion of 4 years of education beyond high school level, or at age 23, 
whichever occurs first. 

• For parent - 25% of the employee's monthly pay, if one is wholly dependent and the other is 
not dependent at all. If both are wholly dependent - 20% each. A proportionate amount is 
paid if either or both are partially dependent. 

Brothers, sisters, grandparents, and grandchildren - 20% if only one is wholly dependent. If 
more than one is wholly dependent- 30% shared equally. If one or more is partially dependent 
- 10% shared equally if more than one. 

• The Department of Treasury requires all Federal payments be made by electronic funds transfer (EFT), 
also called Direct Deposit. You may submit a completed SF-1199A, Direct Deposit Sign Up, or complete 
the information in items 32 through 34 of this form. If you do not have a bank account, you may be 
required to receive your payment through Direct Express Debit MasterCard. To request information on the 
Direct Express Debit MasterCard, go to www.usdirectexpress.com or call 1-800-333-1795. If directed to 
enroll in the Program, you may contact for the Department of Treasury at 1-888-224-2950 to address any 
questions or concerns you may have, as well as apply for a waiver from the process. NOTE: payments to 
residents of foreign countries are exempt from the Treasury requirement. 

• 

• 

• 

If the employee was covered under the Federal Employees's Retirement System {FERS), 5 
USC 811 (dJ(2) requires that Social Security benefits payable to beneficiaries, wh1chare 
attributable to the deceased employee's Federal Service, are deducted from the beneficiary's 
compensation entitlement. 

Monthly payments for all beneficiaries cannot exceed 75% of the employee's monthly 
salary or 75% of the top step of GS-15 of the General Schedule. The surviving widow or 
widower and children have first priority. Other eligible dependents may receive payment only if 
the widow or widower and children's percentages are less than 75%. 

Funeral and burial expense up to a maximum of $800 may be paid. Amount paid by 
the VA will be deducted. If death occurs away from the employee's duty station, 
transportation costs may be paid to return the deceased employee to his home or 
last place of residence. In addition to any funeral or burial expenses, a sum of $200 
may be paid for reimbursement of the costs of termination of the decedent's status 
as an employee of the United States. 

• If the employee's death was caused by a person or party other than the Federal 
Government, a "third party action" or lawsuit may be indicated. In such instances the 
Department of Labor will provide further instructions. 

Form CA-5b PAGE 4 (Rev. 04-13) 
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Privacy Act Notice 

In accordance with the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended (5 U.S.C. 552a), you are hereby notified that: (1) The Federal Employees' 
Compensation Act, as amended and extended (5 U.S.C. 8101, et seq.) (FECA) is administered by the Office of Workers' Compensation 
Programs of the U.S. Department of Labor, which receives and maintains personal information on claimants and their immediate families. (2) 
Information which the Office has will be used to determine eligibility for and the amount of benefits payable under the FECA, and may be 
verified through computer matches or other appropriate means. (3) Information may be given to the Federal agency which employed the 
claimant at the time of injury in order to verify statements made, answer questions concerning the status of the claim, verify billing, and to 
consider issues relating to retention, rehire, or other relevant matters. (4) Information may also be given to other Federal agencies. other 
government entities, and to private-sector agencies and/or employers as part of rehabilitative and other return-to-work programs and services. 
(5) Information may be disclosed to physicians and other health care providers for use in providing treatment or medical/vocational 
rehabilitation, making evaluations for the Office, and for other purposes related to the medical management of the claim. (6) Information may 
be given to Federal, state and local agencies for law enforcement purposes, to obtain information relevant to a decision under the FECA, to 
determine whether benefits are being paid properly, including whether prohibited dual payments are being made, and, where appropriate. to 
pursue salary/adminsitrative offset and debt col lection actions required or permiotted by the FECA and/or the Debt Collection Act. (7) 
Disclosure of the claimaint's social security number (SSN) or tax identifying number (TIN) on this form is mandatory. The SSN and/or TIN, and 
other information maintained by the Office, may be used for identification, to support debt collection efforts carried on by the Federal 
govoenrment, and for other purposes required or authorized by law. (8) Failure to disclose all requested ifnormation may delay the processing 
of the claim or the payment of benefits, or may result in an unfavorable decision or reduced level of benefits. 

Note: This notice applies to all forms requesting information that you might receive from the Office in connection with the 
processing and adjudication of the claim you filed under the FECA. 

Public Burden Statement 
Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 90 minutes per response, including time for reviewing instructions, 
searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. The obligation 
to respond to this collection is required to obtain or retain a benefit (5 U.S.C. 8101 et seq.). Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other 
aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the Office of Workers' Compensation Programs. U.S. 
Department of Labor, Room S-3229, 200 Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20210, and reference the OMB Control Number 1240-0013. 

Note: Persons are not required to respond to this collection of information unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number. 
DO NOT SEND THE COMPLETED FORM TO THIS OFFICE. 

For sale by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office 

Washington, D.C. 20402 

Accommodation Statement 
If you have a substantially limiting physical or mental impairment, Federal disability nondiscrimination law gives you the right to receive help from 
OWCP in the form of communication assistance, accommodation and modification to aid you in the claims process. For example, we will provide you 
with copies of documents in alternate formats. communication services such as sign language interpretation, or other kinds of adjustments or changes 
to account for the limitations of your disability. Please contact our office or your claims examiner to ask about this assistance. 
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nittd ~tatts ~rnatt 
WASHINGTON. DC 20510 

Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD 
Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 
Washington, DC 20024 

Dear Dr. Diaz: 

March 8, 2021 

I am writing regarding the death of U.S. Capitol Police (USCP) Officer Brian Sicknick. 
On January 7, 2021, the day after the Capitol breach, the USCP announced that Officer Sicknick 
"passed away due to injuries sustained while on-duty." ' Specifically, USCP stated that Officer 
Sicknick "was injured while physically engaging with protesters [at the Capitol on January 6, 
2021]. He returned to his division office and collapsed. He was taken to a local hospital where 
he succumbed to his injuries. "2 

Sh01tly after Officer Sicknick's death, false reports about how he died began to emerge. 
For example, the New York Times reported that Officer Sicknick "was struck by a fire 
extinguisher."3 Other news outlets later revealed that "initial reports about Sicknick being hit 
with a fire extinguisher are not true"4 and that "medical examiners did not find signs that the 
officer sustained any blunt force trauma. "5 The determinations that your office will make will 
help set the record straight regarding Officer Sicknick's cause of death. 

On February 26, 2021, nearly two months after Officer Sicknick's death, the USCP stated 
that the "medical examiner's rep01t . . . is not yet complete."6 In my ongoing efforts to 
reconstruct as completely as possible the events of January 6, including what happened to 
Officer Sicknick, I respectfully request that you inform my office of the date in which you plan 
to complete your report on this matter, explain why it has taken so long to complete, and provide 
my office a copy of that report as soon as it is finalized. 

1 Press Release, Loss ofUSCP Officer Brian D. Sicknick, U.S. Capitol Police, Jan. 7, 2021 , 
https://www.uscp.gov/media-center/press-releases/loss-uscp-colleague-brian-d-sicknick. 
2Jd. 
3 Daniel Chaitin, New York Times quietly updates report on fire extinguisher striking Capitol Police officer, Wash. 
Examiner, Feb. 14, 2021, https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/new-york-times-capito1-police-officer-brian
sicknick-fire-extinguisher. 
4Jd. 
5 Evan Perez, David Shotiell and \Vhitney Wild, Investigators struggle to build murder case in death of US Capitol 
Police officer Brian Siclmick, CNN, https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/02/politics/brian-sicknick-charges/index .html. 
6 Press Release, Statement on Officer Sicknick, U.S. Capitol Police, Feb. 26, 2021 , https://www.uscp.gov/media
center/press-releases/statement-officer-sicknick. 
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Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD 
March 8, 2021 
Page2 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

(rJQh~~ 
Ron Johnson 
U.S. Senator 
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help set the record straight regarding Officer Sicknick's cause of death. 

On February 26, 2021, nearly two months after Officer Sicknick's death, the USCP stated 
that the "medical examiner's rep01t . . . is not yet complete."6 In my ongoing efforts to 
reconstruct as completely as possible the events of January 6, including what happened to 
Officer Sicknick, I respectfully request that you inform my office of the date in which you plan 
to complete your report on this matter, explain why it has taken so long to complete, and provide 
my office a copy of that report as soon as it is finalized. 

1 Press Release, Loss ofUSCP Officer Brian D. Sicknick, U.S. Capitol Police, Jan. 7, 2021 , 
https://www.uscp.gov/media-center/press-releases/loss-uscp-colleague-brian-d-sicknick. 
2Jd. 
3 Daniel Chaitin, New York Times quietly updates report on fire extinguisher striking Capitol Police officer, Wash. 
Examiner, Feb. 14, 2021, https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/new-york-times-capito1-police-officer-brian
sicknick-fire-extinguisher. 
4Jd. 
5 Evan Perez, David Shotiell and \Vhitney Wild, Investigators struggle to build murder case in death of US Capitol 
Police officer Brian Siclmick, CNN, https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/02/politics/brian-sicknick-charges/index .html. 
6 Press Release, Statement on Officer Sicknick, U.S. Capitol Police, Feb. 26, 2021 , https://www.uscp.gov/media
center/press-releases/statement-officer-sicknick. 
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nittd ~tatts ~rnatt 
WASHINGTON. DC 20510 

Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD 
Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 
Washington, DC 20024 

Dear Dr. Diaz: 

March 8, 2021 

I am writing regarding the death of U.S. Capitol Police (USCP) Officer Brian Sicknick. 
On January 7, 2021, the day after the Capitol breach, the USCP announced that Officer Sicknick 
"passed away due to injuries sustained while on-duty." ' Specifically, USCP stated that Officer 
Sicknick "was injured while physically engaging with protesters [at the Capitol on January 6, 
2021]. He returned to his division office and collapsed. He was taken to a local hospital where 
he succumbed to his injuries. "2 

Sh01tly after Officer Sicknick's death, false reports about how he died began to emerge. 
For example, the New York Times reported that Officer Sicknick "was struck by a fire 
extinguisher."3 Other news outlets later revealed that "initial reports about Sicknick being hit 
with a fire extinguisher are not true"4 and that "medical examiners did not find signs that the 
officer sustained any blunt force trauma. "5 The determinations that your office will make will 
help set the record straight regarding Officer Sicknick's cause of death. 

On February 26, 2021, nearly two months after Officer Sicknick's death, the USCP stated 
that the "medical examiner's rep01t . . . is not yet complete."6 In my ongoing efforts to 
reconstruct as completely as possible the events of January 6, including what happened to 
Officer Sicknick, I respectfully request that you inform my office of the date in which you plan 
to complete your report on this matter, explain why it has taken so long to complete, and provide 
my office a copy of that report as soon as it is finalized. 

1 Press Release, Loss ofUSCP Officer Brian D. Sicknick, U.S. Capitol Police, Jan. 7, 2021 , 
https://www.uscp.gov/media-center/press-releases/loss-uscp-colleague-brian-d-sicknick. 
2Jd. 
3 Daniel Chaitin, New York Times quietly updates report on fire extinguisher striking Capitol Police officer, Wash. 
Examiner, Feb. 14, 2021, https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/new-york-times-capito1-police-officer-brian
sicknick-fire-extinguisher. 
4Jd. 
5 Evan Perez, David Shotiell and \Vhitney Wild, Investigators struggle to build murder case in death of US Capitol 
Police officer Brian Siclmick, CNN, https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/02/politics/brian-sicknick-charges/index .html. 
6 Press Release, Statement on Officer Sicknick, U.S. Capitol Police, Feb. 26, 2021 , https://www.uscp.gov/media
center/press-releases/statement-officer-sicknick. 
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Transcript: Mayor Muriel Bowser on "Face the Nation." January 10. 2021 
January 10, 2021 
CBS II Face the Nation 

The following is a transcript of an interview with Wasbjngton, D.C., Mayor Muriel Bowser 
that aired Sunday, January 10, 2021 , on "Face the Nation." 

Law enforcement braces for more extremist violence in DC and around the US ahead of 
Inauguration Day 
January 11, 2021 
CNN //Geneva Sands 

DC Mayor Muriel Bowser has asked for additional security measures with ten days to go 
before Inauguration Day as Wednesday's riot has set off a shockwave of concern among 
federal, state and local officials for more possible bloodshed over the outcome of the 2020 
election that ousted President Donald Trump from office. 

DC Mayor asks White House for emergency declaration funding for inauguration 
security 
January 10, 2021 
CNN II Paul LeBlanc 

Washington, DC, Mayor Muriel Bowser on Sunday sent a letter to President Donald Trump 
asking for an emergency declaration in order to get additional funding for President-elect Joe 
Eiden's inauguration as safety concerns mount following the US Capitol breach. 

DC Mayor Asks Feds to Cancel Demonstration Permits. Plan Inauguration Security 
January 11, 2021 
NBC 4 // Mark Segraves 

The mayor of Washington, D.C., asked federal officials to cancel permits for demonstrations 
and plan to protect federal property around Inauguration Day "given the new threats from 
insurgent acts of domestic terrorists." Mayor Muriel Bowser asked Acting Secretary of 
Homeland Security Chad Wolf to cancel public gathering permits for the next two weeks, 
from Jan. II. to Jan. 24. The request is "essential to demonstrating our collective resolve in 
ensuring the constitutional transfer of power and our nation' s capital," Bowser wrote in a letter 
Saturday, days after a stunning riot inside the U.S. Capitol Building. 

After coming to the Capitol's rescue. D.C. leaders seek more autonomy under Bjden 
January 9, 2021 
The Washington Post II David Nakamura & Michael Brice-Saddler 
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Coutee, his voice choked by mists of pepper spray, called Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D), and 
they agreed to enact a 6 p.m. city curfew. Then they met up at a command center and watched 
on video feeds as D.C. officers tried in vain to help their federal counterparts hold back the 
rioters engaged in acts of insurrection. 

Inside a Deadly Siege: How a String of Failures Led to a Dark Day at the Capitol 
January 10, 2021 
T he New York Times II By Mark Mazzetti, Helene Cooper, Jennifer Steinhauer, Zolan 
K anno-Youngs and Luke Broadwater 

Huddled in a command center on Wednesday afternoon, Mayor Muriel Bowser of Washington 
and her aides saw a photograph of blood stains on the temporary grandstands at the Capitol, a 
makeshift structure built for the inauguration of a new president in two weeks. 

LOCAL 

D.C. Educators Reflect On Teaching Students About Capitol Insurrection 
January 8, 2021 
The Washington City Paper II Amanda Michelle Gomez 

"It's sad that the color of someone's skin determines whether they are a threat or not," says a 
high school student. Her classmates react with thumbs up and heart emojis. 

'1 Did Not Feel Safe': D.C. Essential Workers Describe Their Reactions To The 
Insurrection 
J anuary 8, 2021 
W AMU/DCist II Elliot C. Willliams 

After pro-Trump insurrectionists fought their way into Congress and essentially shut the city 
down Wednesday, stories began emerging of restaurant workers, hotel, and hospital staff 
getting caught in the fracas. D.C. 's essential workers, it would seem, were once more put in 
danger. 

A U.S Capitol Police Officer Assaulted During The Insurrection Has Died 
January 8, 2021 
WAMUIDCist II Staff 

A U.S. Capitol Police officer, who was assaulted during the insurrection at the Capitol, died at 
approximately 9:30 p.m. Thursday evening, according to a statement from the USCP. He was 
42. 

US Capitol Police Announce Off-Duty Death of Officer 
J anuary 11, 2021 
NBC 4 II Staff 

0 .S. Capitol Police announced the off-duty death of a longtime officer, saying be was "selfless 
in his service" and that the department is reeling from this latest blow. 

Much To Washingtonians' Concern. Trump Insurrectionists Are Staying At D.C. 
Airbnbs 
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January 8, 2021 
W AMU/DCist II Ruth Tam 

On Wednesday morning, as Congress gathered on Capitol Hill to certify the country's 
Electoral College votes for President-elect Joe Biden, Andrew Kravetz was at his H Street row 
home, drinking coffee and scrolling through Twitter in his pajamas. 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit corooay jrus de goy. 
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State Capitals Tighten Security Amjd Threat Of Armed Protests Ahead Of Inauguration 
January 13, 2021 
NPR // Greg AUen 

That episode, plus the scenes at the U.S. Capitol last week have raised concerns among lawmakers 
and other elected officials about their own safety. D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser unvei led a series of 
measures she wants the federal government to take to step up security leading up to next week's 
inauguration. At a briefmg, she was asked if she was worried about her personal safety. 

D.C. Officials Ignored the Lessons We Learned in Charlottesville. Here Are 3 Things Leaders 
Should Do to Help Preyent Future Attacks 
Januar y 13, 2021 
Times II Michael Singer 

The New York Times reports that Mayor Muriel Bowser, seeking to avoid the overly militarized 
federal presence that met Last year's Black Lives Matter protests, sent a letter warning against 
excessive deployments. But she was herself a victim of the Justice Department' s conclusion that the 
event would be relatively peaceful. 

D.C. leaders spar oyer coronavirus vaccine access for poorer residents 
January 13, 2021 
The Washington Post II Julie Zauzmer, Rachel Chason, Lola Fadulu and Erin Cox 

District health officials doubled the number of people taking calls this week to help seniors sign up 
for vaccines and say more appointments could open up this week. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) said 
Wednesday that the city is opening up appointments as it receives doses of the vaccine from the 
federal government. 

Two Virginia police officers, man in 'Camp Auschwitz' sweatshirt arrested in Capitol riot 
January 13, 2021 
The Washington Post II SpencerS. Hsu, Rachel Weiner and Hannah Knowles 

But prosecutors aim to hold a man who is accused of threatening both House Speaker Nancy Pelosi 
(D-Calif.) and D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D). 

Metro to close 13 stations for a week amid threats of inauguration violence 
January 13, 2021 
The Washington Post// Justin George 

Metro and D .C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) urged bus riders to check online schedules before 
traveling. 

The historical roots of the security failure at the Capitol 
January 13, 2021 
The Washington Post II Lauren Pearlman 

Pentagon officials report that in the days leading up to the siege, the chief repeatedly assured 
Congress that his officers could handle the expected crowds. They maintain that the Capitol Police 
did not ask for D.C. guard backup or request to put in place a riot contingency plan. D.C. Mayor 
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Muriel E. Bowser (D) even urged Lighter security for the pro-Trwnp rally than she had for last 
summer's protests for racial justice. But when 8,000 pro-Trump demonstrators marched down 
Pennsylvania Avenue, they overran the Capitol Police's 1,400 officers and entered the Capitol. 

The best way to secure the Capitol is to make D.C. a state 
January 13, 2021 
The Washington Post// Robinson Woodward-Burns 

Last week, President Trump incited what was essentially a white nationalist mob to storm the U.S. 
Capitol. Before the chaos, D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) had asked for a small deployment of 
D.C. National Guardsman, mainly to control traffic and monitor Metro stations. But when the 
violence erupted, she joined other local leaders- including Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan (R) and 
Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam (D) - in asking the Pentagon to deploy more forces , and to change 
the mission of the D.C. Guard. The Pentagon denied those requests at first, leading to a delay that 
may have lasted two hours (The exact timing is in dispute). District, Maryland and Virginia Guard 
troops eventually joined D.C. police officers and the Capitol police by nightfall and belatedly 
quelled the revolt 

D.C. mayor; People jo security perimeter for inau2Jlration to be guestioned 
J anuary 13, 2021 
Washington Times II Emily Zantow 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser announced Wednesday that people may be stopped and questioned 
before entering the city's security perimeter that will be in place for days leading up to Inauguration 
Day. 

Cleveland Meredith. 'deranged' Colorado man. brought 2.500 rounds of ammo to Washington; 
lillJ 
January 13, 2021 
Washington Times//Andrew Blake 

In documents unsealed before the hearing, officials said Mr. Meredith sent text messages the day 
after the siege in which he discussed killing House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and D.C. Mayor Muriel 
Bowser. 

Troops nap in Capitol ahead of preparations for Biden inauguration 
J anuary 13, 2021 
Washington Examiner// Mike Brest 

Washington, D.C. , Mayor Muriel Bowser sent a letter to the president on Sunday asking for an 
t::rnt::rgtmcy dt::daratiuu to ublaiu auwtiuual funding fur inauguration :st::curily ' which was grantt::u uu 
Monday. The move frees up readiness resources. 

Bowser; DC upder National Special Security Event period today ahead of inauguration 
J anuary 13th 2021 
ABC7 //Staff 

Mayor Muriel Bowser announced that the District is under a National Special Security Event period 
beginning Wednesday ahead of the presidential inauguration on Jan. 20. 

How police failures let a violent insurrection into the Capitol 
J anuary 13, 2021 
USA TODAY// Cara Kelly, Daphne Duret, Ramon PadiiJa, Erin Mansfield, Stephen J . Beard 
and J ayroe Fraser 

Washington Mayor Muriel Bowser sought assistance from the district's National Guard on Dec. 31, 
according to a timeline released by the Pentagon. On Sunday, Jan. 3, the plan was presented to the 
president - and approved. 

Homeland Security expedites Washington lockdown ahead of inauguration. after Capitol rjots 
J anuary 13, 2021 
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USA TODAY II Kevin Johnson and Joey Garrison 

Washington D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser, who has urged people not to travel to Washington for the 
inauguration, said Wednesday that security measures could affect transportation including the Metro 
rail service operated by the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority. 

Airbnb cancels all inauguration week reservations in D.C. 
January 13, 2021 
Politico// Evan Semones 

The move follows pleas from local authorities, including Washington, D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser, 
strongly discouraging travel to the city after last week's deadly riots at the U.S. Capitol. 

QAnon believer who plotted to kill Nancy Pelosi came to D.C. ready for war 
J anuary 13, 2021 
Politico// Nolan D. Mccaskill 

"I predict that within the next 12 days, many in our country will die," wrote Cleveland Grover 
Meredith Jr. , who had threatened to kill Washington Mayor Muriel Bowser and House Speaker 
Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif), according to federa l court records. 

Colorado man accused of threatening to shoot Pelosi in head brought 2.500 rounds of ammo to 
DC. feds say 
January 13, 2021 
Fox News //Audrey Conklin 

In texts and on social media, the defendant made a nwnber of threatening comments aimed at Pelosi, 
D .C. Mayor Muriel Bowser and D.C. in general. 

Airbnb canceling and blocking DC reservations during inauguration week 
January 13, 2021 
CSNBC// Jessica Bursztynsky 

The FBl has warned of anned protests being planned for Washington, D.C., and state capitals in the 
run-up to the inauguration. The presidential inaugural committee, as well as D.C. Mayor Muriel 
Bowser, Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan and Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam, have asked people not to 
travel to the area for the inauguration, due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic and last week's deadly 
insurrection. 

DC Mayor Bowser gains fm1her federal help in inauguration security 
January 13, 2021 
WDVM Rohan Mattu 

"Certainly this time last year we didn' t expect to be in this situation," said Bowser of the advanced 
preparations. "Even last week, we didn' t expect to be starting this early." 

Airbnb says it will block reservations in DC ana during inauguration 
January 13, 2021 
CNN// Matt McFarland 

A irhnh said in a hlog post that the shift was informed hy feedhack from its host<: as well as 
government officials. DC Mayor Muriel Bowser has encouraged Americans to stay away from the 
city, and to watch the inauguration online. Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan and Virginia Gov. Ralph 
Northam released a joint advisory Monday encouraging potential inauguration attendees to stay 
home, given last week's events at the Capitol and the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Bjdeu team to produce prime-time inauguration television special 
January 13, 2021 
CNN// Sarah Mucha, Arlette Saenz and Kate Sullivan 
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It also comes as law enforcement in the nation's capital and around the country brace for further 
extremist violence during the transition of power, after supporters ofPresident Donald Trump 
stormed the US Capitol building in a deadly riot last week. The Pentagon has authorized up to 
15,000 National Guard troops to meet current and future requests for Biden's inauguration next 
week, and DC Mayor Muriel Bowser has urged Americans to avoid the city. 

DC activists have come up with a way to entice skeptics to vaccine centers I Reese's Final 
Thought 
January 13, 2021 
WUSA9 II Randolph Terrance Sturdivant 

Beginning phase 2 ofDC Health 's planned rollout this week, Mayor Bowser announced on Monday 
that the coronavirus vaccine is now available here for folks 65 and older. Hopefully, we' ll soon get 
to the point that vaccinations are readily available to the rest of our population. 

Security concerns mount ahead of Biden inauguration 
January 13, 2021 
The Hill II Jor dain Carney and Morgan Chalfant 

"I want to continue to ask all of our residents to stay away from the downtown, to enjoy the 
inauguration activities virtually, and let our law enforcement keep peace," D.C. Mayor Muriel 
Bowser (D) said on ''Good Morning America" on Tuesday. 

Several ltems Stolen During Capitol Break-In. Including Pelosi's Laptop 
January 13, 2021 
Vision Times II Chris Cheng 

Washington Mayor Muriel Bowser, Maryland Governor Larry Hogan, and Virginia Governor Ralph 
Northam have issued a joint statement asking Americans not to participate in Biden 's inauguration 
ceremony. 

Ajrbnb cancels DC reservations ahead of inauguration after Capitol insurrection 
January 13, 2021 
Anagha Srikanth 

All guests will be refunded in full and hosts will be reimbursed by Airbnb, including those who 
booked stays via HotelTonight, a last-minute rental service owned by Airbnb. Virginia Gov. Ralph 
Northam (D), Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan (R) and D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser (D) have asked 
people not to travel to D.C. for the inauguration amid the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, offering a 
virtuallivestream instead. 

What are Joe Biden's 'party boxes' and what's in it? Sold-out $105 kit includes champa~ne 
flutes and face masks 
January 13, 2021 
Mea\\'WII Aharon Abhishek 

These party boxes were an initiative to encourage crowds to stay back home rather than gather in
person on the inauguration day. The committee urged the people last month to avoid traveling and 
watch the events at home with the coronavirus pandemic sti ll ravaging the US. In addition, there 
have been warnings issued by the FBI of armed protests at the Capitol in the days to come. As far as 
the measmes go, DC: Mayor Mnriel Rowser wrote to Presiclent. Donald Tmmp seeking an emergency 
declaration. 

Why DC National Guard' s role was so limited during Capitol riot 
January 13, 2021 
Associated Press II Staff 

About 340 members of the D.C. National Guard had been requested by Mayor Muriel Bowser. 
Because the District is not a state, the Defense Department has authority over the D.C. Guard, and 
that control is delegated to Army Secretary Ryan McCarthy. The Pentagon approved Bowser's 
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request for Guard troops to support D.C. police for the protests. 

Ajrbnb cancels all Washington. DC. reservations for jpauguratjon week 
January 13, 2021 
New York Post // Nicolas Vega 
"Mayor Bowser, Governor Hogan and Governor Northam have been clear that visitors should not 
travel to the DC Metro area for the Inauguration," the company said in a blog post. "Additionally, 
we are aware of reports emerging yesterday afternoon regarding armed militias and known hate 
groups that are attempting to travel and disrupt the Inauguration." 

tJ.S. Capitol Attack Exposes llrgency for DC Statehood. Says Shadow Representative 
J anuary 13, 2021 
Cheddar// Lawrence Banton 

Just off of the heels of last week's attack, the city is gearing up to host President-elect Joe Biden's 
inauguration, an event DC Mayor Muriel Bowser is asking that Americans virtually attend from 
home because of persistent safety concerns. Owolewa said he is concerned about residents of the 
city, in particular, not just for potential violence at the event but the fallout from the pandemic at 
health care facilities, restaurants, and shops. 

Washington. D.C .. as dining rooms remain closed in the wake of insurrection and a spike in 
COVID-19 cases. 
January 13, 2021 
Nation 's Restaurant News //Bret Thorn 

Washington D.C. mayor Muriel Bowser has extended a moratorium on indoor dining at restaurants 
until two days after the scheduled inauguration of president-elect Joe B iden on Jan. 20 " in the 
interest of public health and safety," according to an order issued Monday. 

D.C.-area leaders: Stay away from inauguration 
January 13, 2021 
T ravel Weekly// Christina Jelski 

Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam, Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan and Washington mayor Muriel Bowser 
havt:: juiut::d fun.:t::s tu urgt:: Amt::ri~.;aus uul tu l.ravt::llu tht:: nation's ~,;apital fur tht:: wruiu g wt::t::k's 
presidential inauguration, asking citizens to "participate virtually" instead. 

Airbnb. Google Move To Curb Organized Inauguration Violence 
Januar y 13, 2021 
International Business Times II Glenn Chapmn and Chris Stien 

Washington Mayor Muriel Bowser on Monday also asked visitors to stay home. 

Why Getting A Reservation Op Ajrbpb In DC Op lpaugnratiop Day Wm Be Jmpossjble 
Januar y 13, 2021 
International Business Times II Cor tney Drakeford 

"[D.C.] Mayor Bowser, [Maryland] Governor Hogan and [Virginia] Governor Northam have been 
clear that visitors should not travel to the D.C. Metro area for the Inauguration," Airbnb said in a 
statement. 

Soldiers Flow Into Capitol in Scepe That Recalls Civil War 
January 13, 2021 
Bloomberg// Todd Shields and Keith Laing 

"We should ask D.C. residents to expect some impacts to transportation. That includes Metro," 
Bowser said. "Our hotels are very concerned" and some may close for safety reasons, she added. 

Airbnb Cancels Washington. D.C. Bookines Inauguration Week. Citing RisksAirbnb Cancels 
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Washington. D.C. Bookings Inauguration Week. Citing Risks 
J anuary 13, 2021 
Bloomberg II Priya Anand 

Officials in Washington are preparing for inauguration week with heightened security, including 
thousands of troops from the National Guard, among other measures. Washington Mayor Muriel 
Bowser encouraged people this week to watch the inauguration from home instead of visiting. 

Armed Man Threatened Violence Against DC Mayor in Texts to Family. Friends: Feds 
January 13, 2021 
NBC4 II Staff 

"I will say 1 get threats a lot - I don ' t know the munber off the top - and if MPD thinks that it's 
actionable, then they will implement whatever measures that they think are necessary," Bowser said. 

Corooayjrus in DC. Maryland. Virginia: What to Know on Jan. 13 
January 13, 2021 
NBC4 II Staff 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser late Monday extended the city's indoor dining restrictions until Jan. 22, 
days after President-elect Joe Biden 's inauguration. 

Airbnb blocks and cancels all DC metro area reseryatiops. citing reports of 'armed militias' 
J a nuary 13, 2021 
NBC4 II Jacob Kastrenakes 

Airbnb says it' s working to block Capitol attackers from returning to Washington, DC 
"Due £0 the unique circumstances surrounding the 59th Presidential Inauguration, including last 
week's violent insurrection as well as the ongoing and deadly COVID-19 pandemic, we are taking 
the extraordinary step of encouraging Americans not to come to Washington, D.C. and to instead 
participate virtually," DC Mayor Muriel Bowser, Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan, and Virginia Gov. 
Ralph Northam said in a joint statement on Monday. 

Armed Man Th•·eatened Violence Against DC Mayor in Texts to Familv. Friends: Feds 
January 13, 2021 
NBC 4 II Staff 

A man who traveled to Washington for the Capitol riot and is charged with threatening House 
Speaker Nancy Pelosi also made threats of violence toward Washington, D.C., Mayor Muriel 
Bowser and had the means to carry them out, federa l prosecutors say. 

Coronavirus in DC. Maryland. Vir~oia: What to Know on Jan. 13 
January 13, 2021 
NBC 4 I I Staff 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser late Monday extended the city's indoor dining restrictions until Jan. 22, 
days after President-elect Joe Biden 's inauguration. 

Will Inauguration Day Bring More Insurrection? 5 Things To Know 
January 13, 2021 
Patch II Megan VerHeist 

D .C. Mayor Muriel Bowser has also urged locals to stay home and travelers to avoid the city 
on Inauguration Day and the days leading up to it. 

Colorado Man 'Had the Means' to Carry Out Death Threats Against Pelosi, D.C. Mayor: Docs 
January 13, 2021 
Daily Beast II Pilar Melendez 
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A Colorado man wbo allegedly drove to Washington, D.C., and threatened to ki ll House Speaker 
Nancy Pelosi also talked about shooting D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser-and "had the means" to carry 
out the sinister plot, according to prosecutors. In new court documents, prosecutors allege Cleveland 
Grover Meredith Jr. had been discussing "wartime" against several lawmakers last Wednesday 
before thousands ofMAGA supporters stormed the Capitol building. Meredith drove to D.C. with a 
camper full of weapons on Jan. 6 and threatened Pelosi and Bowser in text messages to another 
individual. "At the time he made these threats, the defendant had the means to carry them out," 
prosecutors said in a pre-trial detention memo. "Specifically, he was in possession of two firearms, 
including one equipped with a telescopic sight, several high capacity magazines, and approximately 
I ,000 rounds of ammunition of various caliber, including ' armor-piercing ' rounds. Finally, after 
arriving in Washington, D.C., the defendant engaged in an act of violence by assaulting a pedestrian, 
unprovoked, and then fleeing uJ his vehicle. Given these facts and circumstances, the defendant 
should remain detained." 

Airbnb Cancels All Inauguration Week Reservations - And Bans Capitol Rioters Who Used 
Awl 
January 13, 2021 
Forbes II Joe WaJsh 

In the wake of last week's storming of the Capitol building by a mob of President Trump's 
supporters, police are preparing in case some of the same groups return to the city for Biden 's 
swearing-in. Some threats have already emerged: Armed protests are planned for D.C. and every 
state capital ahead of the Inauguration, the FBI said Monday, and extremists are chatting on social 
media about violent plots on Inauguration Day itself. As a result, officials like D.C. Mayor Muriel 
Bowser are encouraging people to stay away from the capital and watch the festivities at home, 
dampening an event normally marked by large crowds. 

Travel from California to the inauguration? Here' s what to expect 
January 13, 2021 
Christopher Reynolds and Mary Forgione 

In its statement, Airbnb noted that Washington Mayor Muriel Bowser and the governors of 
Maryland and Virginia have stressed that would-be visitors should avoid the D.C. Metro area, in part 
because armed militias and hate groups are said to be "attempting to travel and disrupt the 
inauguration." 

DC Metro To Close 13 Stations In Days Around Inauguration 
J anuary 13, 2020 
Patch// E mily L caymau, P a tch Staff 

The changes come as officials urge residents to avoid downtown DC around Inauguration Day. DC 
Mayor Muriel Bowser, Virginja Gov. Ralph Northam and Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan issued a joint 
statement urging Americans to avoid travelillg to DC due to the COVID-19 pandemic and potential 
of violence after the Jan. 6 insurrection at the U.S. Capitol. 

Get important updates on the 59th Pres idential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on pub lic safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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D.C. h·ansportation dil·ector leaving to join Biden administration's climate team 
January 14, 2021 
The Washington Post // Luz Lazo 

"He has worked tirelessly to make our roads and sidewalks safer and more efficient, and to build a 
transportation network that not only meets our needs today but looks ahead to the future," Mayor 
Muriel E. Bowser (D) sajd in a statement. 

DDOT Director Jeff Marootian has a new gig in the .Riden Administration 
January 14, 2021 
Greater Greater Washington!/ Libby Solomon 

Bowser said her office will make a personnel announcement about DDOT's leadership soon. 

Lafayette Square. Capitol ral1ies met starkly different policing response 
January 14, 2021 
The Washington Post II Rachel Chason and Samantha Schmidt 

About a half-hour before tbe 7 p.m. curfew that District Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) imposed on 
June 1, federal officers in riot gear began moving crowds west on H Street at Lafayette Square, 
which is in front of the White House. A voice on a loudspeaker had warned the crowd to disperse, 
but the protesters couldn't hear it. They turned to one another in confusion. "Did somebody do 
something?" Ty Hobson-Powell, then 24, recalled saying as he stood across from St. John's. 
"What's going on?" 

Lady Gaga .. Jennifer Lopez to perform at Biden's inauguration 
January 14, 2021 
Politico// Quint Forgey 

Biden's inaugural committee instructed the public last month to not attempt to view the ceremony in
person because of coronavirus-related concerns. Following last week's deadly siege of the Capitol 
by pro-Trump rioters, Washington, D.C., Mayor Muriel Bowser also warned Americans to stay away 
from the notion's capital amid heightened security threats. 

Anticipating Trouble. D.C. Locks Down A Week Before Inauguration 
January 14, 2021 
AP II Ashraf Khalil and Lolita C. Ba1dor 

"Clearly we are in uncharted waters," said Wastlington Mayor Muriel Bowser. 

Washington locks down. Delta bans guns to D.C. ahead of inauguration 
January 14, 2021 
Reuters II Staff 

The park service closed the Washington Monument to tours and Mayor Muriel Bowser asked 
visitors to stay away from the city. 

Fate Of Twice-Impeached Trump Rests In Senate's Hands 
January 14, 2021 
Patch II Megan VerHelst 
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D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser also has urged locals to stay home and travelers to avoid the city on 
Inauguration Day and the days leading up to it. 

Donna Brazile. Johns Hopkins leaders speak as part of Martin Luther King Jr. 
Commemoration 
January 14, 2021 
The Hub II Saralyn Cruickshank 

Brazile echoed those same sentiments during her talk. As chair of Washington Mayor Muriel 
Bowser's coronavirus task force, Brazile helped marshal district resources to deploy mobile COVID-
19 testing sites for city residents, helped ensure the district's schoolchildren had equal access to the 
tools they'd need for remote instruction, and worked to protect Washington's homeless population, to 
whom the coronavims poses a specific risk. Her mission, she explained, was that marginalized 
communities and communities of color would not be left behind when closures and stay-at-home 
orders were put in place. 

Airbnb Cancels All DC Reservations Ahead Of Inauguration Week 
January 14, 2021 
Kimberly Wilson II Essence 

"D.C. Mayor Bowser, Maryland Governor Hogan and Virginia Governor Northam have been clear 
that visitors should not travel to tbe D.C. Metro area for the Inauguration," the company said. 
"Additionally, we are aware of reports emerging yesterday afternoon regarding armed militias and 
known hate groups that are attempting to travel and disrupt the Inauguration." 

Washington mobilizes a massive troop buildup in the capital ahead of Biden inauguration 
January 14, 2021 
Fortune// Todd Shields 

Coutee said "somewhere upwards, beyond 20,000 members of the National Guard" are being called 
to take up positions in the city. Security steps could extend to the Metro subway system, Mayor 
Muriel Bowser said without supplying details. 

DC Inauguration Updates: National Mall May Be Closed 
January 14, 2021 
NBC4 II Sophia Barnes 

Starting at 6 a.m. Friday, the U.S. Secret Service all parking garages in a large restricted zone around 
the National Mall, Capitol, White House and other key parts of downtown will be closed, as well, 
D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser said Wednesday. 

Delta is banrting guns in checked htggage on flights to Waslti.ngton D.C. ahead of Biden's 
inauguration 
January 14, 2021 
Yahoo II Natasha Dailey 

"We are taking the extraordinary step of encouraging Ameticans not to come to Washington," D.C. 
Mayor Muriel Bowser, Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan, and Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam said in a 
joint statement. 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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When Trump and others were silent after the Capitol breach. D.C.'s mayor stepped up 
January 17, 2021 
T he Washington Post II Julie Zauzmer and Michael Brice-Saddler 

"I know you probably won't have a lot of time to enjoy our beautiful city," she said to the 
volunteers from Virginia who had left their homes and families to protect the nation's capital 
from insurrectionists, catching snatches of sleep on the Capitol 's cold marble floors. "When 
you come back, please be sure to do exactly that." 

This inauguration was supposed to be women 's chance to celebrate 
January 18, 2021 
The Washington Post II Petula Dvorak 

Howard University was supposed to have a huge celebration in honor ofHarris, their alumna. 
The Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority sisters were planning on filling D.C. with their signature 
colors, pink and green, for the inauguration. With D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) asking 
people not to come to town at all , that plan is out. 

D.C.' s children deserve better 
January 18, 2021 
The Washington Post II Opinion by Editorial Board 

The long-mnning federal court oversight of D.C. 's child welfare system is likely coming to an 
end after a judge last summer gave preliminary approval to settlement of a lawsuit filed 30 
years ago on behalf of children who were victims of abuse or neglect while under the watch of 
the city government. The likelihood that D.C. may soon be on its own should be impetus for 
the city to ensure there are sufficient and multiple safeguards in p lace. Instead, Mayor Muriel 
E. Bowser (D) bas inexplicably- and maddeningly- vetoed legislation that would have 
helped to strengthen oversight of the agency given the critical job of protecting vulnerable 
children. 

In closing Mall. officials try to strike a balance between the First Amendment and 
seen ring Bid en 's inauguration 
January 18, 2021 
The Washington Post II Marissa J. Lang 

The agency, which issues permits for rallies on the Mall and other federal parks in the nation' s 
capital , vaci llated on proposals with officials from the U.S. Secret Service, D.C. police and the 
office of Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D), who has said no protest permits would be issued from 
the city in the coming days. 

Among the Insurrectionists 
January 15, 2021 
The New Yorkeri/Luke M ogelson 

The Proud Boys who marched past Fuentes at the end of his December 12th speech were 
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heacling to the Washington Monument. When I got there, hundreds of them covered the grassy 
expanse near the obelisk. "Let' s take Black Lives Matter Plaza!" someone suggested. fn June, 
the security fence around the White House had been expanded, subsuming green spaces 
previously open to the public, in response to protests over the killing of George Floyd, in 
Minneapolis. Muriel Bowser, the mayor of D.C., had renamed two blocks adjacent to the 
fence Black Lives Matter Plaza, and commissioned the city to paint "black lives matter" 
across the pavement in thirty-five-foot-high letters. Throughout the latter half of 2020, Trump 
bad sought to dismiss the popular uprisings that Floyd ' s death had precipitated by ascribing 
them to Antifa, which he vilified as a terrorist organization. The Proud Boys had seized on 
Trump's conflation to recast their small-scale rivalry with antifascists in leftist strongholds 
like Berkeley and Portland as the front line of a national culture war. During the Presidential 
campaign, Trump's histrionic exaggerations of the threat posed by Antifa fuelled conservative 
support for the Proud Boys, allowing them to vastly expand their operations and recruitment. 
The day after a Presidential debate in which Trump told the Proud Boys to "stand back and 
stand by," Lauren Witzke, a Republican Senate candidate in Delaware, publicly thanked the 
group for having provided her with "free security." (She lost the race.) 

'We cannot yield': Harris says inauguration should take place outside despite security 
concerns 
January 15, 2021 
Politico// Quint Forgey 

Both Biden ' s inaugural committee and Washington Mayor Muriel Bowser have warned 
Americans to stay away from the inauguration, as the Capitol complex remains heavily 
fortified. The Washington Post reported on Thursday that all or most of the National Mall is 
expected to be closed to the general public. 

DOJ internal watchdog opens investigation into Capitol riots 
January 15, 2021 
Politico// Nick Niedzwiadek 

The Pentagon initially authorized 340 unarmed National Guardsmen at the request of 
Washington Mayor Muriel Bowser. They primarily assisted support local police around the 
city with things like traffic and crowd control ahead of a rally headlined by Pres ident Donald 
Trump. 

What we know about potential armed protests obeqd of Joe Biden's inougurotion 
January 15, 2021 
CNN// Eric Levenson and Jon Passantino 

He also praised DC Mayor Muriel Bowser's security posture, including discouraging people 
from coming to DC for the inauguration. 

DC Mayor to hold inauguration preparation public safety briefing Friday 
January 15, 2021 
WJLA// EJJiot Henney 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser will be joined by several federal partners Friday for an 
inauguration preparation public safety briefing. 

Democrats ask hotel. rental car chains to help find Capitol rioters and prevent more 
attacks 
January 15. 2021 
CNBC// Kevin Breuninger 
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Maloney' s letters noted that Washington, D.C., Mayor Muriel Bowser has urged Americans to 
stay away from her city during the inauguration. National Guard troops are being deployed to 
the nation's capital in order to deter potential violence. 

DC Inauguration Updates: National Mall Closed. Police Haye 'All Hands on Deck' 
January 15, 2021 
NBC// Staff 

"Our officers can focus on keeping D.C. safe from any aspects of crime, including these 
extremist groups that have attacked our capital," Mayor Muriel Bowser said. 

NPS: National Mall closed through Inauguration Day. demonstrations allowed 
January 15, 2021 
Washington Times II E mily Zantow 

That decision goes against D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser ' s request to Interior Secretary David 
L. Bernhardt to cancel and block any demonstrations. 

'Retain All Records' Through January. Congress Instructs Travel Companies 
January 15, 2021 
Forbes// Suzanne Rowan Kelleher 

"Alarmingly, the FBI has now warned that there are ongoing threats of continued violence and 
armed attacks in Washington, D.C., and around the country, through Inauguration Day, 
including calls by white supremacist groups for a ' Million Militia March ' on January 20, 
2021," wrote Maloney, noting that Washington, D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser has urged 
Americans to stay away from the nation 's capital until after the inauguration because of the 
threat of violence. 

'War-time footing': Capital draped in steel and concrete in unprecedented inauguration 
security operation 
January 15, 2021 
USA Today// K evin Johnson 

"Clearly, we are in uncharted waters," D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser said of the preparations that 
have changed the face of the city. 

'Enjoy it virtually': DC mayor urges Americans to stay home for Riden's inauguration 
Januar-y 15, 2021 
NBC// Jane C. Timm 

"I want to reiterate my request to Americans enjoy this 59th inauguration of the president of 
the United States and the vice president of the United States at home. Enjoy it virtually on 
January 20th," Bowser said. "We know this is the right request for our public safety and our 
public health." 

Airbnb is a clear outlier in canceling reservations for inauguration 
January 15, 2021 
Yahoo Finance II Melody Hahm 

This move comes as D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser asks the public not to attend the inauguration. 
"Airbnb' s work continues to be informed by inputs from our local host community as well as 
Washington, D.C. officials, Metro Police and Members of Congress throughout this week," 
the company said. 
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Martin Luther King gave his life fighting the same forces stirred by Trump 
J anuary 15, 2021 
The Washington Post II Colbert I. King 

D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) said during in interview on CNN on Tuesday night, 
"Trumpism is not dead and it won' t die on Jan. 20." 

Interior to close National Mall to demonstrations before inauguration 
January 15, 2021 
Politico/ Ben Lefebvre 

Context: D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser had urged Interior to close off the Mall to outside 
gatherings after Trump supporters, goaded by the president in a speech near the Mall, attacked 
the Capitol, overwhelming security and delaying the certification ofBiden's election. The 
ransacking led to five deaths, and federal prosecutors said members of the mob had intended 
to kill lawmakers. 

DC designates two areas for Inauguration Day protests amid heightened security 
January 15, 2021 
F OX NEWS// Vandana Rambarao 

Bemhardt, a Trump appointee, had held out despite multiple requests from D.C. Mayor Muriel 
Bowser and other lawmakers to suspend protests ahead of the inauguration as a security 
precaution after a riot at the Capitol on Jan. 6. 

Fortress Washington: How The Nation's Capital Is Prepping For Inauguration Day 
January 15, 2021 
International Business Times II Dan Graeber 

Jeff Reinbold, the superintendent for the National Mall and Memorial Parks, said the decision 
was made in coordination with D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser, area police and the Secret Service. 
From her Twitter account, meanwhile, Bowser was advocating for a see-something, say
something campaign ahead of the inaugura l event. 

National Mall sealed off through Biden's inauguration. and protesters will be frisked 
amid 'extremist' threats 
January 15, 2021 
New York Daily News //Chr is Sommerfeldt 

"We cannot allow a recurrence of the chaos and illegal activity that the United States and the 
world witnessed last week," Secret Service Special Agent-in-Charge Matt Miller, whose 
agency is leading security operations for the inauguration, said at a press briefing with 
Washington Mayor Muriel Bowser. "Our democracy is built on the rule of law, and the Secret 
Service workforce is dedicated and committed to uphold its oath to the Constitution." 

'All Hands On Deck' : National Mall Is Closed As Agencies Fortify D.C. 
Januar y IS, 2021 
NPRI Bill Chappell 

Federal officials, Washington Mayor Muriel Bowser and others gave new details about their 
security plans at a briefmg Friday. They urged people to enjoy the inauguration from home 
and to follow it online rather than in person. 

Officials hint at closing DC border for Inauguration Day 
Janua ry 15, 2021 
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Washington Examiner/lAona Giaritelli 

"The United States Secret Service is considering some other closures inbound to Washington, 
and I think they will announce those when those decisions have been made," Mayor Muriel 
Bowser, a Democrat, said at a press conference downtown Friday afternoon. 
Jury trials to resume in D.C. Superior Court on March 22. court officials say 
January 15, 2021 
The Washington Post II Keith L. Alexander 

Court officials said D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) gave the court special exemption to 
begin holding jury trials that would go against the city' s rules limiting social gatherings during 
the pandemic. 

State Death Tax Hikes Loom: Where Not To Die In 2021 
January 15, 2021 
Forbes// Ashlea Ebeling 

As states address budget woes due to the pandemic, one place they may tum to for revenue as 
they have in past economic crises is death taxes. Already the District of Columbia has 
toughened its estate tax levy, effective January 1, 2021. In August, Mayor Muriel Bowser 
signed the "Estate Tax Adjustment Act" reducing the exemption from $5.67 million in 2020 to 
$4 million for individuals who die on or after January l , 2021. A resident dying in 2021 with a 
taxable estate of$10 million would owe nearly $ 1 million in estate tax to D.C. 

Security heightens around US Capitol as Inauguration Day draws closer 
Jnnunry 15, 2021 
FOX 8 // Jaclyn Ramkissoon and Anna Wiernicki 

De Mayor Muriel Bowser says anyone wanting to participate in next week' s events should do 
so from home. Officials postponed an inauguration rehearsal scheduled for Sunday over 
security concerns. It is now scheduled for Monday. 

Ahead of the inauguration. much of D.C. closed off as never before 
January 15, 2021 
The Washington Post II Lauren Tierney, Tim Meko, Hannah Dormido, Laris Karklis, 
and Joe Fox 

"We know this is very inconvenient for our residents and businesses. I want to say thank you 
for your cooperation and flexibility," D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) said. "Clearly we are 
in uncharted waters." 

Pentagon authorizes 25.000 National Guard members for inauguration 
January 18, 2021 
CNN II Oren Liebermann, Caroline Kelly, Evan Perez and Geneva Sands 

Different entities involved in the inauguration are preparing as well. Washington Mayor 
Muriel Bowser on Monday urged Americans to avoid the city during Biden's inauguration. 
Speaking at a news conference Monday, Bowser, a Democrat, stressed that she was concerned 
about more violent actors potentially coming to the city in the run-up to the inauguration, 
saying, "Ifi'm scared of anything, it's for our democracy, because we have very extreme 
factions in our country that are armed and dangerous." 

DC takes ' aggressive posture' on security ahead of Inauguration Day 
January 15, 2021 
NBC4 II Raquel Martin 
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D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser is urging the public to stay home for the actual ceremony on 
Wednesday and "enjoy it right in their own states, in their own living rooms." 

An inhospitable Washington adjusts to an upconyentional inauguration 
January 15, 2021 
The Washington Post// Lori Aratani and Shannon McMahon 

Battered by a pandemic and last week's deadly riot, the region's top elected officials, D.C. 
Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D), Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan (R) and Virginia Gov. Ralph 
Northam (D) want to keep visitors at bay, saying in a joint statement that "we are taking the 
extraordinary step of encouraging Americans not to come to Washington." 

FAQs: 2021 inauguration plans after Capitol riot. amid pandemic 
January 15, 2021 
WTOP// Dan FriedeU and Jose Umana 

"Due to the unique circumstances surrounding the 59th Presidential Inauguration, including 
last week's violent insurrection as well as the ongoing and deadly COVID-19 pandemic, we 
are taking the extraordinary step of encouraging Americans not to come to Washington, D.C., 
and to instead participate virtually," reads a joint statement from D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser, 
Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan and Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam. 

Facebook to Block Events Near U.S. Capitol: Inaugural Update 
January 15, 2021 · 
Bloomberg News I I Staff 

In a press conference on Friday, D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser said that the inauguration is not 
the only target being discussed by extremist groups and that events leading up to it over the 
next few days could also be at risk. 

Washington to see 'new normal' for security after Bjden inauguration: DC mayor 
January 15, 2021 
Reuters // Staff 

Washington Mayor Muriel Bowser said on Friday that even after the presidential inauguration 
on Jan. 20 the city will have to maintain heightened security in light of the Capitol rights. 

U.S. closing landmarks. announces vehicle checks in Washington for inauguration 
January 15, 2021 
R euters/ Staff 

"We are going to go back to a new normal," Bowser said. ''We certainly have to think about a 
new posture in the city. So while we are focused on January the 20th, we are also focused on 
January the 21st and every day thereafter in the nation's capital." 

'Where are they going to go?' D.C. activists help move people off the street before 
potential unrest 
January 16, 2021 
The Washington Post II Kyle Swenson 

"The Mayor and the Governors agreed to urge Americans not to come into Washington, DC 
for the Inauguration and to instead participate virtually," D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D), 
Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan (R) and Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam (D) all announced in a 
joint statement last week. 

As troop levels swell in D C, National Guard commander says he believes he has city 
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officials ' trust 
J anuary 16, 2021 
The Washington Post II Dan Lamothe 

The robust military plan comes as tensions still simmer following the Trump administration's 
aggressive show of force in Washington over the summer, when thousands ofNational Guard 
members were deployed at the behest of Trump amid racial justice protests, despite concerns 
from Bowser (D) that they were exacerbating tensions. 

Washington braces for unrest as level of threat unclear 
J anuary 16, 2021 
Washington Examiner II Anna Giaritelli 

Mayor Muriel Bowser warned Friday that the inauguration on Wednesday was "not the only 
target or activity that's out there being discussed" as high-threat. 

Coronavirus in DC. Maryland. Virginia: What to Know on Jan. 16 
January 16, 2021 
NBC Washington II Staff 

The website was back up and running within a few hours, and D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser 
apologized for the technical difficulties. All the appointments were quickly filled, but more 
will become available at 9 a.m. Monday on the website. 

Far-Right Activist Who Goes By 'Baked Alaska' - Reportedly Among Those Arrested 
After Capitol Riot 
J anuary 16, 2021 
Forbes II Tim Gionet 

Rioters organized online and openly planned to assault the U.S. Capitol, with some even 
taking the time to print t-shirts that said "Civil War January 6, 2021." Still, law enforcement 
appeared completely unprepared for the mob that stormed that Capitol after being riled up 
Thursday morning Tmmp, and significant efforts are now underway to remove him from 
office before his tenn ends in 12 days. For much of the afternoon Jan. 6, rioters moved 
relatively unimpeded throughout the U.S. Capitol building, and most of the arrests on Jan. 6 
were for curfew violations after D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser ordered the streets to be clear by 6 
p.m. The lack of preparedness by Capitol Police has been widely condemned, especially since 
they responded with violence against mostly peaceful Black Lives Matter protesters in 2020. 
On Thursday, Capitol Police Chief Steven Sund announced his resignation. 

Half of Americans support D.C. statehood in the wake of the Capitol riots 
January 16, 2021 
F ortune II Aric Jenkins 

But last week's failure of law enforcement to contain a mob ofPresident Trump's supporters as 
they broke into the Capitol building, leaving five dead in the process, brought new relevancy 
to the matter. D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser was 1mable to summon the local National Guard, as 
the power to do so resides with the federal government, rather than the city itself. 

Authorities Are Preparing For Even More Far-Right Violence 
J anuary 16, 2021 
Sara Boboltz 

On Friday, D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser encouraged business owners to print out signs from a 
government website that read, "WEAPONS -INCLUDING CONCEALED FIREARMS -
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ARE NOT WELCOME ON THESE PREMISES," to hang in their front windows so visitors 
are reminded of the district's strict gun laws. There will be two designated "free speech zones" 
where protesters- up to 100- must fust pass through metal detectors, according to Jeffrey 
Reinbold, superintendent of the National Mall and Memorial Parks. 

How Facebook Is Prepping For Joe Bjden's Inauguration Amid Online Threats 
January 16, 2021 
International Business Times II Cortney Drakeford 

"[D.C.] Mayor Bowser, [Maryland] Governor Hogan and [Virginia] Governor Northam have 
been clear that visitors should not travel to the D.C. Metro area for the Inauguration," the 
company said in a statement. 

Terrifying scope of Capitol attack becoming clearer as Washington locks down for 
Bjden's inauguration 
January 16, 2021 
CNN II Nicole Gaouette 

The second man is alleged to have driven from Colorado to Washington, DC, a day before 
Trump's rally with more than 2,500 rounds of ammunition and an assault rifle. He is said to 
have texted acquaintances that he wanted to shoot or run over House Speaker Nancy Pelosi 
and shoot DC Mayor Muriel Bowser, according to court records. 

How the world ' s biggest tech companies are working to prevent more violence on 
Inaugurotion Day 
January 16, 2021 
Yahoo Finance II Melody Hahm and Daniel Howley 

This move comes as D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser asks the public not to attend the inauguration. 
"Airbnb's work continues to be informed by inputs from our local host community as well as 
Washington, D.C. officials, Metro Police and Members of Congress throughout this week," 
the company said in a statement. 

DC hotels won't close during inauguration »eek after Airbnb canceled aU area 
reservations amid worries of renewed violence 
January 16, 2021 
Business Insider II Brittany Chang 

Airbnb's decision was made following a joint statement from Mayor Muriel Bowser, Maryland 
Gov. Lany Hogan, and Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam asking visitors to stay clear of 
Washington, DC during the inauguration following the historic Capitol siege. 

D.C. on Edge as Joe Bjden 's Unconventional Inauguration Looms Large 
January 15, 2021 
Breitbart II Hannah Bleau 

Street closures are dominating the capital, with "much of D.C. closed off like never before," as 
described by the Washington Post. D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser (D), however, said the city is 
in the midst of ''uncharted waters." 

'Armed protests' warning puts officials on alert this weekend ahead ofBiden 
inauguration 
January 17, 2021 
CNN II Susannah Cullinane and Ray Sanchez 
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MPD is coordinating with the FBI and briefing DC Mayor Muriel Bowser daily on all threats, 
Contee said. 

D.C. gjyes staff assignments for in-person learning as mistrust in reopening plan persists 
J anuary 17, 2021 
The Washington Post II Perry Stein 

"I would dare say we have the best reopening plan anywhere in the country," Mayor Muriel E. 
Bowser (D) said at a Ward 3 Democrats meeting last week. "And that is not an exaggeration." 

Nationwide protests authorities feared by Trump supporters fail to materialize 
J anuary 17, 2021 
Los Angeles Times II Molly Hennessy-Fiske, Patr ick J. Mcdonnell, Jaweed Kaleem, 
Richard 

Washington Mayor Muriel Bowser, interviewed on NBC's "Meet the Press," said that the 
overwhelming security presence in the capital reflected a somber reality that is "domestic 
terrorist-focused. " 

"When there's civil unrest, people like to come and support small business." In 
Washington DC. residents enjoy a Sunday afternoon reprieve while staying vigilant 
January 17, 2021 
Insider II Rachel Cohen 

Muriel Bowser, said she was concerned about attacks in residential neighborhoods, where 
there is less of a formal security presence. The mayor recently requested that businesses hang 
signs that stress weapons, "including concealed firearms" are not welcome on the premises. 

No love lost as Trump prepares to leave capital city 
J anuary 17, 2021 
The Washington Times II Stephen Dinan and Seth McLaughlin 

In the history of the nation's capital, no chief executive has ever had so terrible a relationship 
with his new home as Mr. Tmmp, who leaves the city a more broken and battered version of 
itself. 

The president found the District to be a prison, confining him to the White House. His only 
safe spot was his hotel on Pennsylvania A venue. Any chance he got, he headed for one of his 
golf clubs, either in Virginia for day long road trips, or New Jersey or Florida for longer 
escapes. 

The feeling was mutual. D.C. residents regularly lined up to boo his motorcade and jeer his 
staff as they braved the streets for a bite to eat. 

"He considered it a swamp, and they considered him the swamp creature," said Kevin 
Chaffee, editor of Washington Life Magazine. 

As Mr. Trump departs, his supporters are leaving a parting gift for a city on edge and under 
siege. Ahead of the inauguration of Joseph R. Biden, the Potomac River is being treated like a 
moat protecting the Dist1ict. Although the drawbridges aren ' t being pulled up, authorities plan 
to post blockades to deny access from the south. 

It's the latest manifestation of the disdain Mr. Tmmp and the city have long felt for each other. 

Washington Is Transformed Into A War woe Ahead Oflnauguration 
Janua ry 17, 2021 
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Vanity Fair I I Charlotte Klein 

Multiple bridges, subway stations, and bus routes will be closed throughout the inauguration. 
The National Mall will also be closed to the general public on Inauguration Day, the National 
Park Service announced Friday, saying in a statement that two small areas adjacent to the park 
will remain open for inaugural events, and there will be areas reserved for peaceful 
demonstration. However, D.C. mayor Muriel Bowser has urged people to stay home, 
particularly in light of the Capitol attack, which laid bare threats of "domestic white 
extremism" that were not taken "seriously enough," she said Sunday, during an interview on 
NBC's Meet the Press. "We never believed that so-called patriots would attempt to overthrow 
their government and kill police officers, but that's exactly what happened," Bowser told host 
Chuck Todd, adding: "We don't want to see fences, we definitely don't want to see armed 
troops on our streets, but we do have to take a different posture." 

D.C. Mayor Bowser says focus must shift to 'domestic white terrorism' 
She says internal threats were not taken seriously enough. 
January 17, 2021 
Politico II Sarah Cammarata 

The deadly riot also laid bare that the country did not take the threat of domestic terrorism 
"seriously enough," Bowser said on NBC's "Meet the Press." 

Weekend protests at state capitols stayed smaJI amid heavy police presence 
J anuary 17, 2021 
CNN II Christina Maxouris, E ric Levenson and Dakin Andone 

Washington, DC, Mayor Muriel Bowser urged Americans to enjoy the inauguration virtually 
from home and has asked anyone who does not need to be out to avoid restricted areas. 

DC mayor says she's concerned about threats to residential neighborhoods 
January 17, 2021 
The Hill II Zack Budryk 

Washington, D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser (D) said Sunday that despite heavy security around 
federal facil ities, she is concerned about potential terror attacks elsewhere in the city, 
particularly residential areas. 

Threats transform capital into military zone ahead of inauguration 
Janua1-y 17, 2021 
The Hill II Rebecca Beitsch 

"There's a great deal of very concerning chatter, and it's what you don' t know that we're 
preparing for. So I don't know if anyone has raised their hand to say, 'We are coming. We will 
be there.' But we are preparing as if they are," he said in a press conference Friday with D.C. 
Mayor Muriel Bowser. 

Bjden innugurntion security: Wbnt to know as DC locls.s down 
January 18, 2021 
F ox News II Vandana Rambaran 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser announced that the city's Metro has closed 13 of its stations as 
well as four major bridges. Transit lines, including trains and buses, will be suspended and 
wide swaths of streets in and around the Capitol will be closed off. 

Riden's inauguration · What to expect 
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January 18, 2021 
Washington Examiner II Naomi Lim, Political Reporter 

Democrats launched five days of festivities over the weekend with a virtual welcome event 
and concert, as inaugural organizers and Washington, D.C., Mayor Muriel Bowser continue to 
urge Biden supporters to stay home. 

Everything to Know About Security Ahead of Inauguration Day 
January 18, 2021 
NBC Washington I I Staff 

"Due to the milque circumstances surrounding the 59th Presidential Inauguration, including 
last week's violent insurrection, as well as the ongoing and deadly COVID-19 pandemic, we 
are taking the extraordinary step of encouraging Americans not to come to Washington, D.C. , 
and to instead participate virtually, D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser, Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan 
and Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam said last week in a joint statement. 

Army Secretary says National Guard's riot response was hampered by archaic system 
January 18, 2021 
CNN II Barbara Starr, Zachary Cohen and Mike Conte 

"No one really understood the situation. No specifics or clarity what the size of the crowd, 
where they were, did they actually breach the building," said McCarthy in an interview at the 
Pentagon. 
McCarthy said he "ran down the hall to get authority to launch" the National Guard even as he 
"didn't have great understanding" of what was happening after a phone call with DC Mayor 
Muriel Bowser and DC Police Chief Robert Contee. 
"A lot of confusion because we weren't asked for help" in the leadup to the event, McCarthy 
said. 

Who's attending Bjden's inauguration? 
January 18, 2021 
Fox News II DanieDe Wallace 

The closure has been ordered to ensure safety and security within the area of the National 
Special Security Event designated by the Department of Homeland Security for the 59th 
presidential inauguration, according to a statement from the National Park Service, which has 
been working with D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser's office, Metropolitan Police Department and 
the United States Secret Service. 

Macho Politics Defined Trump's Presidency. Culminating With Capitol Riot 
January 18, 2021 
NPR I I DanieUe Kurtzleben 

The idealization of a particular type of masculinity has gone hand in hand with hostility to 
women. Research has also found a link between "hostile sexism" and Trump support. In 
addition, numerous reports since the Capitol Hill riot have cited misogynist language among 
the rioters toward women leaders Like Pelosi and Washington, D.C., Mayor Muriel Bowser. 

'It hurts my heart': MLK Day in DC subdued with King Memorial closed. city locked 
.dmm 
January 18, 2021 
USA TODAY II Ryan W. Miller 

In the days after, D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser renamed the street Black Lives Matter Plaza, 
with the words painted in yellow, bold letters on the pavement. Anti-Tmmp demonstrators 
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have remained nearby, despite the White House erecting a new security fence around its 
perimeter. 

D.C. Black-owned businesses prepare for innuguration week amid threats of violence 
January 18, 2021 
The Grio I I Alicia Diaz 

Their decisions are being made amid the catastrophic financial loss that many local businesses 
have faced over the past year. Cold weather, outdoor dining restrictions and the curfew 
enacted by Mayor Muriel Bowser on Jan. 6 -the day of the Capitol siege- have 
exacerbated an already dire situation. 

Black Lives Matter protesters near White House have one final message for Trump 
you should be arrested 
January 18, 2021 
Independent II Andrew Buncombe 

Dozens of people were hurt, in an event DC mayor Muriel Bowser termed "shameful". 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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Food Delivery Apps to Need DC Restaurants' OK for Listings 
February 11, 2021 
NBC News Washington // Juliana Valencia 

As for the fees of food delivery apps, those could have cost customers more. But last summer D.C. 
Mayor Muriel Bowser signed emergency legislation to put a cap on commissions fees to 15 percent. 
Previously, the typical commission was about 30 percent. 

Bowser. Hogan. Northam Ask FEMA To Take Oyer Yaccjuatjug Local Federal Workers 
February 11, 2021 
DCist II Colleen Grablick 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser, Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan. and Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam penned 
a joint letter to the secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and tbe acting 
administTator of the Federal Emergency Management Agency this week, requesting the agencies dip 
into vaccine allotments they use to vaccine members of Congress and tbe military in order to provide 
doses to federal workers and WMATA employees in tbe D.C. region. 

Should Young D.C. Councilmembers Get vaccinated Yet? 
February 11, 2021 
Washington City Paper II Mitch Ryals 

The day after Mayor Muriel Bowser received tbe COVID-19 vaccine on camera, D.C. 
councilmembers received an email from Council Secretary Nyasba Smith. They, too, were ebgible to 
get the shot, an email on Jan. 26 said. 

A DC restaurant struggles to make it through COVID 
February 11, 2021 
Washington Examiner// Jay Caruso 

In January 2020, Yiotis's business partner told him that tbe business grew by 300% from the year 
before when the restaurant first opened. Then COVID-19 hit. On March 16, Mayor Muriel Bowser 
ordered all restaurants and bars to shut down, giving them the option for takeout and delivery. In 
June, restaurants opened with a capacity limit of 50%. That lifeline didn't help much as Mazi, which 
is just blocks from the White House, suffered from the result of the Black Lives Matter protests. As 
streets were closed off and violence took hold, people canceled reservations, and the minimal foot 
traffic disappeared. 

Traffic counts fell dur·ing the coronavirus pandemic. but road fatalities still increased 
February 12, 2021 
The Washington Post /!Ltaz Lazo 
In the District, lawmakers in September approved a package of sweeping road-safety measures to 
accelerate improvements to bike and pedestrian infrastructure, expand tbe city's automated traffic 
enforcement program and boost traffic safety education. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) last year cut 
the city' s default speed limit to 20 mph, from 25 mph. 

Busboys and Poets to launch ' streaterv' east of the Anacostia River 
February 12, 2021 
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The Washington Post II Michael Brice-Saddler 

The outdoor dining rooms have become a popular lifeline for restaurants at a time when indoor 
dining is severely restricted and offers increased risk of exposure to the virus. Last month. D.C. 
Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) introduced legislation to extend the program into 2023. 

'Archaic security strategy': DC delegate introduces bill banning permanent Capitol fencing 
February 11, 2021 
The Washington Examiner// Zachary HaJaschak 

District .Mayor Muriel Bowser bas also pushed back against those calling for pennanent fencing. 
She said the city would "not accept" extra fencing as a long-term solution. 

Capitol Police predict no swift end in sight for fences 
February 11, 2021 
The Washington Examiner II Nicholas Rowan 

Washington Mayor Muriel Bowser also said she opposed the proposal, tweeting that the fence 
should come down "when the time is right." 

Local 

An Independent Journalist Is Suing D.C. Police After He Was Arrested Filming A Black Lives 
Matter Protest 
J anuary 11, 2021 
DCist //Margaret Barthel 

Local independent journalist and documentarian Kian Kelley-Cbung was one of more than 40 people 
arrested by the Metropolitan Police Department at a racial justice protest in August. Officers seized 
his camera equipment, and he spent the night in a holding cell before being released without charges 
the following day. Kelley-Cbung says he didn't get his camera equipment or cell phone back from 
police custody for I 0 weeks. 

A Local Task Force Says D.C. Can Eml Its Reliance On Federal Prisons In 10 Years. Here' s 
film: 
January 11, 2021 
T he DCist II J enny Gathright 

In the next decade, D.C. could reduce incarceration by half, bring residents who have been in federal 
prisons in other states back home, and Teplace the D.C. Jail, which has been in deep disrepair for 
years. 

D.C. Reports Cases of South African And l J.K. Coronayjrus variants 
February 12, 2021 
The DCist II Colleen Grablick 

The more transmissible variants of the coronavirus first reported in the U.K. and South Africa have 
been identified in D.C. residents, according to DC Health Director LaQuandra Nesbitt. 

' She Loved Hard': D.C. Teacher Who Oied Of COYlD-19 Remembered For Her Motherly 
Th.u.cll 
February 11, 2021 
DCist II Debbie Truong 

HeJenmaire' White spent most of her working life styling hair at The Ultimate Touch Hair Salon, a 
business she opened with her husband on Martin Luther King, Jr. Avenue in Southeast D.C. in the 
late lY~Os. 
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National 

House Democrats conclude Trump impeachment case, warning of .potential violence if 
Republicans refuse to convict 
February 11, 2021 
The Washington Post II Mike DeBonis and Seung Min Kim 

House Democrats closed their impeachment case against Donald Trump on Thursday by linking his 
history of incendiary rhetoric and months-long campaign to undermine the November election to the 
statements of insurrectionists who stormed the Capitol on Jan. 6- and raising the prospect of future 
violence without a conviction. 
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Last of 8 citywide shelters meant to replace DC General opens 
February 3, 2021 
WJLA // Sam Ford 

They were priorities of Mayor Muriel Bowser since her fust term: family shelters, one in each 
city ward, to replace the DC General homeless shelter. 

District Completes Ward 1 Homeless Shelter. Capping A Years-Long Effort To Replace 
D.C. General 
February 3, 2021 
The DCist II Jenny Gathright 

The completion of the city's seven new family shelters was a project five years in the making. 
Pour conditions at D.C. General were thrust into the spotlight after 8-year-old Relisha Rudd 
went missing from the shelter in 2014. And in February 2016, D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser first 
announced the plan to replace D.C. General in Southeast with smaller shelters in each ward 
(except Ward 2). 

D.C. To Open 1.800 Vaccine Appointments For Priority Wards Thursday 
February 3, 2021 
DCist II Colleen Grablick 

According to Bowser 's statement Wednesday, zip codes in wards 5, 7, and 8 were prioritized 
this week because they have the lowest percentage of residents 65 and older who have 
received a ftrst dose of the vaccine. As of Jan. 28, only 11.3% of older residents in Ward 8 
have received the vaccine, compared to 33.3% in Ward 3. Wards 5, 7, and 8 are also the wards 
with the highest number of residents who have died from COVID-19, according to D.C. 
Health data. 

The fence around the Capitol 
February 3, 2021 
The Washington Post II J. Keith Kennedy 
I agree with D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) and others who oppose the erection of 
permanent barriers to protect the Capitol. Access to the landmarks of our city is what gives it a 
very special character. 

A plea for forgiveness before we forget 
February 3, 2021 
The Washington Post // Robin Givhan 

Sicknick lay in bonor but the public could not come to pay its respects. And so our 
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representatives did so in our stead. On Wednesday morning, at a fom1al memorial, members 
of Congress, law enforcement officials, D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser and the newly 
confirmed defense secretary, Lloyd Austin, all passed through the recently installed non
scalable fencing, the razor wire and the watchful gaze of National Guard troops to offer 
condolences to the officer' s family on behalf of "we, the people," who were held back by the 
barricades because so many of us can no longer be trusted to keep the peace. 

Lawmakers Honor Slain Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick In Rotunda 
February 3, 2021 
Brakkton Booker 

Others in attendance included members of the congressional leadership; Secretary of Defense 
Lloyd Austin; Chairman oftbe Joint Chiefs of Staff Army Gen. Mark Milley; Washington, 
D.C., Mayor Muriel Bowser; and members of the District's Metropolitan Police Department. 

Congressional leaders pay tribute as Capitol Police officer lies in honor 
F ebruary 3, 2021 
The Hill II Cristina Marcos 

Dozens of members of Congress, D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser (D), the chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, members of the Metropolitan Police Department and Capitol Pol ice officers 
gathered in the Rotunda for a final send-off before Sicknick, an Air National Guard veteran, is 
interred at Arlington N a tiona) Cemetery. 

Local 

An announcement about a cherished community hub turned into real talk about the 
need for Black D.C. residents to own a piece of the city 
F ebruary 3, 2021 
The Washington Post II Theresa Vargas 

On the first day of Black History Month, a time that calls for reflecting on the past, a well
known D.C. developer, a longtime city activ ist and three local lawmakers stood together on an 
outdoor stage in Southeast Washington and talked about the future. 

D.C. Councilmember Reintroduces BilJs Bolstering Street Vendor Protections 
February 3, 2021 
The DCist II Colleen Grablick 

Legislation to decriminalize street vending without a license is back in the D.C. Council after 
failing to pass last year. 

National 

Here's the new Democratic plan for $1,400 stimulus checks 
F ebruary 3, 2021 
T he Washington Post II Heather Long and J eff Stein 

President Biden promised to get more relief to Americans quickly to help people survive 
financially until the pandemic is under control. A key part of Biden' s proposal is to send 
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another round of cash payments directly to U.S. households. 

U.S. infection rates are dropping; now just ' lay low and cool it' during Super Bowl. 
Fauci says 
February 4, 2021 
The Washington Post II Paul Schemm and Erin Cunningham 

The Washington Post is providing this important information about the coronavirus for free. 
For more free coverage of the coronavirus pandemic, sign up for our Coronavirus Updates 
newsletter where all stories are free to read. 

Fearing violence and political uncertainty. Americans are buying millions more firearms 
February 3, 2021 
The Washington Post II Hannah Denham and Andrew Ba Tran 

Firearm sales soared in January after a mob-led assault on the U.S. Capitol and the ani val of a 
new administration that favors tighter gun restrictions. 
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D.C. officials knock on doors to reach seniors amid push for vaccine equity 
February 4, 2021 
The Washington Post II Julie Zauzmer, Hannah Natanson and Rebecca Tan 

Staff from Mayor Muriel E. Bowser's office went door to door in Ward 8, home to some of 
the city's poorest neighborhoods, while offering to sign up seniors for vaccine appointments. 
Door-knocking is the city's latest attempt to improve on vaccination rates in lower-income 
neighborhoods, which have fallen far behind numbers in wealthier areas. 

DC COVID-19 vaccine appointments continue to fill up quickly 
February 4, 2021 
FOX 5 11 Digital Team 

"Currently demand for the vaccine in DC is much higher than the supply we are receiving 
from the federal government," a statement from the Mayor's office said. "Mayor Bowser and 
DC Health continue to advocate for the federal government to send more vaccine so that we 
can meet the high demand for it and protect the lives of our residents and our workforce." 

Why DC went ahead with vaccinating those age 65+ against COVID-19 
February 4, 2021 
WTOP II Will Vitka 

"But we're not turning anybody (away)," D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser said. "If they called us, 
and a person was 65, and went through their portal, they would still be able to get an 
appointment." 

Teen shot in arm in Shaw 
February 4, 2021 
WUSA 9 11 Laura Wainman 

For her part, Mayor Bowser announced the appointment of Linda Harllee Harper to the 
position of director of gun violence prevention- the city's first-ever position focused on the 
ISSUe. 

U.S. Capito] Police to receive enough COVID-19 shots to vaccinate all officers 
February 4, 2021 
WUSA9 11 Khalida Volou 

It is still unclear if defense officials informed D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser's office of the 
testing data. 

Mayor Bowser's Rent Crisis Group [s Stacked With Members Representing Interests of 
Landlords and Developers 
February 3, 2021 
Washington City Paper II Amanda Michelle Gomez 

Mayor Muriel Bowser has created a nearly 30-member group of housing experts tasked with 
writing recommendations to address the rent crisis. The hope is that the group can come to 
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some kind of consensus on policies like rental assistance and rent control, and offer solutions, 
according to the mayor's team. 

DC invites emergency responders to return and enjoy the District with deals. discounts 
on attractions 
February 4, 2021 
WDVM II Rohan Mattu 

Mayor Muriel Bowser announced the 'DC Salutes You' program Thursday in partnership with 
the city's Hospitality Alliance. The program includes deals for military, law enforcement, 
veterans and ftrst responders at the District's copious restaurants, hotels, and cultural 
attractions. 

Washington. D.C. Passes One of the Most Robust Prohibitions on Non-Competes in the 
Country 
Thursday, February 4, 2021 
National Law Review// Staff 

Last month, Washington, D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser signed the Ban On Non-Compete 
Agreements Amendment Act of 2020 ("the Act"), which becomes effective next week. This 
law is a statutory ban on non-compete agreements that has the strength of similar bans in 
California, North Dakota, and Oklahoma. 

What Chicago And D.C. School Officials Can Learn From The 1981 Air Traffic 
Controllers Strike 
February 4, 2021 
Forbes// Jeanne Allen 

The D.C. case is the most directly comparable, as the teachers union contract explicitly 
prohibits strikes. Mayor Muriel Bowser should reject further negotiations with the union 
unless they expressly reject a strike. She should certainly continue to bargain in good faith, but 
should refuse to do so with a gun at her head, or more directly with guns at the heads of over 
51,000 D.C. public school kids. 

Improving coronavirus numbers spark debate oyer cause, restrictions 
February 5, 2021 
The Washington Times// Charles Hurt 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser and most counties in Maryland recently allowed restaurants to 
serve indoors up to 25% capacity. 

D.C. Gym Chain To Pay D.C. $10.000 In Settlement For Alleged COVID-19 Safety 
Violations 
February 4, 2021 
DCist II Elliot C. Williams 

An investigator with Racine' s office visited the Shaw location six times between Oct. 20 and 
Nov. 23 and witnessed mask-less patrons within six feet of each other, per the release. An 
outdoor workout setup wasn't properly spaced for people working out or those walking by, the 
suit alleges. Racine' s office says the practices directly violate Mayor Muriel Bowser's mask 
order and Phase Two guidance for gyms and workout studios. 

Local 

District Health Officials Begin Vaccinations For People Experiencing Homelessness 
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February 5, 2021 
DCist II Dominique Maria Bonessi and Jenny Gathright 

DC Health officials will start vaccinating those experiencing homeless at congregate shelters 
next week. 

Developer Douglas Jemal Gifts Community Garden To Check It Enterprises. Ending 
Long Standoff 
February 5, 2021 
DCist II Aja Beckham 

A prominent D.C. developer, Douglas Jemal, has decided to end a months-long legal battle 
with Anacostia's Check It Enterprises, a go-go clothing store, and gift it a beloved community 
garden. 

Almost 1.600 Postal Workers in DC Region Tested Positive for COVID-19: 7 Haye Died 
February 4, 2021 
NBC Washington // Scott MacFarlane, Rick Yarborough, Steve Jones and Jeff Piper 

In a year when so many have stayed at home, Jackie Hairston did not. A 35-year U.S. Postal 
Service employee, she loved her job, deemed essential, inside the busy Ward Circle substation 
in Northwest D.C. 

D.C. teachers union expected to yote on possible 'illegal' strike oyer unsafe schools 
February 4, 2021 
WJLA II Tom Roussey 

Within a week members of the Washington Teachers' Union (WTU) are expected to vote on 
whether to authorize the union to take "collective action, up to and including a possible strike. 

Financial Report Says D.C. Is In a Good Place. But Its Hospitality Workers Are Not 
February 4, 2021 
The Washington City Paper II Amanda MicbeUe Gomez 

The District ended fiscal year 2020 in a strong position. In the year of our lord 2020, the 
pension and retiree health care trust fimds remained fully funded, and the city continued to 
have a AAA bond rating, so there is no risk of being managed by a federal Control Board. The 
District ended the fiscal year in September with $1.4 billion in its rainy day fund. This level of 
reserves equates to 60 days of operating cash that officials could use during an emergency. 

National 

Senate moyes forward on budget bill to pass Bjden economic relief plan 
February 4, 2021 
The Washington Post II Erica Werner and Jeff Stein 

The Senate headed toward approval of a budget bill early Friday paving the way for passage of 
President Biden' s $1.9 trillion coronavirus relief package, as Democrats cheered the progress 
on measures to address the pandemic, while Republicans complained of partisanship and 
excessive spending. 

House ejects Marjorie Taylor Greene from committees oyer extremist remarks 
February 4, 2021 
The Washington Post II Mike DeBonis 
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The House voted largely along party lines Thursday to remove Rep. Maijorie Taylor Greene 
from her two committee assignments, a precedent-shattering move by Democrats to rebuke a 
Republican who has espoused extremist beliefs that she publicly renounced in part just hours 
before the vote. 

Bipartisan support emerges for domestic-terror bills as experts warn threat may last '10 
to 20 years' 
F ebruary 4, 2021 
T he Washington Post II K aroun Demirjian 

An apparent bipartisan majority of the House Homeland Security Committee on Thursday 
endorsed the idea of new laws to address domestic terrorism in the wake oflast month's riot at 
the U.S. Capitol, as experts warned such internal threats would plague the country for decades 
to come. 

Johnson & Johnson seeks emergency FDA authorization for single-shot coronayjrus 
vaccine 
February 4, 2021 
The Washington Post II Carolyn Y. Johnson and Laurie McGinley 

Pharmaceutical giant Johnson & Johnson submitted its single-shot coronavirus vaccine to U.S. 
regulators Thursday afternoon for emergency use authorization after the vaccine was shown to 
be robustly effective against illness in a global trial- and especially at p reventing severe 
disease and death. 

Vaccine terms explained; Efficacy ys. effectiveness. herd immunity and others 
February 4, 2021 
The Washington Post II Allyson Chiu 

The Washington Post is providing this important information about the coronavirus for free. 
For more free coverage of the coronavirus pandemic, sign up for our Coronavirus Updates 
newsletter where all stories are free to read. 

McKinsey. adviser to businesses around the world. agrees to pay $573 9 mmion to settle 
charges for its role in opioid epidemic 
February 4, 2021 
The Washington Post II Peter Whoriskey and Christopher Rowland 

McKinsey & Company, one of the world's largest business consulting firms, has agreed to pay 
$573.9 million in a settlement with 47 states regru·ding .its role in aiding dmg companies 
during the opioid addiction epidemic. 

White House signals willingness to consider executive action on student debt cancellation 
F ebruary 4, 2021 
The Washington Post II Danielle Douglas-Gabr iel 

White House press secretary Jen Psaki said Thursday the Biden administration is looking into 
whether .it can use executive authority to cancel some portion of the $1.6 trillion .in federal 
student loans owed by 43 million Americans. 

AP tests will be offered at home or in school as virus crisis persists. but this time exams 
will be of normal length 
F ebruary 4, 2021 
The Washington Post II Nick Anderson 

High school students will be able to take Advanced Placement tests this spring at home or .in 
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school, on multiple possible dates, as the corona virus pandemic continues to require 
unprecedented improvisation in academic routines. 
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Trump's lawyers say be was immediately 'horrified' by the Capitol attack. Here's what 
his allies and aides said really happened that day. 
February 9, 2021 
The Washington Post II Rosalind S. Helderman and J osh Dawsey 

As a curfew called by D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) fell over the city at 6 p.m., Trump 
tweeted again. This time, he went even further in expressing sympathy for his supporters and 
their actions. 

D.C. ' s racial equity agenda demands action now 
February 9, 2021 
The Washington Post Opinion II Kenyan R. McDuffie 

D.C. must implement a racial equity agenda now. The D.C. Council has already laid the 
foundation for D.C.'s racial equity agenda. I introduced the Racial Equity Achieves Results 
Act (Reach Act) in January 2019 and spent nearly two years working with residents, advocates 
and colleagues to shape it. In December, the D.C. Council unanimously passed the Reach Act, 
and on Jan. 18, we launched the Council Office of Racial Equity, which will ensure that 
council legislation is evaluated for its impact on racial equity before passage, just as bills are 
evaluated for legality and fiscal impact. The Reach Act also requires the mayor to establish an 
office of racial equity that will use performance metrics to hold agencies accountable for 
eliminating racial disparities among residents. I was pleased that D.C. Mayor Muriel E. 
Bowser (D) announced her search tor a chief equity oft1cer. 

D.C. now bas a director of gun violence prevention. It's about time. 
February 9, 2021 
The Washington Times II Editorial Board 

Last month, Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) announced the appointment of Linda Harllee 
Harper, who most recently served as senior deputy director to the District's Department of 
Youth Rehabilitation Services (DYRS), to the newly created position charged with 
coordinating a focused effort on gun violence. Ms. Harllee Harper is credited with helping to 
lead extensive reforms to the city' s j uvenile justice system during a career in D.C. that started 
with her work with D.C. public schools as a substance abuse prevention coordinator at the 
former Oak Hill Youth Center. "Linda Harllee Harper is a visionary leader in social and 
criminal justice," said Ms. Bowser. " [She] certainly has a heart for our communities and those 
impacted by violence, as evidenced by her long career helping young people." D.C. Council 
member Charles Allen (D-Ward 6), who sponsored the legislation creating the position, hailed 
her as someone with the requisite expertise, experience and community standing. 

Top GOP lawmaker in Michigan falsely claims Capitol riot was 'staged. ' dismisses 
Trump supporters' role 
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February 9, 2021 
The Washington Post II Hannah Knowles and Tom Hamburger 

Shirkey was then asked if Democratic D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser p layed a role. 

Parents Of DCPS Football Players Ask Mayor To Allow Games For College 
Scholarships 
February 9, 2021 
DCist II Aja Beckham 

In December, Mayor Bowser issued an order that prohibits high contact sports, including 
football , from practice and competitions. In late January, the DC State Ath letic Association 
announced that because the order extends through mid-March, fall and winter sports 
championships were canceled. These games are typically the time when college recmiters look 
for talent. 

DC Delegate introduces legislation to eliminate Capitol fencing 
February 9, 2021 
Fox News II Maureen Umeh 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser bas also weighed in on the fencing, saying she's against it. 
However, because the Capitol grounds are federal territory, neither mayor Bowser nor the 
D.C. Council have the power to order the fencing removed. 

Price tag bits almost $500 million for the National Guard's response to the insurrection 
February 9, 2021 
WUSA 9 II Jess Arnold 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser, Delegate Eleanor Holmes Norton, and Shadow Senator Paul 
Strauss, however, want it removed as soon as possible. Regardless, Maryland Congressman 
David Trone (D) told WUSA9's investigative team last week that the impact of the 
insurrection on security will likely be seen for a while. 

DC teachers' union votes against authorizing strike 
Febmary 9, 2021 
WTQP I I Abigail Constantino 

In a letter to schools Chancellor Lewis Ferebee and Mayor Muriel Bowser, the union said the 
decision demonstrates that its members want to work with District leaders on urgent action to 
"safely reopen schools and want to exhaust all other remedies before authorizing a strike." 

Short-Term Family Housing Site Opens in D.C.'s Ward 1 
February 9, 2021 
Washington Informer II Staff 

This achievement marks another milestone in Mayor Muriel Bowser's strategic plan to end 
homelessness and close the time-worn D.C. General Hospital in favor of citywide short-term 
family housing programs, the mayor' s office said. Families are expected to begin moving into 
the Terrell next month. 
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Department of Employment Services Makes Changes to Its System 
February 9, 2021 
Washington City Paper// Amanda Michelle Gomez 

"That is indeed good news," said Bowser of the changes on Monday. "We know thousands of 
people have experienced just devastating loss because ofthe pandemic." 

Local 

Washington Teachers Union Files Safety Complaint After D.C. Teacher Dies Of COVID-
1.2. 
February 9, 2021 
DCist II Debbie Truong 

Helen White, a cosmetology instructor, worked at Ballou STAY Opportunity Academy for 14 
years. 

D.C. teachers union votes against strike. prompting city to withdraw request for a 
restraining order 
February 9, 2021 
The Washington Post II Perry Stein 

The Washington Teachers ' Union voted Tuesday against authorizing a strike, with the union's 
lawyer informing a judge that the more than 4,000-member group has no plans to participate 
in a strike or work stoppage. 

D.C. police charge mao in woman's fatal stabbing during domestic dispute 
February 9, 2021 
The Washington Post II Peter Hermann 

A man was arrested Monday night in Northeast Washington after D.C. police responded to a 
residence and found a 28-year-old woman dead from multiple stab wounds, according to 
authorities. 

Amid Spike In Vehicle Thefts. D.C. Launches Task Force To Combat Carjackings 
February 9, 2021 
The DCist II Daniella Cheslow 

Acting D.C. Police Chief Robert Contee says he is launching a task force to handle a rise in 
automobile theft during the pandemic. 

National 

Senate yotes to pursue Trump impeachment trial after declaring the proceedings 
copstitutiopaJ 
February 9, 2021 
The Washington Post II Seung Min Kim, Mike DeBonis, Karoun Demirjian and Tom 
Hamburger 
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The Senate voted along mostly partisan lines Tuesday to pursue Donald Trump's second 
impeachment trial, after hours of arguments and the airing of a gripping documentary of the 
deadly Capitol riot that followed Trump's inflammatory rally on Jan. 6. 

Covid fueled anti-Asian racism. Now elderly Asian Americans are being attacked. 
February 9, 2021 
The Washington Post II Jada Chin 

A surge in brutal attacks against Asian American seniors in the Bay Area, including one that 
resulted in the death of an 84-year-old Thai man, has left residents fearful and angry and 
activists - including Hollywood celebrities - demanding justice. 

As CDC weighs coronayjrus testing requirement for domestic flights. industry voices 
fierce opposition 
February 9, 2021 
The Washington Post II Lori Aratani, Michael Laris and lao Duncan 

U.S. public health officials are weighing whether to require domestic travelers to show proof 
of a negative coronavirus test before boarding their flights , drawing fierce opposition from 
airlines, labor unions and lawmakers but underscoring the sevetity of the pandemic and 
difficult trade-offs involved with trying to subdue it. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Cheryle, 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
2021-FOIA-04288 
Thursday, AprilS, 2021 3:10:40 I'M 

Responsive documents co!!ected.docx 

Attached is a compilation of the emails and text message that you sent to me in response to this 
FOIA request. I would be grateful if you would do another search of your emails and texts to 
assure that you have captured eve1ything during the time period of the request to/ from anyone 
described in the request. I want to be sure that our response is complete. 

Thanks for your help, 

:&,aaaam,f 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote : 

Cheryle, 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
2021-FOIA-04288 
Thursdey, April 8, 2021 1:07:31 I'M 

This is the exact request from Judicial Watch. I would be grateful if you would forward any 
responsive emails or other communications so that I review and redact as appropriate. 

All records of communications among OCMR officials, and between OCME officials and 
other municipal, state, and federal government employees, including emails and text 
messages, regarding the preparation and drafting of an email sent by OCME official 
Cheryle Adams on April 7, 2021 with the subject line "D etermination of the Cause and 
Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 ",involving the death of Capitol Police Officer 
Brian Sicknick. (A copy of Ms. Adams' email is attached for your reference.) (Date Range 
for Record Search: From 03/ 01/2021 To 04/ 08/ 2021) 

Thanks for your help, 

f6ga:Jl£am.f 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of th is message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
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to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Dr. Diaz, 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Djaz Francisco COCME> 
2021-FOIA-04288 
Thursday, AprilS, 2021 3:41:40 I'M 

Responsive documents co!lected.docx 

I need for you to search your emails and text messages for any communications that may be 
responsive to this FOIA request: 

All records of communicat ions among OCME officials, and between OCME officials and other 

municipal, state, and federal government employees, including emai ls and text messages, 

regarding t he preparat ion and drafting of an email sent by OCME official Cheryle Adams on 

April7, 2021 with t he subject line "Det ermination of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: 

January 6, 2021", involving t he death of Capitol Police Officer Bri an Sicknick. (A copy of Ms. 

Adams' email is attached for your reference.) (Date Range for Record Search: From 

03/01/2021 To 04/08/2021) 

Attached is a compilation of the emails and text messages collected by Cheryle. I am looking for 
anything additional between you ~md others, such as the D M or CA office, with regt~rd to 
developing the press release. 

Thanks for your help, 

f&a~lacnM 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of th is message. If you have received this message 

in error, plea!:e notify the !:ender immediately by email, and delete all copie!: of the message. 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Hi Dr. Breland, 

Toll!yer. Samantha (OCME) 
Breland Sasha IOCMEl 
Djaz Francisco IOCMEl: Rase Stephen IOCMEl 
21-00132 (TX21-0046) 

Thursday, January 14, 20214:22:45 PM 

The prel iminary results for the above referenced case are as follows: 

OCME #/ Tox# 
21-00132/ TX21-0046 

Complete 

PM Blood 

PM Urine 

Liver 

Hospital Blood 

Hospital Urine 
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Vitreous 

Next week the hospital urine will be screened. We 'll update you next week with any additional 
findings. 

New phone numbers are listed below: 

Samantha S. To{{iver, Pfi.1J., NRCC-TC 
Chief Toxicologist 
Forensic Toxicology Division 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street SW 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office (202) 698-9004 
Cell (202) 329-9004 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INA UG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Hi Dr. Breland, 

Raso. Stephen COCMEl 
Breland Sasha COCME) 
Tolliver Samantha COCMEl 
21-00132 (TX21-0046} 

Wednesday, March 17, 2021 1:52:38 PM 

As discussed on the phone I have schedu led for NMS testing on both the Hospita l 

the Hospital urine (Item #14) 
~----------------------------------------------~ 

Thanks. 

Stephen A. Raso, Ph.D 
Deputy Chief Toxicologist 
Forensic Toxicology Department 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street SW 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office (202) 698-9049 
Cell (202) 821-7347 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Hi Dr. Breland, 

Tolliver. Samantha COCME) 
Breland Sasha COCME) 
Raso Stephen COCME) 
21-00132 (tx21-0046) DRAFT report 

Wednesday, February 17, 2021 4:09:16 PM 

QRAFT REPORT BRELAND Qdf 

As discussed, I've attached the draft report for the above reference case. The report is pending 
review and may be adjusted before its final release. 

New phone numbers are listed below: 

Samantha S. T'o(Cive·r, Pfi.'D., :NRCC-T'C 
Chief Toxicologist 
Forensic Toxicology Division 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
40 I E Street SW 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office (202) 698-9004 
Cell (202) 329-9004 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

John Breen Johnson COCMEl 
Mitchell Roger COCMEl; Qjaz Francisco COCME); Lyles Qeojse COCMEl 
21-00132 GWUH 
Friday, January 8, 2021 4:58:36 AM 

The case number for the Capitol officer at GWUH is 21-00132. 

Name: Brian Sicknick 

Age:42 

Race: White 

Gender : Male 

Thank you, 

Breen Johnson, D-ABMDI 

Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 

Washington, DC 20024 

Main#: (202) 698-9000 

Direct#: (202) 698-9058 

f-ax#: {202) b~~-~103 

Email address: john.breenjohosoo@dc £WY 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronavims.dc gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Breland. Sasha (OCME) 
Lyles Qenjse <OCME> 
21-00132 Medical records 
Thursdey, Merch 11, 2021 7:24:38 AM 

21-000132 Allcare Med Records. pdf 
21-00132 B Sjcknjck Aydjo pdf 
21-00132 B Sicknick Oemo.odf 
21-00132 B Sjcknjck Med historv pdf 
21-00132 P Sicknick.pdf 

Good morning Denise, 

Can you please upload these medica l records to thee-file for 21-00132? 

Thanks, 

Dr. Breland 

Sasfia 13re{and; :M.V. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.bre land@dc.gov 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 
Importance: 

Pugh. Andrea COCME) 
Breland Sasha COCME> 
21-00132 TX21-0046 TOXICOLOGY E-REPORT 
Wednesday, March 31, 2021 11:32:18 AM 

rpt preljminaryOl.rtf 

High 

Sasha Breland, M.D. - This is a preliminary toxicology report. Please do not reply to this email. A copy of this 
report is saved for you in P:\E-TOXREPORTS. Thank you 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 
Importance: 

Pugh. Andrea COCME) 
Breland Sasha COCME> 
21-00132 TX21-0046 TOXICOLOGY E-REPORT 
Tuesday, March 2, 2021 11:47:28 AM 

rpt preljminaryOl.rtf 

High 

Sasha Breland, M.D. - This is a preliminary toxicology report. Please do not reply to this email. A copy of this 
report is saved for you in P:\E-TOXREPORTS. Thank you 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 
Importance: 

Pugh. Andrea COCME) 
Breland Sasha COCME> 
21-00132 TX21-0046 TOXICOLOGY E-REPORT 
Wednesday, April 14, 2021 10:59:37 AM 

rpt preljminaryOl.rtf 

High 

Sasha Breland, M.D.- This is a preliminary toxicology report Please do not reply to tllis email. A copy of this 
report is saved for you in P:\E-TOXREPORTS. Thank you 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333 . Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help tl1em pre-register. Togetl1er we can save Jives and end this pandemic. #DCl-IOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Evening! 

Fields Broadbent. Leigh COCMEl 
Breland Sasha COCMEl 
21-00132 
Friday, January 15, 2021 8:21:48 PM 

The GWUH records for the above case have been dropped in the bin for medica l records. 

Thanks, 

Letgltl FLelc(s 'B.roac(beV~-t, 'PA-C. 

MedLcolegaliV~-Vest~gator 

offi-ce of tV!e C.V!Lef MedLcal E'XO.~M-LV~-tr 
401. E' street, sw 
wasltlLV~-gtoV~-, !>C. 20024 

MIA LVI-#: (202) b.!)'6-.JOOO 

!>Lrect #: (202) b.!)'6-.J021. 

E'tM.atl address: LeLgltl.ft..eLdsbvoadbeV~-t@dc.gov 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Dr. Breland 

Lyles. Denise (OCMEl 
Breland Sasba COCME) 
Snowden Br jan COCMEl ; Lassjter Kimberly COCME) 
21-00132 

Thursday, January 14, 2021 2:27:12 PM 

The hard copy of the chart is ready, I sent out a request to METT to pick it up 

Denise Lyles, PA , 0-ABMOI 
Supervisory Medicolega l Investigations 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office ofThe Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E St reet SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-main number, Option #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

Denjse lvles®dc goy 

·H· .. ~.;.. '·~, .-'·_ --, --· '.JI I . . 
. . 

* * DC* .gov=: 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
1NAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Dr. Breland 

FYI 

Denise 

Investigations OCME 
Breland Sasba COCME) 
21-00132 
Monday, January 11, 2021 12:50:18 I"M 

001ED01.PDF 

-----Original Message-----
From: RightFax E-mail Gateway [mailto·rfax@)smtp4 de goyj 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 12:38 PM 
To: Investigations OCME 
Subject: A fax has arrived from remote ID ". 

A fax has arrived from remote lD ". 

l/11/2021 12:30:14 PM Transmission Record 
Received from remote lD "" 
Unique ID: "OCM5FFC4GA85B3C" 
Elapsed time: 7 minutes, 37 seconds. 
Used channel 9 on server "OOSRFXAPPOJ ". 
ANI: "+12027154000" 
AOC: 0, 0, 0 
NoECM. 
Resulting status code (0/352; 0/0): Success 
Pages received: 1 - 19 
Delegate ID: '"' 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov<ht:tpd/coronavjnt.~ de aovl>. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Importance: 

Rebecca 

Lyles. Denise (OCMEl 
Wood Rebecca COCMEl 
21-00132 
Friday, January 8, 2021 5:37:33 PM 

High 

See the RR, I to ld Officer Brockwell you will reach out to the mother Saturday morning, I 
provided your number so they would answer the phone, 

We need to establish kinship, funeral home, medical & social history the usual 

Denise Lyles, PA , D-ABMDI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigations 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-main number, Option #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

Denise.lyles@dc.goy 

* * DC* .gov=: 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayjrus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Evening! 

Fields Broadbent. Leigh COCMEl 
Breland Sasha COCMEl 
Lyles penjse COCMEl 
2 1-00132 

Friday, January 8, 2021 5:06:31 PM 

Regarding the above case, I contacted the lab at GWUH and was informed that we already have all 

of their specimens. 

Thank you very much, 

Le~gVI Ftet.ols "B.roadbeV~-t, PA-C 
Med~coLega L 1 V~-Vest~gator 

off'-ce of tV,e CV1Lef MedLcaL s.xa~LV~-tr 
..lf-01. 6 street, s w 
was.V1LV'v9toV\,, DC :wo2-t 
MC!LV'v #: (202) h_jfi-.JOOO 

DLrect #: (202) h_3r1-:.;J021.. 

s~a ~L addres.s: LeLgV1 .fi-eLdsbi"oC!d bell\,t@dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayjrus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Hello Al l, 

Smith. Melinda COCME) 
Wood Rebecca COCMEl ; Lyles Deojse COCMEl 
Breland Sasba COCMEl 
21-00132 

Friday, January 8, 2021 2:58:02 PM 

The above case has been positively Identified as 

CMS has been updated 

Melinda D. Smith 
Forensic Identification Specialists 
Anthropology and Identification Unit 
401 E Street, SW- 5th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Main: 202-698-9000 
Direct: 202-698-9094 
Fax: 202-698-9100 
Email: melinda.smith@dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronavims de gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Importance: 

Good afternoon, 

Breland. Sasha (OCME) 
Tolliver Samantha (OCMEl; Rase Stephen (QCME) 
21-00132 
Friday, January 8, 2021 12:4<1:07 PM 

High 

Can you please expedite testing for the following "Capitol Hill Riot" re late.c~~+r.-rr:rr1 

ordered 
~----------------------------------------------------------~ test both hospital and autopsy specimens. 

Thanks, 

Dr. Breland 

Sasfia 'Bre{anc£, Jvl.'IJ. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasba.bre land@dc.goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit corooayjrus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

FYI 

Lyles. Denise (OCMEl 
Petrasek MarvBeth COCMEl : John Breen Johnson COCMEl 
Wood Rebecca COCME); Breland Sasha COCMEl 
21-00132 

Friday, January 8, 2021 12:08:26 PM 

Dr. Breland has requested the hard copy of the entire chart from GWUH, I have already sent 
the request 

Denise Lyles, PA , D- ABMDI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigations 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-main number, Option #1 

2 02-698-91 03-fa x 

Denise.ly!es@dc.goy 

* * DC* .gov=: 

.For the latest information on the District Government's response to CO V LD-1 9 ( Coronavirus ), 
please visit coronayirus de ~oy. 
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Katherine Kim IOCMEl 
Djaz Francisco COCMEl 
21-00132 

KC1ther-£(,1,e Kiw.., D-ABMDI 

Forensic Investigator 

District of Columbia 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 

Washington, DC 20024 

202-698-9000 (main) 

202-698-9015 (desk) 

202-698-9103 (fax) 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to C:OVID-19 (C:oronavirus), 
please visit coronayjrus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Dr. Breland 

Lyles. Denise (OCMEl 
Breland Sasba COCME) 
Wood Rebecca COCME); Petrasek MarvBetb COCME) 
21-00132 

Wednesday, January 20, 2021 9:25:55 AM 

Did you receive the hard copy of medical records for this case? 

Denise Lyles, PA , 0-ABMOI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigations 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office ofThe Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E St reet SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-main number, Option #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

Denjse lv!es®dc goy 

·H· .. ~.;.. '··, .-'·_ --, --· '.JI I . . 
. . 

* * DC* .gov=: 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
1NAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Brent Harris 

Breland Sasba COCME) 

21-132 draft 
Sundey, Februery 71 2021 7:29:03 I'M 

Basilar arterv thrombosis after cervical injurv 2010.pdf 
21-00132 draft doc 

CAUTION: This email originated from outc;ide of lhe DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe.lfyou believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Sasha, 
Here is the draft for your rush case and a paper I found on the topic. Take a look and let me know your thoughts. 

Best, Brent 

Brent T. Harris, MD, PhD, FCAP 
Director ofNemopathology 
Associate Professor of Pathology and Neurology 
Director, Georgetown Brain Bank 
Director, Histopathology and Tissue Shared Resource 
Georgetown University Medical Center 
4000 Reservoir Rd, NW 
Bldg D, Room 207 
Washington, DC 20057 

(Office) 202 687-5345 
(Lab) 202 687-4386 
(Fax) 202 687-7378 
bth@georgetown.edu 
Web Site: hn:p "//explore georgetown edu/peo,plelbth/ 

IMPORT ANT NOTICE REGARDING THIS ELECTRONIC MESSAGE This message is intended for the usc of 
the person to whom it is addressed and may contain infonnation that is privileged, confidential, and protected from 
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, your use of tltis message for any purpose is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please delete the message and notify the 
sender so that we may correct our records. Electronic Mail is not secure, may not be read every day, and should not 
be used for urgent or sensitive issues. 
Thank you. 
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Tuesday, March 16, 2021 7:24:11 AM 
3 16 21 AM Press Clips docx 

DC Mayor Bowser reflects on year ofCOVID-19 - and looks to the future 
March 16, 2021 
WTOP II Megan Cloherty 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser says she "couldn ' t be prouder" of the District health department's 
response to the coronavims pandemic over the last year and said the nation ' s capital is poised 
for a comeback 

Bowser lifts restrictions on outdoor gatherings. indoor dining limits. recreational sports 
March 15, 2021 
W JLA I I Daniel Miller 

Mayor Muriel Bowser announced Monday that she is lifting several COVID restrictions in 
D.C. including outdoor gatherings, indoor dining restaurant capacity, and recreational sports. 

Nationals. D.C. United receive approval to have limited fans at home games 
March 15, 2021 
The Washington Post II Jesse Dougherty 

D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) added Monday that the city will revisit its capacity rules at 
some point in April. And while announcing their plan to host 5,000 fans to begin the season, 
the Nationals wrote in a news release that "discussions will begin this week with officials from 
the District about increasing capacity for the second homestand, which begins April 15." 

Nationals approved to host 5,000 fans with aim to increase capacity in mid-Ap.ril 
March 15, 2021 
The Washington Times II Andy Kostka 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser announced Monday that professional sports teams could apply for 
a waiver to host fans. D.C. United has been approved to host 2,000 fans, and the Nationals are 
the next team approved. The Wizards and Capitals have also applied. 

More in DC eligible for COVID-19 vaccine; some safety rules to be relaxed 
March 15, 2021 
Rico Massimo 

More people io D.C. are now eligible for the COVID-19 vaccine, and some restrictions will 
soon be relaxed, Mayor Muriel Bowser said Monday 

D.C. wm ease Coyjd-19 restrictions starting next week 
March 15, 2021 
Washington Business Journal II Alex Koma 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser is easing some public health restrictions as Covid-19 vaccines 
become more widely available, and could look to roll back additional Covid limitations in 
early April. 

D.C. lJnited approved to host limited fans; Washington Nationals appear on track 
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March 15, 2021 
The Washington Post II Jesse Dougherty 

Even before United received its official clearance, D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) 
announced that the Nationals soon could be approved to host up to 5, 000 fans per game. The 
Nationals open their season against the New York Mets in Washington on April I. They are 
the last MLB team without local approval to reopen their gates. 

D.C. to Allow Nationals to Host 5.000 Fans for Opening Day 
March 15, 2021 
NBC4 II Matt Weyrich 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser announced in a press conference Monday that local professional 
sports teams are now eligible to apply for a waiver that grants them the abillty to host fans in 
limited capacity. 

D.C. mayor eases yaccine rules. says all adults eligible by May 1 
March 15, 2021 
Washington Times II Emily Zantow 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser announced Monday that every resident age 16 or older will 
become eligible for the coronavirus vaccine on May l. At least 14.2% of the city' s more than 
700,000 residents already are either partially or fully vaccinated, the mayor said during a press 
conference. 

D.C. Restaurant Workers Are Now Eligible for the COYID-19 Vaccine 
March 15, 2021 
Washington City Paper II Laura Hayes 
Also at today's press conference, Mayor Muriel Bowser announced the 10 p.m. cut off time 
for alcohol sales would be extended to midnight starting on March 22. Some thought she 
would expand the indoor dining capacity limit from 25 to 50 percent, but the city is taking 
more time before expanding capacity, unlike some jurisdictions that moved forward before 
restaurant workers could get vaccinated. 

DC Lifts Some COVID-19 Restrictions; Events Industry Feels Left Out 
March 15, 2021 
NBC4 I I Darcy Spencer 

Monday Mayor Muriel Bowser announced restrictions were being lifted in many areas, but 
those in the events industry believe they can hold larger events like dinners and weddings and 
still be compliant with COVID-19 precautions. 

Cars begin to reclaim Black Lives Matter Plaza in D.C. after months-long closure 
March 15, 2021 
Marissa J. Lang 

Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) renamed the stretch in honor of the movement days after the 
Trump administration oversaw the forceful clearing of peaceful protesters with chemical 
irritants and officers on horseback. That law enforcement action is the subject of a 
congressional investigation. 

BLM Plaza Is Now Open to Cars 
March 15, 2021 
Washingtonian II Andrew Beaujon 

BLM Plaza has been closed to cars since last summer. DC Mayor Muriel Bowser renamed the 
street, the preponderance of which culminates at Lafayette Square in front of the White House, 
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last June and directed that the phrase "Black Lives Matter" be painted on it in very large 
yellow letters. 

Movie Theaters Con Reopen in DC 
March 15, 2021 
Washingtonian //Jane Recker 

Mayor Muriel Bowser announced a number of additional re-openings and rule relaxations. 
Some high school sports resume today, and indoor fitness classes can resume with up to 10 
people. Outdoor fitness classes can now have up to 50 people. And 50 people is also the new 
limit for socially distanced outside gatherings, up from 25. 

Parking Enforcement Ramps Up in D.C. 
March 15, 2021 
The Georgetowner II Kate Oczypok 

Mayor Muriel Bowser stated that, as city activity continues to climb, full parking enforcement 
will resume at some point in the near future. 

Anne Mahlum Is Resigning as CEO of Solidcore 
March 15, 2021 
Washingtonian //Mimi Montgomery 

Mahlum hasn't been without controversy. For a time, she was famously warring with both her 
ex-boyfriend and a Los Angeles fitness entrepreneur over Solidcore's founding. She drew ire 
early in the Trump administration for publicizing her angst after lvanka Trump supposedly 
attended a Solidcore class under an alias. More recently, Mahlum was in the news for defying 
DC Mayor Muriel Bowser's order suspending indoor workout classes. After Bowser issued 
new restrictions in light of rising Covid cases, Solidcore released a statement saying it would 
continue to operate as usual, and believed it could do so safely. Shortly after issuing the letter, 
the fitness company temporarily closed its DC studios after a visit from the Department of 
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. They have since reopened. 

J ,et' s define our terms· What is affordable housing. anyway? 
March 15, 2021 
Greater Greater Washington II Libby Solomon 

According to a 2019 housing report from DC Mayor Muriel Bowser' s administration, 
affordability in DC is a particular challenge for large lower-income households of four or 
more people, particularly as new development in recent years has targeted smaller households. 

D.C. Expands Coronayirus Vaccine Eligibility. Rolls Back Restrictions On Businesses 
And Gatherings 
March 15, 2021 
DCist II Jordan Pascale 

All D.C. residents 16 and older will be eligible to pre-register for COVID-19 vaccination 
appointments starting May 1, Mayor Muriel Bowser announced Monday. 
D.C. eases coronayjrus restrictions; Prince George's expands vaccine eligibility 
March 15, 2021 
The Washington Post// Julie Zauzmer, Rachel Chason and J enna Port noy 

Every adult in the District will be eligible for coronavirus vaccine appointments starting on 
May 1, Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) said Monday, in keeping with the national goal set last 
week by President Biden. 
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Local 

D.C.'s Lost Year: How the pandemic upended lives and businesses across a region 
M arch 16, 2021 
Emily Davies and Michael Brice-Saddler 

As the corona virus shut down the nation and its capital, jazz music silenced on U Street. Gone 
were the lines outside the 9:30 Club and the drinks afterward at American Ice Company. 
Neighborhood boutiques and restaurants emptied. 

Tens of thousands of children in Washington suburbs return to in-person school 
March 15, 2021 
Washington Post II Hannah Natanson and Donna St. Geor ge 

Tens of thousands of children in the Washington suburbs are returning to in-person schooling 
this week, marking the end - for many - of more than a year of wholly virtual instruction. 

National 

Biden faces growing political threat from border upheaval 
March 15, 2021 
The Washington Post II Sean Sullivan and Nick Miroff 

Rep. Henry Cuellar, a moderate Texas Democrat whose district hugs the border with Mexico, 
isn 't happy with how President Biden's team has responded to the surge of migrants trying to 
enter the United States. "His people need to do a better job of listening to those of us who have 
done this before," he said Monday. 

Two arrested in assault on police officer Brian D. Sicknick. who died after Jan. 6 Capitol 
.r.i.o.t 
March 15, 2021 
Washington Post II Spencer S. Hsu, Peter Herman and Emily Davies 

Federal authorities have arrested and charged two men with assaulting U.S. Capitol Police 
officer Brian D. Sicknick with an unknown chemical spray during 
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Area Man Supports D.C. Statehood 
March 18, 2021 
DCist II Margaret Bar thel 

The president has been getting some not-so-subtle hints about the subject since his welcome 
back to the city from his neighbors in the Wilson Building down Pennsylvania Ave.: D.C. 
Mayor Muriel Bowser and her administration. 

Advocate for DC Statehood 
March 18, 2021 
The H oya II Brian Zhu 

Recognizing a security threat, at l :34 p.m., D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser (D) requested National 
Guard forces from Army Secretary Ryan McCarthy. At 1:49 p.m., Capitol Police Chief Steven 
Sund requested assistance from the commanding general of the D.C. National Guard. The 
Guard was not activated. 

Find out which DC streets ore getting repaved 
March 18, 2021 
WTOP II Abigail Constantino 

The District Department of Transportation released a map of which roads, street, alleys and 
sidewalks are getting improvements. It' s part of D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser' s plan of 
"eliminating all poor quality roads in the District by 2024," according to DDOT. 

The opening of DC's po1itjcal season 
March 18, 2021 
DC Line II Jonetta Rose Barras 

Those suggestions have come in recent weeks as Mayor Muriel Bowser prepares to file her 
proposed fiscal year 2022 budget and fmancial plan with the legislature. Initially, the 
document was to be submitted this month; however, she requested and received an extension 
until April 22 from the DC Council. 

Carmageddon? DC's leaders can choose a different road. 
March 18, 2021 
Greater Greater Washington II Caitlin Rogger 

More drivers also need more places to park; space better used for the pickup-dropoff zones 
(PUDOs), streateries, and outdoor retail that have been essential to the survival of local 
businesses and will likely be for some time, along with expanded sidewalks needed for safe 
social distancing. DC Mayor Muriel Bowser and the District Department of Transportation 
(DDOT) have leaned into these innovations during the emergency period, and business leaders 
say they've proven their value. 

Voices of Wards 7 And 8: What Does Gentrification Mean For Neighborhoods East Of 
The River? 
March 18, 2021 
Deist II Dee Dwyer 
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Local government has taken steps to manage growth in communities east of the river. In 2019, 
Mayor Muriel Bowser signed an order requiring D.C. government agencies looking to lease 
new office space to give priority to locations in wards 7 and 8. The city has also distributed 
grants to microbusinesses owned or majority-owned by residents of Wards 7 and 8. 

Much of D.C.'s Vaccine Information Is Only in English. Some Change is Coming. 
March 18, 2021 
Washington City Paper II Laura Hayes and Amanda Michelle Gomez 

When Mayor Muriel Bowser's administration latmched its pre-registration portal for the 
COVJD-1 9 vaccine March 10, it was only avai lable in English. The government website that 
hosts vaccine information and links to the portal, vaccinate.dc.gov, can be translated into 
Amharic or Spanish using Google Translate, but the actual porta l where D.C. residents and 
workers enter their personal information to be added to a list of people vying for a vaccine 
appointment is strictly in English. Even the button that hyperlinks to the registration portal 
cannot be translated via Google because it' s a graphic. 

Yes. Capitol Rioters Were Armed. Here Are The Weapons Prosecutors Say They Used 
March 19, 2021 
NPR II Tom Dreisbach 

Cleveland Grover Meredith of North Carolina planned to arrive in D.C. for the Trump rallies 
on Jan. 6, according to federal prosecutors, but he was delayed because of car trouble. He was 
arrested the following day for allegedly assaulting a man in Washington, D.C., in a traffic
related incident and for making death threatc; against the D .C:. mayor and Pe losi. 

National Cherry Blossom Festival goes virtual for second year in a row 
March 18, 2021 
Washington Times II Emily Zantow 

Last March, festival events were canceled, postponed or held online in accordance with the 
D. C. Department of Health's recommendations to eliminate large crowds in order to stop the 
spread of the corona virus. Mayor Muriel Bowser declared a state of emergency that is still in 
effect. 

Local 

Texas man arrested outside vice president's residence told police he was 'looking for 
hd.p.: 
March 18, 2021 
The Washington Post II Peter Hermann and Paul Duggan 

A Texas man arrested outside the vice president's residence on Wednesday told an officer "he 
was looking for help" and "wanted to talk to the president" before leading police to his 
vehicle, which contained a rifle and 113 rounds of ammunition, according to court documents. 

Passenger in truck dies after crash with car in Northeast Washington 
March 18, 2021 
The Washington Post II Dana Hedgpeth 

A passenger in a truck was killed Tuesday after it crashed with a car in Northeast Washington. 

Around 200 People Gather for Vigil. March at DC's Chinatown Arch After Georgia 
Killings 
March 17, 2021 
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NBC4 II Shomari Stone 

Around 200 people gathered Wednesday night for a vigil near the Chinatown arch and then 
marched in solidarity following the killings of eight people, including six of Asian descent, at 
massage parlors in the Atlanta area. 

448 businesses moved from Downtown DC in three months - bow many more are next? 
March 18, 2021 
WUSA9 II Nathan Baca and Raleigh Purvis 

Four hundred and forty-eight. That' s the number of businesses that moved out of downtown 
Washington D.C. or went out of business from October to December 2020, according to U.S. 
Postal Service change of address numbers. 

How much is a Black girl 's life worth? Lawmakers want to remove race. gender in 
wroneful death lawsuits 
March 18, 202q 
WUSA 9 II Delia Goncalves, Stephanie Wilson, Raleigh Purvis 

"Hold on! Hold on to Jesus, just trust in Him, believe His word!," sang Emanuel Baptist 
Church choir members during a late evening rehearsal. 

DC Police search for man missing since Wednesday 
March 18, 2021 
WJLA II Kristen Schneider 

The Metropolitan Police Department is searching for a man considered 'critical missing.' 

Will DDOT Repave A Street. Sidewalk. Or Alley Near You In 2021? Find Out On This 
MaD.. 
March 18, 2021 
DCist II Jordan Pascale 

The District Department of Transportation will begin its repaving program when the weather 
warms up in the coming weeks, and on Thursday, it released a map of which roads, sidewalks, 
and alleys it will fix this year. 

As I ,ocal Governments Try To Fix Vaccine Access Disparities, Community Leaders 
Question 
March 18, 2021 
DCist I /Margaret Barthel 

Significant racial disparities persist in the vaccine rollout across the D.C. region, despite the 
fact that Black and Brown communities have borne the brunt of the coronavirus pandemic. 
Now, after months of navigating complex appointment systems and logistical hurdles, public 
health officials and community-led groups are trying to correct course on a vaccine 
distribution process that was not designed for the region's most marginalized residents. 

Even With Legal Sports Betting. the March Vladness Experience Is Still Not a Reality in 
D£ 
March 18, 2021 
Washington City Paper II Noah Frank 

The outside of the Wi lliam Hill sportsbook at Capital One Arena Credit: Noah Frank 
The world endured a very different kind of March Madness in 2020. Just as everythjng else in 
society came to a screeching halt, so did the sports calendar. One year later, the NCAA men ' s 
and women' s basketbal l tournaments are back, but the March Madness experience--and the 
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experience of a live sports book in the Las Vegas mold-is still not a reality in D.C. 

National 

A nationwide horror: Witnesses. police paint a picture of a murderous rampage that 
took 81iyes 
March 18, 2021 
The Washington Post II Tim Craig, Mark Berman, Hannah Knowles and Marc Fisher 

Robert Aaron Long's family had finally had it. Long, 21, was so obsessed with sex
watching hour upon hour of pornography online, visiting the kinds of spas where the 
customers bought "massages with happy endings"- that on Monday night, his parents kicked 
him out of the house, according to police and a friend who confirmed the account. 

As House approves ' dreamers' bill. Biden pushes for support amid GOP resistance in 
Senate 
March 18, 2021 
T he Washington Post II Seung Min Kim and Marianna Sotomayor 

President Biden on Thursday implored .lawmakers to enact permanent protections for 
immigrants without legal status who came to the United States as children, a path that would 
formalize their footing in a country they have known as home for years. 

ms warns of potential delays for major child poyerty initiative in $1.9 trjlljop stimulus 
March 18, 2021 
The Washington Post II T ony Romm 

A program authorized under the $1.9 trillion stimulus to combat child poverty is at risk of 
early delays, as the Internal Revenue Service grapples with its massive tax backlog and recent 
decision to extend the tax-filing deadline until May 17. 
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'It's not a local issue anymore': D.C. statehood moves from political fringe to the center of the 
national Democratic agenda 
March 20, 2021 
The Washington Post II Mike DeBonis and Meagan Flynn 

"People think we're wards of the Congress," said Beverly Perry, the top adviser to Mayor Muriel E. 
Bowser (D) on statehood advocacy. "We spend a lot oftime correcting people" - even in 
neighboring Maryland, where Perry testified last Monday in support of a pro-statehood resolution 
pending in the House ofDelegates. 

D.C. public scbooJ students like our kids pay an immeasurable price without in-person classes 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Joanne Levine and Caroline Mehta 

There has been a lot of spin coming from D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) and Schools Chancellor 
Lewis D. Ferebee that DCPS bas " reopened strong." This is a farce at best, an insult at worse. From 
where we sit, it's a baldfaced lie. Our eighth-grade daughters have zero opportunities for in-person 
instruction. 

No weddings. no galas: Event plapners feel overlooked as covid restrictions are Hfted for others 
March 20, 2021 
The Washington Post II Emily Davies 

The fate of Caroline Foster' s wedding day depended on a news conference Monday, when D.C. 
Mayor Muriel E. Bowser was set to announce the first sweeping rollback of corona virus restrictions. 

Some DC youth sports return to competition 
March 19, 2021 
WTOP II Megan Cloherty 
Moderate- and high-contact sports are still restricted from competition in the District, and Mayor 
Muriel Bowser has said she 'll reevaluate where the health metrics are in early April to decide 
whether that wi ll change. 

DC 911 interim director details errors. pledges jmproyements 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Neal Augenstein 

Mayor Muriel Bowser is in the midst of a nationwide search for the director. 

DC loosening some corooayjrus restrictions 
March 22, 2021 
WTOP II Colleen Kelleher 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser last week extended the city' s public health emergency through May 20. 

All DC restaurants can serye alcohol until midnight starting Monday 
March 20, 2021 
WTOP II Valerie Bonk 

Establishments that serve alcohol can resume serving beverages to customers daily from 6 a.m. to 
midnight, according to an order by Mayor Muriel Bowser and an emergency decision from the city' s 
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board. 
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Everything you need to know about the push for D.C. statehood. hours before hearing begins 
March 22, 2021 
WJLA II John Gonzalez 

Mayor Muriel Bowser says H.R. 51, the Washington, D. C. Admission Act, is a promising sign that 
our country is fmally ready to right tbis bistoric wrong. However, GOP opponents of the bill call it 
unconstitutional. 

'Now. we carry that momentum:' Mayor Bowser urges '#DCStatehood' stories ahead of 
hearing 
March 20, 2021 
WJLA II Kristen Schneider 

Mayor Muriel Bowser is encouraging DC residents to show their support on social media ahead of 
Monday's statehood hearing. 

Coronavirus in DC. Maryland. Virginia: What to Know on March 21 
March 21, 2021 
NBC Washington II Staff 

More people wil l be able to celebrate Mass at the Basilica of the National Shrine of the Immaculate 
Conception on Easter and during Holy Week. D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser's office temporarily raised 
coronavirus-related capacity limits at the Basilica. The mayor's office granted the Archdiocese a 
waiver to allow between 750 and 1,500 people inside. 

DC Raises Capacity Limit at Basmca for Easter. Holy Week 
March 19,2021 
NBC Washington II Staff 

Mayor Muriel Bowser's office temporari ly raised coronavirus-related capacity limits at the Basilica. 
The mayor's offic.e granted the Archdiocese a waiver to allow between 750 and 1,500 people inside. 

Biden Supports DC Statehood. With Congressional Hearing Scheduled Monday 
March 19, 2021 
NBC Washington II Staff 

Mayor Muriel Bowser seemed excited to get the support, tweeting, "Let' s get it done Mr. President." 

Kiss Tavern In Shaw Loses Liquor License After Allegedly Violating COVID-19 Restrictions 
March 22,2021 
DCist II CoUeen Grablick 

Under D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser's current executive order, hookah lounges must remain closed 
unless they operate as a licensed food establishment with ABRA. At the time of the violations 
described, Bowser' s order also required on-site alcohol sales to stop at 10 p.m. 

D.C. Hesitates To Expand Hotel Shelter Program For Medically Vulnerable Residents. As 
Waitlist Grows 
March 19, 2021 
Colleen (;rahlick 

In mid-February of this year, Ward 1 Councilmember and chair of the Committee on Human 
Services Brianne Nadeau called on Mayor Muriel Bowser to allocate a portion of the fiscal year 
2022 budget to purchase the hotels for short-term PEP-V housing and longer term permanent 
supportive housing. In a similar letter to the mayor, Ward 5 Councilmember Kenyan McDuffie 
requested that the city invest $140 million in the next budget to purchase and convert the 
Washington Marriott Wardman Park Hotel into an affordable and permanent supportive housing site. 

DC Adults of All Ages Can Pre-Register for COVID-19 Vaccination 
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March 19, 2021 
'DC Post II Jane Smith 

DC Mayor Muriel Bowser urged every adult resident in the District, currently eligible or not, to sign 
up for receiving the COVID-19 vaccine through the city's pre-registration portal. 

DDOT to Repave Many Streets. Sidewalks This Year: Are There Any Near You? 
March 21, 2021 
DC Post II Jane Smith 

As part of the program, Mayor Muriel Bowser's administration has committed to "eliminating all 
poor quality roads in the District by 2024," accorcling to a release by DDOT. 

DC LGBTQ Budget Coalition ' s priorities must be addressed 
March 19, 2021 
Washington Blade// Anthony M usa 

Leadership from Mayor Muriel Bowser would be a proposed budget that leaves no federal dollar off 
the table to enhance and expand critical services. Any fu:ncling cuts will disproportionately impact 
LGBTQ+ people, especially our Black and Brown trans/non-binary community. The D.C. 
government is in a unique position regarding the upcoming budget; in 2020 the government ran a 
surplus of $526 million, resulting from the fiscal conservativeness of the previously approved 
budget. The government bas opportunities to take advantage of new or underutilized revenue streams 
or review clifferent areas of the budget that are over-utilized, such as the budget for the Metropolitan 
Police Department. 

Watchdog group sues DC for autopsy report of Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick 
March 19, 2021 
Washington Examiner // Daniel Chaitin 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser's office clid not immediately return a reqt1est for comment. 

Local 

Commission to rejmagjne police in District grapples with effort to defund 
March 21, 2021 
The Washington Post II Peter Hermann 

A commission created to help the District reinvent policing is preparing a final report that could 
prupu:st: :sweeping change:s, iuduuing Laking ufficer:s uul uf:schuub, curtailing Lraffk tmfurcerneul 
and shrinking the department' s size and budget. 

Police recover body from Anacostia River pear Joipt Base Apacostia-Bolliog 
March 21,2021 
The Washington Post I I Ann E. Marimow 

D.C. police and emergency officials recovered a body Sunday from the Anacostia River near Joint 
Base Anacostia-Bolling. 

D C police jnyest jgate two fatal shootings 
March 21, 2021 
The Washington Post II Ann E. Marimow 

D.C. police are investigating two fatal shootings involving ymmg men that occurred Saturday night 
just before 8. 

Arrest made in subway homicide. D.C. police say 
March 20, 2021 
T he Washington Post II Martin Weil 
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An arrest was made Friday in a fatal shooting on a Metro subway platfonn, the D.C. police said. 

Burtell M. Jefferson. Washington 's first Black police chief. dies at 96 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Peter Hermann 

Bmtell M. Jefferson, who joined the District's largely segregated police department in 1948 and 
launched a behind-the-scenes campaign to help Black officers advance through the ranks as he rose 
to become the city' s first African American police chief, died March 19 at his home in Washington. 
He was 96. 

' We're losing a piece of our history' 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Paul Schwartzman 

The clocks on the walls no longer work, the furnace is busted, and the only window is covered with a 
thick sheet of plywood. 

National 

AstraZeneca' s IJ,S. trjal shows coronayjrus yaccine js 79 percent effectjye 
March 22, 2021 
T he Washington Post II William Booth 

Oxford University and AstraZeneca reported on Monday that their coronavirus "vaccine for the 
world" was safe and 79 percent effective overall, according to data from a long-awaited clinical trial 
in the United States, alongside other studies in Chile and Peru. 

The mjssjng students of the pandemic 
March 21, 2021 
The Washington Post II E li Saslow 

Rich Pimentel had already tried searchjng in a trailer park and a migrant camp when he started 
driving toward the third and final address listed in the student's school file. He followed his GPS to a 
neighborhood on the edge of the desert, an oasis of palm trees and swimming pools protected by a 
steel gate. "Wow," Pimentel said, as he rolled down his window and pulled up to a call box. "Finally 
a happy ending. Maybe this kid's actually okay." 

Mayorkas says ' the border is closed.' defends Bjden's immigration strategy 
March 21,2021 
The Washington Post// Amy B Wang 

Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas defended President Biden 's immigration strategy 
and emphasized in multiple interviews Sunday that the southern border of the United States "is 
closed," as the Biden administration faces criticism over a record number of migrants seeking entry 
into the country from Mexjco and Central America. 

As yaccjnations increase. you may want to dhte indoors again. Here's what to consider. 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II F.mily Heil and Tim Carman 
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D.C. to offer amnesty for overdue tickets. as ticketing for all parking violations resumes 
April 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Luz Lazo 

Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) said Monday that as of June 1 the city will end its year-long 
reprieve from ticketing for parking infractions such as expired meters and overstayed parking 
in residential zones. 

D.C. bolsters police presence. requests National Guard troops ahead of Derek Chauvin 
verdict 
April19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Marissa J. Lang and JuJie Zauzmer 

After Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) made a direct appeal Monday to acting secretary of the 
Army John E. Whitley, he authorized the activation of about 250 unarmed troops to help 
respond to any protests that may arise following a verdict in the trial of Derek Chauvin, the 
former police officer accused in Floyd's death. 

D.C. Council to take first yote on block-by-block plan for future development 
April 20, 2021 
The Washington Post II Julie Zauzmer and Michael Brice-Saddler 

The counci l can edit the changes suggested by Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) a year ago
including her call to allow multistory apartment buildings in many areas now restricted to low
rise development. That proposal has caused consternation among residents who want to 
preserve the small-town feel of their neighborhoods, as well as those who worry that allowing 
new construction would lead to higher-priced housing, gentrification and displacement. 

DC Mayor: 'Kids will be reguired to come back to school in the fall' 
April19, 2021 
ABC7 II Courtney Pomeroy 

"Kids will be required to come back to school in the fall," D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser said at a 
Monday press conference. 

D.C. parking enforcement to resume in June 
April19, 2021 
The Washington Times II Emily Zantow 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser announced Monday that several government functions that had 
been suspended during the coronavirus pandemic, including parking enforcement, will resume 
within the next few months. 

All parking enforcement in DC to begin June 1. mayor says 
April19, 2021 
WUSA9 II Khalida Volou 

The District will begin reinforcing all parking restrictions starting June 1 after almost a year of 
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suspending driving regulations and requirements due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Mayor 
Muriel Bowser announced Monday at a news conference. 

DC Will Restart Parking Enforcement June 1 
April19, 2021 
Wasbintonian II Andrew Beaujon 

The District of Columbia plans to restart enforcing parking regulations on June 1. Also, if your 
license expired during the pandemic, you'll have to renew it before July 1, Mayor Muriel 
Bowser announced in a news conference Monday 
Deadline set for drivers to display 'valid credentials' in D.C. 
April 19, 2021 
ABC7 II Anna-Lysa Gayle 

"T don't know if people have tried lately, because over the last several weeks ... we've been able 
to add more appointments. We're trying to give people a very long run way," Mayor Bowser 
said. 

D.C. To Begin Bringing COVJD-19 vaccines To Homebound Residents Next Week 
April19, 2021 
DCist II Colleen Grablick 

D.C. will begin administering vaccines to homebound residents at their homes on April 26, 
Mayor Muriel Bowser announced Monday. 

Mayor Bowser says 8.000 home COVID testing kits now available in the District 
Apri119, 2021 
W JLA I I Daniel Miller 

Mayor Muriel Bowser announced Monday that home coronavirus testing kits are now 
available to residents. These kits offer convenience for people to get tested without having to 
wait in line at a testing site. 

Army preparing to approve DC request for National Guard ahead of verdict in Derek 
Chauvin trial 
April19, 2021 
CNN I I Barbara Starr and Alison Main 

The move comes amid natjonwide tensions after recent police killings of Americans of color 
and as cities brace for more protests and potential unrest as the Chauvin trial in the death of 
George Floyd nears a close. DC officials told reporters on Monday that they requested 
National Guard assistance to help secure the District and acting Secretary of the Army John 
Whitley is scheduled to meet with DC Mayor Muriel Bowser Monday afternoon on the 
pending request, an administration official tells CNN. 

D.C. bolsters police presence. requests National Guard troops ahead of Derek Chauvin 
verdict 
April 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Marissa J. Lang and Julie Zauzmer 

After Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) made a direct appeal Monday to acting secretary of the 
Army John E. Whitley, he authorized the activation of about 250 unarmed troops to help 
respond to any protests that may arise fo llowing a verdict in the trial of Derek Chauvin, the 
former police officer accused in Floyd's death. 

250 DC NationaJ Guard troops activated amid possible protests over Chauvin trial 
yerdict 
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April19, 2021 
WUSA9 II Bruce Leshan 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser bas asked for the authority to put the National Guard on standby 
as the city prepares for reaction to a verdict in the trial of former Minneapolis police officer 
Derek Chauvin in the death of George Floyd. 

Officers pulling overtime hours. National Guard mobilized as country awaits Chauvin 
verdict 
ApriJ 19, 2021 
WDVM II Lex Juarez 

As the country awaits a verdict in the Derek Chauvin trial, officials in major cities are bracing 
for a potential outcome of protests and riots. District of Columbia Mayor Muriel Bowser said 
she and other city officials have been planning for the possible unrest since before the trial 
started. 

Nation' s capital on edge ahead of Chauvin trial verdict in death of George Floyd 
April19, 2021 
FoxS II Melanie Alnwick, Stephanie Ramirez and FOX 5 Digital Team 

Ramirez says FOX 5 has confirmed that Mayor Muriel Bowser has requested as many as 300 
members of the National Guard be ready to go at the D.C. Armory should D.C. police need 
more supp01t. 

As Capital One Arena prepares for reopening. 7News explains what fans can expect 
April 20, 201 
ABC7 II John Gonzalez 

Mayor Muriel Bowser granted Monumental Sports & Entertainment, and the owner of the 
Washington Wizards and Washington Capitals and Capital One Arena, a waiver to operate 
NBA and NHL games with a fan capacity of 1 0%, which equates to 2, 1 00 fans. 

How cap Ward 3 reach the Mayor' s affordable housing goal? 
Aprill9, 21 
Street Sense Media II Meg Maguire 

Ward 3, which includes neighborhoods northwest of Georgetown that are the wealthiest in the 
city, is abuzz with talk of affordable housing. Ad hoc working groups are attracting new 
members to address racially discriminatory policies of the past. Residents and city officials 
embrace greater racial, cultural and economic diversity and believe that people who work here 
should be able to live here. All proclaim a desire to meet Mayor Muriel Bowser's goal of 
1 ,990 new units of dedicated affordable housing - that is, housing for people making 
between 30% and 80% of the area' s median family income - by 2025. This unity of purpose 
is the good news. 

The Washington DC Sauce Drenched in Debate 
April 20, 2021 
BBC II Bernd Desbusmann Jr 

Local foodies are incredibly protective of the sauce and its role in local culture. In 2018, for 
example, Mayor Muriel Bowser drew the ire of many constituents by saying she was 
"annoyed" at the sauce's association with DC, a statement even the Washington Post 
characterised as "not a minor misstep". On her personal Facebook page, Bowser, who took 
office in 2015, questioned why and how the condiment had become a "quintessential" DC 
food. Faced with an onslaught of criticism - some light-hearted, some not - the mayor's 
spokesperson said Bowser "wanted to provide DC residents something to discuss on 
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Thanksgiving". 

Local 

D.C. unemployment recipients who have missed benefits since March should get paid 
this week 
April19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Michael Brice-SaddJer 

Up to 2,500 D.C. unemployment recipients whose benefits were interrupted in recent weeks 
should receive the funds they are owed beginning Tuesday, the director of the city' s 
Department ofEmployment Services (DOES) said. 

Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. who engaged rioters. suffered two strokes and died 
of natural causes. officials say 
April19, 2021 
The Washington Post I I Peter Hermann 

Capitol Police officer Brian D. Sicknick suffered two strokes and died of natural causes a day 
after he confronted rioters at the Jan. 6 insurrection, the District's chief medical examiner has 
ruled. 

The new changes to vaccine eligibility and access in DC and Virginia 
April19, 2021 
WJLA II Tom Roussey 

On Sunday, all Virginia residents 16 and up became eligible to sign up to get vaccinated for 
COVID- 19. 

DC bas requested National Guard help in case of protests after Chauvin verdict 
April 19, 2021 
WJLA II Courtney Pomeroy 

D.C. officials have requested the assistance of the National Guard in the city in case of large
scale protests after a verdict comes down in the Derek Chauvin trial in Minneapolis, according 
to Mayor Muriel Bowser, who said it's her job to "prepare for the worst." 

DC set to begin overnight spraying of ginkgo trees 
April 19, 2021 
WTOP II Jack Pointer 

With spring in full bloom, D.C. ' s Department of Transportation will start its annual tradition 
of spraying ginkgo trees Monday night. 

DC health officials reject church's request for 'COVID-immune' seating section 
April 19, 2021 
WTOP II Melissa Howell 

A request from a D.C. church for a "COVID-immune" section for fully vaccinated 
parishioners that would have allowed more than 300 people to gather without social distancing 
requirements has been rejected by D.C. health officials. 

Firefighters respond to building fire in DC' s II Street corridor 
April19, 2021 
WTOP II Juan Herrera 

Investigators are looking into what caused a fire that engulfed a two-story storefront in 
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Northwest D.C. early Sunday morning. 

George Washington requiring students. staff to get vaccine before fall in-person learning 
April19, 2021 
WJLA II Staff 

George Washington University announced Monday that it will require students, faculty, and 
staff who are participating in in-person learning this fall to be fully vaccinated before coming 
to campus. 

D.C.'s New Southwest Library To Open In Ward 6 Next Month 
April19, 2021 
Elliot C. Williams 

A rendering of the renovated Southwest Library' s porch and entrance. 

National 

Prosecutor argues Chauvin 's ' ego' led to Floyd's death; jury deliberations begin 
April19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Holly Bailey 

The fate of Derek Chauvin, the former Minneapolis police officer accused of killing George 
Floyd, is now in the bands of jurors, who began deliberations late Monday in the landmark 
case that forced a national debate on race and policing. 

Biden will hold a big climate summit this week to reestablish U.S. leadership. Not 
everyone may follow. 
April19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Anne Gearan, Brady Dennis and Michael Birnbaum 

President Biden will convene dozens of world leaders this week for a virtual climate change 
summjt, marking not only an effort to restart the global push to address the rising threat but 
also the new president's first grand gesture as a world leader. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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'One and done' yaccine clinics serve D.C. homeless 
ApriJ 2, 2021 
The Washington Post II Jenua Portnoy 

D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) announced the lifting of some restrictions on gatherings 
and entertainment in mid-March and plans to announce a further relaxation Monday. She has 
cited broader vaccinations as a reason to loosen limits. 

In a bid to bring grocers to food deserts. Prince George' s turns to alcohol sales 
April 3, 2021 
The Washington Post II Rachel Chason 

In D.C., which allows beer and wine to be sold in grocery stores, Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) 
this year tried to attract grocers to that city's food deserts by supporting the introduction of a 
bill that would have allow grocery stores in Wards 7 and 8 - the city's poorest wards, which 
border Prince George ' s - to have a permit that is allows 25 percent of their sales to be 
alcohol, rather than the typicall5 percent. That legislation is awaiting a hearing. 

Why does it feel like the D.C. region is behind on yaccjoatioos? 
Apri13, 2021 
The Washington Post II Julie Zauzmer and Antonio Olivo 

From the beginning of the vaccine rollout late last year, D.C. started with fewer doses per 
person in its patient pool than states, and it has fallen further as the rollout progressed. To 
start, when the federal government allocated doses to states on a per capita basis, Mayor 
Muriel E_ Bowser (D) asked for extra because of the large number of health-care workers and 
law enforcement officers who live in the suburbs and aren't counted in D.C. ' s population but 
were D.C. ' s responsibility to vaccinate. 

Police Officer William Evans, killed in Capitol car attack. was an 1 8-year veteran 
April 2, 2021 
MSNBC II Dennis Rome1·o 

"There is still much to be determined about this attack and DRS offers its full support to 
Capitol Police and DC Mayor [Muriel] Bowser," Department of Homeland Security Secretary 
Alejandro N. Mayorka said in a statement. 

D.C. mayor appoints city's first-eyer chief equity officer 
April 2, 2021 
T he Washington Times II E miJy Zan tow 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser announced Friday that Amber Hewitt will serve as the city's first 
chief equity officer 

DC appoints first Chief Equity Officer 
April 2, 2021 
WTOP II Glynis Kazanjian 
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D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser appointed Amber Hewitt to be the city ' s ftrst chief equity officer 
Friday. 

Bowser Appoints D.C.' s First Chief Equity Officer 
April 2, 2021 
DCist II Debbie Truong 

Mayor Muriel Bowser announced the appointment on The Politics Hour with Kojo Nnamdi. 
She said Hewitt will help the city recuperate from the coronavirus pandemic, which has 
disproportionately hurt Black, Latino and low-income families in the District. 

DC Is Getting Its First Chief Equity Officer 
April 2, 2021 
Washingtonian II Amber Hewitt 

Mayor Muriel Bowser is appointing DC's ftrst Chief Equity Officer today. Amber Hewitt, 
Bowser's pick, will bead the newly-formed Office of Racial Equity, announced by the city in 
February. Both the office and Hewitt' s appointment mark a more focused effort by the District 
to tackle equity issues after protests demanding racial justice swept the city last summer. 

D.C. pushes security grant for faith-based institutions after year of unrest 
April 2, 2021 
The Washington Post II Emily Davies 

"I encourage DC's faith-based communities and nonproftts to look into all the ways these 
funds can be used, think about how they can be used to enhance their own security, and then 
apply for funding," said D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) in a statement. 

D.C. Encourages Houses Of Worship To Use Federal Grants For Increased Security 
April 2, 2021 
DCist II Colleen Grablick 

The money, available through a U.S. Department of Homeland Security grant program, can be 
used to purchase security enhancements like cameras, locks, gates, and personnel, as well as 
training and planning. Grants of up to $150,000 can be awarded to a faith-based partner or 
eligible nonprofit organization, according to a press release D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser issued 
on Friday. 

DC's nonprofits. houses of worship can now apply for federal security grants 
April 2, 2021 
WTOP II Glynis Kazanjian 

Mayor Muriel Bowser's office announced the new applications in a Friday statement, saying 
the funding is geared toward making nonprofit operations and religious sanctuaries safer 
through purchasing or enhancing security-related infrastructure, such as cameras, gates, locks, 
new doors and hiring or training security personnel. 

National forensics board suspends DC crime lab ' s accreditation. halting analysis of 
eyjdence. cjty says 
April 3, 2021 
The Washington Post II Keith L. Alexander 

An official with the office of Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) said that the suspension is in place 
for 30 days and that the city will appeal the finding. 

One shot. free transportation and on-site child care: How groups in D.C. are working to 
vaccinate people in bard-hit Ward 8 
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April 3, 2021 
The Washington Post II Lola Fadulu 

Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) stopped by with her daughter, Miranda, to tour the site. People 
received shots inside on covered tennis courts. After getting the vaccine, people had the 
opportunity to stop by several tables and speak with staff, including from Whitman-Walker 
Health and Food & Friends, that were set up near the exit. 

A commission makes a good start at reimagining policing in D.C. 
April 4, 2021 
Washington Post II Opinion by the Editorial Board 

The report comes as the police department comes under new leadership, with acting police 
chief Robert J. Coutee III expected to be confirmed after winning unanimous approval of the 
council's public safety committee. The acting chief has expressed his willingness to adapt 
police to a new role, and is holding his own town-hall-style meetings to hear from residents 
firsthand. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) has undertaken new initiatives to deal with gun 
violence as a public health issue, and to coordinate violence intervention, social services and 
community outreach to at-risk neighborhoods. No doubt there will be pushback- some 
perhaps justified- to many of the recommendations, and there is sure to be a debate about 
the size of the department. But the commission is right to say that agreement should come first 
on what we want police to do, and what others might do better. 

What' s Happening With D.C. ' s COVJD-19 Cases? 
April 2, 2021 
Washington City Paper II Amanda Michelle Gomez 

Mayor Muriel Bowser's administration eased some coronavims restrictions, albeit not to the 
degree that governors elsewhere have. She kept the mask mandate, for example, but allowed 
gyms to have indoor classes with up to 10 people and permitted select live entertainment to 
resume. Unlike neighboring states, Bowser kept indoor dining at 25 percent capacity. The 
mayor said she 'll revisit reopening April 5. 

The state owes deference to the church 
April 4, 2021 
Washington Examiner II Editorial Board 

Washington, D.C., Mayor Muriel Bowser and California Gov. Gavin Newsom are among the 
Democratic executives who fought in court to save their umeasonable and unconstitutional 
curhs on worship. Bowser and Newsom hoth lost in court, and consequently, many other 
church-restricting mayors and county executives around the country have backed down in the 
face of lawsuits and potential lawsuits. 

Local 

One officer dead after car rams Capitol barricade; suspect fatally shot by police. officials 
~ 
April 2, 2021 
The Washington Post II Peter Hermann, Matt Zapotosky, Michelle Boorstein and Jessica 
Contrera 

One Capitol Police officer was killed and another injured Friday when a man crashed his 
vehicle into them near the U.S. Capitol, an attack that once again put the city on edge as 
threats stemming from the deadly insurrection in January had started to wane. 

Immigrant families are leaving D.C. ' s public schools. Will they reharn? 
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April 4, 2021 
The Washington Post II Perry Stein 

At Brightwood Education Campus in Northwest Washington, 12 immigrant families - 25 
students - moved out of the city and left the school during the pandemic. At Roosevelt High 
not far away, the school is down more than 60 students whose first language is not English. 
Cardozo Education Campus, another school in Northwest Washington, lost more than 20 of 
those students. 

Spring cements foothold. as cherry blossoms seem about to start leaving 
Apri13, 2021 
The Washington Post II Martin Weil 

Some might have wished Saturday a little warmer in Washington, and some would note how 
the morning temperature flirted with freezing. But overall, Saturday seemed to meet many 
requirements for a fine spring day. 

Police charge man in connection with triple shooting in Southeast Washington 
April 3, 2021 
The Washington Post II Peter Hermann 

One of three men who was shot Friday morning on a Southeast Washington street near 
Congress Heights returned fire at a vehicle and has now been charged with firearms offenses, 
according to D.C. police. 

Four dead. incl uding two brothers. during violent Saturday in D C 
April 4, 2021 
T he Washington Post II Emily Davies 

At least four people were killed Saturday in the District - three as a result of gunfire - in a 
violent day for a city struggling to control a rising homicide rate. A shooting in Southeast 
Washington claimed the lives of two brothers. 

Man. 37. fatally shot in Northeast Washim!ton 
April 4, 2021 
The Washington Post II Emily Davies 

A 37-year-old man was fatally shot Saturday afternoon in Northeast Washington, D.C. police 
said. 

Pedestrian fatally struck after lying down in a Northeast D.C. intersection. police say 
April 4, 2021 
Emily Davies 

A 54-year-old pedestrian was fatally struck by a van early Saturday after lying down in a 
Northeast Washington intersection, D.C. police said. 

Intermittent outages on DC.goy's website causes disruption to DMY site. others 
April 4, 2021 
W JLA I I Samantha Mitchell 

The District of Columbia's Office of the Chief Technology Officer is reporting that 
intermittent outages on the DC.gov network are causing some disruptions to service on 
Sunday. 

' I'm tired of it' 19 people dead to DC gun violence in an 8-day span. police reports show 
April4, 2021 
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Kolbie Satterfield II WUSA 9 

The Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) reported at least 17 people were shot in D.C. 
from March 27 to April 3. MPD reported nine ofthose victims died. 

Casa Ruby appeals for support for new buHding following landlord dispute 
April 4, 2021 
Washington Blade // Lou Chibbaro Jr. 

Ruby Corado, executive director ofCasa Ruby, the D.C. LGBTQ community services center, 
posted a GoFundMe appeal on March 31 asking for financial support to relocate to a new 
headquarters bui lding following a dispute with its landlord. 

lJ.S. Attorney' s Office prosecutes just 7 D.C. hate crimes in 2020 
April 2, 2021 
Washington Blade II Lou Cbibbaro Jr. 

The Office of the United States Attorney for the District of Columbia on March 31 released a 
two-page fact sheet showing that in the year 2020 its office had prosecuted just seven out of 
42 bias-related arrests made by D.C. police as a hate crime. 

Troubled DC Crime Lab Loses Its Accreditation 
April 3, 2021 
DCist II Ally Schweitzer 

The D.C.. crime lah is already under a criminal investigation related to an a lleged cover-up of 
erroneous forensic testing. 

Historic Board Says Transformer Sculptures Can't Remain In Georgetown 
April 2, 2021 
DCist II Martin Austermuhle 

Two massive Transformers sculptures have been standing outside a Georgetown horne since 
January, drawing curious onlookers and complaints from some history-minded neighbors. 

National 

When police kill people, they are rarely prosecuted and hard to convict 
April 4, 2021 
The Washington Post II Mark Berman 

The footage has played multiple times inside the downtown Minneapolis comtroom where 
Derek Chauvin is on trial for murder, showing George Floyd, a Black man, gasping for air 
under the White police officer's knee. 

With stimulus cash and jobs spike. ll.S. emerges as main engine for global economic 
recovery 
April 4, 2021 
T he Washington Post II David J. Lynch 

The robust U.S. economic recovery this year is expected to be good news for factory workers, 
freight handlers and farmers. 

Will school be back to normal this fall? Kind of. sort of. maybe. 
April3, 2021 
T he Washington Post II Laura Meckler and Donna St. George 
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Parents, students and teachers, exhausted by the false starts, union battles, quarantines and 
remote learning that have upended this school year, are looking around the bend with an 
urgent, fretful question: Come fall, will school at last be back to normal? 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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D.C. medica] examiner releases cause of death for four people who died during Capitol 
ri2.t 
April?, 2021 
The Washington Post II Peter Hermann and Steve Thompson 

A Facebook page belonging to a Rosanne Boyland in Kennesaw features several pro-Trump 
posts and includes a false assertion that D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) ordered hotels and 
other businesses to close in advance of the Jan. 6 rally. 

D.C. Forensics Lab 'Delibera tely Concealed Information.' Accreditation Board Says 
April 7, 2021 
DCist II CoiJeen Grablick 

In a press conference on Monday, D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser supported an investigation into 
the lab's practices, but also stated that she is committed to defending the lab over the next 30 
days. 

DC sports fans wonder why stadium and arena seats aren ' t being filled even with 
loosened restrictions 
ApriJ 7, 2021 
Fox 5 II Ayesha Khan 

Fox 5's Ayesha Khan asked this question via an email to Mayor Muriel Bowser' s office on 
Wednesday. A spokeswoman told her to refer back to the announcement the mayor made on 
Monday. 

Georgetown Is Installing Deck Panels to Widen Its Sidewalks 
April 7, 2021 
Washingtonian // April 7, 2021 

With Mayor Muriel Bowser's announcement that everyone in DC age 16 and older will be 
eligible for the Covid vaccine starting Aprill9, there's a hint of hope blooming alongside the 
greenery of spring. 

A To-Do List for Robert Coutee as He Prepares to Take the Helm of MPD 
April 8, 2021 
Washington City Paper II Mitch Ryals 

Homicides in D.C. are spiking this year; currently, the number of homicides is 34 percent 
higher than at this point in 2020. Last year, D.C. recorded a 16-year high in homicides. The 
Council decreased Mayor Muriel Bowser's proposed police budget last year, and there is 
political will to reduce the size of the force going forward- against the department's wishes. 

Coutee On the Road to Becoming Next D.C. Police Chief 
ApriJ 7, 2021 
The Washington Informer II James Wright 
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Allen said Coutee- appointed by D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser in December- "is the right 
person for the right time., 

Change Needed When Policing Youth. D.C. Police Reform Commission Says 
April 7, 2021 
Washington Informer II Sam P.K. Collins 

Schools in the District currently employ one officer for every 165 students, compared to one 
social worker for every 254 students, and one psychologist for every 529 students. Legislation 
approved by the D.C. Council in the wake of last year's social uprising relinquished MPD's 
control over the hiring of school security guards, much to the chagrin of D.C. Mayor Muriel 
Bowser (D) and policing stalwarts. 

Tishaura .Jones Wins Mayoral Race in St. Louis 
April 7, 2021 
Essence II Donna Owens 

Jones is joining multiple Black women leading America's top 100 cities. They include: Kim 
Janey in Boston, Vi Lyles in Charlotte, LaToya Cantrell in New Orleans, Keisha Lance 
Bottoms in Atlanta, London Breed in San Francisco, Muriel Bowser in Washington and Lori 
Lightfoot in Chicago. 

Local 

Here's what we know about coyjd infections in D.C. schools 
April 7, 2021 
The Washington Post II Perry Stein 

A new notification is posted nearly every day on the school system's public website. They 
trickle in a few at a time. 

D.C. leaders question Transit Police tactics after woman is restrained on Metro platform 
April 7, 2021 
The Washington Post II Justin George 

D.C. leaders on Wednesday criticized the Metro Transit Police after a video on social media 
showed four officers holding a woman with a bloody lip facedown on a Metro platform. 

Man dies in fire in Brookland neighborhood of Northeast Washington 
April 7, 2021 
The Washington Post II Peter Hermann 

One man was killed in a fire early Wednesday that burned through a single-family house in the 
Brookland neighborhood ofNortheast Washington, according to D.C. police and fire officials. 

'It's unfair for nrivacy and safety' I Comnlaints about mess. long vaccine lines at this DC 
cys store 
April 7, 2021 
WUSA 9 II Delia Goncalves 

Fed up with the mess outside the CVS in the Penn Branch Shopping Center in Southeast, Dr. 
Jalan Burton pulled out her cellphone and pressed record. 

Barry Farm redevelopment illustrates how far DCHA still bas to go 
ApriJ 7, 2021 
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Greater Greater Washington II Nena Perry-Brown 

Although the DC Housing Authority's (DCHA) redevelopment of Southwest's Greenleaf 
Gardens community is starting off with some promising signs of transparency, the agency is 
still leaving a lot to be desired when it comes to the plans for some of the other public housing 
developments under its purview. One of the more obvious examples is just two miles, or two 
Metro stops, away, in Barry Farm, from which over a hundred households have already been 
scattered and left wanting for more input on what will happen next. 

Calls to D.C. Child and Family Services Agency Have Dropped. but That Doesn't Mean 
Child Abuse Bas Stopped 
April 8, 2021 
Washington City Paper II Ashley Hackett 

The District had seen warning signs prior to 2-year-old Gabriel Eason' s death. But after 
suffering months of abuse at home, in April 2020 Gabriel died from what medical examiners 
detennined was significant head and abdominal trauma while under the care of his mother, 
Ta 'Jeanna Eason, and her boyfriend Antonio Turner. 

D.C. Schools Will Not Administer Standardized Exams This Year 
April 7, 2021 
DCist II Debbie Truong 

The start of in-person learning at Bell Multicultural School in Washington D. C. Assistant 
principal Oliver Jones greets students arriving at the school on the first day of in-person 
learning since last March. 

National 

Biden says be' s open to compromise with Republicans on $2 trillion infrastructure plan 
April 7, 2021 
The Washington Post II Jeff Stein and Tony Romm 

President Biden on Wednesday said he was open to compromise with Republicans on how to 
pay for his approximately $2 trillion jobs and infrastructure package, but insisted that inaction 
was unacceptable. 

Biden to take a fl urry of actions on gun control 
April 7, 2021 
The Washington Post II Seung Min Kim and Tylea· Pager 

President Biden on Thursday wi ll announce a half-dozen executive actions focused on curbing 
gun violence, including regulations on home-assembled firearms and the nomination of a gun
control advocate to head the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives. 

Derek Chauvin used his body weight to pin George Floyd's neck and never moved, use
of-force expert says 
April 7, 2021 
The Washington Post II Holly Bailey 

Derek Chauvin had one knee on George Floyd's neck and another on his back and was 
pressing down with most of his body weight for the entirety of the nine minutes and 29 
seconds the Black man was restrained, handcuffed and facedown on a street, a use-of-force 
expert testified Wednesday. 

Before becoming a terrorist leader. ISIS chief was a prison informer in Iraq for US., 
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records show 
April 7, 2021 
The Washington Post II Joby Warrick 

In confidential interrogation reports, Iraqi detainee M060 108-01 is depicted as a model 
prisoner, "cooperative" wi.tb his Amer1can captors and unusually chatty. At times, he seemed 
to go out of his way to be helpful, especially when offered a chance to inform on rivals within 
his organization, then known as the Islamic State of Iraq. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by go1ng to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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Case Num I Exa m Type I 

21.Q0132 Autopsy 

Terentia E. Oaveni)Oft 
Pathology Coordinator 
Otflo• of th• Chi•f M~k:al ~amtne-r 

401 E Street sw. s'" Aoor 
Washington, OC 20024 
202/e9€HI070 (vrr""') 
2021213-1738 (cell) 
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\~~ 

Manner 

Pendinl 

Exam 
Date 

23-Ncw-
20 

23-Nov-
20 

24-Nov· 
20 

08·Dec·20 
15-Dec-20 

1S·Dec·20 
15-Dec-20 
18-Dec-20 

18-Dec-20 
19-Dec-20 

20-Dec-20 
20-Dec-20 

31·Dec·20 
04-Jan-Zl 

04·Jan-21 
04-Jan-21 

OS-Jan-21 

OS·lan-21 
OS-Jan-21 
06-Jan-21 

08-Jan-21 
09-Jan-ll 

10-Jan-21 

25-Jan-ll 
26-Jan-21 
2.7 Jan 21 

01-Feb-21 

01·Feb-21 

04·Feb-21 
04-Feb-21 

05-Feb-21 

05-Feb-21 
OS·Feb-21 

10-Feb-21 

10-Feb-21 
13-Feb-21 

13·Feb·21 
13-Feb-21 

1S·Feb-21 
17-Feb-21 

60-0ueDate 90-DueOate 
DateAR Oate ExR Oate AR 

Medical Examiner 
Sianed Silned Completed 

ll·lan-21 21·Feb·21 Sasha B.-land, MO 

ZZ·Jan-21 21-1eb-21 Sasha Breland, MD 

23-Jan-21 ll-Feb-21 Sasha Breland, MD 

06-Feb-21 08-Mar-21 Sasha B.-land, MD 

13-Feb-21 15-Mar-21 Sasha Breland, MD 
13-Feb-21 1S·Mar-21 Sasha Breland, MD 

13-feb-21 1S·Mar·21 Sasha Breland, MD 

16-feb-21 18-Mar-21 Sasha Breland, MD 

16-feb-21 18-Mar-21 Sasha Breland, MD 

17-Feb-21 19-Mar-21 Sasha Brtiand, MD 

18-feb-21 20-Mar-21 Sasha B,.land, MD 
18-Feb-21 20-Mar-21 Sasha Breland, MD 

0 1·Mar·21 31-Mar•21 I Sasha Breland, MD 

05-Mar-21 04-Apr-21 Sasha Brtiand, MO 

OS·Mar·21 04·Apr·21 Sasha B.-land, MD 
OS·Mar-21 04-Apr·Z1 Sasha B.-land, MD 

06-Mar-21 05-Apr-21 Sasha Breland, MD 

06-Mar-21 05-Apr-21 Sasha B.-land, MD 

06-Mar-21 05-Apr-21 Sasha B.-land, MO 
07-Mar-21 06-Apr·21 Sasha B.-land, MD 

09·Mar· 21 08-Apr-21 Sasha Brtiand, MD 
10-Mar-21 09-Apr·ll Sasha B.-land, MD 

11-Mar-21 10-Apr-21 Sasha B.-land, MD 
21;-Mar·Zl 25-Apr·21 Sasha B.-land, MD 

27-Mar-21 26-Apr-21 Sasha B.-land, MO 
28 Mor 2:1 "27 ..... 21 k$ha Brdond, MO 

02-Apr-21 02-May-21 Sasha B.-land, MD 

02·APf·2l 02·May·21 Sasha B.-land, MD 

05-Apr·Zl 05-May·Zl Sasha B.-land, MD 

05-Apr-21 OS-May-21 Sasha B.-land, MO 

06-Apr-21 06-May-21 Sasha Breland, MD 
06-Apr-21 Ot;-May-21 Sasha B.-land, MD 

06-Apr·21 06-May-21 Sasha B.-land, MD 

11-Apr-21 11-May-21 Sasha Brtiand, MD 

11·Apr-21 11-May-21 Sasha Breland, MD 

14-Apr-21 14-May-21 Sasha B.-land, MD 

14-Apr·Zl 14-May·21 Sasha Breland, MD 
14-Apr-21 14· Mav·21 Sasha Breland, MD 
11;-Apr-21 11;-May·Zl Sasha B.-land, MD 
18-Apr-21 18-May-21 Sasha B.-land. MO 
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2H)(ll32 I Autopsy I Pending 

Terenc:ia E. Davenport 
Pa thology Coordinator 
Offlee of the Chief Medical Examjner 
401 E Street, SW, 5th Floor 

Wasllington. DC 20024 
2021698-9076 (office) 
2021213-1738 (cell) 

~® 

Exam 
Date 

1H>tt-20 
23-Nov-20 
08-lle<:-20 
3lll<!c lO 

04 1.1n 21 
04 Jan 11 
oS-Jart-21 
ffi-l<ln·21 
06-Jan·21 
08-Jan-21 
09-Jan-21 
10-Jan-il 
2!>-Jan-21 

l~ ian 21 
27-J<in 21 
01-Feb-21 
01-Feb·ll 
04 Feb-21 
04-Feb 11 
05-reb-21 
O>-feb-21 
OHeb-21 
10 Feb-21 
HHebll 
13-Feb-21 
13-feb-21 
IHeb 21 
JS-Feb-21 

lHeb-21 
09-Mar-21 
09-Mar·21 

09-Mar-21 
09-Mar-ll 
U-Mdf 21 
U-Mar-21 
11 Mar 21 
I I Mar 21 

L>-Mar·21 
1..>-Mar-21 
22-Mar-ll 
22 Mar 21 
n Mar71 
12-Mar 2! 
73 Mar 71 
23-Mar ll 
23 MiH-21 
]4 Mar·71 
24 Mar 21 
24-Mar-21 
?7Mar2l 
27 Mar·ll 
17Mar21 
27 Mar 21 
n Mar21 
27 Mar-21 
77 Mar 21 
27·Maf'21 
27-Mar-21 

)8-Ma< 21 
28Mar 21 

60-0ue Dote I 90-0ue Date I DateAR I DateExR 

I 
DateAR I I 5icned Sisned Completed 

Medic..! Ex;uniner 

10-lle<:-20 09-lan-21 Sasha Breland, M.D. 
22-Jan-21 11-feb-21 Sa.lia lkeland, MD 
06-Feb-21 08-Mar-21 Sasha Breland, MD 
01 Marll 31-Mar 21 Sasha Breland, MD 

C5Mar 21 04Apnt 5asha Breland, MD 
os Mar-n 04 Apr 21 Sasha Breland, MD 
06-Mar-21 lb-Apr-ll sasha Bteland, MD 
06-Mar-21 OS Aprll Sasha B<eland, MD 
07 Mar 11 ~Apr-11 s.m. Breland. MD 
09 Mar 21 08-Apr 11 Sasha B<eland, MD 
10-Mar-21 09-Apr-21 Sasha Bteldnd, MD 
11-Mar-u JQ-Apr-21 !>.l>ha Breland, MO 
21>-Ma~-21 lS-Apr-11 Sasha Breland, MO 
17 Mdr ll l&AI>r·ll 5asha 8relal\d, MD 
23 Mar-21 27-AJ•r·21 Sasha 8rPI<ind. MD 
02 Apr ll 02-Mav-21 Sash• 8reland. MD 
01-Aor-21 02 May-21 5asna ll<eland, MO 
OS Apr 21 05-Mav·ll Sasba ll<eland, MD 
05Apr·21 O~May2l Sasha Breland, MD 
06-Apr-ll ~May-21 Sasha Breland, MO 
Ob-Apr-21 Qb.MaY-21 ~asha B<eland. MD 
06-Apr-21 Qb.May-21 5asha Breland, MD 
11 Apr-21 11 May-21 Sasha Breland, MD 
l1Apr2l ll May-21 Sasha B<eland, MD 
14 Apr-21 14-May-21 Sasha Breland, MD 
14-Apr-L! H-May21 Sasha 8reland, MD 
14 Apr 11 I4May11 S;l<ha Breland, MD 

16-AJ>r lJ I&Mav 21 !>.lsha Brel<~nd. MD 
18-Apr ll 1&May-}1 Sasha Breland, MD 

08-Mav-21 07-Jun-21 Sa'h• Breland. MD 
08 May-21 07-Jun-21 Sasha Breland, MD 

08-May-21 07-Jun-21 Sa~ha Breland, MD 
08-May-21 OHun-ll Sasha Breland, MD 

10-MdY-21 09-Jun-ll S<lsha Breland, MD 
lD-May-21 09-Jun-21 Sashall<eland, MD 
lOMay-11 09·1un-n Sasha Breland, MD 
IOMay 21 09-Jun 21 Sasha Breland, MD 
J4-May-ll 13-Jun-ll Sa$h~ Breland, MO 
14·May-2J 1.3-Jun-21 Sasha Breland, MD 
ll-May-21 2D-Jun-ll Sasha Br'elal\d, MD 
21-M<iv-ll lCHun·21 Sasha Br~land. MD 
71 May 21 20Jun]l Sasha Brel<lnd. MD 
21-May-21 2D-Jun·21 Sasha Breland. MD 
21 M.lY 71 71 lun 21 Sasha Orek1nd, MD 

U-Mav21 21-Jun-21 Sasha Breland, MD 
n MaY21 71 tun 71 Sasha Breland, MD 
71May-J1 n fun-71 ~ .. ~ .. RrPlrmd MO 
13-May-21 nJun-21 Sasha Breland, MD 

23-Mav-21 12-Jun-21 Sasha Breland. MD 
26-May n 25 Jun·71 Sasha Bmland. MD 
26 May 21 25 lun-21 Sasha Br~land, MD 
76 May 21 15-Jun-21 Sasha Breland, MD 
26-M.Jy.2J 25-Jun 21 Sasha Breland, Mfl 
26 May 21 25-Jun·2l Sasha Breland, MD 
26·Mav 21 25 Jun·2l Sasha Breland, MD 
26-May-21 25-Jun-21 Sasha Breland. MD 
26-May-21 lS-Jurt-21 Sasha Breland. MD 
2f>-May-2l 25-Jun-21 !>OSha Breland, MD 
n Mayn 76-lun·21 S<lsha Bmland, Mfl 
27 Ma¥21 l61un 21 Sa'ill• Breland, MD 
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Rea.ch ou1 to friends .. family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre·register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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I Eumlype I Date AR Si&ned 

Date ExR DateAA 
Medical baminer CaseNum Mann« Exam Date 60--Due Date 90-Due Date 

Siped Completed 

27-0ct-20 26-0ec-20 25-Jon-21 Suha Breland, M.D. 

()3.Nov-20 02-Jan-21 01-feb-21 Suho Bre .. nd, M.D. 

06-Nov-20 05-Jon-21 04-Feb-21 Sasha Breland, M.D. 
06-Nov-20 05-Jan-21 04-Feb-21 Sesha Brehmd, M.D. 
09-Nov-20 08-Jon-21 07-Feb-21 So•ho Brelond, M.D. 

09-Nov-20 08-Jon-21 07-Feb-21 Sasha Breland, M.D. 

10-Nov-20 09-Jon-21 08-Feb-21 So•ho Brelond, M.D. 
10-No.,.20 09-Jon-21 08-Feb-21 Sasba Breland, M.D. 
14·No.,.20 13-Jon-21 ll·Feb-21 Sosha Brelond, MD 

15·Nov-20 14-lon·21 13·feb·21 Sosho B...._nd, MD 

15--Nov-20 14-Jon-21 13-Feb-21 S.sh• Breland, MD 

15-Nov-20 14-Jon-21 13-feb-21 S.sho Brelond, MD 

23·Nov·20 22·J• n·21 21·feb·21 Sosho Breland, MD 

Z,_Nov-20 U·Jon-21 21-Feb-21 S.sha 8reli1nd, MO 

Z,_Nov-20 22-Jon-21 21-Feb-21 Sosho Brelond, MD 

2,_Nov·20 22-Jon-21 21-Feb-21 So•ho Brelond, MD 

24-Nov-20 23-Jon-21 22-Feb-21 S.sha Breland, MD 

24-Nov-20 23-Jan-21 22·Feb·21 Sasha Breland, MD 

24•NOV•20 23-Jon·ll 22·Feb·21 Sosho Brelond, MD 

07·Dec·20 05-Feb·21 07·M•r·21 Sasha Breland, MD 
07-Dec-20 05-Feb-21 07-Mor-21 S.sha Breto~nd, MD 
08-Dec-20 06-Feb-21 08-'Mar•21 Sasha Breland, ,..D 

08-Dec·20 06-Feb-21 08·Mar·21 Sosho Bro .. nd, MD 

08-Dec-20 06-Feb-21 08-Mar-21 Sasha Breland, MD 

111-Dec-20 08-Feb-21 111-Mor-21 Sasha Breland, MD 

U-Dec-20 09-Feb-ll 11-Mar-21 Sosho Brelond, MD 

11-0ec·20 09-Feb-21 U-Mar-21 Sasha Breland., MD 

15-Dec-20 13-Feb-21 15-Mol'21 Sosho Brelond, MD 

15-Dec-20 1,_Feb-21 l.S-Mar-21 Sasha Breland, MD 

15-Dec-20 1,_Feb-21 1S·Mar·21 Sosha Brelond, MD 

15·0ec·20 13-Feb-21 1S·-Mar•21 Sosho B...._nd, MD 

15-0ec-20 l,_Feb-21 J5 .. Mar·21 Sasha Breland, MD 

18-0ec-20 16-Feb-21 18--Mar·21 Sasha Breland, MD 

18-0ec-20 16-Feb-21 18-Mar-2J Sasha Breland, MD 

19-Dec-20 17-Feb-U 19-Mor-21 Sasha 8ret.nd, MD 

20.0ec-20 18-Feb·21 20..Mar·2.1 Sosho B...._.d, MD 

211-0ec·20 18-Feb-21 20-Mor·21 Sosho Brelond, MD 

31·0ec·20 Ol~Mar-21 31-Mar•ll Sasha BreJa nd, MD 

31-0ec-20 01-Mor-21 31-Mor-21 Sosho B..,._nd, MD 

04-Ja~>-11 OS.Mar·21 04·Apr·21 Sasho B...._nd, MD 

04-la~>-21 05-Mor-21 04-Apr-21 Sasho B...._nd, MD 

04-Jan-11 05-Mar-21 04-Apr-21 Sasha Brela nd, MD 

os.-J."-u OG-Mo..-u OS·Apr-21 $oJ;ho Orct.n-d, MO 

05-Jan-21 06-Mar-21 05-Apr-21 Sosha Brellnd, MD 

05-Jan·21 06-Mar-21 OS.Apr·21 Sasha Breland, MD 

06-Jan-21 07-Mor-21 06-Apr-ll Sasha Bret.nd, MD 

1t -534(a)(2); 06-Jon-21 07-Mor-21 06-Apr-21 Sosho Breland, MD 
2-534(a)(6) ()6-.Jan--21 07-Ma.r-21 06-Apr-21 Sasha Brelt~nd, MD 

~ 
(J8...Ja"""21 CJ9..Mar .. 21 08-Apr-21 sasha Breland, MD 

21-00132 I Autop$y I Pendina 08-Jan--21 09-Mar-21 08-Apr-21 Sosho Breland, MD 

09-Jan-U 10-Mor-21 09-Apr-21 Sasha Breland, MD 

09-lan-21 111-Mor-21 09-Apr-21 So•ho Breland, MD 

09-Jan·21 lii-Mor•21 09-Apf'Zl Sosho Brelond, MD 
111-Jon-21 11-Mor-21 111-Apr-21 Sosho Brela nd, MD 

2S.Ja,.21 26-Mor·21 2S·Apr·Z1 Sosho Brelond, MD 

2.5-Jan--21 26-Mor-21 25-Apr-21 Sasho B..,._nd, MD 

16-Jan-21 27-Mar-21 26-Apr-21 Sasha Breland, MD 

26-Jan-21 27-Mor-21 26·Apr·21 sasha Breland, MD 

26-Jan--21 27-Mar-21 26-Apr-21 Sasha Breland, MD 

27-Jan--21 28-Mol"21 27-Apr-21 Sasha Breland, MD 

27-Jon-21 28-Mar-21 27-Apr-ll Sasha Breland, MD 
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PatOO.ogy Coordmator 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Elise Cartmill 
"Adams Cheryle COCMEl" 
7News Question on Officer Sicknick Cause of Death 
Monday, April 19, 2021 3:55:23 f'M 

imageOOl.ong 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hello, 

The Wash ington Post just released a news article with Officer Sickn ick's cause of death after 

speaking with the Medical Examiner. Is that being released? We wou ld like to confirm that 

information. 

Thank you, 

Elise Cartmi ll, Assignment Manager 

Of fice: (703} 236-9489 

Mobile: (571} 289-6353 

E-mail: ecartm ill@sbetv.com 

Gi)~m§ WJLAfB(l} NEWS 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 
Importance: 

Downey. Brian (HSGACl 

"beverly fields@dc goy"; "sasha breland@dc goy"; "ocme@dc goy" 

Wjttmaon Scott CHSGAC) 
A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 

Monday, March 8, 202111:28:07 AM 

2021-03-08 RHJ to DC Medjca! Examjner • Fjnal pdf 

High 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hello, 

Please find attached a letter from Senator Johnson to Dr. Diaz. Please confirm receipt of the 

attached letter. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brian M. Downey 

Senior Investigator 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 

202-224-5571 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 
Importance: 

Downey. Brian (HSGACl 

"beverly fields@dc goy"; "sasha breland@dc goy"; "ocme@dc goy" 

Wjttmaon Scott CHSGAC) 
A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 

Monday, March 8, 202111:28:08 AM 

2021-03-08 RHJ to DC Medjca! Examjner • Fjnal pdf 

High 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hello, 

Please find attached a letter from Senator Johnson to Dr. Diaz. Please confirm receipt of the 

attached letter. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brian M. Downey 

Senior Investigator 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 

202-224-5571 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Paul HANDLEY 
chervle adams@dc goy 
AFP query re Brian Sicknick autopsy 
Monday, April 19, 2021 4:08:40 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Dear Ms Adams, 

I understand OCME has completed and released an autopsy of Officer Bri an Sicknick. Would it be 

possib le to get a copy? This is of course of great interest to the public. 

Thanks for your help on t hi s. 

Respectfu lly, 

Paul HANDLEY 
US National Security Correspondent 
AFP - Agence France-Presse 

Suite 600, 1500 K Street NW, Washington DC 20005 USA 

Tel: +1 202 4140546 - Mob: +1 202 2852337 - Fax: +1 202 414 0638 

Join us on: 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Balsamo. Mike 
chervle adams@dc goy 

AP inquiry: Sicknick death 
Monday, April 19, 2021 3:57:36 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I just wanted to touch base on the death of Officer Brian Sicknick. I see the ME's office has 

determined a cause and manner of death and was hoping you might be able to provide some 

info on that determination now. 

Thanks, 

M ike 

Mike Balsamo 
Lead Justice Dept. & Federa l Law Enforcement Reporter 

The Associated Press 

1100 13th St. NW, Fifth Floor 

Washington, D.C., 20005 

Tel. (202) 641-9595 

Cell (213) 453-3523 

MBalsamo@ap.org 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated 
recipients named above. Ifthe reader of this communication is not the intended recipie.nt, you 
are hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have 
received this communication in error, please notify The Associated Press immediately by 
telephone at+ 1-212-621-1500 and delete this email. Thank you. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 

Diaz. Francisco COCME) 
Light Gilead (USAOC) 
Accepted: call re: Sicknick 

Get important updates on the 59tb Presidential Lnauguration from DC Government. Text lNAUG202 1 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, s treet 
closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Breland. Sasha (OCME) 
Tolliver Samantha (OCMEl 
Automatic reply: 21-00132 (TX21-0046) 
Thursdey, Jenuery 14, 2021 4 :22:45 I'M 

I will be out of the office until l/25/2021 at 8:00am. For immediate assistance please contact 
the OCME main number at 202-698-9000. 

Thank you, 

Dr. Breland 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Breland. Sasha (OCME) 
Lyles Denjse fOCMEl 
Automatic reply: 21-00132 
Thursdey, Jenuery 14, 2021 2 :27:12 I"M 

I will be out of the office until l/25/2021 at 8:00am. For immediate assistance please contact 
the OCME main number at 202-698-9000. 

Thank you, 

Dr. Breland 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Breland. Sasha (OCMEl 
Fields Broadbent lejgh COCMEl 
Automatic reply: 21-00132 
Friday, January 15, 2021 8:21:50 PM 

I will be out of the office until l/25/2021 at 8:00am. For immediate assistance please contact 
the OCME main number at 202-698-9000. 

Thank you, 

Dr. Breland 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Breland. Sasha (OCME) 
Ware-Myrrell Tiffany fOCMEl 
Automatic reply: Brian Sicknick 
Wednesday, January 131 2021 3:56:23 I"M 

I will be out of the office until l/25/2021 at 8:00am. For immediate assistance please contact 
the OCME main number at 202-698-9000. 

Thank you, 

Dr. Breland 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: Apple News 

To: chruvle adams@dc goy 

Subject: 
Date: 

Biden"s pledge for vaccines and stimulus checks, the dangerous rise of the supersized pickup truck, and more from Apple News 

Tuesday, March 16, 2021 7:37:45 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize 

the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for 
additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

g 

Good Morning 
From Apple News 
It's Tuesday, March 16. 
Here's what you need to know. 

~ 
Good Mornioa 
From Apple News 
It's Tuesday, March 16. 
Here's what you need to know. 

TOP STORIES 

TOP STORIES 

Biden pledged to have "100 million shots in people's arms .. . and 100 million 
checks in people's pockets" within 10 days. The president is on a nationwide tour 
promoting his administration's COVID-relief efforts. 

LOS ANGELES TIMES L 

Biden pledged to have "100 million shots in people's arms ... and 100 
million checks in people's pockets" within 1 0 days. The president is on a 
nationwide tour promoting his administration's COVID-relief efforts. 

LOS ANGELES TIMES 0 

Two men were charged with assaulting Capitol Police officers with an 
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"unknown chemical spray" during the January 6 attack. One of those officers, Brian 
Sicknick, died the next day.[s}~] 

THE HILL~ 

Two men were charged with assaulting Capitol Police officers with an 
"unknown chemical spray" during the January 6 attack. One of those officers, Brian 
Sicknick, died the next day.[~~~] 

THE HILLt] 

Germany, France, and Italy paused the rollout of AstraZeneca's COVID 
vaccine, even as health officials say its benefits outweigh the risks. The vaccine is not 
being used in the U.S.[s}~] 

STAT ...... 

Germany, France, and Italy paused the rollout of AstraZeneca's COVID 
vaccine, even as health officials say its benefits outweigh the risks. The vaccine is not 
being used in the U.S.[~~~] 

STAT 1 

Deb Haaland was confirmed as secretary of the Department of the 
Interior, making her the first Native American person to serve in the Cabinet. 

BUZZFEED NEWS L 

Deb Haaland was confirmed as secretary of the Department of the 
Interior, making her the first Native American person to serve in the Cabinet. 

BUZZFEED NEWS U 

LISTEN NOW 

LISTEN NOW 
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BEST OF APPLE NEWS+ 

A look at Biden's plan to raise taxes on the 
wealthy, the best way to combat vaccine 
hesitancy, and more on today's podcast. 

APPLE NEWS TODAY C 

A look at Biden's plan to raise taxes on the 
wealthy, the best way to combat vaccine 
hesitancy, and more on today's podcast. 

APPLE NEWS TODAY u 
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Article Image 

D 

How Our Tax Code Prioritizes White 
Wealth 
Law professor Dorothy Brown has spent her career uncovering why Black Americans 
take home less than white Americans - even when they get paid the same. 

BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK,_, 

BEST OF APPLE NEWS+ 
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Article Image 

0 

How Our Tax Code Prioritizes 
White Wealth 
Law professor Dorothy Brown has spent her career uncovering why Black Americans 

take home less than white Americans- even when they get paid the same. 

BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK 0 

FIVE STORIES WE'RE TALKING ABOUT 
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FIVE STORIES WE'RE TALKING ABOUT 

Pope Francis said priests cannot bless same-sex 
unions, dashing hopes of gay Catholics. 

THE WASHINGTON POST 

Pope Francis said priests cannot bless same-sex 
unions, dashing hopes of gay Catholics. 

THE WASHINGTON POST._ 

Why are Black communities getting singled out 
as COVID-vaccine hesitant? 

ROLLING STONE 0 

Why are Black communities getting singled out as 
COVID-vaccine hesitant? 

ROLLING STONE -1 
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The left's answer to Donald Trump is 6 foot 8 
and wears shorts in February. 

THE ATLANTIC L 

The left's answer to Donald Trump is 6 foot 8 and 
wears shorts in February. 

THE ATLANTIC 

The biggest snubs and surprises of the 2021 
Oscar nominations. 

VANITY FAIR ..J 

The biggest snubs and surprises of the 2021 
Oscar nominations. 

VANITY FAIR L. 

Inside the dangerous rise of the supersized 
pickup truck. 

BLOOMBERG ._. 
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THE LAST WORD 

Inside the dangerous rise of the supersized pickup 
truck. 

BLOOMBERG 

"If you're coming here because you 
think anything goes, you're going 
to have a terrible time." 
-Miami Beach mayor Dan Gelber 

Hundreds of spring breakers were arrested in Miami after ignoring COVID 
protocols. 

CBS NEWS~ 

THE LAST WORD 

"If vou're comi1~a bere th· 
tlE!'cause you ••Tnl< any 1ng 
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aoes.
1
vou're ,going to have a 

terrill e t1me. 
-Miami Beach mayor Dan Gelber 

Hundreds of spring breakers were arrested in Miami after ignoring COVID protocols . 
CBS NEWS 'l 

jTry Apple News+ For Free 
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Try Apple News+ For Free 

Some content requ1res spec1fic hardware or software. Internet access required; data fees may apply. Content 

availability is subject to change. For more information, click here. 

Copyright ©2021 Apple Inc. One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California 95014 USA 

Privacy Policy I Terms and Conditions ] Support I Account 

Unsybscrjbe 

Some content requires specific hardware or software. Internet access required; data fees may apply. Content 
availability is subject to change. For more information. click here. 
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Copyright© 2021 Apple Inc. One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California 95014 USA 

Privacy Policy I Terms and Conditions I Support I Account 

Unsubscribe 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Claudia Grisales 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Brian Sicknick ME report? 
Tuesday, March 2, 2021 12:33:41 f"M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Can I get the latest status on this, saw MPD Chief Contee say the ME report for Sicknick is pending, 

and reports that th is could take 90 days to complete, possible to confirm? Also, how do I go about 

requesting to get this report for Brian Sicknick once it's ready? 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 
(202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-SB-2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Watts. Lindsay 
Chery!e Adams 
Brian Sicknick autopsy 
Thursdey, Februery 4, 2021 11:50:45 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of tl1e DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

1 wanted to verify that the autopsy for Officer Sicknick has still not been completed. This info is circulating on 
Twitter: 

BREAKING: Medical examiners did not find signs iliat US Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick sustained any 
blunt force trauma, so investigators believe tl1at early rep011s that he was fatally struck by a fire extinguisher are not 
true, further deflating Democrats' impeachment case 

Is that accurate? 

Thank you, 

Lindsay Watts 
Reporter 
FoxSDC 
202-823-2447 

Sent from my iPhone 

Ibis message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential infonnation. It is intended solely for 
the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the 
message to an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Railier, you should 
permanently delete this message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of 
this message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or its subsidiaries 
must be token not to hove been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is mode thot this email or its 
attachments are wiiliout defect. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Zoe Tillman 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Buzzfeed News request 
Monday, April 19, 2021 4 :09:38 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, I'm a reporter with BuzzFeed News. Is your office releasing a copy of the report 
about the cause of death of Officer Brian Sicknick, or information about it? 

Thank you, 
Zoe Tillman 

Zoe Tillman 1 Buzzfeed News 1 Senior Reporter 
Mobile: 202-316-3406 1 On Twitter: @zoetillman 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Triay. Andres 
chervle adams@dc goy 
CBS news question 
Monday, April 19, 2021 3:54:29 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon. You all have a conclusion in the officer sicknick investigation? Thanks. 

Andres (Andy) Triay 
Producer, CBS News 
Newsroom + 1 202 457 4572 
Mobile + 1 202 499 0699 
triaya@cbsnews com 
@AndyTriay 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Wild. Whitney 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

CNN follow up 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 2:03:09 r>M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Is it possible to speak with the Medical Examiner regarding the Sicknick determination? 

We have some follow-up questions are are hoping to clarify. 

Thank you! 

Best, 
Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-701-8532 

Get Outlook for jQS 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney (OCMEl 

Subject: COMPLETED: I HAVE HER ON THE UST TO RECEIVE THE COD/MOD WHEN IT GOES OUT: cause of death? RE: 
2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

Date: Monday, April 19, 20214:47:11 PM 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Cruef Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:22 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: I HAVE HER ON THE LIST TO RECEIVE THE COD/MOD WHEN IT GOES OUT: cause of 
death? RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

She's calling me; said that Post is reporting that l\1E has announced cause and manner. I told her 
mar everyone would receive rhe release ar me same time 

/&,a :lUtmrs 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rod ney.Ada ms@ dc.gov 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt f rom disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print , retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify t he sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 4:08PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: I HAVE HER ON THE LIST TO RECEIVE THE COD/MOD WHEN IT GOES OUT: cause of death? 
RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-91 01 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www acme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:06 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: cause of death? RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 
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f&a:lUam.$ 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodoey.Adams@dc.goy 

.. 

.. ftl·. ~· .-~ 1: . ·,- , . 

. ·. 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrisales@nor.org) 
Se nt: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:01 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: cause of death? RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know tha( the content is sate. It you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to pbisbing@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

I am seeing a WaPo story on t he lat e officer Sickn ick's cause of death but not seeing a release for the 

ME's office? I haven't had luck reaching Cheryle. Can you help? 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

1111 Nort h Capit ol Street NE 
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Washington, DC 20002 

(202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-3709 NPR HQ office 

(202}-513-2263 Senate booth 

www.npr.or~ 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCM E) <rodney adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 2021 1:40 PM 

To: Claudia Grisales <CGrjsa les@npr oop 

Subject: RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 stat us ... 

You are correct as to access to autopsy reports. The limitations on access to death certificates are 
con tained in the statutes that I cited for you. 

All the best, 

&a:lUam.$ 
Kodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc.goJL 

.. 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read1 print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Claudia Grisales [majlto:CGrjsales@opr.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 1:14PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
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Subject: RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this emailrs suspicious, 

please forward to pbishjpg@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you much. I did get that init ial email and missed it, apologies. To double, trip le check, believe 

this says t hat autopsy report is not pub lic unless next of kin gives authorization or there's a 

subpoena or court order? Do I have that right? Also, I'm resubmitting t he request for t he death 

certificate via vital records, but is there guidance whether there are limits there as well? 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 
(202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 20211:01 PM 

To: Claud ia Grisales <CGrjsa les@npr oq~> 

Subject: RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

Ms. Grisales: 

Thanks for your message. It suggests that the messaging system within the District's FOIA portal 
didn't function properly to deliver the email that I sent to you. For your convenience, I have 
inserted the text of my email bclo'\v. 

Dear Ms. Grisales: 

This is in response to your request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) for the 
following: 

RP.questing thP. <'lLJtopsy rP.port and dP.<'lth c.P.rtific<'lt P. for l<'lte lJ .S. (<'lpitol Polic.P. officer 
Brian Sicknick who died from injuries suffered in the Jan. 6 insurrection. (Date Range for 
Record Search: From 01!06/2021 To 12/31!2021) 
Access to medical examiner records varies widely between jurisdictions. The public policy 
of the District of Columbia is that all persons are entitled to full and complete information 
regarding the affairs of government and the official acts of those who represent them as 
public officials and employees. However, this is tempered by the protection of privacy 
for individual citizens and their survivors. A mission of the Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner (OCME) is to support the families who have suffered a loss. See Natjonal 
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Archives and Records Admin. V. Favish. 541 US 157 (2004). Disclosure of personal 
information, especially medical records, is not permitted under FOIA. DC Code 2-534(a) 
(2) and 5 USC 552(b)(6). More specifica lly, see DC Code 5-1412 under DC Code 2-534(a) 
(6). Accordingly, OCME does not release autopsy reports in response to FOIA requests. 
A direct request to OCME for an autopsy report would need to be accompanied by 1) an 
authorization of the next of kin fo r release of information, 2) a subpoena, or 3) a court 
order. DC Code 5-1412 and 28 DCMR 5000. In cases where an investigation has not 
been completed, as here, additional FOIA exceptions such as DC Code 2-534(a)(2), (a)(3}, 
(a)(4), and (e) are applicable. Therefore, I must advise you that your request for the 
autopsy report of Officer Sicknick is decl ined. 
Death certificates are not maintained by OCME. These records are kept by Vital Records 
within the DC Department of Health. Therefore, a request for a death certificate should 
be directed to Vital Records. Access to death certificates is limited to those individuals 
listed in DC Code 7-231.24 and 7-231.25. 
Under DC Code 2-537 and 1 DCMR 412, you have the right to appeal t his letter to the 
Mayor or to the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. If you elect to appeal to the 
Mayor, your appeal must be in writing and contain "Freedom of Information Act Appeal" 
or "FOIA Appeal" in the subject line of t he letter as well on the outside of the envelope. 
The appeal must include (1) a copy of the original request; (2) a copy of any written 
denial; (3) a statement of the circumstances, reasons, and/or arguments advanced in 
support of disclosure; and (4) a daytime telephone number, and e-mail and/or U.S. Mail 
address at which you can be reached. The appeal may be submitted .ooli.o.e. via the DC 
government Public FOIA Portal. Written appeals may also be mailed to: The Mayor's 
Office of Legal Counsel, FOIA Appeal; 1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 407, 
Washington, D.C. 20004. Electronic versions of the same information can instead be e
mailed to The Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel at foia.appeals@dc goy. Further, a copy 
of all appeal materials must be forwarded to the OCME FOIA Officer. Failure to follow 
these administrative steps will result in delay in the processing and commencement of a 
response to your appeal to the Mayor. 
If you have any additional questions regarding this request, you may contact me at this 
email address. 
All the best, 

Rod Adams 
Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

I hope this is helpful to you. 

~a:Jlaums 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
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0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de €OY 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain informat ion that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrjsa!es@npr.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 12:54 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender ancl know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishfne@dc eov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Could I get more info on why t his FOIA request was closed? I assume I need to resubmit th is FOIA 

request? 

Best , 

Cla udia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

{202) 845-3980 cell 

(202 }-513-2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vacdnate.dc.gov or calling l-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Light. Gilead (USADC) 

f@ndsco d jaz@dc goy; Branson Joshya IMPDl; Palmertree Riley M IWFl I FBI>: Scarpelli Anthony IUSAOCl 

cal! re : Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside ofthe DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachment~ unless you recognize the sender and 
know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to pbishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Dial ln: 844-867-6280 
Access: 091 141 
&nbsp; 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Watts. Lindsay 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Can you confirm? 

Monday, April19, 2021 3:53:09 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Capitol Police officer Brian D. Sicknick suffered two strokes and died of 
natural causes a day after he confronted rioters at the Jan. 6 insurrection, 
the District's chief medical examiner has ruled. 

Thanks, 

Lindsay Watts 
FoxsDC 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 7, 2021, at 3:06PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Good afternoon Lindsay, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical 
Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death 
within 90 days; however, for cases that are more complex it could be 
longer. Therefore, when this information is available and the decedent's next ot 
kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause and manner of death. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocrne de goy 
<irnageOO 1 .jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 ( Coronaviru~~ease visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: Watts, Lindsay [mailto:Lindsay.Watts@FOX.COM] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 2:54 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
at tachments unless you recognize the sender and know t hat the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to pbjsbjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Che ryle, 

Ca n you provide info rmation about t he delay in cause of death for Officer Sicknick? Can 
you te ll me aga in what t he NAME gu idelin es are (I believe you sa id 90 days)? When do 
you expect to have cause of deat h? 

Thanks! 

Lindsay Watts 
Repo rter 

Fox5DC 
202-823-2447 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 7, 2021, at 2:33PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCM E) <cheryle adams@dq~ov> wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil 
insurrection at the United States Capitol resu lted in the d eaths of 
five indiv iduals. The Dis trict of Columbia Office of the Chief 
Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco j . Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following d eterminations as to the cause and manner of death for 
four of those indiv iduals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
<!--[if ls upport l ists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Cause of Death-

Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
<!--[if !supportli sts]-->• <!--[endif] -->Manner of Death-

Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Cau se of Death 

H ypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
<!--[if !support li sts)-->• <!--[endif] -->Manner of Death-

Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
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<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Cause of Death
Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 

<!- [if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif] -->Manner of Death 
Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• < !--[endif]-->Cause of Death-

Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <! - [endif]-->Manner of Death-

Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian 
Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and 
manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of 
death" is the medical disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic 
substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls 
within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an 
unintentional, sudden, and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one 
person by another, including actions of grossly reckless 
behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. lf death is 
hastened by an injury, the manner of death is not considered 
natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end 
one's life. 

• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information 
to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or 
cause and manner investigations in the District, visit acme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www acme de gov 
<imageOOl.jpg> 
For the latest information on the District Government's 
response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc,gov. 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
appointment by going to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. 
Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we 
can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information. It is intended solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an 
addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to 
an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to 
anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments 
and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its 
attachments that does not relate to the official business ofF ox Corporation, or its 
subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or call ing 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to an addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or 
its subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Hobbs. Tawnell 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 
Can you send information on sicknick? 
Monday, April 19, 2021 3:56:31 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi! Did you send out something on sicknick? Some news entities are reporting it. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPEC IAL WRITER 

L..! 
M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawnell 

u 
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From: 
To: 

Lyles. Denise (OCMEl 
Djaz f@ocisco COCME) 

Cc: Mitchell Roger COCME); Adams Rodney COCME>; Aelds Beyerly COCMEl ; Loye Jennifer COCMEl: WQQd.. 
Rebecca (OCME) 

Subject: 
Date: 
Importance: 

Good morning 

Capitol Incident Cases 
Friday, January 8, 2021 3:45:42 PM 
High 

FYI, all the cases from the Capitol Incident all Identifications have been confirmed 

Benjamin James Phillips -father notified 
Kevin D Greeson -wife notified 
Ashli Elizabeth Pamatian aka A. Babbitt-partner/husband 

Roseanne Marie Boyland-parents notified 

21-00132 Brian David Sicknick- Capitol Police - pending family notification 

Denise Lyles, PA , 0-ABMDI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigations 
Sexualllarrasement Officer 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-main number, Option #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

Denise lyles@dc goy 

* * DC* .gov=: 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-1 9 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayjrus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

bmarshal!@jydjdalwatch oro 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl; Adams Rodney IOCME) 
Capitol l"olice Officer Brian Sicknick 

Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20:23 PM 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply witi1 the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when iliis information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. AdditionalJy, l have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

bmarshal!@jydjdalwatch oro 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl; Adams Rodney IOCME) 
Capitol l"olice Officer Brian Sicknick 

Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20:23 PM 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply witi1 the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when iliis information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. AdditionalJy, l have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Chervle fOCME) 

emansfield@gannett com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl; Adams Rodney IOCME) 
Capitol l"olice Officer Brian Sicknick 

Friday, February 19, 2021 8:31:07 AM 

Good morning Erin, 

OCME medical examiners comply witi1 the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when iliis information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. AdditionalJy, l have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Jerrv Dunleaw 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Capitol Riot 
Wednesday, April 7, 2021 4 :36:21 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle, 

Thanks for your call. 

Would I be able to get a copy of the Medical Examiner's fu ll determinations for the causes of 
death for those who died at the Capitol riot on January 6? 

Can the Medical Examiner provide its definition of a homicide? 

Can the Medical Examiner say why it bas not been able to determine a cause of death for 
Officer Sicknick? Does it consider it a homicide? Has it ruled in or ruled out a chemical spray 
or a stroke causing his death? 

Is the autopsy report for Officer Sicknick something that could be made available? 

Does the Medical Examiner have a justification for why this was pushed beyond the 90-day 
period and what the Medical Examiner's policy is in this regard? 

Many thanks! 

JD 

Jerry Dunleavy 
Washington Examiner 
JDunleavy@WashingtonExaminer.com 
216-375-7101 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Diaz. Francisco (OCME) 
Francis Anna <OCME> 
case 21-00132 
Wednesday, March 31, 2021 2:35:12 f'M 

imageOOl.ong 

Can you please restrict access to E-file in this case. 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco djaz@dc.€OV 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and he1p them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Chery!e Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause & Manner 
Monday, April 19, 2021 11:39:16 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of tile DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello 
Checking on cause and manner : 

Paul Tschudi 
Brian Sickuick 

Thank you 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do iliat. Although it would explain tile typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Chery!e Adams COCMEl 
Cause and Manner 
Monday, April 5, 2021 5:17:58 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hello 
Requesting cause and manner 3 cases: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 
2: Officer Brian Sicknick 

3: Officer William Evans 

Thank you 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-157 6 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. [ would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Cheryle fOCMEl To: 

Cc: 
Bee: 

Subject: 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
$cott.MacFar!ane@nbcuni.com; zoe tjllman@buzzteed com 

Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
Monday, April19, 2021 4:20:05 PM Date: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death ofthe remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 

transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 
• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 

o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical teoninology on the cause and manner of death: 

As deter.Llliued by the Chief Medical Examiner, the " cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one' s life. 
• Undetennined: Used when there is insufficient infonnation to assign another manner. 

To learn. more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
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cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or ca lling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Bee: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Adams Cheryle fOCMEl 

Oedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
CFrjsbjel@UAiiye.com; f! ickjnqerj@cbsnews.com; mjke levjne@abc.wm ; julje kel!y4S@att.net· 
fadel.a!lassan@axjos.com; emmanue!lesaljba«ilgmail com: scai102@bloomberg.net; anatterS@bloombera.net; 
c!arjssa jan.lim@buzzfeed.com; bmwarwjck@cbs.com: katesG@cbsnews com; 
paul.o murohy@warnermedja.com; Wbjtney Wild@turner com: akjm@mrc ora; jose pag!jery@tbedajlybeast.com; 
Laura Colljns@mailonljne com; marvamhenejo@protonmajl.com; jmceyoy@forbes.com: 
Alljson Papson@FOXIV.COM; melody le@wbrc com; danje!le.wa!lace@FOXNEWS COM; 
bmarsha!l@jydjdalwatcb.org; skeatjng@jystthenews corn; contact@jonmoseley.com: 
Jy!ie Goldstein@nbcynj com; Qennjs.Romero@nbcunj com; Mark Segrayes@nbcynj com; 
JBastian@wgnamerica com; PMa!atesta@wgnarnerica com; Ha!eyG@newsmax com; j marnjn@newsweek com; 
KSHEA@njadyancernedia com; CGrisales@npr ora; TDrejsbacb@npr org; ashley boycher@peop!e com; 
bmccartby@ooynter ora; gerLgjbbons@pressenterorjse net; Joshua Kap!an@propublica ora; 
Brad.Heath@thomsooreyters.com; rebecca@skepchjck.ora; bethanja@snopes.com; jgresko@ap.ora; 
jack healy@nvtimes com; nicholas boqel-byrrouqhs@nytjmes.com; erin.ai!worth@wsi.com; 
tawne!!.bobbs@wsj.com; jmordock@washjngtont imes.com; me!issa.chan@tjme.com; rwmil ler@ysatoday.com; 
bjansen@usatoday.com; emansfield@gannett.com; Mindy.Larcom@FOXlV.COM; 
peter Hermann@washpost com; ecartmm@sbgtv com; naygenstein@wtop com; Ef lack@wysa9 com; 
Cailin Kearns@FOXNEWS COM; Kelly pbares@FOXNEWS COM; lyke broadwater@nytjmes com; 
Gabrje! Jose!ow@nbcynj com; JQynleavv@WashjngtooExamjoer.com; ThorntonQA@cbsnews com; 
trjaya@cbsnews com; caryn !jtt!er@nbcynj com; cassidy mcdonald@cbsjnteractjve com; 
Sally Persons@foxnews com; JAnqyjano@newsnationnow.com; maureen.mcmanys@cbarter.com; 
zack stieber@epochtimes nyc; RSprouse@wusa9 com; sadje qurman@wsj com; sqelman@wtop com; 
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Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April 19, 2021 4:20:05 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths offive individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April? 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chetrucal 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
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unexpected death. 
• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 

actions of grossly reckless behavior. 
• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 

manner of death is not considered natural. 
• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one' s life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Adams Cheryle fOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl ; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 

Date: 
Cause and Manner of Death for USCI' Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:20:05 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determjned by the CruefMedical Examjner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, dmg or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
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cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or ca lling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause and manner 
Thursdey, April 8, 2021 7:02:00 I'M 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of tile DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello 
Checking on cause and manner : 

Paul Tschudi 
Brian Sickuick 

Thank you 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do iliat. Although it would explain tile typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause and manner 
Thursdey, Februery 25, 2021 5:14:24 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 2 1-006-1 47 

3: Officer Brian Sick:nick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause and manner 
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 10:35:36 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 2 1-006-1 47 

3: Officer Brian Sick:nick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-157 6 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never whi le driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause and manner 
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 10:35:36 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 2 1-006-1 47 

3: Officer Brian Sick:nick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-157 6 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never whi le driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause and manner 
Tuesday, March 30, 2021 9 :59: 18 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Good rnoming 
Following up on these requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 
2: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-157 6 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. [ would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause and manner 
Tuesday, March 30, 2021 9 :59: 18 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Good rnoming 
Following up on these requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 
2: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-157 6 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. [ would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause and manner 
Monday, March 22, 20211 :31:22 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon 
Following up on these requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 
2: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause and manner 
Monday, March 22, 20211 :31:22 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon 
Following up on these requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 
2: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause and manner 
Monday, March 15, 2021 9:20:52 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Goid morning 
Following up on these requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 
2: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause and manner 
Monday, March 15, 2021 9:20:52 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Goid morning 
Following up on these requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 
2: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause and manner 
Wednesday, March 10, 2021 10:31 :59 I'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 2 1-006-1 47 

3: Officer Brian Sick:nick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause and manner 
Thursdey, Februery 25, 2021 5:14:24 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 2 1-006-1 47 

3: Officer Brian Sick:nick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause and manner 
Thursdey, April15, 2021 10:10:38 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of tile DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello 
Checking on cause and manner : 

Paul Tschudi 
Brian Sickuick 

Thank you 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do iliat. Although it would explain tile typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause and manner request 
Thursdey, Februery 11, 2021 12:28:33 I"M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 2 1-006- 1 47 

3: Officer Brian Sick:nick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC W ashi:ngton News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPbone, but never while driving. L would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause and manner request 
Thursdey, Februery 11, 2021 12:28:33 I"M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 2 1-006- 1 47 

3: Officer Brian Sick:nick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC W ashi:ngton News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPbone, but never while driving. L would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause and manner request 
Tuesday, March 2, 2021 11:10:09 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 2 1-006-1 47 

3: Officer Brian Sick:nick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-157 6 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Cause and manner requests 
Tuesday, February 9, 2021 2:59:58 I'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 2 1-006-147 

3: Officer Brian Sick:nick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Colleen Lona 
chervle adams@dc goy 

Cause for Sicknick 
Monday, April 19, 2021 6:43:35 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of tl1e DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle, 
I am a colleague of Mike Balsamo's, and I'm having a hard time trying to parse out whether or not sickness died for 
multiple strokes or just one. Can you help me clarify on background? 1 believe it is many or at least more than one 
but I just can't tell. 

Thanks! 
Colleen 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Sprouse. Ryan 
Adams Cbery!e IOCMEl 
Confirmation on Officer Sicknick"s Autopsy 
Monday, April 19, 2021 3:50:37 f'M 
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CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Can you confirm this information reported by t he Washington post be low 

Peter Hermann @phscoop 

1m 
Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick died from stroke; one day after Jan. 6 riot, D.C. chief medical 
examiner rules 

Thanks, 

Ryan Sprouse !Multi-Platform Assignment Editor 
4100 Wisconsin Ave NW I Washington, DC 20016 
w 202-384-3868 
0 202-895-5700 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

noreply@DCOCM"ENotification.gov 
sasba osbourne@dc goy 
DAILY CASE CENSUS *UPDATED* 
Friday, January 8, 2021 5:05:03 AM 

rptDailyCaseCensus8January2021.pdf 

Please click here to acknowledge receipt of this message 

1 0 case( s) on today's census. 

0 case(s) to be picked up at hospitals. 

Investigator KKim can be reached at (202) 698-9015 

This message is intended for OCME staff only, and contains confidential information. 

OCME staff are prohibited from disseminating this message or any part of it to those 

outside of the agency. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

noreply@DCOCM"ENotification.gov 
denjse lyles@dc goy 
DAILY CASE CENSUS *UPDATED* 
Friday, January 8, 2021 5:04:48 AM 

rptDailyCaseCensus8January2021.pdf 

Please click here to acknowledge receipt of this message 

1 0 case( s) on today's census. 

0 case(s) to be picked up at hospitals. 

Investigator KKim can be reached at (202) 698-9015 

This message is intended for OCME staff only, and contains confidential information. 

OCME staff are prohibited from disseminating this message or any part of it to those 

outside of the agency. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

noreply@DCOCM"ENotification.gov 
Francisco djaz@dc goy 
DAILY CASE CENSUS *UPDATED* 
Friday, January 8, 2021 5:05:36 AM 

rptDailyCaseCensus8January2021.pdf 

Please click here to acknowledge receipt of this message 

1 0 case( s) on today's census. 

0 case(s) to be picked up at hospitals. 

Investigator KKim can be reached at (202) 698-9015 

This message is intended for OCME staff only, and contains confidential information. 

OCME staff are prohibited from disseminating this message or any part of it to those 

outside of the agency. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

noreply@OCOCM"ENotification.gov 
denjse lyles@dc goy 
DAILY CASE CENSUS 
Friday, January 8, 2021 4:57:54 AM 

rptDailyCaseCensus8January2021.pdf 

Please click here to acknowledge receipt of this message 

1 0 case( s) on today's census. 

0 case(s) to be picked up at hospitals. 

Investigator KKim can be reached at (202) 698-9015 

This message is intended for OCME staff only, and contains confidential information. 

OCME staff are prohibited from disseminating this message or any part of it to those 

outside of the agency. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

noreply@OCOCM"ENotification.gov 
sasba osbourne@dc goy 
DAILY CASE CENSUS 
Friday, January 8, 2021 4:57:52 AM 

rptDailyCaseCensus8January2021.pdf 

Please click here to acknowledge receipt of this message 

1 0 case( s) on today's census. 

0 case(s) to be picked up at hospitals. 

Investigator KKim can be reached at (202) 698-9015 

This message is intended for OCME staff only, and contains confidential information. 

OCME staff are prohibited from disseminating this message or any part of it to those 

outside of the agency. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

noreply@OCOCM"ENotification.gov 
Francisco djaz@dc goy 
DAILY CASE CENSUS 
Friday, January 8, 2021 4:57:58 AM 

rptDailyCaseCensus8January2021.pdf 

Please click here to acknowledge receipt of this message 

1 0 case( s) on today's census. 

0 case(s) to be picked up at hospitals. 

Investigator KKim can be reached at (202) 698-9015 

This message is intended for OCME staff only, and contains confidential information. 

OCME staff are prohibited from disseminating this message or any part of it to those 

outside of the agency. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

noreply@DCOCM"ENotification.gov 
Francisco djaz@dc goy 
DECEDENT HOSPITAL PICK UP 
Thursdey, Jenuery 7, 2021 10:26:'15 I'M 

Please click here to acknowledge receipt of this message 

Case#: 21 -00132 

Hospital : GWU H 

tion within Hospital: Emergency Department 

MRN: 

FIKKim 

202-698-9015 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

noreply@DCOCM"ENotification.gov 
denjse lyles@dc goy 
DECEDENT HOSPITAL PICK UP 
Thursdey, Jenuery 7, 2021 10:26:55 I'M 

Please click here to acknowledge receipt of this message 

Case#: 21 -00132 

Hospital : GWU H 

ation within Hospital: Emergency Department 

MRN: 

FIKKim 

202-698-9015 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Gurman. Sadie 
chervie adams@dc goy; Aruna Yiswanatha 
Determination on Brian Sicknick 
Monday, April 19, 2021 3:54:17 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. if you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi, there, 

Wondering if you might be in a position to share the determination and cause ofBrian 
Sicknick's death or where I should look to find that. Appreciate your help with this! 

Sadie Gunnan 
WASHINGTON BUREAU 

I I 

0 : 202 862 9273 I M: 202 897 9033 
E: sadie.gyrman@wsj com 1 T: @sgyrman 
A : 1 025 Connec!icyl Aye NW Suite 800 I Washjngton D C 20036 

LJ 
Sign up for WSJ's free Capital Journal newsletter~. 
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From: Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Adams Cheryle fOCMEl To: 
Cc: Qedner Oljyja IEOMl ; Ejelds Beverly I OCMEl 
Bee: Diaz Francisco COCMEl 

Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 2:33:28 PM Date: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death -Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 
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Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Bee: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Oedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
CFrjsbjel@UAiiye.com; f! ickjnqerj@cbsnews.com; mjke levjne@abc.wm ; julje kel!y4S@att.net· 
fadel.a!lassan@axjos.com; emmanue!lesa!iba«ilgmail com: scai102@bloomberg.net; anatterS@bloombera.net ; 
c!arjssa jan.lim@buzzfeed.com; bmwarwjck@cbs.com: katesG@cbsnews com; 
paul.o murchy@warnermed ja.com; Wbjtney Wild@turner com: akjm@mrc ora; jose pag!jerv@tbedajlybeast.com; 
Laura Colljns@mailonljne com; marvamhenejo@protonmajl.com; jmceyoy@forbes.com; 
All json Papson@FOXIV.COM; Lindsay.Watts@FOXIV COM; melody le@wbrc com; 
danje!le.wa!lace@EOXNEWS COM; bmarsba!l@jydjdalwatch.org; skeatjng@jysttheoews.com; 
contact@joomoseley.com; Julie Goldstein@nbcynj com; Qeonjs Romero@nbcyoj com; 
Mark Segraves@nbcynj com; JBastian@wgoamerica.com; PMalatesta@wgnamerica com; 
HaleyG@newsmax com; j marnjn@newsweek.com; KSHEA@njadyancemedia.com; CGrjsales@opr ora; 
TOrejsbach@npr.org; ash!ey.boycher@people com; bmccartby@ooynter.ora; geri.gjbbons@pressentercrjse.net ; 
Joshua Kaplan@propub!ica.ora; B@d .Heath@thomsooreuters com; rebecca@skeochjck.org: 
bethanja@snopes.com; jgresko@ap org; jack healy@nvtimes com; njcholas.bogel-burroughs@nvtjmes.com; 
erjn.ailwortb@wsj com; tawne!l.hobbs@wsj .com: jmordock@washjngtontjmes.com; meljssa chan@tjme.com; 
jamje.schram@tmz.c;om ; rwmiller@usatoday.com; bjansen@usatoday com; emansfjeld@gannett.com; 
Mjody.Larcom@FOXIV COM; Peter Hermaon@washoost com; ecartmill@sbgtv com; oaygenstejn@wtop com; 
EE!ack@wusa9 com; Karen Rujz@maj!online com 

Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death • RE: January 6, 2021 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 2:33:28 PM Date: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civiJ i_nsurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death -Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 

• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on tbe cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
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including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 
• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 

the manner of death is not considered natural. 
• Sujcide: Death results from the purposefu] attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chlef Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocrne de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(C'oronavirus), plPasP visit coronayjrus de gov . 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Flack. Eric 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Dr. Diaz Interview Request 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 10:08:31 AM 

imageOOl.ong 
jmage002 png 
image003.png 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning Cheryl - ! see Dr. Diaz gave a brief interview to the Wash ington Post regarding Officer 

Sicknick's autopsy resu lts. Wou ld he do the same for us? 

Thanks, 

Eric Flack 

Eric Flack I Chief Investigative Reporter 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Djaz f@odsco COCME) 
Draft letter to Sen. Johnson 
Tuesday, March 9, 2021 2:29:27 r>M 

Johnson re Sicknick investigation 2021 03 09.docx 

Here's a revised draft after input from Betsy Cavendish and the MOLC. I look forward to your 
improvements. 

t&,a:Jlaam.f 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dqmy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged. confidential. or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Laura Collins 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Email enquiry as requested 
Tbursdey, Februery 11, 2021 10:33:31 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle 

Thank you for returning my cal l. As I explained I'm a journalist for the Daily Mail and want to 

establish the latest accurate situation as far as information that has been released in relation to 

Officer Brian Sickn ick's death. 

It's my understanding that the Medical Examiner has not concluded the ir investigation, nor has any 

cause of death been issued. Is that correct? 

I have seen reports that 'no visible injuries were found' on Officer Sicknick but I cannot see any 

verification of that so aga in wanted to estab lish if this is something that has come from your office? 

When the report has been concluded is that something that will be a matter of publ ic record and 

possib le for me to request or w ill that be a decision for the family? I know it varies from state to 

state so want to check. 

And finally, if it is something that I can request is it possible for me to place that request now or does 

that have to be done after it is completed? 

There has been so much misinformation swirling I just want to get the facts directly from you as far 

as the Medical Examiner's part in proceedings. 

I appreciate your time on th is, 

Yours with best w ishes, 

Laura Collins 

Chief Investigative Reporter 

DailyMai l.com 

Disclaimer 

This e-mail and any attached files are intended for the named addressee only. It contains information, which 
may be confidential and legally privileged and also protected by copyright. Unless you are the named 
addressee (or authorised to receive for the addressee) you may not copy or use it, or disclose it to anyone 
else. If you received it in error please notify the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. 
Associated Newspapers Ltd. Registered Office: Northcliffe House, 2 Derry St, Kensington, London, W8 STT. 
Registered No 84121 England. 
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From: Fields Broadbent. Leigh COCMEl 

To: 
Cc: 

Katherine Kjm fOCMEl; Ware-Myrrell Tiffany (OCMEl ; Wood Rebecca fOCMEl : Petrasek MaryBetb (OCMEl 

Lyles penjse (OCMEl 
Subject: Endorsements 

Date: Friday, January 8, 2021 1:12:35 AM 

Morning! 

21-00132 -7 Please contact I ~ I rega rd ing the start time of the 

topsy. He wil l be waiting in his car outside the bu ilding by 0730-0800 hrs rega rdless 

21- -7 FYI, donor 

(ER) -7 Pending contact with NOK to confirm circumstances and medica l history 

Thank you very much, 

Ldglti r~elcl.s lSvoaclbeV~..t, PA-C 
Mecl~colegaL IV~..VesHgator 

of(lce of tVie CV!~ef Mecl~caL 5xaviAL~r 
401. 5 stveet, sw 
WClS.Vl~VI..gtoV~.., DC ::200::24 

MCILV~.. #: (::20::2) b.JfS-)000 

DLrect #: (::20::2) b.JfS-)0::21. 

5v.ta~L aclclvess: kei.~b ficekvlsbroVJolbeV~..t@vlc ~ov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COYLD-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayjrus de goy. 
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From: Dedner. Olivia IEOM) 
Adams Chervle IOCMEl To: 

Subject: FINAL DRAFT: Cause and Manner for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
Monday, April 19, 20211:28:02 f'M Dote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civi l insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, F ACP, issued determinations on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brain stem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospitaL 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedjcal terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Clrief Medical Examiner. the "cause of death" is the medical disease. 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person' s death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one' s life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient infonnation to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
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to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Dedner. Olivia IEOM) 
Adams Chervle IOCMEl 
FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection (NOT 
APPROVED) 

Tuesday, April 6, 2021 6:53:23 PM 
jmageOOl png 
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Olivia Walton Dedner 
Communications Director 

Office of the City Administrator 
Executive Office of the Mayor 

Office: 202-724-5543 1 Cell: 202-340-7692 
Oliyja.Dedner@dc goy 

* * * Wt:. ARE 
WASHINGTON 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Fripp SaVern COCME> 
fields Beverly COCME> 
FOLLOW ur: 3 months? 

Thursday, April S, 2021 8:36:10 AM 

Thank you for this email and I will send the standard reply regarding the case is pending. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 8:08AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: 3 months? 

Good Morning Cheryle, 

Yes, we have to respond to every email. Typically I would just say the Officer' s case is 
pending and that's it. 

Sa Vern 

Sa Vern M. F ripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: sayem frjpp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

On Apr 8, 2021 , at 8:04 AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <chezyle adams@dc gov> wrote: 
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Good morning Beverly, 

Does this email require a response? Please let me know. 

Thank you, 
CheryJe 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.goy 
Web: www acme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 7:06 AM 
To: field!:>, Beverly (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: 3 months? 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 20024IOffice (202) 
698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-910 II 
Email: sayern fripp@dc goy !Web: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: David Weible <gdwejblel@comcast net> 
Date: April 7, 2021 at 9:09:37 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: 3 months? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC 
Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you 
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recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe 
that this email is suspicious, please forward to pbishing@dc goy for 
additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

3 months and you can detennine that 2 of the deaths were by natural 
causes, one by a drug overdose, one by a gunshot when the only ones 
carrying weapons were police. Yet after the lie of officer Sicknick' s 
death being caused by a fire extinguisher, you have been "unable" to 
reach a conclusion about his death? 

And we are to believe that? 

George Weible 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vacc inated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end tllis pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Ejelds Beyerly COCMEl 
Erjpp SaiJern COCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: 3 months? 

Thursday, April 8, 2021 8:04:01 AM 

Good m orning Beverly, 

Does thls email require a response? Please let me know. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme dc.goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 7:06AM 
To: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: 3 months? 

Sa Vern M. F ripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: sayem frjpp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: David Weible <gdweible I @comcast net> 
Date: April 7, 2021 at 9:09:37 PM EDT 
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To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc gov> 
Subject: 3 months? 

CAUTION: This t:mail originatt:d from outsidt: oftbt: DC Govt:rnmt:nt. Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that 
the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
pbjshing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

3 months and you can determine that 2 of the deaths were by natural causes, one 
by a drug overdose, one by a gunshot when the only ones carrying weapons were 
police. Yet after the lie of officer Sicknick' s death being caused by a fue 
extinguisher, you have been ' 'unable" to reach a conclusion about his death? 

And we are to believe that? 

George Weible 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCME) 

gdwejblel@comcast net 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM); Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: 3 months? 

Thursday, April S, 2021 9:15:12 AM 

Good morning Mr. Weible, 

Thank you for contacting OCME regarding the above-mentioned subject. Officer 
Brian Sicknick's case is still pending. OCME medical examiners comply with the 
National Association of Medical Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the cause 
and manner of death within 90 days; however, for cases that are more complex it 
could be longer 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme dc.goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
fCoronavilus), please visit coronayirus.d c.goy . 

From: David Weible <gdwejble l@comcast net> 
Dale: April 7, 2021 at9:09:37 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc gov> 
Subject: 3 months? 

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of the DC 
Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you 
believe that tbjs email is suspicious, please forward to 
phjshing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

3 months and you can determine that 2 of the deaths were by 
natural causes, one by a drug overdose, one by a gunshot when the 
only ones carrying weapons were police. Yet after the lie of 
officer Sicknick's death being caused by a fire extinguisher, you 
have been " unable" to reach a conclusion about his death? 
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And we are to believe that? 

George Weihle 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Importance: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Mattox Ange!jca CEOMl 
FOLLOW UP: 3.22.21 AM Press Clips 
Monday, March 22, 2021 8 :36:10 AM 

High 

Good morning Angelica, 

Please add Dr. Diaz, the current Chief Medical Examiner to the list serv to receive the dailr 
press clips, or let me know if you are the right person to fulfill this request. Dr. Diaz emai 
address is: francisco djaz@dc goy 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Otief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-91 01 
cheryle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Mattox, Angelica (EOM) 
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2021 7:29AM 
To: Mattox, Angelica (EOM) 
Subject: 3.22.21 AM Press Clips 

MMB 

'It' s not a local issue anymore' · D C statehood moves from political fringe to th e center of the 
natiopal Democratic agepda 
March 20, 2021 
The Washington Post II Mike DeBonis and Meagan Flynn 

"People think we're wards of the Congress," said Beverly Perry, the top adviser to Mayor Muriel E. 
Bowser (D) on statehood advocacy. "We spend a lot of time correcting people" - even in 
neighboring Maryland, where Perry testified last Monday in support of a pro-statehood resolution 
pending in the House ofDelegates. 
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D.C. public school students like our kids pay an immeasurable price without in-person classes 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Joanne Levine and Caroline Mehta 

There has been a lot of spin coming from D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) and Schools Chancellor 
Lewis D. Ferebee that DCPS has "reopened strong." This is a farce at best, an insult at worse. From 
where we sit, it' s a baldfaced lie. Our eighth-grade daughters have zero opportunities for in-person 
instmction. 

No weddings. no galas: Event planners feel ovel'looked as covid restrictions are lifted for others 
March 20, 2021 
The Washington Post II E mily Davies 

The fate of Caroline Foster' s wedding day depended on a news conference Monday, when D.C. 
Mayor Muriel E. Bowser was set to announce the first sweeping rollback of coronavirus restrictions. 

Some DC youth sports return to competition 
March 19, 2021 
WTOP II Megan Cloherty 
Moderate- and high-contact sports are still restricted from competition in the District, and Mayor 
Muriel Bowser has said she' ll reevaluate where the health metrics are in early April to decide 
whether that will change. 

DC 911 interim director details errors. pledges improvements 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Neal Augenstein 

Mayor Muriel Bowser is in the midst of a nationwide search for the director. 

DC loosening some coronavirus restrictions 
March 22, 2021 
WTOP II CoiJeen KeiJeber 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser last week extended the city' s public health emergency through May 20. 

All DC restaurants can serye alcohol until midnight starting Monday 
March 20,2021 
WTOP II Valerie Bonk 

Establishments that serve alcohol can resume serving beverages to customers daily from 6 a.m. to 
rnitlnight, al:t:uriling tu an un.lt::r by Mayor Mw·id Buwst::r autl an t::mt::rgt::nl:y Ut::l:isiun frumlht:: city's 
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board. 

Everything you need to know about the push for D.C. statehood. hours before bearing begins 
March 22,2021 
WJLA II John Gonzalez 

Mayor Muriel Bowser says H.R. 51 , the Washington, D.C. Admission Act, is a promising sign that 
our country is finally ready to right this historic wrong. However, GOP opponents of the bill call it 
unconstitutional. 

'Now. we carry that momentum:' Mayor Bowser urges '#DCStatehood' stories ahead of 
hearing 
March 20, 2021 
W JLA II Kristen Schneider 

Mayor Mmiel Bowser is encouraging DC residents to show their support on social media ahead of 
Monday's statehood hearing. 

Coronayjrus in DC. Maryland. Virginia ; Wbat to Know on March 21 
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March 21, 2021 
NBC Washington II Staff 

More people wi!J be able to celebrate Mass at the Basilica of the National Shrine of the Immaculate 
Conception on Easter and during Holy Week. D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser's office temporarily raised 
coronavirus-related capacity limits at the Basilica. The mayor's office granted the Archdiocese a 
waiver to allow between 750 and 1,500 people inside. 

DC Raises Capacity Limit at Basilica for Easter. Holy Week 
March 19, 2021 
NBC Washington II Staff 

Mayor Muriel Bowser's office temporarily raised coronavirus-related capacity limits at the Basilica. 
The mayor' s office granted the Archdiocese a waiver to allow between 750 and 1,500 people inside. 

Biden Supports DC Statehood. With Congressional Hearing Scheduled Monday 
March 19, 2021 
NBC Washington II Staff 

Mayor Muriel Bowser seemed excited to get the support, tweeting, "Let's get it done Mr. President." 

Kiss Tavern In Shaw Loses Liquor License After Allegedly violating COYID-19 Restrictions 
March 22, 2021 
DCist II Colleen Grablick 

Under D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser' s current executive order, hookah lounges must remain closed 
unless they operate as a licensed food establishment with ABRA. At the time of the violations 
described, Bowser's order also required on-site alcohol sales to stop at 10 p.m. 

D.C. Hesitates To Expand Hotel Shelter Program For Medically vulnerable Residents. As 
Waitlist Grows 
March 19, 2021 
Colleen Grablick 

In rnid-Febmary of this year, Ward 1 Councilmember and chair of the Committee on Human 
Services Brianne Nadeau called on Mayor Muriel Bowser to allocate a portion of the fiscal year 
2022 budget to purchase the hotels for short-term PEP-V housing and longer term permanent 
supportive housing. In a similar letter to the mayor, Ward 5 Councilmember Kenyan McDuffie 
requested that the city invest $140 million in the next budget to purchase and convert the 
Washington Marriott Wardman Park Hotel into an affordable and permanent supportive housing site. 

DC Adults of All Aees Can Pre-Register for COVID-19 Vaccination 
March 19, 2021 
DC Post II Jane Smith 

DC Mayor Muriel Bowser urged every adult resident in the District, currently eligible or not, to sign 
up for receiving the COVID-19 vaccine through the city's pre-registration portal. 

DDOT to Repaye Many Streets. Sidewalks This Year; Are There Any Near You? 
March 21, 2021 
DC. Post II Jane Smith 

As part of the program, Mayor Muriel Bowser' s administration has committed to "eliminating all 
poor quality roads in tl1e District by 2024," according to a release by DDOT. 

DC LGBTQ Budget Coalition's priorities must be addressed 
March 19, 2021 
Washington Blade II Anthony Musa 
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Leadership from Mayor Muriel Bowser would be a proposed budget that leaves no federal dollar off 
the table to enhance and expand critical services. Any funding cuts will disproportionately impact 
LGBTQ+ people, especially our Black and Brown trans/non-binary community. The D.C. 
government is in a unique position regarding the upcoming budget; in 2020 the government ran a 
surplus of $526 million, resulting from the fiscal conservativeness of the previously approved 
budget. The government bas opportunities to take advantage of new or underutilized revenue streams 
or review different areas of the budget that are over-utilized, such as the budget for the Metropolitan 
Pol.ice Department. 

Watchdog group sues DC for autopsy report of Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick 
March 19, 2021 
Washington Examiner II Daniel Chaitin 

D .C. Mayor Muriel Bowser's office did not immediately return a request for comment. 

Local 

Commission to reimagine police in District grapples with effort to defund 
March 21,2021 
The Washington Post II Peter Het·mann 

A commission created to help the District reinvent policing is preparing a final report that could 
propose sweeping changes, including taking officers out of schools, curtailing traffic enforcement 
and shrinking the department' s size and budget. 

Police recover body from Anacostia River near Joint Base Anacostia-Bolling 
March 21, 2021 
The Washington Post// Ann E. Marimow 

D.C. police and emergency officials recovered a body Sunday from tbe Anacostia River near Joint 
Base Anacostia-Bolling. 

D.C. police investigate two fatal shootings 
March 21, 2021 
The Washington Post II Ann E. Marimow 

D.C. police are investigating two fatal shootings involving young men that occurred Saturday night 
just before 8. 

Arrest made in subway homicide. D.C. police say 
March 20,2021 
The Washington Post II Martin Weil 

An arrest was made Friday in a fatal shooting on a Metro subway platform, the D.C. police said. 

Burtell M. Jefferson. Washington 's first Black police chief, dies at 96 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Peter Hermann 

Burtell M. Jefferson, who joined the District's largely segregated police department in 1948 and 
launched a behind-the-scenes campaign to help Black officers advance through the ranks as he rose 
to become the city' s first African American police chief, died March 19 at his home in Washington. 
He was 96. 

'We' re losing a piece of our history' 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post// Paul Schwartzman 

The clocks on U1e walls no longer work, the fumace is busted , and the only window is covered with a 
thick sheet of plywood. 
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National 

AstraZeneca' s ITS trial shows coronavims vaccine js 79 percent effectjye 
March 22, 2021 
The Washington Post II William Booth 

Oxford University and AstraZeneca reported on Monday that their coronavirus "vaccine for the 
world" was safe and 79 percent effective overall , according to data from a long-awaited clinical trial 
in the United States, alongside other studies in Chile and Peru. 

The missing students of the pandemic 
March 21, 2021 
The Washington Post II Eli Saslow 

Rich Pimentel had already tried searching in a trailer park and a migrant camp when be started 
driving toward the third and final address listed in the student's school file. He followed his GPS to a 
neighborhood on the edge of the desert, an oasis of palm trees and swimming pools protected by a 
steel gate. "Wow," Pimentel said, as he rolled down his window and pulled up to a call box. "Finally 
a happy ending. Maybe this kid' s actually okay." 

Mayorkas says ' the border is closed.' defends Biden' s immigration strategy 
March 21, 2021 
The Washington Post// Amy B Wang 

Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas defended President Biden's immigration strategy 
and emphasized in multiple interviews Sunday that the southern border of the United States "is 
closed," as the Biden administration faces criticism over a record number of migrants seeking entry 
into the country from Mexico and Central America. 

As vaccinations increase. you may want to dine indoors again. Here' s what to consider. 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Emily Hell and Tim Carman 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Mattox Ange!jca CEOMl 
FOLLOW UP: 3.22.21 AM Press Clips 
Monday, March 22, 2021 9:28:50 AM 

Thank you so much and Dr. Diaz is a male © Have an amazing day! 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Grief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Mattox, Angelica (EOM) 
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2021 8:51AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: 3.22.21 AM Press Clips 

Good Morning Chervle, 

I added Dr. Oiaz to the list serv and beginning tomorrow morning she wi ll receive the daily press 
clips. 

Have a great day, 

Angelica 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Monday, March n, LULl ~:3b AM 

To: Mattox, Angelica (EOM) <angelica mattox@dc.goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: 3.22.21 AM Press Clips 

Importance: High 

Good morning Angelica, 

Please add DL Dicu, the current Chief Medical Examiner to the list serv to receive the daily 
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press clips, or let me know if you are the right person to fuliill this request. D r . Diaz email 
address is: francisco djaz@d c gov 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
O ffice of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocrne d e goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Mattox, Angelica (EOM) 
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2021 7:29AM 
To: Mattox, Angelica (EOM) 
Subject: 3.22.21 AM Press Clips 

MMB 

' It's not a local issue anymore' : D.C. s tatehood moyes from political fringe to the center of the 
national Democratic agepda 
March 20, 2021 
The Washington Post II Mike DeBonis and Meagan Flynn 

"People think we' re wards of the Congress," said Beverly Perry, the top adviser to Mayor Muriel E. 
Bowser (D) on statehood advocacy. "We spend a lot of time correcting people" - even in 
neighboring Maryland, where Perry testified last Monday in support of a pro-statehood resolution 
pending in the House of Delegates. 

D.C. public school studepts like our kids pay an immeasurable price without in-person classes 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Joanne Levine and Caroline Mehta 

There has been a lot of spin coming from D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) and Schools Chancellor 
Lewis D. Ferebee that DCPS has " reopened strong." This is a farce at best, an insult at worse. From 
where we sit, it' s a baldfaced lie. Our eighth-grade daughters have zero opportunities for in-person 
instn1ction. 
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No weddings, no galas: Event planners feel overlooked as covid restrictions are lifted for others 
March 20, 2021 
The Washington Post II Emily Davies 

The fate of Caroline Foster's wedding day depended on a news conference Monday, when D .C. 
Mayor Muriel E. Bowser was set to announce the first sweeping rollback of coronavirus restrictions. 

Some DC youth sports return to competition 
March 19, 2021 
WTOP II Megan Cloherty 
Moderate- and high-contact sports are still restricted from competition in the District, and Mayor 
Muriel Bowser has said she ' ll reevaluate where the health metrics are in early April to decide 
whether that will change. 

DC 911 interim director details errors. pledges improvements 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Neal Augenstein 

Mayor Muriel Bowser is in the midst of a nationwide search for the director. 

DC loosening some coronayirus restrictions 
March 22, 2021 
WTOP II CoUeen KeUeher 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser last week extended the city' s public health emergency through May 20. 

All DC restaurants can serve alcohol until midnight starting Monday 
March 20,2021 
WTOP II Valerie Bonk 

Establishments that serve alcohol can resume serving beverages to customers daily from 6 a.m. to 
midnight, according to an order by Mayor Muriel Bowser and an emergency decision from the city's 
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board. 

Everything you need to know about the push for D.C. statehood. hours before hearjng begjps 
March 22, 2021 
WJLA II John Gonzalez 

Mayor Muriel Bowser says H.R. 51 , the Washington, D .C. Admission Act, is a promising sign that 
our country is finally ready to right this historic wrong. However, GOP opponents of the bill call it 
un~,;unstitutiunaL 

'Now. we cany that momentum: ' Mayor Bowser urges '#DCStatehood' sto•·ies abead of 
hearipg 
March 20,2021 
WJLA II Kristen Schneider 

Mayor Muriel Bowser is encouraging DC residents to show their support on social media ahead of 
Monday's statehood hearing. 

Coronavjrns jn DC. Maryland. V irginia · What to Know on March 21 
March 21, 2021 
NBC Washington II Staff 

More people will be able to celebrate Mass at the Basilica of the National Shrine of the Immaculate 
Conception on Easter and during Holy Week. D .C. Mayor Muriel Bowser's office temporarily raised 
coronavirus-related capacity limits at the Basilica. The mayor's office granted the Archdiocese a 
waiver to allow between 750 and 1,500 people inside. 

DC Raises Capacity Limit at Basilica for Easter. Holy Week 
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March 19, 2021 
NBC Washington II Staff 

Mayor Muriel Bowser' s office temporarily raised coronavin1s-related capacity limits at the Basilica. 
The mayor' s office granted the Archdiocese a waiver to allow between 7 50 and 1 ,500 people inside. 

Biden Supports DC Statehood. With Congressional Hearing Scheduled Monday 
March 19,2021 
NBC Washington II Staff 

Mayor Muriel Bowser seemed excited to get the support, tweeting, "Let's get it done Mr. President. " 

Kiss Tavern In Shaw Loses Liquor License After Allegedly Violating COVID-19 Restrictions 
March 22,2021 
DCist II Colleen Grablick 

Under D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser's current executive order, hookah lounges must remain closed 
unless they operate as a licensed food establishment with ABRA. At the time of the violations 
described, Bowser's order also required on-site alcohol sales to stop at 10 p.m. 

D.C. Hesitates To Expand Hotel Shelter Program For Medically Vulnerable Residents, As 
Waitlist Grows 
March 19, 2021 
Colleen Grablick 

In mid-Febmary of this year, Ward 1 Councilmember and chair of the Committee on Human 
Services Brianne Nadeau called on Mayor Muriel Bowser to allocate a portion of the fiscal year 
2022 budget to purchase the hotels for short-term PEP-V housing and longer term permanent 
supportive housing. ln a similar letter to the mayor, Ward 5 Councilmember Kenyan McDuffie 
requested that the city invest $140 million in the next budget to purchase and convert the 
Washington Marriott Wardman Park Hotel into an affordable and permanent supportive housing site. 

DC Adults of AU Ages Can Pre-Register for COYID-19 Vaccipatiop 
March 19, 2021 
DC Post II Jane Smith 

DC Mayor Muriel Bowser urged every adult resident in the District, currently eligible or not, to sign 
up for receiving the COVID-19 vaccine through the city's pre-registration portal. 

DDOT to Repave Many Streets. Sidewalks This Year: Are There Apy Near You? 
March 21,2021 
DC Post II Jane Smith 

As part of the program, Mayor Muriel Bowser' s administration has committed to "eliminating all 
poor quality roads in the District by 2024," according to a release by DDOT. 

DC LGBTQ Budget Coalition's priorities must be addressed 
March 19, 2021 
Washington Blade// Anthony Musa 

Leadership from Mayor Muriel Bowser would be a proposed budget that leaves no federal dollar off 
the table to enhance and expand critical services. Any funding cuts wlll disproportionately impact 
LGBTQ+ people, especially our Black and Brown trans/non-binary community. The D.C. 
government is in a unique position regarding the upcoming budget; in 2020 the government ran a 
surplus of $526 million, resulting from the fiscal conservativeness of the previously approved 
budget. The government has opportunities to take advantage of new or undemtilized revenue streams 
or review different areas of the budget that are over-utilized, such as the budget for the Metropolitan 
Pol ice Department. 
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Watchdog group sues DC for autopsy report of Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick 
March 19, 2021 
Washington Examiner II Daniel Cbaitin 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser's office did not immediately return a request for comment. 

Local 

Commission to rejmagine police in District grapples with effort to defnod 
March 21, 2021 
The Washington Post II Peter Hermann 

A commission created to help the District reinvent policing is preparing a final report that could 
propose sweeping changes, including taking officers out of schools, curtailing traffic enforcement 
and shrinking the department's size and budget. 

Police recover body from Aoacostia River near Joint Base Anacostia-Bolliog 
March 21, 2021 
The Washington Post II Ann E. Marimow 

D.C. police and emergency officials recovered a body Sunday from the Anacostia River near Joint 
Base A11acostia-Bolling. 

D.C. police investigate two fatal shootings 
March 21, 2021 
The Washington Post II Ann E. Marimow 

D.C. police are investigating two fatal shootings involving young men that occurred Saturday night 
just before 8. 

Arrest made jn subway homicide. D.C. police say 
March 20, 2021 
The Washington Post II Martin Weil 

An arrest was made Friday in a fatal shooting on a Metro subway platform, the D.C. police said. 

Burtell M. Jefferson, Washington' s first Black police chief. dies at 96 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Peter Hermann 

Burtdl M. Jdfersou, who joined Lhe Dislricl's largdy segregated police deparlrnenl in 1948 ami 
launched a behind-the-scenes campaign to help Black officers advance through the ranks as he rose 
to become the city' s first African American police chief, died March 19 at his home in Washington. 
He was 96. 

' We're losing a piece of our history' 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Paul Schwartzman 

The clocks on the walls no longer work, the furnace is busted, and the onJy window is covered with a 
th ick sheet of plywood. 

National 

AstraZeneca' s U.S. trial shows coronavims vaccine is 79 percent effective 
March 22, 2021 
The Washington Post II William Booth 

Oxford Universjty and AstraZeneca reported on Monday that their coronavirus "vaccine for the 
world" was safe and 79 percent effective overall, according to data from a long-awaited clinical trial 
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in the United States, alongside other studies in Chile and Peru. 

The mjssjog studepts of the papdemic 
March 21, 2021 
The Washington Post //Eli Saslow 

Rich Pimentel had already tried searching in a trailer park and a migrant camp when he started 
driving toward tbe third and final address listed in the student's school file. He foJJowed his GPS to a 
neighborhood on the edge of the desert, an oasis of palm trees and swimming pools protected by a 
steel gate. "Wow," Pimentel said, as he rolled down his window and pulled up to a call box. "Finally 
a happy ending. Maybe this kid's actually okay." 

Mayorkas says ' the border is closed.' defends Biden's immigration strategy 
March 21, 2021 
The Washington Post// Amy B Wang 

Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas defended President Biden's immigration strategy 
and emphasized in multiple interviews Sunday that the southern border of the United States "is 
closed," as the Bid en administration faces criticism over a record number of migrants seeking entry 
into the country from Mexico and Central America. 

As yaccinatjoos increase. you may want to dine indoors again. Here's what to consider. 
March 19,2021 
T he Washington Post II E mily Heiland Tim Carman 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 

F!ickjngerl@cbsnews com 

Subje ct: 
Qedner Olivia IEOM); Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: 60 MINUTES: Urgent Deadline 

Thursday, March 18, 2021 2:27:38 PM Date: 

Good afternoon Ian, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, 1 will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: "Flickinger, tan" <Fiickjngerl cwcbsnews.com> 

Date: March 18, 2021 at 12:58:10 PM EDT 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc gov> 

Cc: "Weisz, Aaron" <WejszA@cbsnews com> 

Subject: 60 MINUTES: Urgent Deadline 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to pbjshjog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

I hope you and your family are safe and well. I work at 60 Minutes. I was hoping you 
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could provide some guidance on the below: 

Do you have an estimate as to when you plan to release the final medical report with 
Officer Brian Sicknick's cause of death? 

This is a request on an urgent deadline - a response as soon as possible is greatly 
appreciated. 

Best, 

Ian Flickinger 
60 Minutes 
Cell: 330 506 2873 
tl jclcjngeri@cbsnews com 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 

F!ickjngerl@cbsnews com 

Subje ct: 
Qedner Olivia IEOM); Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: 60 MINUTES: Urgent Deadline 

Thursday, March 18, 2021 2:27:38 PM Date: 

Good afternoon Ian, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, 1 will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: "Flickinger, tan" <Fiickjngerl cwcbsnews.com> 

Date: March 18, 2021 at 12:58:10 PM EDT 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc gov> 

Cc: "Weisz, Aaron" <WejszA@cbsnews com> 

Subject: 60 MINUTES: Urgent Deadline 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to pbjshjog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

I hope you and your family are safe and well. I work at 60 Minutes. I was hoping you 
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could provide some guidance on the below: 

Do you have an estimate as to when you plan to release the final medical report with 
Officer Brian Sicknick's cause of death? 

This is a request on an urgent deadline - a response as soon as possible is greatly 
appreciated. 

Best, 

Ian Flickinger 
60 Minutes 
Cell: 330 506 2873 
tl jclcjngeri@cbsnews com 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCME) 

Brjan Downey@hsgac senate goy 

fields Beverly COCMEl; Dedner Oljyja CEOMl ; Adams Rodney COCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 

Monday, March 8, 2021 12:03:51 PM 

Good morning Mr. Downey, 

OCME is in receipt of Senator Ron Johnson's letter regard ing Officer Brian Sicknick and the 
letter has been referred to OCME' s general counsel who has been included on this emaiL 

Best regards, 
Chel)rle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please vlsll coronavlrus.dc.goy. 
From: Downey, Brian (HSGAC) [majlto;Brjan powney@bsgac.senate.goy] 
Sent: Monday, March 8, 2021 11:28 AM 
To: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Breland, Sasha (OCME); ATD OCME 
Cc: Wittmann, Scott (HSGAC) 
Subject: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 
Importance: High 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspic.ious, 

please forward to pbjsbin€@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Please find attached a letter from Senator Johnson to Dr. Diaz. Please confirm receipt of the 

attached letter. Thank you. 
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Sincerely, 

Brian M. Downey 

Senior Investigator 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigat ions 

U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affai rs 

202-224-5571 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Adams Rodney IOCMEl 

fields Beyerly IOCMEl ; Djaz francisco IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 

Thursday, April 1, 2021 9:12:51 AM 

Good morning Rodney, 

Thank you for this update. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams/ Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 4:27PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields/ Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FW: FOLLOW UP: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 

FYI ... 

&a:Jlaamef 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney Adams@dc goy 
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-~· ·- · · · ~· ·. . . ...... 

~.- ~ .. ··· . ' 
. . -

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 4:04 PM 
To: Brian Downey@hsgac.senate.goy 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 

Brian, 

Further to your message below, please find Dr. Diaz's letter to Sen. Johnson attached. 

All the best, 

f&ga:lUam5 
Rudney K. Addrrl!> 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

.. 

·~~ .. : u 
Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 
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to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, March 08, 202112:04 PM 
To: Brjan powney@hsgac.senate.goy 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 

Good morning Mr. D owney, 

OCME is in receipt of Senator Ron Johnson's letter regardin g Officer Brian Sicknick and the 
letter has been referred to OCME's general counsel who has been included on this email. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iej Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adarns@dc goy 
Web: www ocrne de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus).!.. please visit coronayirus.dc..:gov. 
From: Downey, Brian (HSGAC) [majlto:Brjan Downey@hsgac.senate.goy] 
Sent: Monday, March 8, 2021 11:28 AM 
To: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Breland, Sasha (OCME); ATD OCME 
Cc: Wittmann, Scott (HSGAC) 
Subject: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 
Importance: High 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbish!Dg@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 
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Please find attached a letter from Senator Johnson to Dr. Diaz. Please confirm receipt of the 

~tt~chP.d IP.ttP.r. Th~nk you. 

Sincerely, 

Brian M. Downey 

Senior Investigator 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 

202-224-5571 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCME) 

mjke leyjne@abc com 

fields Beverly COCMEl ; Dedner Oljyja CEOMl 
FOLLOW Ur>: ABC News <>utopsy request 

Wednesday, January 13, 202112:27:43 PM 

Good afternoon Mike, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wil1 only release the cause and manner of death 
when this iniormation is available. 

Best regards, 
Chel)rle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-91 01 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 
From: Levine, Mike [mailto:Mjke.Leyjne@abc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 12:09 PM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: ABC News autopsy request 

1CAUTJON: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Mike Levine, and I'm a reporter with ABC News. The acting ch ief of the 

Metropolitan Police Department, Robert Contee, has stated that your office completed its 

autopsy of Capitol Pol ice officer Brian Sicknick, who tragica lly died last week. I'm emai ling to 

request a copy of the autopsy report (via email ). 

Thank you, 

M ike Levine 

ABC News 

mjke. leyjne@abc.com 

202 604 3922 

-· 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit corooayjms de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCME) 

mjke leyjne@abc com 

fields Beverly COCMEl ; Dedner Oljyja CEOMl 
FOLLOW Ur>: ABC News <>utopsy request 

Wednesday, January 13, 202112:27:43 PM 

Good afternoon Mike, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wil1 only release the cause and manner of death 
when this iniormation is available. 

Best regards, 
Chel)rle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-91 01 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 
From: Levine, Mike [mailto:Mjke.Leyjne@abc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 12:09 PM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: ABC News autopsy request 

1CAUTJON: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Mike Levine, and I'm a reporter with ABC News. The acting ch ief of the 

Metropolitan Police Department, Robert Contee, has stated that your office completed its 

autopsy of Capitol Pol ice officer Brian Sicknick, who tragica lly died last week. I'm emai ling to 

request a copy of the autopsy report (via email ). 

Thank you, 

M ike Levine 

ABC News 

mjke. leyjne@abc.com 

202 604 3922 

-· 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit corooayjms de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Mike, 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Leyjoe Mjke 
Fields Beverly COCMEl ; Dedner Oljyja CEOMl 
FOLLOW Ur>: ABC News <>utopsy request 

Wednesday, January 13, 2021 12:37:31 PM 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical 
Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 

days; however, for cases that are more complex it could be longer. I have added your 
contact information to the list and will follow up with you when the information is 
available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www acme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Levine, Mike [mailto:Mike.Levine@abc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 202112:32 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: ABC News autopsy request 

1 

CAuTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ph jshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you - just for my planning, do you know when the cause and manner information will 
be available? 
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On Jan 13,2021, at 12:29 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good afternoon Mike, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examjner will only release the cause and 
manner of death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Govemment's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 
From: Levine, Mike [mailto:Mjke.Leyjne@abc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 202112:09 PM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: ABC News autopsy request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is sate. It you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hel lo, 

My name is Mike Levine, and I'm a reporter w ith ABC News. The acting chief of 

the Metropolitan Pol ice Department, Robert Contee, has stated that your office 

completed its autopsy of Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick, who tragically died 

last week. I'm emailing to request a copy of the autopsy report (via email). 

Thank you, 

Mike Levine 

ABC News 

mjke. leyjne@abc.com 

202 604 3922 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavims), please v isit coronayjrus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCME) 

Dedner Oljyja fEOM) 

Yyn Ramona (EOM) 
FOLLOW Ur>: AFr> query on Brian Sicknick autopsy 

Tuesday, April 20, 202111:41:29 AM 

Good morning Olivia, 

We sent the statement to Paul Handley on Monday, April19, 2021. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202111:21 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Yun, Ramona (EOM) 
Subject: FW: AFP query on Brian Sicknick autopsy 

Request for Cause and Manner statement below. 

Olivia Walton Dedner 
Office: 202-724-5543 
Cell: 202-340-7692 

From: Yun, Ramona (EOM) <ramona.yuo1@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202111:19 AM 

To: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oliyia.dedner@dc.goy> 

Subject: FW: AFP query on Brian Sickn ick autopsy 
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FYA, 

From: Paul HANDLEY <Paul HANDLEY@afp com> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 2021 4:13 PM 

To: Press (EOM) <Press@dc.gov> 

Subject: AFP query on Brian Sickn ick autopsy 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjshjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi. Wou ld you be ab le to help us to obtain a copy of the autopsy for Officer Brian Sickn ick. The Post 

has reported on it , cit ing acting deputy mayor Geldart. 

Thanks for any help on th is. 

Respectfully, 

Paul HANDLEY 
US National Security Correspondent 
AFP - Agence France-Presse 

Suite 600, 1500 K Street NW, Washington DC 20005 USA 

Tel: +1 202 4140546 - Mob: +1 202 2852337 - Fax: +1 202 414 0638 

AFP~Comprendre le monde 

I 
'-

Join us on: 

LRJ lgJ L 

We need everyone in our communi ty to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
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to fhends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Wilson Stephanie 
Eflack@wusa9 com; Spaht Erjn; Redner Oliyja CEOMl; Ejelds Beverly COCMEl 
FOLLOW Uf': AUTOf'SY RESULTS FOR US CAf'ITOL f'OUCE OFFICER BRIAN SICKNICK 

Monday, March 15, 202111:46:18 AM 
jmageOOS png 
jmage006.pog 
imageOOZ png 

Good morning Stephanie, 

This case is pencting and Eric Flack, one of your colleagues and copied here is on the list to 
receive this information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cbery le adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Wilson, Stephanie [mailto:SWILSON3@wusa9.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 1~, 2021 11:42 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: EFiack@wusa9.com; Wilson, Stephanie; Spaht, Erin 
Subject: UPDATE REQUEST: AUTOPSY RESULTS FOR US CAPITOL POLICE OFFICER BRIAN SICKNICK 
Importance: High 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning Cheryle, 

I'm working with Chief Investigative Correspondent Eric Flake on the Capitol Riots 
court cases. 

The Washington Post is reporting that US authorities have arrested and charged two 
men in the assault of U.S. Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. 
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I'm reaching out to ask if the DC Medical Examiner's Office has any updated 
information on the cause of U.S. Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death or the 
release of autopsy results for Officer Sicknick. 

We are working on a 3:00pm deadline, please feel free to email or call my mobile, 
202-487-5711 . 

I look forward to hearing from you, appreciate your help, thank you, 

Stephanie Wilson I SENIOR MULTIMEDIA JOURNALIST 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Wilson Stephanie 
Eflack@wusa9 com; Spaht Erjn; Redner Oliyja CEOMl; Ejelds Beverly COCMEl 
FOLLOW Uf': AUTOf'SY RESULTS FOR US CAf'ITOL f'OUCE OFFICER BRIAN SICKNICK 

Monday, March 15, 202111:46:18 AM 
jmageOOS png 
jmage006.pog 
imageOOZ png 

Good morning Stephanie, 

This case is pencting and Eric Flack, one of your colleagues and copied here is on the list to 
receive this information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cbery le adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Wilson, Stephanie [mailto:SWILSON3@wusa9.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 1~, 2021 11:42 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: EFiack@wusa9.com; Wilson, Stephanie; Spaht, Erin 
Subject: UPDATE REQUEST: AUTOPSY RESULTS FOR US CAPITOL POLICE OFFICER BRIAN SICKNICK 
Importance: High 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning Cheryle, 

I'm working with Chief Investigative Correspondent Eric Flake on the Capitol Riots 
court cases. 

The Washington Post is reporting that US authorities have arrested and charged two 
men in the assault of U.S. Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. 
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I'm reaching out to ask if the DC Medical Examiner's Office has any updated 
information on the cause of U.S. Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death or the 
release of autopsy results for Officer Sicknick. 

We are working on a 3:00pm deadline, please feel free to email or call my mobile, 
202-487-5711 . 

I look forward to hearing from you, appreciate your help, thank you, 

Stephanie Wilson I SENIOR MULTIMEDIA JOURNALIST 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Chervle fOCME) 

trjaya@cbsnews com 

Date: 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: Asli Babbitt autopsy results 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 5:09:38 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death - Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause an d manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. [£death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
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Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronav irus.dc.gov. 

From: "Triay, Andres" <TrjayA@cbsnews.com> 

Date: April 7, 2021 at 2:58:03 PM EDT 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.goy> 

Subject: Asli Babbitt autopsy results 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that t he content is safe . If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshine®dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon, 

I'm a producer with CBS News. I understand you have an update on the investigation of 

deaths that occurred at or relat ed to the January 6th incident at the US Capitol. 

Can you please pass along? 

Thanks, 

Andy 

Andres (Andy) Triay 

Producer, CBS News 

Newsroom +1202 457 4572 

Mobile +1 202 499 0699 

trjaya @cbsnews.com 

@AndyTriay 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, fatnily, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Chervle fOCME) 

trjaya@cbsnews com 

Date: 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: Asli Babbitt autopsy results 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 5:09:38 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death - Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause an d manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. [£death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
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Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: "Triay, Andres" <TrjayA@cbsnews.com> 

Date: April 7, 2021 at 2:58:03 PM EDT 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.goy> 

Subject: Asli Babbitt autopsy results 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that t he content is safe . If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshine®dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon, 

I'm a producer with CBS News. I understand you have an update on the investigation of 

deaths that occurred at or relat ed to the January 6th incident at the US Capitol. 

Can you please pass along? 

Thanks, 

Andy 

Andres (Andy) Triay 

Producer, CBS News 

Newsroom +1202 457 4572 

Mobile +1 202 499 0699 

trjaya @cbsnews.com 

@AndyTriay 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, fatnily, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Chervle fOCME) 
Claudja Grjsales 
FOLLOW UP: Brian Sicknick ME report? 
Wed nesday, March 3, 2021 7 :36:11 AM 

Good morning Claudia, 

I sent you this email on Tuesday. Please see my response below regarding your request. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy . 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2021 1:05PM 
To: Claudia Grisales 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) (olivia.dedner@dc.gov); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: Brian Sicknick ME report? 

Good afternoon Claudia, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. AdditionaUy, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
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cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mai!to:CGrisales@nor.ora] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2021 12:32 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Brian Sicknick ME report? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ph jsh jng@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Can I get the lat est status on this, saw MPD Chief Contee say the ME report for Sicknick is pending, 

and reports that th is could take 90 days to complete, possible to confirm? Also, how do I go about 

requesting to get this report for Brian Sicknick once it's ready? 

Best, 

Claud ia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

(202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-51J-22GJ Senate booth 

Twitter: @cgr jsales 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Chervle fOCME) 

Claydja Grjsales 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Brian Sicknick ME report? 

Tuesday, March 2, 2021 1:05:28 PM 

Good afternoon Claudia, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent' s next of kin has been notified, 1 will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: ww w.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrisales@npr.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2021 12:32 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Brian Sicknick ME report? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjshfng@dc.P,ov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Can I get t he lat est status on this, saw MPD Chief Cont ee say t he ME report for Sicknick is pending, 

and repo rts that th is could take 90 days to complete, possib le to conf irm? Also, how do I go about 

request ing to get this report for Brian Sicknick once it' s ready? 

Best, 
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Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 
(202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-51 '3 2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: Ca>cerisales 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Chervle fOCME) 

Claydja Grjsales 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Brian Sicknick ME report? 

Tuesday, March 2, 2021 1:05:28 PM 

Good afternoon Claudia, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent' s next of kin has been notified, 1 will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: ww w.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrisales@npr.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2021 12:32 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Brian Sicknick ME report? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjshfng@dc.P,ov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Can I get t he lat est status on this, saw MPD Chief Cont ee say t he ME report for Sicknick is pending, 

and repo rts that th is could take 90 days to complete, possib le to conf irm? Also, how do I go about 

request ing to get this report for Brian Sicknick once it' s ready? 

Best, 
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Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 
(202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-51 '3 2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: Ca>cerisales 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Chervle fOCME) 
Claudja Grjsales 
FOLLOW UP: Brian Sicknick ME report? 
Wednesday, March 31 2021 12:42:52 f'M 

Good afternoon Claudia, 

Your inquiry falls within the Freedom of Information Act. A response will be provided 
within the normal timeframes subsequent to the District's declared Public Health 
Emergency per Section 503 of the COVID-19 Response Emergency Amendment Act of 
2020, effective March 17, 2020, D.C Act 23-247, and available 
here: http : I I lims dccouncil.us/ Download I 44469 I 823-0718-SignedAct pdf. 

Jn the meantime, please submit your request through the District's Freedom of lnformation 
Act Public Access Portal at foia-dc.gov. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrisales@npr.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 03, 2021 7:22AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Brian Sicknick ME report? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to phlsh!Qg@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Good morning Cheryle, 

Hope you are we ll. Hoping to follow up on this today. Darrell Pressley sent me your way. Can ring 

you later as well in case t hat's easier. 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 
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NPR 

1111 North Capitol Street NE 

Washington. DC 20002 

(202) 845-3980 cell 

On Mar 2, 2021, at 12:31 PM, Claudia Grisa les <CGrjsa les@npr.org> wrot e: 

Hel lo, 

Can I get t he latest status on this, saw MPD Chief Contee say the ME report for Sicknick 

is pending, and reports that this could take 90 days to complete, possible to confirm? 

Also, how do I go about requesting to get this report for Brian Sicknick once it's ready? 

Best, 

Claudia Grisa les 

Congressiona l Reporter 

NPR 
(202) 845-3980 cel l 

(202}-513-2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: @cgrjsa les 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Watts Lindsay 
FOLLOW UP: Brian Sicknick autopsy 
Thursdey, Februery 4, 2021 2:06:28 I"M 

Good afternoon Lindsay, 

This case is still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest infonnation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Watts, Lindsay [majl to·L jndsay Watts@FOX COM] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2021 11:50 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Brian Sicknick autopsy 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe.lfyou believe that this email is suspicious, p lease 
fotward to phishiog@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I wanted to verify that the autopsy for Officer Sicknick has still not been completed. This info is circulating oo 
Twitter: 

BREA.KlNG: Medical examiners did not find signs that US Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick sustained any 
blunt force trauma, so investigators believe that early reports that he was fatally struck by a fire extinguisher are not 
true, further deflating Democrats' impeachment case 

Is that accurate? 

Thank you, 

Lindsay Watts 
Rep01ter 
Fox5DC 
202-823-2447 
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Sent from my iPhone 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privi leged or confidential information. It is intended solely for 

the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the 
message to an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should 
permanently delete this message and its attachments and kindly notifY the sender by reply e-maiL Any content of 
this message and its attaclunents that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or its subsidiaries 
must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is made that this email or its 
attachments are without defect. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCME) 

kmclaygh!io@josjder com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM); Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: Brian Sicknick death_lnsider.com coverage 

Monday, April19, 2021 6:03:56 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7 , 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedjcal teoninolo2y on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes Lhe circumsLances surrounding a person' s dealh and falls wilhin one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adaros@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
iCoronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Kelly McLaughlin <kmclaughlin@insjder com> 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 4:28: 17 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc ~oy> 
Subj ect: Brian Sicknick death_Insider.com coverage 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to objshjog@dc.gay for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

I'm a reporter with Insider. com. I'm working on a story about Brian Sicknick, and 
the Washington Post's report that he died from natural causes but the riot "played 
a role in his condition." 

Can you confirm his cause and manner of death for my story, please? 

Thank you, 
Kelly McLaughlin 

Kelly Mclaughlin 
Senior reporter 

l{g1 
An Insider Inc. Publication 

C: 347-327-4456 
One Liberty Plaza, 8th FL, New York, NY 10006 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach om 
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to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

KSHEA@ojadvancemedja com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Brian Sicknick 

Thursday, February 4, 2021 1:52:31 PM 

jmage003 png 

Good afternoon Kevin, 

The Office of the 01ief Medical Examiner w ill release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
{Coronavirus), please visit_coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Kevin Shea <KSHEA@njadyancemedja.com> 

Date: February 4, 2021 at 11:03:52 AM EST 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 

Subject: Brick Sicknick 

I am a news reporter for NJ.com- Capitol Police Officer Brian Sickn ick's home 

state. 

Kind ly add me to any lists of media/reporters who seek find ings in his death 

investigation- if there is such a list. 

Otherwise, is there any ETA on public comment on the autopsy I post-mortem 

examination? 

Thank You, 

Kevin Shea 
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Kevin Shea I Managing Producer/ Supervising Reporter 

NJ Advance Media 

413 RiverView Plaza I Trenton, NJ 08611 

p: 609-819-2390 e: KSHEA@niadvancemedia.com 

Local journalism needs your support. Subscribe at uj.com/supporter. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, 

confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended 

recipient of this e-mail, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, 

purge it and do not disseminate or copy it. 

NJ ADVANCE MEDIA REPORTING FOR 

~kt~imes nJcom 
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From: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

KSHEA@ojadvancemedja com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Brian Sicknick 

Thursday, February 4, 2021 1:52:31 PM 

jmage003 png 

Good afternoon Kevin, 

The Office of the 01ief Medical Examiner w ill release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
{Coronavirus), please visit_coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Kevin Shea <KSHEA@njadyancemedja.com> 

Date: February 4, 2021 at 11:03:52 AM EST 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 

Subject: Brick Sicknick 

I am a news reporter for NJ.com- Capitol Police Officer Brian Sickn ick's home 

state. 

Kind ly add me to any lists of media/reporters who seek find ings in his death 

investigation- if there is such a list. 

Otherwise, is there any ETA on public comment on the autopsy I post-mortem 

examination? 

Thank You, 

Kevin Shea 
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Kevin Shea I Managing Producer/ Supervising Reporter 

NJ Advance Media 

413 RiverView Plaza I Trenton, NJ 08611 

p: 609-819-2390 e: KSHEA@niadvancemedia.com 

Local journalism needs your support. Subscribe at uj.com/supporter. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, 

confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended 

recipient of this e-mail, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, 

purge it and do not disseminate or copy it. 

NJ ADVANCE MEDIA REPORTING FOR 

~kt~imes nJcom 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

cbroojclemodels@gmail com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Brian Sicknick 

Date: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 4:46:47 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at 
the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, 
issued determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining 
individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute 

basilar artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20 PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol 
and is transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local 
hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 

"manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 
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To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Chronicle CFG <chronjc!emodels@gmaj l.com> 

Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 8:20PM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme.records@dc.gov> 

Subject: Brian Sickn ick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phish jog@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good evening, 
I hope this email finds you well. My name is Anthony Leake, and I am a credentialed member 
of the media and White House Corespondent. Can you please provide me with the autopsy 
results of Brian Sicknick? Also, if you can provide me with any and all other materials and 
statements pettaining to this matter. I would greatly appreciate it 

Anthony Leake 
Chronicle Fashion Guide 
3475129348 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

cassjdy mcdonald@cbsjnteractjye com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: CBS News inquiry 

Date: Thursday, April S, 2021 9:22:19 AM 

Good morning Cassidy, 

We are unable to fulfill your request for an autopsy report. According to our REI.EASE OF 
INFORMATION: (Standard Operation Procedures- Meclia 4.1) "Only the cause and 
manner of death are provided to the media on any medical examiner case." 

The case files of OCME are confidential under DC Code 5-1412. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Cassidy McDonald <cassjdy mcdooald@cbsinteractjye com> 
Date: April 7, 2021 at 3:23:48 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: CBS News inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishlng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi there, 

I'm a journalist with CBS News, reporting on those who died during the Capitol 
riots January 6. I'm wondering if you could notify me when you have results in 
the death of Officer Brian David Sicknick. In the meantime, would you also be 
able to provide a copy of the full autopsy report for Roseanne Boyland, 34, whose 
cause of death you just announced as acute amphetamine intoxication? 

Many thanks, 
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Cassidy McDonald 
Reporter, CBS News 
M: 608-658-0223 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

cassjdy mcdonald@cbsjnteractjye com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: CBS News inquiry 

Date: Thursday, April S, 2021 9:22:19 AM 

Good morning Cassidy, 

We are unable to fulfill your request for an autopsy report. According to our REI.EASE OF 
INFORMATION: (Standard Operation Procedures- Meclia 4.1) "Only the cause and 
manner of death are provided to the media on any medical examiner case." 

The case files of OCME are confidential under DC Code 5-1412. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Cassidy McDonald <cassjdy mcdooald@cbsinteractjye com> 
Date: April 7, 2021 at 3:23:48 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: CBS News inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishlng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi there, 

I'm a journalist with CBS News, reporting on those who died during the Capitol 
riots January 6. I'm wondering if you could notify me when you have results in 
the death of Officer Brian David Sicknick. In the meantime, would you also be 
able to provide a copy of the full autopsy report for Roseanne Boyland, 34, whose 
cause of death you just announced as acute amphetamine intoxication? 

Many thanks, 
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Cassidy McDonald 
Reporter, CBS News 
M: 608-658-0223 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

To: Keyjo Breyojoger@obcuoj com 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: CNBC Inquiry, Sicknick Ruling 

Monday, April19, 2021 6:09:27 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determjned by the CruefMedical Examjner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, dmg or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls witilln one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
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chery le.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
tCoronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: "Breuninger, Kevin (NBCUniversal}" <Keyin.Breunjoger@nbcunj com> 

Date: Apri l 19, 2021 at 3:58:19 PM EDT 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 

Subject: CNBC Inquiry, Sicknick Ruling 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dr gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hel lo, 

I cover politics for CNBC. I'm reaching out to request a statement f rom t he DC Medical 

Examiner's Office on the death of Officer Brian Sicknick. Washington Post reports the 

CME ru led Sicknick died f rom strokes one day after then Jan6 riot. 

Please confirm as soon as possible. Email or call 203-448-0768. 

Best, 

Kevin Breuninger 

CNBC 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc .gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help tbem pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

To: Keyjo Breyojoger@obcuoj com 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: CNBC Inquiry, Sicknick Ruling 

Monday, April19, 2021 6:09:27 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determjned by the CruefMedical Examjner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, dmg or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls witilln one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
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chery le.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
tCoronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: "Breuninger, Kevin (NBCUniversal}" <Keyin.Breunjoger@nbcunj com> 

Date: Apri l 19, 2021 at 3:58:19 PM EDT 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 

Subject: CNBC Inquiry, Sicknick Ruling 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dr gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hel lo, 

I cover politics for CNBC. I'm reaching out to request a statement f rom t he DC Medical 

Examiner's Office on the death of Officer Brian Sicknick. Washington Post reports the 

CME ru led Sicknick died f rom strokes one day after then Jan6 riot. 

Please confirm as soon as possible. Email or call 203-448-0768. 

Best, 

Kevin Breuninger 

CNBC 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc .gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help tbem pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

jen chrjsteosen@warnermedja com 

Dedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: CNN request for today 

Tuesday, April 20, 2021 4:26:38 PM 

jmageOOl png 
jmage003.pog 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued 
determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publjcly disclosed tjmeljne of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
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Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adaros@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov 
From: Christensen, Jen [mailto:jen.christensen@warneanedja.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 12:28 PM 
To: Records, OCME (OCME); ATD OCME 
Subject: CNN request for today 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to pb jsh jog@dc goy for addit ional ana lysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Dear Madame or Sir: 

My name is Jen Christensen. I've been asked to write a story about the death of Officer Sicknick, 
particularly how someone could die of natural causes after a traumatic event. I apologize if you have 

released this already, I'm covering t his from t he medical perspective and just coming onto the story 

today. Is this something we could get a copy of or is there someone at the office we can speak with 

about the report. Th is wi ll be a story for CNN.com that will give perspective on what a "natural 

causes" determination is et c. There was a lot of confusion from readers and we just want to educate 

them about the matter. Any insight on th is important story would be very much appreciated. It is for 

a story that will run this afternoon on CNN.com as soon as we can put it together. 

All the best, 

Jen 

Jen Christensen I she/her/hers I = Health & Climate Unit & cnn.com 1 CNN Center, Atlanta, GA 

30303 1 Vice President, nlgja the Association of LGBTQ Journalists I Jen Chrjstensen@cnn com 

I @jechristensen I c.404-353-9383 I 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, fatnily, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Whitney, 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Wild Whitney 
Dedoer Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, February 2, 202112:22:26 PM 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical 
Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 
days; however, for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when 
this information is available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I wil1 
provide you with the cause and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your 
name to the list to receive the information when it is available. 
Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Wild, Whitney [mailto:Whitney.Wild@turner.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2021 12:00 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbfshfog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thanks so much. 

Can I ask where the investigation stands now? Have you been able to determjne the cause and 
manner, but are waiting to release it? What has to happen for the information to become 
releasable? (For example does a family member or a supervisor have to sign off?) 
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Thank you again. 

Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-701-8532 

On Feb 2, 2021 , at 11:56 AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good morning Whitney, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will only release the cause and manner of 
death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Govemmenrs response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Wild, Whitney <Whitoey.Wi ld@t urner com> 

Sent: Tuesday, Febru ary 2, 2021 8:18AM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <acme records@dc.gov> 

Subject: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

Good morning, 

We are wondering if it's possible to receive a copy of Officer Brian Sicknick' s medical 
exam or autopsy? 

Will this be publicly released? Has it been completed? 

Thank you. 

Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-701 -8532 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCME) 

Whitney Wild@tumer com 

Dedner Oljyja IEOM); Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, February 2, 202111:56:20 AM 

Good morning W hitney, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will only release the cause and manner of death when this 
infonnation is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Wild, Whitney <Whjtney.Wild@t urner.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 20218:18 AM 

To: Records, OCM E (OCME) <ocme records@dc €OV> 

Subject: CNN request: Brian Sickn ick 

Good morning, 

We are wondering if it's possible to receive a copy of Officer Brian Sicknick's medical exam or 
autopsy? 

Will this be publicly released? Has it been completed? 

Thank you. 

Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-701-8532 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCME) 

Whitney Wild@tumer com 

Dedner Oljyja IEOM); Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, February 2, 202111:56:20 AM 

Good morning W hitney, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will only release the cause and manner of death when this 
infonnation is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Wild, Whitney <Whjtney.Wild@t urner.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 20218:18 AM 

To: Records, OCM E (OCME) <ocme records@dc €OV> 

Subject: CNN request: Brian Sickn ick 

Good morning, 

We are wondering if it's possible to receive a copy of Officer Brian Sicknick's medical exam or 
autopsy? 

Will this be publicly released? Has it been completed? 

Thank you. 

Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-701-8532 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Whitney, 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Wild Whitney 
Dedoer Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, February 2, 202112:22:26 PM 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical 
Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 
days; however, for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when 
this information is available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I wil1 
provide you with the cause and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your 
name to the list to receive the information when it is available. 
Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Wild, Whitney [mailto:Whitney.Wild@turner.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2021 12:00 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbfshfog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thanks so much. 

Can I ask where the investigation stands now? Have you been able to determjne the cause and 
manner, but are waiting to release it? What has to happen for the information to become 
releasable? (For example does a family member or a supervisor have to sign off?) 
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Thank you again. 

Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-701-8532 

On Feb 2, 2021 , at 11:56 AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good morning Whitney, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will only release the cause and manner of 
death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Govemmenrs response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Wild, Whitney <Whitoey.Wi ld@t urner com> 

Sent: Tuesday, Febru ary 2, 2021 8:18AM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <acme records@dc.gov> 

Subject: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

Good morning, 

We are wondering if it's possible to receive a copy of Officer Brian Sicknick' s medical 
exam or autopsy? 

Will this be publicly released? Has it been completed? 

Thank you. 

Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-701 -8532 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCMEl 
FOLLOW UP: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 
Friday, February 19, 2021 2:12:56 I'M 

Thank you for this response. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2021 2:11PM 
To: Bill Marshall; Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mt. Marshall: 

I apologize fo r what may be confusing. Cheryle Adams is OCME's public affairs officer and I am 
the FOIA officer. I advise Cheryle of FOIA requests by a reporter so that she can add the 
reporter to her list to receive any relevant announcements that the Chief Medical Examiner may 
make. 

In response to your question, OCME is maintaining its denial of your FOIA request for the 
reasons stated. I would add that since OCME bas not issued a fmal report, the denial also falls 
under DC Code 2-534(a)(4) and 2-534(e) . It may fall under D C Code 2-534(a)(3) and 2-534(a) 
(10) as well because law enforcement agencies are conducting their own investigations. OCME 
will file a response to the appeal as requested by the Mayor's Office. You may withdraw your 
appeal at any time. 

All the best, 
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tf>ga:JUa-m.$ 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for t he District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.goy 

.. 

·@· ~ ": . , . 

. - . 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Bill Marshall [mailto:BMarshaii@JUDICIALWAICH.ORG] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content Is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to objshjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply const itute a rejection of the appea l I submitted yesterday t o the DC Government 

following the ea r lier rejection of my Freedom of Info rmation Act req uest seeking: "All records, 

includ ing but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' elect ronic communications, related to t he deat h on Jan. 6, 2021 of Capitol Police Officer 

Brian Sicknick and its related investiga tion."? 

Respectfu lly, 

Will iam F. Marshall 
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Senior Investigator 

Judicial Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIAl WATCH ORG> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM} <olivia dedoer@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME} <beyerly.fields@dc.goy>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME} <rodney adams@dc.goy> 

Subject: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCMEl 
FOLLOW UP: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 
Friday, February 19, 2021 2:20:52 I'M 

Public Jnformation Officer and an Adams will get it right eventually. © Have a great day! 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to tlze Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2021 2:18PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

One I may get your title correct! 

f&a;?Uam.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for t he District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 70/.69R.900S M : 70/ . .i79.900S 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt f rom disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print , retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify t he sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2021 2:13 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Thank you for this response. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), plPasP visit coronayjrus de gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2021 2:11 PM 
To: Bill Marshall; Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

?vlr. Marshall: 
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1 apologize for what may be confusing. Cheryle Adams is OCME's public affairs officer and I am 
the FOlf\. officer. I advise Cheryle of FOIA requests by a reporter so that she can add the 
reporter to her list to receive any relevant announcements that the Chief Medical Examiner may 
make. 

In response to your question, OCME is maintaining its denial of your FOIA request for the 
reasons stated. I would add that since OCME has not issued a final report, the denial also falls 
under DC Code 2-534(a)(4) and 2-534(e). It may fall under DC Code 2-534(a)(3) and 2-534(a) 
(10) as well because law enforcement agencies are conducting their own investigations. OCME 
will file a response to the appeal as requested by the Mayor's Office. You may withdraw your 
appeal at any time. 

All the best, 

&a?&rmn.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc goy 

.. 

·~f1. · · .··, u 
Confidentiality Notice 

Th i:. rnt!:.:.i::lgt! i:.lJE:! ing :.E:!nl uy or on l.Jt!lli::tlf o f i::l li::lwyt!r. IL i:. inlendt!d t!xdu:.ivt! ly for Lht! im.lividui::t l or en lily Lo whid1 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Dill Marshall [majlto:OMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCI I.ORG] 
Se nt: Friday, February 19, 20211:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
p lease forward to pb jshjng@dc goy for additional ana lysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
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Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply constitute a rejection of the appea l I submitted yesterday to the DC Government 

following the earlier rejection of my Freedom of Information Act request seeking: "All records, 

includ ing but not limited to aut opsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' electronic communications, related to t he death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Cap itol Police Officer 

Brian Sicknick and its related investigation."? 

Respectfu lly, 

Will iam F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicial Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCM E} <chery le.adarns@dc.goy:> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oljyja.dedoer@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCM E) <beyerly.fields@dc.gov>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sickn ick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of d eath within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
avanable and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fripp SaVern fOCME> 
FOLLOW UP: capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick 
Saturday, February 20, 2021 7:31:17 rM 

Good evening Sa Vern, 

I will respond and have a great evening! 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the ChiefMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
40 l E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202-698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax:202-698-910l 
Cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocrne de goy 

On Feb 20, 2021, at 5:43PM, Fripp, Sa Vern (OCME) <sayern fripp@dc goy> wrote: 

SaVern M . Fripp I Office of t he Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Slreel, SW - Suile 6081 I Wd::;lli rl~lun, DC 20024 I Orrice (202) 698-

9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-91011 
Email: sayern f ri pp@dc goy I Web: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jan Stevenson <jan steyeoson43@gmail corn> 
Date: February 20, 2021 at 5:42:44 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 

links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 

content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 

phjsb jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
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Dear Sir or Madam, 

Please advise me of the status of the examination into the death of the 

officer referenced above. 

Have any reports been issued by the ME, pathologist or coroner? 

Presumably an autopsy was undertaken. Has this been completed? Has a 

report been issued? If not, when can we expect one? 

How long was the body retained before being released for cremation? 

Thanks so much for your assistance. 

Yours fa ithfully, 

Jan Stevenson 

Sent from M.ai.l. for Windows 10 
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From: Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
To: jan steyenson43@gmajl com 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick 

Wednesday, February 24, 2021 9:48:51 AM Dote: 

Good morning Jan, 

Please let me know the media outlet that you are representing. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For t he latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.d_sgoy. 

From: Jan Stevenson <jan.stevensoo43@gma jl.com> 

Date: February 20, 2021 at 5:42:44 PM EST 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 

Subject: Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links o r open 
attachments unless you recogniZe the sender and know t hat the content IS safe. If you believe that 

this email is suspicious, please forward to phish jng@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

Please advise me of the status of t he examination into the death of t he officer 

referenced above. 

Have any reports been issued by the ME, pathologist or coroner? 

Presumably an autopsy was undertaken. Has this been complet ed? Has a report been 

issued? If not, when can we expect one? 

How long was the body reta ined before being released for cremation? 
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Thanks so much for your assistance. 

Yours fait hful ly, 

Jan Stevenson 

Sent f rom Mail for Windows 10 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Jerry Dyoleaw 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Capitol Riot 

Date: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 4:57:24 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has 
issued the following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine lntoxication 
• Manner of Death - Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Olief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manrter of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls withln one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 
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To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocrne .dc.gov. 

Does the Medical Examiner have a justification for why this was pushed beyond the 90-day 
period and what the Medical Examiner's policy is in this regard? 

• OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical 
Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 
90 days; however, for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, 
when this information is available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I 
will provide you with the cause and manner of death. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocrne.dc gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.g_ov. 
From: Jerry Dunleavy [mailto:jdunleavy@washingtonexaminer.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 4:36PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Capitol Riot 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attac;hments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jshjng@dc ggy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle, 

Thanks for your call. 

Would I be able to get a copy of the Medical Examiner's full determinations for the causes of 
death for those who died at the Capitol riot on January 6? 

Can the Medical Examiner provide its defmition of a homjcide? 

Can the Medical Examiner say why it has not been able to determine a cause of death for 
Officer Sicknick? Does it consider it a homicide? Has it ruled in or ruled out a chemical spray 
or a stroke causing his death? 

Is the autopsy report for Officer Sicknick something that could be made available? 

Does the Medical Examiner have a justification for why this was pushed beyond the 90-day 
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period and what the Medical Examiner's policy is in this regard? 

Many thanks! 

JD 

Jerry Dunleavy 
Washington Examiner 
JDnnleavy@WasbjogtonExam juer.com 
216-375-7101 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Mark Seornyes 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Cause & Manner 

Tuesday, April 20, 2021 2:38:43 PM 

Good afternoon Mark, 

Please provide this individual--" Schiknicj" fust or last name. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest in.fonnation on the District Government's response to COVID- 19 (Coronavims), p lease visit 
corouavi.n.1s.dc.gov. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [majlto· Mark Segraves@nbcunj com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:14PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: [EX1ERNAL] FOLLOW UP: Cause & Manner 

CAUTION: TI1is emai l originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. I.fyou believe that tills email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Have you mled on Schiknicj ? 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Seut from my iPhone, but never while drivi.ng. I would uever do that. Ald1ough it would explaiu the typos. 

> On Apr 19, 2021, at 12:36 PM, Adams, Cberyle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> Good afternoon Mark, 
> 
> These cases are still pending. 
> 
:-.. Best regards, 
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> Cheryle 
> 
> Cheryle E. Adams 
> OHice: 202 698-9008 
> Mobile: 202-329-9008 
> Fax (202) 698-9 10 I 
> cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
> Web: httpd /urldefense com/v3/ http://www.ocme de gov ·I IPIZeeW5wscynR019-btTk610d9nhWDCN
TiHzj3ED8vkRJYpil0cUtza~csauYp I Hel8h-xUHE90WaSWb8$ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> For the latest iuf01mation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [majlto·Mark.Segraves@nbcuuj com] 
> Sent: Monday, Aprill9, 202111:39 AM 
> To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME): Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
> Subject: Cause & Manner 
> 
> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Govenunent. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe.lfyou believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to pb.ishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 

> 
> Hello 
> Checking on cause and manner : 
> 
> Paul Tschudi 
> Brian Sicknick 
> 
> Thank you 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. 1 would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
> 
> We need everyone in our communiLy to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Mark Seornyes 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Cause & Manner 

Monday, April19, 202112:36:24 PM 

Good afternoon Mark, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest in.fonnation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavin1s), please visit 
corouavi.n.Js.dc.gov. 

-----01iginal Message-----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mail to -Mark Segraves@nhcuuj com] 
Sent: Monday, April I 9, 2021 J I :39 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Su~ject: Cause & Manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe.l.fyou believe that this email is suspicious, please 
fo1ward to phishiog@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello 
Checkillg on cause and manner : 

Paul Tscbudi 
Brian Sicknick 

Thank you 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washi.ugtou News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Mark Seornyes 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Cause & Manner 

Monday, April19, 202112:36:24 PM 

Good afternoon Mark, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest in.fonnation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavin1s), please visit 
corouavi.n.Js.dc.gov. 

-----01iginal Message-----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mail to -Mark Segraves@nhcuuj com] 
Sent: Monday, April I 9, 2021 J I :39 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Su~ject: Cause & Manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe.l.fyou believe that this email is suspicious, please 
fo1ward to phishiog@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello 
Checkillg on cause and manner : 

Paul Tscbudi 
Brian Sicknick 

Thank you 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washi.ugtou News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Mark Seornyes 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Cause & Manner 

Tuesday, April 20, 2021 2:38:43 PM 

Good afternoon Mark, 

Please provide this individual--" Schiknicj" fust or last name. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest in.fonnation on the District Government's response to COVID- 19 (Coronavims), p lease visit 
corouavi.n.1s.dc.gov. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [majlto· Mark Segraves@nbcunj com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:14PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: [EX1ERNAL] FOLLOW UP: Cause & Manner 

CAUTION: TI1is emai l originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. I.fyou believe that tills email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Have you mled on Schiknicj ? 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Seut from my iPhone, but never while drivi.ng. I would uever do that. Ald1ough it would explaiu the typos. 

> On Apr 19, 2021, at 12:36 PM, Adams, Cberyle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> Good afternoon Mark, 
> 
> These cases are still pending. 
> 
:-.. Best regards, 
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> Cheryle 
> 
> Cheryle E. Adams 
> OHice: 202 698-9008 
> Mobile: 202-329-9008 
> Fax (202) 698-9 10 I 
> cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
> Web: httpd /urldefense com/v3/ http://www.ocme de gov ·I IPIZeeW5wscynR019-btTk610d9nhWDCN
TiHzj3ED8vkRJYpil0cUtza~csauYp I Hel8h-xUHE90WaSWb8$ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> For the latest iuf01mation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [majlto·Mark.Segraves@nbcuuj com] 
> Sent: Monday, Aprill9, 202111:39 AM 
> To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME): Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
> Subject: Cause & Manner 
> 
> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Govenunent. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe.lfyou believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to pb.ishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 

> 
> Hello 
> Checking on cause and manner : 
> 
> Paul Tschudi 
> Brian Sicknick 
> 
> Thank you 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. 1 would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
> 
> We need everyone in our communiLy to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Mark Segrnyes 
FOLLOW UP: Cause and Manner 
Thursdey, April 8, 2021 6:37:22 I'M 

On Friday, April2, 2021, an individual operating a motor vehicle intentionally struck two 
on-duty United States Capitol Police Officers with his vehicle, fatally injuring one officer, 
William "Billy" Evans. The District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. 
Francisco J, Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the following determination as to the cause and 
manner of death. 

William "Billy" Evans, 41 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Multiple blunt force injuries to the head 
• Manner of Death-Homicide 

Background explanation of medjcal terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the" cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The" manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unPxpPC'tPc:l c:IPath. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

1nanner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Monday, April OS, 2021 5:18 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Cause and Manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to phjshjog@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hello 

Requesting cause and manner 3 cases: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 
2: Officer Brian Sicknick 

3: Officer Will iam Evans 

Thank you 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. l would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fields Beverly fOCMEl ; Dedner O!jyja f EOM\ 
FOLLOW UP: cause and Manner 
Thursdey, April 8, 2021 6:39:02 I'M 

I did not copy you on the Mark Segraves email. The email that I sent is below for your 
review. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adarns@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 6:37 PM 
To: 'Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal)' 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: Cause and Manner 

On Friday, April2, 2021, an individual operating a motor vehicle intentionally struck two 
on-duty United States Capitol Police Officers with his vehicle, fatally injuring one officer, 
William "Billy" Evans. The District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. 
Francisco J, Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the following determination as to the cause and 
manner of death. 

William "Billy" Evans, 41 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Multiple blunt force injuries to the head 
• Manner of Death - Homicide 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Exarniner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
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unexpected death. 
• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 

including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 
• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 

the manner of death is not considered natural. 
• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and mrumer 
investigations in the District, visit oeme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www oeme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Searaves@nbcunj.com] 
Sent: Monday, April OS, 2021 5:18PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: cause and Manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to pb jsbiog@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello 

Requesting cause and manner 3 cases: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 
2: Officer Brian Sicknick 

3: Officer William Evans 

Thank you 
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Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. [ would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling l-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Chervle fOCME) 

Claydja Gr jsales 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Cause and Manner of Death for user Officer Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, April 20, 202111:42:44 AM 

Good morning Claudia, 

I am acknowledging receipt of your request and wil1 follow up with a response soon. 

Best regards, 
01eryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-91 01 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrisales@npr.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202111:29 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to pbishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Hope all are well. Fo llowing up on this request, could I set up an int erview t ime with M E Diaz as well ? 

Hop ing t o go over his f indings, largely in simi lar format to his WaPo interview. I'm flexible on a t ime 

for the chat. Thanks much. 

Best, 

Claud ia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 
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NPR 

(202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: @cgrisales 

From: Claudia Grisa les 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 20214:34 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCM E) <cheryle.adams@dc goy> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oljyja.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beyerly.fjelds@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

Hello, 

Apologies, a follow up question, possible to confirm WaPo reporting that Sicknick suffered two 

strokes in laymen's terms? 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

1111 North Capitol Street NE 

Washington DC 20002 

{202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-3709 NPR HO office 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

www.npr.on~ 

Twitter: @q~rjsales 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle .adams@dc gov> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 2021 4:20PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: C:JUse ;Jnd M;Jnner of De;Jt h for USCP Officer Brion Sicknick 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, F ACP, issued determinations on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 
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Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner ofDeath-NaturaJ 

Publicly disclosed time! joe of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedjcal terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As detem1ined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional hatm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

Ch{).ryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
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to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help tbem pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Chervle fOCME) 

Claydja Gr jsales 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Cause and Manner of Death for user Officer Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, April 20, 202111:42:44 AM 

Good morning Claudia, 

I am acknowledging receipt of your request and wil1 follow up with a response soon. 

Best regards, 
01eryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-91 01 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrisales@npr.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202111:29 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to pbishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Hope all are well. Fo llowing up on this request, could I set up an int erview t ime with M E Diaz as well ? 

Hop ing t o go over his f indings, largely in simi lar format to his WaPo interview. I'm flexible on a t ime 

for the chat. Thanks much. 

Best, 

Claud ia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 
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NPR 

(202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: @cgrisales 

From: Claudia Grisa les 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 20214:34 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCM E) <cheryle.adams@dc goy> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oljyja.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beyerly.fjelds@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

Hello, 

Apologies, a follow up question, possible to confirm WaPo reporting that Sicknick suffered two 

strokes in laymen's terms? 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

1111 North Capitol Street NE 

Washington DC 20002 

{202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-3709 NPR HO office 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

www.npr.on~ 

Twitter: @q~rjsales 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle .adams@dc gov> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 2021 4:20PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: C:JUse ;Jnd M;Jnner of De;Jt h for USCP Officer Brion Sicknick 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, F ACP, issued determinations on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 
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Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner ofDeath-NaturaJ 

Publicly disclosed time! joe of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedjcal terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As detem1ined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional hatm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

Ch{).ryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
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to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help tbem pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Mark Seornyes 
Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: Cause and manner 

Thursday, April 15, 2021 2:30:27 PM 

Good afternoon Mark, 

These cases are pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest in.fonnation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavin1s), please visit 
corouavi.n.1s.dc.gov. 

-----Oiigiual Message-----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mail to -Mark Segraves@nhcuuj com] 
Sent: Thursday, Aprill5, 2021 10:10 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Su~ject: Cause and manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. l.fyou believe that this email is suspicious, please 
fo1ward to phishiog@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello 
Checkillg on cause and manner : 

Paul Tscbudi 
Brian Sicknick 

Thank you 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washiugtou News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Mark Segrnye:;; Fjeld:; Beverly COCMEl: Dedner Oliyja CEOMl 
FOLLOW UP: cause and manner 
Friday, February 26, 2021 8 : 1<1 :37 AM 

Good morning Mark, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2021 5:14 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Cause and manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to obtshtogCaJdc.goy for addtttonal analysts by uc 1 u ~ecunty Uperattons Center (::.uq. 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 21 -006- I 47 

3: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Emai/0318 
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Sent from my iPbone, but never while driving. [ would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Mark Segrnyes; Fjeld:; Beverly (OCMEl: Dedner Oliyja (EOMl 
FOLLOW UP: cause and manner 
Wednesday, February 17, 2021 7 :50: 16 AM 

Good morning Mark, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the D istrict G overnment's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2021 10:35 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Cause and manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe . If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjshjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Asbli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Bames (12/9/78). 
CCN# 21-006-147 

3: Officer Brian Sicknick 
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Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. [would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Mark Segrnyes; Fjeld:; Beverly COCMEl 
fields Beverly COCMEl ; Dedner Oljyja CEOMl 
FOLLOW ur: Cause and manner 

Thursday, April 1, 20211:21:32 PM 

Good afternoon Mark, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www acme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 30, 2021 9:59AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Cause and manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unle:.:. you recugniLe Lt1e :.emler ciiiU know lhallhe conlenl i:. :.are. tr you believe Lt1al Lhi!> email i:. ::.u::.~i<.:iuu:., 

please forward to pbjsbjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning 
Following up on these requests: 

I : Ashli Babbitt 
2: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Emai/0322 
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Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. l would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Mark Segrnyes; Fjeld:; Beverly COCMEl 
fields Beverly COCMEl ; Dedner Oljyja CEOMl 
FOLLOW ur: Cause and manner 

Thursday, April 1, 20211:21:32 PM 

Good afternoon Mark, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www acme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 30, 2021 9:59AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Cause and manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unle:.:. you recugniLe Lt1e :.emler ciiiU know lhallhe conlenl i:. :.are. tr you believe Lt1al Lhi!> email i:. ::.u::.~i<.:iuu:., 

please forward to pbjsbjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning 
Following up on these requests: 

I : Ashli Babbitt 
2: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 
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Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. l would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Mark Segrnye:;; Fjeld:; Beverly COCMEl: Dedner Oliyja CEOMl 
FOLLOW UP: cause and manner 
Monday, March 22, 20211:50:57 PM 

Good afternoon Mark, 

This information is still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 22, 20211:31 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Cause and manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to obtshtogCaJdc.goy for addtttonal analysts by uc 1 u ~ecunty Uperattons Center (~UC) . 

Good afternoon 
Following up on these requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 
2: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. [ would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Mark Segrnyes; Fjeld:; Beverly (OCMEl: Dedner Oliyja (EOMl 
FOLLOW UP: cause and manner 
Monday, March 15, 2021 10:59:07 AM 

Good morning Mark, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on th e District G overnment's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2021 9:20AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Cause and manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe . If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjshjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Goid morning 
Following up on these requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 
2: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 

Emai/0328 
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@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Mark Seornyes 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: Cause and manner 

Thursday, March 11, 2021 12:02:48 PM 

Good afternoon Mark, 

I am following up with you to provide the cause and manner of death for Lakisha Barnes. 
The cause of death was manual strangulation and the manner of death was ruled a 
homicide. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), p lease visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2021 10:32 PM 
To: Adams, C.heryle (OCMF); Fields, Reverly (OCMF); Dedner, Olivia (FOM) 
Subject: Cause and manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know tha,t the content is safe . If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to objshjng@dc goy for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lak.isha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 21-006- 1 47 

3: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
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NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Mark Seornyes 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: Cause and manner 

Thursday, March 11, 2021 8:41:47 AM 

Good morning Mark, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www acme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2021 10:32 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Cause and manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unle:.:. you recugniLe Lt1e !>emler ciiiU know lhallhe conlenl i:. :.are. tr you believe Lt1al Lhi!> email i:. !>U!:i~i<.:iuu:., 

please forward to pbjsbjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 21-006-147 

3: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-157 6 

Emai/0332 
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@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Mark Seornyes 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: Cause and manner 

Thursday, March 11, 2021 8:41:47 AM 

Good morning Mark, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www acme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2021 10:32 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Cause and manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unle:.:. you recugniLe Lt1e !>emler ciiiU know lhallhe conlenl i:. :.are. tr you believe Lt1al Lhi!> email i:. !>U!:i~i<.:iuu:., 

please forward to pbjsbjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 21-006-147 

3: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-157 6 
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@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Mark Segrnye:;; Fjeld:; Beverly COCMEl: Dedner Oliyja CEOMl 
FOLLOW UP: cause and manner 
Friday, February 26, 2021 8 : 1<1 :37 AM 

Good morning Mark, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2021 5:14 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Cause and manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to obtshtogCaJdc.goy for addtttonal analysts by uc 1 u ~ecunty Uperattons Center (::.uq. 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 21 -006- I 47 

3: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Emai/0336 
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Sent from my iPbone, but never while driving. [ would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Mark Seornyes 
Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: Cause and manner 

Thursday, April 15, 2021 2:30:27 PM 

Good afternoon Mark, 

These cases are pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest in.fonnation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavin1s), please visit 
corouavi.n.1s.dc.gov. 

-----Oiigiual Message-----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mail to -Mark Segraves@nhcuuj com] 
Sent: Thursday, Aprill5, 2021 10:10 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Su~ject: Cause and manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. l.fyou believe that this email is suspicious, please 
fo1ward to phishiog@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello 
Checkillg on cause and manner : 

Paul Tscbudi 
Brian Sicknick 

Thank you 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washiugtou News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Mark Seornyes 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: Cause and manner request 

Tuesday, March 2, 202111:12:23 AM 

Good morning Mark, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Chery le 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www acme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2021 11:08 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Cause and manner request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unle:.:. you recugniLe Lt1e !>emler ciiiU know lhallhe conlenl i:. :.are. tr you believe Lt1al Lhi!> email i:. :.u!>~i<.:iuu:., 

please forward to pbjsbjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 21-006-147 

3: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 

Emai/0340 
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202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Mark Segrnye:;; Fjeld:; Beverly COCMEl: Dedner Oliyja CEOMl 
FOLLOW UP: cause and manner request 
Friday, February 12, 2021 10:28:43 AM 

Good morning Mark, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 12, 202110:25 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Re: Cause and manner request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to obtshtogCaJdc.goy for addtttonal analysts by uc 1 u ~ecunty Uperattons Center (::.uq. 

Checking on these requests 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-157 6 
@ScgravcsNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 

On Feb 11 , 2021, at 12:28 PM, Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) 
<Mark Sellfayes@nbcuoj com> wrote: 

Emai/0342 
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Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbin 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 21-006-147 

3: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it 
would explain the typos. 

Emai/0343 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Mark Seornyes 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: Cause and manner request 

Tuesday, March 2, 202111:12:23 AM 

Good morning Mark, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Chery le 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www acme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 2021 11:08 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Cause and manner request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unle:.:. you recugniLe Lt1e !>emler ciiiU know lhallhe conlenl i:. :.are. tr you believe Lt1al Lhi!> email i:. :.u!>~i<.:iuu:., 

please forward to pbjsbjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 21-006-147 

3: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
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202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Mark Segrnyes 
fields Beverly COCMEl ; Dedner Oljyja CEOMl 
FOLLOW ur: Cause and manner requests 

Tuesday, February 9, 2021 3:10:04 PM 

Good afternoon Mark, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni .com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2021 3:00PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Cause and manner requests 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jsh jog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 2 1-006-147 

3: Officer Brian Sicknick 
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Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997- 157 6 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never w hile driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Mark Segrnyes 
fields Beverly COCMEl ; Dedner Oljyja CEOMl 
FOLLOW ur: Cause and manner requests 

Tuesday, February 9, 2021 3:10:04 PM 

Good afternoon Mark, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni .com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2021 3:00PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Cause and manner requests 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jsh jog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 2 1-006-147 

3: Officer Brian Sicknick 
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Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997- 157 6 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never w hile driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Colleen Long 
FOLLOW UP: Cause for Sicknick 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 8:30:55 AM 

Good morning Ms. Long, 

Please let me know the media outlet that you represent. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest infom1ation on the District Govemment's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

-----Otiginal Message-----
From: Colleen Long [mailto·colleen long@~mail com] 
Sent: Monday, Aprill9, 2021 6:44 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Cause for Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Govemment. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle, 
I am a colleague of Mike Balsamo's, and I'm ho.ving a hard time trying to parse out whether or not sickness died for 
multiple strokes or just one. Can you help me clarify on background? I believe it is many or at least more than one 
but I just can't tell. 

Thanks! 
Colleen 

Sent from my iPhone 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach our to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCME) 

Colleen Long 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Cause for Sicknick 

Tuesday, April 20, 2021 9:49:36 AM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7 , 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedjcal teoninolo2y on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes Lhe circumsLances surrounding a person' s dealh and falls wilhin one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adaros@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
iCoronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Colleen Long [mailto:colleen.long@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 8:33 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Cause for Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to oh jsh ine@dc.rNv for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Forgive me, somehow this email sent from my gmail account, I was sending it from my 
phone. 

I am with The Associated Press. 

Colleen 

On Tue, Apr 20, 2021 at 8:30AM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cher:yle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good morning Ms. Long, 

Please let me know the media outlet that you represent. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www acme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus de goy. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Colleen Long [mailto:colleen long@gmail com] 
Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 6:44PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Cause for Sicknick 
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CAUTION: This emai l originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. 
If you believe that thjs email is suspicious, please forward to phishjng@dc goy for 
additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle, 
I am a colleague of Mike Balsamo' s, and I'm having a hard time trying to parse out whether 
or not sickness died for multiple strokes or jt1st one. Can you help me clarify on 
background? I believe it is many or at least more than one but I just can't tell. 

Thanks! 
Colleen 

Sent from my iPhone 

We need everyone in our communi ty to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vacc inated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we 
can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCME) 

Colleen Long 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Cause for Sicknick 

Tuesday, April 20, 2021 9:49:36 AM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7 , 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedjcal teoninolo2y on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes Lhe circumsLances surrounding a person' s dealh and falls wilhin one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adaros@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
iCoronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Colleen Long [mailto:colleen.long@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 8:33 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Cause for Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to oh jsh ine@dc.rNv for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Forgive me, somehow this email sent from my gmail account, I was sending it from my 
phone. 

I am with The Associated Press. 

Colleen 

On Tue, Apr 20, 2021 at 8:30AM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cher:yle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good morning Ms. Long, 

Please let me know the media outlet that you represent. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www acme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus de goy. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Colleen Long [mailto:colleen long@gmail com] 
Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 6:44PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Cause for Sicknick 
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CAUTION: This emai l originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. 
If you believe that thjs email is suspicious, please forward to phishjng@dc goy for 
additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle, 
I am a colleague of Mike Balsamo' s, and I'm having a hard time trying to parse out whether 
or not sickness died for multiple strokes or jt1st one. Can you help me clarify on 
background? I believe it is many or at least more than one but I just can't tell. 

Thanks! 
Colleen 

Sent from my iPhone 

We need everyone in our communi ty to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vacc inated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we 
can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Schram Jamje f * ICl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl ; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

Thursday, April 8, 2021 9:32:58 AM 

Good morning Jamie, 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are still pending. 
OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. 
Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
From: Schram, Jamie (*IC) [mailto:Jamie.Schram@tmz.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 9:27AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dec.Jner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know tha( the content is sate. It you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to ohishing@dc goy for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Good morning, 

Officer Brian Sicknick was not on yesterday's list. When can we expect his autopsy resu lts? 

Thanks, 

Jamie 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} <cheryle.adams@dc.gay> 

Sent: Wednesday, Apri l7, 20212:33 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedoercwdc.goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME} <beyerlv.fieldsCilldc.goy> 
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Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

[CAUTION] 
This email originated outside Warner Bros. 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and mrumer of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death - Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances sw-row1ding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
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Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. AJready vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Watts Lindsay 

Dedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 3:05:59 PM 

Good afternoon Lindsay, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, 1 will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Watts, Lindsay [mailto:Lindsay.Watts@FOX.COM] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 2:54 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe . If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjshjng@dc goy for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Can you provide information about the delay in cause of death for Officer Sicknick? Can you tell me 
again w hat the NAME gu idelines are {I believe you said 90 days)? W hen do you expect to have cause 

of death? 

Thanks! 

Lindsay Watts 

Reporter 
FoxSDC 
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202-823-2447 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 7, 2021, at 2:33 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection 
at the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The 
District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. 
Diaz, MD, F ACP, has issued the following determinations as to the cause and 
manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular 

disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular 

disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 

• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are 
pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of 
death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the" cause of death" is the 
medical disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's 
death. The "manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a 
person's death and falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, 
sudden, and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by 
another, inc1uding actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. Tf death is hastened by 
an injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results front the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
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• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign 
another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and 
manner investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 
<imageOOl.jpg> 
For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to yaccjoate de aov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to an addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or 
its subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Watts Lindsay 

Dedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 3:05:59 PM 

Good afternoon Lindsay, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, 1 will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Watts, Lindsay [mailto:Lindsay.Watts@FOX.COM] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 2:54 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe . If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjshjng@dc goy for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Can you provide information about the delay in cause of death for Officer Sicknick? Can you tell me 
again w hat the NAME gu idelines are {I believe you said 90 days)? W hen do you expect to have cause 

of death? 

Thanks! 

Lindsay Watts 

Reporter 
FoxSDC 
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202-823-2447 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 7, 2021, at 2:33 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection 
at the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The 
District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. 
Diaz, MD, F ACP, has issued the following determinations as to the cause and 
manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular 

disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular 

disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 

• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are 
pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of 
death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the" cause of death" is the 
medical disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's 
death. The "manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a 
person's death and falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, 
sudden, and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by 
another, inc1uding actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. Tf death is hastened by 
an injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results front the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
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• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign 
another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and 
manner investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 
<imageOOl.jpg> 
For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to yaccjoate de aov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to an addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or 
its subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 

To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Heath Brad < Reytersl 

FOLLOW UP: Determinations of the cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 
Wed nesday, April 7, 2021 3 :03:01 PM 

Good afternoon Brad, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9J 01 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www acme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit roronayjrus.dc.goy. 

From: Heath, Brad (Reuters) [mailto:Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 2:56PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbisbjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thanks, Cheryle. 

Are you able to elaborate at al l on why t he cause and manner of deat h for Ofc. Sicknick remain 

undetermined? Is it unusual for a case to remain pending for this long? 

Thanks, 

Brad 

from: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
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Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 20212:33 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly f jelds@dc goy> 

Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death- RE: January 6, 2021 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death -Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death-Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermjned: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit acme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
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Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone ill our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Schram Jamje f * ICl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl ; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

Thursday, April 8, 2021 9:32:58 AM 

Good morning Jamie, 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are still pending. 
OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. 
Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
From: Schram, Jamie (*IC) [mailto:Jamie.Schram@tmz.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 9:27AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dec.Jner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know tha( the content is sate. It you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to ohishing@dc goy for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Good morning, 

Officer Brian Sicknick was not on yesterday's list. When can we expect his autopsy resu lts? 

Thanks, 

Jamie 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} <cheryle.adams@dc.gay> 

Sent: Wednesday, Apri l7, 20212:33 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedoercwdc.goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME} <beyerlv.fieldsCilldc.goy> 
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Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

[CAUTION] 
This email originated outside Warner Bros. 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and mrumer of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death - Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances sw-row1ding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
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Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. AJready vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Castillo Susana CEOMl; Foster LaToya CEOMl 
Qedner Oljyja CEOMl; Ejelds Beverly COCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Dr. Diaz I nterview Request 

Tuesday, April 20, 202111:31:36 AM 
jmage002 png 
jmage003.pog 
jmage004 png 
jmageOOS.ong 

Good afternoon Susana, 

I will be updating the spreadsheet that you should have a copy of with the current media 
requests and will send that document as soon as it is completed. Please let me know if you 
should have any additional questions. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Castillo, Susana (EOM) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 11:29 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Foster, LaToya (EOM) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Dr. Dinz Interview Request 

Hi Cheryle, 

Any way you can create a log and send only document? 

Thanks, 

Susana 

Susana Castillo 
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Press Secretary 
Office of Communications 

Executive Office of Mayor Muri.el Bowser 
Main Office: 202-727-5011 

Cell: 202-309-2640 
susana castjllo@dc goy 

* * * W~AR~ 
WAS~INGTON 

http-1/mayor de ~oy/ 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202111:22 AM 

To: Castillo, Susana (EOM) <susaoa.castjllo@dc.goy>; Foster, LaToya (EOM) <latoya foster@dc.goy> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME} <beverly fields@dc goy> 

Subject: FYI: Dr. Diaz Interview Request 

Good morning to all, 

Please see the request below regarding an interview. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iej Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Flack, Eric [mailto:Eflack@wusa9.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 10:08 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Dr. Diaz Interview Request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ph jsbing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning Cheryl- 1 see Dr. Diaz gave a brief interview to the Washington Post regarding Officer 

Sicknick's autopsy results. Wou ld he do the same for us? 

Thanks, 

Eric Flack 

Eric Flack I Chief Investigative Reporter 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or call ing 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #OCHOPF. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Eflack@wusa9 com 
FOLLOW UP: Dr. Diaz Interview Request 
Tuesday, April 20, 202112:18:02 I'M 

imageOOS.ong 
jmage006 png 
imageOO?.png 

Good afternoon Eric, 

1 am acknowled ging receipt of your request and will follow up with a response soon. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Flack, Eric [mailto:EFiack@wusa9.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 12:03 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Dr. Diaz Interview Request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jshjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle- Resend ing th is in case you missed it since I had not heard back. 

If an interview is not possib le can you please answer/address the fo llowing questions? 

1. Why did release of Officer Sicknick's autopsy results and manner of death take longer than 

the others who deaths were connected to the siege on the Capito l Jan uary 6th? 

-· 

2. Why did Officer Sicknick's autopsy results and manner of death take longer than NAME's 90 

day standard for results to be returned and complete? 

3. In a release from your office January 6th Dr. Diaz stated: On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 
an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United States Capitol resulted 
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in the deaths of five individuals. Officer Sicknick was included in t hat count. How can his 

manner of death be stroke/natural causes while at the same t ime be attributed to the 

insurrection? 

This is for a report that w il l air on tonight's evening news. 

Thanks, 

Eric Flack 

From: Flack, Eric 

Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202110:08 AM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle adams@dc goy> 

Subject: Dr. Diaz Interview Request 

Good morning Cheryl- 1 see Dr. Diaz gave a brief int erview to the Washington Post regarding Officer 

Sicknick's autopsy results. Wou ld he do the same for us? 

Thanks, 

Eric Flack 

Eric Flack I Chief Investigative Reporter 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Layra Collins 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: Email enquiry as requested 

Tuesday, February 16, 2021 7:44:38 AM 

Good morning Laura, 

I will follow up with you when the information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Laura Collins [mailto:Laura.Collins@mailonline.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 15, 20211:39 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields/ Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Email enquiry as requested 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjshiog@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle 

I'm not sure that I thanked you for this, if not I certain ly meant to! 

I appreciate being added to the list of media receiving updates, 

Yours with best w ishes, 
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Laura 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 11, 2021, at 12:09 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.Bov> w rote: 

External Sender 

Good afternoon Laura, 

The Office of the Olief Medical Examiner will only release the cause and 
manner of death when this information is available. Additionally, I have 
added your name to the list to receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
<imageOO 1 .jpg> 
For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.goy. 
From: Laura Collins [mailto:Laura.Collios@mailonlioe.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2021 10:18 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Email enquiry as requested 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center {SOC). 

Dear Cheryle 

Thank you for return ing my ca ll. As I expla ined I'm a journal ist for t he Dai ly Mail and 

want to estab lish the latest accurate situation as far as information that has been 

released in relation to Officer Brian Sicknick's death. 

It's my understanding that t he Medical Examiner has not concluded their investigation, 

nor has any cause of death been issued. Is that correct? 

I have seen reports that 'no vis ible injuries were found' on Officer Sicknick but I cannot 

see any ve ri f ication of that so aga in wanted to establish if t his is something t hat has 

come from your office? 
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When the report has been concluded is that something that wi ll be a matter of public 

record and possible for me to request or will that be a decision for the family? I know it 

varies from state to state so want to check. 

And fina lly, if it is someth ing that I can request is it possible for me to place that 

request now or does that have to be done after it is completed? 

There has been so much misinformation swirling I just want to get the facts directly 

from you as far as the Medical Examiner's part in proceedings. 

I appreciate your time on t his, 

Yours with best wishes, 

Laura Collins 

Chief Investigative Reporter 

Dai lyMail.com 

Disclaimer 

This e-mail and any attached files are intended for the named addressee only. It contains 
information, which may be confidential and legally privileged and also protected by copyright. 
Unless you are the named addressee (or authorised to receive for the addressee) you may not 
copy or use it, or disclose it to anyone else. If you received it in error please notify the sender 
immediately and then delete it from your system. Associated Newspapers Ltd. Registered 
Office: Northcliffe House, 2 Derry St, Kensington, London, W8 STI. Registered No 84121 
England. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Layra Collins 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: Email enquiry as req uested 

Thursday, February 11, 202112:09:26 PM 

Good afternoon Laura, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wil1 only release the cause and manner of death 
when this iniormation is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to 
receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 
From: Laura Collins [mailto :Laura.Collins@mailonline.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2021 10:18 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Email t:!nquiry a!> rt:!que!>tt:!<.l 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjshmg@dc.goy for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle 

Thank you for return ing my cal l. As I explained I'm a journalist for t he Da ily Mail and want to 

establ ish the latest accurate situation as fa r as information that has been released in relat ion to 

Officer Brian Sicknick's death . 

It's my understanding that t he Medical Examiner has not concluded their invest igat ion, nor has any 

cause of death been issued. Is that correct? 

I have seen reports that 'no visible injuries were found' on Officer Sicknick but I cannot see any 

verification of that so aga in wanted to estab lish if this is something t hat has come from your office? 

When the report has been concluded is that something that wil l be a matter of publ ic record and 

possib le for me to request or wi ll t hat be a decision for the family? I know it va ries f rom state to 

state so want to check. 

And f inally, if it is something t hat I can request is it possible for me to place that request now or does 
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that have to be done after it is completed? 

There has been so much misinformation swirling I just want to get the facts directly from you as far 

as the Medica l Examiner's part in proceedings. 

I appreciate your time on th is, 

Yours wit h best w ishes, 

Laura Collins 

Chief Invest igat ive Reporter 

DailyMail.com 

Disclaimer 

This e-mail and any attached files are intended for the named addressee only. It contains information, which 
may be confidential and legally privileged and also protected by copyright. Unless you are the named 
addressee (or authorised to receive for the addressee) you may not copy or use it, or disclose it to anyone 
else. If you received it in error please notify the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. 
Associated Newspapers Ltd. Registered Office: Northcliffe House, 2 Derry St, Kensington, London, W8 STI. 
Registered No 84121 England. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Layra Collins 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: Email enquiry as req uested 

Thursday, February 11, 202112:09:26 PM 

Good afternoon Laura, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wil1 only release the cause and manner of death 
when this iniormation is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to 
receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 
From: Laura Collins [mailto:Laura.Collins@mailonline.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2021 10:18 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Email t:!nquiry a!> rt:!que!>tt:!<.l 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjshmg@dc.goy for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle 

Thank you for return ing my cal l. As I explained I'm a journalist for t he Da ily Mail and want to 

establ ish the latest accurate situation as fa r as information that has been released in relat ion to 

Officer Brian Sicknick's death . 

It's my understanding that t he Medical Examiner has not concluded their invest igat ion, nor has any 

cause of death been issued. Is that correct? 

I have seen reports that 'no visible injuries were found' on Officer Sicknick but I cannot see any 

verification of that so aga in wanted to estab lish if this is something t hat has come from your office? 

When the report has been concluded is that something that wil l be a matter of publ ic record and 

possib le for me to request or will t hat be a decision for the family? I know it va ries f rom state to 

state so want to check. 

And f inally, if it is something t hat I can request is it possible for me to place that request now or does 
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that have to be done after it is completed? 

There has been so much misinformation swirling I just want to get the facts directly from you as far 

as the Medica l Examiner's part in proceedings. 

I appreciate your time on th is, 

Yours wit h best w ishes, 

Laura Collins 

Chief Invest igat ive Reporter 

DailyMail.com 

Disclaimer 

This e-mail and any attached files are intended for the named addressee only. It contains information, which 
may be confidential and legally privileged and also protected by copyright. Unless you are the named 
addressee (or authorised to receive for the addressee) you may not copy or use it, or disclose it to anyone 
else. If you received it in error please notify the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. 
Associated Newspapers Ltd. Registered Office: Northcliffe House, 2 Derry St, Kensington, London, W8 STI. 
Registered No 84121 England. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Layra Collins 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: Email enquiry as requested 

Tuesday, February 16, 2021 7:44:38 AM 

Good morning Laura, 

I will follow up with you when the information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Laura Collins [mailto:Laura.Collins@mailonline.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 15, 20211:39 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields/ Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Email enquiry as requested 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjshiog@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle 

I'm not sure that I thanked you for this, if not I certain ly meant to! 

I appreciate being added to the list of media receiving updates, 

Yours with best w ishes, 
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Laura 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 11, 2021, at 12:09 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.Bov> w rote: 

External Sender 

Good afternoon Laura, 

The Office of the Olief Medical Examiner will only release the cause and 
manner of death when this information is available. Additionally, I have 
added your name to the list to receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
<imageOO 1 .jpg> 
For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.goy. 
From: Laura Collins [mailto:Laura.Collios@mailonlioe.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2021 10:18 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Email enquiry as requested 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center {SOC). 

Dear Cheryle 

Thank you for return ing my ca ll. As I expla ined I'm a journal ist for t he Dai ly Mail and 

want to estab lish the latest accurate situation as far as information that has been 

released in relation to Officer Brian Sicknick's death. 

It's my understanding that t he Medical Examiner has not concluded their investigation, 

nor has any cause of death been issued. Is that correct? 

I have seen reports that 'no vis ible injuries were found' on Officer Sicknick but I cannot 

see any ve ri f ication of that so aga in wanted to establish if t his is something t hat has 

come from your office? 
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When the report has been concluded is that something that wi ll be a matter of public 

record and possible for me to request or will that be a decision for the family? I know it 

varies from state to state so want to check. 

And fina lly, if it is someth ing that I can request is it possible for me to place that 

request now or does that have to be done after it is completed? 

There has been so much misinformation swirling I just want to get the facts directly 

from you as far as the Medical Examiner's part in proceedings. 

I appreciate your time on t his, 

Yours with best wishes, 

Laura Collins 

Chief Investigative Reporter 

Dai lyMail.com 

Disclaimer 

This e-mail and any attached files are intended for the named addressee only. It contains 
information, which may be confidential and legally privileged and also protected by copyright. 
Unless you are the named addressee (or authorised to receive for the addressee) you may not 
copy or use it, or disclose it to anyone else. If you received it in error please notify the sender 
immediately and then delete it from your system. Associated Newspapers Ltd. Registered 
Office: Northcliffe House, 2 Derry St, Kensington, London, W8 STI. Registered No 84121 
England. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

© 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCMEl 
FOLLOW UP: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 
Thursdey, Februery 18, 2021 3:13:30 PM 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:13PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

I suppose it would be the honorable course for you to follow up despite the wounding to my 
fragile ego. 

&,a ::J&rmns 

Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc goy 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt f rom disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print , retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify t he sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:11 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

I was just sending you a response when you sent this response. I will add him to the list 
and would you like for me to follow up with him? 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams/ Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 181 2021 3:10 PM 
To: Adamsr Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

H e is the fellow that I just emailed to you: William Marshall 
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f&a:lUam.$ 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc gov 

.. 

.. ftl·. ~· .-~ 1: . ·,- , . 

. ·. 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:03 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME)i Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

Good afternoon Rodney, 

TI1is case is still pending and I do not see "Judicial Watch" on my list of media requests. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 2:56PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FW: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

And the celebration was short lived . . . 

A Judicial Watch reporter has immediately appealed my denial of his request for the case file of 

Off. Brian Sicknick who died during the Jan 6th riot at the Capitol. We have several other 
reporters requesting it as well. 

f&ga;?faam.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Appeals, Foia (EOM) 
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Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 2:42 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: bmarshal!@judjcjalwatch.org 
Subject: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

Hello, 

Tbis Office adjudicates administrative FOIA appeals on behalf of the Mayor. We received the 
attached appeal based upon a FOIA decision (or lack of decision) issued by your agency. We 
received the attached appeal based upon a FOIA decision (or lack of decision) issued by your 
agency. Please provide us with your response to the appeal within five (5) business days of 
this communication. Please include the fo llowing in your response: 

(a) The justification for your decision not to grant review of records as requested; 
(b) A Vaughn index of documents withheld, and an affidavit or declaration of a 
knowledgeable official or employee testifying to the decision to withhold documents; and 
(c) A copy of the public record or records in dispute on the appeal; provided, that if the 
public record contains personal, sensitive, or confidential information, you may redact such 
information. 

If no response is received, a final decision will be made on the record before us. 

Please be advised that your agency 's response may be shared with the requester when the final 
decision is issued. Therefore, please clearly mark any contldential information contained in 
your response. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel (MOLC) 
1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 407 
Washington, D.C. 20004 
(202) 727-8812 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCMEl 
FOLLOW UP: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 
Thursdey, Februery 18, 2021 3:11: 14 PM 

I was just sending you a response when you sent this response. I will add him to the list 
and would you like for me to follow up with him? 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adarns@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:10PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

I Ie is d1e fellow d1at I just emailed to you: William Marsh all 

{)ga:lUum.s 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt f rom disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print , retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify t he sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:03 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

Good afternoon Rodney, 

This case is still pending and I do not see "Judicial Watch" on my list of media reg uests. 

Best regard s, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Otief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
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Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 2:56 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FW: FOIA Appeal2021-096 

And the celebration was short lived . . . 

A Judicial Watch reporter has immediately appealed my denial of his request for the case file of 

Off. Brian Sicknick who died during the Jan 6th riot at the Capitol. We have several other 
reporters requesting it as well. 

f&a ;;u-am.f 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rod ney.Ada ms@ dc.goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part ot this message. It you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message 

From: Appeals, Foia (EOM) 
Se nt: Thursday, February 18, 2021 2:42 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: bmarsball@judjcjalwatch.org 
Subject: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

Hello, 

This Office adjudicates administrative FOIA appeals on behalf of the Mayor. We received the 
attached appeal based upon a FOIA decision (or lack of decision) issued by your agency. We 
received the attached appeal based upon a FOIA decision (or lack of decision) issued by your 
agency. Please provide us with your response to the appeal within five (5) business days of 
this communication. Please include the following in your response: 
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(a) The justification for your decision not to grant review of records as requested; 
(b) A Vaughn index of documents withheld, and an affidavit or declaration of a 
knowledgeable official or employee testifying to the decision to withhold documents; and 
(c) A copy of the public record or records in dispute on the appeal; provided, that if the 
public record contains personal, sensitive, or confidential information, you may redact such 
information. 

If no response is received, a final decision will be made on the record before us. 

Please be advised that your agency's response may be shared with the requester when the final 
decision is issued. Therefore, please clearly mark any confidential information contained in 
your response. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel (MOLC) 
1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 407 
Wasbjngton, D.C. 20004 
(202) 727-8812 
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From: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Adams Rodney IOCME); Djaz Francisco IOCMEl 

fields Beyerly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:03:29 PM 

Good afternoon Rodney, 

This case is still pending and I do not see "Judicial Watch" on my list of media requests. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams/ Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 2:56 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields/ Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FW: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

And the celebration was short lived ... 

A J ud.icial Watch reporter has immediately appealed my denial of his request for the case file of 

Off. Brian Sicknick who died during the Jan 6th riot at the Capitol. We have several other 
reporters requesting it as well. 

/fJ.gaNam.Y 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office o f the Chief M edical Examiner 
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for the District of Columbia 

401 E St reet SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney Adams@dq~oy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of t his message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Appeals, Foia (EOM) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 2:42 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: bmarsball@judjcjalwatcb.org 
Subject: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

Hello, 

This Office adjudicates administrative FOIA appeals on behalf of the Mayor. We received the 
attached appeal based upon a FOIA decision (or lack of decision) issued by your agency. We 
received the attached appeal based upon a FOIA decision (or lack of decision) issued by your 
agency. Please provide us with your response to the appeal within five (5) business days of 
this communication. Please include the following in your response: 

(a) The justification for your decision not to grant review of records as requested; 
(b) A Vaughn index of documents withheld, and an affidavit or declaration of a 
knowledgeable official or employee testifying to the decision to withhold documents; and 
(c) A copy of the public record or records in dispute on the appeal; provided, that if the 
public record contains personal, sensitive, or confidential information, you may redact such 
information_ 

If no response is received, a final decision wi ll be made on the record before us. 

Please be advised that your agency ' s response may be shared with the requester wben tbe final 
decision is issued. Therefore, please clearly mark any confidential information contained in 
your response. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Emai/0397 
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Sincerely, 

Mayor's Office ofLegal Counsel (MOLC) 
1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 407 
Washington, D.C. 20004 
(202) 727-8812 
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From: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Adams Rodney IOCME); Djaz Francisco IOCMEl 

fields Beyerly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:13:54 PM 

I have added this reporter to the list to receive the cause and manner of death information 
when it is available. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 2:56PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FW: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

And the celebration was short lived . . . 

A Judicial Watch reporter has immediately appealed my denial of his request for the case file of 

Off. Brian Sick.n.ick who died during the Jan 6th riot at the Capitol. W/ e have several other 
reporters requesting it as well. 

/B,srD"Jb£a:m,f 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for t he District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de goy 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Appeals, Foia (EOM) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 2:42 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: bmarsba!l@judjcialwatch.ora 
Subject: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

Hello, 

This Office adjudicates administrative FOIA appeals on behalf of the Mayor. We received the 
attached appeal based upon a FOIA decision (or lack of decision) issued by your agency. We 
received the attached appeal based upon a FOIA decision (or lack of decision) issued by your 
agency. Please provide us with your response to the appeaJ within five (5) business days of 
this communication. Please include the fo llowing in your response: 

(a) The justification for your decision not to grant review of records as requested; 
(b) A Vaughn index of documents withheld, and an affidavit or declaration of a 
knowledgeable official or employee testifying to the decision to withhold documents~ and 
(c) A copy of the public record or records in dispute on the appeal; provided, that if the 
public record contains personal, sensitive, or confidential information, you may redact such 
information. 

If no response is received, a final decision will be made on the record before us. 

Please be advised that your agency's response may be shared with the requester when the final 
decision is issued. Therefore, please clearly mark any confidential information contained in 
your response. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel (MOLC) 
1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
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Suite 407 
Washington, D.C. 20004 
(202) 727-8812 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Adams Rodney COCME); Fields Beyerly COCMEl 
Qedner Oljyja CEOMl 
FOLLOW Ur>: FOIA request 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:40:07 PM 

Olivia has indicated that she will follow up with Mark Segraves. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest infonnation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

-----Original Message----
From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, Aprill9, 2021 4:39 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FW: FOIA request 

Interesting. I'll sit on it until after we do release the info. 

Rod Adams 
Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to 
which it is addressed. Tllis communication may contain infonnation that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 
othenvise legally protected or exempt fi·om disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to 
read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any pax1 of this message. If you have received this message in 
error, please notifY the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

----Original Message----
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From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto :Mark.Se~raves@nbcuni .com] 
Sent Monday, April 19, 2021 4:33PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: FOIA request 

CAUTION: Tlus email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that tllis email is suspicious, please 
forward to pbishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

1 would like all emails between Peter Herman of the Washington post and Cheryle Adams or Beverly Fields or 
anyone at OCME regarding cause and manner tor Officer BRIAN Sicknick. 

1 am making tllis request under the freedom of infonnation act. 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, bt1t never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in OLu· community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Adams Chervle COCMEl 
Adams Rodney COCMEl 
Dlaz Francisco (QCMEl; Fields Beverly (OCMEl 

FOLLOW UP: FOIA requt!St 

Tuesday, April20, 2021 11:35:25 AM 

J will forward your email to Olivia for awareness purposes. 

Cbetyle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
MobiJe: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the .latest infonnation on the District Government's response to COVJD-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

-----Original Message----
From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 11:33 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Fmncisco (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOIA request 

That would be fine. Mr. Seagraves, despite h.is protests, had already filed a FOIA request on the District portal. I will 
handle it in due course. 

Rod 

Rodney K. Adams 
Ueneral Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
DistTict of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lav.ryer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. TI1is communication may contain infonnation that is proprietary, ptivileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. If you aJe not the named addressee, you are no! authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part ofth.is message. If you have received tills message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Adams, Cilt:ryh:: (OCME) <-=~:ilt:ry lt:.allams@ll~.;.guv> 
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Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 11:26 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.diaz@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOIA request 

Good morning to all, 

Thank you for this update. Should we forward this email to the Deputy Mayor's oftice for awareness? Please let me know. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest infomtation on the District Government's response to COVTD-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

-----Original Message----
From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April20, 202110:36 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOIA request 

As you'll note from the back and forth below, reporter Mark Seagraves has his lallckers in a bind. I will need to run ESRs 
through OCTO to assure we are responsive. 

Rod 

Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Ollice ot'the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodncy.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. This communicabon may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. lf you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part ofthis message. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
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-----Original Message-----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [majlto·Mark Sc~avcs@nbcunj com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ApriJ 20, 2021 10:30 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOIA request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not chck on links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that tl1is emai l is suspicious, please forward to 
phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

1 really don't mean to be problematic about this but you don't need my address the foia Jaw does not require that, it does not 
require you to use the portaL 
That said I already have an account on the portal and have submitted it through the portal. 
Thank you fir your attention to this request. 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. 1 would never do that. Although it wotL!d explain the typos. 

> On Apr 20, 2021, at 10:21 AM, Adams, Rodney (OCME) <roduey.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> OK, then I need your mai ling address so I can set it up tor you. 
> 
=> Rod 
> 
> Rodney K. Adams 
> General Cotmsel 
> Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
> for the District of Columbia 
> 401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
> 0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
> Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
> 
> 
> 
> Confidentiality Notice 
> 

> This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. This conununication may contain inionnation that JS proprietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message in etTor, please notify the sender 
immediately by email, and delete al l copies of the message. 
> 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) fma jlto·Mark Semves@nhcunj com·l 
> Sent: Tuesday, Apri l 20, 202 1 I 0: 16AM 
> To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
> Subject: Re: LEXTERNAL] R£: fOIA request 
> 
> CAUTION: This email originated fi·om outside of the DC Government Do not click on links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. ffyou believe that this email is suspicious, please f01ward to 
phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 
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> DC law docs not require me to go through the portal. de FOIA law is 
> very clear about that l do wish to pursue this request Thank you 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 
> Sent from my i.Phone, but never while driving. 1 would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
> 
>> On Apr 20, 2021, at 10:11 AM, Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
>> 
>> Mr. Seagraves: 
>> 
>> Thank you for your message. If you wish to pursue this request, please register and complete the form on the District's 
FOIA portal (bttps·//urldefense com/y3/ https·//foja-
dc ~ov/ · II PIZeeWSwscynRO I Sq7xdP3raGY8LslljueC5Sli IT ZYaKmpi UK.bOYBAxhX8yb2tbxZBFWOcnJFWEilaCOM$ 
) so we can process it appropriately. lfyou do not, I will assume that you are withdrawing the request. 
>> 
>> All the best, 
>> 
>> Rod 
>> 
>> Rodney K. Adams 
>> General Counsel 
>> Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
>> for the District of Columbia 
=>=> 401 E Stn::t:l SW, Washingwu, DC 20024 
» 0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
>> Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> Confidentiality Notice 
>> 
>> This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. Tllis communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately by email, and delete all copies ofthe message. 
>> 

>> 
>> 
>> -----Original Message-----
» From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [majlto :Mark.Se~raves@nbcunj . com] 

>> Sent: Monday, Apri l I 9, 202 1 4:33PM 
>> To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
>> Subject: FOIA request 
>> 
>> CAUTION: Tllis email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>> 
>> 
>> I would like all emails between Peter Herman of the Washington post and Cheryle Adams or Beverly Fields or anyone 
at OCME regarding cause and manner for Officer BRIAN Sicknick. 
>> 
>> 1 am making lllis request under the freedom of infom1alion act. 
>> 
>> Mark Segraves 
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>> NBC Washington News 
» 202-997-1576 
>> @SegravesNBC4 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. AJtbough it would explain the typos. 
>> 
>> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
>> appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or caiJing l-855-363-0333. 
>> Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
>> coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
>> save Jives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
> 
> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
> appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. 
> Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
> coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
> save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-
855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-
855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCJ·TOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-
855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our conununity to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-
855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

skeating@jysttbeoews com 

Dedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl; Adams Rodney IOCME) 
FOLLOW ur: FOIA request from media 

Monday, February 8, 2021 1:21:01 PM 

Good afternoon Susan, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wil1 release the cause and manner of death when 
this inionnation is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
From: Susan Katz Keating [majlto:skeatjng@justtheoews.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 11:40 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); ATD OCME 
Subject: FOIA n:que!:>t frurn media 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ph jshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

This is Susan Katz Keating, a journalist with Just the News. Under the provisions of the 
Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting the following: 

The autopsy report for Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. 

I am requesting an expeditious response. 

Sincerely, 

- Susan Katz Keating 
Just the News 
1850 K St., NW, Ste 1000 
Washington, D.C. 2006 
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Cell: 703-401-2547 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

skeating@jysttbeoews com 

Dedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl; Adams Rodney IOCME) 
FOLLOW ur: FOIA request from media 

Monday, February 8, 2021 1:21:01 PM 

Good afternoon Susan, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wil1 release the cause and manner of death when 
this inionnation is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
From: Susan Katz Keating [majlto:skeatjng@justtheoews.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 11:40 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); ATD OCME 
Subject: FOIA n:que!:>t frurn media 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ph jshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

This is Susan Katz Keating, a journalist with Just the News. Under the provisions of the 
Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting the following: 

The autopsy report for Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. 

I am requesting an expeditious response. 

Sincerely, 

- Susan Katz Keating 
Just the News 
1850 K St., NW, Ste 1000 
Washington, D.C. 2006 
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Cell: 703-401-2547 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Rodney, 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Adams Rodney fOCME); Frjpp SaYern fOCME) 

FOLLOW UP: FOIA request from media 
Monday, February 8, 2021 11:57 :30 AM 

Would you like for me to follow up with this individual? Please let me know. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, February 08, 202111:55 AM 
To: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOIA request from media 

Thanks, Sa Vern. She sent the same request to me directly as well. 

f&a:/UU1M 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M : 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de goy 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, February 08, 202111:42 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: FOIA request from media 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Administrative Coordinator I Office of d1e Chief Medical Examiner 
40 I E. Street, SW - Suite 6092 I Washington, DC 20024 
Office: (202) 698-9009 I Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax: (202) 698-9101 
Email: sayero fripp@dc goy I Web: www acme de goy 

From: Susan Katz Keating [majlto:skeatino@justtbenews.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 8, 202111:40 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); ATD OCME 
Subject: FOIA request from media 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jsbjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Tbjs is Susan Katz Keating, a journalist with Just the News. Under the provisions of the 
Freedom oflnformation Act, I am requesting the following: 

The autopsy report for Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. 

I am requesting an expeditious response. 

Sincerely, 

~Susan Katz Keating 
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Just the News 
1850 K St., NW, Ste 1000 
Washington, D.C. 2006 

Cell: 703-401-2547 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Sysan Katz Keatjng 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl; Adams Rodney IOCME) 
FOLLOW ur: FOIA request from media 

Thursday, February 11, 202111:50:19 AM 

Good morning Susan, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical 
Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 

days; however, for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when 
this information is available and the decedent' s next of kin has been notified, I wil1 
provide you with the cause and manner of death. Finally, your name is on the list to 
receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Susan Katz Keating [mailto:skeating@justthenews.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 202111:13 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: FOIA request from media 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless vou recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ph jshjng@dc goy for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Good morning Cheryle, 

Can you please tell me why the results have not been released yet? 

Thank. you, 
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~Susan 

On Mon, Feb 8, 2021 at 1:35 PM Susan Katz Keating <skeating@justthenews com> wrote: 

Thank you, Cheryle, I appreciate the update. 

Best, 

~Susan 

On Mon, Feb 8, 2021 at 1:33 PM Adams, Cberyle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 
wrote: 

Good afternoon Susan, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wiJJ release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to 
receive the information when it is available . 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www acme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.goy. 

From: Susan Katz Keating [mailto·skeatino@justthenews com] 
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 11:40 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); ATD OCME 
Subject: FOIA request from media 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Govern ment. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe t hat t his email 
is suspicious, please forward to phishjng@dc.gov for additiona l analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

Hello, 

This is Susan Katz Keating, a journalist with Just the News. Under the provisions of the 
Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting the following: 

The autopsy report for Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. 
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I am requesting an expeditious response. 

Sincerely, 

- Susan Katz Keating 
Just the News 
1850 K St., NW, Ste 1000 
Washington, D.C. 2006 

Cel1: 703-401-2547 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Fjelds Beyerly COCMEl 
Adams Rodney COCME) 
FOLLOW Ur>: FOIA request 

Tuesday, April 20, 2021 8: 12:50 AM 

Good rooming Beverly, 

Thank you for tllis email. ls there anything more that 1 need to do regarding tllis request? Please let me know. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-910 I 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

-----Original Message----
From: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 8: 1-1 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cherylc (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOIA request 

Hi, 

Mr. Seagraves called me this afternoon prior to his email and asked why infonnation was provided to Mr. Herman at 
the Wasllington Post solely. He was quite upset. T referred !lim to the Mayor's Communications Team for 
response. 

Beverly Ann Fields, Esq. 
Cllief of Staff 
DC Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 ESt., SW, Gth Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
202-698-9006 (o) 
202-329-9006 (c) 
beverly.fields@dc.gov 
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> On Apr 19, 2021 , at 4:38PM, Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> Interesting. l'U sit on it until afier we do release the info. 
> 

> Rod Adams 
> Rodney K. Adams 
> General Counsel 
> Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
> for the District of Columbia 
> 401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
> 0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
> Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
> 
> 
> 
> Confidentiality Notice 
> 
> This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. lt is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to 
which it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 
otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to 
read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. lfyou have received this message in 
error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
> 
> 
> 
> ----Original Message-----
> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto·Mark Segrayes@nbcunj com] 
> Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:33 PM 
> I o: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
> Subject: FOIA request 
> 
> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 
> 
> I would like all emails between Peter Herman of the Washington post and Cheryle Adams or Beverly Fields or 
anyone at OCME regarding cause and manner for Officer BRIAN Sicknick. 
> 
> I am making this request under the freedom of infoxmation act. 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
> 

> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to fheuds, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling I-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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We need everyone in otu· commtmiry to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCl·IOPE 
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from: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Mams Cheryle {OCMEl 
Papson Allison 
FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sid<nid<:, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 
Tuesday, February 2, 2021 2:54:15 PM 

Good afternoon Allison, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' (NAME) standard to 
determine Lhe cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, for cases that are mo1·e complex it could be 
longer. Therefore, when this information is available and the dccedt>nt's next of kin has been notified, I w iU 
provide you with the cause and manner of death. Addibonally, I have added your nam<> to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
chery!e adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please 
visi t coronayirus.dc,goy. 

From: Papson, Allison [mailto:AIIison.Papson@FOX.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2021 2:35 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashll Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email o riginated from outside of the DC Goverr]ment. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshing@dc goy for additional analysis 
by 000 Secwity Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Do you have an ETA on when you think t hese will be re leased? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

@Allison Papson 

J!
"~-= •. 

fOX5DC . COM FOX . 5 , FOX5 PLUS 11 '# ~ a a sTAY sAFE srAY srRoNo. srAv AHEAD. 
. ~11 •• fON ~ 00 WDCA 1'\1 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <chervle adams@dc goy> 
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Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 3:23PM 

To: Allison Papson <AII json papson@FOXTV.COM> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashl i Babbit t, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Phi lips 

Good a(tl?rnoon Allison, 

These cases are still pending and I have added your name to the list to receive the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. 

Besl regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office> of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Strec>t, SW 61h Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
chery!e.ad ams@d c.goy 
Web: www ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please 
visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Allison Papson [mai!to·AWson Papson@EOXIV COM] 
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 12:54 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the 

sender and know tllat the content is safe. If you believe t hat t h is email is suspicious, please forward to phjshing@dc.g0\1 for additiona l analysis 

by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Any updates on these cases? 

Thank you. 

All ison Papson 

Fox 5 

St::lll f iUII I II IY iPhu11t:: 

On Jan 19, 2021, at 10:30 AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <chervle.adams@dc.gov> w rote: 

Good moming Allison, 

These cases are still pending. 
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Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cb\' ryle.adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
<image003.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Allison Papson [mailto:AIIison.Papson@FOXTV.COMJ 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 6:48 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WITG Assignment Desk; WITG WEB; Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & 
Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not d ick on links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 

phjsbine@dc eov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi, 

Just following up to find out if this information is availatle yet. 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 
<imaJ.~e004.jpg> 

@AllisonPa pson 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCM E) <cheryle adams@dc gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 8:55 AM 

To: All ison Papson <Allison papsoo@FOXTV COM> 

Cc: WTIG Assignment Desk <WTTGAssjeomentDesk@EOXTV COM>; WTIG W EB <WUGWEB@foxty com>; 

Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly f ields@dc goy>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivja.dedner@dc.goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & 
Bcnj<:~min Phil ips 

Good morning Allison, 

The Office of the Ocief Medical Examiner will release theca use and manner of death when this 
information is avdilablc. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 
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Cheryle E. Adams 
Sf1Ccin1 Assistnut to tlw OliefMedicnl Exnminer 
Office of the Ch ief Medical Examiner 
401 E Str<?Ql, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
checyle.ad ams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.de gov 
<imagc003 .jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavjrus.dc.goy. 

From: Allison Papson [mailto:AIIison.Paoson@FOXIV.COMJ 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:09 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WITG Assignment Desk; WITG WEB 
Subject: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUliON: This email onginated f rom out s1de of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you 

recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phjshtog@dq.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center {SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Will you please send us the cause and manner of death for Brian Sic knick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, 

Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 
<imageQ04.jpg> 

@Allison Papson 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Govemment. Text INAUG2021 to 
888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential infonnation. It is intended solely for 
the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery ofthe 
message to on addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rother, you s hould 
pennru.1ently delete this message and its attaclunents and kmdly notify the sender by reply e-mail. AJJy content oftbis 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business ofF ox Corporation, or its subsidiaries must 
be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is made that this email or its 
attachments are without defect 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Alljson Papson 

Subject: 
Dote: 

FOLLOW UP: FOX S REQUEST: Brian Sic.knick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 
Monday, January 25, 2021 3 :23:16 r>M 

Good afternoon Allison, 

These cases are still pending and I have added your name to the list to receive the cause 
and manner of death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Clzief Medical Examiner 
Office o£ the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Allison Papson [mailto:AIIison.Papson@FOXlV.COM] 
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 12:54 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne 
Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishjng@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Any updat es on these cases? 

Thank you. 
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Allison Papson 

Fox 5 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 19, 2021, at 10:30 AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc goy> wrote : 

Good morning Allison, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
<unage003.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Allison Papson [mailto:AII json.papson@FOXTV.COM] 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 6:48 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WlTG Assignment Desk; WlTG WEB; Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, 
Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi, 

Just following up t o f ind out if t his informat ion is availab le yet. 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 
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Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox S 

202-895-3000 
<lmage004.j pg> 

@AllisonPapson 

From: Adams, Chery le (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 8:55AM 

To: Al lison Papson <AI Iison.Papson@FOXTV.COM > 

Cc: WTIG Assignment Desk <WUGAssjgnmentDesk@FOXTV COM>; WTIG WEB 

<WTIGWEB@foxty.com>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov>; Dedner, 

Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQU EST: Brian Sicknick, Ashl i Babb itt, Kevin Greeson, 

Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Phil ips 

Good morning Allison, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of 
death w hen this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.ad ams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme.dc gov 
<image003 .jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response t o 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Allison Papson [mailto:Ailison.Papson@FOXTV.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8 :09PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WTTG Assignment Desk; WTTG WEB 
Subject: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland 
& Benjamin Philips 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
'attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email rs suspiCIOUs, please forward to phlshlng(a)dc.eov for additional analysis by oc I 0 Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Will you please send us the cause and manner of death for Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, 

Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 
<imnge004.j pg> 

@AllisonPapson 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC 
Government. Text INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street 
closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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from: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date; 

Mams Cheryle {OCMEl 
Allison Papson 
WUG Assignment Desk· WIIG WEB· Relds Bevertv {OC~!El· Dedner Olivia IEOMl 
FOLLOW UP: FQX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sid<nick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 
Tueoday, January 19, 2021 10: 29:-1~ AM 

G ood morning Allison, 

ThesP casPS are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Ch<>ryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please 
visi t coronayirus.dc,goy . 

From: Allison Papson [mailto:AIIison.Papson@FOXTV.COM] 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 6:48 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} 
Cc: WITG Assignment Desk; WITG WEB; Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashll Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This emai l originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshms@dc goy for additional analysis 
Ly OCTO S"l.UI ily OfJ"' dliun> C""l"' (SOC), 

Hi, 

Ju:;t following up to find out if th i:; informiltion i5 ovililoblc yet. 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Sen ior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

@Allison Papson 

~
..<-

fOX5DC . COM OX · 5 · FOX5 PL1JS 1n , ~ a a sTAY sAFE sTAY sTRoNo. srAv AHEAD. 
L ~··NOTON~ DC WOCA tV 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <chervle adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 8:55 AM 

To: Allison Papson <All ison PapsoorWFOXI\1 COM> 
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Cc: WTIG Assignment Desk <WJTGAssjenmentDesk®EOXJV COM>; WTTG WEB <WJTGWEB@foxty com>; Fields, Beverly 

(OCME) <beyer ly f jelds@dc.goy>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <o liyia dedner@dc.goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashl i Babbit t, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Phi lips 

Good morning A ll ison, 

The Office of lhe Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner o( death when this information is 

available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office> of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Strec>t, SW 61h Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
chery le.adams@d c.goy 
Web: www ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please 
visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Allison Papson [mailto·AWson Papson@EOXIV COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:09 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WTIG Assignment Desk; WTIG WEB 
Subject: FOX s REQUE>T : Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: Th is email or iginated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that t his email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dc goy for additional analysis 

by OCTO Security Operations center (SOC). 

W ill you please send us the cause and manner of death for Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbit t, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & 

Benjamin Philips? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 
Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

a @AIIisonPapson 

~OX 5 .1 F0X5PI..lJS rl-~Q0a STAYSAFE STAYSTRONG. STAYAHEAD. 
~r'!H·~·UHOtOH~OO WD<:A JV 
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Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Govemment. Text TNAUG2021 to 888-777 for 
updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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from: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date; 

Mams Cheryle {OCMEl 
Allison Papson 
WUG Assignment Desk· WIIG WEB· Relds Bevertv {OC~!El· Dedner Olivia IEOMl 
FOLLOW UP: FQX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sid<nick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 
Tueoday, January 19, 2021 10: 29:-1~ AM 

G ood morning Allison, 

ThesP casPS are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Ch<>ryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please 
visi t coronayirus.dc,goy . 

From: Allison Papson [mailto:AIIison.Papson@FOXTV.COM] 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 6:48 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} 
Cc: WITG Assignment Desk; WITG WEB; Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashll Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This emai l originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshms@dc goy for additional analysis 
Ly OCTO S"l.UI ily OfJ"' dliun> C""l"' (SOC), 

Hi, 

Ju:;t following up to find out if th i:; informiltion i5 ovililoblc yet. 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Sen ior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

@Allison Papson 

~
..<-

fOX5DC . COM OX · 5 · FOX5 PL1JS 1n , ~ a a sTAY sAFE sTAY sTRoNo. srAv AHEAD. 
L ~··NOTON~ DC WOCA tV 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <chervle adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 8:55 AM 

To: Allison Papson <All ison PapsoorWFOXI\1 COM> 
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Cc: WTIG Assignment Desk <WJTGAssjenmentDesk®EOXJV COM>; WTTG WEB <WJTGWEB@foxty com>; Fields, Beverly 

(OCME) <beyer ly f jelds@dc.goy>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <o liyia dedner@dc.goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashl i Babbit t, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Phi lips 

Good morning A ll ison, 

The Office of lhe Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner o( death when this information is 

available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office> of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Strec>t, SW 61h Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
chery le.adams@d c.goy 
Web: www ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please 
visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Allison Papson [mailto·AWson Papson@EOXIV COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:09 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WTIG Assignment Desk; WTIG WEB 
Subject: FOX s REQUE>T : Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: Th is email or iginated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that t his email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dc goy for additional analysis 

by OCTO Security Operations center (SOC). 

W ill you please send us the cause and manner of death for Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbit t, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & 

Benjamin Philips? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 
Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

a @AIIisonPapson 

~OX 5 .1 F0X5PI..lJS rl-~Q0a STAYSAFE STAYSTRONG. STAYAHEAD. 
~r'!H·~·UHOtOH~OO WD<:A JV 
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Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Govemment. Text TNAUG2021 to 888-777 for 
updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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from: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date; 

Mams Cheryle {QCMEl 

Allison Papson 
WUG Assignment Desk· WIIG WEB· Relds Bevertv {OC~!El· Dedner Olivia IEOMl 
FOLlOW UP: FQX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sid<nick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 
Wedneodoy, Jonuory U , 2021 0:~4: JG AM 

Good morn ing Allison, 

The Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner will release the cause and manner of d<'ath when this information is 
available. 

Besl regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special i1ssisfa11f to tlte Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6111 Floor 
Washinglon, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
r beryle adams@d c goy 
Web: www orme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please 
visit coronayirus.dc,goy. 

From: Allison Papson [mailto:AIIison.Papson@FOX1V.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:09 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WITG Assignment Desk; WITG WEB 
Subject: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashll Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachment s unless you recognize the 
oender and know that the content io oafe. If you believe t hat t hio email io ouopiciouo, pleaoe fo rward to ohj:;bing@dc gov for a dditiona l a nalyoio 

by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC), 

Hi Cheryle, 

Will you please send us the cause and manner of death for Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & 
Benjamin Philips? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

@Allison Papson 

~ox-~ ·s . Foxs PLUS 11:; ~-a 0 
• STAY SAFE STAY STRONG. STAY AHEAD. 

~· '!"~•INOTON, 00 WOCA TV 
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from: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date; 

Mams Cheryle {QCMEl 

Allison Papson 
WUG Assignment Desk· WIIG WEB· Relds Bevertv {OC~!El· Dedner Olivia IEOMl 
FOLlOW UP: FQX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sid<nick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 
Wedneodoy, Jonuory U , 2021 0:~4: JG AM 

Good morn ing Allison, 

The Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner will release the cause and manner of d<'ath when this information is 
available. 

Besl regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special i1ssisfa11f to tlte Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6111 Floor 
Washinglon, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
r beryle adams@d c goy 
Web: www orme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please 
visit coronayirus.dc,goy. 

From: Allison Papson [mailto:AIIison.Papson@FOX1V.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:09 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WITG Assignment Desk; WITG WEB 
Subject: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashll Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachment s unless you recognize the 
oender and know that the content io oafe. If you believe t hat t hio email io ouopiciouo, pleaoe fo rward to ohj:;bing@dc gov for a dditiona l a nalyoio 

by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC), 

Hi Cheryle, 

Will you please send us the cause and manner of death for Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & 
Benjamin Philips? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

@Allison Papson 

~ox-~ ·s . Foxs PLUS 11:; ~-a 0 
• STAY SAFE STAY STRONG. STAY AHEAD. 

~· '!"~•INOTON, 00 WOCA TV 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Papson Allison 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX S REQUEST: Brian Sic.knick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 
Friday, February 26, 2021 9:44:06 I'M D ote: 

These cases are still pending. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202-698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax: 202-698-9101 
Cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

On Feb 26, 2021, at 9:29PM, Papson, Allison <Allison Papson@fox com> wrote: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjsbjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Have you released any of the causes or manners of death for Brian Sicknick, Ashli 

Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 
Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 
202-895-3000 

<imageoo2.jpg>@AIIisonPapson 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCM E) <cheryle adams@dc €OV> 

Sent: Tuesday, Febru ary 2, 2021 2:54PM 

To: Papson, Allison <AII json.Papson@FOX COM> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ash li Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, 

Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Phil ips 
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Good afternoon Allison, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical 
Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death 
within 90 days; however, for cases that are more complex it could be longer. 
Therefore, when this information is available and the decedent's next of kin has 
been notified, I will provide you with the cause and manner of death. 
Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the information 
when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
<image004.jpg>. 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Papson, Allison [maj lto:AIIison.Papson@FOX.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2021 2:35 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, 
Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
r~ttr~rhmPnt<; tJniP <;<; yn11 rPrngni7P t hP sPnrlPr r~ n rl knnw th r~ t t hP r:nntPnt is <;r~fp If yn11 hPiiPvP thr~ t 

this email is suspicious, please forward to objsbjog@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Do you have an ETA on when you think these will be released? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

.,;,,,.,t;..,oo2.iJ.It:>@AIIisonPapson 
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From: Adams, Cheryle (OCM E) <cheryle.adams@dcgoy> 

Sent: Mo nday, January 25, 2021 3:23PM 

To: Al lison Papson <AI Ijson. Papson@FOXIV.COM> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ash li Babb itt, Kevin Greeson, 

Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Phil ips 

Good afternoon Allison, 

These cases are still pending and 1 have added your name to the Jist to receive 
the cause and mrumer of death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 
<image004.jpg>. 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavjrus.dc.goy. 

From: All ison Papson [mailto:AIIison.papson@FOXTV.COM] 
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 12:54 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, 
Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links o r open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If yoli believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.goy for t~dditiona I analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Chery le, 

Arty UfJUale::. u rr Ur e!:ie cd::.e::.? 
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Thank you. 

Al lison Papson 

Fox 5 

Sent f rom my iPhone 

On Jan 19, 2021, at 10:30 AM, Adams, Cheryle {OCME) <cheryle adams@ de flOV> 

wrote: 

Good morning Allison, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme de goy 
<image003.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's 
response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Allison Papson (majlto:AIIjson.Papson@FOXJV.COM] 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 6:48 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WTTG Assignment Desk; WTTG WEB; Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, 
Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, 
Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 
links or ope{) attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 
content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 

phjshing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC) . 

Hi, 

Just fol lowing up to find out if th is information is ava ilable yet. 
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Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 
Fox 5 
202-895-3000 
<image004.jpg> 

@AllisonPapson 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 8:55 AM 

To: Allison Papson <AIIjson.Papson@C:OXN.COM> 

Cc: WTTG Assignment Desk <WTTGAssjgomeotDesk@FOXN COM >; 

WTTG WEB <WTIGWEB@foxty com>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly fjelds@dc goy>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <o liy ja dedner@dc goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sickoick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin 

Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

Good morning Allison, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and 
manner of death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Offit:e uf the 01ief Medical Exairdner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme.dr.goy 
<image003.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's 
response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronayjrus.dc.gov. 
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From: Allison Papson [mailto:AIIison.Paoson@FOXl"V.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:09 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WITG Assignment Desk; WITG WEB 
Subject: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, 
Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 
content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phishing@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Will you please send us the cause and manner of death for Brian Sicknick, 

Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 
Senior Assignment Editor 
FoxS 

202-895-3000 
<image004.jpg> 

@AilisonPapson 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC 
Government. Text INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public 
safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information. It is intended solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an 
addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to 
an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to 
anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments 
and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its 
attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or its 
subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information. It is intended solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an 
addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to 
an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to 
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anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments 
and kindly notify the sender by reply e-maiL Any content of this message and its 
attachments that does not relate to the official business ofF ox Corporation, or its 
subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 
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From: Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

To: Kelly Phares@fOXNEWS COM 

Cc: Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; fjelds Beverly IOCMEl 
Subject: FOLLOW ur: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection 4 individuals cause and manner of death release 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 3:35: 19 PM Date: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has 
issued the following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine lntoxication 
• Manner of Death - Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Olief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manrter of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls withln one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 
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To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocrne.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Phares, Kelly <Kelly.Phares@EOXNEWS.COM> 

Sent: Wednesday, Apri l 7, 2021 2:58PM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme.records@dc.goy>; ATD OCME <ocme@dc.goy> 

Subject: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection 4 individuals cause and manner of death release 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to phishing@dc.goy for addit ional ana lysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon --

-· 

I am seeing some reporting of a release from OCME detai ling the cause and manner of death 

of 4 of the 5 individuals who died during the Jan 6th Capitol insurrection. Are you able to send 

me that release? 

Thank you, 

Kelly Phares 
Fox News Capitol Hill Producer 

@ kel lyfp hares 

C: 202-655-1522 

C2: 815-931-8977 
This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to the addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business ofF ox News or Fox 
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Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No representation 
is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
To: Kelly Phares@FOXNEWS COM 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection Officer Sicknick cause and manner of death 
Dote: Thursdey, April S, 2021 8 :32:41 I'M 

Good evening Kelly, 

The above-mentioned case is still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Phares, Kelly [mailto:Kelly.Phares@FOXNEWS.COM] 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 6:55PM 
To: Records, OCME (OCME); ATD OCME; Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection Officer Sicknick cause and manner of death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to obtsh togCaJdc.goy for addtttonal analysts by uc 1 u ~ecunty Uperattons Center (~UC) . 

Good evening-

I'm seeing reports that the medical examiners office has issued a release with the cause and 
manner of Officer Brian S1cknick ' s death. Can you provide me with that release? 

Thank you, 

Kelly Phares 
Capitol Hill Producer 
Fox News 
C: 202-655-1522 
C2: 815-931-8977 
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Sent from iPhone, please excuse typos 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to the addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or Fox 
Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No representation 
is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our communjty to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Chervle fOCME) 

Keams Caj!jo 

Date: 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: FOX NEWS INQUIRY 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 3:29:29 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has 
issued the following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine lntoxication 
• Manner of Death - Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Olief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manrter of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 
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To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocrne.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Kearns, Cailin [mailto:Cailin.Kearns@FOXNEWS.COM] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 3:15PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FOX NEWS INQUIRY 

CAUTION: This email orlginated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to phishjog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thanks for taiking my call! 
This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to the addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should pem1anently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mai l. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or Fox 
Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No representation 
is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Sally Persoos@foxnews com 

Date: 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: FOX News inquiry: Jan 6 attack 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 5:27:20 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has 
issued the following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine lntoxication 
• Manner of Death - Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Olief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manrter of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls withln one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 
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To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocrne.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme.dc gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: "Persons, Sally" <Sally Persons@foxnews com> 
Date: April 7, 2021 at 3:29:17 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: FOX News inquiry: Jan 6 attack 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hel lo, 

I'm seeing a re lease of the cause of death for some of those lost on Jan. 6th but I 

do not see the release on the medical examiner's press release page. Is it 

ava ilable onl ine somewhere? Are you able to send the release to us? 

Best, 

Sally Persons 
White House Producer 
Fox News Channel 
202-549-9446 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information. It is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the 
addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to 
the addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to 
anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments 
and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its 
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attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or Fox 
Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our communjty to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Sally Persoos@foxnews com 

Date: 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: FOX News inquiry: Jan 6 attack 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 5:27:20 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has 
issued the following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine lntoxication 
• Manner of Death - Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Olief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manrter of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls withln one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 
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To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocrne.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme.dc gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: "Persons, Sally" <Sally Persons@foxnews com> 
Date: April 7, 2021 at 3:29:17 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: FOX News inquiry: Jan 6 attack 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hel lo, 

I'm seeing a re lease of the cause of death for some of those lost on Jan. 6th but I 

do not see the release on the medical examiner's press release page. Is it 

ava ilable onl ine somewhere? Are you able to send the release to us? 

Best, 

Sally Persons 
White House Producer 
Fox News Channel 
202-549-9446 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information. It is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the 
addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to 
the addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to 
anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments 
and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its 
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attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or Fox 
Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our communjty to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Heath Brad < Reytersl 

Adams Rodney (OCME) 
Subje ct: FOLLOW Ur>: Final Response 2021- FOlA-02874 

Thursday, February 11, 2021 10:07:15 AM Date: 

I will add your name to the list. 

Cberyle E. Adams 
Office: 202-698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax:202-698-9101 
Checyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

On Feb 11,2021, at 9:17AM, Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad Heath@thomsonreuters com> 
wrote: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
tnis email is suspicious, please forward to phishins@dc.gay for additiona I analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Thanks, Rod. In that case, I doubt you'd have any records that wou ld have sat isfied my 

request anyway! 

Cheryle, if yuu cuu lt.l dUUIIre Lu lire li!>l fur dllylhing lirdl gel!> i!>!>uet.l urr Lire t.ledlll!> dl 

the Capitol I'd very much appreciate it. 

Best, 

Brad 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 11, 20219:12 AM 

To: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad Heath@thomsonreuters.com> 

Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Subject: RE: Fina l Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Brad, 

Thanks for your question. It's a hypothetical at this point as the determinations are in 

"pending" status wh ile awaiting and eva luating toxicology, consultation reports, 

medica l records, investigation reports, etc. that would normally go into completing a 
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medical examiner inquiry. Such an inquiry routinely takes up to 90 days. The Chief 

Medica l Examiner may issue a statement when the determinations are f inalized. 

Cheryle Adams, our press officer, has you on her list to receive anything that is issued. 

All the best, 

f&,a?UtnrrJ 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc goy 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or 

entity to which it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, 

privileged, confident ial, or otherwise legally protected or exempt f rom d isclosure. If you are not the 

named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or 

any pa rt of t his message. If you have received this message in error, please not ify the sender 

immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 20211:45 PM 

To: Adams, Rodney (OCM E) <rodney.adams@dc goy> 

Subject; RE: Fina l Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to ph jsh jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Thanks, Rod. I appreciate the t houghtful reply. Does OCME have records that would be 

less potentially invasive than an autopsy report? (I can see how releasing all of that 

would raise issues for fam ily members.) For example, is there some other record that 

would indicate whether Ofc. Sickn ick's death was determined to be a homicide or give 

any ind ication of what the specific cause was without going into all the other deta il? 

Brad 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc goy> 
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Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 11:05 AM 

To: Heat h, Brad (Reuters) <Brad.Heath@t homsonreuters com> 

Subject: RE: Fina l Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Brad, 

Thanks for your message. I appreciate your perspective and it's not without merit, 
but OCME has a very resolute position about not releasing an autopsy report 
unfettered into the public domain. We pur ourselves in the shoes of a victim's family 
who might be confronted with details about their loved one on the front page of a 
newspaper (or website) . The situation is very analogous to medical records. 
However, by copy of this email, Jam asking our Media Relations Specialist, Cheryle 

Adams, to add you to our email list of reporters who will receive any press releases 

that the Chief Medical Examiner may have on d1e dead1s related to d1e Jan Gth riot. 

[Chel)rle, Brad Heath has identified himself as a reporter for Reuters] 

All the best, 

&,a :?l&rmJ 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Wash ington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc €OY 

<image001.jpg> 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or 

entity to which it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, 

privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the 

named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or 

any part of this message. If you have received this message in error, please not ify the sender 

immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Heath, Brad (Reuters) [mailto:Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2021 10:48 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
'attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content Is safe. If you believe that 
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this email is suspicious, please forward to ohishing@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

HI Kod -

I appreciate the prompt reply. Wou ld you have a moment to connect about this? I think 

there's a very strong pub lic interest favoring disclosure at least when it comes to Ofc. 

Sickn ick, such that the ba lancing test under (b)(6) would suggest t hat any invasion of 

his privacy would not be unwarranted given the rather extraord inary circumstances. 

Thanks, 

Brad 

From: rodney.adams@dc.gov <rodney adams@dc.goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, Febru ary 9, 2021 10:15 AM 

To: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad Heath@thomsonreuters com> 

Subject: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Dear Brad Heath: 

This is in response to your request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) for 
the following: 

Please provide me with a complete copy of any records indicating the cause and 
manner of death for the following people, who died on or about Jan. 6, 2021: * 
Brian Sicknick * Ashli Babbitt* Kevin Greeson* Rosanne Boyland* Benjamin Philips 
(Date Range for Record Search: From 01/06/2021 To 02/03/2021) 

Access to medical examiner records varies widely between jurisdictions. The 
public policy of the District of Columbia is that all persons are entitled to full 
and complete information regarding the affairs of government and the official 
acts of those who represent them as public officials and employees. However, 
this is tempered by the protection of privacy for individual citizens and their 
survivors. A mission of the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) is to 
support the families who have suffered a loss. See National Archives and 
Records Admin V. Fayjsh, 541 US 157 (2004). Disclosure of personal 
information, especia lly medical records, is not permitted under FOIA. DC Code 
2-534(a)(2) and 5 USC 552(b)(6). Accordingly, OCME does not release its case 
files in response to FOIA requests. A direct request to OCME for a case file 
would need to be accompanied by 1) an authorization of the next of kin for 
release of information, 2) a subpoena, or 3) a court order. DC Code 5-1412 
and 28 DCMR 5000. Therefore, I must advise you that your request is 
declined. 

Under DC Code 2-537 and 1 DCMR 412, you have the right to appeal th is letter 
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to the Mayor or to the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. If you elect 
to appeal to the Mayor, your appeal must be in writing and contain "Freedom 
of Information Act Appeal" or "FOIA Appeal" in the subject line of the letter as 
well on the outside of the envelope. The appeal must include (1) a copy of the 
original request; (2) a copy of any written denial; (3) a statement of the 
circumstances, reasons, and/or arguments advanced in support of disclosure; 
and (4) a daytime telephone number, and e-mail and/or U.S. Mail address at 
which you can be reached. The appeal may be submitted online via the DC 
government Public FOIA Portal. Written appeals may also be mailed to: The 
Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel, FOIA Appeal; 1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, 
N.W., Suite 407, Washington, D.C. 20004. Electronic versions of the same 
information can instead bee-mailed to The Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel at 
foia.appeals@dc gov. Further, a copy of all appeal materials must be 
forwarded to the OCME FOIA Officer. Fa ilure to follow these administrative 
steps wi ll resu lt in delay in the processing and commencement of a response 
to your appeal to the Mayor. 

If you have any additional questions regarding this request, you may contact 
me at th is email address. 

All the best, 

&,a:JUam.r 
Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Heath Brad < Reytersl 

Adams Rodney (OCME) 
Subje ct: FOLLOW Ur>: Final Response 2021- FOlA-02874 

Thursday, February 11, 2021 10:07:15 AM Date: 

I will add your name to the list. 

Cberyle E. Adams 
Office: 202-698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax:202-698-9101 
Checyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

On Feb 11,2021, at 9:17AM, Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad Heath@thomsonreuters com> 
wrote: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
tnis email is suspicious, please forward to phishins@dc.gay for additiona I analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Thanks, Rod. In that case, I doubt you'd have any records that wou ld have sat isfied my 

request anyway! 

Cheryle, if yuu cuu lt.l dUUIIre Lu lire li!>l fur dllylhing lirdl gel!> i!>!>uet.l urr Lire t.ledlll!> dl 

the Capitol I'd very much appreciate it. 

Best, 

Brad 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 11, 20219:12 AM 

To: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad Heath@thomsonreuters.com> 

Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Subject: RE: Fina l Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Brad, 

Thanks for your question. It's a hypothetical at this point as the determinations are in 

"pending" status wh ile awaiting and eva luating toxicology, consultation reports, 

medica l records, investigation reports, etc. that would normally go into completing a 
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medical examiner inquiry. Such an inquiry routinely takes up to 90 days. The Chief 

Medica l Examiner may issue a statement when the determinations are f inalized. 

Cheryle Adams, our press officer, has you on her list to receive anything that is issued. 

All the best, 

f&,a?UtnrrJ 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc goy 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or 

entity to which it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, 

privileged, confident ial, or otherwise legally protected or exempt f rom d isclosure. If you are not the 

named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or 

any pa rt of t his message. If you have received this message in error, please not ify the sender 

immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 20211:45 PM 

To: Adams, Rodney (OCM E) <rodney.adams@dc goy> 

Subject; RE: Fina l Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to ph jsh jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Thanks, Rod. I appreciate the t houghtful reply. Does OCME have records that would be 

less potentially invasive than an autopsy report? (I can see how releasing all of that 

would raise issues for fam ily members.) For example, is there some other record that 

would indicate whether Ofc. Sickn ick's death was determined to be a homicide or give 

any ind ication of what the specific cause was without going into all the other deta il? 

Brad 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc goy> 
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Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 11:05 AM 

To: Heat h, Brad (Reuters) <Brad.Heath@t homsonreuters com> 

Subject: RE: Fina l Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Brad, 

Thanks for your message. I appreciate your perspective and it's not without merit, 
but OCME has a very resolute position about not releasing an autopsy report 
unfettered into the public domain. We pur ourselves in the shoes of a victim's family 
who might be confronted with details about their loved one on the front page of a 
newspaper (or website) . The situation is very analogous to medical records. 
However, by copy of this email, Jam asking our Media Relations Specialist, Cheryle 

Adams, to add you to our email list of reporters who will receive any press releases 

that the Chief Medical Examiner may have on d1e dead1s related to d1e Jan Gth riot. 

[Chel)rle, Brad Heath has identified himself as a reporter for Reuters] 

All the best, 

&,a :?l&rmJ 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Wash ington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc €OY 

<image001.jpg> 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or 

entity to which it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, 

privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the 

named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or 

any part of this message. If you have received this message in error, please not ify the sender 

immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Heath, Brad (Reuters) [mailto:Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2021 10:48 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
'attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content Is safe. If you believe that 
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this email is suspicious, please forward to ohishing@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

HI Kod -

I appreciate the prompt reply. Wou ld you have a moment to connect about this? I think 

there's a very strong pub lic interest favoring disclosure at least when it comes to Ofc. 

Sickn ick, such that the ba lancing test under (b)(6) would suggest t hat any invasion of 

his privacy would not be unwarranted given the rather extraord inary circumstances. 

Thanks, 

Brad 

From: rodney.adams@dc.gov <rodney adams@dc.goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, Febru ary 9, 2021 10:15 AM 

To: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad Heath@thomsonreuters com> 

Subject: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Dear Brad Heath: 

This is in response to your request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) for 
the following: 

Please provide me with a complete copy of any records indicating the cause and 
manner of death for the following people, who died on or about Jan. 6, 2021: * 
Brian Sicknick * Ashli Babbitt* Kevin Greeson* Rosanne Boyland* Benjamin Philips 
(Date Range for Record Search: From 01/06/2021 To 02/03/2021) 

Access to medical examiner records varies widely between jurisdictions. The 
public policy of the District of Columbia is that all persons are entitled to full 
and complete information regarding the affairs of government and the official 
acts of those who represent them as public officials and employees. However, 
this is tempered by the protection of privacy for individual citizens and their 
survivors. A mission of the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) is to 
support the families who have suffered a loss. See National Archives and 
Records Admin V. Fayjsh, 541 US 157 (2004). Disclosure of personal 
information, especia lly medical records, is not permitted under FOIA. DC Code 
2-534(a)(2) and 5 USC 552(b)(6). Accordingly, OCME does not release its case 
files in response to FOIA requests. A direct request to OCME for a case file 
would need to be accompanied by 1) an authorization of the next of kin for 
release of information, 2) a subpoena, or 3) a court order. DC Code 5-1412 
and 28 DCMR 5000. Therefore, I must advise you that your request is 
declined. 

Under DC Code 2-537 and 1 DCMR 412, you have the right to appeal th is letter 
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to the Mayor or to the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. If you elect 
to appeal to the Mayor, your appeal must be in writing and contain "Freedom 
of Information Act Appeal" or "FOIA Appeal" in the subject line of the letter as 
well on the outside of the envelope. The appeal must include (1) a copy of the 
original request; (2) a copy of any written denial; (3) a statement of the 
circumstances, reasons, and/or arguments advanced in support of disclosure; 
and (4) a daytime telephone number, and e-mail and/or U.S. Mail address at 
which you can be reached. The appeal may be submitted online via the DC 
government Public FOIA Portal. Written appeals may also be mailed to: The 
Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel, FOIA Appeal; 1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, 
N.W., Suite 407, Washington, D.C. 20004. Electronic versions of the same 
information can instead bee-mailed to The Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel at 
foia.appeals@dc gov. Further, a copy of all appeal materials must be 
forwarded to the OCME FOIA Officer. Fa ilure to follow these administrative 
steps wi ll resu lt in delay in the processing and commencement of a response 
to your appeal to the Mayor. 

If you have any additional questions regarding this request, you may contact 
me at th is email address. 

All the best, 

&,a:JUam.r 
Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
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From: Adams. Cheryle fOCMEl 
To: daoje!le wallace@FOXNEWS COM 
Cc: Fields Beverly COCMEl ; Dedoer Oljyja CEOMl 
Subject: FOLLOW ur: Fox News seeking confirmation - Brian Sicknick cause of death 

Thursday, February 4, 2021 9:49:18 AM Date: 

Good morning Danielle, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, 1 will only provide you with the 
cause and manner of death. Additionally, l have added your name to the list to receive this 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: "Wal lace, Danielle" <daojelle.wa llace@EOXNEWS.COM> 

Date: February 4, 2021 at 7:17:46 AM EST 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy>, "Records, OCME (OCME)" <acme records@dc goy> 

Cc: "Gaffney, Mel issa" <Melissa Leoo@ EOXNEWS.COM>, "Arroyo, Michael" 

<M ichael Arroyo@foxbusjoess com>, "Conner, Paul " <Paul Cooner@FOXNEWS COM>, 

"Early, Jordan" <Jordao.Earlv@EOXNEWS.COM> 

Subject: Fox News seeking confirmation --Brian Sicknick cause of death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know t hat the content is safe. If you believe that 

this email is suspicious, please forward to phlshing@dC,fNY for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 
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Good morning, 

I'm reaching out from Fox News in New York. When do you expect to release the 
official cause of death for fallen Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick? Are you able to 

provide a copy of the autopsy report? 

Can you confirm whether he suffered blunt force trauma during the riot at the Capitol 

on Jan. 6? Is it believed he was struck in the head by a fire extinguisher? 

Can you confirm whether exposure to chemical agents, such as bear mace or pepper

spray, might have contr ibuted to his death? Did he have any pre-existing conditions 
that also played a factor? 

There are many conflicting reports as to what specifically caused Sicknick's demise. 

Please let me know if we can get some clarification for our coverage on 
foxnews.com. Thank you. 

Kindly, 

Danielle Wallace 
Breaking/Trending Digital News Producer 

FoxNews com 

1-646-629-5018 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information. It is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the 
addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to 
the addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to 
anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments 
and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its 
attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or Fox 
Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 
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From: Adams. Cheryle fOCMEl 
To: daoje!le wallace@FOXNEWS COM 
Cc: Fields Beverly COCMEl ; Dedoer Oljyja CEOMl 
Subject: FOLLOW ur: Fox News seeking confirmation - Brian Sicknick cause of death 

Thursday, February 4, 2021 9:49:18 AM Date: 

Good morning Danielle, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, 1 will only provide you with the 
cause and manner of death. Additionally, l have added your name to the list to receive this 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: "Wal lace, Danielle" <daojelle.wa llace@EOXNEWS.COM> 

Date: February 4, 2021 at 7:17:46 AM EST 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy>, "Records, OCME (OCME)" <acme records@dc goy> 

Cc: "Gaffney, Mel issa" <Melissa Leoo@ EOXNEWS.COM>, "Arroyo, Michael" 

<M ichael Arroyo@foxbusjoess com>, "Conner, Paul " <Paul Cooner@FOXNEWS COM>, 

"Early, Jordan" <Jordao.Earlv@EOXNEWS.COM> 

Subject: Fox News seeking confirmation --Brian Sicknick cause of death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know t hat the content is safe. If you believe that 

this email is suspicious, please forward to phlshing@dC,fNY for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 
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Good morning, 

I'm reaching out from Fox News in New York. When do you expect to release the 
official cause of death for fallen Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick? Are you able to 

provide a copy of the autopsy report? 

Can you confirm whether he suffered blunt force trauma during the riot at the Capitol 

on Jan. 6? Is it believed he was struck in the head by a fire extinguisher? 

Can you confirm whether exposure to chemical agents, such as bear mace or pepper

spray, might have contr ibuted to his death? Did he have any pre-existing conditions 
that also played a factor? 

There are many conflicting reports as to what specifically caused Sicknick's demise. 

Please let me know if we can get some clarification for our coverage on 
foxnews.com. Thank you. 

Kindly, 

Danielle Wallace 
Breaking/Trending Digital News Producer 

FoxNews com 

1-646-629-5018 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information. It is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the 
addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to 
the addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to 
anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments 
and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its 
attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or Fox 
Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Lindsay Watts 

Dedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: FoxSDC request -Brian Sicknick autopsy 

Sunday, January 10, 2021 11:50:05 AM 

Good rooming Lindsay, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when this information is 
available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest iuforruatiou ou the District Goverilllleot's respouse to COVID-19 (Corouavi.rus), please visit 
coronavin.ts. de. gov. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Lindsay Watts [majlto1,jndsay Wans@FOXTV COMJ 
Sent: Sunday, January 10, 2021 10:42 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCM£) 
Subject: Fox5DC request-Brian Sicknick autopsy 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender ~Uld know that the content is safe. l f you believe that tl:lls email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Have You completed an autopsy on capitol police oll'icer Brian Sicknick? If so, can you provide cause of' death? If 
not, when do you anticipate that to be completed? 

Thanks, 

Lindsay Watts 
Rep01ter 
Fox5DC 
202-823-2447 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Lindsay Watts 

Dedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: FoxSDC request -Brian Sicknick autopsy 

Monday, January 11, 2021 11:18:09 AM 

Good rooming Lindsay, 

The information will be released from the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner when it is available and 1 have 
added your contact information to list to receive it. Please let me know if you should have additional questions. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest iuforruatiou ou the District Goverilllleot's respouse to COVID-19 (Corouavirus), please visit 
coronavin.ts. de. gov. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Lindsay Watts [majlto 'l,jndsay Wans@FOXTV COMJ 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 10:57 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: FoxSDC request-Brian Sicknick autopsy 

CAUTION: TI1is emai l originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you, Cheryle. When this information is available, will it be released by your office? If so, can you add me to 
your media email list? Do you expect it today? 

Thanks, 

Lindsay 

Seut from my iPhone 

> On Jan 10, 2021, at 11 :50 AM, Adams, Cberyle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> Good rooming Lindsay, 
> 
> The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when this information is 
available. 
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> Best regards, 
> Cheryle 
> 
> Cheryle E. Adams 
> Office: 202 698-9008 
> Mobile: 202-329-9008 
> Fax (202) 698-9101 
> cheiyle.adams@dc.gov 
> Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> For the latest inf01mation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
btt:ps·//urldefense proo4)Qint com/v2/uri?u=http-
3A coronavjrus.dc.gov&d=DwlFAw&c=Y 61K3s000e5!,!kvL3Eg!,!ybO&r=ERrByPJil aPWSvGAOM lN-
5kHeZlocgJ2r5lrrBepEqo&m= CeXWbU70m3 f
V9mbwShulKJ?EldKOLtN7FlsEauCwl&s=EwZIRiwnPTez17Fhdi 1Akyj0e3 rUIXlyld-k961mMI&e= . 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Lindsay Watts [mailto·I.jndsay Watts@FOXTY COM] 
>Sent: Sunday, January 10, 2021 10:42 AM 
> To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
> Subject: FoxSDC request-Brian Sicknick autopsy 
> 
> CAUTION: 1bis email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on Links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov 1or additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 
> 
> Hi Cheiyle, 
> 
> Have You completed an autopsy on capitol police officer Brian Sicknick? If so, can you provide cause of death? If 
not when do you anticipate that to be completed? 
> 
> Thanks, 
> 
> Lindsay Watts 
> Reporter 
> FoxSDC 
> 202-823-2447 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Hobbs Tawnell 
FOLLOW UP: Hi -- from the WSJ 
Thursdey, April l , 2021 3:53:59 I'M 

Good afternoon Tawnelt 

This case is still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Hobbs, Tawnell [mailto:tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 24, 202112:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Hi -- from the WSJ 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to Phlsh togCaJdc.goy for addtttonal analysts by uc 1 u ~ecunty Uperattons Center (::.uq. 

Hi! It's Tawnell at the WSJ. Just checking in to see if there's anything new on the Sick:nick 
report. 

Thank you! 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SEN IOR SPECIAL WRITER 

[ I 
---' 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawne!l.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawnel! 

u 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appoiutment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Hobbs Tawnell 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Hi - question from The Wall Street Journal 

Wednesday, January 27, 2021 5:02:50 PM 

Good afternoon Tawnell, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical 
Examiners' (NAME) standard to determjne the cause and manner of death within 90 
days; however, for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Consequently, 
these cases are still pending and I will follow up with you as soon as the information 
is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medicnl Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For th e latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Hobbs, Tawnell [mailto:tawnell.hobbs@wsj .com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 4:53PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Hi -- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pb!shjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi there! Circling back on this-- wondering if you all have an estimated timeframe when 
reports might be ready on Brian Sicknick ancl/or Howard Liebengood. Thank you . 
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Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnel! bobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnel! 

u 

On Wed, Jan 20, 2021 at 7:57AM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cher:yle adams@dc gov> wrote: 

Good morning Tawnell, 

r have added your contact information to our media contact list. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Hobbs, Tawnell [mailto:tawnell .hobbs@wsi.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4:32 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Hi -- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

un less you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCfO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you! Should I just keep checking back everyday, or do you have a media list? 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITiiR 
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II 
M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: lawnell hobbs@wsi com 
T: @tawne!l 

LJ 

On Tue, Jan 19, 2021 at 3:31PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc gov> 
wrote: 

Good aftemoon Tawnell, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adarns@dc.goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.goy. 

From: "Hobbs, Tawnell" <tawnell bobbs@wsj com> 
Date: January 19, 2021 at 3:58:21 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Hi-- question from The \Vall Street Journal 

CAUTION: Thi:; email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on link:; or 

open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you 

believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phjsh jng@dc.goy for additional analysis 
by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi. I'm Tawnell Hobbs, a reporter at The Wall Street Journal. How can I got 
about getting cause of death and/or autopsy information on the fo llowing 
individuals: 
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Brian Sicknick, 42 
Howard Liebengood, 51 

Thanks for any help you can provide. My cell is 475-323-8149. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAl. WRITER 

L 
M: +1 475 323 8 149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawnell 

u 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential [nauguration from DC Government. Text 
JNAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and 
more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Hobbs Tawnell 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Hi - question from The Wall Street Journal 

Wednesday, January 20, 2021 8:57:12 AM 

Good morning Tawnell, 

I have added your contact information to our media contact list. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www acme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Hobbs, Tawnell [mailto:tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4:32 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe . If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjshjng@dc goy for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thank you! Should I just keep checking back everyday, or do you have a media list? 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnel! .hobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnel! 

LJ 
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On Tue, Jan 19, 2021 at 3:31PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good a fternoon Tawnell, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: "Hobbs, Tawnell" <tawnell hobbs@wsj com> 
Date: January 19, 2021 at 3:58:21 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you 
believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to oh jsb jng@dc.goy for additional analysis by 

OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi. I'm Tawnell Hobbs, a reporter at The Wall Street Journal. How can I got 
about getting cause of death and/or autopsy information on the following 
individuals: 

Brian Sicknick, 42 
Howard Liebengood, 51 

Thanks for any help you can provide. My cell is 475-323-8149. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENI OR SPEC IAL WRITER 
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M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
e: tawnel! hobbsapwsl com 
T : @tawgel! 

u 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidentiallnauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and 
more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Hobbs Tawnell 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Hi - question from The Wall Street Journal 

Wednesday, January 20, 2021 8:57:12 AM 

Good morning Tawnell, 

I have added your contact information to our media contact list. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www acme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Hobbs, Tawnell [mailto:tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4:32 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe . If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjshjng@dc goy for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thank you! Should I just keep checking back everyday, or do you have a media list? 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnel! .hobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnel! 

LJ 
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On Tue, Jan 19, 2021 at 3:31PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good a fternoon Tawnell, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: "Hobbs, Tawnell" <tawnell hobbs@wsj com> 
Date: January 19, 2021 at 3:58:21 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you 
believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to oh jsb jng@dc.goy for additional analysis by 

OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi. I'm Tawnell Hobbs, a reporter at The Wall Street Journal. How can I got 
about getting cause of death and/or autopsy information on the following 
individuals: 

Brian Sicknick, 42 
Howard Liebengood, 51 

Thanks for any help you can provide. My cell is 475-323-8149. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENI OR SPEC IAL WRITER 
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M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
e: tawnel! hobbsapwsl com 
T : @tawgel! 

u 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidentiallnauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and 
more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Adams. Chervle fOCME) 
tawnell hobbs@wsj com 
Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 

Subject: FOLLOW Ur>: Hi - question from The Wall Street Journal 

Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4:30:42 PM Date: 

Good afternoon Tawnell, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wil1 release the cause and manner of death when 
this inionnation is available. 

Best regards, 
Chel)rle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-91 01 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: "Hobbs, Tawnell" <tawnell hobbs@wsj com> 
Date: January 19, 2021 at 3:58:21 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc iov> 
Subject: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that t he content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjsh jog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi. I'm Tawnell Hobbs. a reporter at The Wall Street Journal. How can I got about 
getting cause of death and/or autopsy information on the following individuals: 

Brian Sicknick, 42 
Howard Liebengood, 51 

Thanks for any help you can provide. My cell is 475-323-8149. 
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Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : + 1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell bobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnel! 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Adams. Chervle fOCME) 
tawnell hobbs@wsj com 
Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 

Subject: FOLLOW Ur>: Hi - question from The Wall Street Journal 

Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4:30:42 PM Date: 

Good afternoon Tawnell, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wil1 release the cause and manner of death when 
this inionnation is available. 

Best regards, 
Chel)rle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-91 01 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: "Hobbs, Tawnell" <tawnell hobbs@wsj com> 
Date: January 19, 2021 at 3:58:21 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc iov> 
Subject: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that t he content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjsh jog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi. I'm Tawnell Hobbs. a reporter at The Wall Street Journal. How can I got about 
getting cause of death and/or autopsy information on the following individuals: 

Brian Sicknick, 42 
Howard Liebengood, 51 

Thanks for any help you can provide. My cell is 475-323-8149. 
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Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : + 1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell bobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnel! 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Hobbs Tawnell 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Hi - question from The Wall Street Journal 

Wednesday, January 27, 2021 5:02:50 PM 

Good afternoon Tawnell, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical 
Examiners' (NAME) standard to determjne the cause and manner of death within 90 
days; however, for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Consequently, 
these cases are still pending and I will follow up with you as soon as the information 
is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medicnl Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For th e latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Hobbs, Tawnell [mailto:tawnell.hobbs@wsj .com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 4:53PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Hi -- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pb!shjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi there! Circling back on this-- wondering if you all have an estimated timeframe when 
reports might be ready on Brian Sicknick ancl/or Howard Liebengood. Thank you . 

Emai/0491 
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Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnel! bobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnel! 

u 

On Wed, Jan 20, 2021 at 7:57AM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cher:yle adams@dc gov> wrote: 

Good morning Tawnell, 

r have added your contact information to our media contact list. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Hobbs, Tawnell [mailto:tawnell .hobbs@wsi.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4:32 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Hi -- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

un less you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCfO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you! Should I just keep checking back everyday, or do you have a media list? 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITiiR 
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M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: lawnell hobbs@wsi com 
T: @tawne!l 

LJ 

On Tue, Jan 19, 2021 at 3:31PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc gov> 
wrote: 

Good aftemoon Tawnell, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adarns@dc.goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.goy. 

From: "Hobbs, Tawnell" <tawnell bobbs@wsj com> 
Date: January 19, 2021 at 3:58:21 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Hi-- question from The \Vall Street Journal 

CAUTION: Thi:; email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on link:; or 

open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you 

believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phjsh jng@dc.goy for additional analysis 
by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi. I'm Tawnell Hobbs, a reporter at The Wall Street Journal. How can I got 
about getting cause of death and/or autopsy information on the fo llowing 
individuals: 

Emai/0493 
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Brian Sicknick, 42 
Howard Liebengood, 51 

Thanks for any help you can provide. My cell is 475-323-8149. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAl. WRITER 

L 
M: +1 475 323 8 149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawnell 

u 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential [nauguration from DC Government. Text 
JNAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and 
more. 

Emai/0494 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Pjlar melendez@thedajlybeast com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Hi from The Daily Beast - looking for information on Brian Sicknick autospy 

Monday, April 19, 2021 5:30:05 PM 

jmageOOl png[621 png 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death ofthe remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 

transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 
• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 

o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical teoninology on the cause and manner of death: 

As deter.Llliued by the Chief Medical Examiner, the " cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one' s life. 
• Undetennined: Used when there is insufficient infonnation to assign another manner. 

To learn. more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 

Emai/0495 
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cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
tCoronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Pi lar Melendez <Pilar.melendez@tbedajlybeast com> 

Date: April 19, 2021 at 4:37:00 PM EDT 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 

Subject: Hi from The Daily Beast - looking for information on Brian Sicknick autospy 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dr gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hel lo! 

Looking for information on conclusion of the Brian Sicknick autopsy. 

Thanks ! 

Pilar Melendez 
National Reporter 
P 305.469.6088 I E pilar.melendez@thedailvbe.ast.com 

DAILY BEAST 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Pjlar melendez@thedajlybeast com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Hi from The Daily Beast - looking for information on Brian Sicknick autospy 

Monday, April 19, 2021 5:30:05 PM 

jmageOOl png[621 png 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death ofthe remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 

transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 
• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 

o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical teoninology on the cause and manner of death: 

As deter.Llliued by the Chief Medical Examiner, the " cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one' s life. 
• Undetennined: Used when there is insufficient infonnation to assign another manner. 

To learn. more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 

Emai/0497 
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cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
tCoronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Pi lar Melendez <Pilar.melendez@tbedajlybeast com> 

Date: April 19, 2021 at 4:37:00 PM EDT 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 

Subject: Hi from The Daily Beast - looking for information on Brian Sicknick autospy 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dr gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hel lo! 

Looking for information on conclusion of the Brian Sicknick autopsy. 

Thanks ! 

Pilar Melendez 
National Reporter 
P 305.469.6088 I E pilar.melendez@thedailvbe.ast.com 

DAILY BEAST 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCMEl 

lydja oconnor@huffpost com 

Dedner Oljyja IEOMl; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Huffr>ost media request (timely) 

Monday, April19, 2021 6:07:47 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7 , 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedjcal teoninolo2y on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes Lhe circumsLances surrounding a person's dealh and falls wilhin one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adaros@dc goy 
Web: www acme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
iCoronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Lydia O'Connor <lydia oconnor@huffpost com> 
Date: April19, 2021 at 4:15:04 PM EDT 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc ~oy> 
Subject: HuffPost media request (timely) 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to objshjog@dc.gay for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 
I'm a reporter with HuffPost seeking access to the medical examiner's report 
on U.S. Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death. Can you provide me with a 
copy? Thanks for your time. 
Best, 
Lydia 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCMEl 

lydja oconnor@huffpost com 

Dedner Oljyja IEOMl; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Huffr>ost media request (timely) 

Monday, April19, 2021 6:07:47 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7 , 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedjcal teoninolo2y on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes Lhe circumsLances surrounding a person's dealh and falls wilhin one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adaros@dc goy 
Web: www acme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
iCoronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Lydia O'Connor <lydia oconnor@huffpost com> 
Date: April19, 2021 at 4:15:04 PM EDT 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc ~oy> 
Subject: HuffPost media request (timely) 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to objshjog@dc.gay for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 
I'm a reporter with HuffPost seeking access to the medical examiner's report 
on U.S. Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death. Can you provide me with a 
copy? Thanks for your time. 
Best, 
Lydia 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Dedner Oljyja CEOM) 
Qjaz f rancisco COCME>; Fields Beverly COCME> 
FOLLOW Ur>: Information Requested on Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection 

Wednesday, April 7, 20211:38:23 PM 
Media Requests - Media Outlet Contact Information - 4 7 2021 xlsx 

Good afternoon Olivia, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

~ 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 20211:08 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Information Requested on Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection 
Importance: High 
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THIS WAS APPROVED TO GO OUT- USE AS PRESENTED BELOW: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civi l insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, F ACP, has issued the following 
determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
Manner of Death-Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, dmg or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person 's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient infonnation to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
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to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help tbem pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Watts Lindsay 
FOLLOW UP: Interview request FoxSDC 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 11:39:49 AM 

Good afternoon Lindsay, 

1 am acknowledging receipt of your request and will follow up with a response soon. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest infonnation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Watts, Lindsay [majlto·Ljndsay Watts@FOX COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, Aplil20, 2021 11:16 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: interview request Fox5DC 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe.lfyou believe that this email is suspicious, please 
fotward to phishiog@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle! 

Per our conversation yesterday, I wanted to request an interview with Dr. Diaz about Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Please let me know if that is possible. We could do it in person or via zoom. 

Thank you, 

Lindsay Watts 
Reponer 
Fox5DC 
202-823-2447 

Sent from my iPhone 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential infonnation. It is intended solely for 
the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the 
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message to an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should 
permanently delete this message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-maiL Any content of 
this message and its artaclunents that does not relate to the official business ofF ox Corporation, or its subsidiaries 
must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is made that this email or its 
attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From : 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 

Adams Rodney COCMEl 

Qjaz francisco COCMEl; Fields Beverly COCMEl; francis Anna COCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Litigetion Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 

Thursday, April S, 202110:39:10 AM 

FYI Qetermjnatjons of the Cause and Manner of Qeath - RE January 6 2021 msq msg 

Good morning Rodney, 

Please find attached the docu ment that the DMPSJ Communications Director prepared and 
I sent to the reporters on Tuesday, April7, 2021. Please let me know if you should have 
any questions. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District G overnment's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 10:26 AM 
To: Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 

Anci th~ mmning FOTAxpr~ss rhe.rk fi ncls two rt'CJ ll t'StS frnm J ncl ir.i>t l w~tr.h I M r. M~rsh~ ll (1 . 

All communications by Cheryl .in preparing yesterday's press release; and 2. Case file of Ashli 
Babbit) and anod1er reporter's request for Off. Sicknick case file. I will address accordingly. 

!&sa :lUam.J 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
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for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodne¥ Adams@dc goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed . This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender Immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 10:16 AM 
To: Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Litigation Hold Letter- Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 
Importance: High 

&,a:lb.crrm.s 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

ch has filed suit to obtain the Off. Sicknick case ftle. l 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodne¥ Adams@dc goy 

Confidentiality Notice 
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This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherw1se legally protected or exempt from diSClosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authomed 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Jackson, Lori (OAG) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 9:51AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Spencer, Cara (OAG) 
Subject: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 
Importance: High 

Mr. Adams, 

Attached please f ind a litigation hold letter and a copy of the complaint for the above referenced 

matter. Cara Spencer will be representing the District. Please feel free to contact either of us shou ld 

you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you, 

Lori 

Lori Jackson 

Para lega l Specia li st 

Civil Litigat ion Division, Section Ill 

Office of the Attorney Genera l for the District of Columbia 

400 6th Street, NW 

Washington, D.C. 20001 

(202) 442-9802 

(202) 741-8575 (fax) 

l nri l;:wkc;nn @rlr env 

OAG has moved. Effective August 24, 2020, OAG's physical and mailing address will be 400 
6th St. N~ Washington, D. C. 20001. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
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vaccinate.dc.gov or calling l-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

k rjyera@sputniknews com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM); Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Med ia Inquiry 

Monday, April19, 2021 6:51:38 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7 , 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedjcal teoninolo2y on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person' s death. The "manner of death" 
describes Lhe circumsLances surrounding a person ' s dealh and falls wilhin one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural : Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adaros@dc goy 
Web: www acme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
iCoronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 5:45 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Media Inquiry 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savem fripp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: k rjyera@sputniknews com 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 5:44:13 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc gov> 
Subject: Media Inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi, 

This is Kristopher Rivera, correspondent with Sputnik News' bureau in Washington, DC. Do 
you have a copy of the cause of death of capitol pollee officer Brian Sicknlck? 

Best, 

Kristopher Rivera 
Sputnik Newswire, DC Bureau 
Correspondent 
Email: k rjyera@sputniknews com 

JJu, .:-m.1ol mJ wn !tic' .nt "oth at""' cnnfiJeut I illl 
llti(ndetl nkl\ f<>rlhc lh~ lthcntmcd.du' cc (', <111111,..,_ 
m ' or 111 Jlluo.:hm• 11 lnrnon·\\llrk-rd ted purpt c' t· ,Lflo.: 1 
pn htll>k,l lfH>U 111"C nnllh• mlc:nd.J '~•IJ'>•nl 1f1h~ e:-m nl do 
uul r.:Jd u'~ cop\ r~ em! or nlhcm "" dt>tnbute the c·m.ul or 
:m 1IC:> c.:ul \\Ith tl Tt \OU n.:C<.:l\c.:t.l tin c-m.ul b tnr t. k~ 
pi J, no ttl the ~;nd,r bv ~-mao nJ Jcktt· II wpt(' c~f th e-
m 1 , nd .111 chmenh lrom \•>llr l•lll II tk \r>U 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vacdnate.dc.gov or calling l -855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

k rjyera@sputniknews com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM); Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Med ia Inquiry 

Monday, April19, 2021 6:51:38 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7 , 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedjcal teoninolo2y on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person' s death. The "manner of death" 
describes Lhe circumsLances surrounding a person ' s dealh and falls wilhin one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural : Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adaros@dc goy 
Web: www acme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
iCoronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 5:45 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Media Inquiry 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savem fripp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: k rjyera@sputniknews com 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 5:44:13 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc gov> 
Subject: Media Inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi, 

This is Kristopher Rivera, correspondent with Sputnik News' bureau in Washington, DC. Do 
you have a copy of the cause of death of capitol pollee officer Brian Sicknlck? 

Best, 

Kristopher Rivera 
Sputnik Newswire, DC Bureau 
Correspondent 
Email: k rjyera@sputniknews com 

JJu, .:-m.1ol mJ wn !tic' .nt "oth at""' cnnfiJeut I illl 
llti(ndetl nkl\ f<>rlhc lh~ lthcntmcd.du' cc (', <111111,..,_ 
m ' or 111 Jlluo.:hm• 11 lnrnon·\\llrk-rd ted purpt c' t· ,Lflo.: 1 
pn htll>k,l lfH>U 111"C nnllh• mlc:nd.J '~•IJ'>•nl 1f1h~ e:-m nl do 
uul r.:Jd u'~ cop\ r~ em! or nlhcm "" dt>tnbute the c·m.ul or 
:m 1IC:> c.:ul \\Ith tl Tt \OU n.:C<.:l\c.:t.l tin c-m.ul b tnr t. k~ 
pi J, no ttl the ~;nd,r bv ~-mao nJ Jcktt· II wpt(' c~f th e-
m 1 , nd .111 chmenh lrom \•>llr l•lll II tk \r>U 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vacdnate.dc.gov or calling l -855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Eflack@wusa9 com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; fjelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Media Inquiry re: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, February 1, 2021 4:21:41 PM 

Good afternoon Eric, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and mmmer of death when tlus 
infonnation is avai lable. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please vi sit coronavirus.dc.gov . 

From: "Flack, Eric" <EFlack@wusa9 com> 
Date: February 1, 2021 at 2:50:36 PM EST 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Media Inquiry re : Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good aftemoon - I work with WUSA9 and am preparing for our coverage of 
Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick's funeral. 

As part of our reporting, we would like to confirm with the DC Medical 
Examiners Office the cause of death ruled by the medical examiner. 

Can you please provide an update, and whether Officer Sicknicks death has been 
ruled a Homocide, or, whether it could be in the future. 

Thank you for your assistance, 

Eric Flack 
WUSA9 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Eflack@wusa9 com 

Subject: 
Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; f jelds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Media Inquiry re: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, February 1, 2021 5:45:48 PM Date: 

This case is pending and I will add your contact information to the list to receive the cause and 
manner of death when it is available. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202-698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax: 202-698-91 01 
Checyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

On Feb 1, 2021 , at 4:46PM, Flack, Eric <EFlack@wusa9 com> wrote: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links o r open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know t hat the content is safe . If you believe that 
tn is email is suspicious, please forward to phishins@dc.gay for additiona I analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Thanks Cheryl - So to be crystal clear in my reporting, the cause of death has not 
officially been detennined? Or has been determined but has been publicly 
released? 

I want to be a specific as possible in my reporting to avoid incorrect information. 

Thanks, 
Eric 

On Feb 1, 2021 , at 4:22PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<checyle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

CAlJTION- EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caution opening 
attachments and never share your password. Send suspicious emai I 

to jn fosec@te~oa com. 
Good afternoon Eric, 

The Office of Lhe Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and 
manner of death when this information is available. 
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Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Chery le E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adarns@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 
<imageOO l .jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's 
response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: "Flack, Eric" <EF!ack@wusa9 com> 
Date: February 1, 2021 at 2:50:36 PM EST 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc 20v> 
Subject: Media Inquiry re: Officer Brian 
Sicknick 

Good afternoon - I work with WUSA9 and am preparing 
for our coverage of Capitol Police Officer Brian 
Sicknick 's funeral. 

As part of our reporting, we would like to confirm with 
the DC Medical Examiners Office the cause of death 
ruled by the medical examiner. 

Can you please provide an update, and whether Officer 
Sicknicks death has been ruled a Homocide, or, whether 
it could be in the future. 

Thank you for your assistance, 

Eric Flack 
WUSA9 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Jeff Mordock 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Media request -- The Washington nmes 

Wednesday, March 3, 2021 11:39:22 AM 

Good morning Jeff, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, 1 will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Jeff Mordock [mailto:jmordock@washingtontimes.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 03, 2021 10:40 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Media request -- The Washington Times 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pb jshine®dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I am workjng on a story about the death of officer Brian Sicknick. 

Can the Medical Examiner give any updates on a possible timeline on when we may hear 
anything or when it could possibly announce a cause of death? 

Is there anything the Medical Examiner can say about a time line for an announcement? 

-
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Thanks 
Jeff 

Cell is 267-566-7767 

Jeff Mordock 
Justice Department Reporter 
The Washington Times 
3600 New York Avenue 
Washington, DC 20002 
Ph: (202) 636-3041 
jmordock@wasbingtontjmes com 

The infonnation contained in this electroaic transmission is intended for the exclusive use of the individuals to whom it is addressed and may contain 
infonnation that is privileged and confidential, Ute disclosure of which is prohibited by law. lftbe reader of this transmission is not the intended 
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. In addition. any 
unauthorized copying, disclosure or distribution of the material in this e-mail aod any att achments is strictly forbidden. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCMEl 
FOLLOW UP: Media request 
Friday, February 26, 2021 11 :08:53 AM 

Good morning Rodney, 

This reporter is already on the list to receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 26, 202111:07 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Media request 

Chervle 
' ' 

Here .is another reporter for your list making a FOIA request re: death of Off. Slicknick. I will be 
denying her FOIA request. 

Elise Cartmill 
WJLA 
ecartmm@sbgtv.com 

f&a :lUrrms 
Rodney K. Adams 
Genera l Counsel 
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Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc ~oy 

confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: rodoey.adams@dc.gay [majlto: rodoey.adams@dc goy] 
Sent: Friday, February 26, 202111:01 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Request Assignment 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbishjng®duwjl for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Rodney Adams , 

Request # 2021 -FOIA-03278 has been assigned to you for processing. Here's a brief 
summary of the request: 

Request ID: 2021-FOIA-03278 
Request Type: FOIA 
Requested By: Cartmill, Elise 
Requested Date: Pebruary 23, 2021 
Primary User: Rodney Adams 
Target Date: March 16, 2021 

Request Description: 

WJLA would like to request cause of death and autopsy report for Officer Brian 
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David Sicknick. He collapsed at Capitol PD Headquarters on Jan. 6th 2021 and 
passed away later at the hospital. (Date Range for Record Search: From 01/06/2021 
To 01/08/2021) 

Assignment Note: 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

hunter woodall@startrjbyne com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Media request from the Star Tribune 

Tuesday, April 20, 202111:20:26 AM 

jmageOOl png 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued 
determinations on April7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brains tern and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death - Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 

transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 
• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 

o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
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Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishjne@dc !NY for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good moming, 

My name is Hunter Woodall and I'm a Washington reporter for The Minneapolis Star Tribune. I was 
just hoping to be sent any details or infonnation the office provided to media tl1is week regarding the 
death of U.S. Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick. Thanks for your help! 

All Lhe best, 
Hunter Woodall 
Washingtonrepotter for The Minneapolis Star Tribune 
Email: hunter woodall@startrjbuue com 
Phone: 703-963-2812 
Twitter: @huntennw 

~ StarTribune 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Joselow Gabrjel (NBCUojyersaD 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: NBC News: clarification on Capitol death 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 4:22:25 PM 

Good afternoon Gabriel, 

Here is the statement that OCME released today with the exact cause of death: 

"On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at 
the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has 
issued the following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death -Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 

• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Acute Amphetamine lntoxication 
• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
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injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 
• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.gov." 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
1_ Corona virus), ylease visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Joselow, Gabriel (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Gabriei.Joselow@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 4 :03 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject : NBC News: clarification on Capitol death 

1CAlfhON: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle, 

This is Gabe with NBC News following up on the new report on the capitol ri ot deaths. 

Can you please help to cla rify the exact cause of Ashli Babbitt's deat h, so we can ref lect t his 

accurately? 

Her fam ily's lawyer sa id previously she was shot in t he chest, whi le the report ment ions a gunshot 

wound to her left anteri or shoulder. 

Doe!i t hot onot omicolly include the f ront of her chest o r neck? How exoctly dido wound to her 

shoulder result in her deat h? 

Thank you for any additi ona l deta ils you can provide. 

Gabe Joselow 

Producer 

NBC News I London 
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+44 7919 627 938 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Joselow Gabrjel (NBCUojyersaD 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: NBC News: clarification on Capitol death 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 4:22:25 PM 

Good afternoon Gabriel, 

Here is the statement that OCME released today with the exact cause of death: 

"On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at 
the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has 
issued the following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death -Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 

• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Acute Amphetamine lntoxication 
• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
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injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 
• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.gov." 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
1_ Corona virus), ylease visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Joselow, Gabriel (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Gabriei.Joselow@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 4 :03 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject : NBC News: clarification on Capitol death 

1CAlfhON: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle, 

This is Gabe with NBC News following up on the new report on the capitol ri ot deaths. 

Can you please help to cla rify the exact cause of Ashli Babbitt's deat h, so we can ref lect t his 

accurately? 

Her fam ily's lawyer sa id previously she was shot in t he chest, whi le the report ment ions a gunshot 

wound to her left anteri or shoulder. 

Doe!i t hot onot omicolly include the f ront of her chest o r neck? How exoctly dido wound to her 

shoulder result in her deat h? 

Thank you for any additi ona l deta ils you can provide. 

Gabe Joselow 

Producer 

NBC News I London 
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+44 7919 627 938 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Julia Marnjn 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 

Wednesday, February 24, 202112:32:59 PM 

Good afternoon Julia, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wil1 release the cause and manner of death when 
this inionnation is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Julia Marnin [mailto:j.marnin@newsweek.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 202112:25 PM 
To: Adams, C.heryle (OCMF) 
Subject: NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know tha,t the content is safe . If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jshjog@dc goy for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I just spoke with you on d1e phone regarding a story for Newsweek I am working on about the 
known information surrounding Officer Brian Sicknick's death following the January 6 
Capitol Hill riots. 

Can you issue comments to answer/confirm information for these few questions below? 

Is the medical examiner's report on Officer Sicknick complete? If not, when will it be 
released? If there's no exact date, is there any idea as to when the report might be made 
public? 
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Is it possible to confinn or deny whether Sicknick was struck with a fire extinguisher on the 
head? Previously, multiple media outlets had reported that and there have been conflicting 
reports following. 

Any other information that the DC Office of the Chief Medical Examiner is able to provide 
surrounding his death and the medical examiner's report is greatly appreciated. 

Our story deadline is today. Thank you for your time. 

Best, 
Julia Marnin 

Julia Marnin I Fellow 
NEWSWEEK 
T I +t 609 923 5425 

E I j.marnjp@pewsweek.com 

W I pewsweck.com 

A I 33 Whitehall Street, Floor 8,!'1ew York, NY, 10004 

[ l 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Julia Marnjn 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 

Wednesday, February 24, 202112:32:59 PM 

Good afternoon Julia, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wil1 release the cause and manner of death when 
this inionnation is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Julia Marnin [mailto:j.marnin@newsweek.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 202112:25 PM 
To: Adams, C.heryle (OCMF) 
Subject: NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know tha,t the content is safe . If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jshjog@dc goy for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I just spoke with you on d1e phone regarding a story for Newsweek I am working on about the 
known information surrounding Officer Brian Sicknick's death following the January 6 
Capitol Hill riots. 

Can you issue comments to answer/confirm information for these few questions below? 

Is the medical examiner's report on Officer Sicknick complete? If not, when will it be 
released? If there's no exact date, is there any idea as to when the report might be made 
public? 
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Is it possible to confinn or deny whether Sicknick was struck with a fire extinguisher on the 
head? Previously, multiple media outlets had reported that and there have been conflicting 
reports following. 

Any other information that the DC Office of the Chief Medical Examiner is able to provide 
surrounding his death and the medical examiner's report is greatly appreciated. 

Our story deadline is today. Thank you for your time. 

Best, 
Julia Marnin 

Julia Marnin I Fellow 
NEWSWEEK 
T I +t 609 923 5425 

E I j.marnjp@pewsweek.com 

W I pewsweck.com 

A I 33 Whitehall Street, Floor 8,!'1ew York, NY, 10004 

[ l 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

bfeyerherd@oy0ost com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: NY rost rress Inquiry 

Tuesday, April 20, 2021 4:37:00 PM 

Good afternoon Ben, 

I am acknowledging receipt of your email and will follow up with a response soon. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Benjamin Feuerherd [mailto:bfeuerherd@nypost.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 1:03 PM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: NY Post Press Inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this emClil is suspicious, 
please forward to objshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi, 

Ben Feuerherd from the New York Post here. 

We're working on a fo llow up story regarding the death of Office Brian Sicknick, and I was 
wondering if you could clarify a few things: 

- Do you know when Officer Sicknick's cause of death was determined? 

- Do you know when law enforcement officials and officials in the Medical Examiner's Office 
were made aware of the cause of death? 

- Do you know why this information was just made public yesterday? 

Thanks very much. 
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Ben F euerherd 
240-463-1007 

Ben Feuerherd 
MANHATTAN FEDERAL COURT REPORTER , New York Post 
12 11 A VENUE OF TI-IE AMERICAS, NEW YORK, NY 10036 
MOBILE: 240.463. 1007 
bfeuerherd@n)!poSt com 

We need everyone in our communjty to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register tbr a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

bfeyerherd@oy0ost com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: NY rost rress Inquiry 

Tuesday, April 20, 2021 4:37:00 PM 

Good afternoon Ben, 

I am acknowledging receipt of your email and will follow up with a response soon. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Benjamin Feuerherd [mailto:bfeuerherd@nypost.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 1:03 PM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: NY Post Press Inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this emClil is suspicious, 
please forward to objshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi, 

Ben Feuerherd from the New York Post here. 

We're working on a fo llow up story regarding the death of Office Brian Sicknick, and I was 
wondering if you could clarify a few things: 

- Do you know when Officer Sicknick's cause of death was determined? 

- Do you know when law enforcement officials and officials in the Medical Examiner's Office 
were made aware of the cause of death? 

- Do you know why this information was just made public yesterday? 

Thanks very much. 
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Ben F euerherd 
240-463-1007 

Ben Feuerherd 
MANHATTAN FEDERAL COURT REPORTER , New York Post 
12 11 A VENUE OF TI-IE AMERICAS, NEW YORK, NY 10036 
MOBILE: 240.463. 1007 
bfeuerherd@n)!poSt com 

We need everyone in our communjty to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register tbr a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

SBelmoot@oewsnationnow com 

Qedner Olivia IEOM); Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Network News I nquiry 

Monday, April 19, 2021 6:29:11 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civi l insurrect ion at t he United States 

Capito l resulted in the deaths of f ive individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical 

Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on Apri l 7 as to t he cause and 

manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause and manner of death of t he 

rema ining individua l. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due t o acute basilar artery 

thrombosis 

o Manner of Death-Nat ural 

Publicly disclosed tjmeline of eyents : 

• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20 PM : Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed w ith a chemica l substance 

outside t he U.S. Capitol. 

o /\pproximotely 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collopses ot t he U.S. Copit ol ond is 

transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospita l. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 

o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospita l. 

Background explanation of medical term inology on the cause and manner of deat h: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, t he "cause of death" is the medica l disease, injury, 

alcoho l, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's deat h. The "manner of death" describes t he 

circumstances surround ing a person's death and falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 

unexpected deat h. 

• Homicide: Death results from t he intentional harm of one person by another, includ ing 

actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes deat h. If death is hastened by an injury, the 

manner of deat h is not considered nat ural. 

• Suicide: Death resu lts from t he purposeful attempt to end one's life. 

• Undetermined: Used when t here is insufficient information t o assign another manner. 

To learn more about t he Office of t he Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner investigations in 

the District, visit ocme.dc goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
O ffice: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
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cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
tCoronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Sara Belmont <SBelmont@newsnationnow.com> 

Date: Apri l 19, 2021 at 4:04:38 PM EDT 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 

Cc: WGNA NewsNation - Assignment Desk <oodesk@oewsoatjonnow.com> 

Subject: Network News Inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of tt)e DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to oh jshing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon, 

I'm reaching out on behalf of News Nat ion. We' re wondering if you can pass along any 

information rega rd ing the coroner's conclusion of US Capitol Police Officer Brian 

Sickn ick's death. Is t here a report or release you can share with us? Any details are 

appreciated. 

Thank you, 

Sara Belmont 
Zone Manager. News Nation 
2501 West Bradley Place 
Chicago. IL 60618 
872-31 0-4286 (0) 
708-256-5255 (C) 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
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to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help tbem pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

JAogyjaoo@oewsnatjoonow com 

Date: 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Network News Request 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 5:31 :57 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause an d manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. [£death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
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Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Juan Anguiano <JAogujaoo@oewsnatjonnow.com> 

Date: April 7, 2021 at 4:10:45 PM EDT 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.goy> 

Cc: WGNA NewsNation - Assignment Desk <nndesk@newsnatjonnow com> 

Subject: Network News Request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center {SOC). 

Hel lo, 

I am reaching out to you on behalf of News Nation. We are see some news outlets 

release information by t he ME's office on the manner of death of four people who died 

during the January 6 incident in DC. Can you can you send along the manner of death 

for the four? Thank you for your time. We look forward to you response. 

Thanks ! 

Juan Anguiano 

Assignment Editor/Feedroom Desk 

Desk: 872-310-4300 

News Nation 

2501 West Bradley Place 

Chicago, IL 60618 

www newsnatjonnow com 
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We need everyone in our community to p re-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Haley Gmman 

Dedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Newsmax Request 

Tuesday, February 16, 2021 7:43:09 AM 

jmage002 png 

Good morning Haley, 

This case is still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iej Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Haley Gillman [mailto:HaleyG@newsmax.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 15, 2021 1:30PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: Newsmax Request 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe t hat this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ohisbiog@dc.gay for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Just fo llowing up on this in case I missed anything - th is st ill has not been released right? 

Thank you! 
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From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 4, 20211:59 PM 

To: Haley Gi llman <HaleyG@newsmax.com> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM} <olivia dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME} <beverly fields@dc goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Newsmax Request 

Good afternoon Haley, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, l have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adarns@dc.gov 
Web: www acme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Haley Gillman [mailto:HaleyG@newsmax.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2021 11:30 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Newsmax Request 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbfshjng@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I appreciate you getting back to me. We are covering Officer Sicknick's passing at great length and 

wanted to see if t he aut opsy is being released. Please let me know if th is is possible. 

Thank you! 

Haley 
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Haley Gillman. 
Booker. "Greg Kelly Reports" 

516-509-67091805 3rd Ave. 22nd Floor I NY. NY 10022 

NBWSIDUTV 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Haley Gmman 

Dedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Newsmax Request 

Tuesday, February 16, 2021 7:43:09 AM 
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Good morning Haley, 

This case is still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iej Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Haley Gillman [mailto:HaleyG@newsmax.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 15, 2021 1:30PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: Newsmax Request 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe t hat this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ohisbiog@dc.gay for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Just fo llowing up on this in case I missed anything - th is st ill has not been released right? 

Thank you! 
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From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 4, 20211:59 PM 

To: Haley Gi llman <HaleyG@newsmax.com> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM} <olivia dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME} <beverly fields@dc goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Newsmax Request 

Good afternoon Haley, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, l have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adarns@dc.gov 
Web: www acme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Haley Gillman [mailto:HaleyG@newsmax.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2021 11:30 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Newsmax Request 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbfshjng@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I appreciate you getting back to me. We are covering Officer Sicknick's passing at great length and 

wanted to see if t he aut opsy is being released. Please let me know if th is is possible. 

Thank you! 

Haley 
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Haley Gillman. 
Booker. "Greg Kelly Reports" 

516-509-67091805 3rd Ave. 22nd Floor I NY. NY 10022 

NBWSIDUTV 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Haley Gmman 

Dedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Newsmax Request 

Thursday, February 4, 2021 1:59:19 PM 
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Good afternoon Haley, 

The Office of the 01ief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Haley Gillman [mailto:HaleyG@newsmax.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 202111:30 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Ncwsmax Request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to obishjog@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I appreciate you getting back to me. We are covering Officer Sicknick's passing at great length and 

wanted to see if the autopsy is being released. Please let me know if th is is possible. 

Thank you! 
Haley 

Haley Gillman. 
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Booker. "Greg Kelly Reports" 

516-509-67091805 3rd Ave. 22nd Floor I NY. NY 10022 

NBWSIBUTY 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Haley Gmman 

Dedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Newsmax Request 

Wednesday, March 17, 2021 1:12:53 PM 
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Good afternoon Haley, 

This case is still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Haley Gillman [mailto :HaleyG@newsmax.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2021 7:04 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: Newsmax Request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbish jng@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle - any update on th is? Has this been released? 

From; Haley Gillman 

Sent: Monday, February 15, 2021 1:30 PM 

To: 'Adams, Cheryle (OCM E)' <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beyerly.fields@dc goy> 

Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: Newsmax Request 

Hi Cheryle, 
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Just following up on this in case I missed anything- this still has not been released right? 

Thank you! 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Thursday, February 4, 20211:59 PM 

To: Haley Gi llman <HaleyG@oewsmax.com> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Newsmax Request 

Good afternoon Haley, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wil l release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

for the latest information on the District Government's response to COVIU-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Haley Gillman [mailto:HaleyG@newsmax.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2021 11:30 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Newsmax Request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forwa rd to pbishing@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle, 

I appreciate you getting back to me. We are covering Officer Sicknick's passing at great length and 
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wanted to see if the autopsy is being released. Please let me know if th is is possib le. 

Thank you! 
Haley 

Haley Gillman. 
Booker. "Greg Kelly Reports" 

516-509-67091805 3rd Ave. 22nd Floor I NY. NY10022 

NBWSIIUTV 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Pel on Thornton 

Date: 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: OCME Capitol Riot Findings 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 5:02:25 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has 
issued the following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine lntoxication 
• Manner of Death - Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Olief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manrter of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 
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To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocrne.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme.dc gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronav irus.dc.gov. 

From: Delon Thornton [mailto:ThorntonDA@cbsnews.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 4:52 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: OCME Capitol Riot Findings 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello Cheryle, 

My apologies for some reason this didn't send. CBS News is requesting the findings from 

OCME regard ing the deaths ot the 4 people involved in the January 6th Capitol Riots. 

Thank you, 

Delon Thornton 

Broadcast Associate - Assignment Desk 

CBS News, Washington 

0:1202) 457-4444 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Vjocent Gallo 
FOLLOW UP: Officer Brian Sicknick 
Thursdey, Februery 4, 2021 2:18:21 I"M 

Good afternoon Mr. GaUo, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will only release the cause and manner of 
death when this information is available. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocrne.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Vincent Gallo [mailto:gallo_cmc@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 202112:51 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to oh jsbjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

On Timrsday, Febmary 4 , 2021, 09:55:04 AM CST, Vincent Gallo <ga!!o cmc@yahoo com> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Adams, 

I am requesting a copy of the autopsy report for Officer Brian Sick:nick. I am in the process ofWJiting an article 
about the nature and consequences of the events of Januaty 6, 2021 and Officer Sicknick's death is a major 
component of the results of the riot that occuned in the capital. As a concemcd citizen, it is also my intention to 

contact my congressional representatives about what led up to this event, aud the potential for further civil unrest. It 
is imperative that only facts are utilized in discussing IJ1ese issues, that is why I am asking for your assistance. 
There are conflicting media reports as to the nature of the cause and manner of his death and they need to be cleared 
up. 
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This is a clear case of "serving the public interest" regarding lhc release of this information, and 1 am respectfully 
requesting that you make it available. 

Thank you, 

Vincent Gallo 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

peter hennann@wash0ost com 

Dedner Oljyja IEOM); Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Officer Sicknick 

Monday, January 111 2021 8:04:01 AM 

Good morning Peter, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is avaiJable. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adamsCa.?dc goy 
Web: www ocme.dc goy 

For th e latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Hermann, Peter [mailto:Peter.Hermann@washpost.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 7:58AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Officer Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pb jsh jng@dqmy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning, th is is Peter Hermann from the Washington Post 

Seeking, when availa lbe, 

Cause and manner for: 
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1. Capitol Pol ice Officer Brian D.Sicknick 

2. Ashl i Babbit 

Both were killed Jan. 2, 2021 

Thank you 

Peter Hermann 

Washington Post 

410-371-5439 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Michael Kosnar@nbcyni com 

Qedner Olivia IEOM); Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Officer Sicknick report 

Monday, April 19, 2021 6:12:30 PM 

imageOOl png 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death ofthe remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 

transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 
• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 

o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As deter.Llliued by the Chief Medical Examiner, the " cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one' s life. 
• Undetennined: Used when there is insufficient infonnation to assign another manner. 

To learn. more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
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cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
tCoronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: "Kosnar, Michael (NBCUniversal)" <Michaei.Kosnar@nbcuni.com> 

Date: April19, 2021 at 4:12:15 PM EDT 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 

Subject: Officer Sicknick report 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dr gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi 

Is the actual report on Officer Sicknick f inished? Is that available to the media? 

Thanks 

Mike 

Michael Kosnar 
Justice Department Producer 
NBC News 
Cell: (202) 309-8578 
Emai l: michael.kosnar@nbcuni.com 

!~NBC NEWS 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reacb out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date : 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 

Castillo Susana CEOMl 

Qedner Oljyja CEOMl; foster Lal oya CEOMl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Officer Sicknick ruling 

Monday, April 19, 2021 4:51:45 PM 

jmage003 png 

Good afternoon Susana, 

I have just sent the statement to this reporter. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iej Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Castillo, Susana (EOM) 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:49 PM 
To: Nicholas Wu 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Foster, LaToya (EOM); Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Officer Sicknick ruling 

Hi Nicholas, 
I'm adding Olivia and Cheryle. They will follow up with you shortly. 
Thanks, 

Susana 

Susana Castillo 
Press Secretary 

Office of Communications 
Executive Office of Mayor Muriel Bowser 

Main Office: 202-727-5011 
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CeU: 202-309-2640 
susana castillo@dc ~ov 

* * * WEARE 
WASI-IINGTON 

htijY Umayor de goy/ 

From: Nicholas W u <nwu@poljtjco.com> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 2021 4:43 PM 

To: Foster, LaToya (EOM) <latoya fost er@dc BOY>; Castillo, Susana (EOM) <susana castil lo@dc BOv> 

Subject: Officer Sicknick ruling 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the conter1t is safe. If you pelieve t hat this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ohfshing@dc goy for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi LaToya and Susana, 

Hope you're doing well. I'm trying t o get a copy of the medical examiner's ruling on USCP Officer 

Sicknick'::. Ut=dllt uul dl fl hdVi f1 !5 Lruuule f5ellil l f5 irr Luudr willt !>UIIIt=UIIe Llrere. Arry drorrce eillter u r 

you have a copy and can share? Thanks! 

Nicholas Wu 

Congressional reporter, Politico 

Cell/Signa l: 313-303-8142 I Email : nwu@poljt ico.com 

@ nicholaswu12 

We need everyone in our comm.unjty to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, falll.ily, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
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lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
oaygenstejo 
Fields Beverly COCMEl ; Dedoer Oljyja CEOMl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Officer Sicknick 

Friday, February 5, 2021 9:29:03 AM 

Good rooming Neal, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when this information is 
available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest iuforruatiou ou the District Goverilllleot's respouse to COVID-19 (Corouavirus), please visit 
coronavin.ts. de. gov. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Augenstein, Neal [mailto-naugenstein@wtop com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2021 9:30PM 
To: Fields, Beverly (OCM£) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Officer Sickn.ick 

CAUTION: TI1is email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thanks to you both! 

Neal 

Neal Augenstein 
Rep01ter 
WTOP-FM and wtop.com 
Washington, DC 
202 438 1505 cell 
202 895 5060 newsroom 
naugenstein@wtop.com 

Twitter: @Augenstein WTOP 
Skype: WTOPNealAugenstein 
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> On Feb 4, 2021 , at 9:24PM, Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> Hello, 
::.- I am well aud hope you are too! 
> 
> I have added Cberyle Adams, our PIO, whom is handling these requests. Thanks. 
> 
> Beverly Ann Fields, Esq. 
> ChiefofStaff 
> DC Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
> 401 ESt., SW 
>Washington, DC 20024 
> 202-698-9006 ( 0) 
> 202-329-9006 (c) 
> Beverly.fields@dc.gov 
> 
> 
>> On Feb 4, 2021, at7:45 PM, Augenstein, Neal <naugeustein@wtop.com> wrote: 
>> 
>> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unJess you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. lfyou believe that this email is 
suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>> 
>> 
>> Hi, Beverly. Hope you're well. Can you shru·e manner and cause? Thanks and best. 

>> N 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> Neal Augenstein 
>> RepOiter 
>> WTOP-FM and wtop.com 
:-.:-. Washington, DC 
» 202 438 1505 cell 
>> 202 895 5060 newsroom 
>> naugenstein@wtop.com 
>> 

>> Twitter: @AugensteinWTOP 
>> Skype: WTOPNealAugenstein 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
oaygenstejo 
Fields Beverly COCMEl ; Dedoer Oljyja CEOMl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Officer Sicknick 

Friday, February 5, 2021 9:29:03 AM 

Good rooming Neal, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when this information is 
available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest iuforruatiou ou the District Goverilllleot's respouse to COVID-19 (Corouavirus), please visit 
coronavin.ts. de. gov. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Augenstein, Neal [mailto-naugenstein@wtop com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2021 9:30PM 
To: Fields, Beverly (OCM£) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Officer Sickn.ick 

CAUTION: TI1is email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thanks to you both! 

Neal 

Neal Augenstein 
Rep01ter 
WTOP-FM and wtop.com 
Washington, DC 
202 438 1505 cell 
202 895 5060 newsroom 
naugenstein@wtop.com 

Twitter: @Augenstein WTOP 
Skype: WTOPNealAugenstein 
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> On Feb 4, 2021 , at 9:24PM, Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> Hello, 
::.- I am well aud hope you are too! 
> 
> I have added Cberyle Adams, our PIO, whom is handling these requests. Thanks. 
> 
> Beverly Ann Fields, Esq. 
> ChiefofStaff 
> DC Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
> 401 ESt., SW 
>Washington, DC 20024 
> 202-698-9006 ( 0) 
> 202-329-9006 (c) 
> Beverly.fields@dc.gov 
> 
> 
>> On Feb 4, 2021, at7:45 PM, Augenstein, Neal <naugeustein@wtop.com> wrote: 
>> 
>> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unJess you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. lfyou believe that this email is 
suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>> 
>> 
>> Hi, Beverly. Hope you're well. Can you shru·e manner and cause? Thanks and best. 

>> N 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> Neal Augenstein 
>> RepOiter 
>> WTOP-FM and wtop.com 
:-.:-. Washington, DC 
» 202 438 1505 cell 
>> 202 895 5060 newsroom 
>> naugenstein@wtop.com 
>> 

>> Twitter: @AugensteinWTOP 
>> Skype: WTOPNealAugenstein 
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From: Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
To: oaygenstejn 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: Officer Sicknick 
D ote: Thursdey, Februery 11, 2021 10:05:34 AM 

This case is still pending. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202-698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax:202-698-9101 
Cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

> On Feb ll , 2021 , at 9:20AM, Augenstein, Neal <naugenstein@wtop.com> wrote: 
> 
> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unl.ess you recognize the sender and know that the content is sate. lfyou believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 
> 
> Moming. Any update? Tbx 
> 
> 
> 
>Neal Augenstein 
> Reporter 
> WTOP-FM and wtop.com 
> Washington, DC 
> 202 438 1505 cell 
> 202 895 5060 newsroom 
> naugenstein@wtop.com 
> 
> Twitter: @ AugcnstcinWTOP 

> Skype: WTOPNeaiAugenstein 
> 
>> On Feb 5, 2021, at 9:34AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
>> 
>> Good morning Neal, 
>> 
>> The O!Tice of the ChiefMedical Examiner will release the cause and ma1mcr of death when this infom1ation is 
available. Additionally, T have added your name to the lisr to receive the information when it is available. 
>> 
>> Best regards, 
>> Cheryle 
>> 
>> Cheryle E. Adams 
» Office: 202 698-9008 
» Mobile: 202-329-9008 
» Fax (202) 698-910 1 
>> cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
>> Web: www.ocmc.dc.gov 
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>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> For the latest infonnation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavims), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 
>> 

>> -----Original Message-----
» From: Augenstein, Neal (mailto·naugenstein@wtop com] 
» Sent: Thursday, Febmary 04, 2021 9:30 PM 
>> To: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
» Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
>> Subject Re: Officer Sicknick 
>> 
>> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe.lfyou believe that tllis email is 
suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>> 

>> 
>> Thanks to you both! 
>> 
>> Neal 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> Neal Augenstein 
>> Reporter 
>> WfOP-FM and wtop.com 
>> Washington, DC 
» 202 438 1505 cell 
>> 202 895 5060 newsroom 
>> naugenstein@wtop.com 
>> 
>> Twitter: @AugensteinWTOP 
>> Skype: WTOPNealAugenstein 
>> 
>» On Feb 4, 2021 , at 9:24PM, Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> wrote: 
>>> 
>>> Hello, 
>>> I am well and hope you arc too! 
>>> 
>>> T have added Cheryle Adams, our PIO, whom is handljng these requests. Thanks. 
>>> 
>>>Beverly Ann Fields, Esq. 
>>> ChiefofStaff 
>>> DC Office of the Chief Medical Exanliner 
>» 401 E St., SW 
>>> Washington, DC 2002.:1. 
»> 202-698-9006 (o) 
»> 202-329-9006 (c) 
>>> Beverly.fields@dc.gov 
>>> 
>>> 
>>>>> On Feb 4, 2021 , at 7:45PM, Augenstein, Neal <naugenstein@v.rtop.com> wrote: 
>>>> 
>>>> CAUTION: Tllis email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
altachmeuts llllless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is 
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suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> Hi, Beverly. Hope ym.1're well. Can you share manner and cause? Thanks and best. 
>>>> 
>>>> N 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>> Neal Augenstein 
>>>> Reporter 
>>>> WTOP-FM and wtop.com 
>>>> Washington, DC 
>»> 202 438 1505 cell 
>>>> 202 895 5060 newsroom 
>>>> naugenstein@wtop.com 
>>>> 
>>>> Twitter: @AugensteinWTOP 
>>>> Skype: WTOPNealAugenstein 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCME) 

Adam Klasfeld 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: r>ress Inquiry: Officer Brien Sicknick 

Monday, April 19, 2021 4:45:41 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
a Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7 , 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedjcal teoninolo2y on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes Lhe circumsLances surrounding a person' s dealh and falls wilhin one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adaros@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
iCoronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Adam Klasfeld [mailto:adamklasfeld@lawandcrime.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:44 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Press Inquiry: Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to oh jsh ine@dc.rNv for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle: 

Can you please send me any information available-including a copy of the report or any 
public statements-about the medical examiner's determination that Officer Brian Sicknick 
died of natural causes after suffering two strokes the day after the U.S. Capitol riots? 

https·//www washingtonpost com/local/publ ic-safety!brian-sicknjck-deatb
strokes/202 I /04/ I 9/36d2d3 I 0-6 I 7e- I I eh-afhe-9a 1 1 a I 27d 146 stacy html 

Please reply ASAP as I am on deadline. 

Thank you, 
Adam 

Adam Klasfeld 
Senior investigative reporter and editor, Law&Crime 
adamklasfeld@lawandcrime com 
www lawandcrime com 
201.755.4272 (celi/Signal/WhatsApp) 
Twitter: @KlasfeldReports 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this panderojc. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCME) 

Adam Klasfeld 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: r>ress Inquiry: Officer Brien Sicknick 

Monday, April 19, 2021 4:45:41 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
a Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7 , 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedjcal teoninolo2y on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes Lhe circumsLances surrounding a person' s dealh and falls wilhin one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adaros@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
iCoronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Adam Klasfeld [mailto:adamklasfeld@lawandcrime.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:44 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Press Inquiry: Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to oh jsh ine@dc.rNv for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle: 

Can you please send me any information available-including a copy of the report or any 
public statements-about the medical examiner's determination that Officer Brian Sicknick 
died of natural causes after suffering two strokes the day after the U.S. Capitol riots? 

https·//www washingtonpost com/local/publ ic-safety!brian-sicknjck-deatb
strokes/202 I /04/ I 9/36d2d3 I 0-6 I 7e- I I eh-afhe-9a 1 1 a I 27d 146 stacy html 

Please reply ASAP as I am on deadline. 

Thank you, 
Adam 

Adam Klasfeld 
Senior investigative reporter and editor, Law&Crime 
adamklasfeld@lawandcrime com 
www lawandcrime com 
201.755.4272 (celi/Signal/WhatsApp) 
Twitter: @KlasfeldReports 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this panderojc. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCME) 

chyck@dcnf erg 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM); Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: rress inquiry regarding Brian Sicknick"s cause of death 

Monday, April19, 2021 5:32:01 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7 , 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedjcal teoninolo2y on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes Lhe circumsLances surrounding a person's dealh and falls wilhin one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adaros@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Chuck Ross <cbuck@dcnforg> 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 4:36:24 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Press inquiry regarding Brian Sicknick's cause of death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe . If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjsh jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 
I'm reaching out in hopes of getting information reported by The Washington Post 
regarding Officer Sicknick's cause of death. 

Thank you for any help, 
Chuck Ross 
The Daily Caller 
316-616-7326 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. AJready vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Mark Seornyes 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: r>ress request cause and manner 

Wednesday, February 3, 2021 9:17:41 AM 

Good rooming Mark, 

This case is still pending. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
40 l E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest iuforruatiou ou the District Goverilllleot's respouse to COVID- 19 (Corouavirus), please visit 
coronavirus. de. gov. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [majlto· Mark Segraves@nbcunj com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 03, 2021 9:13AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: [EX1ERNAL] FOLLOW UP: Press reqttest cause and manner 

CAUTION: TI1is emai l originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Any update on this 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Seut from my iPhone, but never while driviug. I would uever do that. Ald1ough it would explaiu the typos. 

> On Jan 20, 2021, at 6:23 PM, Sef,1J·aves, Mark (NBCUniversal) <Mark.Segraves@nbcuui.com> wrote: 
> 
> Any update on this 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
:-. 202-997-1576 
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> @SegravesNBC4 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. 1 would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
> 
>> On Jan 11, 2021, at 3:46PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
>> 
>> Good afternoon Mark, 
>> 
>> The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when tllis information is 
available. 
>> 
>> Best regards, 
>> Cheryle 
>> 
>> Cheryle E. Adams 
>> Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner Office of the Chief 
>> Medical Examiner 
>> 401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
>> Washington, DC 20024 
>> Office: 202 698-9008 
>> Mobile: 202-329-9008 
» Fax (202) 698-9101 
>> cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
>> Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
>> 
>> 
>> 

>> 
>> For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 
>> 
>> 
>> -----Original Message-----
>> From: Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto"Mark Segrayes@nbcuni com] 
>> Sent: Monday, January 11 , 2021 2:09PM 
>> To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Lashon Beaman; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
>> Subject: Press request cause and manner 
>> 
>> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know thai the content is safe. lf you bclieve that tlus email is 
suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>> 
>> 
>> Good afternoon could you please provide cause and manner for Brian Sicknick? 
>> Thank you 
>> 
>> Mark Segraves 
>> NBC Washington News 
» 202-997-1576 
>> @SegravesNBC4 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Mark Seornyes 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: r>ress request cause and m<Jnner 

Thursday, January 21, 2021 10:05:43 AM 

Good rooming Mark, 

This case is still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID- 19 (Coronavims), please visit 
corouavi.rus.dc.gov. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUuiversal) [majlto· Mark Segraves@nbcunj com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2021 6:23 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: [EX1ERNAL] FOLLOW UP: Press reqttest cause and manner 

CAUTION: TI1is email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. I.fyou believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Any update on this 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while drivi.ug. I would never do that. Ald1ough it would explain the typos. 

> On Jan 11 , 2021, at 3:46PM, Adan1s, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> Good afternoon Mark, 
> 
> The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when this information is 
available. 
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> Best regards, 
> Cheryle 
> 
> Cheryle E. Adams 
> Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner Office of the Chief 
> Medical Examiner 
> 401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
> Washington, DC 20024 
> Offl.ce: 202 698-9008 
> Mobile: 202-329-9008 
> fax (202) 698-9101 
> cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
> Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> For the latest infotmation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [majlto·Mark Segraves@nbcunj com] 
> Sent: Monday, January 11, 20212:09 PM 
> To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Lashon Beaman; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
> Subject: Press request cause and manner 

> 
> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that tllis email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 
> 
> Good afternoon could you please provide cause and manner for Brian Sicknick? 
> Thank you 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. 1 would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text INAUG202l to 888-777 
for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Mark Seornyes 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: r>ress request cause and menner 

Monday, January 11, 2021 3:46: 13 PM 

Good afternoon Mark, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when this information is 
available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the ChiefMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 £Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-910 1 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

----Original Message----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) Lmaj lto·Mark Segraves@nbcuuj com] 
Sent: Monday, Jru10ary 1 1, 2021 2:09PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Lashon Beaman; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Press request cause and manner 

CAUTION: This email originated ti'om outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attaclunents 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that tl1is email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov lor additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon could you please provide cause and manner for Brian Sicknick ? 
Thank you 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997- I 576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Mark Seornyes 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: r>ress request cause and menner 

Monday, January 11, 2021 3:46: 13 PM 

Good afternoon Mark, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when this information is 
available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the ChiefMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 £Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-910 1 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

----Original Message----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) Lmaj lto·Mark Segraves@nbcuuj com] 
Sent: Monday, Jru10ary 1 1, 2021 2:09PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Lashon Beaman; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Press request cause and manner 

CAUTION: This email originated ti'om outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attaclunents 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that tl1is email is suspicious, p lease 
forward to phishing@dc.gov lor additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon could you please provide cause and manner for Brian Sicknick ? 
Thank you 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997- I 576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Mark Seornyes 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: r>ress request cause and manner 

Wednesday, February 3, 2021 9:17:41 AM 

Good rooming Mark, 

This case is still pending. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
40 l E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest iuforruatiou ou the District Goverilllleot's respouse to COVID- 19 (Corouavirus), please visit 
coronavirus. de. gov. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [majlto· Mark Segraves@nbcunj com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 03, 2021 9:13AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: [EX1ERNAL] FOLLOW UP: Press reqttest cause and manner 

CAUTION: TI1is emai l originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Any update on this 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Seut from my iPhone, but never while driviug. I would uever do that. Ald1ough it would explaiu the typos. 

> On Jan 20, 2021, at 6:23 PM, Sef,1J·aves, Mark (NBCUniversal) <Mark.Segraves@nbcuui.com> wrote: 
> 
> Any update on this 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
:-. 202-997-1576 
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> @SegravesNBC4 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. 1 would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
> 
>> On Jan 11, 2021, at 3:46PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
>> 
>> Good afternoon Mark, 
>> 
>> The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when tllis information is 
available. 
>> 
>> Best regards, 
>> Cheryle 
>> 
>> Cheryle E. Adams 
>> Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner Office of the Chief 
>> Medical Examiner 
>> 401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
>> Washington, DC 20024 
>> Office: 202 698-9008 
>> Mobile: 202-329-9008 
» Fax (202) 698-9101 
>> cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
>> Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
>> 
>> 
>> 

>> 
>> For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 
>> 
>> 
>> -----Original Message-----
>> From: Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto"Mark Segrayes@nbcuni com] 
>> Sent: Monday, January 11 , 2021 2:09PM 
>> To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Lashon Beaman; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
>> Subject: Press request cause and manner 
>> 
>> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know thai the content is safe. lf you bclieve that tlus email is 
suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>> 
>> 
>> Good afternoon could you please provide cause and manner for Brian Sicknick? 
>> Thank you 
>> 
>> Mark Segraves 
>> NBC Washington News 
» 202-997-1576 
>> @SegravesNBC4 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Djaz F@odsco COCME); Fields Beverly COCME> 
FOLLOW UP: Public Safety and Justice Cluster Meeting - OCME Proposed Talking Points 
Tuesday, March 23, 2021 2:23:05 f"M 

image002.onq 
OCME-PSJ Cluster Meetjng Talking Points - 3 25 2021 docx 

G ood afternoon D r. D iaz, 

Please see the attached document. 

Best regards, 
Ch eryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
O ffice of th e Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6lh Floor 
Washington, D C 20024 
Offi ce: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2021 2:20 PM 
To: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Public Safety and Justice Cluster Meeting - OCME Proposed Talking Points 

There is no attachment 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco.diaz@dc.gov 
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From: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2021 2:05 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Public Safety and Justice Cluster Meeting - OCME Proposed Talking Points 

Thank you!!! 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, M arch 23, 2021 1:44:09 PM 

To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <f rancisco d jaz@dc goV>; Fields, Beverly (OCM E) 

<beverlv.fields@dc goy> 

Subject: Public Safety and Just ice Cluster M eeting- OCM E Proposed Tal ki ng Points 

Good afternoon Dr. Diaz and Beverly, 

Please find attached the proposed talking points for the Public Safety and Justice Ouster 
meeting scheduled for Thursday, March 25, 2021. Please let me know if you have any 
questions. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

tom@rask com 

Adams Rodney (OCME) 
FOLLOW ur: rublic records request dated 02/05/2021 

Friday, February 5, 2021 1:55:33 PM 

Good afternoon Mr. Rask, 

Thank you for your message. To make a formal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 
request, please use the DC FOIA portal (h ttps'j/ foia-dc gov/). 

After the request churns its way through the FOIA process, you are likely to be 
disappointed in the response. Public access to medical examiner records varies 
considerably from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Ln the District of Columbia, DC Code 5-1412 
maintains the confidentiality of the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) case 
files. The consistent interpretation of DC Code 5-1412 over the years, particularly in light 
of the US Supreme Court's decision in National Archives and Records Admin v Favisb, 
541 US 157 (2004), has been that an OCME case file is only released to the next of kin, to law 
enforcement, or to the Mayor unless a court orders otherwise. In FOIA terms, the 
confidentiality of personal information falls under exceptions 5 USC 552(a)(6) and DC Code 
2-534(a)(2). This approach is consistent with OCME's mission to support the families of 
decedents. 

We appreciate your interest in OCME's work, and we wish you all the best. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirusk,please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
From: Tom Rask [mailto:tom@rask.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 5, 2021 9:41AM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO SecuritY Operations Center (SOC). 

This is a public records request. 
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My request is for a copy ofyour agency's examination of the body of Capitol Hill Police 
Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Regards, 

TomRask 
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Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCMEl 
FOLLOW UP: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 
Friday, February 5, 2021 12:55:21 f'M 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adarns@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February OS, 2021 12:27 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 
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General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc €OV 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt f rom disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February OS, 202112:07 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

Good morning Mr. Rask, 

Please let me know if you are a reporter and your media outlet. Otherwise, autopsy reports 
and associated information (i.e., cause and manner of death) are not provided to the 
general public. Only the next of kin, law enforcement or the Mayor's administrative offices 
are provided such information, unless OCME is mandated by court order to provide the 
information to the requesting public entity. Finally, you may submit your request through 
the District's Freedom of Information Act Public Access Portal at foia-dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
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Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
From: Tom Rask [maj!to:tom@rask.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 5, 2021 9:41AM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jsh jog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

This is a public records request. 

My request is for a copy of your agency's examination of the body of Capitol Hill Police 
Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Regards, 

Tom Rask 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCMEl 
FOLLOW UP: Public records request dated 02/05/ 2021 
Friday, Februa ry 5, 2021 12:07:23 I'M 

Good morning Mr. Rask, 

Please let me know if you are a reporter and your media outlet. Otherwise, autopsy reports 
and associated information (i.e., cause and manner of death) are not provided to the 
general public. Only the next of kin, law enforcement or the Mayor's administrative offices 
are provided such information, unless OCME is mandated by court order to provide the 
information to the requesting public entity. Finally, you may submit your request through 
the District's Freedom of Information Act Public Access Portal at foia-dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Tom Rask [mailto:tom@rask.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 5, 2021 9:41AM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this ema il is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

This is a public records request. 

My request is for a copy of your agency's examination of the body of Capitol Hill Police 
Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Regards, 
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TomRask 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

tom@rask com 

Adams Rodney (OCME) 
FOLLOW ur: rublic records request dated 02/05/2021 

Friday, February 5, 2021 1:55:33 PM 

Good afternoon Mr. Rask, 

Thank you for your message. To make a formal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 
request, please use the DC FOIA portal (h ttps'j/ foia-dc gov/). 

After the request churns its way through the FOIA process, you are likely to be 
disappointed in the response. Public access to medical examiner records varies 
considerably from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Ln the District of Columbia, DC Code 5-1412 
maintains the confidentiality of the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) case 
files. The consistent interpretation of DC Code 5-1412 over the years, particularly in light 
of the US Supreme Court's decision in National Archives and Records Admin v Favisb, 
541 US 157 (2004), has been that an OCME case file is only released to the next of kin, to law 
enforcement, or to the Mayor unless a court orders otherwise. In FOIA terms, the 
confidentiality of personal information falls under exceptions 5 USC 552(a)(6) and DC Code 
2-534(a)(2). This approach is consistent with OCME's mission to support the families of 
decedents. 

We appreciate your interest in OCME's work, and we wish you all the best. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirusk,please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
From: Tom Rask [mailto:tom@rask.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 5, 2021 9:41AM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO SecuritY Operations Center (SOC). 

This is a public records request. 
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My request is for a copy ofyour agency's examination of the body of Capitol Hill Police 
Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Regards, 

TomRask 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Ash ley Kjm 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Question Regerd ing Judiciel Wi'ltch L<>wsuit 

Tuesday, April 6, 2021 10:20:37 AM 

Good morning Ashley, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, 1 will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Ashley Kim [mailto:akim@mrc.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 05, 2021 1:36 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pb jshine®dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Ashley Kim, I am a reporter for CNS News, and I bad a question regarding tbe 
Judicial Watch lawsuit against the Government of the District of Columbia. 

-

My question is: For what reason is the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner withholding the 
autopsy report of Officer Brian Sicknick? 
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We will print your response in full . 

Thank you very much, 
Ashley Kim 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Ash ley Kjm 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Question Regerd ing Judiciel Wi'ltch L<>wsuit 

Tuesday, April 6, 2021 10:20:37 AM 

Good morning Ashley, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, 1 will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Ashley Kim [mailto:akim@mrc.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 05, 2021 1:36 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pb jshine®dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Ashley Kim, I am a reporter for CNS News, and I bad a question regarding tbe 
Judicial Watch lawsuit against the Government of the District of Columbia. 

-

My question is: For what reason is the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner withholding the 
autopsy report of Officer Brian Sicknick? 
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We will print your response in full . 

Thank you very much, 
Ashley Kim 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Fields Beverly fOCMEl 

Qedner Olivia IEOMl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Question Regerd ing Judiciel Wi'ltch L<>wsuit 

Monday, April 5, 2021 2:49:38 PM 

Beverly and Olivia, 

Please let me know if you should have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

~ 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Ashley Kim [mailto:akim@mrc.org] 
Sent: Monday, April OS, 20211:36 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to phjshjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 
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Hello, 

My name is Ashley Kim, I am a reporter for CNS News, and I bad a question regarding the 
Judicial Watch lawsuit against the Government of the District of Columbia. 

My question is: For what reason is the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner withholding the 
autopsy report of Officer Brian Sicknick? 

We will print your response in full. 

Thank you very much, 
Ashley Kim 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

Emai/0610 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Fields Beverly fOCMEl 

Adams Rodney (OCME) 
FOLLOW Ur>: Question Regerd ing Judiciel Wi'ltch L<>wsuit 

Monday, April 5, 2021 2:10:16 PM 

Good afternoon Beverly, 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

---------------

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit roronav irys.dcgov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April OS, 2021 1:49PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc : Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

News to me. I am not aware of Judicial Watch filing a lawsuit against the District. It is appealing 
the denial of its FOIA request to the Mayor's Office. 

&a:l&ams 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

Emai/0611 
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401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de €OV 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April OS, 2021 1:38PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FYI: Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

Good afternoon Rodney, 

Please see the email below regarding the above-mentioned subject. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Ad ams 
Special Assistant to the Otief Medical Examiner 
Office o£ the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Sn·eet, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Ashley Kim [mailto:akjm@mrc.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 05, 2021 1:36 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ohjshine@dc eov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Ashley Kim, I am a reporter for CNS News, and I had a question regarding the 
Judicial Watch lawsuit against the Government of the District of Columbia. 

My question is: For what reason is the Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner withholding the 
autopsy report of Officer Brian Sicknick? 

We will print your response in fu ll. 

Thank you very much, 
Ashley Kim 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Ash ley Kjm 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Question Regard ing Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

Tuesday, April 6, 2021 12:04:46 PM 

This case is pending. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Ashley Kim [mailto:akim@mrc.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 12:03 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content Is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Thank you for your response. I have a follow-up question: 

Does your office know the cause of the death ofM.r. Sicknick, yes or no? 

Regards, 
Ashley Kim 

On Tue, Apr 6, 2021 at 10:20 AM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cber:yle adams@ de goy> wrote: 

Good morning Ashley, 
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OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you With the 
cause and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-910J 
cheryle.adam s@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Ashley Kim [mailto:akjm@mrc.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 05, 2021 1:36 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
un less you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
p lease forward to pbisbing@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Ashley Kim, I am a reporter for CNS News, and I had a question regarding the 
Judicial Watch lawsuit against the Government of the District of Columbia. 

My question is: For what reason is tbe Office of the Cbjef Medical Examjner withholding 
the autopsy report of Officer Brian Sicknick? 

We will print your response in full. 

Thank you very much, 
Ashley Kim 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 

Emai/0615 
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to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we 
can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Emma Green 

Date: 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Question from the Atlantic 

Tuesday, April 20, 2021 4:21:43 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at 
the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, 
issued determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining 
individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute 

basilar artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20 PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol 
and is transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local 
hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 

"manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 
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To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adarns@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus!, please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Emma Green [mailto:emma@theatlantic.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202112:57 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Question from the Atlantic 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to o b ishiog@dc go y for additional analysis by OCTO Security Opera t ions Center (SOC). 

Cheryle, hi --

I hope this note finds you well. I'm a reporter at the Atlantic magazine. I'm writing to request a 
copy ofyour office's statement on the death of Officer Brian Sicknick, along with a copy of 
the medical examiner's autopsy report. 

You can reach me at 615.477.0982. 

Thank you, 
Emma 

Emma Green 
The Atlantic 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
Lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Josh Kaplan 

Joagyjn Sapjen; Belds Beyerly (OCMEl; Dedner Oliyja (EOMl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Question regarding Brian Sic;knick"s death 

Monday, March 8, 2021 6:20:54 PM 

Good evening Josh, 

This case is still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Josh Kaplan [mailto:Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org) 
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2021 4:20PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Joaquin Sapien; Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Hope al l is wel l. I just wanted to check in and see if there's any additional information you can 

provide at t his t ime, as t o the cause o r manner of Office r Sicknick's death or where the 

examinat ion st ands. Thanks very m uch. 
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Best, 

Josh 

From: Josh Kaplan <Joshua Kaplan@propubljca org> 

Sent: Sunday, February 14, 2021 4:31 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.goy> 

Cc: Joaqu in Sapien <Joaquin Sapien@propublica org>; Fields, Beverly (OCM E) 

<beyerly f jelds@dc goy>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oljyja dedner@dc goy> 

Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thanks so m uch fo r keeping us in t he loop. It's much appreciat ed. 

A ll best, 

Josh 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Saturday, Febru ary 13, 2021 1:41 PM 

To: Josh Kaplan <Joshua Kaplan@propub!ica org> 

Cc: Joaquin Sapien <Joaqu in Sapjen@propubljca org>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beyerly.fjelds@dc.goy>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oliyia.dedner@dc.goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Questi on regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

Good afternoon Josh, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wilJ release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-91 01 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme.dc goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Josh Kaplan [mai!to:Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2021 8:43PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Joaquin Sapien 
Subject: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pblshiog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Hope al l is wel l. My colleague Joaquin Sapien and I have been reporting on the assault on the 

Capitol on Jan 6, and we wanted to reach out for cia rificat ion on one of the great tragedies of 

that day. It has been widely sa id by law enforcement that USCP Officer Brian Sicknick died 

after he was hit by a fire extinguisher. However, some anonymous reports have emerged 

saying he was not hit by a fi re extinguisher and died from other causes. I know this is a very 

sensitive matter, bu t can you provide clarity on th is? Thank you so much. 

Best, 

Josh 

734-834-9383 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Josh Kaplan 

Joagyjo Sapjen; Belds Beyerly (OCMEl; Dedner Oliyja (EOMl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Question regarding Brian Sic;knick"s death 

Saturday, February 13, 2021 1:41:14 PM 

Good afternoon Josh, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wil1 release the cause and manner of death when 
this inionnation is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adarns@dc gov 
Web: www ocrne de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Josh Kaplan [mailto:Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2021 8:43 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Joaquin Sapien 
Subject: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Hope al l is wel l. My colleague Joaquin Sapien and I have been reporting on the assault on the 

Capitol on Jan 6, and we wanted to reach out for cia rification on one of the great tragedies of 

that day. It has been widely sa id by law enforcement that USCP Officer Brian Sicknick died 

after he was hit by a fire extinguisher. However, some anonymous reports have emerged 

saying he w as not hit by a fire extinguisher and died from other causes. I know this is a very 
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sensitive matter, but can you provide clarity on th is? Thank you so much. 

RP.st, 

Josh 

734-834-9383 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Josh Kaplan 

Joagyjo Sapjen; Belds Beyerly (OCMEl; Dedner Oliyja (EOMl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Question regarding Brian Sic;knick"s death 

Saturday, February 13, 2021 1:41:14 PM 

Good afternoon Josh, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wil1 release the cause and manner of death when 
this inionnation is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adarns@dc gov 
Web: www ocrne de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Josh Kaplan [mailto:Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2021 8:43 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Joaquin Sapien 
Subject: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Hope al l is wel l. My colleague Joaquin Sapien and I have been reporting on the assault on the 

Capitol on Jan 6, and we wanted to reach out for cia rification on one of the great tragedies of 

that day. It has been widely sa id by law enforcement that USCP Officer Brian Sicknick died 

after he was hit by a fire extinguisher. However, some anonymous reports have emerged 

saying he w as not hit by a fire extinguisher and died from other causes. I know this is a very 
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sensitive matter, but can you provide clarity on th is? Thank you so much. 

RP.st, 

Josh 

734-834-9383 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Josh Kaplan 

Joagyjn Sapjen; Belds Beyerly (OCMEl; Dedner Oliyja (EOMl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Question regarding Brian Sic;knick"s death 

Monday, March 8, 2021 6:20:54 PM 

Good evening Josh, 

This case is still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Josh Kaplan [mailto:Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org) 
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2021 4:20PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Joaquin Sapien; Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Hope al l is wel l. I just wanted to check in and see if there's any additional information you can 

provide at t his t ime, as t o the cause o r manner of Office r Sicknick's death or where the 

examinat ion st ands. Thanks very m uch. 
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Best, 

Josh 

From: Josh Kaplan <Joshua Kaplan@propubljca org> 

Sent: Sunday, February 14, 2021 4:31 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.goy> 

Cc: Joaqu in Sapien <Joaquin Sapien@propublica org>; Fields, Beverly (OCM E) 

<beyerly f jelds@dc goy>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oljyja dedner@dc goy> 

Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thanks so m uch fo r keeping us in t he loop. It's much appreciat ed. 

A ll best, 

Josh 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Saturday, Febru ary 13, 2021 1:41 PM 

To: Josh Kaplan <Joshua Kaplan@propub!ica org> 

Cc: Joaquin Sapien <Joaqu in Sapjen@propubljca org>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beyerly.fjelds@dc.goy>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oliyia.dedner@dc.goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Questi on regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

Good afternoon Josh, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wilJ release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-91 01 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme.dc goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Josh Kaplan [mai!to:Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2021 8:43PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Joaquin Sapien 
Subject: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pblshiog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Hope al l is wel l. My colleague Joaquin Sapien and I have been reporting on the assault on the 

Capitol on Jan 6, and we wanted to reach out for cia rificat ion on one of the great tragedies of 

that day. It has been widely sa id by law enforcement that USCP Officer Brian Sicknick died 

after he was hit by a fire extinguisher. However, some anonymous reports have emerged 

saying he was not hit by a fi re extinguisher and died from other causes. I know this is a very 

sensitive matter, bu t can you provide clarity on th is? Thank you so much. 

Best, 

Josh 

734-834-9383 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Chervle (QCME) 

csommerteldt@nydailynews com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM); Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Regarding cause of death for Office Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April19, 2021 6:49:57 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7 , 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedjcal teoninolo2y on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes Lhe circumsLances surrounding a person' s dealh and falls wilhin one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adaros@dc goy 
Web: www acme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: "Sommerfeldt, Chris" <csommerfeldt@nydailynews com> 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 5:36:03 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc ~oy> 
Subject: Regarding cause of death for Office Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phisbjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

HP.I Io OCMF sti=lff, 

My name is Chris Sommerfeldt. I'm a reporter with the New York Daily News. 

I'm seeing reports that the OCM E has made a determination about the cause of 

death for U.S. Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Could you send me the statement from the OCME? Thank you. 

All best, 

Chris 

(914) 559-8016 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic . #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, famjly , coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCMEl 
FOLLOW UP: Request Assignment 
Tuesday, March 9, 2021 11:32:55 AM 

Good afternoon Rodney, 

This reporter is already on the list. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District G overnment's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 202111:06 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Request Assignment 

Chervle 
' ' 

Here's an NPR reporter to add to your list. 

E -mail: cgrjsaJes@npr org 

!&,a :lUmns 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street sw, Washington, DC 20024 
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0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney Adams@ de goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: rodoey.adams@dc.gay [mailto: rodney.adams@dc.gay] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 11:01 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Request Assignment 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Rodney Adams , 

Request # 2021-FOIA-03472 has been assigned to you for processing. Here's a brief 
summary of the request: 

Request ID: 2021 -FOIA-03472 
Request Type: FOIA 
Requested By: Grisales, Claudia 
Requested Date: March 3, 2021 
Primary User: Rodney Adams 
Target Date: March 24, 2021 

Request Description: 

Requesting the autopsy report and death certificate for late U.S. Capitol Police 
officer Brian Sicknick who died from injuries suffered in the Jan. 6 insurrection. 
(Date Range for Record Search: From 01/06/2021 To 12/31/2021) 
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Assignment Note: 
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From: Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

To: zack stieber@epochtjmes nyc 

Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Request for Comment 

Thursday, April 8, 2021 2:11:52 PM Date: 

Good afternoon Zack, 

It is OCME' s policy not to comment on stories. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www acme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Zack Stieber <zack stjeber@e.pocht imes nyc> 
Date: Apri l8, 2021 at 1:27:16 PM EDT 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc gov> 
Subject: Request for Comment 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dc gpy for additiona l analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Good day hope you are doing well. 

Do you all have a comment on this? https-1/www judicialwatch org/press
releases/brian-sicknick/ 

Thanks, 
Zack Stieber 
The Epoch Times 
917-509-1875 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Djaz Francisco COCME> 
Fields Beverly COCME>; Adams Rodney COCME) 
FOLLOW Ur>: Request for Comment 

Thursday, April S, 20211:56:19 PM 
jmage004 png 

Good afternoon Dr. Diaz, 

Thank you for your response. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iej Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.ctc .gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 20211:41 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: Request for Comment 

Fr;::mcisco J. Dioz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco diaz@dc (lOY 
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From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 8, 2021 1:36PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: Request for Comment 

Good afternoon to ali, 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 1:33 PM 

o: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
~rComment 
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&,a ;;utrm.f 
f\odney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.sov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 20211:29 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Request for Comment 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 20024 10ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IF ax (202) 698-910 II 
Email: savern frip.p@dc ~ov !Web: www.ocme.de ~oy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epocbtimes nyc> 
Date: April8, 2021 at 1:27:16 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc gov> 
Subject: Request for Comment 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
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this email is suspicious, please forward to oh jsh jng@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Good day hope you are doing well . 

Do you all have a comment on this? https-ljwww judicialwatch org/press
releases/brian-sicknick/ 

Thanks, 
Zack Stieber 
The Epoch Times 
917-509-1875 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Adams Rodney IOCME); Djaz Francisco IOCMEl 

fields Beyerly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Request for Comment 

Thursday, April 8, 20211:35:40 PM 

Good afternoon to all, ------------
----- I 

Thank you, 
Chel)rle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
O ffice of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 20211:33 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 

c: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subje . equest for Comment 

:&,a:?Uams 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 20 2.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
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Rodney Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt f rom disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 20211:29 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Request for Comment 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 20024 IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 !Fax (202) 698-910 I I 
Email: sayern fhpp@dc goy IWeb: wwwocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epocbtimes nyc> 
Date: April8, 2021 at 1:27:16 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc gov> 
Subject: Request for Comment 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to ohjsh jog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Good day hope you are doing well. 

Do you all have a comment on this? bttps-1/www judicial watch org/press
releases/brian-siclrnick/ 
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Thanks, 
Zack Stieber 
The Epoch Times 
917-509-1875 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

To: zack stieber@epochtjmes nyc 

Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Request for Comment 

Thursday, April 8, 2021 2:11:52 PM Date: 

Good afternoon Zack, 

It is OCME' s policy not to comment on stories. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www acme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Zack Stieber <zack stjeber@e.pocht imes nyc> 
Date: Apri l8, 2021 at 1:27:16 PM EDT 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc gov> 
Subject: Request for Comment 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dc gpy for additiona l analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Good day hope you are doing well. 

Do you all have a comment on this? https-1/www judicialwatch org/press
releases/brian-sicknick/ 

Thanks, 
Zack Stieber 
The Epoch Times 
917-509-1875 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Adams Rodney COCME); Djaz Francisco (OCMEl 
FOLLOW UP: Response to Sen. Johnson 
Tuesday, March 9, 2021 9:32:05 AM 

Johnson re Sicknick investigation 2021 03 09.docx 

Good morning Rodney and Dr. Diaz, 

I have reviewed the letter and made a few small edits for your consideration. Please let me 
know if you should have any questions. 

Thank you, 
Chel)rle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 9:19AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Response to Sen. Johnson 

Dr. Diaz, 

Attached is the draft response to Sen. Johnson's letter that we discussed this morning in case you 
would like to make revisions. I also welcome Cheryle's perspective as well. 

\Vhen you are comfortable with it, I will be happy to convey it back to the Senate staffer. 

{6.ga ;lUam.s 
Rodney K. Adams 
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General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de €OV 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherw1se legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Luke L Barr@abc com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM); Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Sicknick autoposy 

Date: Monday, April 19, 2021 6:48:02 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 

o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 

substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 
o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 

transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 

o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As detennined by the CbiefMedical Examjner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol , dmg or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person' s death and falls withln one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent: an unintentional, sudden. and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 

actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 

manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 

• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about tbe Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
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Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please vis~i~t~c~o~ro:""n ........ a.Lv ..... ir....,u...,.s"".:.d~c~.~g~o=v:.:..· ----------------

From: 11 Barr, Luke L. 11 <Luke. L.Barr@abc.com> 

Date: April19, 2021 at 3:55:51 PM EDT 

To: ATD OCM E <ocme@dc.flOV> 

Subject: Sicknick autoposy 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.€OY for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hel lo-

I am trying to confirm the Washington Post story about Officer Sicknick's cause of 

death . Is there any way t o get a copy of the autopsy report or confirm the cause of 

death. 

Thank you ! 

Luke 

Luke Barr 

ABC News Justice and Homeland Security 

C: 202-510-6402 
C: 401-533-2552 

W: 202-222-6499 
@LukeLBarr 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vacciuate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Luke L Barr@abc com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM); Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Sicknick autoposy 

Date: Monday, April 19, 2021 6:48:02 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 

o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 

substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 
o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 

transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 

o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As detennined by the CbiefMedical Examjner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol , dmg or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person' s death and falls withln one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent: an unintentional, sudden. and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 

actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 

manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 

• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about tbe Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
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Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please vis~i~t~c~o~ro:""n ........ a.Lv ..... ir....,u...,.s"".:.d~c~.~g~o=v:.:..· ----------------

From: 11 Barr, Luke L. 11 <Luke. L.Barr@abc.com> 

Date: April19, 2021 at 3:55:51 PM EDT 

To: ATD OCM E <ocme@dc.flOV> 

Subject: Sicknick autoposy 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.€OY for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hel lo-

I am trying to confirm the Washington Post story about Officer Sicknick's cause of 

death . Is there any way t o get a copy of the autopsy report or confirm the cause of 

death. 

Thank you ! 

Luke 

Luke Barr 

ABC News Justice and Homeland Security 

C: 202-510-6402 
C: 401-533-2552 

W: 202-222-6499 
@LukeLBarr 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vacciuate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCME) 

Nicholas Wu 

Qedner Olivia IEOM); Fields Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Sicknick repot 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:57:49 PM 

We will add you to the list. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www acme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), p1Pas P visit coronayjrus de g oy . 

From: Nicholas Wu [mailto:nwu@polit ico.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:51 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Sicknick repot 

CAU liON: I h1s ema11 ongmated from outs1de of the LJC (:iovernment. LJo not cl1ck on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to ph1shm€® dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you so much! Wou ld love to be on your press list if that's not too difficult 

From: Adams, Cheryle {OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Date: Monday, Apri l 19, 2021 at 4:49PM 

To: Nicholas Wu <nwu@poljtjco.com> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia {EOM) <oliyja.dedner@dc.gov>, Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beyerly.fie Ids@ d c.goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Sicknick repot 

r---------------------------------- -------- ---------------- --- ----------------- --- ------ ------------- , 
: EXTERNAL SENDER: Use caution with links and attachments. : 
I 

~ -~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Exatn.i.ner, DL Francisco J. Diaz., MD, F ACP, issued 
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detenninations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death -Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed tjmeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknkk dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medjcal terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not cons1dered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

tnanner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
MobiJe: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Nicholas Wu [mailto:nwu@oolitico.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:36 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Sicknick repot 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ph!shjog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Reach ing out from Politico. Would it be possible for me to get a copy of t he medical examiner's 

report on Office Sicknick? Thanks so much. 

Nicholas Wu 

Congressional reporter, Politico 

Cell/Signal: 313-303-8142 I Email : nwu@poljt jco com 

@ nicholaswu 12 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc .gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family , coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc .gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Nicholas Wu 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM); Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Sicknick repot 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:49:09 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued 
determinations on April7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the .medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermjned: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the Distr.ict, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
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Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Nicholas Wu [mailto:nwu@politico.com] 
Se nt: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:36 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Sicknick repot 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishi ng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Reaching out from Politico. Wou ld it be possib le for me to get a copy of t he medical examiner's 

report on Office Sicknick? Thanks so much. 

Nicholas Wu 

Congressional reporter, Politico 

Cell/Signal: 313-303-8142 I Email : nwu@poljt jco com 

@ nicholaswu12 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or call1ng 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-reg1stered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-reg1ster. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCME) 

Nicholas Wu 

Qedner Olivia IEOM); Fields Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Sicknick repot 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:57:49 PM 

We will add you to the list. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www acme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), p1Pas P visit coronayjrus de g oy . 

From: Nicholas Wu [mailto:nwu@polit ico.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:51 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Sicknick repot 

CAU liON: I h1s ema11 ongmated from outs1de of the LJC (:iovernment. LJo not cl1ck on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to ph1shm€® dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you so much! Wou ld love to be on your press list if that's not too difficult 

From: Adams, Cheryle {OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Date: Monday, Apri l 19, 2021 at 4:49PM 

To: Nicholas Wu <nwu@poljtjco.com> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia {EOM) <oliyja.dedner@dc.gov>, Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beyerly.fie Ids@ d c.goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Sicknick repot 

r---------------------------------- -------- ---------------- --- ----------------- --- ------ ------------- , 
: EXTERNAL SENDER: Use caution with links and attachments. : 
I 

~ -~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Exatn.i.ner, DL Francisco J. Diaz., MD, F ACP, issued 
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detenninations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death -Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed tjmeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknkk dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medjcal terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not cons1dered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

tnanner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
MobiJe: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Nicholas Wu [mailto:nwu@oolitico.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:36 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Sicknick repot 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ph!shjog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Reach ing out from Politico. Would it be possible for me to get a copy of t he medical examiner's 

report on Office Sicknick? Thanks so much. 

Nicholas Wu 

Congressional reporter, Politico 

Cell/Signal: 313-303-8142 I Email : nwu@poljt jco com 

@ nicholaswu 12 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc .gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family , coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc .gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCMEl 

dorseyS@cbsnews com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl ; Fields Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Sicknick ruling 

Date: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 4:51:54 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at 
the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, 
issued determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining 
individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute 

basilar artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20 PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol 
and is transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local 
hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 
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To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adarns@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Dorsey, Steve <DorseyS@cbsnews.com> 

Sent: Monday, Aprill9, 20213:59 PM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <acme records@dc.gov> 

Subject: Sickn ick ruling 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to phishjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi there-

Do you have t he OCME 'ruling' the Washington Post cites in this story today on Officer Sicknick's 

death? 
https · //www.wasbjogto n post.com/1 ocal/pub I jc-safety/br ja o-sjckojck-d eath

st rokes/2021/04/19/36d 2d310-617e-lleb-afbe-9a l l a 127d 146 story.htm I 

Steve 

C:RS NPw~ W;:jshingtoo 

646-457-6971 

dorseyS@cbsnews com 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCMEl 

dorseyS@cbsnews com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl ; Fields Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Sicknick ruling 

Date: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 4:51:54 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at 
the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, 
issued determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining 
individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute 

basilar artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20 PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol 
and is transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local 
hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 
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To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adarns@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Dorsey, Steve <DorseyS@cbsnews.com> 

Sent: Monday, Aprill9, 20213:59 PM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <acme records@dc.gov> 

Subject: Sickn ick ruling 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to phishjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi there-

Do you have t he OCME 'ruling' the Washington Post cites in this story today on Officer Sicknick's 

death? 
https · //www.wasbjogto n post.com/1 ocal/pub I jc-safety/br ja o-sjckojck-d eath

st rokes/2021/04/19/36d 2d310-617e-lleb-afbe-9a l l a 127d 146 story.htm I 
Steve 

C:RS NPw~ W;:jshingtoo 

646-457-6971 

dorseyS@cbsnews com 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Bethaoja Palma 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: Snopes fact checker seeking information on Brian Sicknick"s death 

Tuesday, February 16, 2021 2:02:38 PM 

Good afternoon Beth, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list 
to receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adarns@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 
From: Bethania Palma [mailto:bethania@snopes.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2021 1:47 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Snopes fact checker seeking information on Brian Sicknick's death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe . if you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjshjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I'm a reporter for the fact checking website Snopes, seeking information on the cause and 
manner of Officer Brian Sicknick's death. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Bethaoja Palma 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW ur: Snopes fact checker seeking information on Brian Sicknick"s death 

Tuesday, February 16, 2021 2:02:38 PM 

Good afternoon Beth, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list 
to receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adarns@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 
From: Bethania Palma [mailto:bethania@snopes.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2021 1:47 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Snopes fact checker seeking information on Brian Sicknick's death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe . if you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjshjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I'm a reporter for the fact checking website Snopes, seeking information on the cause and 
manner of Officer Brian Sicknick's death. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Chervle (QCME) 

Mychael Schnell 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: The Hill media inquiry 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:40:54 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
a Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedjcal teoninolo2y on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes Lhe circumsLances surrounding a person's dealh and falls wilhin one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
MobiJe: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adarns@dc goy 
Web: www.ocrne.dc.gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Mychael Schnell [mailto:mschnell@thehill.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:29 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: The Hill media inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to pb jshjog@dc goy for addit ional ana lysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I'm Mychael Schnell, a reporter with The Hill newspaper. I hope you're doing well! I saw The 
Washington Post~ that the DC Medical Examiner's office found that Capitol Police 
officer Brian Sicknick, who died shortly after the Jan. 6 attack at the Capitol, suffered two 
strokes and died of natural cases. Can you confirm this information? And if possible, can you 
please pass along the autopsy report? Any information you could provide would be helpful. 
Thank you! 

Best, 
Mychael Schnell 

Mychael Schnell 
Breaking News Reporter, The Hi ll 
516-477-3359 
@mychaelschnell 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help tbem pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote : 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCMEl 
FOLLOW UP: Transitioning 
Thursdey, April 11 2021 2:06:19 I'M 

Good afternoon Rodney, 

I would be more than thrilled to hand over the binoculars and camouflage jacket© It will 
be a smooth transition as I have been keeping a spreadsheet with the reporters telephone 
numbers and email addresses to be used when the information is available. I will provide 
you with the most current list before I depart OCME. Finally, thank you and it was a 
pleasure to meet you virtually. I might see you before I leave as I need to pack up my 
office© 

Have a great day! 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Exami12er 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, March 29, 2021 9:30AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Transitioning 

Cheryle, 

Congrats on the new gig! If you are bugging out before Dr. D iaz aru1ounces the results in Off. 
Sicknick's case, I would be grateful for your list of reporters to receive the announcement that 
you are keeping. It appears that I have been tagged to be the acting PIO. D oes that come with a 
hat or a tee shirt? 
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Thanks fo r your help, 

&a;J&ams 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for t he District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
li vt::s ami t::nu lhis panut::rnir..;. JIDCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Leyjne Qaryl (FEMS> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: USA Today: capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick"s death investigated as homicide, any charges will 
be federal 

Date: Friday, January 15, 2021 3:23:26 PM 

Hello my friend, 

r just wanted to say hello and I hope you are doing well during this time. Maybe after the 
inauguration we could get together and catch up! Take care and be well! 

Best, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Exarrtiner 
401 E Street, SW 6lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Levine, Daryl (FEMS) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 1:23 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: USA Today: Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as homicide, any charges 
will be federal 

FYI if you have not already seen. 

Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as homicide, any charges will 

be federal 

USA Today 
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Imps· I lwww usa today com/story/news/politics/2021 /01 /08/capitol-riots-brian-sicknicks-death
being-investigated-homjcjde/6593630002/ 
Sincerely, 
Daryl R. Levine 
Public Affairs 
DC Fire and EMS 
2000 14th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
Mobile: (202) 657-2557 
daryl leyjne2@dc goy 
ferns de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronavirus.dc goy. 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Leyjne Qaryl (FEMS> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: USA Today: capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick"s death investigated as homicide, any charges will 
be federal 

Date: Friday, January 8, 2021 1:30:38 PM 

Good afternoon Daryl, 

r see that 1 missed your call -was it pertain to the information below in your emaiJ? Have 
a great day! 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the 01ief Medica] Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronaviru s), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Levine, Daryl (FEMS) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 20211:23 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: USA Today: Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as homicide, any charges 
will be federal 

FYI if you have not already seen. 

Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as homicide, any charges will 

be federal 

USA Today 
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https· //www usatoday corn/story/newslpolitics/2021 /0 I /08/capitol-riots-brian-sicknicks-deatb
being-investigated-bomjcjde/6S93630002/ 
Sincerely, 
Daryl R. Levine 
Public Affairs 
DC Fire and EMS 
2000 14th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
Mobile: (202) 657-2557 
daryl leyjoe2@dc goy 
ferns dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government' s response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronavirus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Leyjne Qaryl (FEMS> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: USA Today: capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick"s death investigated as homicide, any charges will 
be federal 

Date: Friday, January 15, 2021 3:25:21 PM 

Something to look forward to in the near future © 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 

Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit f oronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Levine, Daryl (FEMS) 
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021 3:25 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: USA Today: Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as 
homicide, any charges will be federal 

H' l I . 

Always awesome to see your name. 

Yes, after inauguration, lunch in t he SW neighborhood 

Sincerely, 
Daryl R. Levine 
Public Affairs 
DC Fire and EMS 
2000 14th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
Mobile: (202) 657-2557 
daryl Jevine2@dc gov 
ferns de goy 
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From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc !]:0 \1> 

Sent: Fri day, January 15, 2021 3:23 PM 

To: Levine, Daryl (FEMS) <daryl levine2@dc gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: USA Today: Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as 

homicide, any charges will be federal 

Hello my friend, 

I just wanted to say hello and I hope you are doing well during this time. Maybe after the 
inauguration we could get together and catch up! Take care and be well! 

Best, 
Cheryle 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street; SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adarns@dc goy 
Web: www ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Levine, Daryl (FEMS) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 1:23 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: USA Today: Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as homicide, any charges 
will be federal 

FYI if you have not already seen. 

Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick 's death investigated as homicide, any charges will 

be federal 

USA Today 
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https· //www usatoday corn/story/newslpolitics/2021 /0 I /08/capitol-riots-brian-sicknicks-deatb
being-investigated-bomjcjde/6S93630002/ 
Sincerely, 
Daryl R. Levine 
Public Affairs 
DC Fire and EMS 
2000 14th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
Mobile: (202) 657-2557 
daryl leyjne2@dc goy 
ferns dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government' s response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronavirus de goy. 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

julje kelly45@att net 

Dedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Update on Officer Sicknkk 

Monday, February 8, 2021 1:23:19 PM 

Good afternoon Julie, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wil1 release the cause and manner of death when 
this inionnation is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Julie Kelly <julie kelly45@att net> 
Date: February 8, 2021 at 12:56:56 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Update on Officer Sicknick 

Hello -l'm a reporter for American Greatness and covering Officer Sicknick' s 
death. Did you conduct an autopsy or review of his death? If so, will it be released 
publicly at any time? 

Thank you in advance, my deadline is 6pm today. 

Julie Kelly 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Julie Kelly 
FOLLOW UP: Update on Sicknick autopsy 
Monday, AprilS, 2021 8:54:18 AM 

Good morning Julie, 

OCME medical examiners comply with tl1e National Association of Medical Examiners' (NAME) standard to 
determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, for cases that are more complex it could be 
longer. Therefore, when this infonnation is available and the decedent's next of kin bas been notified, I wiU provide 
you with the cause and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the information 
when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest inlonnation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus. de. gov. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Julie Kelly Lmailtojulje kelly45@att netJ 
Sent: Saturday, April 03, 2021 6:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Update on Sicknick autopsy 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe thnt this email is suspicious, please 
forward to pb.ishing@dc.gov lor additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, I'm a reporter with American Greatness and emailed you several weeks ago about when Officer 
Sicknick's autopsy, toxicology report will be released. Do you know when it wil1 be released and why, almost 3 
months later, the results haven' t been made public? 

Thank you in advance for any response. 

Julie Kelly 

Sent from my iPbone 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
cal1ing 1-855-363-0333 . Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Castillo Susana CEOMl; Foster LaToya CEOMl 
Qedner Oljyja CEOMl ; Ejelds Beverly COCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 

Monday, April 19, 2021 5:15:29 PM 
jmage002 png 

1 will update the spreadsheet with the media requests that 1 have received today and will 
provide that document soon. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-91 01 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Castillo, Susana (EOM) 
Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 5:03PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Foster, LaToya (EOM) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FYI Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 

Thank you! Let's create log and share in this email chain. 

Susana Castillo 
Press Secretary 

Office of Communications 
Executive Office of Mayor Muriel Bowser 

Main Office: 202-727-5011 
Cell: 202-309-2640 

susana castillo@dc goy 
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From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 2021 5:02 PM 

To: Castillo, Susana (EOM) <susana castjllo@dc goy>; Foster, LaToya (EOM) <latoya foster@dc goy> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oliv ia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: FYI Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:54 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 
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tf>ga:JUa-m.$ 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.goy 

.. 

·@0~. ' • • 
. -. ·. 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Conte Widman, Carmen [mai!to:carmen.contewjdman@warnermedja.com] 
Sent: Monday, Apri!19, 2021 4:51 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ph1sh1ng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Secunty Operations Center (SOC). 

Good Afternoon-

l'm reaching out on beha lf of CNN NEW DAY. We wou ld like to request a LIVE interview with Dr. 

Francisco Diaz regarding the autopsy of Officer Brian Sicknick. 

New Day is LIVE between 6-9am ET. Can he join us anytime tomorrow morning? We can send a 

stud io van to him or do th is via CISCO or SKYPE. 

Please confirm t his has been received. Thank you . Carmen 

Carmen Widman 
CNN's New Day 

Carmen.contew jdman@turner.com 

Cell 646-467-1742 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vacdnate.dc.gov or calling l -855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. AJready vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling l-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Adams. Cheryle COCMEl 
To: 
Subject: 

Fripp SaVern COCMEl; Djaz Francisco COCMEl 
FOLLOW UP: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5:25:36 f'M Dote: 

I have received these emails and have responded. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.goy. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, Aprill9, 2021 5:25PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 1Fax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savem fripp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Conte Widman, Carmen" <carmen contewidman@warnennedja com> 
Date: Aprill9, 2021 at4:46:37 PM EDT 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to ph jsh jng@dc soy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
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!operations Center {SOC). 

Good Afternoon-
T'm reaching out on bebalfofCNNNEW DAY. We would like to request a LIVE 
interview with Dr. Francisco Diaz regarding the autopsy of Officer Brian 
Sicknick. 
New Day is LIVE between 6-9am ET. Can he join us anytime tomorrow 
morning? We can send a studio van to him or do tbis via CISCO or SKYPE. 
Please conflfffi this has been received. Thank you. Carmen 

Carmen Widman 
CNN's New Day 
Caonen contewjdman@turner com 
Cell 646-467-1742 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-regjster. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Eflack@wusa9 com 
Spaht Erjn; Dedner O!iyja CEOMl; Fields Beyerly COCME> 
FOLLOW Ur>: Use of Bear Spray on Officer Bnan Sicknick 

Thursday, February 11, 202111:59:38 AM 
jmageOOS png 
jmage006.pog 
jmageOOZ png 

Good morning Eric, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Finally, your name has been added to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 
From: Flack, Eric [mailto:EFiack@wusa9.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 202110:53/\M 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Spaht, Erin 
Subject: Use of Bear Spray on Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to obish jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryl - I wanted to request comment on a few issues related to the death investigation into 

Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick. 

1. CNN is reporting Officer Sicknick may have suffered an allergic reaction to bear spray used 

against police officers during t he Capitol Riot? Is that accurate, or being investigated? 

2. There are add it ional reports Officer Sickn ick was not hit with a f ire extinguisher, as previously 

reported, and that there were no signs of blunt force trauma or links between his death and 

being hit with a f ire extinguisher? Is th is accurate? 
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3. Is there any new information on a cause of death determination for Officer Sicknick? And can 

you anticipate w hen a cause of death wi ll be determined and publicly released? 

Thank you, 

Eric Flack 

Eric Flack I Chief Investigative Reporter 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Eflack@wusa9 com 
Spaht Erjn; Dedner O!iyja CEOMl; Fields Beyerly COCME> 
FOLLOW Ur>: Use of Bear Spray on Officer Bnan Sicknick 

Thursday, February 11, 202111:59:38 AM 
jmageOOS png 
jmage006.pog 
jmageOOZ png 

Good morning Eric, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Finally, your name has been added to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 
From: Flack, Eric [mailto:EFiack@wusa9.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 202110:53/\M 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Spaht, Erin 
Subject: Use of Bear Spray on Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to obish jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryl - I wanted to request comment on a few issues related to the death investigation into 

Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick. 

1. CNN is reporting Officer Sicknick may have suffered an allergic reaction to bear spray used 

against police officers during t he Capitol Riot? Is that accurate, or being investigated? 

2. There are add it ional reports Officer Sickn ick was not hit with a f ire extinguisher, as previously 

reported, and that there were no signs of blunt force trauma or links between his death and 

being hit with a f ire extinguisher? Is th is accurate? 
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3. Is there any new information on a cause of death determination for Officer Sicknick? And can 

you anticipate w hen a cause of death wi ll be determined and publicly released? 

Thank you, 

Eric Flack 

Eric Flack I Chief Investigative Reporter 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Eljse Cartmill 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: WJLA/ABC 7 News on Officer Brian Sicknick Follow-Up 

Wednesday, February 24, 2021 9:35:15 AM 

jmage003 png 

Good morning Elise, 

The Office of the 01ief Medical Examiner w ill release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District G overnment's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Elise Cartmill [mailto:ecartmill@sbgtv.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 1:11 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: WJLA/ ABC 7 News on Officer Brian Sicknick Follow-Up 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unlc~s you recognize the ~coder und know thilt the content is ~ilfc. If you believe thilt thi~ emu if i~ suspiciousJ 

please forward to phjsh jog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thank you for taking my phone call a litt le wh ile ago, I should have done a better job of introducing 

myself. I'm t he new Assignment Manager for WJLA/ABC 7 News. I started back in mid - August, so, 

still just meeting people. 
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I wanted to check in and see if there is a cause of death for Officer Brian David Sicknick. 

Also, if t here is not yet, add us to t he list to be not ified of cause of death when it is released. 

Thank you so much for you time, 

Elise Cartmi ll, Assignment M anager 

Office : (703) 236-9489 

Mobi le: (571) 289-6353 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Eljse Cartmill 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: WJLA/ABC 7 News on Officer Brian Sicknick Follow-Up 

Wednesday, February 24, 2021 9:35:15 AM 
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Good morning Elise, 

The Office of the 01ief Medical Examiner w ill release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District G overnment's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Elise Cartmill [mailto:ecartmill@sbgtv.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 1:11 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: WJLA/ ABC 7 News on Officer Brian Sicknick Follow-Up 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unlc~s you recognize the ~coder und know thilt the content is ~ilfc. If you believe thilt thi~ emu if i~ suspiciousJ 

please forward to phjsh jog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thank you for taking my phone call a litt le wh ile ago, I should have done a better job of introducing 

myself. I'm t he new Assignment Manager for WJLA/ABC 7 News. I started back in mid - August, so, 

still just meeting people. 
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I wanted to check in and see if there is a cause of death for Officer Brian David Sicknick. 

Also, if t here is not yet, add us to t he list to be not ified of cause of death when it is released. 

Thank you so much for you time, 

Elise Cartmi ll, Assignment M anager 

Office : (703) 236-9489 

Mobi le: (571) 289-6353 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

andrew duehren@wsj com 

Subject: 
Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Wall Street Journal Request 

Friday, January 8, 2021 2: 14:42 PM Date: 

Good afternoon Andrew, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wi II release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available . 

Best regards, 
Chel)rle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Andy Duehren <andrew duehren@wsj com> 
Date: January 8, 2021 at 11:08:03 AM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Wall Street Journal Request 

CAUTION: This email originated frorn outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to ph jshjne@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, I'm a reporter with the Wall Street Journal, and I'm reaching out about the 
death of US Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. Has the cause of death been 
determined? 
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Andy Duehren 
The Wa11 Street Journal 
(o): 202-862-9241 
(c): 781-789-0760 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayjrus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

andrew duehren@wsj com 

Subject: 
Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Wall Street Journal Request 

Friday, January 8, 2021 2: 14:42 PM Date: 

Good afternoon Andrew, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wi II release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available . 

Best regards, 
Chel)rle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Andy Duehren <andrew duehren@wsj com> 
Date: January 8, 2021 at 11:08:03 AM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Wall Street Journal Request 

CAUTION: This email originated frorn outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to ph jshjne@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, I'm a reporter with the Wall Street Journal, and I'm reaching out about the 
death of US Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. Has the cause of death been 
determined? 
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Andy Duehren 
The Wa11 Street Journal 
(o): 202-862-9241 
(c): 781-789-0760 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayjrus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCMEl 

bmccartby@oovoter oro 

Subject: 
Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Webform.ocme.atd 

Date: Thursday, February 18, 20211:37:51 PM 

Good afternoon Bill, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, 1 will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Bill <lnm;canhy@poynler o~> 
Date: February 18, 2021 at 1:09:23 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Webform.ocme.atd 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that 
the content i ~ ~afe . Tfyou helieve t hat this email is susp icious, p lea.c;e forwarrl to 
phjshing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

This Email was sent from the OP3 website. 

Subject 
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Other, please specify below. 

Message 

Greetings, 

My name is Bill McCarthy, and I'm a reporter with PolitiFact, a nonpartisan fact
checking service. I'm writing a story about claims that say Officer Brian 
Sicknick's death was exaggerated by the media and was not connected to actions 
by the group that stormed the Capitol. 

In the absence of public information, TV pundits and social media users are 
drawing conclusions about the cause of Officer Sicknick's death. News outlets 
have also conflicting information linking the incident to a fire extinguisher and 
also to a chemical irritant 

I have not seen any information or autopsy results from the medical examiner's 
office. Would the medical examiner's office like to comment or provide any new 
information? Anything you could get me by the end of the day would be greatly 
appreciated. Thank you! 

All the best -- Bill 

<APP>CUSTOM 
<PREFIX> </PREFIX> 
<FIRST>Bill</FJRST> 
<MIDDLE> </MIDDLE> 
<LAST>McCarthy</LAST> 
<SUFFIX> </SUFFIX> 
<ADDRl> </ADDRI> 
<CITY> </CITY> 
<ST A TF> District of Columbia</ST A TF> 
<ZIP> </ZIP> 
<ORGANIZA TJON>PolitiFact</ORGAN IZATION> 
<EMAIL>bmccartby@poynter org</EMAIL> 
<PHONE H> </PHONE H> - -
<PHONE W> </PHONE W> - -
<ISSUE>Other, please specify below.</ISSUE> 
<MSG>Greetings, 

My name is Bill McCarthy, and I'm a reporter with PolitiFact, a nonpartisan fact
checking service. I'm writing a story about claims that say Officer Brian 
Sicknick's death was exaggerated by the media and was not connected to actions 
by the group that stormed the Capitol. 

In the absence of public information, TV pundits and social media users are 
drawing conclusions about the cause of Officer Sicknick's death. News outlets 
have also conflicting information linking the incident to a fire extinguisher and 
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also to a chemical irritant. 

I have not seen any information or autopsy results from the medical examiner's 
office. Would the medical examiner's office like to comment or provide any new 
information? Anything you could get me by the end of the day would be greatly 
appreciated. Thank you! 

All the best-- Bill</MSG> 
<lAPP> 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCMEl 

bmccartby@oovoter oro 

Subject: 
Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Webform.ocme.atd 

Date: Thursday, February 18, 20211:37:51 PM 

Good afternoon Bill, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, 1 will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Bill <lnm;canhy@poynler o~> 
Date: February 18, 2021 at 1:09:23 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Webform.ocme.atd 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that 
the content i ~ ~afe . Tfyou helieve t hat this email is susp icious, p lea.c;e forwarrl to 
phjshing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

This Email was sent from the OP3 website. 

Subject 
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Other, please specify below. 

Message 

Greetings, 

My name is Bill McCarthy, and I'm a reporter with PolitiFact, a nonpartisan fact
checking service. I'm writing a story about claims that say Officer Brian 
Sicknick's death was exaggerated by the media and was not connected to actions 
by the group that stormed the Capitol. 

In the absence of public information, TV pundits and social media users are 
drawing conclusions about the cause of Officer Sicknick's death. News outlets 
have also conflicting information linking the incident to a fire extinguisher and 
also to a chemical irritant 

I have not seen any information or autopsy results from the medical examiner's 
office. Would the medical examiner's office like to comment or provide any new 
information? Anything you could get me by the end of the day would be greatly 
appreciated. Thank you! 

All the best -- Bill 

<APP>CUSTOM 
<PREFIX> </PREFIX> 
<FIRST>Bill</FJRST> 
<MIDDLE> </MIDDLE> 
<LAST>McCarthy</LAST> 
<SUFFIX> </SUFFIX> 
<ADDRl> </ADDRI> 
<CITY> </CITY> 
<ST A TF> District of Columbia</ST A TF> 
<ZIP> </ZIP> 
<ORGANIZA TJON>PolitiFact</ORGAN IZATION> 
<EMAIL>bmccartby@poynter org</EMAIL> 
<PHONE H> </PHONE H> - -
<PHONE W> </PHONE W> - -
<ISSUE>Other, please specify below.</ISSUE> 
<MSG>Greetings, 

My name is Bill McCarthy, and I'm a reporter with PolitiFact, a nonpartisan fact
checking service. I'm writing a story about claims that say Officer Brian 
Sicknick's death was exaggerated by the media and was not connected to actions 
by the group that stormed the Capitol. 

In the absence of public information, TV pundits and social media users are 
drawing conclusions about the cause of Officer Sicknick's death. News outlets 
have also conflicting information linking the incident to a fire extinguisher and 
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also to a chemical irritant. 

I have not seen any information or autopsy results from the medical examiner's 
office. Would the medical examiner's office like to comment or provide any new 
information? Anything you could get me by the end of the day would be greatly 
appreciated. Thank you! 

All the best-- Bill</MSG> 
<lAPP> 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
tbompsonnaSZ?l@aol com 
FOLLOW UP: Webform.ocme.atd 
Monday, April 19, 2021 12:55:27 I'M 

Good afternoon Ms. Patterson, 

According to our RELEASE OF INFORMATION: (Standard Operation Procedures
General Public: 4.2), we are unable to fulfill your request because autopsy reports and 
associated information (i.e., cause and manner of death) are not provided to the 
general public. 

The case files of OCME are confidential under DC Code 5-1412. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adamsCa.?dc goy 
Web: www ocme.dc goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Nicole <thompsonna5771 @aol com> 
Date: Aprill8, 2021 at 5:18:26 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocrne@dc goy> 
Subject: Webform.ocme.atd 

This Email was sent from the OP3 website. 

Subject 

Select Subject 

Message 

Public interest concerning the way we vote in this country. 
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The publication of the cause of deaths that occured at the Capitol. How did Officer Sicknick 
die. What was the causes of death to other Officers and people who died because of a 
Insurrection at the Capitol. 

<APP>CUSTOM 
<PREFIX> </PREFIX> 
<FIRST>Nicole</FIRST> 
<MIDDLE> A </MIDDLE> 
<LAST>Patterson</LAST> 
<SUFFIX> </SUFFIX> 
<ADDRl>M Street NW apt 103</ADDRl> 
<CITY>Washjngton DC</CITY> 
<STATE>District ofColumbia</STATE> 
<ZIP>2000 1 </ZIP> 
<ORGANIZA TION>Nicole Alise Patterson</ORGANIZA TION> 
<EMAIL>thompsonna577 1 @aol.com</EMAIL> 
<PHONE H>2025038562</PHONE H> - -
<PHONE W> </PHONE W> - -
<ISSUE>Select Subject<IISSUE> 
<MSG>Public interest concerning the way we vote in this country. 
The publication of the cause of deaths that occured at the Capitol. How did Officer Sicknick 
die. What was the causes of death to other Officers and people who died because of a 
Insurrection at the Capitol. 

</MSG> 
<lAPP> 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reacb out 
to friends, farily, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCME) 

cdkksoo@vahoonews com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: Yahoo News request - On Deadline 

Wednesday, February 17, 2021 9:56:23 AM 

Good morning Caitlin, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, 1 will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Caitlin Dickson [mailto:cdjckson@yahoonews.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 9:34AM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Yahoo News request - On Deadline 

CAUTION: Tt1 i:; email originated from outside of ltle DC Guvernmenl. Do nul d it:k unlink!:> or open attat:hrnenl!:> 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to phishiog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi there, 

I'm currently working on a story about a number of questions and conspi ratorial claims that 

have been raised recently about Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick's death, and I'm hoping 

you can provide some information that could help clear t hings up. My deadline is 4pm EST 

today, Feb. 17. 

First, can you confirm a cause of death for Officer Sicknick, or share any information about the 

find ings of his aut opsy? 
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One particu lar post by the website Revolver News - which has been cited and further 

promoted by prominent cable news hosts, magazine columnists, and members of Congress

alleges, among other things, that federal authorities are "hiding the medical report" w ith 

Officer Sicknick's cause of death. 

The same post also suggests that Officer Sicknick's body may have been cremated w ithout his 

family's authorization, speculating about "Why, one must wonder, would a family stil l 

search ing for answers, who has no autopsy results, no death certificate, and no medica l 

report, authorize a cremation? Did they?" 

Can you confi rm whether or not Officer Sicknick's family authorized his cremation, and 

whether they receive a death certificate and/or autopsy results? Had all necessary tests been 

conducted to determine Officer Sicknick's cause of death before his body was cremated? 

Finally, can you perhaps explain why the autopsy find ings I official cause of death in th is case 

have not yet been made public? It seems as though the lack of officia l details is really fuel ing 

speculation here, so any information you can provide to help set the record straight would be 

great ly appreciat ed. 

Best, 

Ca itl in 

Caitlin Dickson 
Senior Reporter, Yahoo News 
cdjckson@yobooncws com 1847.404.3056 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Adams Chervle COCMEl 
Adams Rodney COCMEl 

Dlaz Francisco (QCMEl; Fields aeverly (QCMEl 
FOLLOW UP: [EXTERNAL) RE: FOIA requi!St 

Tuesday, April 20, 2021 11:26:07 AM 

Good morning to all, 

Thank you for this update. Should we forward tlus email to the Deputy Mayor's office for awareness? Please Jet me know. 

Thank you, 
Chery.le 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Exa.miner 
Oftice of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

for the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavims.dc.gov. 

-----Original Message----
From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April20, 2021 10:36 AM 
To: Adams. Cheryle (OCME); Fields. Beverly (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOTA request 

As you'll note from the back and forth below, reporter Mark Seagraves has his knickers in a bind. I will need to run ESRs 
through OCTO to assure we are responsive. 

Rod 

Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received tltis message in error, please notifY the sender 
iunm:lliatdy by t:mail, anlllldt:lt: all wpit:s uftht: mt:ssagt:. 
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-----Original Message-----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUnivcrsal) [m njlto·Mark Scernvcs@nbcunj com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 10:30 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOIA request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you 
recognize U1e sender and know iliat ilie content is safe. Uyou believe that Uus email is suspicious, please forward to 
phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

T really don' t mean to be problematic about this but you don' t need my address the foia Jaw does not require that, it does not 
require you to use the portal. 
That said l already have an account on the portal and have submitted it through the portal. 
Thank you fir your attention to this request. 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 

> On Apr 20, 2021, at 10:21 AM, Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> OK, then 1 need your mailing address so I can set it up for you. 
> 
> Rod 
> 
> Rodney K. Adams 
> General Counsel 
> Office of the CbiefMedical Examiner 
> for the District of Columbia 
> 401 F Stn~et SW, W11shington, OC' ?.00?.4 
> 0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
> Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
> 
> 
> 
> Confidentiality Notice 
> 
> This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. This communication may contain infonnation that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. l fyou are not ilie named addressee, you are not auiliorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. Tfyou have received this message in eJTor, please notify the sender 
immediately by email, and delete all copies of U1e message. 
> 
> 
> 

> -----Original Message----
> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [maj!to·Mark Seg:raves@nhcunj com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, April20, 2021 10:16 AM 
> To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
> Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOIA request 
> 
> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not click on links or open attachments tmless 
you recognize tbe sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that Ulis email is suspicious, please forward to 
phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
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> 
> 
> DC law does not require me to go through the portal. de FOIA law is very clear about that. I do wish to pursue this 
request. Thank you 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 
> Sent from my i.Phone, but never while driving. J would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
> 
>> On Apr 20, 202 1, at 10: l l AM, Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
>> 
>> Mr. Seagraves: 
>> 
>> Thank you for your message. If you wish to pursue this request, please register and complete the form on the District's 
FOIA portal (lJ.ttps-J/urldefense com/yV https-J/foja-
dc eovLw·IIPIZeeWSwsc:rnRQ 15cx?xdP3raGY8J sFijueCSS! ·n ZVaKmpiJ!KbOYJ3AxhX8yb2tbxZBFWOcn,TFWE11aCOM$ 
) so we can process it appropriately. If you do not, I will assume that you are withdrawing the request. 
>> 
>> All the best, 
>> 
>> Rod 
>> 
>> Rodney K. Adams 
>> General Counsel 
:>:> Ol1i~.;t: uflht: CILit:fMt:ili~.;al Exarnim:r 

>> for the District of Columbia 
>> 401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
» 0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
>> Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> Confidentiality Notice 
>> 
>> This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. Tius conllllutucation may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you arc not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> -----Original Message-----
>> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUnivcrsal) [ma jlto-Mark Scg.raycs@nbcunj com] 
» Sent: Monday, April l9, 2021 4:33PM 
>> To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
>> Subject: FOIA request 
>> 
>> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Govemment. Do not click on links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phislling@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>> 
>> 
>> I would like all emails between Peter Hennan of the Washington post and Cheryle Adams or Beverly Fields or anyone 
at OCME regarding cause and manner for Officer BRIAN Sicknick. 
>> 
'>"> I am making this request tmder the freedom of information act. 
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>> 
>> Mark Segraves 
>> NBC Wasbington News 
» 202-997-1576 
>> @SegravesNBC4 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
>> 
>> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
call ing 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and 
help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
> 
> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or call ing 
l-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our collllllunity to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-
855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCI-IOPE 

We need everyone in our collllllunity to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinale.dc.gov or calling l-
855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 

To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

maureen mcmanys@cbarter com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: medie inquiry 

Date: Thursday, April 8, 2021 9:27:49 AM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has 
issued the following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine lntoxication 
• Manner of Death - Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Olief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manrter of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 
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To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocrne.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Corona virus k_please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 4:48 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: media inquiry 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !WashingtOn, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 If ax (202) 698-9101 1 
Email: sayern fripp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Mcmanus, Maureen" <Maureen McManus@cbarter com> 
Date: April 7, 2021 at4:46:42 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc gov> 
Subject: media inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello- I'm a producer with Spectrum News, and I'm reaching out about the causes 
of death for the individuals wbo died in the Capitol riot. We've seen it on social 
media but wanted to get it directly to make sure our reporting is accurate. 

Can you email me a copy of the report? 

Maureen McManus 
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Spectrum News national content producer 

maureeo.mcmaous@cbarter.com 

The contents of this e-mail message and 
any attachments are intended solely for the 
addressee(s) and may contain confidential 
and/or legally privileged infonnation. If you 
are not the intended recipient of this message 
or if this message has been addressed to you 
in error, please immediately alert the sender 
by reply e-mail and then delete this message 
and any attachments. If you are not the 
intended recipient, you are notified that 
any use, dissemination, distribution, copying, 
or storage of this message or any attachment 
is strictly prohibited. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-&55-363-0133. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 

To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

maureen mcmanys@cbarter com 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: medie inquiry 

Date: Thursday, April 8, 2021 9:27:49 AM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has 
issued the following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine lntoxication 
• Manner of Death - Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Olief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manrter of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 
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To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocrne.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Corona virus k_please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 4:48 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: media inquiry 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !WashingtOn, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 If ax (202) 698-9101 1 
Email: sayern fripp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Mcmanus, Maureen" <Maureen McManus@cbarter com> 
Date: April 7, 2021 at4:46:42 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc gov> 
Subject: media inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello- I'm a producer with Spectrum News, and I'm reaching out about the causes 
of death for the individuals wbo died in the Capitol riot. We've seen it on social 
media but wanted to get it directly to make sure our reporting is accurate. 

Can you email me a copy of the report? 

Maureen McManus 
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Spectrum News national content producer 

maureeo.mcmaous@cbarter.com 

The contents of this e-mail message and 
any attachments are intended solely for the 
addressee(s) and may contain confidential 
and/or legally privileged infonnation. If you 
are not the intended recipient of this message 
or if this message has been addressed to you 
in error, please immediately alert the sender 
by reply e-mail and then delete this message 
and any attachments. If you are not the 
intended recipient, you are notified that 
any use, dissemination, distribution, copying, 
or storage of this message or any attachment 
is strictly prohibited. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-&55-363-0133. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Jack Healy 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: nytimes inquiry about DC riot deaths 

Monday, January 111 2021 4:00:01 PM 

I will only be able to provide the cause and mallJler of death when the information is 
available. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For th e latest information on the District Government's response to CO V ID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Jack Healy [mailto:jack.healy@nytimes.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 3:57PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: nytimes inquiry about DC riot deaths 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious/ 
please forward to pbjshjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thanks Cheryle. I chatted briefly w/ Beverly and got confused about the numbers. She said 
you guys were handling four of the deaths, but my count was five (th is is not including the 2nd 
officer). Any way you can conftrm. a number? 

On Mon, Jan 11 , 2021 at 3:48 PM A dams, Cheryle ( OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good afternoon Jack, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of 
death when this information is available. 
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Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy, 

From: Jack Healy [mailto: jack.healy@nytjmes.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 3:43 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: nytimes inquiry about DC riot deaths 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that th1s email is suspicious, 

please forward to phjshjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Cheryle, 

Hi there. I was trying to figure out if you guys have any death-investigation information 
about the following five people who died in the Capitol riots. The names I have are: 

Officer Brian Sicknick 
Kevin Greeson 
Rosanne Boyland 
Benjamin Philips 
Ashli Babbitt 

Could you please give me anything you have, and whether you guy are doing investigations 
of which ones? my cell is 347-820-3697 

thank you 
jack. 
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Jack Healy 
Rocky Mountain correspondent, The New York Times 
office: 303-440-0915 
cell: 347-820-3697 
Twitter: jackhealyNYT 

Jack Healy 
Rocky Mountain correspondent, The New York Times 
office:303-440-0915 
cell: 347-820-3697 
Twitter: jackhealyNYT 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Jack Healy 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: nytimes inquiry about DC riot deaths 

Monday, January 111 2021 3:47:53 PM 

Good afternoon Jack, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is avaiJable. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Jack Healy [mailto:jack.healy@nytimes.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 3:43 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: nytimes inquiry about DC riot deaths 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious/ 
please forward to pb jshjog®dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Cheryle, 

Hi there. I was trying to figure out if you guys have any death-investigation information about 
the following five people who died in the Capitol riots. The names I have are: 

Officer Brian Sicknick 
Kevin Greeson 
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Rosanne Boyland 
Benjamin Philips 
Ashli Babbitt 

Could you please give me anything you have, and whether you guy are doing investigations of 
which ones? my cell is 347-820-3697 

thank you 
jack. 

Jack Healy 
Rocky Mountain correspondent, The New York Times 
office: 303-440-0915 
cell: 347-820-3697 
Twitter: jackhealyNYT 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Jack Healy 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: nytimes inquiry about DC riot deaths 

Monday, January 111 2021 3:47:53 PM 

Good afternoon Jack, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is avaiJable. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Jack Healy [mailto:jack.healy@nytimes.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 3:43 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: nytimes inquiry about DC riot deaths 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious/ 
please forward to pb jshjog®dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Cheryle, 

Hi there. I was trying to figure out if you guys have any death-investigation information about 
the following five people who died in the Capitol riots. The names I have are: 

Officer Brian Sicknick 
Kevin Greeson 
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Rosanne Boyland 
Benjamin Philips 
Ashli Babbitt 

Could you please give me anything you have, and whether you guy are doing investigations of 
which ones? my cell is 347-820-3697 

thank you 
jack. 

Jack Healy 
Rocky Mountain correspondent, The New York Times 
office: 303-440-0915 
cell: 347-820-3697 
Twitter: jackhealyNYT 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Jack Healy 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Ejelds Beverly I OCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: nytimes inquiry about DC riot deaths 

Monday, January 111 2021 4:00:01 PM 

I will only be able to provide the cause and mallJler of death when the information is 
available. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For th e latest information on the District Government's response to CO V ID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Jack Healy [mailto:jack.healy@nytimes.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 3:57PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: nytimes inquiry about DC riot deaths 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious/ 
please forward to pbjshjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thanks Cheryle. I chatted briefly w/ Beverly and got confused about the numbers. She said 
you guys were handling four of the deaths, but my count was five (th is is not including the 2nd 
officer). Any way you can conftrm. a number? 

On Mon, Jan 11 , 2021 at 3:48 PM A dams, Cheryle ( OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good afternoon Jack, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of 
death when this information is available. 
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Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy, 

From: Jack Healy [mailto: jack.healy@nytjmes.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 3:43 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: nytimes inquiry about DC riot deaths 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that th1s email is suspicious, 

please forward to phjshjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Cheryle, 

Hi there. I was trying to figure out if you guys have any death-investigation information 
about the following five people who died in the Capitol riots. The names I have are: 

Officer Brian Sicknick 
Kevin Greeson 
Rosanne Boyland 
Benjamin Philips 
Ashli Babbitt 

Could you please give me anything you have, and whether you guy are doing investigations 
of which ones? my cell is 347-820-3697 

thank you 
jack. 
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Jack Healy 
Rocky Mountain correspondent, The New York Times 
office: 303-440-0915 
cell: 347-820-3697 
Twitter: jackhealyNYT 

Jack Healy 
Rocky Mountain correspondent, The New York Times 
office:303-440-0915 
cell: 347-820-3697 
Twitter: jackhealyNYT 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Jansen Bart 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: press q uery 

Tuesday, March 2, 2021 11:35:25 AM 

Good morning Bart, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wil1 release the cause and manner of death when 
this inionnation is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 
From: Jansen, Bart [mailto:bjansen@usatoday.com] 
Se nt: Tuesday, March 02, 2021 11:23 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: pr~!>!> qu~ry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe . If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ohishing@dc goy for additional ana lysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello from Bart Jansen, a reporter at USA TODAY. My number is 703-854-8905, if you ever need it. 

I'm working on a story about Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick's death and I wanted to check if 
autopsy results were available yet? Thanks for any assistance. 

Bart Jansen 
Congressional correspondent 

e usATODAY 

Office: 703.854.8905 
bjansen@usatoday com 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Jansen Bart 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
FOLLOW Ur>: press q uery 

Tuesday, March 2, 2021 11:35:25 AM 

Good morning Bart, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wil1 release the cause and manner of death when 
this inionnation is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 
From: Jansen, Bart [mailto:bjansen@usatoday.com] 
Se nt: Tuesday, March 02, 2021 11:23 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: pr~!>!> qu~ry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe . If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ohishing@dc goy for additional ana lysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello from Bart Jansen, a reporter at USA TODAY. My number is 703-854-8905, if you ever need it. 

I'm working on a story about Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick's death and I wanted to check if 
autopsy results were available yet? Thanks for any assistance. 

Bart Jansen 
Congressional correspondent 

e usATODAY 

Office: 703.854.8905 
bjansen@usatoday com 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Dedner Oljyja fEOM) 

Subject: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection 
( NOT APPROVED) 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Olivia, 

Tuesday, April 6, 2021 8:08:48 PM 
jmage003 ong 
New OCME Logo l arge tranparent background copy.png 

Please find attached OCME's logo with a transparent background. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavilus), please vis it coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 6:53 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 
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Olivia Walton Dedner 
Communications Director 

Office of the City Administrator 
Executive Office of the Mayor 

Office: 202-724-5543 1 Cell: 202-340-7692 
Olivia Dedner@dc goy 
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* * * W~AR~ 
WAS~INGTON 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCIIOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Dedner Oljyja CEOM) 
Qjaz francisco COCME>; Fields Beverly COCMEl 

Subject: FOLLOW Ur>/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection 
(NOT APPROVED) 
Tuesday, April 6, 2021 7:08:48 PM 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Stt·eet, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 6:53 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 

urrection (NOT APPROVED) 
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Olivia Walton Dedner 
Communications Director 

Office of the City Administrator 
Executive Office of the Mayor 

Office: 202-724-5543 1 Cell: 202-340-7692 
Olivia Dedner@dc goy 
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* * * W~AR~ 
WAS~INGTON 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCIIOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Djaz F@ndsco COCME> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection 
( NOT APPROVED) 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Thank. you, 
Che1yle 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 7:54:44 AM 
image003 png 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocrne.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 8:53 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
a nsurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

-------
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 7:08:48 PM 
To: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedoer@dc goy> 
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Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <fraocisco.d jaz@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beyerly.fjelds@dc.gov> 

Subject : FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deat hs From 

Janua ry 61nsurrect ion (NOT APPROVED) 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 6:53PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 
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Olivia Walton Dedner 
Communications Director 

Office of the City Administrator 
Executive Office of the Mayor 

Office: 202-724-5543 1 Cell: 202-340-7692 
Olivia Dedoer@dc goy 

* * * W~ ARt: 
WASI-tiNGTON 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vacdnate.dc.gov or calling l-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date; 

Papson Allison 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Gaffney Matt 
FOX 5 REQUEST: BRIAN SJCKNJCK 
Mondoy, April 19, 2021 4:01:44 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from oUtside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by 

OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Is the following information confirmed? 

Capitol Police officer Brian D. Sic knick suffered 2 strokes and died of **natural causes** a day after he confronted rioters at 

the Jan. 6 insurrection, the District 's chief medical examiner has ru led. 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

I:J@AIIisonPapson 

~
,~~ 

fOX50C . COM 
OX · 5 · FOX5 PLUS 11 ~ !:ll a • srAY sAFE sTAY sTRoNo. srAv AHEAD. 

" ASiflflfOTOH~ OC WOCA TV 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential infOimation. It is intended solely for 
the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in tlus message (or responsible for delivery of the 
message to an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should 
pennanently delete this message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business ofF ox Corporation, or its subsidiaries must 
be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is made that this email or its 
attachments are without defect. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date; 

Allison Papson 
chervle adams@dc goy 
WUG Assionment Desk: WUG WEB 
FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 
Tue..doy, Jonuory 12, 2021 0:09:03 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from oUtside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by 

OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Will you please send us the cause and manner of death for Brian Sick nick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & 
Benjamin Philips? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

I:J@AIIisonPapson 

~ox·: 5 \ FOX5 PLUS i1:; ~ a0
• STAY SAFE STAY STRONG. STAY AHEAD. •I" w":.suoNtyfON, DC WOCA TV 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Phares. Kelty 
acme records@dc aoy; ocme@dc goy; Adams Chervte (OCMEl 
FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection Officer Sicknick cause and manner of death 
Thursdey, April S, 2021 6:5'1 :58 I'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Good evening-

I'm seeing reports that the medical examiners office has issued a release with the cause and 
manner of Officer Brian Sicknick's death. Can you provide me with that release? 

Thank you, 

Kelly Phares 
Capitol Hill Producer 
Fox News 
C: 202-655-1522 
C2: 815-931-8977 

Sent from iPhone, p lease excuse typos 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to the addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify tbe sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business ofF ox News or Fox 
Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No representation 
is made that tllis email or its attachments are without defect. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Lyles. Denise (OCMEl 
Records OCME COCMEl 
Breland Sasba COCMEl ; Belds Broadbent Leigh COCMEl 
PN: 21-00132 

Monday, January 25, 2021 11:39:22 AM 

Good moming Records 

Do you have the medical records hard copy for Case #21-00 132 ? Leigh told me she sent it 
upstairs 

Denise Lyles, PA , D-ABMDI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigations 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Off ice of The Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-main number, Option #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

Qenise.lyles@dc goy 

* * DC* .gov=: 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 7:35 AM 
To: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Subject: RE: 21-00132 

I do not see anyth ing in any of my mailboxes. 

Sasfia 'Bre{and; :M.'IJ. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of t he District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Emai/0743 
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Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha brelaod@dc eov 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2021 9:26AM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Cc: Wood, Rebecca (OCME); Petrasek, MaryBeth (OCME) 
Subject: 21-00132 

Dr. Breland 

Did you receive the hard copy of medical records for this case ? 

Denise Lyles, PA , 0-ABMOI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigat ions 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office ofThe Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-ma in number, Option #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

Denise lyles@dc goy 

* * DC* .gov=: 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Ili Dr. Breland, 

Wolf. Julie COCME) 
Breland Sasba COCME) 
FW: A fax bas arrived from remote ID "InovaEpic 7038892000". 
Tuesday, January 12, 2021 11:18:37 AM 

001EDEEE.PDF 

Attached are records for your case 21-00132. 

Thanks, 

Julie 

----Original Message-----
From: RightFax E-mail Gateway [maj!to-rfax@smtp4 de goy] 
Sent Tuesday, January 12, 2021 10:44 AM 
To: lnvestigations OCME 
Subject A fax has arrived from remote ID 'InovaEpic 7038892000'. 

A fax has arrived from remote ID 'InovaEpic 7038892000'. 

l/12/2021 10:04:48 AM Transmission Record 
Received from remote lD "InovaEpic 7038892000" 
Unjque .ID: "OCM5FFD7D435C4F" 
Elapsed time: 38 minutes, 18 seconds. 
Used channel 1 on server "OOSRFXAPPO 1 ". 
ANI: "+ 17038892027" 
AOC: 0, 0, 0 
NoECM. 
Resulting status code (0/ 352; .till 05): Receive failure (Phase B) 
Pages received: 1 - 35 
Delegate ID: "" 

For the latest infonnation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov<htlJ)s·//coronavjnts de goy!>. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Wolf. Julie COCME) 
Breland Sasba COCME) 
FW: A fax bas arrived from remote ID "InovaEpic 7038892000". 
Tuesday, January 12, 2021 12:02:17 I'M 

001EDF1A.PDF 

More records for 21-00132 

-J 

----Original Message-----
From: RightFax E-mail Gateway [mailtQ'[fax@smtp4 de gov] 
Sent Tuesday, January 12, 2021 11:52 AM 
To: Investigations OCME 
Subject: A fax has arrived from remote ID 'InovaEpic 7038892000'. 

A fax bas arrived from remote ID 'InovaEpic 7038892000'. 

1/12/2021 11 :41:33 AM Transmission Record 
Received from remote ID "lnovaEpic 7038892000" 
Unique ID: "OCM5FFD8D565C62" 
Elapsed time: 9 minutes, 59 seconds. 
Used channel 23 on server "005R.FXAPP01 ". 
ANI: "+ 17038892027" 
AOC: 0, 0, 0 
NoECM. 
Resulting status code (0/352; 0/0): Success 
Pages received: I - 12 
Delegate ID: "" 

For the latest infonnation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavims), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov<https-1/coronavirus de goy/>. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 
I mportance: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Djaz f@odsco COCME> 
Adams Chervle COCME): Melds Beyerly COCMEl 
PN: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 

Monday, March 8, 202111:30:20 AM 
2021-03-08 RHJ to DC Medjca! Examjoer • Fjnal pdf 
High 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Administrative Coordinator I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6092 I Washington, DC 20024 
Office: (202) 698-9009 I Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax: (202) 698-9101 
Email: savero fripp@dc.gov I Web: www ocme dc,gny 

From: Downey, Brian (HSGAC) [mailto:Brian_Downey@hsgac.senate.gov] 
Sent: Monday, March 8, 202111:28 AM 
To: Fields, Beverly (OCME)i Breland, Sasha (OCME)i ATD OCME 
Cc: Wittmann, Scott (HSGAC) 
Subject: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 
Importance: High 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Please find attached a let ter from Senator Johnson t o Dr. Diaz. Please confirm receipt of t he 

attached letter. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brian M. Downey 

Senior Investigator 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 

202-224-5571 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 
Importance: 

Dr. Diaz, 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Djaz Frnodsco COCME> 
FW: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 
Monday, March 8, 2021 12:04:24 PM 
2021-03-08 RHJ to DC Medical Examiner - Fjnal.pdf 
High 

I wou ld be gratefu l for some of your t ime on Tuesday morning to brainstorm about how to respond 

to Senator Johnson's let ter. I' ll be in the office. 

tf>ga :llaams 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M : 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de €OV 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, pnnt, retam, copy, or d1ssemmate the whole or any part of thiS message. If you have rece1ved thiS message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, March 8, 202111:54 AM 

To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: FYI: A letter f rom U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 

Importance: High 

Good morning Rodney, 

Please find attached the letter from the senator. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Emai/0748 
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Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 0 1iej Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chiet Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, March 08, 202111 :30 AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FW: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 
Importance: High 

Sa Vern M . F ripp I AdministratiYe Coordinator I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6092 I Washington, D C 20024 
OfGce: (202) 698-9009 I Mobile. (202) 329-9009 I Pt1"'-. (202) 698-9101 
Email: sayern frjpp@ dc goy JWeb: www ocme.dc.goy 

From: Downey, Brian (HSGAC) [mailto:Brian Downey@hsgac.senate.gov] 
Sent: Monday, March 8, 2021 11:28 AM 
To: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Breland, Sasha (OCME); ATD OCME 
Cc: Wittmann, Scott (HSGAC) 
Subject: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 
Importance: High 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to phishing@dc !NY for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

He llo, 
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Please find attached a letter f rom Senator Johnson to Dr. Diaz. Please confirm receipt of the 

attached letter. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brian M. Downey 

Senior Investigator 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 

202-224-5571 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote : 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
PN: ABC News autopsy request 
Wed nesday, January 131 2021 12:18:53 I'M 

Sa Vern M . Fripp I Administrative Coordinator I Office of the Chief MedjcaJ Examiner 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6092 I Washington, DC 20024 
Office: (202) 698-9009 I Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax: (202) 698-9101 
Email: savero &ipp@dc gnv I Web: www ocme de gnv 

From: Levine, Mike [mailto:Mike.Levine@abc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 12:09 PM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: ABC News autopsy request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phish ing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Mike Levine, and I'm a reporter with ABC News. The acting ch ief of the 

Metropol itan Police Department, Robert Contee, has stated that your office completed its 

autopsy of Capitol Pol ice officer Brian Sicknick/ who t ragica lly died last week. I'm emai ling to 

request a copy of the autopsy report (via email ). 

Thank you, 

M ike Levine 

ABC News 

mike .levine@abc.com 

202 604 3922 

-· 

f or the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayirus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Dedner. Olivia IEOM) 

Adams Chervle IOCMEl 

Yyn Ramona IEOM) 
PN: AFP query on Brian Sicknick autopsy 

Tuesday, April 20, 202111:21:16 AM 

Request for Cause and Manner statement below. 

Olivia Walton Dedner 
Office: 202-724-5543 
Cell: 202-340-7692 

From: Yun, Ramona (EOM) <ramona.yun1@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 11:19 AM 

To: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov> 

Subject: FW: AFP query on Br ian Sicknick autopsy 

FYA, 

From: Paul HANDLEY <Paui. HANDLEY@afp.com> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 20214:13 PM 

To: Press (EOM) <Press@dc.gov> 

Subject: AFP query on Brian Sickn ick autopsy 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phfshing@dt goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

II i. W ou ld you be ab le to he lp us to obt ain a copy of the autopsy for Officer 13 rian Sickn ick. The Post 

has reported on it , citing acting deputy mayor Geldart. 

Thanks for any help on th is. 

Respectfully, 

Paul HANDLEY 
US National Security Correspondent 
AFP - Agence France-Presse 

Suite 600, 1500 K Street NW, Washington DC 20005 USA 

Tel: +1 202 4140546 - Mob: +1 202 2852337 - Fax: +1 202 414 0638 
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FP - Comprendre le monde 

L 
Join us on: 

~ R J~...-1 _ __, 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Curt, 

Adams. Rodney COCME) 
Cyrt Deyjne@cnn com 
Adams Chervle COCME) 
PN: CNN inquiry about records request 

Thursday, AprilS, 202112:46:17 PM 

Thank you for your FOIA request. I will be processing it through d1e District's FOIAxpress 
portal, and you will receive subsequent emails generated from there. In answer to your question, 
yes, OCME does not release autopsy / toxicology reports to the public. 

All me best, 

!{Sga ?Uum.J 

Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

Tfl i::. I TI~::.::.dg~ b I.J~ i ii!S ::.~ nli.Jy Ul Ull I.J~hdlf ur d ldwy~r. ll i::. i n l~lll.l ~tl ~XL i u::.iv~ l y fur lfl~ intlivitludl U l ~Tllily lu wfl idr 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Devine, Curt <Curt. Deyine@cnn.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, Apri l 7, 2021 4:53 PM 
To: Records, OCME (OCME) <acme records@dc goy> 

Subject: CNN inquiry about records request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
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Hi OCME Records team, 

My name is Curt Devine and I'm with the news network CNN here in Washington. I'm writing 

because we would like to submit a records request (Pursuant to the DC Freedom of Information Act) 

for the autopsy/toxicology report documents and any associated records related to Capitol Police 

Officer Brian D. Sicknick. 

Is it accurate that OCME has been denying public records requests for these document s? 

Thank you for any information. Best, 

Curt Devine 

CNN, Washington 

Curt Deyine@cnn com 

678-576-6976 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register tor a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
FW: CNN request for today 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 1:02:46 r>M 

imageOOl.ong 
image003 png 

Sa Vern M . Fripp I Admio.istrati,-c Coordinator I Office of d1e Chief Medjcal Examiner 
401 E. Street, S\XI - Suite 6092 I Washington, D C 20024 
Office: (202) 698-9009 I Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax: (202) 698-9101 
Email: savern fripp@dc gnv I Web: www acme de g.oy 

From: Christensen, Jen [mailto:jen.christensen@warnermedia.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 12:28 PM 
To: Records, OCME (OCME); ATD OCME 
Subject: CNN request for today 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
p le<'!SP forw<=~rrl to phlshing@rlc. gov for <=~rldition<=~l <=~n<=~lysis hy OC:TO SP.c:urity OpPr<=~tions C:entPr (SOc:). 

Dear Madame or Sir: 

My name is Jen Christensen. I've been asked to write a story about t he death of Officer Sicknick, 

particularly how someone could die of natural causes after a traumatic event. I apologize if you have 

released this already, I'm covering t his f rom t he medical perspective and just coming onto the story 

today. Is this someth ing we could get a copy of or is there someone at the office we can speak with 

about the report. Th is wi ll be a story for CNN.com that will give perspective on what a "natural 

causes" determination is etc. There was a lot of confusion from readers and we j ust want to educate 

them obout the motter. Any in5ight on th i5 import ont 5tory would be very much opprecioted. It i5 f o r 

a story that will run this afternoon on CNN.com as soon as we can put it together. 

All the best, 

Jen 

Jen Christensen I she/her/hers I ~Hea lth & Climate Unit & cnn.com 1 CNN Center, Atlanta, GA 

30303 1 Vice President, nlgja t he Associat ion of LGBTQ Journa li sts I Jen Chrjstensen@cno com 

I @jechristensen I c.404-353-9383 I 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Breland. Sasha (OCME) 

Lyles Denjse !OCME> 

FW: Capitol Police Officer Interviews 
Monday, March 22, 2021 3:34:41 PM 

Case Notes - INTERVIEW WITH OFFICERS REYES AND CASTRO - Jan 14 2021 06 31.pdf 

Good afternoon Denise, 

Can you upload this to thee-f ile of 21-00132? 

Thanks! 

Sasfia 'Bre{and', Jvl. 'D. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.breland @dc.goy 

From: Branson, Joshua (MPD) 
Sent: Friday, March 12, 202110:10 AM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: Capitol Police Officer Interviews 

Dr. Brei and, attached is my report of my interview with two Capitol Police Officers who were with 

Slcknick when he collapsed. 

Joshua Branson 

Detective Grade I 
Metropolitan Police Department 

Homicide Branch 

Major Case/Cold Case 

300 Indiana Avenue, NW, 20001 

Office: 202-645-9600 

Desk: 202-645-7054 

Cell: 202-491-7841 

Fax: 202-442-8010 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Ruderman. Jared 
chervle adams@dc goy 
FW: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 
Wednesday, April 7, 2021 3:17:44 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Cheryle, 

I was wondering if you cou ld add further explanation to what Hypertensive atherosclerotic 

cardiovascular disease and Acute Amphetamine Intoxication are? 

Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease: Is it accurate to say heart attack? 

Acute Amphetamine Intoxication: is it accurate to amphetamine overdose? 

Thank you very much. 

Jared Ruderman 
News Director, WTOP 
WTOP.com I 103.5 FM I 1077 FM I 103.9 FM 

Office: 202-895-5095 

@WTOP J Facebook.com/wtopnews 

1

103.5 FM 
WTOP.COM 

Twitter: @AugensteinWTOP 

Skype: WTOPNeaiAugenstein 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Adams, Cheryle (OCME)" <cheryle.adams@dc.goy> 

Date: April 7, 2021 at 2:33:34 PM EDT 

To: "Adams, Cheryle (OCME)" <cheryle.adams@dc.goy> 

Cc: "Dedner, Olivia (EOM)" <oliyia.dedner@dc.gov>, "Fields, Beverly (OCME)" 

<beverly f ields@dc goy> 

Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

(External email- use care when clicking on links or attachments( 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection 
at the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The 
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District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. 
Diaz, MD, F ACP, has issued the following determinations as to the cause and 
manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular 

disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular 

disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death - Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are 
pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of 
.dea.th: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the 
medical disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's 
death. The "manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a 
person's death and falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, 
sudden, and unexpected death. 

• Hmnicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by 
another, including actions of gross]y reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by 
an injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign 

another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and 
manner investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
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Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www acme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Flack. Eric 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 
PN: Dr. Diaz Interview Request 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 12:04:02 I'M 

imageOOl.ong 
jmage002 png 
image003.png 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle - Resend ing this in case you missed it since I had not heard back. 

If an interview is not possib le can you please answer/address the following questions? 

1. Why did release of Officer Sicknick's autopsy results and manner of death take longer than 

the others who deaths were connect ed to t he siege on the Cap ito l January 6th? 

2. Why did Officer Sicknick's autopsy results and manner of death take longer than NAME's 90 

day standard for results to be returned and complete? 

3. In a release from your office January 6th Dr. Diaz stated: On Wednesday, January 6, 2021. 
an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United States Capitol resulted 
in the deaths of five individuals. Officer Sicknick was included in that count. How can his 

manner of death be stroke/natural causes while at the same time be attributed to the 

insurrection? 

This is for a report that w ill air on tonight's evening news. 

Thanks, 

Eric Flack 

From: Flack, Eric 

Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202110:08 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: Dr. Diaz Interview Request 

Good morning Cheryl- ! see Dr. Diaz gave a brief interview to the Washington Post regarding Officer 

Sicknick's autopsy resu lts. Wou ld he do the same for us? 

Thanks, 

Eric Flack 

Eric Flack I Chief Investigative Reporter 
4100 Wisconsin Ave NW 1 Washington . DC 20016 I C 202·768-0102 

wusa9 com Ill Eric Flack I a @ErjcEiacklV 
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Branson. Joshua CMPO) 
Breland Sasha COCME> 
FW: Draft Timeline of camera footage 
Friday, March 12, 2021 10:08:07 AM 

From: Marcus, Jeffrey C. [mailto :Jeffrey.Marcus@uscp.gov] 
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 12:53 PM 
To: Sheridan, Erin L. (WF) (FBI); Rooney, Charles (WF) (FBI); Palmertree, Riley M. (WF) (FBI); DiMarco, 
David J. (WF) (FBI); Farber, Jacob D. (WF) (FBI); Cook, Lawrence J.; Branson, Joshua (MPD); Long, 
Vernida A. (WF) (DET); Shirwani, Lorin (WF) (FBI); Weber, Jeffrey (MPD) 
Cc: Light, Gilead (USADC); Tremblay, Christopher (WF) (FBI); Van Dyk, Timothy M. (WF) (FBI); 
Finkelman, Andrew (MPD) 
Subject: RE: Draft Timeline of camera footage 

CAUTIO N: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning, 

Updated. 

.t, 
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Thank you, 

Jeff Marcus 

Special Agent 

United States Capito l Police 

Intelligence Section 

· e 202-593-4910 

Cell i ~ I 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This elect ronic mai l transmission and any accompanying documents 

conta in information belonging t o the sender which may be confidentia l and lega lly privileged. This 

information is on ly for the use of the ind ividua l or entity to whom this electronic mail transmission 

was intended. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution, or action 

taken in reliance on the contents of the information contained in this transmission is strictly 

prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately contact the sender 

and delete the message. Thank you. 

From: Me:ucus, Jerrrey C. 

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 3:55 PM 

To: 'Sheridan, Erin L. (WF) (FBI)' <esheridan@fbi.gov>; Rooney, Charles (WF) (FBI) 

<cgrooney@fbi.gov>; Pa lmert ree, Ri ley M. (WF} (FBI} <rmpalmertree@fbi.gov>; DiMarco, David J. 

(WF) (FBI} <djdimarco@fbi.gov>; Farber, Jacob D. (WF} (FBI) <jdfarber@fbi.gov>; Cook, Lawrence J. 

<Lawrence.Cook@uscp.gov>; joshua.branson@dc.gov; Long, Vern ida A. (WF) (DET) 

<VALONG@FBI.GOV>; Shirwani, Lorin (WF) (FBI) <lshirwani@fbi.gov>; jeffrey.weber@dc.gov 

Cc: Light, Gi lead (USADC) <Gilead.Light@usdoj.gov>; Tremblay, Christopher (WF) (FBI) 

<cjtremblay@fb i.gov>; VanDyk, Timothy M . (WF) (FBI) <tmvandyk@fbi.gov>; 

andrew.finkelman@dc.gov 

Subject: RE: Draft Timeline of camera footage 

Good afternoon, 
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From: Sheridan, Erin L. (WF) (FBI) <esberjdan@fbi goy> 

Sent: Saturday, January 9, 2021 9:22AM 

To: Rooney, Charles (WF) (FBI) <cgrooney@fbi.goy>; Palmertree, Riley M. (WF) (FBI) 

<rmoalmertree@fbj goy>; DiMarco, David J. (WF) (FBI) <djdjmarco@fbi.goy>; Farber, Jacob D. (WF) 

(FBI) < jdfarber@fbi.gov>; Cook, Lawrence J. <Lawreoce.Cook@uscp.goy>; josbua.branson@dc.goy; 

Long, Vernida A. (WF) (DET) <VALONG@ FBI.GOV>; Sbirwani, Lorin (WF) (FBI) <lsh jrwani@fbi goy>; 

jeffrey weber@dc goy 

Cc: Light, Gilead (USADC) <Gilead light@usdoj goy>; Tremblay, Christopher (WF) (FBI) 

<citremblay@fbi.gov>; VanDyk, Timothy M. (WF) (FBI) <tmvandyk@fbi.gov>; 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Djaz f @odsco COCME> 
Adams Chervle COCME): Melds Beverly COCME> 
PN: FOIA Appeel 2021-096 

Thursday, February 18, 2021 2:55:50 PM 
Marshall OCME PAL Apoeal Form pdf 
Marshall OCME PAL Regyest Form.pdf 

And the celebration was short lived . .. 

A Judicial Watch reporter has immediately appealed my denial of his request for tlte case file of 

Off. Brian Sicknick who died during the Jan 6th riot at the Capitol. We have several other 
reporters requesting it as well. 

t&,a ;;u{IJM 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a Iawver. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Appeals, Foia (EOM) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 2:42 PM 
To: /\dams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: bmarshall@judicialwatch.org 
Subject: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

Hello, 

This Office adjudicates administrative FOIA appeals on behalf of the Mayor. We received the 
attached appeal based upon a FOIA decision (or lack of decision) issued by your agency. We 
received the attached appeal based upon a FOIA decision (or lack of decision) issued by your 
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agency. Please provide us with your response to the appeal within five (5) business days of 
this communication. Please include the fo llowing in your response: 

(a) The justification for your decision not to gram review of records as requested; 
(b) A Vaughn index of documents withheld, and an affidavit or declaration of a 
knowledgeable official or employee testifying to the decision to withhold documents; and 
(c) A copy ofthe public record or records in dispute on the appeal; provided, that if the 
public record contains personal, sensitive, or confidential information, you may redact such 
information. 

If no response is received, a final decision will be made on the record before us. 

Please be advised that your agency's response may be shared with the requester when the final 
decision is issued. Therefore, please clearly mark any confidential information contained in 
your response. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel (MOLC) 
1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 407 
Washington, D.C. 20004 
(202) 727-8812 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Cheryle IOCME); Fields Beyerly IOCMEl 
FW: FOIA request 
Monday, April 19, 2021 4:38:36 f'M 

Interesting. I'll sit on it until after we do release the info. 

Rod Adams 
Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. lt is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to 
which it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 
otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to 
read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message in 
error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto 'Mark Segraves@nbcunj comj 
Sent Monday, April 19, 20214:33 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: .fOIA request 

CAUTION: This email originated fi·om outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

I would like all emails between Peter Henuan of the Washington post and Cheryle Adams or Beverly Fields or 
anyone at OCME regarding cause and manner for Officer BRIAN Sicknick. 

1 am making this request under the freedom of information act. 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never wllile driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Rodney COCMEl 
Adams Chervle COCME) 
PN: FOIA request f rom media 

Monday, February 8, 2021 11:41:52 AM 

Sa Vern M . Fripp I Administrab\'e Coordinator I Office of the Chief Medical E xaminer 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6092 I Washington, DC 20024 
Office: (202) 698-9009 I l\fobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax: (202) 698-910 l 
Email: sayero fripp@dc gnv I Web: www ocme de goy 

From: Susan Katz Keating [mailto:skeating@justthenews.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 11:40 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); ATD OCME 
Subject: FOIA request from media 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hello, 

This is Susan Katz Keating, a journalist with Just the News. Under the provisions of the 
Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting the following: 

The autopsy report for Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. 

I am requesting an expeditious response. 

Sincerely, 

~Susan Katz Keating 
Just the News 
1850 K St., NW, Ste 1000 
Washington, D.C. 2006 

Cell: 703-401-2547 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subj e ct: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

FYI .. . 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Djaz f@odsco COCME> 
Adams Chervle COCME): Melds Beverly COCMEl 
PN: FOLLOW UP: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 

Wednesday, March 31, 2021 4:27:02 PM 
Johnson re Sickojck investiaatjon 2021 03 31.pdf 

!&,a ;?Uam.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

ot herwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 4:04 PM 
To: Brian_Downey@hsgac.senate.gov 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 

Brian, 

Further to your message below, p lease find D r . D1az's letter to Sen . Johnson attached. 

All the best, 

&,a ;?Uam.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 
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Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney Adams@dc.gov 

confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, March 08, 202112:04 PM 
To: Brian_Downey@hsgac.senate.gov 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 

Good morning Mr. Downey, 

OCME is in receipt of Senator Ron Johnson's Jetter regarding Officer Brian Sicknick and the 
letter has been referred to OCME's general counsel who has been included on this email. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington. DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov . 
From: Downey, Brian (HSGAC) [majlto:Brian Oowney@hsgac.seoate.goy] 
Sent: Monday, March 8, 2021 11:28 AM 
To: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Breland, Sasha (OCME); ATD OCME 
Cc: Wittmann, Scott (HSGAC) 
Subject: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 
Importance: High 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ph jsb jog@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Please find attached a letter from Senator Johnson to Dr. Dlaz. Please confirm receipt of the 

attached letter. Thank you. 

Sincere ly, 

Brian M. Downey 

~enior Investigator 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 

U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 

202-224-5571 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Diaz. Francisco (OCME) 
Adams Rodney IOCMEl 

Subject: FW: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
ln£urrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Date: Thursday, April 8, 2021 3:49:48 PM 
Attachments: jmage001 png 

image003.png 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 

Wash ington, DC. 

Francjsco.djaz@dc gov 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 8:03 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

~ 

f- rancisco J. D1az, MD I-CAP 1-ASCP 

Chief Mcdicnl Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francjsco.diaz@dc goy 
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From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 7:55 AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adarns@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 8:53 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 

Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Bev 

Get Outlook for jQS 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 7:08:48 PM 

To: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedoer@dc goy> 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME} <franc jsco djaz@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME} 
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<beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 

January 6 Insurrect ion (NOT APPROVED) 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy . 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 6:53PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
nsurrection (NOT APPROVED) 
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Olivia Walton Dedner 
Communications Director 

Office of the City Administrator 
Executive Office of the Mayor 

Office: 202-724-5543 1 Cell: 202-340-7692 
O!jyja.Qedner@dc.gay 

* * * Wt;_ ARE 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Kindly, 

-OWDedner 

Dedner. Olivia IEOM) 

Adams Chervle IOCMEl 

FW: FOR REVIEW 
Tuesday, April 6, 2021 12:55:46 r>M 

Olivia Walton Dedner 
Office: 202-724-5543 
Cell: 202-340-7692 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 

Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 202112:45 PM 

To: Gil, Helder (EOM) <he lder.gi l@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOR REVIEW 

Importance: High p 
r-------------------------------------------------------------------------~~--~ 
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To learn more about the Office of t he Chief Medical Exa miner o r cause and manner investigations in 

the District, visit acme de goy. 

Olivia Walton Dedner 
Communications Director 

Office of the City Administrator 
Executive Office of the Mayor 

Office: 202-724-5543 1 Cell: 202-340-7692 
Olivia Dedner@dc goy 

* * * W~AR~ 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Rodney (QCME) 

Francis Anna <OCME> 

Qjaz Francisco (OCME>; Adams Chervle COCME>; Fields Beyerly (OCME) 
PN: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 

Thursday, April S, 202110:16:28 AM 

Utjgation Hold Letter OCME pdf 
Jydjcial Watch Inc (569657) 2021-0875.doc.odf 

High 

tch has filed suit to obtain the Off. Sicknick case ftle. l 

~ ~~----~ 

&a:J&um.,. 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ dc goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, p lease notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Jackson, Lori (OAG) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 9:51AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Spencer, Cara (OAG) 
Subject: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 
Importance: High 

M r. Adams, 

Attached please f ind a lit igat ion hold lett er and a copy of the complaint for the above referenced 

matter. Cara Spencer w ill be represent ing the Dist rict. Please feel free to cont act eit her of us should 

you have any questions or concerns. 

Emai/0786 
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Thank you, 

Lori 

Lori Jackson 

Paralegal Specialist 

Civil Litigation Division, Section Ill 

Office of the Attorney Genera l for the District of Columbia 

400 6th Street, NW 

Washington, D.C. 20001 

{202) 442-9802 

{202) 741-8575 (fax) 

l ori lackson@dc goy 

OAG has moved. Effective August 24, 2020, OAG's physical and mailing address will be 400 
6th St. NW, Washington, D. C. 20001. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
PN: Media Request: Officer Sicknick"s manner of death 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 1:03:11 r>M 

Sa Vern M . Fripp I Administrative Coordinator I Office of the Chief MedjcaJ Examiner 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6092 I Washington, DC 20024 
Office: (202) 698-9009 I Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax: (202) 698-9101 
Email: savero &ipp@dc gnv I Web: www ocme de gnv 

From: Lex Juarez [mailto:Ljuarez@localdvm.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 12:44 PM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Media Request: Officer Sicknick's manner of death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phish ing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Lex Juarez and I'm a reporter with WDVM/WDCW reaching out regarding the 

autopsy for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Could you please pass along the findings of the autopsy and any press release that was sent 

out regard ing th is? 

I would also appreciate being added to your media distribution list. 

Thanks in advance, 

Lex 

Lex Juarez 

Multi Media Journal ist 

WDVM/WDCW 

706-831-5438 

-· 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
FW: NY Post Press Inquiry 
Tuesday, April 20, 20211 :09: 15 r>M 

Sa Vern M . Fripp I Administrative Coordinator I Office of the Chief MedjcaJ Examiner 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6092 I Washington, D C 20024 
O ffice: (202) 698-9009 I Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax: (202) 698-9101 
Email: savero &ipp@dc gnv I Web: www ocme de gnv 

From: Benjamin Feuerherd [mailto:bfeuerherd@nypost.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 1:03 PM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: NY Post Press Inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phish ing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi, 

Ben Feuerherd from the New York Post here. 

We're working on a fo llow up story regarding the death of Office Brian Sicknick, and I was 
wondering if you could clarify a few things: 

-Do you know when Officer Sick.nick's cause of death was determined? 

-· 

- Do you know when law enforcement officials and officials in the Medical Examiner's Office 
were made aware of the cause of death? 

- Do you know why this information was just made public yesterday? 

Thanks very much. 

Ben Feuerherd 
240-463-1007 

Ben Feuerherd 
MANHATTAN FEDERAL COURT REPORTER, New York Post 
121 l A VENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK, NY 10036 
M OBJI£ 240.463 1007 
bfeuerberd@nypost com 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Djaz Francisco COCME); Fields Beverly COCME> 
FW: OCME Monthly Report 
Wednesday, April 7, 2021 1:12:05 f'M 

OCME - MOLC Monthly Report 2021 04 OS.docx 

FYI - No action needed. 

!&,£ :?faam.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M : 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read. print, retain. copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of th is message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Rodney {OCME) 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 5, 2021 9:47AM 

To: Moskowitz, Benjamin (EOM) <benjamin.moskowit z@dc.gov> 

Subject: OCME Mont hly Report 

Ben, 

I hope you are thriving. Attached is my monthly report. 

!&,£ :?U'am.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
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0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney Adams@ de goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Hey Dr. Diaz, 

Francis. Anna COCME) 
Djaz Francisco COCME> 
FW: Path Quarterly Data 
Tuesday, April13, 202111:10:05 AM 
FY 21Path-Jao-Mar Rpt-.xlsx 

I sent this to Terencia yesterday, and meant to cc you, but forgot. Please see attached and let me 

know if you have any questions. 

Anna Francis, MS-MIS 
Supervisory Quallty Control & Records Manager 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 

401 E. Street, SW- 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 

Office: 202-698-91 11 
Cell: 202-821 -7345 
Fax:202-698-9I 06 

From: Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April 12, 2021 4:52 PM 
To: Davenport, Terencia (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Path Quarterly Data 

Sorry about that. See attached. 

Anna Francis, MS-MIS 
Supervisory Quality Control & Records Manager 

Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner 
Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 

401 E. Street, SW- 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 

Office: 202-698-91 11 
Cell: 202-821-7345 
Fax: 202-698-9106 

From: Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April 12, 2021 4:49 PM 
To: Davenport, Terencia (OCME) 
Subject: Path Quarterly Data 

See attached. There are 2 Cremation cases that have erroneous data entries for January - I have 

reached out to Dr. Love about them. They are: 

Emai/0793 
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C21 
C21 

I will follow-up with you as soon as she responds. 

Anna Francis, MS-MIS 
Supervisory Quality Control & Records Manager 

Office of the Chief Meclical Examiner 
Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 

401 E. Street, SW- 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 

Office: 202-698-9111 
Cell: 202-821-7345 
Fax:202-698-9106 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end thi s pandemjc. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
FW: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 
Friday, February 5, 2021 9 :49:20 AM 

Sa Vern M . Fripp I Administrative Coordinator I Office of the Chief MedjcaJ Examiner 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6092 I Washington, DC 20024 
Office: (202) 698-9009 I Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax: (202) 698-9101 
Email: savero &ipp@d c gnv I Web: www ocme de gnv 

From: Tom Rask [mailto:tom@rask.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 5, 2021 9:41AM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phish ing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

This is a public records request. 

My request is for a copy ofyour agency's examination of the body of Capitol Hill Police 
Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Regards, 

Tom Rask 

-· 

Emai/0795 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Cheryle, 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 
FW: Request Assignment 
Thursdey, Fe brue ry 18, 2021 2:07:47 PM 

H ere is another reporter to add to your Jan 6d1 list: 

William Marshall 
bmarshall@judjcjalwatch.org 

&a:JUUITr.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc €OY 

.. 

·~·~.; ..... '' • • 
. . . 

confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or dlssemlnare rhe whole or any part of rh ls message. If you have received rhls message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: rodney.adams@dc.gov [mailto:rodney.adams@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 9:01AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Request Assignment 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Rodney Adams , 

Emai/0796 
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Request # 2021-FOIA-03130 has been assigned to you for processing. Here's a brief 
summary of the request: 

Request ID: 2021-FOIA-03130 
Request Type: FOIA 
Requested By: Marshall, Will iam 
Requested Date: February 16, 2021 
Primary User: Rodney Adams 
Target Date: March 9, 2021 

Request Description: 

All records, including but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, 
photographs, and OCME officials' electronic communications, related to the death 
on Jan. 6, 2021 of Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick and its related 
investigation. (Date Range for Record Search: From 01/06/2021 To 02/16/2021) 

Assignment Note: 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Cheryle, 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

FW: Request Assignment 
Tuesday, March 9, 2021 11 :06:22 AM 

Detail Report 2021-FQIA-03472.pdf 

Here's an NPR reporter to add to your list. 

E -mail: cgdsa!es@npr.ora 

f&ga?UUJM 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc €OV 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

Ulll~l wi::,~ l~gdlly f.l l Ul~cl~u Ul ~Xt! lllf.J l rr Ulll ubLiu::.ur t!. I r yuu d l t! IIUl li lt! lld lll t!U dUUI t!::.!>t!t!1 yuu d l e IIUL dU ltiUI iLt!u 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of t his message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: rodney.adams@dc.gov [mailto:rodney.adams@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 11:01 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Request Assignment 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Rodney Adams , 

Request # 2021 -FOIA-03472 has been assigned to you for processing. Here's a brief 

Emai/0798 
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summaty of the request: 

Request ID: 2021-FOIA-03472 
Request Type: FOIA 
Requested By: Grisales, Claudia 
Requested Date: March 3, 2021 
Primary User: Rodney Adams 
Target Date: March 24, 2021 

Request Description: 

Requesting the autopsy report and death certificate for late U.S. Capitol Police 
officer Brian Sicknick who died from injuries suffered in the Jan. 6 insurrection. 
(Date Range for Record Search: From 01/06/2021 To 12/31/2021) 

Assignment N ote: 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Wood. Rebecca IOCMEl 
Breland Sasba COCMEl 
FW: US Capitol Police ·Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker"s Comp Claim 
Wed nesday, February 3, 2021 8 :35:30 AM 

imageOOl.ong 
jmage002 png 

Good Morning Dr. Breland, 

After speaking with Anna she said that you should fill out 7-10 on page 2 and write "N/A" in the 

fields that don't apply (questions 1-6). Please let me know if you have any questions! 

Rebecca 

ME#21-00132 

Rebecca Wood, D-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the! Chief Medjcal Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca.Wood@dc.gov 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Queen, Destinee T. [mailto:Destinee.Queen@uscp.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2021 9:43 AM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: RE: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Comp Claim 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishmg@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good Mornine; Ms. Wood, 

After reaching out to Dept. of Labor regarding the two sets of information being requested on the 

CASb(page 2), I received the below response: 

" The Capitol Hill cases are all being assigned to one office. I reached out to the District Director and 

she provided the response below. I hope this helps 

Seems to me they could both complete the forms writing n/a for what doesn't apply to them but 
honestly I am sure we only need one of them to complete it." 

Should I pass this information along to Terencia Davenport or is there another physician to speak to 

regarding page 2 of the CASb being complete according to Dept. of Labor's guidance? I really 
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appreciate your assistance in this matter. 

Destinee Queen 
Worker's Compensation Specialist I U.S. Capitol Police 
Office of Human Resources 
499 South Capitol St. 7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20003 
t : 202-963-8771 
~: Destjnee Oueen@uscp gov 

From: Queen, Destinee T. 

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2021 8:45AM 

To: 'Wood, Rebecca (OCME)' <rebecca .wood@dc.goy> 

Subject: RE: US Capito l Police -Office r Brian Sickn ick -Worker's Comp Claim 

I will consu lt with Department of Labor and get back to you on how we should proceed with the 

form. Thank you 

Destinee Queen 
Worker's Compensation Specialist I U.S. Capitol Police 
Office of Human Resources 
499 South Capitol St. 7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20003 
t : 202-963-8771 
~: Destinee.Oyeen@uscp.gov 

From: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) <rebecca.wood@dc !NY> 

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2021 8:40AM 

To: Queen, lJestinee I . <[)estlnee.UueenCaJuscp.gov> 

Subject: RE: US Cupito l Police Officer Briun Sickn ick Worker's Camp Cluim 

She did not. I was wondering that myself since there will be two doctors certifying the information, 

one from the hospital and one from our office. It looks like the autopsy report w ill be part of the 

final package that is submitted and that will be signed and sealed by the Medical Examiner. Just not 

sure where there is room for two docs to sign. 

Rebecca Wood, D-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca.Wood@dc.gov 
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202-698-90 I 9 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Queen, Destinee T. [majlto:Destjnee.Queen@uscp.goy) 
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2021 8:07 AM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: RE: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Camp Claim 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ohisb jog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Secu(ity Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you so much for your assistance. Page 2 would require a signature in section 12 and name and 

address of the physician completing the form in section 11 as well. Did the supervisor of medical 

records state that they are able to complete this section as well? 

Destinee Queen 
Worker's Compensation Specialist I U.S. Capitol Police 
Office of Human Resources 
499 South Capitol St. 7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20003 
'It: 202-963-8771 
~: Destjnee Oueen@uscp goy 

From: Wood, Rebecca (OCM E) <rebecca wood@dc gov> 

Sent: Fri day, January 29, 2021 7:56AM 

To: Queen, Destinee T. <Destjnee.Oueen@uscp goy> 

Subject : RE: US Capitol Police -Officer Br ian Sickn ick -Worker's Camp Claim 

Ms. Queen, 

I was contacted by the Supervisor of medical records who stated our office can fi ll out boxes 7-10 on 

IJdge 2 I.Jul we w ill nul I.Je di.Jie Lu fill uul 1-6 d~ Llru::,e ~!Jedk Lu cdre IJriur Lu Llecrlh; GWUH Hu::,!Jildl 

should be contacted for those boxes As far as the autopsy report goes, it can be requested from 

our Records Management Unit Records, ocme.records@dc goy, and their Supervisor can be cc'd: 

Anna Francis anna.francjs@dc goy. Put the request for an autopsy report on USCP letterhead and 

make sure that your signature is on the request. His case number should be included as well: 21-

00132. 

Hope this helps! 

Rebecca 

Rebecca Wood, D-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 
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Rebecca.Wood@dc.~y 

202-698-90 19 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Queen, Destinee T. [mailto:Oestjnee.Queen@usco.goy] 
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2021 7:14AM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: RE: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Comp Claim 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to objsh jog@dq wy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Good Morning Ms. Wood, 

Thank you for the update. I will reach out to Terencia Davenport. Thanks again for all of your 

assistance. 

Destinee Queen 
Worker's Compensation Specialist I U.S. Capitol Police 
Office of Human Resources 
499 South Capitol St. 7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20003 
t : 202-963-8771 
~: Destjnee.Oueen@uscp.goy 

From: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) <rebecca.wood@dc.gov:> 

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2021 7:09AM 

To: Queen, Destinee T. <Dest jnee Oueen@uscp,goy> 

Subject: RF: l JS C:r~pitn l Pnlir.P -Offir.Pr Rrir~n Sir.knic:k -WnrkPr'c; C:nmr C:lr~im 

Ms. Queen, 

I am getting nowhere. Even though I said you are requesting we only fi l l out the second page I think 

seeing the first page blank threw off the pathologist and the supervisor of records and I was told that 

we w ill not fill o ut this form, that it is somet hing the family fills out. I would suggest you reach out to 

Terencia Davenport terencia.dayenport@dc goy who is the pathology coord inator. 
T erencia E. Davenport 
Pathology Coordinator 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW, sth Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
202/698-9076 (office) 

202/213-1738 (cell) 

I don't know how much can be done at this point anyway since the cause of death has not been 

finalized. 
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Sorry! 

Rebecca 

ME#21-00132 

Rebecca Wood, D-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca.Wood@dc.gov 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-901 9 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Queen, Destinee T. [maHto: Destjnee.Queen@uscp.goy] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 2:43 PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: RE: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Comp Claim 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to pbjshin€@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). -· 

Thank you very much for your assistance in this matter. With rega rds to submission, should I follow 

up w it h you to retrieve t he comp leted form or should I contact Dr. Sasha Breland? 

Destinee Queen 
Worker's Compensation Specialist I U.S. Capitol Police 
Office of Human Resources 
499 South Capitol St. 7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20003 

11': 202-963-8771 
~: Destjnee Oueen@uscp goy 

From: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) <rebecca.wood@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 2:34 PM 

To: Queen, Destinee T. <Dest jnee Oueen@usco goy> 

Subject: RE: US Capitol Police -Office r Brian Sickn ick -Worker's Comp Claim 

M s. Queen, 

I have passed the document along to the Pathologist handling the case, Dr. Sasha Breland. 

Rebecca Wood , D-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
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40 I E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca. Wood@dq~ov 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Queen, Destinee T. [mailto:Destinee.Oueen@usco.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 11:54 AM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Comp Claim 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO SecuritY Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello Rebecca, 

Thank you for ret urn ing my call today. Att ached is t he claim fo rm ment ioned that needs to be 

completed by t he medical examiner for Brian Sicknick. I had t o attach t he enti re cla im form, however 

the medical office should only complete page 2 of t he form. I truly appreciate your assistance in this 

matter. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Destinee Queen 
Worker's Compensation Specialist I U.S. Capitol Police 
Office of Human Resources 
499 South Capitol St. 7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20003 
• : 202-963-8771 
~: Destjnee Oueen@uscp goy 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Dr. Breland, 

Wood. Rebecca IOCMEl 
Breland Sasba COCMEl 
FW: US Capitol Police ·Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker"s Comp Claim 
Wednesday, January 271 2021 2:35:06 I"M 
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Does this come to you or to Medica l Records? 21-00132. 

Thanks! 

Rebecca Wood, D-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner , Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca. Wood@dc.gov 

202-698-90 19 (W ) 
202-329-901 9 (C) 
202- 698-9103 (F) 

From: Queen, Destinee T. [mailto:Destinee.Queen@uscp.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 202111:54 AM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Comp Claim 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is sate. It you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello Rebecca, 

Thank you for return ing my call today. Attached is the claim form ment ioned that needs to be 

comp leted by the medical examiner for Brian Sicknick. I had to attach the enti re cla im form, however 

the medical office should only complete page 2 of the form. I truly appreciate your assistance in this 

matter. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Destinee Queen 
Worker's Compensation Specialist I U.S. Capitol Police 
Office of Human Resources 
499 South Capitol St. 7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20003 
.. : 202-963-8771 
~: Destjoee Oueen@uscp goy 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Davenport. Terencia COCMEl 
Djaz Francisco COCMEl 
FW: US Capitol Police ·Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker"s Comp Claim 
Thursdey, Februery 4, 2021 4:33:23 I"M 
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Terencia E. Davenport 
Pathology Coordinator 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW, sth Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
202/698-9076 (office) 
202/213-1738 (cell) 

* * * WE ARt;: 

From: Queen, Destinee T. [mailto:Destinee.Queen@uscp.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2021 9:38AM 
To: Davenport, Terencia (OCME) 
Cc: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: FW: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Comp Claim 

10\uTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to oh jshing@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good Morning Ms. Davenport, 

Thank you for taking my ca ll today. As per our conversat ion, I am attempting to get the attached 

form completed for deceased Officer Brian Sicknic<. Attached is t he physician's page of the 

Worker's Comp CASb form t hat is needed to be forwarded to Dept. of Labor. W ith t he guidance of 

Dept. of Labor, t hey have requested that t he physician's page be completed to t he best of your 

knowledge. Any areas of the form wh ich does not apply or is unknown, N/A can be written. Once the 

form is completed and signed, it can be scanned back to me for submission to Dept. of Labor. Your 

assistance is greatly appreciated. Please let me know ff any add it ional inf o rmati on or assistance is 
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needed in this matter. Have a great day! 

Destinee Queen 
Worker's Compensation Specialist I U.S. Capitol Police 
Office of Human Resources 
499 South Capitol St. 7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20003 
t : 202-963-8771 
~: Destjnee Oueen@uscp goy 

From: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) <rebecca.wood@dc.goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 2021 3:12 PM 

To: Queen, Destinee T. <Destj oee Oueeo@uscp goy> 

Subject: RE: US Capito l Police -Officer Brian Sickn ick -Worker's Camp Claim 

Yep, pass along to Terencia and I' ll pass along to Records management just in case! 

Rebecca Wood, D-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Wa.shil'lgton, DC 20024 

Rebecca.Wood@dc.gov 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Queen, Destinee T. [mailto:Destjnee,Queen@uscp.goy] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2021 9:43 AM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: RE: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Camp Claim 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phfsb jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good Morning Ms. Wood, 

After reaching out to Dept. of Labor regarding the two sets of information being requested on the 

CA~b(page 2), 1 rece1ved the below response: 

" The Capitol Hill cases are all being assigned to orJe office. I reached out to the District Director and 

she provided the response below. I hope this helps. 

Seems to me they could both complete the forms writing n/a for what doesn't apply to them but 
honestly I om sure we only need one of them to complete it." 
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Should I pass this information along to Terencia Davenport or is there another physician to speak to 

regarding page 2 of t he CASb being complete according to Dept. of Labor's guidance? I really 

appreciate your assistance in this matter. 

Destinee Queen 
Worker's Compensation Specialist I U.S. Capitol Police 
Office of Human Resources 
499 South Capitol St. 7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20003 
• : 202-963-8771 
~: Destjnee Queen@uscp gov 

From: Queen, Destinee T. 

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2021 8:45AM 

To: 'Wood, Rebecca (OCME)' <rebecca wood@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sickn ick -Worker's Comp Claim 

I will consu lt with Department of Labor and get back to you on how we should proceed with the 

form. Thank you 

Destinee Queen 
Worker's Compensation Specialist I U.S. Capitol Police 
Office of Human Resources 
499 South Capitol St. 7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20003 
. : 202-963-8771 
~: Destjoee Oueen@uscp goy 

From: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) <rebecca.wood@dc.gov> 

Sent: Friday, January 29, 20218:40 AM 

To: Queen, Destinee T. <Dest inee.Oueen@uscp gov> 

Subject: RE: US Capito l Police -Office r Brian Sickn ick -Worker's Comp Claim 

She did not. I was wondering that myself since there will be two doctors cert ifying the information, 

one from the hospita l and one from our office. It looks like the autopsy report wil l be part of the 

final package that is submitted and that wil l be signed and sea led by the Medical Examiner. Just not 

sure where there is room for two docs to sign. 

Rebecca Wood, D-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic I nvesti~ations 
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401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca.Wood@dc.gov 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-90 I 9 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Queen1 Destinee T. [mailto:Destjnee.Queen@uscp.goy] 
Sent: Friday/ January 291 2021 8:07AM 
To: Wood/ Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: RE: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Comp Claim 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click' on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to Qhishfne@dc eov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you so much for your assistance. Page 2 would require a signature in section 12 and name and 

address of the physician completing the form in section 11 as well. Did the supervisor of medical 

records state that they are able to complete this section as well? 

Destinee Queen 
Worker's Compensation Specialist I U.S. Capitol Police 
Office of Human Resources 
499 South Capitol St. 7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20003 
t : 202-963-8771 
~: Destinee.Oueen@uscp.gov 

From: Wood, Rebecca (OCM E) <rPhPrrri wnnrl@dr env> 

Sent: Fri day, January 29, 2021 7:56AM 

To: Queen, Destinee T. <Destjnee.Oueen@uscp ~ov> 

Subject: RE: US Capito l Police -Office r Brian Sickn ick -Worker's Camp Claim 

Ms. Queen, 

I was contacted by the Supervisor of medical records who stated our office can fill out boxes 7-10 on 

page 2 but we will not be able to fill out 1-6 as those speak to care prior to death; GWUH Hospital 

should be contacted for those boxes. As far as the autopsy report goes, it can be requested from 

our Records Management Unit Records, acme records@dc.~ov, and their Supervisor can be cc'd: 

Anna Francis anna.francis@dc eov. Put the request for an autopsy report on USCP letterhead and 

make sure that your signature is on the request. His case number should be included as well: 21-

00132. 

Hope this helps! 

Rebecca 

Rebecca Wood, 0-ABMDI 
Lead forensic hwcstisator 
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Office of the Chief Medjcal Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca. Wood@dc.3ov 

202- 698- 9019 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698-9 l 03 (F) 

From: Queen, Destinee T. [mailto:Destinee.Queeo@uscp.goy] 
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2021 7:14AM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: RE: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Comp Claim 

CAlfTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
I Lnless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjshfog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good Morning Ms. Wood, 

Thank you for the update. I will reach out to Terencia Davenport. Thanks again for all of your 

assistance. 

Destinee Queen 
Worker's Compensation Specialist I U.S. Capitol Police 
Office of Human Resources 
499 South Capitol St. 7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20003 
'8': 202-963-8771 
@ : Destjnee Oueen@uscp goy 

From: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) <rebecca wood@dc goy> 

Sent; Fri day, January 29, 2021 7:09 AM 

To: Queen, Destinee T. <Destj oee.Oueeo@uscp.gov> 

Subject: RE: US Capito l Police -Office r Brian Sickn ick -Worker's Camp Claim 

Ms. Queen, 

I am getting nowhere. Even though I said you are requesting we only fi ll out the second page I think 

seeing the first page blank threw off the pathologist and the supervisor of records and I was told that 

we wi ll not fill out this form, that it is something the family f ills out. I would suggest you reach out to 

Terencia Davenport t erencja dayenport@dc. gov who is the pathology coordinator. 
Tereocia E. Davenport 
Pathology Coordinator 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW, 5th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
202/698-9076 (office) 
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202/213-1738 (cell) 

I don't know how much can be done at t his point anyway since the cause of death has not been 

finalized. 

Sorry ! 

Rebecca 

ME#21-00132 

Rebecca Wood, D-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca.Wood@dc.~y 

202-698-901 9 (W) 
202-329-901 9 (C) 

202-698-9 103 (F) 

From: Queen, Destinee T. [mailto:Destinee.Queeo@uscp.goy] 
Sent: Wednesday, January D, lUll 1:43 PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: RE: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Comp Claim 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to obish !m~@dq~ov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you very much for your assistance in this matter. With regards to submission, should I follow 

up with you to retrieve t he comp leted form or should I contact Dr. Sasha Breland? 

Destinee Queen 
Worker's Compensation Specialist I U.S. Capitol Police 
Office of Human Resources 
499 South Capitol St. 7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20003 
W': 202-963-8771 
~: Destjnee Queen@uscp gov 

From: Wood, Rebecca (OCM E) <rebecca.wood@dc sov> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 2:34 PM 

To: Queen, Dest inee T. <Destjnee.Oueen@uscp.gov> 

Subject: RE: US Capitol Police -Office r Brian Sickn ick -Worker's Camp Claim 

M s. Queen, 

I have passed the document along to the Pathologist handl ing the case, Dr. Sasha Breland. 
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Rebecca Wood, 0 - ABMOJ 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca .Wood@dc.~y 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-90 19 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Queen, Destinee T. [maHto: Destjoee.Queeo@uscp.goy] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 11:54 AM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Comp Claim 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pb jsbiog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello Rebecca, 

Thank you for ret urn ing my cal l today. Att ached is the claim form ment ioned that needs to be 

complet ed by t he medical examiner for Brian Sicknick. I had to attach the enti re cla im form, however 

the medical off ice should only complete page 2 of the form. I truly appreciate your assistance in this 

matter. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Destinee Queen 
Worker's Compensation Specialist I U.S. Capitol Police 
Office of Human Resources 
499 South Capitol St. 7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20003 
• : 202-963-8771 
~: Destjnee Oueen@uscp.gov 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

{6,ga :JUO?n.f 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 
FW: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 
Monday, April 19, 2021 4:53:45 f'M 

Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Conte Widman, Carmen [mail to:carmen.contewidman@warnermedia.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:51 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please {orwa rd to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good Afternoon-

l'm reach ing out on beha lf of CNN NEW DAY. We wou ld like to request a LIVE interview with Dr. 

Francisco Diaz regarding the autopsy of Officer Brian Sicknick. 

New Day is LIVE between 6-9am ET. Can he join us anytime tomorrow morn ing? We can send a 

studio van to him or do th is via CISCO or SKYPE. 

Please conf irm this has been received. Thank you. Carmen 
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Carmen Widman 
CNN's New Day 

Carmen contewjdmao@turner com 

Cell 646-467-1742 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Diaz. Francisco (OCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
FW: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5 : 17:38 f'M 

imageOOl.ong 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Ch ief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco d jaz@dc.€OV 

From: Conte Widman, Carmen [mailto:carmen.contewidman@warnermedia.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 5:03 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good Aftern oon-

l'm re<Jching out on beh<J if of CNN NEW DAY. We wou ld like to request <J LIVE interview with Dr. 

Francisco Diaz regarding the autopsy of Office r Brian Sicknick. 

New Day is LIVE between 6-9am ET. Can he join us anytime tomorrow morning? We can send a 

stud io van to him or do t his via CISCO or SKYPE. 

Please conf irm t his has been received. Thank you. Carmen 

Carmen Widman 
CNN's New Day 

Carmen cont ewidman@turner com 

Cell 646-467-1742 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
PN: Yahoo News request - On Deadline 
Wednesday, February 17, 2021 9 :38:22 AM 

Sa Vern M . Fripp I Administrative Coordinator I Office of the Chief MedjcaJ Examiner 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6092 I Washington, D C 20024 
O ffice: (202) 698-9009 I Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax: (202) 698-9101 
Email: savero &ipp@dc gnv I Web: www ocme de gnv 

From: Caitlin Dickson [mailto:cdickson@yahoonews.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 9:34AM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Yahoo News request - On Deadline 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phish ing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi there, 

I'm currently working on a story about a number of questions and conspiratorial claims that 

have been raised recently about Capitol Police Officer Bri an Sicknick's death, and I'm hoping 

you can provide some information that could help clear things up. My deadline is 4pm EST 

today, Feb. 17. 

-· 

Fi rst, can you confirm a cause of death for Officer Sicknick, or share any information about the 

find ings of his autopsy? 

One particu lar post by the website Revolver News - which has been cited and further 

promoted by prominent cable news hosts, magazine columnists, and members of Congress 

alleges, among other things, that federal authorities are "hiding the medical report" w ith 

Officer Sicknick's cause of death. 

The same post also suggests that Officer Sicknick's body may have been cremated without his 

family's authorization, speculating about "Why, one must wonder, would a family stil l 

search ing for answers, who has no autopsy results, no death certificate, and no medica l 

report, authorize a cremation? Did they?" 

Can you confirm whether or not Officer Sicknick's family authorized his cremation, and 
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whether they receive a death certificate and/or autopsy results? Had all necessary tests been 

conducted to determine Officer Sicknick's cause of death before his body was cremated? 

Finally, can you perhaps explain why the autopsy findings I official cause of death in th is case 

have not yet been made public? It seems as though the lack of officia l details is really fueling 

speculation here, so any information you can provide to help set the record straight wou ld be 

greatly appreciated. 

Best, 

Ca it lin 

Caitlin Dickson 
Senior Reporter, Yahoo News 
cdjckson@yahoonews com 1847.404.3956 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Breland. Sasha (OCME) 
Lyles Qenjse <OCME> 
FW: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - RE: Additional Medical Records 
Friday, March 26, 202111:10:53 AM 

imageOOl.ong 
FFXHospSjckn jck 2021 03 02 15 32 13 102 1 pdf 

Please upload these to thee-case f il e. 

Thanks! 

Saslia 'Bre{anc{, Jvl.V. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Ch ief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone : 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.bre land @dc.gay 

From: Scarpelli, Anthony (USADC) [mailto:Anthony.Scarpelli@usdoj.gov] 
Sent: Friday, March 26, 202110:50 AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Palmertree, Riley M. (WF) (FBI) 
Cc: Breland, Sasha (OCME); Light, Gilead (USADC) 
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - RE: Additional Medical Records 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unle$$ you recognize the $ender and know that the content i$ $afe If you believe that this email is suspiciOU$, 

please forward to obishjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello Dr. Breland and Dr. Diaz, 

We are just making sure you have these medical records. 

Thank you. 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <f rancisco djaz@dc goy> 

Sent: Wednesday, March 24, 2021 2:08 PM 

To: Pa lmertree, Riley M. (WF} (FBI } <rmoalmertree@fbi gov> 

Cc: Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha breland@dc goy>; Scarpell i, Anthony (USADC) 

<AScarpellj@usa doj goy> 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL EMAIL]- RE: Addit iona l Medica l Records 

I can. 

Dr. Breland is out for the day. 

Lel rr1e knuw wlldl rr urr~uer Lu cd ll. 
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Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco djaz@dc €OY 

From: Palmertree, Riley M. (WF) (FBI) (mailto:rmpa!mertree@fbi.gay] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 24, 20211:52 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Breland, Sasha (OCME); Anthony.Scarpell j@usdoj.goy 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - RE: Additional Medical Records 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjshjng@dc.goy for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dr. Diaz and Dr. Breland, 

Do either/both of you have a moment for a quick call today? 

Riley 

On Mar 23, 2021 9:37AM, "Diaz, Francisco (OCME)" <francisco diaz@dc goy> wrote: 
Thank you, received l 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Woshington, DC. 

Francisco.djaz@dqNv 

-· 
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From: Scarpelli, Anthony (USAOC) [mailto:Aotbooy.Scarpelli@usdQj.goy] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2021 9:26AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Breland, Sasha (OCME)i Light, Gilead (USADC)i Palmertree, Riley M. (WF) (FBI) 
Subject: Re: Additional Medical Records 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ph ishjng@dq~oy tor additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

He is the call in for Friday, March 26, 2021 , at 9:00a.m. : 

844-867-6280 
Access· 091141 

On Mar 23, 2021 , at 8:58AM, Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco diaz@dc goy> wrote: 

Agreed 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco d iaz@dc €OV 

< im aoeOOl.png > 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2021 7:29AM 
To: Scarpelli, Anthony (USADC) 
Cc: Light, Gilead (USADC)i Diaz, Francisco (OCME)i Palmertree, Riley M. (WF) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: Additional Medical Records 

9:00am works best for me. 

Sasfia 'Bre{anc{, :M.V . 
Deputy Medical Examiner 
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Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 F StrP-et SW 

Wash ington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobi le: 202-329-9020 

sash a. brela nd @de. goy 

From: Scarpelli, Anthony (USADC) [mailto:Anthony.Scarpellj@usdoj .gov] 
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2021 6:01 PM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Cc: Light, Gilead (USADC); Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Palmertree, Riley M. (WF) (FBI) 
Subject: Re: Additional Medical Records 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjsh jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon Dr. Breland and Dr. Diaz, 

Do you have time for a quick call Friday? How about either 9:00 or 4:00? 

Thank you. 

On Mar 11 , 2021 , at 7:21 AM, Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha breland@dc goy> 
wrote: 

Received ... thank you 

Sasfia 11re{anc{, :M..'D. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Ch ief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.bre land @dc.goy 

From: Light, Gilead (USADC) [mailto:Gjlead.Light@usdoj.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 20211 :04 PM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Palmertree, Riley M. (WF) (FBI); Scarpelli, 
Anthony (USADC) 
Subject: Additional Medical Records 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of t he DC Government. Do not click on 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 
content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phishing@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

<imageOO l.jpg> <image002. git> 

This is a secure message. 

Click here by 2021-03-19 18:08 UTC to read your message. 
After that, open the attachment. 

More Info 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Adams. Rodney COCMEl 

Adams Cheryle COCMEl: Fje!ds Beverly COCMEl; )jaz Erancjsco COCMEl 

FW: (EXTERNAL) RE: FOIA request 
Tul'!sday, April 20, 2021 10:35:49 AM 

As you'll note from the back and forth below, reporter Mark Seagraves has his knickers in a bind. I will need to run ESRs 
through OCTO to assure we are responsive. 

Rod 

Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney .Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiali ty Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. ffyou are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [majlto·Mark SeW!ves@nbcunj com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 10:30 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Suhject: Re: [F.XTF.RNA L] RF: FOTA request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Govemment. Do not click on links or open attachments tmless you 
recognize U1e sender and know that the content is safe. lfyou believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
pruslling@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

f really don'tmean to be problematic about this but you don't need my address the foia law does not require t.hat, it does not 
require you to use the portal. 
That said 1 already have an account on the portal and have submitted it through the portal. 

Thank you fir your attention LO this request. 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997- I 576 
@ScgrnvcsNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. r would never do tbat. Although it would explain tbe typos. 

> On Apr 20,2021, at 10:21 AM, Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> OK, then J need your mailing address so r can set it up for you. 
> 
> Rod 
> 
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> Rodney K. Adams 
> General Counsel 
> Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
> for the District of Columbia 
> 40 I E Street SW, Wasbington, DC 20024 
> 0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
> Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
> 
> 
> 
> Confidentiality Notice 
> 
> This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part oftbis message. Jfyou have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
> 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [majlto·Mark See-raves@nbcun j com) 
> Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 10:16 AM 
> To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
> Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL) RE: FOIA request 
> 
> CAUTION: This email originated from outside oflhe DC Government. Do no! click on links or open attachments unless 
you n::coguizt: tht: st:m.lt:r aml know thattht: coutt:ut is saft:. If you!Jdit:vt: that this t:mail is suspicious, plt:ast: forward to 
pbisbing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 
> 
> DC law does not require me to go through !he portal. de FOlA law is very clear about !hat.l do wish to pursue this 
request. Thank you 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 
> Sent from my iPbone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
> 

>> On Apr 20, 2021, at 10:11 AM, Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
>> 
>> Mr. Seagraves: 
>> 
>> Thank you for your message. If you wish to pursue this request, please register and complete the form on the District's 
FOIA portal (https'//urldefense com/y3/ https'//fojn-
dc eov/ · ttpiZeeWSwscynRO '5cx7xdP3raGY8LsHjueC5SC!l.ZYaKmpi UKbOYBAxbX8vb2tbxZBFWOcnJFWE!laCOM$ 
) so we can process it appropriately. Tfyou do not, I will assume that you are withdrawing the request. 
>> 
>> All the best, 
>> 
>> Rod 
>> 
>> Rodney K. Adams 
>> General Counsel 
>> Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
>> for the District of Columbia 
» 401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
'>'> 0: 202.69&.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
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>> Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> Confidentiality Notice 
>> 
>> This message is being sent by or on behalf of a la\.\ryer. It is intended exclusively tor the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. This conununication may contain infonnation that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. lfyou are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> -----Original Message-----
» From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [maBto·Mark Seeraves@nbcunj com] 
>>Sent: Monday, Apri l l9, 202 14:33 PM 
>> To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
>> Subject: FOIA request 
>> 
>> CAUfTON: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe U1al lllis email is suspicious, please forward to 
phisl1ing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>> 
>> 
>> I would like all emails between Peter Herman of the Washington post and Cberyle Adams or Beverly Fields or anyone 
at OCME regarding cause and manner for Officer BRIAN Sicknick. 

>> I am making this request under Ule freedom of information act. 
>> 
>> Mark Segraves 
>> NBC Washington News 
» 202-997- 1576 
>> @SegravesNBC4 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
>> 
>> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
caiJing l -855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and 
help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
> 

> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 
1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, tiuruJy, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Togelller we can save lives and end this pandenlic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-
855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Togelller we can save lives and end this pandenlic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

{6,ga :JUO?n.f 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 
FW: cause of death? RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 
Monday, April19, 2021 4 :06:14 f'M 

Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodoey.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed . This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrisales@npr.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:01 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: cause of death? RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please {orwa rd to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

I am seeing a WaPo story on the late officer Sicko ick's cause of death but not seeing a release for t he 

M E's office? I haven't had luck reaching Cheryle. Can you help? 

Best, 
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Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

1111 Nort h Capitol Street NE 

Wash jn~ton DC 20002 

{202) 845-3980 cell 

{202)-513-3709 NPR HQ office 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

www. npr.or~ 

Twitter: @c~rjsales 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 2021 1:40 PM 

To: Claudia Grisales <CGrisa les@npr.org> 

Subject: RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

You are correct as to access to autopsy reports. The limitations on access to death certificates are 
contained .i.n the s tatutes that I cited for you. 

All the best, 

~cf:Jlaam.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de ~ov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or d isseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 
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in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrjsales@opr.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 20211 :14 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status .. . 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjshjng@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you much. I did get that init ial email and missed it, apologies. To double, t riple check, believe 

this says t hat autopsy report is not pub lic un less next of kin gives authorization or t here's a 

subpoena or court order? Do I have that right? Also, I'm resubmitting the request for the death 

certificate via vit al records, but is there guidance whether there are lim its t here as well ? 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

{202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 2021 1:01 PM 

To: Claud ia Grisales <CGrisa les@npr or1p 

Subject: RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status .. . 

Ms. Grisales: 

Thanks for your message. It suggests th at the m essaging system within the District's FOIA portal 
didn' t function properly to deliver the email that I sent to you. For your convenience, 1 have 
inserted the text of my email below. 

Dear Ms. Grisales: 

This is in response to your request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) for the 
following: 

Requesting the autopsy report and death certificate for late U.S. Capitol Police officer 
Brian Sicknick who died from injuries suffered in the Jan. 6 insurrection. (Date Range for 
Record Search: From 01/06/ 202'1 To 12/31/2021) 
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Access to medical examiner records varies widely between jurisdictions. The public policy 
of the District of Columbia is that all persons are entitled to full and complete information 
regarding the affairs of government and the official acts of those who represent them as 
public officials and employees. However, this is tempered by the protection of privacy 
for individual citizens and their survivors. A mission of the Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner (OCME) is to support the families who have suffered a loss. See National 
Archives and Records Admin V Eayjsh. 541 US 157 (2004). Disclosure of personal 
information, especially medical records, is not permitted under FOIA. DC Code 2-534(a) 
(2) and 5 USC 552(b)(6). More specifically, see DC Code 5-1412 under DC Code 2-534(a) 
(6). Accordingly, OCME does not release autopsy reports in response to FOIA requests. 
A direct request to OCME for an autopsy report would need to be accompanied by 1) an 
authorization of the next of kin for release of information, 2) a subpoena, or 3) a court 
order. DC Code 5-1412 and 28 DCMR 5000. In cases where an investigation has not 
been completed, as here, additional FOIA exceptions such as DC Code 2-534(a)(2), (a)(3), 
(a)(4), and (e) are applicable. Therefore, I must advise you that your request for the 
autopsy report of Officer Sicknick is decl ined. 
Death certificates are not maintained by OCME. These records are kept by Vital Records 
within the DC Department of Health. Therefore, a request for a death certificate should 
be directed to Vital Records. Access to death certificates is limited to those individuals 
listed in DC Code 7-231.24 and 7-231.25. 
Under DC Code 2-537 and 1 DCMR 412, you have the right to appeal this letter to the 
Mayor or to the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. If you elect to appeal to the 
Mayor, your appeal must be in writ ing and contain "Freedom of Information Act Appeal" 
or "FOIA Appeal" in the subject line of the letter as well on the outside of the envelope. 
The appeal must include (1) a copy of the original request; (2) a copy of any written 
denial; (3) a statement of the circumstances, reasons, and/or arguments advanced in 
support of disclosure; and (4) a daytime telephone number, and e-mail and/or U.S. Mail 
address at which you can be reached. The appeal may be submitted online via the DC 
government Public FOIA Portal. Written appeals may also be mailed to: The Mayor's 
Office of Legal Counsel, FOIA Appeal; 1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 407, 
Washington, D.C. 20004. Electronic versions of the same information can instead be e
mailed to The Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel at foia.appeals@dc.gov. Further, a copy 
of all appeal materials must be forwarded to the OCME FOIA Officer. Failure to follow 
these administrative steps will result in delay in the processing and commencement of a 
response to your appeal to the Mayor. 
If you have any additional questions regarding this request, you may contact me at this 
email address. 
All the best, 

Rod Adams 
Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

I hope this js helpful to you. 
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tf>ga:JUa-m.$ 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

.. 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrjsales@opr.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 12:54 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pb!Sh!ogtdJdc gqy for additional analysis by OCTO Secunty Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Could I get more info on w hy t his FOIA request was closed? I assume I need to resubmit this FOIA 

request? 

Best, 

Claud ia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 
(202\ 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: @q~risales 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Her update ... 

{6,ga :JUO?n.f 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 
FW: cause of death? RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 
Monday, April19, 2021 4:23: 18 f'M 

Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for t he Dist rict of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodoey.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrisales@npr.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:22 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: cause of death? RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please {orwa rd to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Got it, disregard, thanks! 

From: Claudia Grisa les 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 2021 4:01 PM 

To: 'Adams, Rodney (OCME)' <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: cause of death? RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 
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Hello, 

I am seeing a WaPo story on the late officer Sickn ick's cause of death but not seeing a release for the 

M E's office? I haven't had luck reaching Cheryle. Can you help? 

Best, 

Claud ia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

1111 North Capitol Street NE 

Wash ington DC 20002 

(202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-3709 NPR HQ office 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

www apr org 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 20211:40 PM 

To: Claudia Grisales <CGrjsa les@npr.org> 

Subject: RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

You are correct as to access to autopsy reports. The limitations on access to death certificates are 
contained in the statutes that I cited for you. 

All the best, 

~cC :/Uwrr.,
Rodoey K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrisales@nor.ora] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 1:14PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that t~is email is suspicious, 
please forward to obisbjog@dc gov for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you much. I did get that init ial email and missed it , apologies. To double, trip le check, believe 

this says that autopsy report is not pub lic un less next of kin gives authorization or t here's a 

subpoena or cou rt order? Do I have that right? Also, I' m resubmit t ing t he request for t he death 

certificate via vi tal records, but is there guidance whether there are lim its t here as well? 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 
(202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: @cgrisales 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCM E) <rodney .adams@dc gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 20211:01 PM 

To: Claudia Grisales <CGrjsa les@npr,org> 

Subject: RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status .. . 

Ms. Grisales: 
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Thanks for your message. It suggests that the messaging system within the District's FOJA portal 
didn't function properly to deliver the email that I sent to you. For your convenience, I have 
inserted the text of my email below. 

Dear Ms. Grisales: 

This is in response to your request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) for the 
following: 

Requesting the autopsy report and death certificate for late U.S. Capitol Police officer 
Brian Sicknick who died from injuries suffered in the Jan. 6 insurrection. (Date Range for 
Record Search: From 01/06/2021 To 12/31/2021) 
Access to medical examiner records varies widely between jurisdictions. The public policy 
of the District of Columbia is that all persons are entitled to full and complete information 
regarding the affairs of government and the official acts of those who represent them as 
public officials and employees. However, this is tempered by the protection of privacy 
for individual citizens and their survivors. A mission of the Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner (OCME) is to support the families who have suffered a loss. See National 
Archives and Records Admin. V. Fayjsh. 541 US 157 (2004). Disclosure of personal 
information, especially medical records, is not permitted under FOIA. DC Code 2-534(a) 
(2) and 5 USC 552(b)(6). More specifically, see DC Code 5-1412 under DC Code 2-534(a) 
(6). Accordingly, OCME does not release autopsy reports in response to FOIA requests. 
A direct request to OCME for an autopsy report would need to be accompanied by 1) an 
authorization of the next of kin for release of information, 2) a subpoena, or 3) a court 
order. DC Code 5-1412 and 28 DCMR 5000. In cases where an investigation has not 
been completed, as here, additional FOIA exceptions such as DC Code 2-534(a)(2), (a)(3), 
(a)(4), and (e) are applicable. Therefore, I must advise you that your request for the 
autopsy report of Officer Sicknick is decl ined. 
Death certificates are not maintained by OCME. These records are kept by Vital Records 
within the DC Department of Health. Therefore, a request for a death certificate should 
be directed to Vital Records. Access to death certificates is limited to those individuals 
listed in DC Code 7-231.24 and 7-231.25. 
Under DC Code 2-537 and 1 DCMR 412, you have the right to appeal t his letter to the 
Mayor or to the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. If you elect to appeal to the 
Mayor, your appeal must be in writ ing and contain "Freedom of Information Act Appeal" 
or ''FOIA Appeal" in the subject line of the letter as well on the outside of the envelope. 
The appeal must include (1) a copy of the original request; (2) a copy of any written 
denial; (3) a statement of the circumstances, reasons, and/or arguments advanced in 
support of disclosure; and (4) a daytime telephone number, and e-mail and/or U.S. Mail 
address at which you can be reached. The appeal may be submitted .ooli.o.e. via the DC 
government Public FOIA Portal. Written appeals may also be mailed to: The Mayor's 
ornce uf LeS:Jdl CUUII!:>el, FOIA AfJfJedl; 1350 PerHl!:>YIVdllid Avellue, N.W., Suile 407, 
Washington, D.C. 20004. Electronic versions of the same information can instead bee
mailed to The Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel at foia.appeals@dc.gov. Further, a copy 
of all appeal materials must be forwarded to the OCME FOIA Officer. Failure to follow 
these administ rative steps wi ll result in delay in the processing and commencement of a 
response to your appeal to the Mayor. 
If you have any additional questions regarding this request, you may contact me at this 
email address. 
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All the best, 

Rod Adams 
Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

I hope this is helpful to you. 

f&a:?Uams 
Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rod ney.Ada ms@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrjsales@opr.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 12:54 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to oblshiog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hel lo, 
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Could I get more info on why this FOIA request was closed? I assume I need to resubmit this FOIA 

request? 

Best, 

Claud ia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 
(202) 845-3980 cell 

(202}-513-2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Breland. Sasha (OCME) 
Lyles Denjse <OCME> 
FW: ePCR***CONFIDENTIAL/HIPAA protected info 
Friday, January 8, 2021 1:59:19 PM 

1307 OOl.pdf 

Can you drop t his in the f ile for 21-00132? 

Thanks! 

Sasfia r.Bre{and', :M. V. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Ch ief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobi le: 202-329-9020 

sasba.bre land @dc.gov 

From: Mitchell, Roger (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 20211:57 PM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: Fw: ePCR* * * CONFIDENTIAL/HIPAA protected info 

FYI 

Roger A. Mitchell Jr. MD 
interim Deputy Mayor for Public Safety and Justice 
Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner 
Washington DC 
202-329-900 I 

From: Mauro, Amy (FEMS) <Amy.Mauro@dc.gov> 

Sent: Fri day, January 8, 20211:49 PM 

To: Mitchell, Roger (OCM E) <roger.mitchell@dc gov> 

Cc: Gi l, Helder (EOM) <helder.gil@dc.gov>; Donnelly, John (FEMS) <john.donnelly@dc.gov>; 

Douglas, Mi lton Jr. (FEMS) <milton douglas@dc goy> 

Subject: ePCR** *CONFIDENTIAL/HIPAA protected info 

Here is the full electronic pati ent care report, being shared under the law enforcement/investigative 

exceptions under HIPAA. 

Amy C. Mamo, E sq. 
Chief of Staff, FEMS 
(202) 715-7351 
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From: Holman, Robert (FEMS) <robert holman@dc €OV> 

Sent: Friday, January 8, 20211:38 PM 

To: Ma uro, Amy (FEMS) <Amy.Mauro@dc.goy> 

Subject: FW: Attached Image 

As requested. 

Robert P. Ho lman, M.D. 

Medical Director 

D.C. F.E.M.S. 

2000 14th Street, NW 

Washington, D.C. 20009 
202-715-2856 Office 

202-658-9158 Cel l 

robert.holmao@dc.€OV 

For the latest information on tbe District Government's response to COVlD-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayjms de gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Castillo Susana CEOMl; Foster LaToya CEOMl 
Qedner Oljyja CEOMl; Ejelds Beverly COCMEl 
FYI Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview reque.st 

Monday, April 19, 2021 5:02:06 PM 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 4:54PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 

f&a :llaam.s 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Conte Widman, Carmen [mailto: carmen.contewidman@waroermedia.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:51 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that t~is email is suspicious, 
please forward to ohjshjng@dc goy for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good Aftern oon-

l'm reach ing out on beha lf of CNN NEW DAY. We would like to request a LIVE interview with Dr. 

Francisco Diaz regarding the autopsy of Officer Brian Sicknick. 

New Day is LIVE between 6-9am ET. Can he join us anytime tomorrow morning? We can send a 

studio van to him or do t h is v ia CISCO or SKYPE. 

Please conf irm this has been received. Thank you. Carmen 

Carmen Widman 
CNN's New Day 

Carmen co ntewjdman@turner com 

Cell 646-467-1742 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
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to fhends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Djaz Francisco COCME) 
FYI: 3.22.21 AM Press Clips 
Monday, March 22, 2021 8:33:32 AM 

Good morning Dr. Diaz, 

Please see the press clips below for your review. Additionally, I will ask Angelica to add 
you to the list serv to receive these daily press clipping emails. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 0Lief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme dc.goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), pleas e visit coronay irus.dc.goy . 

From: Mattox, Angelica (EOM) 
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2021 7:29AM 
To: Mattox, Angelica (EOM) 
Subject: 3.22.21 AM Press Clips 

MMB 

' It's not a local issue anymore': D.C. statehood moves from political fringe to the center of the 
national Democratic agenda 
March 20,2021 
The Washington Post II Mike DeBonis and Meagao Flynn 

"People think we're wards of the Congress," said Beverly Perry, the top adviser to Mayor Muriel E. 
Bowser (D) on statehood advocacy. "We spend a lot of time correcting people" - even in 
neighboring Maryland, where Perry testified last Monday in support of a pro-statehood resolution 
pending in the House ofDelegates. 

D.C. public school students like our kids pay an immeasurable price without in-person classes 
March 19, 2021 
The \Vashington Post II Joanne Levine and Caroline Mehta 
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There has been a lot or spin coming fTom D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) and Schools Chancellor 
Lewis D. Ferebee that DCPS has "reopened strong." This is a farce at best, an insult at worse. From 
where we sit, it's a haldfacedlie. Our eighth-grade daughters have zero opportunities for in-person 
instruction. 

No weddings. no galas: Event planners feel overlooked as covid restrictions are lifted for others 
March 20, 2021 
The Washington Post II Emily Davies 

The fate of Caroline Foster's wedding day depended on a news conference Monday, when D.C. 
Mayor Muriel E. Bowser was set to announce the first sweeping roJJback of coronavirus restrictions. 

Some DC youth sports return to competition 
March 19, 2021 
WTOP II Megan Cloherty 
Moderate- and high-contact sports are still restricted from competition in the District, and Mayor 
Muriel Bowser has said she 'JJ reevaluate where the health metrics are u1 early April to decide 
whether that will change. 

DC 911 interim director details errors. pledges improvements 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Neal Augenstein 

Mayor Muriel Bowser is in the midst of a nationwide search for the director. 

DC loosening some coronavirus restrictions 
March 22, 2021 
WTOP II Colleen Kelleher 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser last week extended the city' s public health emergency through May 20. 

All DC restaurants can serve alcohol until midnight starting Monday 
March 20, 2021 
WTOP II Valerie Bonk 

Establishments that serve alcohol can resume serving beverages to customers daily from 6 a. m. to 
midnight, according to an order by Mayor Muriel Bowser and an emergency decision from the city' s 
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board. 

Everything you need to know about the push for D.C. statehood. hours before hearing begins 
March 22, 2021 
WJLA II John Gonzalez 

Mayor Muriel Bowser says H.R. 51, the Washington, D.C. Admission Act, is a promising sign that 
our country is finally ready to right this historic wrong. However, GOP opponents of the bill call it 
unconstitutional. 

'Now, we carry that momentum:' Mayor Bowser urges '#DCStatehood' stories ahead of 
bearing 
March 20, 2021 
WJLA II Kristen Schneider 

Mayor Muriel Bowser is encouraging DC residents to show their support on social media ahead of 
Monday's statehood hearing. 

Coronayjrus in DC. Maryland. Yirgipja: What to Know on March 21 
March 21, 2021 
NBC Washington II Staff 
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More people will be able to celebrate Mass at the Basilica of the National Shrine of the Immaculate 
Conception on Easter and during Holy Week. D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser's office temporarily raised 
coronavirus-related capacity limits at the Basilica. The mayor's office granted the Archdiocese a 
waiver to allow between 750 and 1,500 people inside. 

DC Raises Capacity Limit at Basilica for Easter. Holy Week 
March 19, 2021 
NBC Washington II Staff 

Mayor Muriel Bowser's office temporarily raised coronavims-related capacity limits at the Basilica. 
The mayor' s office granted the Archdiocese a waiver to allow between 750 and 1. ,500 people inside. 

Biden Supports DC Statehood. With Congressional Hearing Scheduled Monday 
March 19, 2021 
NBC Washington II Staff 

Mayor Muriel Bowser seemed excited to get the support, tweeting, "Let's get it done Mr. President." 

Kiss Tavern In Shaw Loses Liquor License After Allegedly Violating COVID-1 9 Restrictions 
March 22, 2021 
DCist II CoUeen Grablick 

Under D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser' s current executive order, hookah lounges must remain closed 
unless they operate as a licensed food establ ishment with ABRA. At the time of the vio lations 
described, Bowser's order also required on-site alcohol sales to stop at 10 p.m. 

D.C. Hesitates To Expand Hotel Shelter Program For Medically Vulnerable Residents. As 
Waitlist Grows 
March 19, 2021 
Colleen Grablick 

In mid-February of this year, Ward 1 Councilmember and chair of the Committee on Human 
Services Brianne Nadeau cal led on Mayor Muriel Bowser to allocate a portion of the fiscal year 
2022 budget to purchase the hotels for short-term PEP-V housing and longer term permanent 
supportive housing. In a similar letter to the mayor, Ward 5 Councilmember Kenyan McDuffie 
requested that the city invest $140 million in the next budget to purchase and convert the 
Washington Marriott Wardmau Park Hotel into au affordable and permanent supportive housing site. 

DC Adults of All Ages Can Pre-Register for COY I D-19 vaccination 
March 19, 2021 
DC Pos t // Jane Smith 

DC Mayor Muriel Bowser urged every adult resident in the District, currently eligible or not, to sign 
up for receiving the COVID-19 vaccine through the city's pre-registration portal. 

UDOT to Repave Many Streets. Sidewalks This Year; Are There Any Near Yon? 
March 21, 2021 
DC Post II Jane Smith 

As part of the program, Mayor Muriel Bowser' s administration has committed to "eliminating all 
poor qual ity roads in the District hy 2024," accord ing to a release hy DOOT. 

DC LGBTQ Budget Coalition's priorities must be addressed 
March 19, 2021 
Washington Blade II Anthony Mosa 

Leadership from Mayor Muriel Bowser would be a proposed budget that leaves no federal dollar off 
the table to enhance and expand critical services. Al1y funding cuts wil l disproportionately impact 
LGBTQ+ people, especially our Black and Brown trans/non-binary community. The D.C. 
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government is in a unique position regarding the upcoming budget; in 2020 the government ran a 
surplus of $526 million, resulting from the fiscal conservativeness of the previously approved 
budget. The government has opportunities to take advantage of new or underutilized revenue streams 
or review different areas of the budget that are over-utilized, such as the budget for the Metropolitan 
Police Department. 

Watchdog group sues DC for autopsy report of Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick 
March 19, 2021 
Washington Examiner II Daniel Cbaitin 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser's office did not immediately return a request for comment. 

Local 

Commission to reimagine police in District grapples with effort to defund 
March 21, 2021 
The Washington Post II Peter Hermann 

A commission created to help the District reinvent policing is preparing a fmal report that could 
propose sweeping changes, including taking officers out of schools, curtai ling traffic enforcement 
and shrinking the department' s size and budget. 

Police recover body from Anacostia River near Joint Base Anacostia-Bolliog 
March 21,2021 
The Washington Post II Ann E. Marimow 

D.C. police and emergency officials recovered a body Sunday from the Anacostia River near Joint 
Base Anacostia-Bolling. 

D.C. police investigate two fatal shootings 
March 21, 2021 
The Washington Post II Ann E. Marimow 

D.C. police are investigating two fatal shootings involving young men that occurred Saturday night 
just before 8. 

Arrest made in subway homicide, D.C. police say 
March 20, 2021 
The Washington Post II Martin Weil 

An arr~::sl wa!-> mad~:: Friday in a fatal sltuuling uu a M~::lfu subway plalfunu, lht:: D.C. puli~.:~:: said. 

Burtell M. Jefferson. Washington 's first Black police chief, dies at 96 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Peter Hermann 

Burtell M. Jefferson, who joined the District' s largely segregated police department in 1948 and 
launched a behind-the-scenes campaign to help Black officers advance through the ranks as he rose 
to become the city's first African American police chief, died March 19 at his home in Washington. 
He was 96. 

'We're losing a piece of our history' 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Paul Schwartzman 

The clocks on the walls no longer work, the furnace is busted, and the only window is covered with a 
thick sheet of plywood. 

National 
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AstraZeneca' s U.S. trial shows coronavir us yaccipe is 79 percept effective 
March 22, 2021 
The Washington Post II William Booth 

Oxford University and AstraZeneca reported on Monday that their coronavirus "vaccine for the 
world" was safe and 79 percent effective overall, according to data from a long-awaited clinical trial 
in the United States, alongside other studies in Chile and Peru. 

The missing students of the pandemic 
March 21, 2021 
The Washington Post II Eli Saslow 

Rich Pimentel had already tried searching in a trajJer park and a migrant camp when he started 
driving toward the tillrd and final address listed in the student's school file. He followed ills GPS to a 
neighborhood on the edge of the desert, an oasis of palm trees and swimming pools protected by a 
steel gate. "Wow," Pimentel said, as he rolled down ills window and pulled up to a call box. "Finally 
a happy ending. Maybe tills kid ' s actually okay." 

Mayorkas says ' the border is closed.' defepds Bidep ' s immigration strategy 
March 21, 2021 
The Washington Post// Amy B Wang 

Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas defended President Biden's immigration strategy 
and emphasized in multiple interviews Sunday that the southern border of the United States "is 
closed," as the Biden administration faces criticism over a record number of migrants seeking entry 
into the country from Mexjco and Central America. 

As yaccipatiops increase. you may want to djpe indoors agaip. Here' s what to copsider. 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Emily Heiland Tim Carman 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 
Importance: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Adams Rodney fOCMEl 

FYI: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 
Monday, March 8, 202111 :54:27 AM 

2021-03-08 RHJ to DC Medical Examiner - Fjnal.pdf 

High 

Good morning Rodney, 

Please find attached the letter from the senator. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iej Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, D C 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, March 08, 202111:30 AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FW: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 
Importance: High 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I J\drn.in.istrative Coordinator I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6092 I Washington, DC 20024 
Office: (202) 698-9009 I Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax: (202) 698-9101 
Email: :-ayern.fripp@dc,goy I Web: www.ocme dc.gpy 
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From: Downey, Brian (HSGAC) [majlto:Brjan Downey@hsgac.senate.gov] 
Sent: Monday, March 8, 2021 11 :28 AM 
To: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Breland, Sasha (OCME); ATD OCME 
Cc: Wittmann, Scott (HSGAC) 
Subject: A letter from U.S. Senator Ron Johnson 
Importance: High 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjsh jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Please fi nd attached a let ter from Senat or Johnson to Dr. Diaz. Please confirm receipt of t he 

attached letter. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Brian M. Downey 

Senior Invest igator 

Permanent Subcomm ittee on Investigations 

u.s. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affai rs 

202-224-5571 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCMEl 
FYI: CNN inquiry about records request 
Thursdey, April S, 2021 9:02:13 AM 

Good morning Rodney, 

Please see the email below regarding the FOIA request for the autopsy report for Brian 
Sicknick. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Clzief Medical Examiner 
Office o£ the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Records, OCME (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 8:59AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fw: CNN inquiry about records request 

Good Morning Cheryle, 

I'm forwarding th is request from CNN . I also had a phone cal l a few minutes ago from 

someone who identified as media, and had provided your number. It may or may not have 

been the same individua l, as I hadn't seen this email yet. 

Thanks as always, 

Andrew I Records 

Record Management Department 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, S. W. 
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Room 6070 
Washington, D.C. 20024 
202-698-9111 
OCMRRECQRDSmDCGOV 

<> 

Confidentiality Notification: All messages, including attachments, sent from this address are 

for District Government business purposes only and should be considered confidential and 

privileged information intended for the sole use of the designated recipient(s). Any 

unauthorized forwarding or distribution of this information, without consent is prohibited. If 

you have received this message in error and yoJ are not the intended recipient, please notify 

the sender by reply mail and destroy this message and all copies of this message. 

<sp< div=""></sp<> 

From: Devine, Curt <Curt.Deyjne@cnn.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, Apri l 7, 20214:53 PM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <acme records@dc goy> 

Subject: CNN inquiry about records request 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe t hat this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to phishin€® dc €OV for addit ional ana lysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi OCME Records team, 

My name is Curt Devine and I'm with t he news network CNN here in Wash ingt on. I'm writing 

because we would like to submit a records request (Pursuant to the DC Freedom of Information Act) 

for the autopsy/toxicology report documents and any associated records relat ed to Capitol Police 
Officer Brian D. Sicknick. 

Is it accurate that OCME has been denying public records requests for these documents? 

Thank you for any information. Best, 

Curt Devine 

CNN, Washington 

Curt.Deyjoe@cnn.com 

678-576-6976 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling l-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reacb out 
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to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney IOCMEl 
fields Beyerly IOCMEl; Diaz francisco IOCMEl 
FYI: Cepitol l"olice Officer Brien Sicknick 

f riday, February 19, 2021 1:48:09 PM 

Good afternoon Rodney, 

I wanted to confer with you before replying to Bill Marshall as the response sent yesterday 
does not constitute a rejection to his appeal. P1ease let me know if I should answer or 
should you follow up? 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit roronav irys.dcgov. 

From: Bill Marshall [mailto:BMarshaii@JUDIOALWATCH.ORG] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the cont e11t is safe. If you believe t hat t his email is suspicious, 

please forward to ph jshjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear M s. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply const itute a rejection of the appeal I submit ted yesterday t o the DC Government 
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following the earlier rejection of my Freedom of Information Act request seeking: "All records, 

including but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' electronic communications, related to the death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Capitol Police Officer 

Brian Sicknick and its related investigation."? 

Respectfully, 

William F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicial Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly fields@dc.gov>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc goy> 

Subject: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
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(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle (QCME) 
Adams Rodney (QCMEl 
FYI: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 11:57:49 AM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause ofDeath-Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20 PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical tennjnology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, dmg or toxic substance that caused a person ' s death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person hy another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used wben there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To lt!am more about the Offke of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adaros@dc goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCMEl 
FYI: Determinations of the cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 
Wednesday, April 7, 2021 2:39:08 PM 

Good afternoon Rodney, 

I have just sent the email below to the reporters requesting information regarding the 
above-mentioned subject. Please let me know if you should have any questions. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Clzief Medical Examiner 
Office o£ the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 2:33PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office o£ the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death - Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
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• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
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lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, famjly, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Castillo Susana CEOMl; Foster LaToya CEOMl 
Qedner Oljyja CEOMl; Ejelds Beverly COCMEl 
FYI: Dr. Diaz Inte rview Request 

Tuesday, April 20, 202111:21:40 AM 
jmage001 png 
jmage002.pog 
jmage003 png 

Good morning to all, 

Please see the request below regarding an interview. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Ch ief Medical Examjner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Flack, Eric [mailto:EFiack@wusa9.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202110:08 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Dr. Diaz Interview Request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that t~is email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjshjngcwdc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning Cheryl - 1 see Dr. Diaz gave a brief interview to t he Washington Post regarding Officer 

Sicknick's autopsy resu lts. Would he do the same for us? 

Thanks, 

Eric Flack 
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Eric Flack I Chief Investigative Reporter 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCMEl 

Subject: FYI: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
ln£urrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Date: Thursday, April 8, 2021 3:23:28 PM 
Attachments: image003 png 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 8:53PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 

'---------'---Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
a surrealon (NOT APPROVED) 

Bev 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} <cberyle adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 7:08:48 PM 

To: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc goy> 

Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.diaz@dc gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beyerly.fields@dc.goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 

January 61nsurrection (NOT APPROVED) 
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Cheryle .E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 6:53 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 
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To learn more about the Office of t he Chief M ed ical Examiner o r cause and manner investigations in 

the District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

Olivia Walton Dedner 
Communications Director 

Office of the City Administrator 
Executive Office of the Mayor 

Office: 202-724-5543 1 Cell: 202-340-7692 
OIIVIa.Dedner@dc.gov 

* * * W~AR~ 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
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lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling l-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCMEl 

Subject: FYI: FOLLOW UP/ FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
l n£urrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Date: Thursday, April S, 2021 3:24:15 PM 
Attachments: image001 png 

image003.png 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 8:03AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 
Eru ncisco.d jqz@dc ~oy 
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From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 7:55AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

~iaz, 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme dc.goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 8:53 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP/ANAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 
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Bev 

Get Outlook for jQS 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 7:08:48 PM 

To: Dedner, Olivia (EOM ) <olivia dedner@dc goy> 

Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.diaz@dq~ov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beyerly.fjelds@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 

Insurrect ion (NOT APPROVED) 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
O ffice: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adaros@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 6:53PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 

urrection (NOT APPROVED) 
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To learn more about t he Office of t he Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner investigations in 

the District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

Olivia Walton Dedner 
Communications Director 

Office of the City Administrator 
Executive Office of the Mayor 

Office: 202-724-5543 1 Cell: 202-340-7692 
Olivia Dedner@dc goy 
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* * * W~AR~ 
WAS~INGTON 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCIIOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or ca1ling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Dedner Oljyja fEOM) 
FYI: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection 4 individuals cause and manner of death release 
Wednesday, April 7, 2021 4:30:06 f'M 

Good afternoon Olivia, 

This is the first request regarding a press briefing. 

Best, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on th e District G overnment's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Phares, Kelly [mailto:Kelly.Phares@FOXNEWS.COM] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 4:28 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection 4 individuals cause and manner of death 
release 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbishing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you for your quick response! For planning purposes, do you know ifthere are any plans 

to provide this information in an on camera statement or have any kind of a press briefing? 

Thank you again, 

Kelly Phares 
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Fox News Capitol Hill Producer 

@ kel lyfp hares 
(: 707-nSS-1 S /7 

C2: 815-931-8977 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 202115:35 

To: Phares, Kelly <Kelly.Pbares@EOXNEWS COM> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oliv ia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beyerlyJields@dc gov> 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] FOLLOW UP: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection 4 ind ividua ls cause and manner 

of death release 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has 
issued the fo llowing determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death - Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine intoxication 
• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 
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Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus~oy. 

From: Phares, Ke lly <Kelly.Phares@EOXNEWS.COM> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 2:58PM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme records@dc goy>; ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 

Subject: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection 4 individuals cause and manner of death release 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to Qhjshjng@dc goy for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon --

I am seeing some reporting of a release from OCME detai ling the cause and manner of death 

of 4 of the 5 individuals who died during the Jan 6th Capitol insurrection. Are you able to send 

me that release? 

Thank you, 

Kelly Phares 
Fox News Capitol Hill Producer 

@ kel lyfp hares 

C: 202-655-1522 
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C2: 815-931-8977 
This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to the addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business ofF ox News or Fox 
Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No representation 
is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 

To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

I m portance: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Adams Rodney fOCMEl 

FYI: Information Requested on Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection 
Thursdey, April S, 2021 1:36:04 I'M 

High 

Here is the only other document that T have regarding this matter as all correspondence 
with this individual was via FOlA and the previous email that I sent. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: ww w ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 20211 :08 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Information Requested on Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection 
Importance: High 

THIS WAS APPROVED TO GO OUT- USE AS PRESENTED BELOW: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, F ACP, has issued the following 
determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
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Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
Cause ofDeath- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
Manner of Death-Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, dmg or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one' s life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit acme de gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Castillo Susana CEOMl; Foster LaToya CEOMl 
Qedner Oljyja CEOMl; Ejelds Beverly COCMEl 
FYI: Interview request - RE: The Cause and Manner of Death: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, April 20, 2021 8: 15:43 AM 

Good morning to all_ 

Please see the email below regarding another interview request. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Hobbs, Tawnell [mailto:tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 7:05 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Interview request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jshjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi. It's Tawnell Hobbs, reporter at The Wall Street Journal. I'd like to request an interview 
with the medical examiner to discuss Officer Sicknick's death. If that's not possible, if the 
medical examiner could verify media reports that Sicknick bad multiple strokes that would be 
greatly appreciated. 

Thanks for your time. My cell is 475-323-8149. 
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Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SEN IOR SPECIAL WR ITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 o: +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell bobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnel! 

u 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling l-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Rodney, 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Adams Rodney fOCMEl 

FYI: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 
Friday, February 5, 2021 2:39:32 I"M 

I forgot to include you on this email. Here is Mr. Rask's response. As you are aware, we 
have not released any information. Please let me know if you should have any questions. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Clzief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Thomas Rask [mailto:tom@rask.com] 
Sent: Friday, February OS, 2021 2:12 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjshjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Ms. Adams, 

Thanks for your prompt response. Your detailed answer closes my request. 

However, I want to draw you attention to what CNN and others are reporting (here), namely 
that ''according to one law enforcement official, medical examiners did not find signs that the 
officer sustained any blunt force trauma." Thus OCME records are apparently selectively 
being leaked for no apparent investigation-furthering purpose. 
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If that is true (and I want to emphasize "if' because not everything reported is true), then such 
behavior by law enforcement officials in the US Attorney's office does not increase the 
public's trust in government. I know they are an agency separate from yours, but I still wanted 
to make that point about trust to you. 

One final question: once the investigation is over, is the US Attorney's office legally 
authorized and likely to release the autopsy report and other OCME records in this case? It is 
of great public interest whether this poor man died of causes related or unrelated to his work 
on January 6th. 

Thanks in advance and have a great weekend. 

TomRask 

On Fri, Feb 5, 2021 at 1:55PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cher:yle adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Good afternoon Mr. Rask, 

Thank you for your message. To make a formal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 
request, please use the DC FOfA portal (htt.ps· I lfoia-dc gov /). 

After the request churns its way through the FOIA process, you are likely to be 
disappointed in the response. Public access to medical examiner records varies 
considerably from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. In the District of Columbia, DC Code 5-
1412 maintains the confidentiality of the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) 
case files. The consistent interpretation of DC Code 5-1412 over the years, particularly in 
light of the US Supreme Court's decision in National Archives and Records Admin. v. 
Favjsh, 541 US 157 (2004), has been that an OCME case file is only released to the next of 
kin, to law enforcement, or to the Mayor unless a court orders otherwise. In FOIA terms, 
the confidentiality of personal informatJ.on falls under exceptions 5 USC 552(a)(6) and DC 
Code 2-534(a)(2). This approach is consistent with OCME's mission to support the 
families of decedents. 

We appreciate your interest in OCME's work, and we wish you ali the best. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Pax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www,ocme.dc.gov 

For Lhe lalesl information on Lhe Dls lricl G ov er nmenl's response lo COVID-19 
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(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Tom Rask [majlto:tom@rask.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 5, 2021 9:41AM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
un less you recognize the ender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjshjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

This is a public records request. 

My request is for a copy ofyour agency's examination ofthe body of Capitol Hill Police 
Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Regards, 

I Tom Rask 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Adams Rodney IOCMEl 

fields Beyerly I OCMEl 
FYI: Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

Monday, April 5, 2021 1:38:13 PM 

Good afternoon Rodney, 

Please see the email below regarding the above-mentioned subject. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Ashley Kim [mailto:akim@mrc.org] 
Sent: Monday, April OS, 2021 1:36 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jsh jog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Ashley Kim, I am a reporter for CNS News, and I had a question regarding the 
Judicial Watch lawsuit against the Government of the District of Columbia. 

My question is: For what reason is the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner withholding the 
autopsy report of Officer Brian Sick:nick? 
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We will print your response in full. 

Thank you very much, 
Ashley Kim 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Rodney, 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCMEl 
FYI: THANK YOU: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 
Thursdey, April S, 2021 1:27:13 I'M 

I have reviewed my Outlook and the only email or any additional correspondence 
pertaining to Mr. Marshall's request is the email thread regarding time frame. Please let 
me know if you should have any additional questions. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus,dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:50 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: THANK YOU: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
iCoronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211 :49 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

I'll handle him. I'm not sure that he can tell us apart. 

f&a:lUam<F 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rod ney,Ada ms@ de.. goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

il i::. addr~::.::.~d. Thi::. ~:urmnuni~:a liun rnay cunlairt infurrnalion lhal i::. prupri~lary, privil~g~d, cunfid~nlial, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211 :48 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: FYI: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon Rodney, 

I wanted to confer with you before replying to Bill Marshall as the response sent yesterday 
does not constitute a rejection to his appeal. Please let me know if I should answer or 
t;huultl yuu fulluw up? 
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Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adarns@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Bill Marshall [majlto:BMarsha!I@JUDICIALWAICH.ORG] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211 :42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbishing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply consli lule a rejeclion or lhe of.Jpeal l subrnilled yeslerdoy Lo lhe DC Governrnenl 

following the earlier rejection of my Freedom of Information Act request seeking: "All records, 

including but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' electronic communications, related to t he death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Cap itol Police Officer 

Brian Sicknick and its related investigation."? 

Respectfully, 

William F. Marshall 

Senior Investigato r 

Judicia l Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
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Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bill Marshal l <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH ORG> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly f jelds@dc goy>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc.gov> 

Subject : Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

I 
For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 

vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Castillo Susana CEOMl; Foster LaToya CEOM) 
Qedner Oljyja CEOM) 
FYI: media request- National Review magazine- REQUEST FOR AN INTERVIEW WITH DR. DIAZ 

Monday, April19, 2021 5:06:15 PM 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: John McCormack [mailto:john.m.mccormack@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 5:01 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: media request--National Review magazine 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to ohlsh togCaJdc.goy for add1t1onal analysis by uc 1 u ~ecunty Uperattons Center (::.uq. 

Hello Ms. Adams, 

I'm the Washington correspondent at National Review magazine, and I was wondering if Chief 
Medical Examiner Francisco Diaz would have a few minutes to talk about his report on the 
death of Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Many people in the media are jumping to the conclusion the riot had nothing to do with 
Officer Sicknick's strokes, and I was hoping chatting with Mr. Diaz might help clarify what 
the report does and does not say. 
Best, 
John 
202-368-4151 
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We need everyone iu our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote : 

Sandler. Rachel 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Forbes: Brian Sicknick 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5:53:47 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thank you so much for returning my call. Can you please send me any information you can 

about Brian Sicknick's autopsy resu lts? 

Thanks. 

Rache l Sandier 

Breaking News Reporter// Forbes 

(571) 839-1870 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Lindsay Watts 
chervle adams@dc goy 
FoxSDC request-Brian Sicknick autopsy 
Sundey, Jenuery 101 2021 10:44:02 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of tl1e DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Have You completed an autopsy on capitol 
police officer Brian Sicknick? If so, can you provide cause of death? If not, when do you anticipate that to be 
completed? 

Thanks, 

Lindsay Watts 
Reporter 
Fox5DC 
202-823-2447 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Hi Cheryle, 

Records. OCME COCMEl 
Adams Chery!e IOCME) 
Fw: Brian Sicknick 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 3:09:25 r>M 

Apologies in advance: here is one of several media inquiries I am forwarding that came in 

since yesterday. 

Thanks for the assistance as always, 

Andrew & Records 

Record Management Dept1rtment 
Office of the Chief Metlical Examiner 
401 E Street, S. W. 
Room 6070 
Washington, D. C. 20024 
202-698-9111 
OCME.RECORDS(jj)DC. GOV 

Confidentiality Notification: All messages, including attachments, sent from thrs address are 

for District Government business purposes only and should be considered confidential and 

privileged information intended for the sole use of the designated recip1ent(s). Any 

unauthorized forwarding or distribution of this information, without consent is prohibited. If 

you have received this message in error and yoJ are not the intended recipient, please notify 

the sender by reply mail and destroy this message and all copies of this message. 

From: Chronicle CFG <chroniclemodels@gmai l.com> 

Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 8:20PM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme.records@dc.gov> 

Subject: Brian Sickn ick 

CAU liON: I h1s email ongmated from outstde of the LJC Government. LJo not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC}. 

Good evening, 
I hope this email finds you well. My name is Anthony Leake, and I am a credentialed member 
of the media and White House Corespondent. Can you please provide me with the autopsy 
results of Brian Sicknick? Also, if you can provide me with any and all other materials and 
statements pertaining to this matter. I would greatly appreciate it 

Anthony Leake 
Chronicle Fashion Guide 
3475129348 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reacb out 
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to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Records. OCME COCMEl 
Adams Chery!e IOCME) 
Fw: CNBC Inquiry, Sicknick Ruling 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 3:11:59 r>M 

Another media request being forwarded. 

Record Management Department 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, S. W. 
Room 6070 
Washington, D.C. 20024 
202-698-9111 
OCM£.RECORDS@DC. GOV 

Confidentiality Notification: All messages, including attachments, sent from this address are 

for District Government business purposes only and should be considered confidential and 

privileged information intended for the sole use of the designated recipient(s). Any 

unauthorized forwarding or distribution of this information, without consent is prohibited. If 

you have received this message in error and you are not the intended recipient, please notify 

the sender by reply mail and destroy this message and all copies of this message. 

From: Breuninger, Kevin (NBCUniversa l) <Kevin.Breuninger@nbcuni.com> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 2021 4:06PM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme.records@dc.gov> 

Subject: FW: CNBC Inquiry, Sicknick Ru ling 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Please respond to the below request as soon as possible. 

Thank you, 
Kevin Breuninger 

CNBC 

From: Breuninger, Kevin (NBCUniversa l) 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 2021 3:58PM 
To: ocme@dc.gov 

Subject: CNBC Inquiry, Sickn ick Ru ling 

Hello, 
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I cover po lit ics for CNBC. I'm reach ing out to request a statement f rom t he DC Medical Examiner's 

Office on t he deat h of Officer Brian Sickn ick. Washington Post reports t he CME ruled Sicknick died 

f rom strokes one day after then Jan6 riot. 

Please conf irm as soon as possib le. Emai l or call 203-448-0768. 

Best, 

Kevin Breuninger 

CNBC 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or caJling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Records. OCME COCMEl 
Adams Chery!e IOCME) 
Fw: CNN inquiry about records request 
Thursdey, AprilS, 2021 8:59:16 AM 

Good Morn ing Cheryle, 

I'm forwarding th is request from CNN . I also had a phone cal l a few minutes ago from 

someone who identified as media, and had provided your number. It may or may not have 

been the same individual, as I hadn't seen this email yet. 

Thanks as always, 

Andrew I Records 

Record Mtmagement Department 
Office of the Chief M etlical Examiner 
401 E Street, S. W. 
Room 6070 
Washington, D. C. 20024 
202-698-9111 
OCME.RECORDS@DC. GOV 

Confidentiality Notification: All messages, including attachments, sent from this address are 

for District Government business purposes only and should be considered confidential and 

privileged information intended for the sole use of the designated recipient(s). Any 

unauthorized forwarding or distribution of this information, without consent is prohibited. If 

you have received this message in error and you are not the intended recipient, please notify 

the sender by reply mail and destroy this message and all copies of this message. 

From: Devine, Curt <Curt.Devine@cnn.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, April7, 20214:53 PM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme.records@dc.gov> 

Subject: CNN inquiry about records request 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi OCME Records team, 

My name is Curt Devine and I'm with the news network CNN here in Wash ingt on. I'm writing 

because we would like to submit a records request (Pursuant to the DC Freedom of Information Act) 

for the autopsy/toxicology report documents and any associated records relat ed to Capitol Police 

Officer Brian D. Sicknick. 

Is it accurate t hat OCME has been denying public records requests for these documents? 
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Thank you for any information. Best, 

Curt Devine 

CNN, Washington 

Curt. Devine @en n.com 

678-576-6976 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Records. OCME COCMEl 
Adams Chery!e IOCME) 
Fw: CNN inquiry 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 3:12:43 r>M 

Another media request being forwarded. 

Record Management Department 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, S. W. 
Room 6070 
Washington, D.C. 20024 
202-698-9111 
OCM£.RECORDS@DC. GOV 

Confidentiality Notification: All messages, including attachments, sent from this address are 

for District Government business purposes only and should be considered confidential and 

privileged information intended for the sole use of the designated recipient(s). Any 

unauthorized forwarding or distribution of this information, without consent is prohibited. If 

you have received this message in error and you are not the intended recipient, please notify 

the sender by reply mail and destroy this message and all copies of this message. 

From: Wild, Whitney <whitney.wild@warnermedia.com> 
Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 3:57 PM 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 

Cc: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme.records@dc.gov> 

Subject: CNN inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO 
Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Reaching out from CNN. Can we get a copy of the Office of the Medical Examiner determination 
regarding Officer Brian Sicknick's death? 

Will his autopsy/medical exam be released? 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-70 1-8532 
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We need everyone iu our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Records. OCME COCMEl 
Adams Chery!e IOCME) 
Fw: CNN request for today 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 3:10:24 r>M 

Out!ook-mpjy3nvs.png 
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Another media request being forwarded. 

Record Management Department 
Office of the Chief Metlical Examiner 
401 E Street, S. W. 
Room 6070 
Wtlshington, D. C. 20024 
202-698-9111 
OCME.RECOBDS@DC. GOV 

Confidentiality Notification: All messages, including attachments, sent from this address are 

for District Government business purposes only and should be considered confidential and 

privileged information intended for the sole use of the designated recipient(s). Any 

unauthorized forwarding or distribution of this information, without consent is prohibited. If 

you have received this message in error and you are not the Intended recipient, please notify 

the sender by reply mail and destroy this message and all copies of this message. 

From: Christensen, Jen <jen.christensen@warnermedia.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202112:28 PM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme.records@dc.gov>; ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 

Subject: CNN request for today 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the cont~nt is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to ph i5hing@dc.gov for ndditionnl nnnly5i5 by OCTO Security Operntion5 Center (SOC}. 

Dear Madame or Sir: 

My name is Jen Christensen. I've been asked to write a story about t he death of Officer Sicknick, 

particularly how someone could die of natural causes after a traumatic event. I apologize if you have 

released this already, I'm covering this from t he medical perspective and just coming onto the story 

today. Is this something we could get a copy of or is there someone at the office we can speak with 
about the report. Th is wi ll be a story for CNN.com that w ill give perspective on what a "natural 

causes" determination is etc. There was a lot of confusion from readers and we just want to educate 

them about the matter. Any insight on th is important story would be very much appreciated. It is for 

a story that will run th is afternoon on CNN.com as soon as we can put it together. 

All the best, 

Jen 
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Jen Christensen I she/her/hers I m:J Health & Climate Unit & cnn.com 1 CNN Center, Atlanta, GA 

30303 1 Vice President, nlgja the Association of LGBTQ Journalists I Jen.Christensen@con com 

I @jechristensen I c.404-353-9383 I 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or ca lling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Records. OCME COCMEl 
Adams Chery!e IOCME) 
Fw: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 
Tuesday, February 2, 202110:18:48 AM 

Good Morning Cheryle, 

We had this media request come in to the RMU emai l this morning. Is it possible for you to 

respond to their inquiry? 

Thank you, 

Andrew I Records 

From: Wild, Whitney <Whitney.Wild@turner.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 20218:18 AM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme.records@dc.gov> 

Subject: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO 
Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning, 

We are wondering if it' s possible to receive a copy of Officer Brian Sicknick's medical exam or 
autopsy? 

Will this be publicly released? Has it been completed? 

Thank you. 

Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-70 l-8532 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Records. OCME COCMEl 
Adams Chery!e IOCME) 
Fw: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection Officer Sicknick cause and manner of death 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 3:12:56 r>M 

Another media request being forwarded. 

Record Management Department 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, S. W. 
Room 6070 
Washington, D.C. 20024 
202-698-9111 
OCM£.RECORDS@DC. GOV 

Confidentiality Notification: All messages, including attachments, sent from this address are 

for District Government business purposes only and should be considered confidential and 

privileged information intended for the sole use of the designated recipient(s). Any 

unauthorized forwarding or distribution of this information, without consent is prohibited. If 

you have received this message in error and you are not the intended recipient, please notify 

the sender by reply mail and destroy this message and all copies of this message. 

From: Phares, Ke lly <Kelly.Phares@FOX.COM> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 20213:54 PM 

To: Kelly.Phares@FOXNEWS.COM <Kelly.Phares@FOXNEWS.COM>; Records, OCME (OCM E) 

<ocme.records@dc.gov>; ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov>; Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection Officer Sicknick cause and manner of death 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon, 

Fol lowing up on this inquiry. 

I see the Washingt on Post is now reporting the cause of USCP Officer Sicknick's death. Are you 

ab le t o send me the details of that report from the Chief Medica l Examiner? 

Thank you 

Kelly Phares 
Capitol Hill Producer 
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Fox News 

C: 202-655-1622 

0: R15-9~1 -Rg77 

From: Phares, Kelly (FoxNews) <kelly.phares@foxnews.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April S, 2021 6:54PM 

To: ocme.records@dc.gov <ocme.records@dc.gov>; ocme@dc.gov <ocme@dc.gov>; Adam s, 

Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle .adams@dc.goV> 

Subject: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection Officer Sickn ick cause and manner of deat h 

Good evening-

I'm seeing reports that the medical examiners office has issued a release with the cause and 
manner of Officer Brian Sicknick' s death. Can you provide me with that release? 

Thank you, 

Kelly Phares 
Capitol Hill Producer 
Fox News 
C: 202-655-1522 
C2: 815-931-8977 

Sent from iPbone, please excuse typos 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to an addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or 
its subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this emai l or its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, famjly, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote : 

Cheryle, 

Records. OCME COCMEl 
Adams Chery!e IOCME) 
Fw: Fox News seeking confirmation -· Brian Sicknick cause of death 
Thursdey, Februery 4, 2021 8:51:21 AM 

As mentioned in my earlier email, here is the second media inquiry. Thanks again and please 

let us know if t here's anything we can help you with. 

-Andrew 

Record Management Department 
Office ofthe ChiefMellical Examiner 
401 E Street, S. W. 
Room 6070 
Washington, D. C. 20024 
202-698-9111 
OCME. RECORDS@DC. GOV 

Confidentiality Notification: All messages, including attachments, sent from this address are 

for District Government business purposes onlv and shou ld be considered confidential and 

privileged information intended for the sole use of the des ignated recipient(s). Any 

unauthorized forward ing or distribution of this information, without consent is prohibited. If 

you have received this message in error and you are not the intended recipient, please notify 

the sender by reply mai l and destroy this message and all cop ies of this message. 

From: Wallace, Danielle <danielle.wallace@ FOXNEWS.COM> 

Sent: Thursday, February 4, 2021 7:17AM 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov>; Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme.records@dc.gov> 

Cc: Gaffney, Melissa <Melissa.Leon@FOXNEWS.COM>; Arroyo, Michael 

<Michaei.Arroyo@foxbusiness.com>; Conner, Paul <Paui.Conner@FOXNEWS.COM>; Early, Jordan 

<Jordan.Early@FOXNEWS.COM> 

Subject: Fox News seeking conri r rna li on -- Brian Sicknick cause of dealh 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to ph ishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning, 

I'm reaching out from Fox News in New York. When do you expect to release the official cause of 
death for fallen Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick? Are you able to provide a copy of the autopsy 

report? 

Can you confirm whet her he suffered blunt force trauma during the riot at t he Capitol on Jan. 6? Is 

it believed he was struck in the head by a fire extinguisher? 
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Can you conf irm whether exposure to chemical agents, such as bear mace or pepper-spray, might 

have contributed to his death? Did he have any pre-existing conditions that also played a factor? 

There are many conflicting reports as to what specif ically caused Sicknick's demise. Please let me 
know if we can get some clarification for our coverage on foxnews.com. Thank you. 

Kind ly, 

Danielle Wallace 
Breaking/Trend ing Digita l News Producer 

EoxNews com 

1-646-629-5018 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to the addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business ofF ox News or Fox 
Business must not he taken to have heen sent or endorsed hy either of them. No representation 
is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Cheryle, 

Records. OCME COCMEl 
Adams Chery!e IOCME) 
Fw: NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 
Wednesday, February 24, 2021 3:31: 13 f'M 

We had received t his media inquiry at the RMU emai l. Would you be able t o respond to them? 

Thanks! 

Andrew I Records 

Record Management Department 
Office ofthe ChiefMellicalExaminer 
401 E Street, S. W. 
Room 6070 
Washington, D. C. 20024 
202-698-9111 
OCME.RECORDS@DC. GOV 

Confidentiality Notification: Al l messages, including attachments, sent from this address are 

for District Government business purposes onlv and should be considered confidential and 

privileged information intended for the sole use of the des ignated recipient(s). Any 

unauthorized forward ing or distribution of this information, without consent is prohibited. If 

you have received this message in error and you are not the intended recipient, please notify 

the sender by reply mai l and destroy this message and al l cop ies of this message. 

From: Julia Marnin <j.marnin@newsweek.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 202111:24 AM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme.records@dc.gov> 

Subject: NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email origlnated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, p lease 

forward to ph ishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Julia Mamin and I am a reporter for Newsweek. We are working on a story about 
the information surrounding Officer Brian Sicknick's death during the January 6 Capitol Hill 
riots. Can the DC Office of the Chief Medical Examiner answer a few questions below? 

Is the medical examiner's report on Officer Sicknick complete? If not, when will it be 
released? 

Is it possible to confirm or deny whether Sicknick was struck with a fire extinguisher on the 
head? Previously, multiple media outlets had reported that. 

Any other information that is available surrounding his death that you are able to provide 
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would be greatly appreciated. 

I look forward to hearing back from you. Our deadline is as soon as possible. 

Best, 
JuliaMamin 

Julia Marnin J Fellow 

NEWSWEEK 

T I +1 609 923 5425 

E I j.marnin@newsweek.com 

W I nrwswcek.c:om 

A I 33 Wbiteball Street, Floor 8, l'oew York, NY, 10004 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Records. OCME COCMEl 
Adams Chery!e IOCME) 
Fw: Sicknick ruling 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 3:12:16 r>M 

Another media request being forwarded. 

Record Management Department 
Office of the Chief Mellica/ Examiner 
401 E Street, S. W. 
Room 6070 
Washington, D.C. 20024 
202-698-9111 
OCMB.RECORDS@DC. GOV 

Confidentiality Notification: All messages, including attachments, sent from this address are 

for District Government business purposes only and shou ld be considered confidential and 

privileged information intended for the sole use of the designated recipient{s). Any 

unauthorized forwarding or distribution of this information, without consent is prohibited. If 

you have received this message in error and yoJ are not the intended recipient, please notify 

the sender by reply mail and destroy this message and all copies of this message. 

From: Dorsey, Steve <DorseyS@cbsnews.com> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 2021 3:59 PM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme.records@dc.gov> 

Subject: Sicknick ru ling 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi there-

Do you have the OCME 'ruling' the Washington Post cites in this story today on Officer Sicknick's 

death? 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/public-safety/brian-sicknick-death

strokes/2021/04/19/36d2d310-617 e-11eb-afbe-9a lla 12 7 d 146 _story .htm I 

Steve 

CBS News Washington 

646-457-6971 

dorsevS@cbsnews.com 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

FYI 

Mitchell. Roger IOCME) 
Djaz f@odsco COCME> 
Fw: USCP Officer Brian Sickoick - Timeline 
Thursdey, Jenuery 14, 2021 9:44:17 AM 

Roger A. Mitchell Jr. MD 
Interim Deputy Mayor for Public Safety and Justice 
ChiefMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Washington DC 
202-329-9001 

From: Contee, Robert (MPD) <Robert.Contee@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 6:54PM 

To: Mitchell, Roger (OCME) <roger.mitchell@dc.gov> 

Subject: FW: USCP Officer Brian Sickn ick - Timeline 

Dr. Mitchell, 

For your review. 

Robert J. Con tee, ill 
Acting Chief of Police 
Metropolitan Police Department 

202-727-4218 

"We are here to help. " 

From: Parsons, Leslie (MPD) <leslie.parsons@dc.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 13,2021 5:35 PM 
To: Coutee, Robert (MPD) <Robert.Coutee@dc.gov>; Brome1aud, Matthew (MPD) 
<matthew. bromeland@dc.gov> 
Subject: USCP Officer Brian Sicknick- Timeline 

Chief, 
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Leslie A. Parsons 
Assistant Chief of Police 
Investigative Services Bureau 
Metropolitan Police Department 

00 r ndiana A venue, Northwest, Room 513 8 
Of 1ce e: 202-727-3043 
Cell Phone: I ---._ I 
leslie parsons@dc gov 
www rnpdc gov 
Twitter: @DCPoliceDept 

We are here to help. 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Records. OCME COCMEl 
Adams Chery!e IOCME) 
Fw: WSJ reporter seeking records of Officer Sicknick"s autopsy 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 3:11:39 r>M 

Another media request being forwarded. 

Record Management Department 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, S. W. 
Room 6070 
Washington, D.C. 20024 
202-698-9111 
OCM£.RECORDS@DC. GOV 

Confidentiality Notification: All messages, including attachments, sent from this address are 

for District Government business purposes only and should be considered confidential and 

privileged information intended for the sole use of the designated recipient(s). Any 

unauthorized forwarding or distribution of this information, without consent is prohibited. If 

you have received this message in error and you are not the intended recipient, please notify 

the sender by reply mail and destroy this message and all copies of this message. 

From: Gurman, Sadie <sadie.gurman@wsj.com> 
Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 4:36PM 
To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme.records@dc.gov> 

Subject: WSJ reporter seeking records of Officer Sicknick's autopsy 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi, there, 

I'd like to request a copy of the autopsy report for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick -- is 
there a certain way 1 should do this to expedite, and what is the easiest way to handle? 
Appreciate a steer when you have a moment. 

Sadie Gunnan 
WASHINGTON BUREAU 

I I 

0 : 202 862 9273 I M: 202 897 9033 
E: sadje gurman@wsj com 1 T: @sgyrman 
A : 1025 Connecticut Ave. NW. Suite 800 1 Washjngton. Q.C. 20036 

D 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to fritmds, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Fjelds Beyerly COCMEl 
Adams Chervle COCME) 
Fwd: 3 months? 

Date: Thursday, April 8, 2021 7:06:02 AM 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www.ocme de gov 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: David Weible <gdweiblel@comcast.net> 
Date: April 7, 2021 at 9:09:37 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: 3 months? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that 
the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

3 months and you can determine that 2 of the deaths were by natural causes, one 
by a drug overdose, one by a gunshot when the only ones carrying weapons were 
police. Yet after the lie of officer Sicknick' s death being caused by a fue 
extinguisher, you have been "unable" to reach a conclusion about his death? 

And we are to believe that? 

George Weible 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: 60 MINUTES: Urgent Deadline 
Thursdey, Merch 18, 2021 2:16:24 f'M Dote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6081 I Washington, DC 20024 I Off ice (202) 698-9009 

Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-9101 1 

Email: sayern.fripp@dc.gov I Web: www.ocme.de.goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Flickinger, Ian" <Flickingerl@cbsnews.com> 
Date: March 18, 2021 at 12:58:10PMEDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Weisz, Aaron" <WeiszA@cbsnews.com> 
Subject: 60 MINUTES: Urgent Deadline 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

I hope you and your family are safe and well. I work at 60 Minutes. I was boping you 
could provide some guidance on the below: 

Do you have an estimate as to when you plan to release the final medical report with 
Officer Brian Sicknick' s cause of death? 

This is a request on an urgent deadline - a response as soon as possible is greatly 
appreciated. 

Best, 

Ian F lickinger 
60 Minutes 
Cell: 330 506 2873 
tljckingeri@cbsoews com 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: Brian Sicknick death_ Insider.com coverage 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5 :25:28 f'M D ote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 !Washington, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kelly McLaughlin <kmclaugblin@insider.com> 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 4:28: 17 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Brian Sicknick death_ Insider.com coverage 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

I'm a reporter with Insider. com. I'm working on a story about Brian Sicknick, and 
the Washington Post's report that he died from natural causes but the riot "played 
a role in his condition." 

Can you confirm his cause and manner of death for my story, please? 

Thank you, 
Kelly McLaughlin 

Kelly Mclaughlin 
Senior reporter 

[a 
An Insider Inc. Publication 

C: 347-327-4456 
One Liberty Plaza, 8th FL, New York, NY 10006 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: Brian Sicknick death_ Insider.com coverage 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5:25:41 f'M D ote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 !Washington, DC 20024 IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kelly McLaughlin <kmclaugblin@insider.com> 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 4:28: 17 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Brian Sicknick death_ Insider.com coverage 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

I'm a reporter with Insider. com. I'm working on a story about Brian Sicknick, and 
the Washington Post's report that he died from natural causes but the riot "played 
a role in his condition." 

Can you confirm his cause and manner of death for my story, please? 

Thank you, 
Kelly McLaughlin 

Kelly Mclaughlin 
Senior reporter 

[a 
An Insider Inc. Publication 

C: 347-327-4456 
One Liberty Plaza, 8th FL, New York, NY 10006 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
Fwd: Brick Sicknick 

D ote: 

Attachments: 
Thursdey, Februery 4, 2021 11:04:52 AM 

imageOOl.ong 

SaVern M . Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6081 I Washington, DC 20024 I Office (202) 698-9009 

M obi le: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-91011 

Emai l: sayero.fr jpp@dqNY I Web: www.ocme.de.goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kevin Shea <KSHEA@njadvancemedia.com> 
Date: Febmary 4, 2021 at 11:03:52 AM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Brick Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
at tachments unless you recognize the sender and know t hat the content is safe. If you believe that 

this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

I am a news reporter for NJ.com - Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick's home state. 

Kind ly add me to any lists of media/reporters who seek findings in his death 
investigat ion - if there is such a list. 

Otherwise, is t here any ETA on public comment on the autopsy I post-mortem 

examination? 

Thank You, 

Kevin Shea 

Kevin Shea I Managing Producer/ Supervising Reporter 

NJ Advance Media 

413 RiverView Plaza I Trenton, NJ 08611 

p: 609-819-2390 e: KSHEA@n jadyaocemf>dja.com 
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Localjournalism needs your support. Subscribe at uj.comlsupporter. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, 

confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended 

recipient of this e-mail, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, 

purge it and do not disseminate or copy it. 

NJ ADVANCE MEDIA REPORTING FOR 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: Buzzfeed News request 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5:27:03 f'M D ote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 IWashjngton, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Zoe Tillman <zoe.tillman@buzzfeed.com> 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 4:05:35 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: BuzzFeed News request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon, I'm a reporter with BuzzFeed News. Are you releasing a copy of 
the medical examiner's report on the cause of death of Officer Brian Sicknick? 

Thank you, 
Zoe Tillman 

Zoe Tillman I BuzzFeed News I Senior Reporter 
Mobile: 202-316-34061 On Twitter: @zoetillman 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
Fwd: CBS News inquiry 

Dote: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 4 :48:31 PM 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 !Washington, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Cassidy McDonald <cassidy.mcdonald@cbsinteractive.com> 
Date: April 7, 2021 at 3:23:48 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: CBS News inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi there, 

I'm a journalist with CBS News, reporting on those who died during the Capitol 
riots January 6. I'm wondering if you could notify me when you have results in 
the death of Officer Brian David Sicknick. In the meantime, would you also be 
able to provide a copy of the full autopsy report for Roseanne Doyland, 34, whose 
cause of death you just announced as acute amphetamine intoxication? 

Many thanks, 

Cassidy McDonald 
Reporter, CBS News 
M: 608-658-0223 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Subject: Fwd: CNBC Inquiry, Sicknick Ruling 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5:28:01 f'M D ote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office of t he Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6081 I Washington, DC 20024 I Office (202) 698-9009 

Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-91011 

Email: savern.fripp@dc.goy I Web: www.ocme.dc.goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Breuninger, Kevin (NBCUniversal)" <Kevin.Breuninger@nbcuni.com> 
Date: Aprill9, 2021 at 3:58:19PMEDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: CNBC Inquiry, Sicknick Ruling 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hel lo, 

I cover politics for CNBC. I'm reaching out to request a statement from the DC Medical 

Examiner's Office on the death of Officer Brian Sicknick. Wash ington Post reports the 

CME ru led Sicknick died from ~troke~ one doy ofter then Jon6 riot. 

Please confirm as soon as possible. Email or call 203-448-0768. 

Best, 

Kevin Breuninger 

CNBC 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc .gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
Fwd: CNN inquiry 

Dote: Monday, April 19, 2021 5:28:43 f'M 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 !Washington, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Wild, Whitney" <whitney.wild@warnermedia.com> 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 3:57:36 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Records, OCME (OCME)" <ocme.records@dc.gov> 
Subject: CNN inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that 
the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

Hello, 

Reaching out from CNN. Can we get a copy of the Office of the Medical 
Examiner detennination regarding Officer Brian Sicknick's death? 

Will his autopsy/medical exam be released? 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-701-8532 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. AJready vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
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lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Subject: Fwd: capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick 
Saturday, February 20, 2021 5:43:55 rM D ote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office of t he Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6081 I Washington, DC 20024 I Off ice (202) 698-9009 

Mobi le: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-91011 

Email: savern.fripp@dc.goy I Web: www.ocme.dc.goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jan Stevenson <jan.stevenson43@gmail.com> 
Date: February 20, 2021 at 5:42:44 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 

this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

Please advise me of the status of t he examination into the death of t he officer 

referenced above. 

Have any reports been issued by the ME, pathologist or co ron er? 

Presumably an aut opsy was undertaken. Has this been completed? Has a report been 

issued? If not, when can we expect one? 

How long was the body reta ined before being released for cremat ion? 

Thanks so much for your assistance. 

Yours fait hful ly, 

Jan Stevenson 
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Sent from Mail for Windows 10 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: Causes of Death - January 6 
Wednesday, April 7, 2021 4 :48:01 PM Dote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 IWasbjngton, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jeny Dunleavy <jdunleavy@washingtonexaminer.com> 
Date: April 7, 2021 at 3:52:01 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Causes of Death- January 6 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Could I get a copy of the Medical Examiner's determinations of the causes of 
death for the January 6 riot at the Capitol? 

Can the Medical Examjner say why the cause of death for Officer Sicknick is still 
pending, and whether this has pushed the determination beyond the 90 day period, 
and why? 

Many thanks! 

JD 

Jerry Dunleavy 
Washington Examiner 
JDunleavy@WashingtonExaminer.com 
216-375-7101 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
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vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection Officer Sicknick cause and manner of death 
Dote: Thursdey, April 8, 2021 7:44 :33 I'M 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 !Washington, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Phares, Kelly" <Kelly.Phares@foxnews.corn> 
Date: April 8, 2021 at 6:55:00 PM EDT 
To: "Records, OCME (OCME)" <ocme.records@dc.gov>, ATD OCME 
<ocme@dc.gov>, "Adams, Cheryle (OCME)" <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
Subject: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection Officer Sicknick cause and 
manner of death 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Securi ty 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good evening-

I'm seeing reports that the medical examiners office has issued a release with the 
cause and manner of Officer Brian Sicknick' s death. Can you provide me with 
that release? 

Thank you, 

Kelly Phares 
Capitol Hill Producer 
Fox News 
C: 202-655-1522 
C2: 815-931-8977 

Sent from iPhone, please excuse typos 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information. It is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the 
addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for deli very of the message to 
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the addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to 
anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments 
and kindly notify the sender by reply e-maiL Any content of this message and its 
attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or Fox 
Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection Officer Sicknick cause and manner of death 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5:29:39 f'M D ote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 IWasbjngton, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Phares, Kelly" <Kelly.Phares@fox.com> 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 3:54:29 PM EDT 
To: Kelly.Phares@foxnews.com, "Records, OCME (OCME)" 
<ocme.records@dc.gov>, A TD OCME <ocme@dc.gov>, "Adams, Cheryle 
(OCME)" <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
Subject: Re: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection Officer Sicknick cause and 
manner of death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon, 

Following up on this inquiry. 

l see the Washington Post is now reporting the cause of USCP Officer Sicknick's 

death. Are you able to send me the details of that report from the Chief Medical 

Examiner? 

Thank you 

Kelly Phares 
Capitol Hill Producer 
Fox News 

C: 202-655-1622 

C2: 815-931-8977 
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From: Phares, Kelly (FoxNews) <kelly.phares@foxnews.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 8, 2021 6:54 PM 

To: ocme.records@dc.gov <ocme.records@dc.gov>; ocme@dc.gov <ocme@dc.gov>; 

Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOX INQU IRY: Jan 6 insurrection Officer Sicknick cause and manner of death 

Good evening-

I'm seeing reports that the medical examiners office has issued a release with the 
cause and manner of Officer Brian Sicknick's death. Can you provide me with 
that release? 

Thank you, 

Kelly Phares 
Capitol Hill Producer 
Fox News 
C: 202-655-1522 
C2: 815-931-8977 

Sent from iPhone, please excuse typos 

This message and its attachments may contain legal ly privileged or confidential 
infom1ation. It is intended solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an 
addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to 
an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to 
anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments 
and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its 
attachments that does not relate to the official business ofF ox Corporation, or its 
subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling l -855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Cheryle IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: Fox News seeking confirmation -- Brian Sicknick cause of death 
Dote: Thursdey, Februery 4, 2021 7: 18:26 AM 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office of t he Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6081 I Washington, DC 20024 I Office (202) 698-9009 

M obi le: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-91011 

Email: sayern.fripp@dc.gov I Web: www.ocme.dc.goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Wallace, Danielle" <danielle.wallace@FOXNEWS.COM> 
Date: February 4, 2021 at 7: 17:46 AM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov>, "Records, OCME (OCME)" 
<ocme.records@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Gaffuey, Melissa" <Melissa.Leon@FOXNEWS.COM>, "Arroyo, Michael" 
<Michael.Arroyo@foxbusiness.com>, "Conner, Paul" 
<Paui.Conner@FOXNEWS.COM>, "Early, Jordan" 
<Jordan.Early@FOXNEWS.COM> 
Subject: Fox News seeking confirmation -Brian Sicknick cause of death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recogn1ze the sender and know that the content IS safe. If you bet1eve that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning, 

I'm reaching out from Fox News in New York. When do you expect to release the 

official cause of death for fallen Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick? Are you able t o 

provide a copy of the autopsy report? 

Can you conf irm whet her he suffered blunt force trauma during the riot at t he Capito l 

on Jan. 6? Is it believed he was struck in t he head by a fire extinguisher? 

Can you conf irm whether exposure to chemical agents, such as bear mace or pepper

spray, might have contributed to his death? Did he have any pre-existing conditions 

that also played a factor? 

There are many conflict ing reports as t o what specif ica lly caused Sicknick's demise. 

Please let me know if we can get some clarification for our coverage on 
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foxnews.com. Thank you. 

Kindly, 

Danielle Wallace 
Breaking/Trending Digital News Producer 

EoxNews.com 

1-646-629-5018 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information. It is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the 
addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to 
the addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to 
anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments 
and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its 
attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or Fox 
Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 
Tuesday, January 19, 2021 3 :59:06 f>M D ote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 IWasbjngton, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hobbs, Tawnell" <tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com> 
Date: January 19, 2021 at 3:58:21 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Hi -question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi. I'm Tawnell Hobbs, a reporter at The Wall Street Journal. How can I got about 
getting cause of death and/or autopsy information on the following individuals: 

Brian Sicknick, 42 
Howard Liebengood, 51 

Thanks for any help you can provide. My cell is 475-323-8149. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

I I 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E; tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com 
T; @tawnel! 

D 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
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INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 

To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 

Adams Cheryle IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: Hi from The Daily Beast - looking for information on Brian Sicknick autospy 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5 :25:00 f'M Dote: 

Attachments: image001.png[62l.png 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office of t he Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6081 I Washington, DC 20024 I Office (202) 698-9009 

Mobi le: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-91011 

Email: sayero fripp@ de BOY I Web: www acme de BOY 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Pilar Melendez <Pilar.melendez@thedailybeast.com> 
Date: Aprill9, 2021 at 4:37:00 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Hi from The Daily Beast - looking for information on Brian 
Sicknick autospy 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know t hat the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional ana lysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hel lo! 

Looking fo r info rmat ion on conclusion of the Brian Sickn ick autopsy. 

Thanks! 

Pilar Melendez 
National Repor-ter 
P 305.469.6088 IE pUar.m elendez@tlwdailyl>eas t <:Om 

DAILY BEAST 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: HuffPost media request (timely) 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5:26:25 f'M Dote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 !Washington, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Lydia O'Connor <lydia.oconnor@bufipost.corn> 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 4:15:04 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Huft'Post media request (timely) 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 
I'm a reporter with HuffPost seeking access to the medical examiner's report 
on U.S. Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death. Can you provide me with a 
copy? Thanks for your time. 
Best, 
Lydia 

Lydia O'Connor 
Reporter I San Francisco 

It 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
Fwd: Media Inquiry 

D ote: Monday, April 19, 2021 5 :44:58 f'M 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 IWasbjngton, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: k.rivera@sputniknews.com 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 5:44:13 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Media Inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi, 

This is Kristopher Rivera, correspondent with Sputnik News' bureau in Washington, DC. Do 
you have a copy of the cause of death of Capitol police officer Brian Sicknick? 

Best, 

Kristopher Rivera 
Sputnik Newswire, DC Bureau 
Correspondent 
Email: k.rivera@sputniknews.com 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: Media Inquiry re: Officer Brian Sicknick 
Monday, February 1, 2021 4:12:13 I'M D ote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Flack, Eric" <EFlack@wusa9.com> 
Date: February 1, 2021 at 2:50:36 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Media Inquiry re: Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recogllize the sender and know that 
the content is safe. If you believe that tills email is suspicious, please forward to 
phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

Good afternoon - I work with WUSA9 and am preparing for our coverage of 
Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick's funeral. 

As part of our reporting, we would like to confirm with the DC Medical 
Examiners Office the cause of death ruled by the medical examiner. 

Can you please provide an update, and whether Officer Sicknicks death has been 
ruled a Homocide, or, whether it could be in the future. 

Thank you for your assistance, 

Eric Flack 
WUSA9 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: Media request from the Star Tribune 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 9;12:27 AM 

imageOOl.ong 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office of t he Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6081 I Washington, DC 20024 I Office (202) 698-9009 

Mobi le: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-91011 

Email: sayero fripp@ de BOY I Web: www acme de BOY 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Woodall, Hunter" <hunter.woodall@startribune.com> 
Date: April20, 2021 at 9:11:11 AM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Media request from the Star Tribune 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links o r open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning. 

My name is Hunter Woodall and f'm a Washington reporter for The Minneapolis Star Tribune. I was 
just hoping to be sent any details or information the office provided to media this week regarding the 
death of U.S. Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick. Thanks for your help! 

All lltt: ut:st, 

Hunter Woodall 
Washington reporter for The Minneapolis Star Tribune 
Emai I: hunter. wood a ll@stattri bu ne. com 
Phone: 703-963-2812 
Twitter: @huntermw 

~ StarTribune 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or caJ iing 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 
Wednesday, February 24, 2021 11:56:37 AM Dote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 !Washington, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Julia Mamin <j.mamin@newsweek.com> 
Date: February 24, 2021 at 11:27:55 AM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Julia Marnin and I am a reporter for Newsweek. We are working on a 
story about the information surrounding Officer Brian Sicknick's death following 
the January 6 Capitol Hill riots. Can the DC Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner answer a few questions below? 

Is the medical examiner's report on Officer Sicknick complete? If not, when will 
it be released? 

Is it possible to confirm or deny whether Sicknick was struck with a fire 
extinguisher on the head? Previously, multiple media outlets had reported that. 

Any other information that is available surrounding his death that you are able to 
provide would be greatly appreciated. 

I look forward to hearing back from you. Our deadline today/as soon as possible. 

Best, 
Julia Mamin 
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Julia 1\Iarnin I Fellow 

NEWSWEEK 

T I +1 609 923 5425 

E I j.marnin@ncwswcek.com 

W I newsweek.com 

A I 33 Whitehall Street, Floor 8, New York. NY, 10004 
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From: Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
To: Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
Subject: Fwd: Network News Inquiry 

Monday, April19, 2021 5:27:18 f'M Dote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office of t he Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6081 I Washington, DC 20024 I Office (202) 698-9009 

Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-91011 

Email: savern.fripp@dc.goy I Web: www.ocme.dc.goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Sara Belmont <SBelmont@newsnationnow.com> 
Date: Aprill9, 2021 at4:04:38 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Cc: WGNA NewsNation- Assignment Desk <nndesk@newsnationnow.com> 
Subject: Network News I nquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

GUUU dfler IIUUII, 

I'm reaching out on behalf of News Nat ion. We're wondering if you can pass along any 

information rega rd ing the coroner's conclusion of US Capitol Police Officer Brian 

Sickn ick's death. Is t here a report or release you can share with us? Any deta ils are 

appreciated. 

Thank you, 

Sara Belmont 
Zone Manager News Nation 
2501 West Bradley Place 
Chicago IL 60618 
872-310-4286 (0) 
708-256-5255 (C) 
sbelmont@newsnationnow. com 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
To: Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
Subject: Fwd: Officer Sicknick report 

Monday, April 19, 2021 5:26:50 f'M 

imageOOl.ong 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6081 I Washington, DC 20024 I Office (202) 698-9009 

Mobi le: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-91011 
Email: sayero fripp@ de BOY I Web: www acme de BOY 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kosnar, Michael (NBCUniversal)" <Michael.Kosnar@nbcu.ni.com> 
Date: Aprill9, 2021 at 4:12:15 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Officer Sicknick repor t 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links o r open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi 

Is the actual report on Officer Sicknick finished? Is that ava ilable to the media? 

Thanks 

Mike 

Michael Kosnar 
Justice Department Producer 
NBC News 
Cell : (202) 309-8578 
Emai l : michael.kosnar@nbcuni.com 

~~NBC NEWS 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
To: Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
Subject: Fwd: Officer Sicknick ruling 

Monday, April 19, 2021 5:29:52 f'M D ote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office of t he Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 I Washington, DC 20024 I Office (202) 698-9009 

Mobi le: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-91011 

Email : savern.fripp@dc.goy I Web: www.ocme.dc.goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Nicholas Wu <nwu@politico.com> 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 3:52:49 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Officer Sicknick ruling 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi, 

Reaching out from Polit ico - could I get a copy of the medica l examiner's ru ling on 

USCP Officer Sicknick's death? Thank you. 

Nicholas Wu 

Congressiona l reporter, Poli t ico 

Cell/Signal: 313-303-8142 I Email: owu@po!it jco com 

@nicholaswu12 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandem.ic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Subject: Fwd: Press Inquiry: Officer Brian Sicknick"s death 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5:27:32 f'M Dote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 IWasbjngton, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Adam Klasfeld <adamklasfeld@lawandcrime.com> 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 4:02:58 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Press Inquiry: Officer Brian Sicknick's death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Can you please send me any information available-including a copy oftbe 
report or any public statements-about the medical exarillner's determination that 
Officer Brian Sicknick died of natural causes after suffering two strokes the day 
after the U.S. Capitol riots? 

https://www washin~tonpost com/local/public-safety/brian-sicknick-death
strokes/2021/04/19/36d2d310-617e- lleb-afbe-9a II a 127d l46 story html 

Please reply ASAP as I am on deadline. 

Thank you, 
Adam 

Adam Klasfeld 
Senior investigative reporter and editor, Law&Crime 
adamklasfeld@lawandcrirne corn 
www.lawandcrime com 
201.755.4272 ( cell/Signal/WhatsApp) 
Twitter: @KlasfeldReports 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: Press inquiry regarding Brian Sicknick"s cause of death 
Monday, April19, 2021 5:25:15 f'M Dote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 !Washington, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Chuck Ross <cbuck@dcnf.org> 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 4:36:24 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Press inquiry regarding Brian Sicknick's cause of death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 
I'm reaching out in hopes of getting information reported by The Washington Post 
regarding Officer Sicknick's cause of death. 

Thank you for any help, 
Chuck Ross 
The Daily Caller 
316-616-7326 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
Fwd: Press question 

Dote: Monday, April19, 2021 5:29:15 f'M 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 IWasbjngton, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Chris Marquette <chris.marquette@fiscalnote.corn> 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 3:56:06 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Press question 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

How ilid Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick die? 

Best, 
Chris 

[g 

Chris Marquette 
Ethics and Accountability Reporter 1 CQ Roll Call 

E: chrismarquette@cqrollcall com 

P: 301-675-1515 

@Chris Marquette 

rollcall com 1 jnfo.cg.com 1 fiscalnote.com 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
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lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Cheryle IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: Regarding cause of death for Office Brian Sicknick 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5:37:03 f'M Dote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 IWasbjngton, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Sommerfeldt, Chris" <csommerfeldt@nydailynews.corn> 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 5:36:03 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Regarding cause of death for Office Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello OCME staff, 

My name is Chris Sommerfeldt. I'm a reporter with the New York Daily News. 

I'm see ing reports that the OCM[ has made a determination about the cause of 

death for U.S. Capitol Po lice Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Could you send me the statement from the OCME? Thank you. 

All best, 

Chris 

(914) 559-8016 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Fripp. SaVem COCMEl 

Djaz Francisco COCMEl 

Subject: 
Adams Rodney (OCME): Adams Cheryle (OCMEl; fields Beverly COCMEl 
Fwd: Request for Comment 

Date: Thursday, April 8, 20211:29:02 PM 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www.ocme de gov 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Zack Stieber <zack.stieber@epochtimes.nyc> 
Date: AprilS, 2021 at 1:27:16 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Request for Comment 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Good day hope you are doing well. 

Do you all have a comment on this? htt:ps-1/www judjcjalwatcb org/press
releases/brian-sicknick/ 

Thanks, 
Zack Stieber 
The Epoch Times 
917-509-1875 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: Request for Information - Sicknick Death 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 3:07:39 r>M Dote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 IWasbjngton, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Zack Stieber <zack.stieber@epocbtimes.nyc> 
Date: April20, 2021 at 3:06:56 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Request for Information - Sicknick Death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Good day, hope you are doing well. 

Please confirm that Brian Sicknick died after suffering two strokes. 

Please send over any information on the case, including the timeline put together 
by your office leading up to Sicknick's death. 

Thanks, 
Zack Stieber 
The Epoch Times 
917-509-1875 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Dedner. Olivia IEOM) 
Adams Chervle IOCMEl 
Fwd: Sicknick OCME Report 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5 :28:35 f'M 

Please see below. Can you make sure this person at the Examiner received the statement. I do 
know they were on the list. I cannot recall that the requesting journalist. 

-OWDedner 
0: 202-724-5543 
C: 202-340-7692 

All thumbs on an iPhone. Judge gently. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Metzger, Kristen (MPD)" <Kristen.Metzger@dc.gov> 
Date: April19, 2021 at 5:26:17 PM EDT 
To: "Dedner, Olivia (EOM)" <olivia.dedner@dc.gov> 
Cc: "Sternbeck, Dustin (MPD)" <dustin.sternbeck@dc.gov>, "Windham, Daisha 
(EOM)" <daisha.windham@dc.gov>, "Adminbox, PIO (MPD)" 
<pio.adminbox@dc.gov> 
Subject: Sicknick OCME Report 

Hi Olivia, 

We have received the following media inquiries from the following asking MPD to 

comment on OCME's report of Officer Brian Sicknick: 

Sadie Gurman (WSJ) 

Jerry Dunleavy (Washington Examiner) 

I ant icipate a few more will come in. We are not comment ing but wanted t o check w ith 

you to see if you want us to direct t hem elsewhere. 

Thanks, 

Kristen 

Kristen Metzger 
Deputy Director 

Office of Communications (PIO} 

Metropolitan Police Department 

300 Indiana Avenue NW 

Washington, DC 20001 

202.727.4383 (main) 

Kr j;,Len.Mel L!;! t:r @1.lL.Kuy 
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Mpdc.dc.gov 

lnstagram : @DCPoliceDept 

I.w.itt.er: @DCPoliceDept 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
Fwd: Sicknick autoposy 

D ote : Monday, April 19, 2021 5:29:27 f'M 

SaVern M . Fripp I Office of the Chief M edica l Examiner I 
401 E. St reet, SW - Suite 6081 I Washington, DC 20024 I Office (202) 698-9009 

M obi le: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-91011 

Emai l: savern.fr ipp@dc.gov I Web: www.ocm e.dc.gov 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Barr, Luke L." <Luke.L.Barr@abc.com> 
Date: April19, 2021 at 3:55:51 PM EDT 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Sicknick autoposy 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hel lo-

I am trying to confirm the Washington Post story about Officer Sicknick's cause of 

death . Is t here any way t o get a copy of t he autopsy report or confirm the cause of 

death. 

Thank you ! 

Luke 

Luke Barr 

ABC News Justice and Homeland Security 

C: 202-510-6402 

C: 401-533-2552 

W: 202-222-6499 

@LukeLBarr 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
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vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
To: Adams Cheryle IOCME> 
Subject: Fwd: The Hill media inquiry 

Monday, April 19, 2021 5 :26:38 f'M Dote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 IWasbjngton, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Mychael Schnell <mschnell.@thehill. com> 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 4:13:59 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: The Hill media inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi there, 

I'm Mychael Schnell, a reporter with The Hill newspaper. I hope you're doing 
well! I saw The Washington Post~ that the DC Medical Examiner's office 
found that Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick, who died shortly after the Jan. 6 
attack at the Capitol, suffered two strokes and died of natural cases. Can you 
confirm this information? Any information you could provide would be helpful. 
Thank you! 

Best, 
MychaelSchnell 

MychaelSchnell 
Breaking News Reporter, The Hill 
516-477-3359 
@mychaelschnel l 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
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to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: Update on Officer Sicknick 
Monday, February 8, 2021 1:12:25 I'M Dote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 !Washington, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Julie Kelly <julie.kelly45@att.net> 
Date: February 8, 2021 at 12:56:56 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Update on Officer Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recogllize the sender and know that 
the content is safe. If you believe that tills email is suspicious, please forward to 
phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

Hello -I'm a reporter for American Greatness and covering Officer Sicknick' s 
death. Did you conduct an autopsy or review of his death? If so, will it be released 
publicly at any time? 

Thank you in advance, my deadline is 6pm today. 

Julie Kelly 
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From: Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
To: 
Subject: 

Adams Chery!e IOCMEl: Djaz Francisco COCMEl 
Fwd: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5 :24:42 f'M Dote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 IWasbjngton, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Conte Widman, Carmen" <carmen.contewidroan@warnermedia.com> 
Date: April 19, 2021 at 4:46:37 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good Afternoon-
I'm reaching out on behalf of CNN NEW DAY. We would like to request a LIVE 
interview with Dr. Francisco Diaz regarding the autopsy of Officer Brian 
Sicknick. 
New Day is LIVE between 6-9am ET. Can he join us anytime tomorrow 
morning? We can send a studio van to him or do this via CISCO or SKYPE. 
Please confirm this has been received. Thank you. Carmen 

Carmen W id ma n 
CNN's New Day 
Caanen contewidman@turner com 
Cell 646-467-1 742 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, famjly, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Cheryle IOCME> 
fields Beverly IOCME> 

Subject: Fwd: Wall Street Journal Request 

Friday, January 8, 2021 11:09:34 AM Date: 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www.ocme de gov 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Andy Duehren <andrew.duehren@wsj.com> 
Date: January 8, 2021 at 11:08:03 AM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Wall Street Journal Request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, I'm a reporter with the Wall Street Journal, and I'm reaching out about the 
death of US Capitol Police officer Brian Sick:nick. Has the cause of death been 
determined? 

Andy Duehren 
The Wall Street Journal 
(o): 202-862-9241 
(c): 781-789-0760 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayirus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
Fwd: Webform.ocme.atd 

D ote: Thursdey, Februery 18, 2021 1:10:27 PM 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 !Washington, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Bill <brnccarthy@poynter.org> 
Date: February 18, 2021 at 1:09:23 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Webform.ocme.atd 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recogllize the sender and know that 
the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

This Email was sent from the OP3 website. 

Subject 

Other, please specify below. 

Message 

Greetings, 

My name is Bill McCarthy, and I'm a reporter with PolitiFact, a nonpartisan fact
checking service. I'm writing a story about claims that say Officer Brian 
Sicknick's death was exaggerated by the media and was not connected to actions 
by the group that stormed the Capitol. 

In the absence of public information, TV pundits and social media users are 
drawing conclusions about the cause of Officer Sicknick's death. News outlets 
have also conflicting information linking the incident to a fire extinguisher and 
also to a chemical in-itant. 

I have not seen any information or autopsy results from the medical examiner's 
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office. Would the medical examiner's office like to comment or provide any new 
information? Anything you could get me by the end of the day would be greatly 
appreciated. Thank you! 

All the best -- Bill 

<APP>CUSTOM 
<PREFIX> </PREFIX> 
<FIRST>Bill</FIRST> 
<MIDDLE> </MIDDLE> 
<LAST>McCartby</LAST> 
<SUFFIX> </SUFFIX> 
<ADDRl> </ADDRl> 
<CITY> </CITY> 
<STATE> District of Columbia</STATE> 
<ZIP> </ZIP> 
<ORGANIZATION>PolitiFact</ORGANIZATION> 
<EMAIL>bmccarthy@poynter.org</EMAIL> 
<PHONE H> </PHONE H> - -
<PHONE W> </PHONE W> - -
<ISSUE>Other, please specify below.</ISSUE> 
<MSG>Greetings, 

My name is Bill McCarthy, and I'm a reporter with PolitiFact, a nonpartisan fact
checking service. I'm writing a st01y about claims that say Officer Brian 
Sicknick's death was exaggerated by tbe media and was not connected to actions 
by the group that stormed the Capitol. 

In the absence ofpublic information, TV pundits and social media users are 
drawing conclusions about the cause of Officer Sicknick's death. News outlets 
have also conflicting information linking the incident to a fire extinguisher and 
also to a chemical irritant. 

I have not seen any information or autopsy results from the medical examiner's 
office. Would the medical examiner's office like to comment or provide any new 
information? Anything you could get me by tbe end of the day would be greatly 
appreciated. Thank you! 

All the best -- Bill</MSG> 
<lAPP> 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
Fwd: Webform.ocme.atd 

Dote: Monday, April 19, 2021 7 :19:36 AM 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 !Washington, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Nicole <thompsonna577l@aol.com> 
Date: April 18, 2021 at 5:18:26 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Webform.ocme.atd 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recogllize the sender and know that 
the content is safe. If you believe that tills email is suspicious, please forward to 
phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

This Email was sent from the OP3 website. 

Subject 

Select Subject 

Message 

Public interest concerning the way we vote in this country. 
The publication of the cause of deaths that occured at the Capitol. How did 
Officer Sicknick die. What was the causes of death to other Officers and people 
who died because of a Insurrection at the CapitoL 

<APP>CUSTOM 
<PREFIX> </PREFIX> 
<FIRST> Nicole</FIRST> 
<MIDDLE> A </MTDDLE> 
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<LAST>Patterson</LAST> 
<SUFFIX> </SUFFIX> 
<ADDRl>M StreetNW apt 103</ADDRl> 
<CITY> Washington DC </CITY> 
<STA TE>District of Columbia</STATE> 
<ZIP>2000 1 </ZIP> 
<ORGANIZA TION>Nicole Alise Patterson</ORGANIZA TION> 
<EMAIL>thompsonna5771 @aol.com</EMAIL> 
<PHONE H>2025038562</PHONE H> - -
<PHONE W> </PHONE W> - -
<ISSUE>Select Subject</ISSUE> 
<MSG>Public interest concerning the way we vote in this country. 
The publlcation of the cause of deaths that occured at the CapitoL How did 
Officer Sicknick die. What was the causes of death to other Officers and people 
who died because of a Insurrection at the Capitol. 

</MSG> 
<lA PP> 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Subject: Fwd: help ... FW: ME ruling for Sicknick? 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5:27:48 f'M D ote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office of t he Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6081 I Washington, DC 20024 I Off ice (202) 698-9009 

Mobi le: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-9101 1 

Email: sayern.fripp@dc.gov I Web: www.ocme.dc.goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Claudia Grisales <CGrisales@npr.org> 
Date: Aprill9, 2021 at4:02:38 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: help ... FW: ME ruling for Sicknick? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Can you provide assistance with this request? I haven't been able to reach Cheryle. 

Best, Claudia 

From: Claudia Grisales 

Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 3:52PM 

To: 'cheryle .adams@dc.gov' <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: M E ruling for Sickn ick? 

Hel lo, 

Apologies I maybe missing t he email, is there a ruling out for officer Sicknick? 

Claudia Grisa les 

Congressiona l Reporter 

NPR 

1111 North Capitol St reet NE 

Washington , DC 2000? 
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(202) 845-3980 cel l 

(202)-513-3709 NPR HQ office 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

www.npr.ore 

Twitter: @cerisa les 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Hobbs. Tawnell 

Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
HI -- it''s Tawnell at the WSJ 
Friday, March 12, 2021 5 :02:53 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi there! I'm going to be on vacation next week so wanted to add a few of our reporters to 
your media list for notification of the Sicknick and/or Liebengood reports. I'll still be checking 
emails, but wanted to do this as a backup. Thank you so much for all your help -- and taking 
ALL of my calls. 

Here are the reporter's emails that I'd like to add to your list: 

aruua yjswanatha@wsj com 
james grimaldi@wsj com 
erjo ai lworth@wsj com 
sadie gurman@wsj com 

Thanks again! 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SEN IOR SPEC IAL WR ITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawnell 

D 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Hobbs. Tawnell 

Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Hi -- from the WSJ 
Wednesday, March 24, 2021 12:42:45 I'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi! It's Tawnell at the WSJ. Just checking in to see if there's anything new on the Sicknick 
report. 

Thank you! 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

n 
M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawnell 

0 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Gelman. Scott 

chervle adams@dc goy 

fields Beverly COCMEl ; Dedner Oljyja CEOMl 
Hi from WTOr News 

Monday, April 19, 2021 3:54:20 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle, 

Scott Gelman from WTOP here. We wanted to confirm Capitol Pol ice office r Brian Sickn ick suffered 

two strokes and died from natural causes. Is there any more information you' re able to provide? 

Thanks for your help, 

Scott Gelman 

202-895-5327 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

NCR Watch Desk 

denjse lyles@dc goy 

Homeland Security News & Literature Digest w/ Cyber Threat Digest - 1/8/2020 
Friday, January 8, 2021 6:33:15 PM 

Homeland±Securitv±News± &± Literature±Digest±w±CVber±Diqest± -±2020-0 1-0S.pdf 

Today's edition of the Homeland Security News & Literature Digest leads with a 

two sections looking at Wednesday's events when rioters breached the US Capitol. 

The first section examines some of the specifics of what happened on Wednesday. 

The second section examines issues related to Wednesday's events, as well as 

implications for the near future. 

This edition also contains a review of COVID-19-related national news and issues 

from the second half of the week. 

Note: Entries discussing the possible impacts of Wednesday's demonstrations on the 

pandemic are in the "COVID-19 Issues" section . 

The Weekly Cyber Threat Digest (PDF only) looks at "foot in the door" techniques 

used to elicit personal data, the recent breach ofT-Mobile accounts, mortgage wire 

fraud, and a PayPal text-message phishing campaign . 

Links are best viewed with Chrome or Firefox. A PDF version is attached. 

NCR Watch Desk 

RIOTERS BREACH U.S. CAPITOL BUILDING- EXAMINING WHAT 

HAPPENED: 

4 Dead, Congress Evacuated, National Guard Activated After Pro-Trump Rioters 
Storm Capitol - The U.S. Capitol descended into chaos and violence Wednesday as pro
Trump rioters swarmed the bui lding and at least one person was shot, forcing the Senate to 
evacuate and Vice President Mike Pence to be ushered to safety. The frenzied scene after 

rioters broke through barricades forced Congress to evacuate parts of the building and 

abruptly pause a ceremonial event affirming that President-elect Joe Biden won the 
November election. (NBC News) 

How Pro-Trump Insurrectionists Broke into The U.S. Capitol- Hundreds of rioters 
stormed the U.S. Capitol building Wednesday as Congress met to certify electoral college 
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votes for President-elect Joe Biden. The Washington Post analyzed videos, photos, and 

witness accounts, and mapped the progression of the siege to reconstruct how the event 

unfolded. (Washington Post) 

'The Protesters Are in the Building.' Inside the Capitol Stormed by a Pro-Trump Mob 

-Lawmakers and aides described how a typically uneventful proceeding descended into 

violent tumult. (Wall Street Journal) 

Videos: Trump Supporters Breach Capitol and Clash with Police After 'Stop the 

Steal' Rally - Complex has collected photos and videos from people on the ground 

showing MAGA loyalists charging the steps and clashing with police while attempting to 

climb barricades around the building which houses both congressional chambers. 

(Complex) 

Inside the Assault on The Capitol : Evacuating the Senate - It was 2:15PM Wednesday 

and the U.S. Capitol was under assault, the most brazen attack on Congress since 

terrorists hijacked an airplane and attempted to slam it into the building more than 19 years 

ago. A Washington Post journalist, who was in the Senate press gallery when the 

protesters crashed into the building, describes the type of evacuation that congressional 

security officials have been planning since 9/11 but had never had to execute. (Washington 

Post) 

2 Pipe Bombs And Cooler Of Molotov Cocktails Found Near Capitol Building Amid 

Capitol Riot, DC Police Chief Says - MPD Police Chief Robert Contee said two pipe 

bombs and a cooler of Molotov cocktails were found near the U.S. Capitol Building while 

Trump supporters began to riot in the area. The pipe bombs were found outside of the local 

DNC and RNC offices and are said to have contained timing devices. The cooler of Molotov 

cocktails was found inside a car, where a long gun was also discovered. The U.S. Capitol 

Police. in a statement. have already confirmed that the two bombs were active devices that 

could have caused great harm. (WUSA 9) 

Dozens Charged So Far in DC Unrest; Fence Erected Around Capitol - Acting U.S. 

Attorney for D.C. Michael Sherwin said his office so far has charged dozens of people in 

relation to unrest in the District. The U.S. Attorney has filed at least 40 cases in D.C. 

Superior Court, and at least 15 cases in federal court so far. In addition, a 7-foot-tall "non

scalable" fence has been erected around the Capitol building. The fencing is expected to 

stay up for the next 30 days, which includes the Jan. 20 inauguration. (WTOP) 

Capitol Police Officer Dies from Injuries After Clashing with Pro-Trump Mob - A U.S. 

Capitol Police officer has died a day after clashing with a pro-Trump mob at the Capitol. 

Officer Brian D. Sicknick was injured while engaging with protesters Wednesday and 

returned to his division office, where he collapsed. He was taken to a local hospital where 

he died about 9:30PM Thursday evening. Sicknlck, who joined the Capitol Police 
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department in 2008, is the 5th person to die from Wednesday's violent clashes. (.MB.C. 

News) 

Capitol Police Didn't Open Gates for Rioters, Says Man Behind Viral Video - A viral 

video does not show police allowing crowds to breach barricades during riots at the U.S. 

Capitol - as many have claimed on social media -the person who shot the clip told 

Newsweek. Footage captured by Marcus DiPaola, a freelance journalist working at TikTok, 

has been viewed more than 30 million times on Twitter and more than 1. 7 million times on 

TikTok. Many who have shared the clip have suggested it shows police letting people get 

close to the build ing. (Newsweek) 

Facebook Bans President Trump from Posting for The Rest of His Presidency -

Facebook said Thursday it is banning President Trump until the end of his presidency and 

possibly longer. It is the most forceful action a social network has taken against Trump, who 

has spent months using social to media to amplify disinformation. On Wednesday, Twitter 

temporarily suspended Trump's accounts for 12 hours and warned that if Trump does not 

stop breaking the platform's ru les, he wi ll be permanently banned. "as a result of the 

unprecedented and ongoing violent situation in Washington, D.C." (Nffi) 

Capitol Police Rejected Offers of Federal Help to Quell Mob - Three days before 

supporters of President Donald Trump rioted at the Capitol, the Pentagon asked the U.S 

Capitol Police if it needed National Guard manpower. And as the mob descended on the 

building Wednesday, Justice Department leaders reached out to offer up FBI agents. The 

Capitol Police turned them down both times, according to senior defense officials and two 

people familiar with the matter. (~) 

Top Capitol Security Officials Sacked After Deadly Riot - Three top security officials in 

Congress lost their jobs Thursday over the embarrassing and deadly security breach of the 

Capitol. Capitol Police Chief Steven Sund wi ll resign effective Jan. 16. Senate Majority 

Leader Mitch McConnell asked for and received the resignation of Senate Sergeant-at

Arms Michael Stenger effective Thursday. Speaker Nancy Pelosi said that House 

Sergeant-at-Arms Paul Irving wi ll be resigning. (Politico) 

RIOTERS BREACH U.S. CAPITOL BUILDING- ISSUES & 

IMPLICATIONS: 

On Far-Right Websites, Plans to Storm Capitol Were Made in Plain Sight - The mob 

violence that descended on the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday was the culmination of weeks 

of incendiary rhetoric and increasingly feverish planning - much of which took place openly 

on websites popular with far -right conspiracy theorists. More than 80% of the top posts on 

TheDonald on Wednesday about the Electoral College certification featured calls for 

violence in the top five responses. according to research from Advance Democracy, an 
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independent, nonpartisan organization. (N!:R) 

'Nothing Can Stop What's Coming': Far-Right Forums That Fomented Capitol Riots 

Voice Glee in Aftermath - There was a potent, interactive role between the online and 

offline worlds in Wednesday's takeover of the Capitol. Violent talk on far-right forums 

fomented violent real-world action, which was then captured by smartphones, uploaded, 

and celebrated on the same forums. The boundaries between the digital and analog all but 

disappeared as rage, provocation, and gloating bounced back and forth , again and again. 

(Washington Post) 

QAnon And the Storm of The U.S. Capitol- The Offline Effect of Online Conspiracy 

Theory - QAnon is a decentralized, ideologically motivated, and violent extremist 

movement rooted in an unfounded conspiracy theory that a global "Deep State" cabal of 

satanic pedophile elites is responsible for all the evil in the world. While conspiracy theorists 

are often dismissed as "crazy people on social media," QAnon adherents were among the 

individuals at the front line of the storming of Capitol Hill. (The Conversation) 

Trump Insurrectionists Lodge at DC Airbnbs - Much to Washingtonians' Distress -

D.C. officials urged residents to avoid counter-protests and the Metropolitan Police 

Department blocked off downtown streets to prevent interaction between far-right 

insurrectionists and liberal DC's residents. But their focus was on downtown protest sites, 

not local neighborhoods, where insurrectionists have already been staying in Airbnbs and 

are very visible because of their red, white, and blue garb and Trump paraphernalia. (~) 

Inauguration Day 2021: What Now? Capitol Riots, Trump Supporter Threats Prompt 

Safety Concerns - As the mob was finally cleared from the Capitol building late 

Wednesday, the specter of a new security challenge loomed large. ADL (formerly known as 

the Anti-Defamation League) said Thursday that extremists have already begun plotting 

their next coup attempt targeting Inauguration Day. The inauguration of a new president. 

set for January 20, typically poses one of the most enormous security challenges for the 

federal government and local police. (USA Today) 

Inauguration Planners Reassessing Security After Capitol Siege - Wednesday's violent 

melee at the U.S. Capitol is prompting a reassessment of plans for Joe Biden's 

inauguration on Jan. 20. Biden's inauguration team held a leadership call Thursday to 

discuss safety issues. A spokeswoman for the Joint Congressional Committee on Inaugural 

Ceremonies said they are organizing with institutional partners on a "thorough assessment 

of the inaugural platform," and the other Capitol spaces and grounds traditionally used for 

inaugural ceremonies. (Politico) 

DC Mayor Extends Public Emergency to Inauguration - Mayor Muriel Bowser, in 

consultation with Chris Rodriguez, the Director of the DC Homeland Security & Emergency 

Management Agency, extended Wednesday's Public Emergency for 15 days as police 
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worked to ensure security near the Capitol. The Mayor explained that "persons are 

dissatisfied with judicial rul ings and the findings of State Boards of Elections, and some 

persons can be expected to continue their violent protests through the inauguration." The 

State of Emergency will be in effect until 3PM on Thursday, January 21. (DC Mayor's 

~) 

Capitol Breach Prompts Urgent Questions About Security Failures -The storming of 

the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday was a disastrous failure of security: In a city on high alert, 

in a building with its own 2,000-officer police department, people forced their way into the 

sanctums of American democracy with nothing more than flagpoles , riot shields, and 

shoves. Former law enforcement officials said it appeared the U.S. Capitol Police and other 

agencies had failed to anticipate the size and intentions of the crowd. At the Capitol itself, 

police had set out low barriers and officers were largely in street uniforms, not riot gear. 

(Washington Post) 

Capitol Riots Raise Urgent Concerns About Congress's Information Security - Digital 

security experts are raising the alarm over Wednesday's breach of the U.S. Capitol , which 

not only threatened lawmakers' physical safety but also created potential national security 

and intelligence risks, they say. As rioters stormed the Capitol building, they broke into 

congressional offices, ransacked papers, and in at least one case, stole a laptop. The thefts 

raise questions about Congress's cybersecurity posture and whether U.S. officials have 

done enough to secure their computing devices and networks from direct, physical access. 

(.GNN) 

The Physical Breach of The Capitol Building Opens A Cybersecurity Pandora's Box -
The insurrection at the U.S. Capitol Wednesday, which saw rioters storm the building and 

reportedly steal devices belonging to government officials, opened what one cybersecurity 

expert has called a Pandora's box of national security and data privacy issues. Multiple 

sources pointed to the need to treat the incident as a breach of IT assets, regardless of 

whether evidence shows any malicious activity: devices will need to be swept, and 

technical surveillance countermeasures wi ll have to be put in place. (SC Media) 

'Double Standard': Biden, Black Lawmakers and Activists Decry Police Response to 

Attack on U.S. Capitol - President-elect Joe Biden, civil rights leaders, and activists 

blasted law enforcement agencies for their slow response to rioters at the U.S. Capitol, 

noting the massive show of police force in place for Black Lives Matter demonstrations last 

year. As thousands of people of color and allies took to the streets last year to protest 

police brutality- most of them peacefully - law enforcement often clashed with 

demonstrators, deploying tear gas and rubber bullets, and bruising faces and bodies. (USA 

Today) 

DC, Maryland, Virginia National Guard Troops to Remain After Mob Stormed U.S. 
Capitol - After supporters of President Donald Trump stormed the U.S. Capitol , all1 ,100 
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National Guard troops from the District of Columbia were activated. Virginia Governor 

Northam sent members of the Virginia National Guard to assist, along with 200 Virginia 

state troopers. Maryland Governor Hogan sent state police troopers and a National Guard 

rapid response force. The DC Guard has been placed on a 30-day mobilization, the 

Maryland Guard will remain until January 31 , and the Virginia Guard will remain until at 

least January 20. (Newsweek) 

Law Enforcement and Social Media Identifying U.S. Capitol Mob Members - The FBI 

and MPD are asking the public for help identifying some of the people involved in assaults, 

break-ins, and vandalism at the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday. The FBI is asking anyone with 

information to submit it~. along with any photos or videos. The Metropolitan Police 

Department has posted dozens of photos of some of the individuals who were part of the 

invasion of the Capitol. (blEB.) 

COVID-19 NATIONAL NEWS: 

U.S. Sets COVID-19 Records as Researchers Point to Asymptomatic Cases as A 

Major Source of Infections - As disease specialists had forecast for months, the 

coronavirus is spreading with speed and ferocity in the new year, with Thursday's single

day record for deaths underscoring the threat. In the past seven days, U.S. infections, 

hospitalizations, and deaths have hit record highs. Cases reached a record 277,135 on 

Saturday. And by Thursday, more than 132,000 people were hospitalized with COVID-19. 

Experts worry that the new, more contagious strain of the virus that has already been 

detected in eight states could make matters worse. (Washington Post) 

U.S. Registering Highest Deaths Yet from The Coronavlrus - The U.S. registered more 

COVID-19 deaths in a single day than ever before- nearly 3,900- on the very day the 

mob attack on the Capitol laid bare some of the same, deep political divisions that have 

hampered the battle against the pandemic. The virus is surging in several states, with 

California hit particularly hard, reporting on Thursday a record two-day total of 1 ,042 

coronavirus deaths. Skyrocketing caseloads there are threatening to force hospitals to 

ration care and essentially decide who lives and who dies. (AP) 

FDA: Coronavirus Variants May Cause False-Negative Tests - The new SARS-CoV-2 

genetic variant originally detected in the U.K. may cause some false negatives on certain 

molecular tests, the FDA said in an alert to healthcare providers and laboratories today. 

Variant B.1.1. 7 and other genetic variants may impact the performance of certain diagnostic 

tests, and the agency said false-negative results can occur if a mutation occurs in a part of 

the virus's genome being assessed by the test. Tests that rely on multiple regions of the 

genome may be less impacted than those that only rely on a single region. (MedPage 

Today) 
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Biden Will Release Nearly All Available Vaccine Doses- President-elect Joe Biden will 

aim to release nearly every available dose of the coronavirus vaccine when he takes office, 

a break with the Trump administration's strategy of holding back half of U.S. vaccine 

production to ensure second doses are available. Releasing nearly all vaccine doses on 

hand could quickly ratchet up the availability of coronavirus vaccines by allowing more 

people access to a first dose. It could also be a risky strategy as both Pfizer's and 

Moderna's vaccines requ ire two doses, administered at specific intervals. (.c.Nti) 

HHS: States Can Vaccinate Lower-Priority Groups If Doses Would Otherwise Sit in 

Freezers - Secretary of Health and Human Services Alex Azar said Wednesday that he is 

advising states to begin vaccinating lower-priority groups against COVID-19 if the doses 

they have on hand would otherwise be sitting in freezers. The comments indicate that 

states will have the Trump administration's blessing to diverge from national guidance 

about vaccination priorities, and that they shouldn't worry too much if hospitals or health 

care providers use doses out of order. (NBC News) 

Vaccination Crisis: The National Guard Is Being Mobilized to Come to The Rescue -

In a bid to speed up the vaccine roll-out, states are enlisting their National Guards. More 

than 20,000 members of the National Guard are engaged in the vaccination mission, with at 

least nine states using the Guard to put needles into residents' arms. At least 22 other 

states have activated units to help with logistics and administrative tasks connected with 

vaccinations. (CNBC) 

NCR School Districts Struggle with Reopening Decisions Heading into Second 

Semester - School districts in the DC area are struggling with decisions on reopening as 

they look toward the academic year's second semester, with the coronavirus pandemic 

raging and the timeline for vaccinations still unclear. DC officials say they are confident they 

can bring some students back to classrooms on February 1, while in Fairfax County, the 

school board rejected the superintendent's plan to start in-person classes for some 

students starting Tuesday. Elsewhere in the region, school districts are moving forward 

cautiously. (Washington Post) 

U.S. To Send COVID-19 Vaccine to Pharmacies in Hopes of Speeding Shots - The 

U.S. plans to start distributing COVID-19 vaccines through 19 pharmacy chains around the 

country this week. The partnership wi ll eventually let the Operation Warp Speed vaccination 

program del iver to as many as 40,000 locations. Pharmacies could provide a more efficient 

platform for distributing the vaccines than hospitals, top health officials said. (Reuters) 

COVID-19 ISSUES, CONCERNS, AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS: 

Was the Capitol Siege A COVID Super-Spreader Event? Here's What Experts Say -

Infectious disease experts on Thursday identified more potential fallout from the Capitol 

breach: it may have been a COVID-19 super-spreader event that could result in thousands 
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of new cases and deaths. The elements of a super-spreader event were all there: hundreds 

of people congregated together, mostly maskless, yelling and screaming for prolonged 

periods of time. The rioters were also from all over the country and will be traveling back to 

their communities. (San Francisco Chronicle) 

A Riot Amid A Pandemic: Did the Virus, Too, Storm the Capitol? - To scientists who 

watched dismayed as the scenes unfolded on television, the throngs of unmasked intruders 

who wandered through hallways and into private offices may also have transformed the riot 

into a super-spreader event. The coronavirus thrives indoors, particularly in crowded 

spaces, lingering in the air in tiny particles called aerosols. If even a few extremists were 

infected, then the virus would have had the ideal opportunity to find new victims, experts 

said. (New York Times) 

Why Some Experts Want to Relax Vaccine Prioritization - Some political leaders and 

public health experts are reth inking strict prioritization for coronavirus vaccines, suggesting 

that it might make more sense to simply try to administer as many doses as possible as 

quickly as possible. Especially while supplies are still limited, there's an inherent tension 

between trying to focus first on the people most at risk from the virus - including those 

most likely to spread it- and getting shots into arms at maximum speed.(~) 

Why West Virginia's Winning the Race to Get COVID-19 Vaccine into Arms - So far, 

West Virginia is outpacing the rest of the country, having delivered vaccine to health 

workers and completed a first round of shots at all its long-term care facilities, the state is 

now administering second doses and moving on to other populations, including people age 

80 and over, and teachers who are 50 and older. Health officials say there is likely several 

reasons behind their early success. (.DI..EB.) 

CDC Foresees Spread in U.S. Of Highly Contagious Coronavirus Variant - Although 

the variant has so far been detected in a very small fraction of infections, it shows signs of 

spreading and may become significantly more common in coming weeks. according to the 

CDC and infectious-disease experts. A more transmissible virus could drive more patients 

into hospitals and boost the COVID-19 death toll and prolong the march toward herd 

immunity. (Washington Post) 

Delay In COVID-19 Vaccinations Could Extend the Pandemic in America -If the pace 

of COVID-19 vaccine del ivery into people's arms stays the way it has been for the past few 

weeks, it could take years rather than months to vaccinate Americans, and the outbreak will 

continue to dominate lives. Although vaccination is off to a rough start, it's not too late to 

turn the situation around, according to experts. To do so will requ ire a host of 

improvements, including more money, additional staffing, and greater experience with 

vaccines that have been shown to be safe and effective but not so easy to use. (USA 
Today) 
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COVID-19 Vaccine May Not Get to Long-Term Care Facilities Quickly Enough- Even 

as the first doses of vaccine arrive in nursing homes and assisted living communities, the 

COVID-19 death toll among residents and staff of these facilities continues climbing to 

staggering heights, with the final month of 2020 proving to be the deadliest of the pandemic 

for long-term care. There were more than 5,600 deaths linked to long-term care in the last 

week of December alone. (Nffi) 

Scientists Are Monitoring A Coronavirus Mutation That Could Affect the Strength of 

Vaccines- As scientists try to track the spread of a new, more infectious coronavirus 

variant around the world, they are also keeping an eye on a different mutation with 

potentially greater implications for how well COVID-19 vaccines work. The mutation, 

identified in a variant first seen in South Africa, changes a part of the virus that your 

immune system's antibodies get trained to recognize after you've been infected or 

vaccinated. Leading researchers who are studying the variant say that it is unlikely to be 

totally resistant to current vaccines, but it may make existing COVID-19 vaccines less 

effective. (SIAl) 

COVID-19 STUDIES: 

Pfizer/BioNTech Vaccine Appears Effective Against Mutation in New Coronavirus 

Variants- Pfizer and BioNTech's COVID-19 vaccine appears able to protect against a key 

mutation in the highly transmissible new variants of the coronavirus discovered in the UK 

and South Africa, according to a laboratory study. The study by Pfizer scientists and 

scientists from the University of Texas Medical Branch, which has not yet been peer

reviewed, indicated the vaccine was effective in neutralizing variants with the so-called 

N501Y mutation, situated on a portion of the virus that it uses to enter and infect cells. The 

findings, however, are limited because the study did not look at the full set of mutations 

found in either of the new variants of the rapidly spreading virus. (Reuters) 

Post-Infection Coronavirus Immunity Usually Robust After 8 Months - The human 

body typically retains a robust immune response to the coronavirus for at least eight 

months after an infection, and potentially much longer, researchers said in a ~ 

published in the journal Science. About 90 percent of the patients studied showed lingering, 

stable immunity. The review of blood samples from 200 patients also found that multiple 

elements of the immune system, not just antibodies, continued to be effective at 

recognizing and responding to the virus. The human body appears to retain a memory of 

the invader and is poised to generate a coordinated counterattack of antibodies and killer T 

cells quickly if exposed again. (Washington Post) 

Severe Allergic Reactions to Pfizer's COVID-19 Vaccine Are 'Rare' - Severe allergic 

reactions to the COVID-19 vaccine made by Pfizer and BioNTech were "rare" in the first 10 

days of its rollout across the country, according to a new CDC report. A total of 21 cases of 
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anaphylaxis- none of them fatal- have been confirmed among nearly 1.9 million doses 

administered, CDC researchers wrote in the Morbidity and MortalitY WeeklY Report. That 

works out to 11 .1 cases per 1 million doses. (Los Angeles Times) 

Two Arthritis Drugs Reduce Deaths in Very Ill COVID Patients - The British government 

on Friday issued new guidance encouraging health care providers to use two arthritis drugs 

to treat severely sick COVID-19 patients, following the release of promising data from a 

clinical trial that has not yet undergone formal scientific review. The findings in a new paper 

show that treatment regimens involving the drugs tocilizumab or sarilumab reduced the 

death rate among COVID patients in intensive care to about 27 percent, compared with 36 

percent among patients who did not receive the drugs. Based on these results, about one 

death would be prevented for every 12 ICU patients treated early with these drugs. (~ 

York Times) 

Loss of Smell and Taste Tied to Mild COVID-19 Cases - A study published in the Journal 

of Internal Medicine found that 86 percent of patients with mild forms of COVID-19 

developed loss of sense of taste and smell , compared with only 4 to 7 percent of those with 

moderate to severe cases. The research included more than 2,500 patients in France, 

Belgium, and Italy. The majority of people who lost sense of smell or taste regained their 

senses within about two months. Why loss of smell and taste are more common among 

people with milder forms of COVID-19 remains unclear. The study's authors theorized that 

such patients have higher levels of certain antibodies that might limit the spread of the 

coronavirus to the nose. (NBC News) 

CHARTS, MODELS, AND GRAPHICS: 

People Without Symptoms Spread Virus in More Than Half of Cases, CDC Model 

Finds - People with no symptoms transmit more than half of all cases of the novel 

coronavirus, according to a model developed by researchers at the CDC. Fifty-nine percent 

of all transmission came from people without symptoms, under the model's baseline 

scenario. That includes 35 percent of new cases from people who infect others before they 

show symptoms and 24 percent that come from people who never develop symptoms at all. 

(Washington Post) 

Metrics from The COVID Tracking Project - Below are four charts from the COVID

Trackjng Project. These show U.S. nationwide trends since April 1 in four key metrics - new 

tests, new confirmed cases, hospitalizations, and new deaths. Note that the number of daily 

tests impacts the number of daily cases that are confirmed. 

Date of Information: 18:32:36 on 01 -08-2021 
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Distribution: Sent by Kevin Kornreich/NCR Watch Desk- Regional to CAO/HSEC, 

RESF 2 Comm IT ALL, RESF 4all, RESF 5all , RESF Ball, NCROps via MWCOG 

RICCS 

Do not distribute this information beyond Trusted Agents. This message is used for 

internal regional Situational Awareness and not intended for public dissemination . 

Desk: 202-481 -3191 

Email: Ncrjc3.hsema@dc QOV 

If you would like to change how you receive these notifications, please LOGIN to your 

account and edit your delivery methods. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fields Beverly fOCMEl 
I HAVE ADDED THIS JOURNAUST TO THE UST: Journa list checking in 
Thursdey, April 11 2021 12 :38:29 PM 

Attachments: image004.ong 
jmageOOS png 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 30, 2021 9:59 PM 
To: Jose Pagliery 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Journalist checking in 

Hi, 

All media t hat have inquired wil l be provided w it h the information or it wi ll be made publ ic. 

Beverly 

on Mar 30, 'LOLl, at Y :~li-'M, Jose 1-'agl iery <Jose.Pagliery<rothedatlybeast. com> wrote: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshine@dc.gay for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 
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Thank you for respond ing. Do you know if t he results will be made public when they're 

ready? 

Jose Pagliery 

po litica l investigations report er 

m: 305-814-3006 (secure WhatsApp/Signal # provided upon request) 

e: jose.oagl jery@thedajlybeast.com 

From: "Fields, Beverly (OCM E)" <beyerly .fjelds@dc goy> 

Date: Tuesday, March 30, 2021 at 9:50PM 

To: Jose Pagl iery <Jose.Pagl jery@tbedailybeast.com> 

Subject: Re: Journalist checking in 

Greetings, 

yes, t he cause and manner of death are pending at this t ime. We don't provide or 

opine on timing of results. But we do follow National Association of Medical 

Examiner's guidel ines to complete autopsy reporting in 90% of cases w ith in 60-90 days. 

As you note, t he guidelines provide for 10% of cases to fall outside of the 60-90 day 

t ime period. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ 

Beverly Ann Fields, Esq. 

Chief of Staff 

DC Office of the Ch ief Medica l Examiner 

401 ESt ., SW, 6th Floor 

Washington, DC 20024 

202-698-9006 (o) 

202-329-9006 (c) 

beverly.fie lds@dc.gov 

On Mar 30, 2021, at 4:17PM, Jose Pagl iery 

<Jose.Pagljery@thedailybeast.com> wrote: 
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(AUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 

links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 
content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
pbjsh jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Ms. Fields, 

I emailed Ms. Adams, but she's out unti l later th is week and asked 

time-sensit ive requests sent your wav. 

My name is Jose Pagliery. I am a journalist at The Daily Beast . I' m 

going to ment ion the OCM E and Officer Brian Sicknick case. Are t he 

autopsy results still pend ing? Is there any estimate on when t hey might be 

ready? And wi ll they be made public? 

Forgive me, I'm sure you're gett ing a ton of requests on t his. 

Cheers, 

Jose Pagliery 

political investigations reporter 

m: 305-814-3006 (secure WhatsApp/Signal # provided upon request) 

e: jose 0a€1iery@thedailybeast com 

t: @jose pagliery 

[ll!lliJ,_; __ 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCMEl 

Subject: I HAVE HER ON THE LIST TO RECEIVE THE COD/MOD WHEN IT GOES OUT: cause of death? RE: 2021-FOIA-
03472 status .. . 

Date: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:07:52 PM 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Cruef Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronav irus.dc.gov . 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:06 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: cause of death? RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

&,a :ll&nM 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc goy 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrisales@nor.ora] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:01 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: cause of death? RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that t~is email is suspicious, 
please forward to obisbjog@dc gov for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

I am seeing a WaPo story on t he lat e officer Sickn ick's cause of death but not seeing a release for t he 

M E's office? I haven't had luck reaching Cheryle. Can you help? 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

1111 Nort h Capitol Street NE 

Washington DC 20002 

(202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-3709 NPR HQ office 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

www.npr.on~ 

Twitter: @cgrisales 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 20211:40 PM 
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To: Claud ia Grisales <CGrisa les@npr.org> 

Subject: RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 stat us ... 

You are correct as to access to autopsy repotts. The limitations on access to death certificates are 
contained in the statutes that I cited for you. 

All the best, 

f&a:Jlaam.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for t he District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rod ney.Ada ms@ dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Claudia Grisales [majlto:CGrjsales@opr.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 1:14 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc go y for addit ional analysis by OCTO Sec urity Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thank you much. I did get that initial email and missed it, apologies. To double, t riple check, believe 

this says that autopsy report is not pub lic unless next of kin gives authorization or t here's a 

subpoena or court order? Do I have that right? Also, I'm resubmit ting t he request for t he death 

certificate via vital records, but is there guidance whether there are limits t here as well? 
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Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

{202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 20211:01 PM 

To: Claudia Grisales <CGrisa les@npr org> 

Subject: RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

Ms. Grisales: 

Thanks for your message. It suggests that the messaging system within the District's FOIA portal 
clido't function properly to deliver the email that I sent to you. For your convenience, I have 
inserted the text of my email below. 

Dear Ms. Grisales: 

This is in response to your request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) for the 
following: 

Requesting the autopsy report and death certificate for late U.S. Capitol Police officer 
Brian Sicknick who died from injuries suffered in the Jan. 6 insurrection. (Date Range for 
Record Search: From 01/06/2021 To 12/31/2021) 
Access to medical examiner records varies widely between jurisdictions. The public policy 
nf thP. fli c;trirt nf ("nit Jmhit=l ic; t ht=lt t=lll rArc;nnc; t=lCP. P.ntitiP.c:l tn ft Jll t=lnc:l mmriP.tP. infnrmrltinn 
regarding the affairs of government and the official acts of those who represent them as 
public otticials and employees. However, this is tempered by the protection ot privacy 
for individual citizens and their survivors. A mission of the Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner (OCME) is to support the families who have suffered a loss. See National 
Archives and Records Admin Y Eayjsh 541 US 157 (2004). Disclosure of personal 
information, especially medical records, is not permitted under EOIA. DC Code 2-534(a) 
(2) and 5 USC 552(b)(6). More specifically, see DC Code 5-1412 under DC Code 2-534(a) 
(6). Accordingly, OCME does not release autopsy reports in response to EOIA requests. 
A direct request to OCME for an autopsy report would need to be accompanied by 1) an 
authorization of the next of kin for release of information, 2) a subpoena, or 3) a court 
order. DC Code 5-1412 and 28 DCMR 5000. In cases where an investigation has not 
been completed, as here, additional EOIA exceptions such as DC Code 2-534(a)(2), (a)(3), 
(a)(4), and (e) are applicable. Therefore, I must advise you that your request for the 
autopsy report of Officer Sicknick is decl ined. 
Death certificates are not maintained by OCME. These records are kept by Vital Records 
within the DC Department of Health. Therefore, a request for a death certificate shou ld 
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be directed to Vital Records. Access to death certificates is limited to those individuals 
listed in DC Code 7-231.24 and 7-231.25. 
Under DC Code 2-537 and 1 DCMR 412, you have the right to appeal this letter to the 
Mayor or to the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. If you elect to appeal to the 
Mayor, your appeal must be in writ ing and contain "Freedom of Information Act Appeal" 
or "FOIA Appeal" in the subject line of the letter as well on the outside of the envelope. 
The appeal must include (1) a copy of the original request; (2) a copy of any written 
denial; (3) a statement of the circumstances, reasons, and/or arguments advanced in 
support of disclosure; and (4) a daytime telephone number, and e-mail and/or U.S. Mail 
address at which you can be reached. The appeal may be submitted .oolio.e. via the DC 
government Public FOIA Portal. Written appeals may also be mailed to: The Mayor's 
Office of Legal Counsel, FOIA Appeal; 1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 407, 
Washington, D.C. 20004. Electronic versions of the same information can instead be e
mailed to The Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel at foia appeals@dc.gov. Further, a copy 
of all appeal materials must be forwarded to the OCME FOIA Officer. Failure to follow 
these administrative steps will result in delay in the processing and commencement of a 
response to your appeal to the Mayor. 
If you have any additional questions regarding this request, you may contact me at t his 
email address. 
All the best, 

Rod Adams 
Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 
401 E St reet SW, Washington, DC 20024 

T hope this is helpful to you. 

&a:lUams 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc ~NY 

Confidentiality Notice 
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This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherw1se legally protected or exempt from diSClosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authomed 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of th is message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Claudia Grisales [majlto:CGrjsales@opr.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 12:54 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Cou ld I get more info on w hy t his FOIA request was closed? I assume I need to resubmit this FOIA 

request? 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

(202) 845-3980 cell 

(202}-513-2263 Senate booth 

Tw itter: @qnjsales 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Djaz f@ndsco COCME> 

Subject: I RECEIVED THIS REQUEST AS WELL AND I AM SENDING THESE REQUEST TO EOM COMMS: Urgent CNN NEW 
DAY interview request 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Monday, April19, 2021 5:18:49 PM 
jmage003 png 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 5:18PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco djaz@dc goy 
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From: Conte Widman, Carmen [majlto:carmeo.contewjdman@wamermedja.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 5:03 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to oh jshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good Afternoon-

l'm reaching out on behalf of CNN NEW DAY. We would like to request a LIVE interview with Dr. 

Francisco Diaz regarding the autopsy of Officer Brian Sicknick. 

New Day is LIVE between 6-9am ET. Can he join us anytime tomorrow morn ing? We can send a 

stud io van to him or do th is via CISCO or SKYPE. 

Please confirm th is has been received. Thank you. Carmen 

Carmen Widman 
CNN's New Day 

Carmen co otewjdman©tmoer com 

Cell 646-467-1742 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fripp SaVern fOCME> 

Subject: I REPUED TO THIS REPORTER: CBS News inquiry 
Thursdey, April 8, 2021 9:22:47 AM Dote: 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 4:49PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: CBS News inquiry 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 1Fax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savem fripp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Cassidy McDonald <cassjdy mcdooald@cbsioteractive com> 
Date: April 7, 2021 at 3:23:48 PM EDT 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: CBS News inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to ph jsh jng@dc soy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
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!operations Center {SOC). 

Hi there, 

I'm a journalist with CBS News, reporting on those who died during the Capitol 
riots Januruy 6. I'm wondering if you could notify me when you have results in 
the death of Officer Brian David Sicknick. Tn the meantime, would you also be 
able to provide a copy of the full autopsy report for Roseanne Boyland, 34, whose 
cause of death you just announced as acute amphetamine intoxication? 

Many thanks, 

Cassidy McDonald 
Reporter, CBS News 
M: 608-658-0223 

We need everyone in our communjty to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCMEl 
I WILL ADD THE REPORTER TO THE UST: Request Assignment 
Tuesday, March 9, 2021 11 :07:40 AM 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 11:06 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Request Assignment 

Cheryle, 

Here's an N PR reporter to add to your list. 

E -mail: cgrisales@npr org 

:fSga:lUams 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Colum bia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodoey.Adams@dc.goy 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: rodney.adams@dc.gov [mailto:rodney.adams@dc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 11:01 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Request Assignment 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pb jsb jng@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Rodney Adams , 

Request # 2021 -FOIA-03472 has been assigned to you for processing. Here's a brief 
summa1y of the request: 

Request ID: 2021-FOIA-03472 
R equest Type: FOIA 
Requested By: Grisales, Claudia 
Requested Date: March 3, 2021 
Primary User: Rodney Adams 
Target Date: March 24, 202 1 

Request Description: 

Requesting the autopsy repoti and death cettificate for late U.S. Capitol Police 
officer Brian Sicknick who died from injuries suffered in the Jan. 6 insurrection. 
(Date Range for Record Search: From 01106/2021 To 12/31/2021) 
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Assignment Note: 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fripp SaVern fOCME> 

Subject: I WILL FOLLOW UP: Hi •• question from The Wall Street Journal 
Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4: 18:13 f>M Dote: 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 3:59 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Hi -- question from The Wall Street Journal 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 1Fax (202) 698-9101 1 
Email: savem fripp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hobbs, Tawnell" <tawnell bobbs@wsj com> 
Date: January 19, 2021 at 3:58:21 PM EST 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to ph jsh jng@dc soy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
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!operations Center {SOC). 

Hi. I'm Tawnell Hobbs, a reporter at The Wall Street Journal. How can I got about 
getting cause of death and/or autopsy information on the following individuals: 

Brian Sicknick, 42 
Howard Liebengood, 51 

Thanks for any help you can provide. My cell is 475-323-8149. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

rg I , ___ . 
M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnel! hobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnel! 

u 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Fripp SaVern COCME> 
fields Beverly COCME> 
I WILL FOLLOW Ul": Wall Street Journel Request 

Friday, January 8, 2021 11:11:31 AM 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 202111:10 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Wall Street Journal Request 

Sa Vern M. F ripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410 ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: sayem fripp@dc gov !Web: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Andy Duehren <andrew duebren@wsj com> 
Date: January 8, 2021 at 11:08:03 AM EST 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Wall Street Journal Request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
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this email is suspicious, please forward to oh jsh jng@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, I'm a reporter with the Wall Street Journal, and I'm reaching out about the 
death of US Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. Has the cause of death been 
determined? 

Andy Duehren 
The Wall Street Journal 
(o): 202-862-9241 
(c): 781-789-0760 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayjms de goy. 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fripp SaVern fOCME> 

Subject: I WILL REPLY: Webform.ocme.atd 
Thursdey, Februery 18, 20211:27:16 PM Dote: 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 20211:10 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Webform.ocme.atd 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 1Fax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savem fripp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Bill <bmccarthy@poynter org> 
Date: February 18, 2021 at 1:09:23 PM EST 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: W ebform.ocme.atd 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that 
the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phjshjn~@dc ~oy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
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(SOC). 

This Email was sent from the OP 3 website. 

Subject 

Other, please specify below. 

Message 

Greetings, 

My name is Bill McCarthy, and I'm a reporter with PolitiFact, a nonpartisan fact
checlcing service. I'm writing a story about claims that say Officer Brian 
Sicknick's death was exaggerated by the media and was not connected to actions 
by the group that stormed the Capitol. 

In the absence of public information, TV pundits and social media users are 
drawing conclusions about the cause of Officer Sicknick's death. News outlets 
have also conflicting information linking the incident to a fire extinguisher and 
also to a chemical irritant. 

I have not seen any information or autopsy results from the medical examiner's 
office. Would the medical examiner's office like to comment or provide any new 
information? Anything you could get me by the end of the day would be greatly 
appreciated. Thank you! 

All the best-- Bill 

<APP>CUSTOM 
<PREFIX> </PREFIX> 
<FIRST> Bill</FIRST> 
<MIDDLE> </MIDDLE> 
<LAST>McCarthy</LAST> 
<SUFFIX> </SUFFIX> 
<ADDRI> </ADDRl> 
<CITY> </CITY> 
<STATE>District ofColumbia</STATE> 
<ZIP> </ZIP> 
<ORGANIZATION>PulitiFact</ORGANIZATION> 
<EMAIL>bmccai1hy@poynter org<IEMAIL> 
<PHONE H> </PHONE H> - -
<PHONE W> </PHONE W> - -
<ISSUE>Other, please specify below.</ISSUE> 
<MSG>Greetings, 

My name is Bill McCarthy, and I'm a reporter with PolitiFact, a nonpartisan fact-
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checking service. I'm writing a story about claims that say Officer Brian 
Sicknick's death was exaggerated by the media and was not connected to actions 
by the group that stormed the Capitol. 

In the absence of public information, TV pundits and social media users are 
drawing conclusions about the cause of Officer Sicknick's death. News outlets 
have also conflicting information linking the incident to a ftre extinguisher and 
also to a chemical irritant. 

I have not seen any information or autopsy results from the medical examiner's 
office. Would the medical examiner's office like to comment or provide any new 
information? Anything you could get me by the end of the day would be greatly 
appreciated. Thank you! 

All the best -- Bill</MSG> 
<lAPP> 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fripp SaVern fOCME> 

Subject: I WILL REPLY: Media Inquiry re: Officer Brian Sicknick 
Monday, February 1, 2021 4: 14:02 r>M Dote: 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, February 01, 2021 4 :12PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Media Inquiry re: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 1Fax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savem fripp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Flack, Eric" <EFlack@wusa9 com> 
Date: February 1, 2021 at 2:50:36 PM EST 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Media Inquiry re: Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that 
the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phjshjn~@dc ~oy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
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(SOC). 

Good afternoon - I work with WUSA9 and am preparing for our coverage of 
Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick's fimeral. 

As part of our reporting, we would like to confirm with the DC Medical 
Examiners Office the cause of death ruled by the medical examiner. 

Can you please provide an update, and whether Officer Sick:nicks death has been 
mled a Homocide, or, whether it could be in the future. 

Thank you for your assistance, 

Eric Flack 
WUSA9 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fripp SaVern fOCME> 

Subject: I WILL REPLY: NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 
Wednesday, February 24, 2021 12:28:29 f'M Dote: 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 202111:59 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 1Fax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savem fripp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Julia Marnin <j mamin@newsweek com> 
Date: February 24, 2021 at 11:27:55 AM EST 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to ph jsh jng@dc soy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
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!operations Center {SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Julia Marnin and I am a reporter for Newsweek. We are working on a 
story about the information surrounding Officer Brian Sicknick's death following 
the January 6 Capitol Hill riots. Can the DC Office ofthe Chief Medical 
Examiner answer a few questions below? 

Is the medical examiner's report on Officer Sicknick complete? If not, when will 
it be released? 

Is it possible to confirm or deny whether Sicknick was struck with a fire 
extinguisher on the head? Previously, multiple media outlets had reported that. 

Any other information that is available surrounding his death that you are able to 
provide would be greatly appreciated. 

I look forward to hearing back from you. Our deadline today/as soon as possible. 

Best, 
Julia Mamin 

Julia Marnin I Fellow 
NEWSWEEK 
T I +1 609 923 5425 

E I Lmarnjo@ocwswcek.com 

W I newsweek.com 

A I 33 Whitehall Street, Floor 8, New York. NY, 10004 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fripp SaVern fOCME> 
I WILL RESPOND AND THANK YOU: Fox News seeking confirmation -- Brian Sicknick cause of death 
Thursdey, Februery 4, 2021 8:00:37 AM 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2021 7:18AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Fox News seeking confirmation -- Brian Sicknick cause of death 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office of t he Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 I Washington, DC 20024 I Office (202) 698-9009 

Mobi le: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern.fripp@dc.gov I Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Wal lace, Danielle" <danjelle wa llace@EOXNEWS COM> 

Date: Febru ary 4, 2021 at 7:17:46 AM EST 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov>, "Records, OCME (OCME)" <ocme.records@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Gaffney, Mel issa" <Meljssa.Leon@EOXNEWS.COM>, "Arroyo, Michael" 

<Michael Arroyo@foxbusjness com>, "Conner, Paul" <Paul Conner@FOXNEWS COM>, 

"Early, Jord an" <Jordan Early@EOXNEWS COM> 

Subject: Fox News seeking confirmation --Brian Sicknick cause of death 
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CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
at tachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to pb jshim~®dc goy for additiona l analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning, 

I'm reaching out f rom Fox News in New York. When do you expect to release the 

official cause of death for fallen Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick? Are you able to 

provide a copy of the autopsy report? 

Can you conf irm whether he suffered blunt force trauma during the riot at t he Capitol 

on Jan. 6? Is it believed he was struck in t he head by a fire extinguisher? 

Can you conf irm whether exposure to chemical agents, such as bear mace or pepper

spray, might have contributed to his death? Did he have any pre-existing conditions 
t hat also played a factor? 

There are many conflict ing reports as to what specif ica lly caused Sicknick's demise. 

Please let me know if we can get some clarification for our coverage on 
foxnews.com. Thank you. 

Kind ly, 

Danielle Wallace 
Breaking/Trending Digital News Producer 

FoxNews.com 

1-646-629-5018 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information. Tt is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the 
addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to 
the addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to 
anyone. Rather, you should pem1anently delete this message and its attachments 
and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its 
attachments that does not relate to the official business ofF ox News or Fox 
Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fripp SaVern fOCME> 
I WILL RESPOND AND THANK YOU: Public records request dated 02/05/ 2021 
Friday, February 5, 2021 9 :50:24 AM 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 05, 2021 9:49AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

Sa Vern M . Fripp I Administrative Coordinator I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6092 I Washington, DC 20024 
Office: (202) 698-9009 I Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax: (202) 698-9101 
Email: sayern fripp@dc,g.oy I Web: www,ocme,dc,goy 

From: Tom Rnsk [majlto·tom@rask mm] 
Sent: Friday, February 5, 2021 9:41AM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to pbjshjng@dc goy for additional ana lysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 
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This is a public records request. 

My request is for a copy of your agency's examination of the body of Capitol Hill Police 
Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Regards, 

Tom Rask 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fripp SaVern fOCME> 
I WILL RESPOND: 60 MINUTES: Urgent Deadline 
Thursdey, Merch 18, 2021 2:19:05 r>M 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 2:16 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: 60 MINUTES: Urgent Deadline 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office of t he Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 I Washington, DC 20024 I Office (202) 698-9009 

Mobi le: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern.fripp@dc.gov I Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Fl ickinger, lan" <Eijckjngerl@cbsnews com> 

Date: March 18, 2021 at 12:58:10 PM EDT 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Weisz, Aaron" <WejszA@cbsnews.com> 

Subject: 60 MINUTES: Urgent Deadline 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishine@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

I hope you and your family are safe and well. I work at 60 Minutes. I was hoping you 
could provide some guidance on the below: 

Do you have an estimate as to when you plan to release the final medical report with 
Officer Brian Sicknick' s cause of death? 

This is a request on an urgent deadline - a response as soon as possible is greatly 
appreciated. 

Best, 

Ian Flickinger 
60 Minutes 
Cell: 330 506 2S73 
tljckjngeri@cbsne\vs com 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Records OCME (OCMEl 
I WILL RESPOND: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 
Tuesday, February 2, 202110:19:33 AM 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.goy. 

From: Records, OCME (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 202110:19 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fw: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

Good Morning Cheryle, 

We had this media request come in to the RMU emai l th is morning. Is it possible to r you to 

re::.pu11u Lu lheir i r1quir y? 

Thank you, 

Andrew I Records 

From: Wild, Whitney .::Wbjtoey.Wjld@t urner.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 20218:18 AM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme records@dc.gov> 

Subject: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO 
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Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning, 

We are wondering if it's possible to receive a copy of Officer Brian Sicknick's medical exam or 
autopsy? 

Will this be publicly released? Has it been completed? 

Thank you. 

Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-70 l-8532 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fripp SaVern fOCME> 
I WILL RESPOND: Media request from the Star Tribune 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 9;1'1:04 AM 

image003.ong 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 9:12AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Media request from the Star Tribune 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office of t he Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 I Washington, DC 20024 I Office (202) 698-9009 

Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-91011 
Email: sayero f r jpp@dc.gov I Web: www ocme.dc goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Woodall, Hunter" <huoter.woodall@startrjbune.com> 

Date: April 20, 2021 at 9:11:11 AM EDT 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 

Subject: Media request from the Star Tribune 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
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attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning, 

My name is Hunter Woodall and I'm a Washington reporter for The Minneapolis Star Tribune. l was 
just hoping to be sent any details or information the office provided to media this week regarding the 
death of U.S. Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick. Thanks for your help! 

All the best, 
Hunter Woodall 
Washington reporter for The Minneapolis Star Tribune 
Email: hunter woodall@startrjbune com 
Phone: 703-963-2812 
Twitter: @Jmntennw 

~ StarTribune 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
ljves and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fripp SaVern fOCME> 
I WILL RESPOND: Yahoo News request- On Deadline 
Wednesday, February 17, 2021 9:48:19 AM 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 9:38AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Yahoo News request - On Deadline 

Sa Vern M . Fripp I Administrative Coordinator I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6092 I Washington, DC 20024 
Office: (202) 698-9009 I Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax: (202) 698-9101 
Email: sayern fripp@d c,g.oy I Web: www,ocme,dc,goy 

From: Caitlin Dic:kson [majlto ·c:djc:kson@yahoonews com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 9:34AM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Yahoo News request - On Deadline 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to pb jshjng@dc goy for additional ana lysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 
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Hi there, 

I'm currently working on a story about a number of questions and conspiratorial claims that 

h<lVP. bP.P.n r<lisP.d rP.c:P.ntly <lbout C:<lpitol Polic:P. Offic:P.r Rri<ln Sic:knic:k's dP.<lth, <lnd I'm hoping 

you can provide some information that could help clear things up. My deadline is 4pm EST 

today, Feb. 17. 

Fi rst, can you confirm a cause of death for Officer Sicknick, or share any information about t he 

find ings of his autopsy? 

One particu lar post by the website Revolver News - which has been cited and further 

promoted by prominent cable news hosts, magazine columnists, and members of Congress -

alleges, among ot her th ings, that federal authorities are "hiding the medical report" w ith 

Officer Sicknick's cause of death. 

The same post also suggests that Officer Sicknick's body may have been cremated w ithout his 

family' s authorization, speculating about "Why, one must wonder, wou ld a family st ill 

searching for answers, who has no autopsy results, no death certificate, and no medical 

report, authorize a cremation? Did they?" 

Can you confi rm whether or not Officer Sicknick's fami ly authorized his cremation, and 

whether they rece ive a death certificate and/or autopsy results? Had all necessary tests been 

conducted to determine Officer Sicknick's cause of death before his body was cremated? 

Finally, can you perhaps explain why the autopsy find ings I official cause of death in th is case 

have not yet been made public? It seems as though the lack of officia l details is really fuel ing 

speculation here, so any informat ion you can provide to help set t he record straight wou ld be 

great ly appreciated. 

Best, 

Ca it lin 

Caitlin Dickson 
Senior Reporter, Yahoo News 
cdjckson@yahoonews com 1847.404.3956 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fripp SaVern fOCME> 
I will reply and thank you: Brick Sicknick 
Thursdey, Februery 4, 2021 11:14:39 AM 

imageOOl.ong 

Cberyle Adams 
Special Assistant to tbe Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
40 I E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202-698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www acme de goy 

On Feb 4, 2021 , at 11:04 AM, Fripp, Sa Vern (OCME) <savem.fripp@dc ~ov> wrote: 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 I Washington, DC 20024 I Office (202) 

698-9009 

Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-91011 

Email: <:;;"lVPrn frjpp@rlr e()v I W eb: www ()f'mP rlr (1()V 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kevin Shea <KSHEA@njadyancemedja com> 
Date: February 4, 2021 at 11:03:52 AM EST 
To: A TD OCME <ocrne@dc gov> 
Subject: Brick Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 

links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 
content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phjshing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

I am a news reporter for NJ.com - Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick's 

home state. 
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Kindly add me to any lists of media/reporters who seek findings in his 

death investigation- if there is such a list. 

Otherwise, is there any ETA on public comment on the autopsy I post

mortem examination? 

Thank You, 

Kevin Shea 

Kevin Shea I Managing Producer/ Supervising Reporter 

NJ Advance Media 

413 RiverView Plaza I Trenton, NJ 08611 

p: 609-819-2390 e: KSHEA@niadyancemedia.com 

Local journalism needs your support. Subscribe at J?i.coml.mpporter. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that 

is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If 
you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the 

sender immediately by return e-mail, purge it and do not disseminate 

or copy it. 

<imageOOl. png> 
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From: 

To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Importance: 

Dedner. Olivia IEOM) 

Adams Chervle IOCMEl 

Information Requested on Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection 
Wednesday, April 7, 2021 1:07:41 PM 

High 

THIS WAS APPROVED TO GO OUT- USE AS PRESENTED BELOW: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the following 
determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
Cause ofDeath-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamjn Phillips, 50 years old: 
Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
Cause ofDeath-Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
Manner of Death-Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical teoninology on the cause and manner of death: 

As detennined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one oftbe following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckJess behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetennined: Used when there is insufficient infonuation to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
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investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Watts. Lindsay 
Chery!e Adams 
Interview request FoxSDC 
Tuesday, April 20, 202111:16:27 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of tl1e DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle! 

Per our conversation yesterday, 1 wanted to request an interview with Dr. Diaz about Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Please let me know if that is possible. We could do it in person or via zoom. 

Thank you, 

Lindsay Watts 
Reporter 
Fox5DC 
202-823-2447 

Sent from my iPhone 

Tllis message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It is intended solely for 
the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the 
message to an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should 
permanently delete this message and its attachments and kindly notifY the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of 
tllis message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or its subsidiaries 
must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is made that this email or its 
attachments are without defect. 
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From: Hobbs. Tawnell 

To: Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Subject: Interview request 
D ote: Monday, April 19, 2021 7:05:52 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi. It's Tawnell Hobbs, reporter at The Wall Street JournaL I'd like to request an interview 
with the medical examiner to discuss Officer Sicknick's death. If that's not possible, if the 
medical examiner could verify media reports that Sicknick had multiple strokes that would be 
greatly appreciated. 

Thanks for your time. My cell is 475-323-8149. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SP ECIAL WRIT ER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawnell 

D 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Gilead, 

Adams. Rodney COCME) 
gjlead ljght@usdoj goy 
Qjaz francisco COCME> 
Jan 6th riot deaths 

Friday, February 19, 2021 3:33:27 PM 

I am receiving numerous FOIA requests for OCME case files of those who died at the Capitol on 

Jan 61h, esp. Off. Sicknick. I have denied those requests primarily on the basis of personal 
privacy. A secondary basis is that 1) OCMR has not issued a final report; and 2) law enforcement 
agencies are conducting investigations. To assure that I am on the same page with the law 
enforcement investigations, I'd be grateful if you'd let me know a time that is convenient for me 
to give you a call to discuss. 

Thanks for your help, 

f&,a:/Uam.F 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Gilead, 

Adams. Rodney COCME) 
gjlead ljght@usdoj goy 
Qjaz francisco COCME> 
Jan 6th riot deaths 

Friday, February 19, 2021 3:33:27 PM 

I am receiving numerous FOIA requests for OCME case files of those who died at the Capitol on 

Jan 61h, esp. Off. Sicknick. I have denied those requests primarily on the basis of personal 
privacy. A secondary basis is that 1) OCMR has not issued a final report; and 2) law enforcement 
agencies are conducting investigations. To assure that I am on the same page with the law 
enforcement investigations, I'd be grateful if you'd let me know a time that is convenient for me 
to give you a call to discuss. 

Thanks for your help, 

f&,a:/Uam.F 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Jose Paqliery 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Journalist checking in 
Tuesday, March 30, 2021 4:14:50 f"M 

imageOOl.onq 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Ms. Adams, 

My name is Jose Pagliery. I am a journalist at The Daily Beast. I'm going to mention the 

OCME and Officer Brian Sickn ick case. Are the autopsy results still pend ing? Is t here any estimate on 

when they might be ready? And will they be made public? 

Forgive me, I'm sure you're getting a ton of requests on this. 

Cheers, 

Jose Pagliery 

political investigations reporter 

m: 305-814-3006 (secure WhatsApp/Signa l #provided upon request) 
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Fr om: 

To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

© 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Adams Rodney fOCMEl 

LOL: Public records request dated 02/05/ 2021 
Friday, Februa ry 5, 2021 1:15:22 I"M 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February OS, 2021 1:13 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

ubject: RE: FOLLOW UP: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

f&a:?UarM 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for t he District of Colum bia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de goy 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt f rom disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print , retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify t he sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
ent: Friday, February OS, 2021 12:55 PM 
o: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Ubj~ublic records request dated 02/05/2021 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 05, 202112:27 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

· ect: RE: FOLLOW UP: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 
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f&a:?laams 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc €10Y 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 05, 202112:07 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 
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Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocrne.dc gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
From: Tom Rask [mai!to:tom@rask.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 5, 2021 9:41AM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not c.lick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pb jshim~@dc .goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

This is a public records request. 

My request is for a copy ofyour agency's examination of the body of Capitol Hjll Police 
Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Regards, 

TomRask 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Rod, 

Diaz. Francisco (OCME) 
Adams Rodney IOCMEl 
Letter 
Wednesday, March 31, 2021 3:21:05 f"M 

imageOOl.ong 
Johnson re Sicknjck jnyestjgation 2021 03 09 osa docx 

Can you please convert to PDF and send it back to me. 

Thank you, 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 
Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 
Washington, DC. 

E rancjsco.d jaz @dc.goy 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Ready to be sent. 

Diaz. Francisco (OCME) 
Adams Rodney IOCMEl 
Letter 
Wednesday, March 31, 2021 3:23:41 1"1'1 

imageOOl.ong 
Johnson re Sicknjck jnyestjgation 2021 03 09 osa pdf 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 

Wash ington, DC. 

Francisco diaz@dc goy 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Diaz. Francisco COCME) 
Geldart Chrjs CDPW); Gil Helder CEOM) 
Letters 
Tuesday, March 9, 2021 4:59:59 r>M 

imageOOl.ong 
Johnson re Sicknjck investigation 2021 03 09.docx 
2021-03-08 RHJ to DC Medical Examiner - Fina!.pdf 

Please f ind enclosed the request letter f rom the office of Senator Johnson and the draf t response. 

Best regards, 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Acting Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francjsco.djaz@dc goy 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Claudia Grisales 
chervle adams@dc goy 
ME ruling for Sicknick? 
Monday, April 19, 2021 3:52:23 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Apologies I maybe missing the email, is there a ruling out for officer Sicknick? 

Best, 

Claud ia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

1111 North Capitol Street NE 

Washington. DC 20002 

(202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-SB-3709 NPR HQ office 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

www.npr.org 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

noreply@OCOCM"ENotification.gov 
Francisco djaz@dc goy 
MEDICAL RECORDS PICK UP 
Thursdey, Jenuery 14, 2021 2 :25:54 I'M 

Please click here to acknowledge receipt of this message 

Case#: 21 -00132 

Hospital/Facility: GWUH 

available Moo - Fri 0830- 1700 hrs 

Contact person Patrice 202-715-5324 

FI/MLI: Lyles 

202-698-9003 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

noreply@OCOCM"ENotification.gov 
denjse lyles@dc goy 
MEDICAL RECORDS PICK UP 
Thursdey, Jenuery 14, 2021 2 :25:55 I'M 

Please click here to acknowledge receipt of this message 

Case#: 21 -00132 

Hospital/Facility: GWUH 

available Moo - Fri 0830- 1700 hrs 

Contact person Patrice 202-715-5324 

FI/MLI: Lyles 

202-698-9003 
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From: jason.fink@dc.gov on behalf of MEB CEOM) 
To: Hjers Viola COCMEl; Frjpp SaVern IOCMEl ; Adams Chervle COCMEl 
Subject: MMB ATIEND: Congressional Tribute in honor of Officer Brian D. Sicknick (MMB Time: ! 0:15am- !1 :15am) 

POC: 
&nbsp; 
Dept Responsible: OFRAIPSJ 
Role: Atlend 
Knudson, Kate <HYPERL !NK "tnailto:Kate.Koudson@mail.bouse.gov" Kate.Koudson@mail.bouse.gov> 
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From: jason.fink@dc.gov on behalf of MEB CEOM) 
To: Hjers Viola COCMEl; Frjpp SaVern IOCMEl ; Adams Chervle COCMEl 
Subject: MMB ATIEND: Congressional Tribute in honor of Officer Brian D. Sicknick (MMB Time: ! O:OOam- !1 :15am) 

POC: 
&nbsp; 
Dept Responsible: OFRAIPSJ 
Role: Atlend 
Knudson, Kate <HYPERL !NK "tnailto:Kate.Koudson@mail.bouse.gov" Kate.Koudson@mail.bouse.gov> 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

POC: 
&nbsp; 

jason.fink@dc.gov on behalf of MEB CEOM) 
Hjers Viola COCMEl; Frjpp SaVern IOCMEl ; Adams Chervle COCMEl 
MMB ATIEND: Congressional Service in Honor of Officer Brian Sicknick 

Dept Responsible: OFRAIPSJ 
Role: Atlend 
Knudson, Kate <HYPERL !NK "tnailto:Kate.Koudson@mail.bouse.gov" Kate.Koudson@mail.bouse.gov> 
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From: 
To: 
Date: 
Attachme nts: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Dedner Oljyja fEOM) 

Monday, April 19, 202110:19:33 AM 
Media Beauests - Media Oytlet Contact Information - UPDATED - 4. 19 2021 xlsx 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medica] Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Bee: 

Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 
Importance: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Castillo Susana CEOMl; Foster LaToya CEOMl 
Qedner Oljyja CEOMl ; Ejelds Beverly COCMEl 
Mams. Chervle (QCME) 

Media Outlet Spreadsheet - RE: The Media/Interview requests 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 5:20:36 PM 
Medja Requests - Medja Outlet Contact Informatjon - UPDATED - 4.20.2021.xlsx 
High 

Good afternoon to all, 

Please find attached the updated spreadsheet that provides the media outlets that have 
requested an interview with Dr. Diaz (Check the "Comment" column and the section 
entitled "Interview Requests." Additionally, I have formatted the spreadsheet based on the 
date I received the requests and included the telephone number when it was provided. 
Please let me know if you should have any additional questions. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 

To: 
Bee : 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 

Fjelds Beyerly COCMEl ; Dedner O!jyja CEOM\ 

Adams Chervle COCMEl 
Media Request$ - January 6, 2021 Insurrection 

Wednesday, March 24, 2021 3: 16:19 PM 

Media Requests - Media Outlets Contacts As of 3 24 202 1 xlsx 

Good afternoon Beverly and Olivia, 

I wanted to provide the most current spreadsheet with the contact information for the 
media outlets requesting the cause and manner of death for the five people who died on 
January 6, 2021. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.de.goy 

For the latest information on th e District Government' s response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Jeff Mordock 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Media request -- The Washington Times 
Wed nesday, March 31 2021 10:41:06 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I am working on a story about the death of officer Brian Sicknick. 

Can the Medical Examiner give any updates on a possible timeline on when we may hear 
anytrung or when it could possibly announce a cause of death? 

Is there anything the Medical Examiner can say about a timeline for an announcement? 

Thanks 
Jeff 

Cell is 267-566-7767 

Jeff Mordock 
Justice Department Reporter 
The Washington Times 
3600 New York Avenue 
Wasillngton, DC 20002 
Ph: (202) 636-3041 
jmordock@washingtontimes com 

Tbe infonnatioo contained in this electronic transmission is intended for tbe exclusive use of tbe iodiv.iduals to wbom it is addressed and may contain 
infonnation that is privileged and confidential, the disclosure of which is prohibited by law. If lhe reader of this transmission is not the intended 
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemio.atioo, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. In addition, any 
unauthonzed copymg, d tsclosurc or dtstnbutton ot the matenal m thls c-matl and any attachmcnls ts stncUy lorbtddcn. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Cheryle, 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Chery!e fOCMEl 
Media request 
Friday, Februa ry 26, 202111:07:11 AM 
Detail Report 2021-FQIA-03278.pdf 

Here is anod1er reporter for your list making a FOIA request re: death of Off. Slick.oick. I will be 
denying her FOIA request. 

Elise Cartmill 
WJLA 
ecartrnill@sbgtv.com 

:&,a?Uam.J 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: rodney.adams@dc.gov [mailto: rodney .adams@dc.gov] 
Sent: Friday, February 26, 202111:01 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Request Assignment 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 
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Dear Rodney Adams , 

Request # 2021-FOIA-03278 has been assigned to you for processing. Here's a brief 
summary of the request: 

Request ID: 2021-FOIA-03278 
Request Type: FOIA 
Requested By: Cartmill, Elise 
Requested Date: February 23, 2021 
Primary User: Rodney Adams 
Target Date: March 16, 2021 

Request Description: 

W JLA would like to request cause of death and autopsy report for Officer Brian 
David Sicknick He collapsed at Capitol PD Headquarters on Jan. 6th 2021 and 
passed away later at the hospitaL (Date Range for Record Search: From 01/06/2021 
To 01/08/2021) 

Assignment Note: 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Littler! . Carvn INBCUniversall 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

NBC News Inquiry re: Officer Brian Sicknick 
Monday, April 19, 2021 3:55:27 f'M 

imageOOl.ong 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hello, 

My name is Caryn Littler and I'm an Assignment Editor with NBC National News based in 

Washington, D.C. 

I am wondering if a cause and manner of death has been determined for Officer Brian D. Sicknick, 

who died on Jan. ih, 2021? 

Thank you, 

Caryn Littler 

Nightside Assignment Ed itor, NBC News Wash ington 

W: (202) 908-3200 

C: (202) 819-0930 

T: @carynlittler 

Caryn.Littler@nbcuni.com 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Julia Mamin 
chervle adams@dc goy 
NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 
Wednesday, February 24, 2021 12:25:32 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I just spoke with you on the phone regarding a story for Newsweek I am working on about the 
known information surrounding Officer Brian Sicknick's death following the January 6 
Capitol Hill riots. 

Can you issue comments to answer/confirm information for these few questions below? 

Is the medical examiner's report on Officer Sicknick complete? If not, when will it be 
released? If there's no exact date, is there any idea as to when the report might be made 
public? 

Is it possible to confirm or deny whether Sicknick was struck with a fire extinguisher on the 
head? Previously, multiple media outlets had reported that and there have been conflicting 
reports following. 

Any other information that the DC Office of the Chief Medical Examiner is able to provide 
surrounding his death and the medical examiner's report is greatly appreciated. 

Our story deadline is today. Thank you for your time. 

Best, 
Julia Marnin 

Julia Marnln I Fellow 
NEWSWEEK 

T I +J 609 923 5425 
E I j.marnin@newsweck.com 

W I nrwswrek.com 

A I 33 Whitehall Street, Floor 8, New York, NY, 10004 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Dedner Oljyja CEOM) 
Fields Beverly COCME> 

Date: 
Names of the January 6, 2021 Decedents 

Thursday, February 4, 2021 9:29:01 AM 

Good morning Olivia, 

Per your request, here are the names of the five decedents from January 6, 2021: 

1. Brian Sicknick 
2. Kevin Greeson 
3. Rose Boyland 
4. Benjamin Phillips 
5. Ashli Babbitt 

These cases are pending and the cause and manner of death will be released when the 
information is available. Please let me know if you should have any additional questions. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office o£ the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
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From: 
To: 

Delon Thornton 
chervle adams@dc goy 

Subject: News Alert: Capitol Police officer Brian D. Siclmick, who engaged rioters, suffered two strokes and died of natural 
causes, officials say 

Date: Monday, April 19, 2021 3:57:44 PM 

CAUTION: This ernail originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hello Cheryle, 

Are you able to send us the report of Officer Brian Sicknick's autopsy? 

Thank you, 

De Lon 

Delon Thornton 

Broadcast Associate - Assignment Desk 

CBS News, Washington 

0:(202) 457-4444 

External Email 

Sj~ up for alerts 

News Alert April 19, 3:49 p.m. EDT 
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Capitol Police officer Brian D. Sicknick, 
who engaged rioters, suffered two strokes 
and died of natural causes, officials say 
Sicknick, 42, collapsed after confronting rioters at the Capitol on Jan. 6 and died the 
next day. D.C. Chief Medical Examiner Francisco 1. Diaz concluded Sicknick suffered 
two strokes and died of natural causes. 

Read more 

ADV R St:MENT 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote : 

Attachments: 

Haley Gillman 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Newsmax Request 
Tbursdey, Februery 4, 2021 11:30:28 AM 

imageOOl.ong 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle, 

I appreciate you get t ing back to me. We are covering Officer Sicknick's passing at great length and 

wanted to see if the autopsy is being released. Please let me know if th is is possible. 

Thank you! 

Haley 

Haley Gillman, 
Booker. "Greg Kelly Reports" 
516-509-67091805 3rd Ave. 22nd Floor I NY. NY10022 

NeWSIDUTV 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayjrus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Wild. Whitney 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 
Ofc. Sicknick medical ruling 
Monday, April 19, 2021 4 :21 :24 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hello Cberyle, 

Hope you're doing well! I'm wondering if we can get a copy of the ME ruling in the Brian 
Sicknick case? Is it possible to get the autopsy report? 

Thank you. 

Best, 
Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-701-8532 

Get Outlook for iOS 
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f&,a:/Uam.F 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Djaz Francisco COCME> 
Off. Sicknick 
Friday, February 19, 2021 3:03:14 I'M 

Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Jerrv Dunleaw 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Officer Brian Sicknick 
Monday, April 19, 2021 4 :00:05 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle, 

This is Jerry Dunleavy with the Washington Examiner. 

Could I get the most up to date fmdings from the medical examiner related to the death of 
Officer Brian Sicknick, including a statement on the conclusions, the investigative report, and 
the autopsy report? 

And would I be able to get a statement from chief medical examiner Francisco Diaz as well? 

Many thanks! 

JD 

Jerry Dunleavy 
Washington Examiner 
JDuoleavy@WashiogtooExaminer.com 
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From: Hermann. Peter 

To: Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Cc: Oliyja Dedner 
Subject: Officer Sicknick 

Date: Monday, January 11, 2021 7:58: 19 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Good morning, th is is Peter Hermann from the Washington Post 

Seeking, when availa lbe, 

Cause and manner for: 

1. Capitol Pol ice Officer Brian D.Sicknick 

2. Ash li Babbit 

Both were ki lled Jan. 2, 2021 

Thank you 

Peter Hermann 

Washington Post 

410-371-5439 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus) , 
please visit coronayirus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adam Klasfeld 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Press Inquiry: Officer Brian Sicknick 
Monday, April 19, 2021 4 :43:47 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle: 

Can you please send me any information available-including a copy of the report or any 
public statements-about the medical examiner's determination that Officer Brian Sicknick 
died of natural causes after suffering two strokes the day after the U.S. Capitol riots? 

https ·/lwww washingtonpost com/local/public-safety/brian-sicknjck -death
strokes/2021/04/19/36d2d3 1 0-617e- l leb-atbe-9a 11 a 127d 146 stor:y html 

Please reply ASAP as I am on deadline. 

Thank you, 
Adam 

Adam Klasfeld 
Senior investigative reporter and editor, Law&Crime 
adamklasfeld@lawandcrjme com 
www lawandcrime com 
201.755.4272 (cell/Signal!WhatsApp) 
Twitter: @KiasfeldReports 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Chris Marquette 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Press question 
Monday, April19, 2021 4 :05:12 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

How did Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick die? Can you please send any relevant 
information on this, including the autopsy report? 

Best, 
Chris 

Chris Marquette 
Ethics and Accountability Reporter 1 CQ Roll Call 
E: cbrjsmarQuette@cQrollcall.com 

P: 301-675-1515 
@ChrjsMarQuette 

rollcall.com 1 info .cg.com 1 fjscalnote com 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Chery!e Adams COCMEl; Lashon Beaman: Beverly Fields 
Press request cause and manner 
Monday, January 11, 2021 2:09:47 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of tl1e DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon could you please provide cause and manner for Brian Sicknick? 
Thank you 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. l would never do tllat. Altilough it would explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Djaz Francisco COCME); Fields Beverly COCME> 
Public Safety and Justice Cluster Meeting - OCME Proposed Talking Points 
Tuesday, March 23, 20211:44:10 f"M 
OCME-PSJ Cluster Meeting Talking Points - 3.25.2021.docx 

Good afternoon Dr. Diaz and Beverly, 

Please find attached the proposed talking points £or the Public Safety and Justice Cluster 
meeting scheduled for Thursday, March 25,2021. Please let me know if you have any 
questions. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit roronav irys.dcgoy. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Ashley Kim 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 
Monday, April S, 2021 1:36:34 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Ashley Kim, I am a reporter for CNS News, and I had a question regarding the 
Judicial Watch lawsuit against the Government of the District of Columbia. 

My question is: For what reason is the Office of the ChiefMedjcal Examiner withholding the 
autopsy report of Officer Brian Sicknick? 

We will print your response in full. 

Thank you very much, 
Ashley Kim 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Emma Green 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Question from the Atlantic 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 12:57:09 I'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Cheryle, bi --

I hope this note finds you well. I'm a reporter at the Atlantic magazine. I'm writing to request a 
copy of your office's statement on the death of Officer Brian Sicknick, along with a copy of 
the medjcal examiner's autopsy report. 

You can reach me at 615.477.0982. 

Tbankyou, 
Emma 

Emma Green 
The Atlantic 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Josh Kaplan 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

fields Beverly IOCMEl; Joagyjo Sapjeo; Dedoer Oliyja IEOM) 
Question on fire extinguisher and Officer Sic;knic:k"s death 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:32:50 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thanks for sending over the press release regarding Officer Sickn ick's death. As you know, 

initial reports stated that Officer Sicknick was struck with a fire extinguisher prior to his death. 

Did the medical examiner conclude whether or not that happened? Was there any evidence 

one way or the other? 

Best, 

Josh 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Josh Kaplan 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Joaqyjn Sapjen 
Question r~arding Brian Sicknick"s death 

Friday, February 12, 2021 8:43:26 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle, 

Hope al l is wel l. My colleague Joaquin Sapien and I have been report ing on the assault on the 

Capitol on Jan 6, and we wanted to reach out for clarification on one of the great tragedies of 

that day. It has been widely sa id by law enforcement that USCP Officer Brian Sicknick died 

after he was hit by a fi re extinguisher. However, some anonymous reports have emerged 

saying he was not hit by a fire extinguisher and died from other causes. I know this is a very 

sensitive matter, but can you provide clarity on this? Thank you so much. 

Best, 

Josh 

734-834-9383 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fripp SaVern fOCME> 

Subject: REPLIED TO THIS REPORTER: causes of De<:th - January 6 
Wednesday, April 7, 2021 5:18:34 f'M Dote: 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 4:48PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Causes of Death - January 6 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 1Fax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savem fripp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jerry Dun leavy <jdunleavy@wasbingtonexaminer com> 
Date: April 7, 2021 at 3:52:01 PM EDT 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Causes of Death - January 6 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to ph jsh jng@dc soy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
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!operations Center {SOC). 

Could I get a copy of the Medical Examiner's determinations of the causes of 
death for the Januaty 6 riot at the Capitol? 

Can the Medical Examiner say why the cause of death for Officer Sicknick is sti ll 
pending, and whether this has pushed the determination beyond the 90 day period, 
and why? 

Many thanks! 

JD 

Jerry Dunleavy 
Washington Examiner 
JDuoleayy@WashingtonExamjoer.com 
216-375-7101 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Diaz. Francisco (OCME) 
Adams Rodney IOCMEl 
RE: 2021-FOIA-04288 
Thursdey, April S, 2021 3:43:19 I'M 

imageOOl.ong 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Wash ington, DC. 

Francisco djaz@dc.€OV 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 8, 2021 3:42PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: 2021-FOIA-04288 

Al l records of communications among OCME officials, and between OCM E officials and other 

municipal, st ate, and federal government employees, includ ing emai ls and text messages, 

regard ing t he preparat ion and drafting of an email sent by OCME official Cheryle Adams on 

April 7, 2021 with t he subject line "Determination of t he Cause and Manner of Death - RE: 

January 6, 2021", involving the death of Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick. (A copy of Ms. 

Adams' email is attached for your reference.) (Date Range for Record Search: From 

03/01/2021 To 04/08/2021) 

Thanks for your help, 
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Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.goy 

.. 

.. ~.·~·:: Jl . -- ·,-
. . . 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc .gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Good afternoon, 

Breland Sasha IOCME) 
Raso Stephen IOCME)· Tolljyer Samantha IOCMEl 
BE: 21-D0132 (TX21-0046) 
Friday, February 12, 202112:07:58 PM 

What is the status of this case? 

Sasfia r.Bre{and: M .V . 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office ofThe Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasba .breland@dc.goy 

From: Raso, Stephen (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2021 2:48 PM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME); Tolliver, Samantha (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: RE: 21-00132 (TX21-0046) 

Hi Dr. Breland, 

I've assigned the case samples for quantitation. 

Stephen 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Fridoy, Jonuory 22, 2021 11:39 AM 
To: Tolliver, Samantha (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Raso, Stephen (OCME) 
Subject: Re: 21-00132 (TX21-0046) 

Please quant itate the substances found . 

Thank you, 

Dr. Breland 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 15, 2021, at 9:14 AM, Toll iver, Samantha (OCME) <samantha .tolliver@dc.gov> wrote: 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
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Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2021 9:49PM 
To: Tolliver, Samantha (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Raso, Stephen (OCME) 
Subject: Re: 21-00132 (TX21-0046) 

Thank you and I wi ll need everything quantitated as well... 

Sent f rom my iPhone 

On Jan 14, 2021, at 4:22PM, Tolliver, Samantha (OCME) <samantba .to!! jyer@dc !Nv> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Breland, 

The preliminary results for the above referenced case are as follows: 
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New phone numbers are listed below: 

Samantfia S. To{Civer, Pfi.V., :N'RCC-TC 
Chjef Toxicologist 
Forensic Toxicology Division 
Omce of the Chief Medical Examiner 
40 I E Street SW 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office (202) 698-9004 
Cell (202) 329-9004 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidentiallnauguration from DC 
Government. Text TNAUG202 1 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street 
closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Hi Dr. Breland, 

Raso. Stephen IOCME\ 
Breland Sasha IOCME\ ; To!!jyer Samantha IQCME\ 
Ojaz f @OCjSCQ IOCME\ 

BE: 2H0132 (TX21·0046) 
Friday, January 22, 2021 2:47:33 PM 

I've assigned the case samples for quantitation. 

Stephen 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2021 11:39 AM 
To: Tolliver, Samantha {OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco {OCME); Raso, Stephen (OCME) 
Subject: Re: 21-00132 (TX21-0046) 

Please quant itate th e substances found . 

Thank you, 

Dr. Breland 

Sent f rom my iPhone 

On Jan 15, 2021, at 9 :14AM, Tolliver, Samantha (OCME) <Samantha tolliver@dc.gov> wrote : 

S l 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2021 9:49 PM 
To: Tolliver, Samantha (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Raso, Stephen (OCME) 
Subject: Re: 21-00132 (TX21-0046) 

Thank you and I wi ll need everything quantitated as well .. . 

Sent f rom my iPhone 

On Jan 14, 2021, at 4:22 PM, Toll iver, Samantha (OCME) <samantha tol! jyer@dc eov> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Breland, 

The preliminary results for the above referenced case are as follows: 

OCME#/ Tox# 
21-00132/ TX21-0046 
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New phone numbers are listed below: 

Samantfia S. 'T'o{[iver, Pfi.'D., N'RCC-'T'C 
Chief Toxicologist 
Forensic Toxjcology Division 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
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401 E Street SW 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office (202) 698-9004 
Cell (202) 329-9004 

Get important updates on tbe 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC 
Government. Text INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street 
closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

ToWyer. Samantha (OCMEl 

Breland Sasha COCMEl 

Subject: 
Djaz f@ncisco (OCME); Raso. Stephen (QCME) 

BE: 21-00132 (IX21-0046) 
Date: Friday, January 15, 2021 9:14:57 AM 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2021 9:49PM 
To: Tolliver, Samantha (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Raso, Stephen (OCME) 
Subject: Re: 21-00132 (TX21-0046) 

Thank you and I will need everything quantitated as well ... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 14, 2021, at 4:22PM, Tolliver, Samantha (OCME) <samantha tolljyer@dc.goy> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Breland, 

The preliminary results for the above referenced case are as foUows: 
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New phone numbers are listed below: 

Samantfia S. To{flver, Pfi.1J., :N'RCC-TC 
Chief Toxicologist 
Forensic Toxicology Division 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street SW 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office (202) 698-9004 
Cell (202) 329-9004 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and 
more. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Tolliver. Samantha COCME) 
Breland Sasha COCMEl : Raso Stephen COCMEl 
RE: 21-00132 (TX21-0046) 
Monday, January 11, 2021 9 :57:46 AM 

Good morning Dr. Breland, 

. e delay. The above referenced case is being expedi ted . 

New phone numbers are listed below: 

Sam antfia S. To[fiver, Tfi.V ., N'RCC-TC 
Chief Toxicologist 
Forens ic Toxicology Division 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street SW 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office (202) 698-9004 
Cell (202) 329-9004 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 12:44 PM 
To: Tolliver, Samantha (OCME); Raso, Stephen (OCME) 
Subject: 21-00132 
Importance: High 

Good afternoon, 

Thanks, 

Dr. Breland 

Sasfia 'Bre{and; :Jvl.'D. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 
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sasha.breland @dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government' s response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayjrus de iOv. 
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Raso. Stephen IOCME\ 
Breland Sasha IOCME\; To!!jyer Samantha IQCME\ 
BE: 21-D0132 (TX21-0046) 
Friday, February 12, 20211:11:24 PM 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2021 12:08 PM 

,_ ___ ,_____ • Raso, Stephen (OCME); Tolliver, Samantha (OCME) 
Subje - ~1-0046) 

Sasna 'Bre{anc{, :M..V . 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office ofThe Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasba brela od@dq~oy 

From: Raso, Stephen (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2021 2:48 PM 
To: Brelond, Sosho (OCME); Tolliver, Somontho (OCME) 
Cc : Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: RE: 21-00132 {TX21-0046) 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 22, 202111:39 AM 
To: Tolliver, Samantha (OCME) 
Cc : Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Rasa, Stephen (OCME) 
Subject: Re: 21-00132 (TX21-0046) 
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On Jan 15, 2021, at 9 :14AM, Tolliver, Samantha (OCME) <samantha tol l jyer@dc goy> wrote : 

Good morning Dr. Breland. 

SI 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2021 9:49 PM 
To: Tolliver, Samantha (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Raso, Stephen (OCME) 
Subject: Re: 21-00132 (TX21-0046) 

Thank you and I w ill need everything quantitated as well. .. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 14, 2021, at 4:22 PM, Tolliver, Samantha (OCME) <samantha tol liyer@dc goy> wrote: 

Hj Dr. Breland, 

The preliminary results for the above referenced case are as foUows: 
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New phone numbers are listed below: 

Samantlia S. Io(fiver, Pli.V., :N'"RCC-TC 
Chief Toxicologist 
Forensic Toxicology Division 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
40 1 E Street SW 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office (202) 698-9004 
Cell (202) 329-9004 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC 
Guvt:num:ul. Tt:xl INAUG2021 lu 888-777 fur updalt:s uu publit: saft:ly, slrt:t:l 
closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Done 

Denise 

Lyles. Denise (OCMEl 
Breland Sasba COCME) 
RE: 21-00132 Medical records 
Thursdey, Merch 11, 2021 9:50:08 AM 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2021 7:25AM 
To: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Subject: 21-00132 Medical records 

Good morning Denise, 

Can you please upload t hese medica l records to thee-f ile for 21-00132? 

Thanks, 

Dr. Breland 

Saslia 'Bre{and:, Jvl.'D. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief M edical Examiner 

Government of t he Dist rict of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone : 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.bre land @dc.goy 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Breland. Sasha (OCME) 
Lyles Denjse <OCME> 
RE: 21-00132 
Monday, January 25, 2021 7:34:44 AM 

I do not see anything in any of my mailboxes. 

Sasfia 'Bre{anc(, :Jvl.V . 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the Distr ict of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobi le: 202-329-9020 

sasba.brelaod @de. goy 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2021 9:26AM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Cc: Wood, Rebecca (OCME); Petrasek, MaryBeth (OCME) 
Subject: 21-00132 

Dr. Breland 

Did you receive the hard copy of medical records for this case ? 

Denise Lyles, PA , D-ABMDI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigat ions 

Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

40 1 E Street SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-ma in number, Opt ion #1 

202-698-91 03-fa x 

oenise.lyles@dc.goy 

* * DC* .gov=: 
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Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Wood. Rebecca IOCMEl 
Lyles Denjse <OCMEl 
RE: 21-00132 
Saturday, January 9, 2021 5:06:08 I"M 

Called ofc colliler as well as dgs and let them know. They will set up on the school st. side 

Rebecca Wood, D-AB1\1DI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medjcal Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca. Wood@dc.~ov 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Saturday, January 09, 2021 4:28 PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Cc: Lassiter, Kimberly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: 21-00132 

Thanks, I would like to keep Kim in the loop and Officer Collier. You can give them my cell so if there 

is a glist since neither you or I am in t omorrow 

Sent f rom my iPhone 

Denise Lyles 

Supervisory Med ico legal Investigator 
DC Office of Chief Medical Examiner 

202 698 9003desk 

202 698 9000-main, option #1 

On Jan 9, 2021, at 16:24, Wood, Rebecca (OCM E} <rebecca wood@dc eov> wrote : 

Scott Williams, Demaine FH, 703-941-9428 said they plan on coming tomorrow but 

want to speak with the other parties involved before giving us a time. I told him to call 

me back before I leave and we'll give him whatever appointment he wants. I'll let you 

know when I hear back from him 

Rebecca Wood, 0-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
40 I E. Stre::et SW Washin~ton, DC 20024 
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Rcbecca.Wood@dc.gov 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698-9103 (f) 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Saturday, January 09, 2021 4:20 PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: Re: 21-00132 

Thanks can you reach out to see when t hey may consider picking h im up 

Sent f rom my iPhone 

Denise Lyles 

Supervisory Medicolegal Invest igat or 
DC Office of Chief Medical Examiner 

202 698 9003desk 

202 698 9000-main, opti on #1 

On Jan 9, 2021, at 15:32, Wood, Rebecca (OCM E) <rebecca wood@dc fNV> wrote: 

Release has been approve with Demaine FH in Virginia 

Rebecca Wood, D-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Wash ington, DC 20024 

Rebecca .Wood@dc.gov 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 5:38 PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: 21-00132 
Importance: High 

Rebecca 

See the RR, I told Officer Brockwell you will reach out to the 
mother Saturday morning, I provided your number so they would 
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answer the phone, 

We need to establish kinship, ftmeral home, medical & social history 
the usual 

Denise Lyles, PA , D-ABMDI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigations 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office ofThe Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-main number, Option #1 

202 -698-9103-fax 

Pe nise.lyl es@ d c.gov 

* * DC* .gov=: 
For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Wood. Rebecca IOCMEl 
Lyles Denise <OCMEl 
Lassiter Kimberly COCME>: Belle Jeanette COCME); Loye Jennifer COCMEl 
RE: 21-00132 

Saturday, January 9, 2021 4:59:10 PM 

Rebecca Wood, 0-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca.Wood@dc.~ov 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Saturday, January 09, 2021 4:28 PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Cc: Lassiter, Kimberly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: 21-00132 

Thanks, I wou ld l ike to keep Kim in the loop and Officer Collier. You can give them my cell so if there 

is a glist since neither you or I am in tomorrow 

Sent f rom my iPhone 

Denise Lyles 

Supervisory Medicolegal Investigator 
DC Office of Chief Medical Examiner 

202 698 9003desk 

202 698 9000-main, option #1 

On Jan 9, 2021, at 10:24, Wood, f\ebecca {OCME} <rebecca wood@dc ~oy> wrote: 
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Rebecca Wood, D-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, f orensic Investigations 
40 I E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca.Wood@dc.gov 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Saturday, January 09, 2021 4:20 PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: Re: 21-00132 

Tha nks ca n you reach o ut to see when they may consider picking h im up 

Sent f rom my iPhone 

Denise Lyles 

Su pervisory Med ico legal Investigator 

DC Office of Chief Medica l Exam iner 

202 698 9003desk 

202 698 9000-mai n, option #1 

On Jan 9, 2021, at 15:32, Wood, Re becca (OCME) <rebecca wood@dc gov> w rote: 

Rebecca Wood, 0-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medjcal Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca.Wood@dc.gqy 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-G98-9103 (F) 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 5:38 PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: 21-00132 
Importance: High 
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Rebecca 

See the RR, I told Officer Brockwell you will reach out to the 
mother Saturday morning, I provided your number so they would 
answer the phone, 

We need to establish kinship, funeral home, medical & social history 
the usual 

Denise Lyles, PA , D-ABMDI 
Supervisory Medicolega l Investigations 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-main number, Opt ion #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

Denise.lyles@dq:oy 

··(G)· ... . ~· .~.' «:, .\ ~ .tl .• . -.-

DC* 
.gov 

* * 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus de goy. 
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Wood. Rebecca IOCMEl 
Lyles Denjse <OCMEl 
RE: 21-00132 
Saturday, January 9, 2021 4:24:48 I"M 

Rebecca Wood, D-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Exam.iner, Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca. Wood@dc.~ov 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202- .329- 90 19 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Saturday, January 09, 2021 4 :20 PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: Re: 21-00132 

Thanks can you reach out to see when t hey may consider picking him up 

Sent from my iPhone 

Den ise Lyles 

Supervisory Medicolega l Investigator 

DC Office of Chief Medical Examiner 

202 698 9003desk 

202 698 9000-main, option #1 

On Jan 9, 2021, at 15:32, Wood, Rebecca (OCME) qebecca.wood@dc gov> wrote: 

Rebecca Wood, 0-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of Lhe Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
40 I E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca. Wood(@dc.gov 
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202-698- 9019 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698- 9103 (F) 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 5:38 PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: 21-00132 
Importance: High 

Rebecca 

See the RR, I told Officer Brockwell you will reach out to the mother Saturday 
morning, I provided your number so they would answer the phone, 

We need to establish kinship, funeral home, medical & social history the usual 

Denise Lyles, PA , D - ABMDI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigations 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office ofThe Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-main number, Option #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

Deojse lyles@dc gov 

-~· . . ~ .. ··,, 
~ 

* * DC* .gov=: 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus de goy. 
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Wood. Rebecca IOCMEl 
Lyles Denjse <OCMEl 
RE: 21-00132 
Saturday, January 9, 2021 3:32: 18 I"M 

Rebecca Wood, D-AB1\1DI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medjcal Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca. Wood@dc.~ov 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 5:38 PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: 21-00132 
Importance: High 

Rebecca 

See the RR, l told Officer Brockwell you will reach out to the mother Saturday morning, 1 
provided your number so they would answer the phone, 

We need to establish kinship, funeral home, medical & social history the usual 

Denise Lyles, PA , D-ABMDI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigations 

Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office ofThe Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E St reet SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-main number, Option #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

Qenjse lyles@dc goy 

··H .. ~ - .· . . ........ ... ·~ . ' 
. . 
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* * DC* .gov=: 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayjrus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Thank you 

Denise 

Lyles. Denise (OCMEl 
Smjtb Melinda COCMEl 
RE: 21-00132 
Friday, January 8, 2021 3:04:32 I'M 

From: Smith, Melinda (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 2:58 PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME); Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Cc: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: 21-00132 

He llo All, 

The above case has been posit ively Identified as 

CMS has been updated 

Sicknick, Brian David 

Melinda D. Smith 
Forensic TdentiJ1cation Specialists 
Anthropology and Identification Unit 
401 E Street, SW - 5th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Main: 202-698-9000 
Direct: 202-698-9094 
Fax: 202-698-91 00 
Email: melinda smjtb(g/dc gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayirus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Thanks 

Lyles. Denise (OCMEl 
Records OCME COCMEl 
Breland Sasha COCMEl; Belds Broadbent Leigh COCMEl 
RE: 21-00132 

Tuesday, February 2, 202112:06:50 PM 

From: Records, OCME (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2021 12:06 PM 
To: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Cc: Breland, Sasha (OCME); Fields Broadbent, Leigh (OCME) 
Subject: Re: 21-00132 

Denise, 

Apologies for the delay on the response; the Records were scanned but have just now been 

placed in thee-case folder for 21-00132. 

-Andrew I Records 

Recorll Management Department 
Office of the Chief Mellical Examiner 
401 E Street, S. W. 
Room 6070 
Washington, D.C 20024 
202-698-9111 
OCME.RECOJWS@DC. GOV 

Confidentiality Notification: All messages, including attachments, sent from this address are 

for District Government business purposes only and should be considered confidential and 

privileged information intended for the sole use of the designated recipient(s). Any 

unauthorized forwarding or distribution of this information, without consent is prohibited. If 

ynll h;:wp rPrPivPrl thi~ mpc::<;::lgP in Prror ;:mrl yniJ rJrP nnt thP intPnrlPrl rPripiPnt, piP::l~P nntify 

the sender by reply mail and destroy this message and all copies of this message. 

<sp< div=""></sp<> 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) <denjse lyles@dc.~ov> 

Sent: Monday, January 25, 202111:39 AM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <acme records@dc €OV> 

Cc: Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha breland@dc ~oy>; Fields Broadbent, Leigh (OCM E) 

<leigh.fieldsbroadbent@dc.goy> 

Subject: FW: 21-00132 

Good morning Records 

Do you have the medical records hard copy for Case #21-00 132 ? Leigh told me she sent it 
upstairs 
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Denise Lyles, PA , 0-ABMOI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigations 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office ofThe Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-main number, Option #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

Denjse lyles@dc goy 

'0.~ .... .. ·,.,, .·· .. , " ~- li ....... ; . . 
-·- ' 

* * DC* .gov=: 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 7:35 AM 
To: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Subject: RE: 21-00132 

I uu rtul ::,ee dnylhing in drty u r my rrtdiluuxe::,. 

Sasfia 'Bre{anc{, Jvl.'D. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Ch ief Medical [ xaminer 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.breland@dc.goy 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2021 9:26AM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Cc: Wood, Rebecca (OCME); Petrasek, MaryBeth (OCME) 
Subject: 21-00132 

Dr. Breland 
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Did you receive the bard copy of medical records for this case ? 

Denise Lyles, PA , D-ABMDI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigations 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office ofThe Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-main number, Option #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

Denjse lvles@dc goy 

* * DC* .gov=: 
Get important updates on tbe 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Good morning, 

Breland. Sasha (OCME) 
Ware-Myrrell Tiffany fOCMEl; Branson Joshua fMPD> 
RE: Brian Sicknick 
Monday, January 25, 2021 7:40:17 AM 

r-534(•)(2); 2-534(• X6); 2-534(• 1 

Thanks! 

Sasfia ~re{anc{, Jvt.'D. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.brelaod @dqNY 

From: Ware-Murrell, Tiffany (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 3:56PM 
To: Branson, Joshua (MPD) 
Cc: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Brian Sicknick 

Got it. Thanks Branson! I'l l make sure Dr. Bre land sees this. 

From: Branson, Joshua (MPD) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 12:33 PM 
To: Ware-Murrell, Tiffany (OCME) 
Subject: Brian Sicknick 
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Joshua Branson 
Detective Grade I 
Metropolitan Police Department 
Homicide Branch 
Major Case/Cold Case 
300 Indiana Avenue, NW, 20001 
Office: 202-645-9600 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit corooayjms de goy. 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidentia l Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Ware-Murrell. Tiffany COCMEl 
Brnnson Joshua CMPD) 
Breland Sasha COCME> 
RE: Brian Sicknick 

Wednesday, January 13, 2021 3:56:22 PM 

Got it. Thanks Branson! I'll make sure Dr. Bre land sees this 

From: Branson, Joshua (MPD) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 12:33 PM 
To: Ware-Murrell, Tiffany (OCME) 
Subject: Brian Sicknick 

Joshua Branson 

Detective Grade I 

Metropolitan Police Department 

Homicide Branch 

Major Case/ Cold Case 

300 Indiana Avenue, NW, 20001 

Ojfice: 202-645-9600 

De~02-645-7054 

Cell: I <z:::: I 
Fax: 202-442-8010 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
p lease visit coronayirus de goy. 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Breland. Sasha (OCME) 
B@nson Joshua <MPD) 
RE: Brian Sicknick 
Monday, April 19, 2021 3:30:51 f'M 

Good afternoon Det. Branson, 

The cause and death for Mr. Sicknick (OCME case 21-00132) were certified as the following this afternoon: 

- COD: Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar artery thrombosis 
- MOD: Natural 

This information was conveyed to the decedent's mother and girlfriend earlier tlus afternoon. 

- Dr. Breland 

Sasha Breland, M.D. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 
Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 
Government of the District of Columbia 
401 .E Street SW 
Washington DC 20024 
Phone: 202-698-9082 
Mobile: 202-329-9020 
sasha.breland@dc.gov 

-----Original Message----
From: Branson, Joshua (MPD) 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 2:28PM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: Brian Sicknick 

Good aftemoon Dr. Drcland, have y'all ruled on the S iclmick case yet? The f DI just called me saying the fami ly 

received a call from the OCME stating thallus death was mled a natural. 

Sent from my iPhone 

We need everyone in our cotnmtmity to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333 . Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register tor a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help tl1em pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

McArdle Andrew IOCMEl 
RE: CNN inquiry about records request 

Thursday, April 8, 2021 9:04:34 AM 

Thanks for forward ing. I w il l set it up in FOIAxpress. 

!&,£ :?faam.r 

Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read. print, retain. copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, April 8, 2021 9:02AM 

To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: FYI : CNN inquiry about records request 

Good morning Rodney, 

Please see the email below regarcting the FOIA request for the autopsy report for Brian 
Sic knick. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
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401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: w ww.ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Records, OCME (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 8:59AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fw: CNN inquiry about records request 

Good Morning Cheryle, 

I'm forward ing this request from CNN. I also had a phone ca ll a few minutes ago from 

someone who identified as media, and had provided your number. It may or may not have 

been the same individual, as I hadn't seen this email yet. 

Thanks as always, 

Andrew I Kecords 

Record Mlmagement Department 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, S. W. 
Room 6070 
Washington, D.C 20024 
202-698-9111 
OQURRECQRnS~CGOV 

Confidential ity Notification: All messages, including attachments, sent from this address are 

for District Government business purposes only and should be considered confident1al and 

privileged information intended for the sole use of the designated recipient(s). Any 

unauthorized forwarding or distribution of this information, without consent is prohibited. If 

you have received this message in error and you are not the intended recipient, please notify 

the sender by reply mai l and destroy this message and all copies of this message. 

<sp< div=""></sp<> 

From: Devine, Curt <Curt.Qeyjoe@coo .com> 
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Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 20214:53 PM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <acme records@dc goy> 

Subject: CNN inquiry about records request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to ohishio€@dc.gov for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi OCME Records team, 

My name is Curt Devine and I'm with t he news network CNN here in Washington. I' m writing 

because we would like to submit a records request (Pursuant to the DC Freedom of Information Act) 

for the autopsy/toxicology report documents and any associated record s relat ed to Capitol Police 

Officer Brian D. Sickn ick. 

Is it accurate t hat OCME has been denying public records requests for these documents? 

Thank you for any information. Best, 

Curt Devine 

CNN, Washington 

Curt. Devine @en n.com 

678-576-6976 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Dedner. Olivia IEOM) 
Watts Lindsay; Adams Chervle COCME>; lambert Eyan 
Fields Beverly COCME> 
RE: Can you confirm? 

Date: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:57:45 PM 

Hi Lindsay--- Here's the statement shared by t he OCME. 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued 
determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death - Acute brains tern and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death - Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 
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Olivia Walton Dedner 
Office: 202-724-5543 
Cell: 202-340-7692 

From: Watts, Lindsay <Lindsay.Watts@FOX.COM> 

Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 4:55 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Can you confirm? 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of t he DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to pb jsb jng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi if you replied to this I did not get it! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 19, 2021, at 3:53 PM, Watts, Lindsay <Lindsay Watts@fox com> wrote: 

Capitol Police officer Brian D. Sicknick suffered two strokes and 
died of natural causes a day after he confronted rioters at the Jan. 
6 insurrection, the District's chief medical examiner has ruled. 

Thanks, 

Lindsay Watts 
FoxsDC 

Sent from my i Phone 

On Apr 7, 2021, at 3:06PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cberyle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good afternoon Lindsay, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of 
Medical Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the cause and 
manner of death within 90 days; however, for cases that are more 
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complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will 
provide you with the cause and manner of death. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's 
response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Watts, Lindsay [mailto:Undsay.Watts@FOX.COM] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 2:54PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: 
January 6, 2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 

links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 
content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
pbish jng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Can you provide information about t he delay in cause of deat h for Officer 

Sickn ick? Can you tell me again whatthe NAME guidelines are (I believe 

you sa id 00 days)? When do you expect to have cause of death? 

Thanks! 

Lindsay Watts 

Reporter 

FoxSDC 

202-823-2447 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 7, 2021, at 2:33PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

<cheryle adams@dc eov> w rote: 
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On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented 
incident of civil insurrection at the United States 
Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The 
District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued 
the following determinations as to the cause and 
manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Gunshot wound to the left 

anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive 

atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive 

atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Acute Amphetamine 

Intoxication 
• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police 
Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the 
cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the 
"cause of death" is the medical disease, injury, alcohol, 
drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. 
The "manner of death" describes the circumstances 
surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of 
intent; an unintentional, sudden, and unexpected 
death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional 
harm of one person by another, including actions 
of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes 
death. If death is has tened by an injury, the 
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manner of death is not considered natural. 
• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful 

attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient 

information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner or cause and manner investigations in the 
District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc goy 
<imageOOJ .jpg> 
For the latest information on the District 
Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a 
vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate de goy or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre
registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or 
confidential information. It is intended solely for the named 
addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this message (or 
responsible for delivery of the message to an addressee), you may not 
copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, 
you should permanently delete this message and its attachments and 
kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message 
and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox 
Corporation, or its subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or 
endorsed by any of them. No representation is made that this email or 
its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
appointment by going to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. 
Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we 
can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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This message and its attachments may contain lega lly privileged or confident ial information. It is 

intended solely for t he named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in th is message 

(or responsible for delivery of the message to an addresseet you may not copy or deliver t his 

message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanent ly delete this message and its 

attachments and kindly notify the sender by rep ly e-mail. Any content of t his message and its 

attachments that does not relat e to the officia l business of Fox Corporati on, or it s subsidiaries must 

be taken not t o have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is made that this 

email or its attachment s are w ithout defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc .gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Diaz. Francisco COCME) 
Lyles Denjse COCMEl 

Cc: Mjtchell Roger COCME); Adams Rodney COCMEl; Aelds Beyerly COCMEl; Loye Jennjfer COCMEl: WQQd.. 
Rebecca (OCME) 

Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

RE: Capitol Incident Cases 
Friday, January 8, 2021 3:48:47 PM 
imageOOl.pog 

I would add that for the Capitol Police his NOK is h1s Mom. 

Francisco). Diaz, MD FACP FASCP 
Deputy Chief Medical Examiner 
Medical Director 

Office of the Chief MedicaJ Examiner 
401 E. St. SW. 
Washington, DC. 20024. 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 3:46 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Mitchell, Roger (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Love, Jennifer (OCME); 
Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: Capitol Incident Cases 
Importance: High 

Good morning 

FYI, all the cases from the Capitol Incident all Identifications have been confirmed 

no 
21 

Benjamin James Phill ips -.father notified 
Kevin D Greeson -wife notified 
Ashli Elizabeth Pamatian aka A. Babbitt - partner/husband 

Roseanne Marie Boyland- parents notified 

21 Brian David Sicknick- Capitol Police -pending family notification 

Denise Lyles, PA , D-ABMDI 
Supervisory Medicolega l Investigations 
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Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 

Washington, IJ.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-main number, Opt ion #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

Depjse !y!es@dc goy 

* * DC* .gov=: 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayjrus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Bill Marshall 

Adams Rodney IOCMEl : Adams Chervle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly I OCMEl 
RE: Capitol l"olice Officer Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, February 23, 2021 3:34:04 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Mr. Adams, 

Actua lly, I see we are stil l waiting on the mayor's office formal response to my appea l, since what 

you have provided to me is the medica l examiner's response to the mayor's office. 

So we wi ll await t he Mayor's office reply to my appeal. 

Thank you. 

William F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicial Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 3:24PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG>; Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Cap itol Police Officer Brian Sickn ick 

Mr. Marshall , 

Attached is OCME response to your FOIA denial appeal. It was filed this morning. 

All the best, 

f6gcf aacnrrof 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for t he District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
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0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Bill Marshall [majlto:BMarshaii@JUDICIALWAKH.ORG] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 3:06PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to phishing@dc.goy for addit ional ana lysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

M r. Adams, 

Thank you for your response. 

We will await the forma l response to my appea l. 

Respect fu lly, 

William F. M arshall 

Senior Investigato r 

Judicia l Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCM E) <rodney adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Fri day, February 19, 2021 2:11 PM 

To: Bil l Marshal l <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG>; Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

<cberyle adams@dc goy> 

-· 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (COM) <o liv ia dedner@dc €Ov>; fields, Oeverly (OCMC) <beyerly .fje lds@dc. €ov> 
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Subject: RE: Cap itol Police Officer Brian Sickn ick 

Mr. Marshall: 

I apologize for what may be confusing. Cheryle !\darns is OCME's public affairs officer and I am 
the FOIA officer. I advise Cheryle of FOIA requests by a reporter so that she can add the 
reporter to her list to receive any relevant announcements that the Chief Medical Examiner may 
make. 

In response to your question, OCME is maintaining .its denial of your FOIA request for the 
reasons stated. I would add that since OCME has not .issued a final report, the denial also falls 
w1der D C Code 2-534(a)(4) and 2-534(e). It may fall under D C Code 2-534(a)(3) and 2-534(a) 
(10) as well because law enforcement agencies are conducting their own investigations. OCME 
will file a response to the appeal as requested by tl1e Mayor's Office. You may withdraw your 
appeal at any time. 

All the best, 

f&ga :JUanr.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of th is message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by ernail, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Bill Marshall [mailto:BMarsha!I@JUDICIALWAICH.ORG] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbishing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply constitute a rejection of the appeal I submitted yesterday to the DC Government 

following the earlier rejection of my Freedom of Information Act request seeking: "All records, 

including but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' electronic communications, related to the death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Capitol Police Officer 

Brian Sicknick and its related investigation."? 

Respectfully, 

William F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicial Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM} <olivia dedner@dc INV>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly f jelds@dc gov>; 

Audrrt::., Ruurtey (OCME) <ruu rtey .dud r ll::.@ uc.~tuv> 

Subject: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshal l, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determjne the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
avaHable and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Besl regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronav irus.dc.gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
fields Beyerly IOCMEl; Djaz francisco IOCMEl 
RE: Capitol l"olice Officer Brian Sicknick 

f riday, February 19, 2021 1:49:02 PM 

I'll handle him. I'm not sure that he can tell us apart. 

f&a :?l&rm.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee. you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:48 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: FYI: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon Rodney, 

I wanted to comer with you before replying t o Bill Marshall as the response sent yesterday 
does not constitute a rejection to his appeal. Please let me know if I should answer or 
should you follow up? 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
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Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Bill Marshall [mailto:BMarshaii@JUDIOALWATCH.ORG] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply constitute a rejection of the appeal I submitted yesterday t o the DC Government 

tollowing the earlier rejection ot my Freedom at Information Act request seeking: "All records, 

including but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' electronic communications, related to the death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Cap itol Police Officer 

Brian Sicknick and its related investigation."? 

Respectfu lly, 

William F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicia l Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 
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From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oljy ja dedoer@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beyer!y f je!ds@dc goy>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc goy> 

Subject: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For Lhe latest information on Lhe Distdcl Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Bill Marshall 

Adams Chervle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl; Adams Rodney IOCME) 
RE: Capitol l"olice Officer Brian Sicknick 

Friday, February 19, 2021 1:43:09 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply constitute a rejection of the appea l I submitted yesterday to the DC Government 

following the earlier rejection of my Freedom of Information Act request seeking: "All records, 

including but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' electronic communications, related to the death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Capitol Police Officer 

Brian Sicknick and its related investigation."? 

Respectfully, 

William F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicial Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME} <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best :regards, 
Cheryle 
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Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Bill Marshall 

Adams Rodney IOCMEl: Adams Chervle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: Capitol l"olice Officer Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, February 23, 2021 3:26:45 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you for the formal response to my appeal. 

Respectfu lly, 

Wi ll iam F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicial Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adr1ms, Rodney (OCMF) <rodney.<Jd<Jms@dr..gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 20213:24 PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshai i@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG>; Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCM E) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Cap itol Police Office r Brian Sickn ick 

Mr. Marshall, 

Attached is O CME response to your FOIA denial appeal. I t was filed this morning. 

All the best, 

f!>ga:Jlatnns 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for t he Dist rict of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rod ney.Adams@dc.gay 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Bill Marshall [mailto:BMarshaii@JUDICIALWAKH.ORG] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 3:06PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Adams, Cberyle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to obisbjpg@dc go y for additional analysis by OCTO Security Opera t ions Center (SOC). 

M r. Adams, 

Thank you for your response. 

We wi ll awa it the forma l response to my appea l. 

Respectfu lly, 

William F. M arshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicia l Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Fri day, February 19, 2021 2:11 PM 

To: Bil l Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH ORG>; Adams, Cheryl e (OCME) 

<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oliv ia dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beyerly.fjelds@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Cap itol Pol ice Officer Brian Sickn ick 

M.r. Marshall: 
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1 apologize for what may be confusing. Cheryle Adams is OCME's public affairs officer and I am 
the FOlf\. officer. I advise Cheryle of FOIA requests by a reporter so that she can add the 
reporter to her list to receive any relevant announcements that the Chief Medical Examiner may 
make. 

In response to your question, OCME is maintaining its denial of your FOIA request for the 
reasons stated. I would add that since OCME has not issued a final report, the denial also falls 
under DC Code 2-534(a)(4) and 2-534(e). It may fall under DC Code 2-534(a)(3) and 2-534(a) 
(10) as well because law enforcement agencies are conducting their own investigations. OCME 
will file a response to the appeal as requested by the Mayor's Office. You may withdraw your 
appeal at any time. 

All the best, 

&a?&rmn.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc goy 

.. 

·~f1. · · .··, u 
Confidentiality Notice 

Th i:. rnt!:.:.i::lgt! i:.lJE:! ing :.E:!nl uy or on l.Jt!lli::tlf o f i::l li::lwyt!r. IL i:. inlendt!d t!xdu:.ivt! ly for Lht! im.lividui::t l or en lily Lo whid1 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Dill Marshall [majlto:OMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCI I.ORG] 
Se nt: Friday, February 19, 20211:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
p lease forward to pb jshjng@dc goy for additional ana lysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
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Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply constitute a rejection of the appea l I submitted yesterday to the DC Government 

following the earlier rejection of my Freedom of Information Act request seeking: "All records, 

includ ing but not limited to aut opsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' electronic communications, related to t he death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Cap itol Police Officer 

Brian Sicknick and its related investigation."? 

Respectfu lly, 

Will iam F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicial Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCM E} <chery le.adarns@dc.goy:> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oljyja.dedoer@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCM E) <beyerly.fields@dc.gov>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sickn ick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of d eath within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
avanable and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Bill Marshall 

Adams Rodney IOCMEl: Adams Chervle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: Capitol l"olice Officer Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, February 23, 2021 3:26:45 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you for the formal response to my appeal. 

Respectfu lly, 

Wi ll iam F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicial Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adr1ms, Rodney (OCMF) <rodney.<Jd<Jms@dr..gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 20213:24 PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshai i@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG>; Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCM E) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Cap itol Police Office r Brian Sickn ick 

Mr. Marshall, 

Attached is O CME response to your FOIA denial appeal. I t was filed this morning. 

All the best, 

f!>ga:Jlatnns 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for t he Dist rict of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rod ney.Adams@dc.gay 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Bill Marshall [mailto:BMarshaii@JUDICIALWAKH.ORG] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 3:06PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Adams, Cberyle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to obisbjpg@dc go y for additional analysis by OCTO Security Opera t ions Center (SOC). 

M r. Adams, 

Thank you for your response. 

We wi ll awa it the forma l response to my appea l. 

Respectfu lly, 

William F. M arshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicia l Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Fri day, February 19, 2021 2:11 PM 

To: Bil l Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH ORG>; Adams, Cheryl e (OCME) 

<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oliv ia dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beyerly.fjelds@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Cap itol Pol ice Officer Brian Sickn ick 

M.r. Marshall: 

Emai/1149 
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1 apologize for what may be confusing. Cheryle Adams is OCME's public affairs officer and I am 
the FOlf\. officer. I advise Cheryle of FOIA requests by a reporter so that she can add the 
reporter to her list to receive any relevant announcements that the Chief Medical Examiner may 
make. 

In response to your question, OCME is maintaining its denial of your FOIA request for the 
reasons stated. I would add that since OCME has not issued a final report, the denial also falls 
under DC Code 2-534(a)(4) and 2-534(e). It may fall under DC Code 2-534(a)(3) and 2-534(a) 
(10) as well because law enforcement agencies are conducting their own investigations. OCME 
will file a response to the appeal as requested by the Mayor's Office. You may withdraw your 
appeal at any time. 

All the best, 

&a?&rmn.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc goy 

.. 
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Confidentiality Notice 

Th i:. rnt!:.:.i::lgt! i:.lJE:! ing :.E:!nl uy or on l.Jt!lli::tlf o f i::l li::lwyt!r. IL i:. inlendt!d t!xdu:.ivt! ly for Lht! im.lividui::t l or en lily Lo whid1 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Dill Marshall [majlto:OMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCI I.ORG] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
p lease forward to pb jshjng@dc goy for additional ana lysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
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Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply constitute a rejection of the appea l I submitted yesterday to the DC Government 

following the earlier rejection of my Freedom of Information Act request seeking: "All records, 

includ ing but not limited to aut opsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' electronic communications, related to t he death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Cap itol Police Officer 

Brian Sicknick and its related investigation."? 

Respectfu lly, 

Will iam F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicial Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCM E} <chery le.adarns@dc.goy:> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oljyja.dedoer@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCM E) <beyerly.fields@dc.gov>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sickn ick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of d eath within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
avanable and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Mr. Marshall, 

Adams. Rodney COCMEl 

Bill Marshall; Adams Chervle COCMEl 

Dedner Oljyja IEOMl; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: Capitol l"olice Officer Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, February 23, 2021 3:24:05 PM 

Memo re basjs for denjal 2021 02 19 pdf 

f\ttached is OCME response to your FO JA denial appeal. Jt was flJed this morning. 

All the best, 

f&a:/Uams 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc goy 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

m error, please notify the sender Immediately by ema11, and delete all cop1es of the message. 

From: Bill Marshall [mailto:BMarshaii@JUDIOALWATCH.ORG] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 231 2021 3:06 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Mr. Adams, 

Thank you for your response. 
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We w il l awa it t he forma l response to my appea l. 

Respectfu lly, 

Will iam F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicia l Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Fri day, February 19, 2021 2:11 PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG>; Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Cap itol Police Office r Brian Sickn ick 

Mt:. Marshall: 

I apologize for what may be confusing. Cheryle Adams .is OCME's public affairs officer and I am 
the FOil\. officer. I advise Cheryle of FOIA requests by a reporter so that she can add the 
reporter to her list to receive any relevant announcements that the Chief Medical Examiner may 
make. 

In response to your question, OCME is maintaining its denial of your FOIA request for the 
re::~sons stated. I would add that since OCME has not issued a fm:-11 report, the deni::~l ruso falls 
under D C Code 2-534(a)(4) and 2-534(e). It may fall under D C Code 2-534(a)(3) and 2-534(a) 
(10) as well because law enforcement agencies are conducting their own investiglltions. OCME 
will file a response to the appeal as requested by the Mayor's Office. You may withdraw your 
appeal at any time. 

All the best, 

{()ga ;;u-01M 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dC.€OV 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Bill Marshall [mailto:BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the conte11t is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ohishlng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply const itute a rejection of the appea l I submitted yesterday to the DC Government 

following the earlier rejection of my Freedom of Information Act request seeking: "All records, 

includ ing but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' electronic communications, related to t he death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Capitol Police Officer 

[3rian Sicknick and its related investigation."? 

Respectfully, 

Wi lliam F. Marshall 

Senior Investigato r 

Judicia l Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bil l Marshall <BMarshaii ClilJUDICIALWATCH,ORG> 
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Cc: Dedner, Ol ivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCM E) <beverly f ields@dc gov>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc ~ov> 

Subject: Capit ol Police Officer Brian Sickn ick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocroe de goy 

for the latest information on the District Government's response to COVIIJ-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Mr. Marshall, 

Adams. Rodney COCMEl 

Bill Marshall; Adams Chervle COCMEl 

Dedner Oljyja IEOMl; Ejelds Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: Capitol l"olice Officer Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, February 23, 2021 3:24:05 PM 

Memo re basjs for denjal 2021 02 19 pdf 

f\ttached is OCME response to your FO JA denial appeal. Jt was flJed this morning. 

All the best, 

f&a:/Uams 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc goy 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

m error, please notify the sender Immediately by ema11, and delete all cop1es of the message. 

From: Bill Marshall [mailto:BMarshaii@JUDIOALWATCH.ORG] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 231 2021 3:06 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Mr. Adams, 

Thank you for your response. 
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We w il l awa it t he forma l response to my appea l. 

Respectfu lly, 

Will iam F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicia l Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Fri day, February 19, 2021 2:11 PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG>; Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Cap itol Police Office r Brian Sickn ick 

Mt:. Marshall: 

I apologize for what may be confusing. Cheryle Adams .is OCME's public affairs officer and I am 
the FOil\. officer. I advise Cheryle of FOIA requests by a reporter so that she can add the 
reporter to her list to receive any relevant announcements that the Chief Medical Examiner may 
make. 

In response to your question, OCME is maintaining its denial of your FOIA request for the 
re::~sons stated. I would add that since OCME has not issued a fm:-11 report, the deni::~l ruso falls 
under D C Code 2-534(a)(4) and 2-534(e). It may fall under D C Code 2-534(a)(3) and 2-534(a) 
(10) as well because law enforcement agencies are conducting their own investiglltions. OCME 
will file a response to the appeal as requested by the Mayor's Office. You may withdraw your 
appeal at any time. 

All the best, 

{()ga ;;u-01M 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dC.€OV 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Bill Marshall [mailto:BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the conte11t is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ohishlng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply const itute a rejection of the appea l I submitted yesterday to the DC Government 

following the earlier rejection of my Freedom of Information Act request seeking: "All records, 

includ ing but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' electronic communications, related to t he death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Capitol Police Officer 

[3rian Sicknick and its related investigation."? 

Respectfully, 

Wi lliam F. Marshall 

Senior Investigato r 

Judicia l Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bil l Marshall <BMarshaii ClilJUDICIALWATCH,ORG> 
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Cc: Dedner, Ol ivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCM E) <beverly f ields@dc gov>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc ~ov> 

Subject: Capit ol Police Officer Brian Sickn ick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocroe de goy 

for the latest information on the District Government's response to COVIIJ-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Bill Marshall 

Adams Rodney IOCMEl : Adams Chervle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly I OCMEl 
RE: Capitol l"olice Officer Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, February 23, 2021 3:22:00 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Mr. Adams, 

Thank you for your response. 

We will await the forma l response to my appea l. 

Respectfu lly, 

William F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicia l Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Friday, February 19, 2021 2:11 PM 

To: Bill Marshal l <BMarshai i@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG>; Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Cap itol Police Office r Brian Sicknick 

Mr. Marshall: 

I apologize for what may be confusing. Cheryle Adams is OCME's public affairs officer and I am 
the FOIA officer. I advise Cheryle of FOIA requests by a reporter so that she can add the 
reporter to her list to receive any relevant announcements that the Chief Medical Examiner may 
make. 

In response to your question, OCME is maintaining its denial of your FOIA request for the 
reasons stated. I would add that since OCME has not issued a final report, the denial also falls 
under DC Code 2-534(a)(4) and 2-534(e). It may fall under D C Code 2-534(a)(3) and 2-534(a) 
(1 0) as well because law enforcement agencies are conducting their own investigations. OCME 
will file a response to the appeal as requested by the Mayor's Office. You may withdraw your 
appeal at any time. 

All the best, 
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tf>ga:JUa-m.$ 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for t he District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.goy 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Bill Marshall [mailto:BMarshaii@JUDICIALWAICH.ORG] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content Is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to objshjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply const itute a rejection of the appea l I submitted yesterday t o the DC Government 

following the ea r lier rejection of my Freedom of Info rmation Act req uest seeking: "All records, 

includ ing but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' elect ronic communications, related to t he deat h on Jan. 6, 2021 of Capitol Police Officer 

Brian Sicknick and its related investiga tion."? 

Respectfu lly, 

Will iam F. Marshall 
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Senior Investigator 

Judicial Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIAl WATCH ORG> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM} <olivia dedoer@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME} <beyerly.fields@dc.goy>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME} <rodney adams@dc.goy> 

Subject: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Bill Marshall 

Adams Rodney IOCMEl : Adams Chervle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly I OCMEl 
RE: Capitol l"olice Officer Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, February 23, 2021 3:22:00 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Mr. Adams, 

Thank you for your response. 

We will await the forma l response to my appea l. 

Respectfu lly, 

William F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicia l Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Friday, February 19, 2021 2:11 PM 

To: Bill Marshal l <BMarshai i@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG>; Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Cap itol Police Office r Brian Sicknick 

Mr. Marshall: 

I apologize for what may be confusing. Cheryle Adams is OCME's public affairs officer and I am 
the FOIA officer. I advise Cheryle of FOIA requests by a reporter so that she can add the 
reporter to her list to receive any relevant announcements that the Chief Medical Examiner may 
make. 

In response to your question, OCME is maintaining its denial of your FOIA request for the 
reasons stated. I would add that since OCME has not issued a final report, the denial also falls 
under DC Code 2-534(a)(4) and 2-534(e). It may fall under D C Code 2-534(a)(3) and 2-534(a) 
(1 0) as well because law enforcement agencies are conducting their own investigations. OCME 
will file a response to the appeal as requested by the Mayor's Office. You may withdraw your 
appeal at any time. 

All the best, 

Emai/1164 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



tf>ga:JUa-m.$ 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for t he District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.goy 

.. 

·@· ~ ": . , . 

. - . 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Bill Marshall [mailto:BMarshaii@JUDICIALWAICH.ORG] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content Is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to objshjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply const itute a rejection of the appea l I submitted yesterday t o the DC Government 

following the ea r lier rejection of my Freedom of Info rmation Act req uest seeking: "All records, 

includ ing but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' elect ronic communications, related to t he deat h on Jan. 6, 2021 of Capitol Police Officer 

Brian Sicknick and its related investiga tion."? 

Respectfu lly, 

Will iam F. Marshall 

Emai/1165 
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Senior Investigator 

Judicial Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIAl WATCH ORG> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM} <olivia dedoer@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME} <beyerly.fields@dc.goy>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME} <rodney adams@dc.goy> 

Subject: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Mr. Marshall: 

Adams. Rodney <OCMEl 
Bill Marshall; Adams Chervle <OCMEl 
Dedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: Capitol l"olice Officer Brian Sicknick 

friday, February 19, 2021 2:11 :19 PM 

I apologize for what may be confusing. Cheryle Adams is OCME's public affairs officer and I am 
the FOIA officer. I advise Cheryle of FOIA requests by a reporter so that she can add the 
reporter to her list to receive any relevant announcements that the Chief Medical Examiner may 
make. 

In response to your question, OCME is maintaining its denial of your FOIA request for the 
reasons stated. I would add that since OCME has not issued a fmal report, the denial also falls 
under D C Code 2-534(a)(4) and 2-534(e) . I t may fall under D C Code 2-534(a)(3) and 2-534(a) 
(10) as well because law enforcement agencies are conducting their own investigations. OC:ME 
will file a response to the appeal as requested by tl1e Mayor's Office. You may withdraw your 
appeal at any tin1e. 

All the best, 

<&rD"Jbfam,f 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney Adams@dc goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt f rom disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Bill Marshall [mailto:BMarshaii@JUDIOALWATCH.ORG] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:42 PM 
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To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTioN: This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center {SOC). 

Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply const itute a rejection of the appea l I submitted yesterday to the DC Government 

following the earlier rejection of my Freedom of Information Act request seeking: "All records, 

including but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' electronic communications, related to the death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Cap itol Police Officer 

Brian Sicknick and its related investigation."? 

Respectfully, 

William F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicia l Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bill Marshal l <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: Capitol Police Officer Grian Sickn ick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determjne the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Emai/1168 
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Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Mr. Marshall: 

Adams. Rodney <OCMEl 
Bill Marshall; Adams Chervle <OCMEl 
Dedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: Capitol l"olice Officer Brian Sicknick 

friday, February 19, 2021 2:11 :19 PM 

I apologize for what may be confusing. Cheryle Adams is OCME's public affairs officer and I am 
the FOIA officer. I advise Cheryle of FOIA requests by a reporter so that she can add the 
reporter to her list to receive any relevant announcements that the Chief Medical Examiner may 
make. 

In response to your question, OCME is maintaining its denial of your FOIA request for the 
reasons stated. I would add that since OCME has not issued a fmal report, the denial also falls 
under D C Code 2-534(a)(4) and 2-534(e) . I t may fall under D C Code 2-534(a)(3) and 2-534(a) 
(10) as well because law enforcement agencies are conducting their own investigations. OC:ME 
will file a response to the appeal as requested by tl1e Mayor's Office. You may withdraw your 
appeal at any tin1e. 

All the best, 

<&rD"Jbfam,f 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney Adams@dc goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt f rom disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Bill Marshall [mailto:BMarshaii@JUDIOALWATCH.ORG] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:42 PM 
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To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTioN: This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center {SOC). 

Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply const itute a rejection of the appea l I submitted yesterday to the DC Government 

following the earlier rejection of my Freedom of Information Act request seeking: "All records, 

including but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' electronic communications, related to the death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Cap itol Police Officer 

Brian Sicknick and its related investigation."? 

Respectfully, 

William F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicia l Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bill Marshal l <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: Capitol Police Officer Grian Sickn ick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determjne the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
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Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Bill Marshall 

Adams Rodney IOCMEl : Adams Chervle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly I OCMEl 
RE: Capitol l"olice Officer Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, February 23, 2021 3:34:04 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Mr. Adams, 

Actua lly, I see we are stil l waiting on the mayor's office formal response to my appea l, since what 

you have provided to me is the medica l examiner's response to the mayor's office. 

So we wi ll await t he Mayor's office reply to my appeal. 

Thank you. 

William F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicial Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 3:24PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG>; Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Cap itol Police Officer Brian Sickn ick 

Mr. Marshall , 

Attached is OCME response to your FOIA denial appeal. It was filed this morning. 

All the best, 

f6gcf aacnrrof 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for t he District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
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0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Bill Marshall [majlto:BMarshaii@JUDICIALWAKH.ORG] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 3:06PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to phishing@dc.goy for addit ional ana lysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

M r. Adams, 

Thank you for your response. 

We will await the forma l response to my appea l. 

Respect fu lly, 

William F. M arshall 

Senior Investigato r 

Judicia l Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCM E) <rodney adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Fri day, February 19, 2021 2:11 PM 

To: Bil l Marshal l <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG>; Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

<cberyle adams@dc goy> 

-· 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (COM) <o liv ia dedner@dc €Ov>; fields, Oeverly (OCMC) <beyerly .fje lds@dc. €ov> 
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Subject: RE: Cap itol Police Officer Brian Sickn ick 

Mr. Marshall: 

I apologize for what may be confusing. Cheryle !\darns is OCME's public affairs officer and I am 
the FOIA officer. I advise Cheryle of FOIA requests by a reporter so that she can add the 
reporter to her list to receive any relevant announcements that the Chief Medical Examiner may 
make. 

In response to your question, OCME is maintaining .its denial of your FOIA request for the 
reasons stated. I would add that since OCME has not .issued a final report, the denial also falls 
w1der D C Code 2-534(a)(4) and 2-534(e). It may fall under D C Code 2-534(a)(3) and 2-534(a) 
(10) as well because law enforcement agencies are conducting their own investigations. OCME 
will file a response to the appeal as requested by tl1e Mayor's Office. You may withdraw your 
appeal at any time. 

All the best, 

f&ga :JUanr.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of th is message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by ernail, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Bill Marshall [mailto:BMarsha!I@JUDICIALWAICH.ORG] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211 :42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Emai/1175 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbishing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply constitute a rejection of the appeal I submitted yesterday to the DC Government 

following the earlier rejection of my Freedom of Information Act request seeking: "All records, 

including but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' electronic communications, related to the death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Capitol Police Officer 

Brian Sicknick and its related investigation."? 

Respectfully, 

William F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicial Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM} <olivia dedner@dc INV>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly f jelds@dc gov>; 

Audrrt::., Ruurtey (OCME) <ruu rtey .dud r ll::.@ uc.~tuv> 

Subject: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshal l, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determjne the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
avaHable and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Besl regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronav irus.dc.gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Will do 

Denise 

Lyles. Denise (OCMEl 
Breland Sasba COCME) 
RE: Capitol Police Officer Interviews 
Monday, March 22, 202 1 4:33:59 PM 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2021 3:35PM 
To: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Capitol Police Officer Interviews 

Good afternoon Denise, 

Can you upload this to thee-fi le of 21-00132? 

Thanks! 

Sasfi.a 13re{anc{, M.1J. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Ch ief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.bre land @dc.gov 

From: Branson, Joshua (MPD) 
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2021 10:10 AM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: Capitol Police Officer Interviews 

Dr. Breland, attached is my report of my interview wit h two Capitol Police Officers who were w it h 

Slcknick when he collapsed. 

Joshua Branson 

Detective Grade I 

Metropolitan Police Department 

Homicide Branch 

Major Case/Cold Case 

300 Indiana Avenue, NW, 20001 
Ojfice: 202-645-9600 

: 202-645-7054 

Cellf ::;; 1 

Fax:2tr- -lSU.LU 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Done 

Denise 

Lyles. Denise (OCMEl 
Breland Sasba COCME) 
RE: Capitol Police Officer Interviews 
Monday, March 22, 202 1 5 :25: 14 PM 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2021 3:35PM 
To: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Capitol Police Officer Interviews 

Good afternoon Denise, 

Can you upload this to thee-fi le of 21-00132? 

Thanks! 

Sasfi.a 13re{anc{, M.1J. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Ch ief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.bre land @dc.gov 

From: Branson, Joshua (MPD) 
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2021 10:10 AM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: Capitol Police Officer Interviews 

Dr. Breland, attached is my report of my interview wit h t wo Capitol Police Officers who were w it h 

Slcknick when he collapsed. 

Joshua Branson 

Detective Grade I 

Metropolitan Police Department 

Homicide Branch 

Major Case/Cold Case 

300 Indiana Avenue, NW, 20001 

Ojfice: 202-645-9600 

D · 202-645-7054 

Cell:! --._ I 
Fax: 202-442-8010 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Diaz. Francisco (OCME) 
Francis Anna <OCME> 
RE: Case 21-00132 
Wednesday, March 31, 2021 2 :40:21 r>M 

imageOOl.ong 

Please keep the access limited to 

You, me and Dr. Breland. 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco djaz@dc goy 

From: Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 2:39 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Case 21-00132 

What groups should be elim inated? 

These are the only groups t hat have access to the entire decedent f ile. Files are not in a comp leted 

state until released: 

lnvesligaliu ns 

Medical Examiners 

Terencia Davenport 

QC-n-RecMgmt 

Let me know. M ike restricts t he images. 

Anna Francis, MS-MIS 
Supervisory Quality Control & Records Manager 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 

40 l E. Street, SW - 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
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Office: 202-698-911 I 
Cell : 202-821-7345 
Fax: 202-698-9106 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 2:35 PM 
To: Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Subject: Case 21-00132 

Can you please restrict access to E-file in this case . 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francjsco.djaz@dc.gov 

We need everyone in our COllllllunily Lo pre-regisler for a vaccinaLion appoinlmenl by going lo 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Francis. Anna COCME) 
Djaz Francisco COCME> 
RE: Case 21-00132 
Wednesday, March 31, 2021 2:39:12 f'M 

imageOOl.ong 

What groups should be el iminated? 

These are the only groups that have access to the entire decedent file. Files are not in a completed 

state until released: 

Investigations 

Medical Examiners 

T erencia Davenport 

QC-n-RecMgmt 

Let me know. Mike restricts the images. 

Anna Francis, MS-MIS 
Supervisory Quality Control & Records Manager 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 
40 l E. Street, SW- 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 

Office: 202-698-9111 
Cell: 202-821-7345 
Fax:202-698-9106 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 2:35 PM 
To: Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Subject: case 21-00132 

Can you please restrict access t o E-file in th is case. 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco djaz@dc goy 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-regjster. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Yes. 

Francis. Anna COCME) 
Djaz Francisco COCME> 
RE: Case 21-00132 
Wed nesday, March 31, 2021 2:35:41 1"1'1 

imageOOl.ong 

Anna Francis, MS-MIS 
Supervisory Quality Control & Records Manager 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 

401 E. Street, SW - 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 

Office: 202-698-9111 
Cell: 202-821-7345 
Fax:202-698-9106 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 2:35 PM 
To: Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Subject: Case 21-00132 

Can you please restrict access to E-file in th is case. 

Francisco J. Diaz, M D FCAP FASCP 

Chief M edical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco djaz@dq~oy 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or caJling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Ok. Wi ll do. 

Francis. Anna COCME) 
Djaz Francisco COCME> 
RE: Case 21-00132 
Wed nesday, March 31, 2021 2 :41:20 f'M 

imageOOl.ong 

Anna Francis, MS-MIS 
Supervisory Quality Control & Records Manager 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 

401 E. Street, SW- 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 

Office: 202-698-9111 
Cell: 202-821-7345 
Fax: 202-698-9106 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 2:40 PM 
To: Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Case 21-00132 

Please keep the access limited to 
You, me and Dr. Breland. 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco djaz@dc €OV 

From: Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 2:39PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Case 21-00132 

What groups should be eliminated? 
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These are the only groups that have access to the entire decedent file. Files are not in a completed 

state until released: 

Investigations 

Medical Examiners 

Terencia Davenport 

QC-n-RecMgmt 

Let me know. Mike restricts the images. 

Anna Francis, MS-MIS 
Supervisory Quallty Control & Records Manager 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 

401 E. Street, SW- 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 

Office: 202-698-91 11 
Cell: 202-821-7345 
Fax:202-698-9I 06 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 2:35 PM 
To: Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Subject: Case 21-00132 

Can you please restrict access t o E-file in this case. 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francjsco.djaz@dc.goy 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
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vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCIIOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Claudia Grisales 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: Cause and Manner of Death for USCf' Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:34:27 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hello, 

Apologies, a follow up question, possible to confirm WaPo reporting that Sicknick suffered two 

strokes in laymen's terms? 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

1111 North Capitol Street NE 

Washington. DC 20002 

1202\ 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-3709 NPR HQ office 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

www.npr org 

Twitter: @cgrisales 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 10, 2021 4:20PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: Cause and Manner of Deat h for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco l Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 
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Publicly disclosed timeljne of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20 PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical teuninology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, dmg or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person 's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional , sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one' s life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit acme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Claudia Grisales 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: Cause and Manner of Death for USCf' Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:34:27 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hello, 

Apologies, a follow up question, possible to confirm WaPo reporting that Sicknick suffered two 

strokes in laymen's terms? 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

1111 North Capitol Street NE 

Washington. DC 20002 

1202\ 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-3709 NPR HQ office 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

www.npr org 

Twitter: @cgrisales 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 10, 2021 4:20PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: Cause and Manner of Deat h for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco l Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 
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Publicly disclosed timeljne of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20 PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical teuninology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, dmg or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person 's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional , sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one' s life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit acme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Jordan Pascale 
To: Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Subject: RE: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
Dote: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:25:06 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thank you! 

Jordan Pascale 
Transportation reporter 

WAMU 88.5 FM, Washington's NPR Stat ion 

402-203-7003 (cell ) 

@jwpasca le 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 20214:20 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCM E) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sickn ick 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, F ACP, issued determinations on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 

o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021 : 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D .C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, dmg or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
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describes the circumstances surrounding a person' s death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injmy, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme dc.goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Papson. Allison 
To: Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Subject: RE: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
Dote: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:23:37 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thank you! 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l l9, 20214:20 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brain stem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed time) joe of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sic.knjck is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2 021 : 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical teiiDinology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 
Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
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manner of death is not considered natural. 
• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used wben there is insuffic ient infonnation to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: \:YWW ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate de gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to an addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or 
its subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 
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From: Paul HANDLEY 
To: Adams Cbery!e IOCMEl 
Subject: RE: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
Dote: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:23:01 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

thanks very much ! 

Paul 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} [mailto:cheryle.adams@dc.gov] 

Sent: Monday, Apri l l9, 2021 4:20 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCM E} <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM} <ol ivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME} <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, F ACP, issued determinations on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Deatb Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeljne of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20 PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical teoninology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categ01ies: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 
Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
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actions of grossly reckless behavior. 
• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 

manner of death is not considered natural. 
• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Sprouse. Ryan 
To: Adams Cbery!e IOCMEl 
Subject: RE: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
Dote: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:22:37 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thank you! 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l l9, 20214:20 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCM E) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCM E) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

r CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caut ion open ing attachments and never share your 

password. Send suspicious emai l to infosec@tegna.com. 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examjner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause ofDeath- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical teoninology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 
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• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling l-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Claudia Grisa les 

"Adams Cberyle COCMEl" 

"Dedner O!jyja CEOMl"; "Fields Beverly COCMEl" 
RE: Cause and Manner of Death for USCI" Officer Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, April 20, 202111:30:21 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hello, 

Hope al l are well. Fo llowing up on this request, cou ld I set up an interview time with ME Diaz as well? 

Hoping to go over his find ings, largely in simi lar format to his WaPo interview. I'm flexible on a time 

for the chat. Thanks much. 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

{202) 845-3980 cell 
{202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 

From: Claudia Grisa les 

Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:34PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

Hello, 

Apologies, a follow up question, possible to confirm WaPo reporting that Sicknick suffered two 

strokes in laymen's terms? 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

1111 North Capjtol Street NE 

Washington DC 20002 

(202) 845-3980 cell 
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(202)-513-3709 NPR HQ office 

(202}-513-2263 Senate booth 

www.npr.org 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:20PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle adams@dc.goy> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oljyja dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beyerly.fjelds@dc goy> 

Subject: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedical teoninology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol , drug or toxic substance that caused a person 's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the fol1owing 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 
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Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy, 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Mark Seo@yes; Fjeld:; Beverly COCMEl: Dedner Oliyja CEOMl 
RE: Cause and manner request 
Friday, February 12, 2021 10:28:16 AM 

Good morning Mark, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 12, 202110:25 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Re: Cause and manner request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to obtshtogCaJdc.goy for addtttonal analysts by uc 1 u ~ecunty Uperattons Center (::.uq. 

Checking on these requests 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-157 6 
@ScgravcsNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 

On Feb 11 , 2021 , at 12:28 PM, Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) 
<Mark Segrayes@nbcuni com> wrote: 
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Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 21-006-147 

3: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it 
would explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Mark Seo@yes; Fjeld:; Beverly COCMEl: Dedner Oliyja CEOMl 
RE: Cause and manner request 
Friday, February 12, 2021 10:28:16 AM 

Good morning Mark, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 12, 202110:25 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Re: Cause and manner request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to obtshtogCaJdc.goy for addtttonal analysts by uc 1 u ~ecunty Uperattons Center (::.uq. 

Checking on these requests 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-157 6 
@ScgravcsNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would 
explain the typos. 

On Feb 11 , 2021 , at 12:28 PM, Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) 
<Mark Segrayes@nbcuni com> wrote: 
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Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 21-006-147 

3: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it 
would explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Claudia Grisales 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:15: 18 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hello, 

Seeing report s of Sicknick's cause of death via M E Francisco Diaz to WaPo. Can we get that cause of 

death as well? 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

1111 Nort h Capitol Street NE 

Wash ington DC 20002 

1202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-3709 NPR HQ office 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

www.npr.org 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 

From: Adams, Chervle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 2:33 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death- Homicide 
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Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Mrumer of Death - Natw-al 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and mrumer of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medjcal terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentionat sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suidde: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Exruniner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit oone de gov. 

Chery le E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
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vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Wild. Whitney 

To: Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Subject: RE: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death- RE: January 6, 2021 
Dote: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 3:06:24 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hello ! 

Thanks so much. What is "H ypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease" in layman's 
terms? Is that a stroke or a heart attack? 

Thank you! 

Best, 
Whitney 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, Apri l 7, 2021 2:33 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 
Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Ma nner of Death- RE: January 6, 2021 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FA.CP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four o£ those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death -Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Matmer of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, SO years old: 
• Cause of Death-H ypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death - Accident 

The cause and marmer of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 
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Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
MohilP: 202-~29-900R 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Heath. Brad <Reuters) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME) 
RE: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death- RE: January 6, 2021 
Wed nesday, April 7, 2021 2:56:14 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thanks, Cheryle. 

Are you able to elaborate at all on why t he cause and manner of death for Ofc. Sicknick remain 

undetermined? Is it unusual for a case to remain pending for this long? 

Thanks, 

Brad 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, Apri l 7, 2021 2:33 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCM E) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civ il insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death - Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardJovascu1ar disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Ma1mer of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sick nick are pending. 

Background explanation of medica] terminology on the cause and manner of death: 
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As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) n9R-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest informat ion on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Claudia Grisales 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:21:55 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Got it! Thanks! !! 

From: Claudia Grisa les 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 2021 4:15 PM 

To: 'Adams, Cheryle (OCME) ' <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

Hello, 

See ing reports of Sicknick's cause of death via ME Francisco Diaz to WaPo. Can we get that cause of 

death as well? 

Best, 

Claud ia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

1111 North Caojtol Street NE 

Washington DC 20002 

{202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-3709 NPR HQ office 

(202\-513-2263 Senate booth 

www npr org 

Twitter: @cgrisales 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, Apri l ?, 20212:33 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oljy ja.dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beyerly.fjelds@dc.gov> 

Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 
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On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Nat ural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme d e goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme d e gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

Hi Cheryle, 

Castillo. Susana (EOMl 

Adams Cheryle IOCME): foster LaToya IEOMl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fjelds Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: Dr. Diaz Interview Request 

Tuesday, April 20, 202111:29:29 AM 

jmageOOS png 
jmageOOZ.pog 
jmage008 png 
jmage009.png 

Any way you can create a log and send only document? 

Thanks, 

Susana 

Susana Castillo 
Press Secretary 

Office of Communications 
Executive Office of Mayor Muriel Bowser 

Main Office: 202-727-5011 
Cell: 202-309-2640 

susana.castillo@dc goy 

* * * W~AR~ 
WASI-IINGTON 

htrp'//mayor de 20v/ 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202111:22 AM 

To: Castillo, Susana (EOM} <susana.castillo@dc.gov>; Foster, LaToya (EOM) <latoya.foster@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM} <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME} <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: FYI: Dr. Diaz Interview Request 

Good morning to all, 

Please see the request below regarding an interview. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
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Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: w ww ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Flack, Eric [mailto:EF)ack@wusa9.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 10:08 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Dr. Diaz Interview Request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick oo links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). -

Good morning Cheryl - 1 see Dr. Diaz gave a brief interview to the Washington Post regarding Officer 

Sicknick's autopsy results. Wou ld he do the same for us? 

Thanks, 

Frir: FI;:Jr:k 

Eric Flack I Chief Investigative Reporter 
4100 Wisconsin Ave NW 1 Washington . DC 20016 I C 202-768-0102 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reacb out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end tbis pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Djaz Francisco COCME> 
RE: Draft letter to Sen. Johnson 
Tuesday, March 9, 2021 2:36:17 r>M 

Johnson re Sicknick investigation 2021 03 09.docx 

Anna would scold me for using the old logo on the letterhead. Please find the updated one on 
the attached version. 

f>ga:JUams 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ dqmy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or ent ity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged. confidential. or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 2:29 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: Draft letter to Sen. Johnson 

H ere's a revised dra& after input from Betsy Cavendish and the MOLC. I look forward to your 
improvements. 

f>ga:JUams 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for t he District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washingto n, DC 20024 
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0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney Adams@ de goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
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From: Katherine Kim IOCMEl 

To: Fields Broadbent lejgh COCMEl : Ware-Myrre!l Tiffany IOCMEl ; Wood Rebecca COCMEl; Petrasek MarvBeth 

~ 
Cc! 

Subject: 
Date: 

Lyles Denise (OCME) 

RE: Endorsements 

Friday, January 8, 2021 8:09:34 AM 

Please see below ... 

From: Fields Broadbent/ Leigh (OCME) 
Sent: Friday/ January 81 20211:13 AM 
To: Katherine Kim (OCME); Ware-Murrell/ Tiffany (OCME); Wood/ Rebecca (OCME); Petrasek/ MaryBeth 
(OCME) 
Cc: Lyles/ Denise (OCME) 
Subject: Endorsements 

Morning ! 

Accepted: 

21-00132 ~ Please contact Special Agent Riley, FBI , rega rd ing the start t ime of the 

autopsy. He will be waiting in his car outside the bu ild ing by 0730-0800 hrs regardless DONE- he and 

US Attorney will be coming btwn 0900-0930hrs. MPD will present btwn 0800-0830hrs. 

21-0 ~ FYI, donor 

~ Pending contact w ith NOK to confirm circumstances and medica l history 

Thank you very much, 

Let.gVI FLet.ols 'B.roadbeV~-t, PA-C 
Med~coLegaL IV~-Vest~gator 

off~ce of tl-1e GV1Lef MedLcaL t;;;<C!VV~.LV~-tr 
401. 5 street, sw 
WlilSVl~V'vgLoll'v, DC. :<00:<4 

MaLV'v #: (202) ~'1<11-_.'1000 
DLrect #: (202) hJ<11-J021. 

5VV~.C!LL Clddress: Le~f9Y, fleLd sbmadbeV~.t@ck §DV 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayjrus de goy. 
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From: Lyles. Denise fOCMEl 
To: Katherine Kjm <OCMEl; Fields Broadbent Lejgh <OCMEl · Ware-Myrrell Tiffany <OCMEl ; Wood Rebecca (OCME>; 

Petrasek MarvBetb fOCMEl 
Subject: RE: Endorsements 

Date: Friday, January 8, 202111:31:37 AM 

21-00132 I will reach out to NOK 

Denise 

From: Katherine Kim (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 8:10AM 
To: Fields Broadbent, Leigh (OCME); Ware-Murrell, Tiffany (OCME); Wood, Rebecca (OCME); Petrasek, 
MaryBeth (OCME) 
Cc: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Endorsements 

Please see below ... 

From: Fields Broadbent, Leigh (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 8, 20211:13 AM 
To: Katherine Kim (OCME); Ware-Murrell, Tiffany (OCME); Wood, Rebecca (OCME); Petrasek, MaryBeth 
(OCME) 
Cc: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Subject: Endorsements 

M orning ! 

Accepted: 

21-00132 7 Please contact Specia l Agent Riley, FBI, rega rd ing the start time of the 

autopsy. He wil l be waiting in his car outside the bu ilding by 0730-0800 hrs regardless DONE- he and 

US Attorney will be coming btwn 0900-0930hrs. MPD will present btwn 0800-0830hrs. 

21-0 7 FYI, donor 

7 Pending contact w ith NOK to confirm circumstances and medica l history 

Thank you very much, 

Le(,g~ FLelcts. lS.v-oactbelll-t, 'PA-C. 

Mect~colegallwves.Hgatov-

offLce of tltle c.~Lef Mecttcal 6,xt;tV1ALIII-er 
-te>-1. c .stt·eel::, .SvV 

WC!S.Vlklll-gtOIII-, DC. 20024 

MClklll- #: (202) b_:)g-_3000 

DLv-ect #: (202) b.!)g-.3021. 

6V1AC!Ll actctv-es.s.: LeL~Y, fi,ekckbrotavlbelll-t@a!c, ~ov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit corooayjms de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Rodney COCME) 
Fripp SaVern COCME> 
Adams Chervle COCME) 
RE: FOIA request from med ia 

Monday, February 8, 2021 11:55:26 AM 

Thanks, Sa Vern. She sent the same request to me djrectly as well. 

f&a :?l&rm.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: rripp, SaVern (OCMC) 
Sent: Monday, February 08, 2021 11:42 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: FOIA request from media 

Sa Vern M . Fripp I Adm.in.isttative Coordinator I Office of the Chief Med.ical Examiner 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6092 I Washington, D C 20024 

Office: (202) 698-9009 I Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Pax: (202) 698-9101 
Email: sayero.fripp@dc,goy I Web: www ocme dc.gny 

From: Susan Katz Keating [mailto:skeating@justthenews.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 11:40 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); ATD OCME 
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Subject: FOIA request from media 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

This is Susan Katz Keating, a journalist with Just the News. Under the provisions oftbe 
Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting the following: 

The autopsy report for Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. 

I am requesting an expeditious response. 

Sincerely, 

- Susan Katz Keating 
Just the News 
1850 K St., NW, Ste 1000 
Washington, D.C. 2006 

Cell: 703-401-2547 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Mattox. Angelica CEOMl 
Adams Cheryle IOCME) 
RE: FOLLOW UP: 3.22.21 AM Press Clips 
Monday, March 22, 2021 8:51:12 AM 

Good Morn ing Cheryle, 

I added Dr. Diaz to the list serv and begin ning tomorrow morning she wi ll receive t he daily press 
clips. 

Have a great day, 

Angelica 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2021 8:36AM 
To: Mattox, Angelica (EOM ) <angelica.mattox@dc.gov> 

Subject: FO LLOW UP: 3.22.21 AM Press Clips 
Importance: High 

Good morning Angelica, 

Please add Dr. Diaz, the cwTent Chief Medical Examiner to t he list serv to receive the daily 
press clips, or let me know if you are the right person to fulfill this request. Dr. Diaz email 
address IS: francisco djaz@d c goy 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme d c.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Mattox, Angelica (EOM) 
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Sent: Monday, March 22, 2021 7:29 AM 
To: Mattox, Angelica (EOM) 
Subject: 3.22.21 AM Press Clips 

MMB 

' It's not a local issue anymore': D.C. statehood moyes from political fringe to the center ofthe 
national Democratic agenda 
March 20, 2021 
The Washington Post II Mike DeBonis and Meagan Flynn 

"People think we're wards of the Congress," said Beverly Perry, the top adviser to Mayor Muriel E. 
Bowser (D) on statehood advocacy. "We spend a lot of time correcting people" - even in 
neighboring Maryland, where Perry testi fied last Monday in support of a pro-statehood resolution 
pending in the House ofDelegates. 

D.C. public school students like our kids pay an immeasurable price without in-person classes 
March 19, 2021 
The Washington Post II Joanne Levine and Caroline Mehta 

There has been a lot of spin coming from D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) and Schools Chancellor 
Lewis D. Ferebee that DCPS has "reopened strong." This is a farce at best, an insult at worse. From 
where we sit, it' s a baldfaced lie. Our eighth-grade daughters have zero oppornmities for in-person 
instruction. 

No weddings. no galas: Event planners feel overlooked as coyjd restrictions are lifted for others 
March 20, 2021 
The Washington Post II E mily Davies 

The fate of Caroline Foster's wedding day depended on a news conference Monday, when D.C. 
Mayor Muriel E. Bowser was set to announce the fust sweeping rollback of coronavirus restrictions. 

Some DC youth sports return to competition 
March 19, 2021 
WTOP // Megan Cloherty 
M utlt:ralt::- ami high-contact spurts art: still rt::slricletl from cumpt::titiuu ill lht:: District, am] Mayor 
Muriel Bowser has said she 'll reevaluate where the health metrics are in early April to decide 
whether that will change. 

DC 911 interim director details errors. pledges improvements 
March 19,2021 
The Washington Post // Neal Augenstein 

Mayor Muriel Bowser is in the midst of a nationwide search for the director. 

DC loosening some coronavirus restrictions 
March 22, 2021 
WTOP // Colleen Kelleher 

D.C. Mayor M uriel Bowser last week extended the city's public health emergency through May 20. 

All DC restaurants can serve alcohol until midnight starting Monday 
March 20, 2021 
WTOP // Valerie Bonk 

Establishments that serve alcohol can resume serving beverages to customers daily from 6 a.m. to 
midnight, according Loan order by Mayor Muriel Bowser and an emergency decision from lhe city 's 
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board. 

Everything you need to know about the push for D.C. statehood. hours before hearing begins 
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March 22, 2021 
WJLA // John Gonzalez 

Mayor Muriel Bowser says H.R. 51, the Washington. D.C. Admission Act. is a promising sign that 
our country is fmally ready to right this historic wrong. However, GOP opponents of the bill call it 
unconstitutional. 

'Now. we carry that momentum:' Mayor Bowser urges '#DCStatehood' stories ahead of 
bearing 
March 20,2021 
WJLA II Kristen Schneider 

Mayor Muriel Bowser is encouraging DC residents to show their support on social media ahead of 
Monday's statehood hearing. 

Coronayjrus in DC. Maryland. Virginia: What to Know on March 21 
March 21, 2021 
NBC Washington II Staff 

More people will be able to celebrate Mass at the Basilica of the National Shrine of the Immaculate 
Conception on Easter and during Holy Week. D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser's office temporarily raised 
coronavirus-related capacity limits at the Basilica. The mayor's office granted the Archdiocese a 
waiver to allow between 750 and 1,500 people inside. 

DC Raises Capacity Limit at Basilica for Easter. Holy Week 
March 19, 2021 
NBC Washington II Staff 

Mayor Muriel Bowser's office temporarily raised coronavirus-related capacity limits at the Basilica. 
The mayor' s office granted the Archdiocese a waiver to allow between 750 and 1,500 people inside. 

Biden Supports DC Statehood. With Congressional Hearing Scheduled Monday 
March 19, 2021 
NBC Washington II Staff 

Mayor Muriel Bowser seemed excited to get the support, tweeting, "Let's get it done Mr. President." 

Kiss Tavern In Shaw Loses Liquor License After Allegedly violating COVID-19 Restrictions 
March 22, 2021 
.DCist II Colleen Grablick 

Under D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser' s current executive order, hookah lounges must remain closed 
unless they operate as a licensed food establishment with ABRA. At the time of the violations 
described, Bowser' s order also required on-site alcohol sales to stop at 10 p.m. 

D.C. Hesitates To Expand Hotel Shelter Program For Medically Vulnerable Residents. As 
Waitlist Grows 
March 19,2021 
Colleen Grablick 

Tn mid-Fehmary of this year, Ward l C:ouncilmemher and chair of the C.ommittee on Human 
Services Brianne Nadeau called on Mayor Muriel Bowser to allocate a portion of the fiscal year 
2022 budget to purchase the hotels for short-term PEP-V housing and longer term permanent 
supportive housing. In a similar letter to the mayor, Ward 5 Councilmember Kenyan McDuffie 
requested that the city invest $140 million in the next budget to purchase and convert the 
Washington Marriott Wardman Park Hotel into an affordable and permanent supportive housing site. 

DC Adults of AU Ages Can Pre-Register for COVID-19 Vaccination 
March 19,2021 
DC Post II Jane Smith 
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DC Mayor Muriel Bowser urged every adult resident in the District, currently eligible or not, to sign 
up for receiving the COVID-19 vaccine through the city's pre-registration portal. 

DDOT to Repave Many Streets. Sidewalks This Year; Are There Any Near You? 
March 21, 2021 
DC Post II Jane Smith 

As part of the program, Mayor Mmiel Bowser's administration has committed to "eliminating all 
poor quality roads in the District by 2024," according to a release by DDOT. 

DC LGBTQ Budget Coalition's priorities must be addressed 
March 19, 2021 
Washington Blade// Anthony Musa 

Leadership from Mayor Muriel Bowser would be a proposed budget that leaves no federal dollar off 
the table to enhance and expand critical services. Any fimding cuts will disproportionately impact 
LGBTQ+ people, especially our Black and Brown trans/non-binary community. The D.C. 
government is in a unique position regarding the upcoming budget; in 2020 the government ran a 
surplus of $526 million, resulting from the fiscal conservativeness of the previously approved 
budget. The government has opportunities to take advantage of new or underutilized revenue streams 
or review different areas of the budget that are over-utilized, such as the budget for the Metropolitan 
Police Deparnnent. 

Watchdog group sues DC for autopsy report of Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick 
March 19, 2021 
Washington Examiner// Daniel Cbaitin 

D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser's office did not immediately return a request for comment. 

Local 

Commission to reimagine police in District grapples with effort to defund 
March 21,2021 
The Washington Post II Peter Hermann 

A commission created to help the District reinvent policing is preparing a fmal report that could 
propose sweeping changes, including taking officers out of schools, curtailing traffic enforcement 
and shrinking the department's size and budget. 

Police recover body from Anacostia River near Joint Base Anacostia-Bolling 
March 21,2021 
The Washington Post II Ann E. Marimow 

D.C. police and emergency officials recovered a body Sunday from the Anacostia River near Joint 
Base Anacostia-Bolling. 

D.C. police investigate two fatal shootings 
March 21, 2021 
The Washington Post II Ann E. Marimow 

D.C. police are investigating two fatal shootings involving young men that occurred Saturday night 
just before 8. 

Arrest made in subway homicide. D.C. police say 
March 20, 2021 
The Washington Post II Martin Weil 

An arrest was made Friday in a fatal shooting on a Metro subway platform, the D.C. police said. 
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Burtell M . .Jefferson. Washington ' s first Black police chief. dies at 96 
March 19, 2021 
T he Washington Post II Peter Hermann 

Burtell M. Jefferson, who joi11ed the District's largely segregated police department in 1948 and 
launched a behind-the-scenes campaign to help Black officers advance through the ranks as he rose 
to become the city's first African American police chief, died March 19 at his home in Washington. 
He was 96. 

' We' re losing a piece of our history' 
March 19, 2021 
T he Washington Post II Paul Schwartzman 

The clocks on the walls no longer work, the furnace is busted, and the only window is covered with a 
thick sheet of plywood. 

National 

AstraZeneca's U.S. trjal shows coronayjrus yaccipe js 79 percept effective 
March 22, 2021 
The Washington Post II William Booth 

Oxford University and AstraZeneca reported on Monday that their coronavirus "vaccine for the 
world" was safe and 79 percent effective overall , according to data from a long-awaited clinical trial 
in the United States, alongside other studies in Chile and Peru. 

The missing snadents of the pandemic 
March 21,2021 
The Washington Post //Eli Saslow 

Rich Pimentel had already tried searching in a trailer park and a migrant camp when he started 
driving toward the third and fmal address listed in the student's school file. He followed his GPS to a 
neighborhood on the edge of the desert, an oasis of palm trees and swimming pools protected by a 
steel gate. "Wow," Pimentel said, as he rolled down his window and pulled up to a call box. "Finally 
a happy ending. Maybe this kid's actually okay." · 

Mayorkas says ' the border is dosed.' defends Bjden's immigration strategy 
March 21,2021 
The Washington Post// Amy B Wang 

Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas defended President Biden's immigration strategy 
and emphasized in multiple interviews Sunday that the southern border of the United States "is 
closed," as the Bid en administration faces criticism over a record number of migrants seeking entry 
into the country from Mexico and Central America. 

As vaccinations increase. you may want to dine indoors again. Here's what to consider. 
March 19,2021 
The Washington Post II Emily Heiland Tim Carman 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Wilson. Stephanie 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Wilson Stephanie 
RE: FOLLOW Ur>: AUTOr>SY RESULTS FOR US CAr>ITOL f>OUCE OFFICER BRIAN SICKNICK 

Monday, March 15, 202112:30:12 PM 

jmage001 png 
jmage002.oog 
jmage003 pog 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon Cheryle, 

Thank you for your response to the update, greatly appreciated. 
I'd like to ask if you would add my name and email to the list to receive the 
information when it is available, again, thank you, 

Stephanie Wilson I SENIOR MULTIMEDIA JOURNALIST 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, March 15, 202111:46 AM 
To: Wi lson, Stephanie <SWILSON3@wusa9.com> 

Cc: Flack, Eric <EFiack@wusa9.com>; Spaht, Erin <evanderbel@wusa9.com>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
<olivia .dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCM E) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: AUTOPSY RESULTS FOR US CAPITOL POLICE OFFICER BRIAN SICKNICK 

CAUTION- EXTERNAL EMAil - Please use caution opening attachments and never share your 
password. Send suspicious emai l to lnfosec@tegna.com. 

Good morning Stephanie, 

This case is pending and Eric Flack, one of your colleagues and copied here is on the list to 
receive this information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
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Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adarns@dc.gov 
Web: www ocm e de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Wilson, Stephanie [majlto:SWILSON3@wusa9.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 15, 202111:42 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: EEiack@wusa9.com; Wilson, Stephanie; Spaht, Erin 
Subject: UPDATE REQUEST: AUTOPSY RESULTS FOR US CAPITOL POLICE OFFICER BRIAN SICKNICK 
Importance: High 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to pbjshin€@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning Cheryle, 

I'm working with Chief Investigative Correspondent Eric Flake on the Capitol Riots 
court cases. 

-· 

The Washington Post is reporting that US authorities have arrested and charged two 
men in the assault of U.S. Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. 

I'm reaching out to ask if the DC Medical Examiner's Office has any updated 
information on the cause of U.S. Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death or the 
release of autopsy results for Officer Sicknick. 

We are working on a 3:00pm deadline, please feel free to email or call my mobile, 
202-487-571 1. 

I look forward to hearing from you, appreciate your help, thank you, 

Stephanie Wilson I SENIOR MULTIMEDIA JOURNALIST 

4100 Wisconsin Ave NW I Washington, DC 20016 

P 202-895-5771 I c 202-487-5711 

wusa9 com I IJ ~ l l:'l @wusa9 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Braqale. Charlie CNBCUniversal) 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Olivia IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW Ur>: AUTOr>SY / Ofc Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April19, 2021 3:56: 16 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Ms. Adams, 

Can you assist with any autopsy I cause of death information for US Capitol Officer Brian Sicknick -

Ofc Sicknick passed away last January. 

Thanks 

CHARLIE BRAGALE 
News Assignment Manager 

NBC4 , 
4001 Nebraska Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20016 

202-885-4308 office 
202-359-8061 mobile 

~I ~ I ~ l llli!.ll l mi!.i.l 

Follow me on Twiner at rrocnamenpc 
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From: Triay. Andres 
To: Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: Asli Babbitt autopsy results 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 5:10:46 f'M Dote: 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thank you. 

Andy 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 20215:10 PM 

To: Triay, Andres <TriayA@cbsnews.com> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM} <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME} <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Asli Babbitt autopsy results 

External Email 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death - Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause ot Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular djsease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
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injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
WPh: www ocmP d e goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronav irus.dc.gov. 

From: "Triay, Andres" <TrjayA@cbsnews.com> 

Date: April 7, 2021 at 2:58:03 PM EDT 

To: AID OCMc <ocmeCa>dc.gov> 

Subject: Asli Babbitt autopsy results 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjsh jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon, 

I'm a producer with CBS News. I understand you have an update on the investigation of 

deaths that occurred at or related to the January 6th incident at the US Capitol. 

Can you please pass along? 

Thanks, 

Andy 
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Andres (Andy) Triay 

Producer, CBS News 

Newsroom + 1 202 457 4572 

Mobile + 1 202 499 0699 

t rjaya@cbsnews com 

@AndyTriay 

We need everyone in our communjty to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc .gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic.. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Cheryle <OCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW UP: capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 
Friday, Februa ry 19, 2021 2: 18:26 I'M 

One I may get your title correct! 

{6,ga :JUO?n.f 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for t he District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2021 2:13PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Thank you for this response. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2021 2:11PM 
To: Bill Marshall; Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) ; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mr. Marshall: 

I apologize for what may be confusing. Cheryle Adams is OCME's public affairs officer and I am 
the FOIA officer. I advise Cheryle of FOIA requests by a reporter so that she can add the 
reporter to her list to receive any relevant announcements that the Chief Medical Examiner may 
make. 

In response to your question, OCME is maintaining its denial of your FOIA request for the 
reasons stated. I would add that since OCME has not issued a final report, the denial also falls 
under DC Code 2-534(a)(4) and 2-534(e). I t may fall under DC Code 2-534(a)(3) and 2-534(a) 
(10) as well because law enforcement agencies are conducting their own investigations. OCME 
will file a response to the appeal as requested by the Mayor's Office. You may withdraw your 
appeal at any time. 

All the best, 

t&,a:?Ucnn.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc INY 

.- .. ~.~' ,' . . . 

. . .·. 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it rs addressed. 1 his communrcatron may contarn Information that is propnetary, pnvrleged, confrdentral, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Bill Marshall [majlto:BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the conte'1t is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ph jshjng@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply const itute a rejection of the appea l I submitted yesterday to the DC Government 

following the earlier rejection of my Freedom of Information Act request seeking: "All records, 

includ ing but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' electronic communications, related to t he deat h on Jan. 6, 2021 of Cap itol Police Officer 

Brian Sicknick and its related investigation."? 

Re!>f.iel:lfu lly, 

William F. Marshall 

Senio r Investigator 

Judicia l Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCM E) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bill Marshall <BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH ORG> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oljy ja.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beyerly.fjelds@dc.gov>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sickn ick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
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(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Claudia Grisales 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW Ur>: Cause and Manner of Death for USCr> Officer Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, April 20, 202111:43:50 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Wonderfu l, thank you! !! Best, Claud ia 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202111:43 AM 

To: Claudia Grisales <CGrisa les@npr .org> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Cause and M anner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good morning Claudia, 

I am acknowledging receipt of your request and wi11 follow up with a response soon. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www acme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrisales@nor.org) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202111:29 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email orieinated from outside of the DC Government Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
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unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Hope all are well. Following up on this request, could I set up an interview t ime with ME Diaz as wel l? 

Hoping to go over his f ind ings, largely in simi lar format to his WaPo interview. I'm f lexible on a time 

for the chat. Thanks much. 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

(202) 845-3980 cell 

(2.02}-513-2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 

From: Claudia Grisa les 

Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 4:34PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oljyja.dedner@dc gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly fields@dc goy> 

Subject: RE: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

Hello, 

Apologies, a follow up question, possible to conf irm WaPo reporting t hat Sicknick suffered two 

strokes in laymen's terms? 

Be<:t, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

1111 North Capitol Street NE 

Washington. DC 20002 

{202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-3709 NPR HQ office 

(202}-513-2263 Senate booth 

www.opr.org 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 
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From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Monday, April19, / 0/1 4: /0 PM 

To: Ad ams, Cheryle (OCM E) <cheryle adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Ol ivia (EOM) <oljyja dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beyer!y f je!ds@dc goy> 

Subject : Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Br ian Sickn ick 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
ChiefMedical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April? 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20 PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately I 0:00PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospitaL 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical tenninology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered naturaL 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful anempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
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Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adaros@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our communjty to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. HDCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Claudia Grisales 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW Ur>: Cause and Manner of Death for USCr> Officer Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, April 20, 202111:43:50 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Wonderfu l, thank you! !! Best, Claud ia 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202111:43 AM 

To: Claudia Grisales <CGrisa les@npr .org> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Cause and M anner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good morning Claudia, 

I am acknowledging receipt of your request and wi11 follow up with a response soon. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www acme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrisales@nor.org) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202111:29 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email orieinated from outside of the DC Government Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
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unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishing@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Hope all are well. Following up on this request, could I set up an interview t ime with ME Diaz as wel l? 

Hoping to go over his f ind ings, largely in simi lar format to his WaPo interview. I'm f lexible on a time 

for the chat. Thanks much. 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

(202) 845-3980 cell 

(2.02}-513-2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 

From: Claudia Grisa les 

Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 4:34PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oljyja.dedner@dc gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly fields@dc goy> 

Subject: RE: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

Hello, 

Apologies, a follow up question, possible to conf irm WaPo reporting t hat Sicknick suffered two 

strokes in laymen's terms? 

Be<:t, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

1111 North Capitol Street NE 

Washington. DC 20002 

{202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-3709 NPR HQ office 

(202}-513-2263 Senate booth 

www.opr.org 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 
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From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Monday, April19, / 0/1 4: /0 PM 

To: Ad ams, Cheryle (OCM E) <cheryle adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Ol ivia (EOM) <oljyja dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beyer!y f je!ds@dc goy> 

Subject : Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Br ian Sickn ick 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
ChiefMedical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April? 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20 PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately I 0:00PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospitaL 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical tenninology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered naturaL 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful anempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
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Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adaros@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our communjty to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. HDCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Heath. Brad <Reuters) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME) 
RE: FOLLOW UP: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 
Wednesday, April 7, 2021 3:11:00 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

I appreciate that - this is very far outside my area of expertise. Our readers (and editors) are 

obviously very interested in this one, so it'd be heloful if we cou ld tell them anything at all about 

what might make t he case comp lex (outside review? tests that just take a wh ile to finish?). But I 

realize there are constraints on your ability to provide specifics. 

Brad 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, April7, 20213:03 PM 

To: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death- RE: January 6, 2021 

Good afternoon Brad, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the NationaJ Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cbery!e adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Heath, Brad (Reuters) [majlto:Brad.Heath@tbomsonreuters.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 2:56PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
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Subject: RE: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjshjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thanks, Cheryle. 

Are you able to elaborate at al l on why the cause and manner of death for Ofc. Sicknick remain 

undetermined? Is it unusual for a case to remain pending for this long? 

Thanks, 

Brad 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc ~ov> 

Sent: Wednesday, Apri l 7, 20212:33 PM 

To : Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly fields@dc ~ov> 

Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death - Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death - Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of med jcal terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the" cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The " manner of 
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death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Flack. Eric 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

RE: FOLLOW UP: Dr. Diaz I nterview Request 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 12:27:20 I'M 

image002.ong 
jmage003 png 
image004.png 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you Cheryle. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202112:18 PM 

To: Flack, Eric <EFiack@wusa9.com> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Dr. Diaz Interview Request 

CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please, use caution opening attach111ents and never share you r 

password. Send suspicious email to j nfosec@te~na com. 

Good afternoon Eric, 

1 am acknowledging receipt of your request and will follow up with a response soon. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

Fur the lCttest infurmCttiun un the Distrkt Government's response tu COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Flack, Eric [mailto:Eflack@wusa9.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 12:03 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: EW: Dr. Diaz Interview Request 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishiog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle- Resend ing this in case you missed it since I had not heard back. 

If an interview is not possible can you please answer/address the following questions? 

1. Why did release of Officer Sicknick's autopsy results and manner of death take longer than 

the others who deaths were connected to the siege on the Capitol January 6th? 

2. Why did Officer Sicknick's autopsy results and manner of death take longer than NAME's 90 

day standard for results to be returned and complete? 

3. In a release from your office January 6th Dr. Diaz stated: On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 
an unprecedented incident of civil insmrection at the United States Capitol resulted 
in the deaths of five individuals. Officer Sicknick was included in that count. How can his 

manner of death be stroke/natural causes while at the same time be attributed to the 

insurrection? 

This is for a report that will air on ton ight's evening news. 

Thanks, 

Eric Flack 

From: Flack, Eric 

Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202110:08 AM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <chervle.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: Dr. Diaz Interview Request 

Good morning Cheryl -! see Dr. Diaz gave a brief interview to the Washington Post regarding Officer 

Sicknick's autopsy resu lts. Wou ld he do the same for us? 

Thanks, 

Eric Flack 

Eric Flack I Chief Investigative Reporter 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
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to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Cheryle <OCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW UP: FOIA Appeal 2021·096 
Thursdey, Februery 18, 2021 3 :09:51 PM 

H e is the fellow that I just emailed to you: William Marshall 

{6,ga :JUO?n.f 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed . This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:03PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

Good afternoon Rodney, 

This case is still pending and I do not see "Judicial Watch" on my list of media requests. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
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Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 2:56 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FW: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

A Judicial Watch reporter has immediately appealed my denial of his request for the case file of 

Off. Brian Sicknick who died during d1e Jan 6 th riot at the Capitol. We have sever.:tl oilier 
reporters requesting it as well. 

{)ga ;;uaJM 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

1101 E Street SW, Washington, DC 200211 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney.Adams@dc.goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 
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otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Appeals, Foia (EOM) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 2:42 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: bmarshall@judjcialwatch.org 
Subject: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

Hello, 

This Office adjudicates administrative FOIA appeals on behalf of the Mayor. We received the 
attached appeal based upon a FOIA decision (or lack of decision) issued by your agency. We 
received the attached appeal based upon a FOIA decision (or lack of decision) issued by your 
agency. Please provide us with your response to the appeal within five (5) business days of 
this communication. Please include the fo llowing in your response: 

(a) The justification for your decision not to grant review of records as requested; 
(b) A Vaughn index of documents withheld, and an affidavit or declaration of a 
knowledgeable official or employee testifying to the decision to withhold documents; and 
(c) A copy of the public record or records in dispute on the appeal; provided, that if the 
public record contains personal, sensitive, or confidential information, you may redact such 
information. 

lfno response is received, a final decision will be made on the record before us. 

Please be advised that your agency's response may be shared with the requester when the fmal 
decision is issued. Therefore, please clearly mark any confidential information contained in 
yow· response. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel (MOLC) 
1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 407 
Washington, D.C. 20004 
(202) 727-8812 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Cheryle fOCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW UP: FOIA Appeal 2021·096 
Thursdey, Februery 18, 2021 3:12:55 PM 

I suppose it would be the honorable course for you to follow up despite the wounding to my 
fragile ego. 

!&,£ :?faam.r 

Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for t he District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney.Adams@dc goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, conf idential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Se nt: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:11PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

l was just sending you a response when you sent this response. 1 will add him to the list 
and wouJd you like for me to follow up with him? 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
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cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:10 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

He is the fellow that I just emailed to you: William Marshall 

f6ga :JUam.r 
Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed . This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:03 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 
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Good afternoon Rodney, 

This case is still pending and 1 do not see" Judicial Watch" on my list ot media requests. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washjngton, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 2:56PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FW: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

And the celebration was short lived ... 

A Judicial Watch reporter has immediately appealed my denial of his request for the case file of 

Off. Brian Sicknick who died during the Jan 6th riot at the Capitol. We have several other 
reporters requesting it as well. 

f&a;lUtrmS 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodncy.Adgm$@dc.goy 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Appeals, Foia (EOM) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 2:42 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: bmarshall@judjcialwatcb.org 
Subject: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

Hello, 

This Office adjudicates administrative FOIA appeals on behalf of the Mayor. We received the 
attached appeal based upon a FOIA decision (or lack of decision) issued by your agency. We 
received the attached appeal based upon a FOIA decision (or lack of decision) issued by your 
agency. Please provide us with your response to the appeal within five (5) business days of 
this communication. Please include the following in your response: 

(a) The justification for your decision not to grant review of records as requested; 
(b) A Vaughn index of documents withheld, and an affidavit or declaration of a 
knowledgeable official or employee testifying to the decision to withhold documents; and 
(c) A copy of the public record or records in dispute on the appeal; provided, that if the 
public record contains personal, sensitive, or confidential information, you may redact such 
information. 

If no response is received, a final decision will be made on the record before us. 

Please be advised that your agency's response may be shared with the requester when the final 
decision is issued. Therefore, please clearly mark any confidential information contained in 
your response. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Mayor' s Office of Legal Counsel (MOLC) 
1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
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Suite 407 
Washington, D.C. 20004 
(202) 727-8812 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Chery!e fOCME); fripp SaYern fOCME) 
RE: FOLLOW UP: FOIA request from media 
Monday, February 8, 2021 12:07:51 PM 

Sure! We will probably be well served to treat all the reporters the same. 

{6,ga :JUO?n.f 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, conf idential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt f rom disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email. and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, February 08, 2021 11:57 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOIA request from media 

Rodney, 

Would you like for me to follow up with this individual? Please let me know. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6 th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
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Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavims), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, February 08, 2021 11:55 AM 
To: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOIA request from media 

Thanks, Sa Vern. She sent the same request to me directly as well. 

!/Jga ;;ufi'IM 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney Adams@dc.€OV 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If vou are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, February 08, 2021 11:42 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
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Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: FOIA request from media 

Sa Vern M . Fripp I 1\dministrative Coorclinator I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6092 I Washington, DC 20024 
Office: (202) 698-9009 I Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax: (202) 698-9101 
Email: sayero fripp@dc gpy I Web: w:,yw ocme de goy 

From: Susan Katz Keating [majlto:skeatjng@justthenews.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 11:40 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); ATD OCME 
Subject: FOIA request from media 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pb jshjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

This is Susan Katz Keating, a journalist with Just the News. Under the provisions ofthe 
Freedom oflnforrnation Act, I am requesting the following: 

The autopsy report for Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. 

I am requesting an expeditious response. 

Sincerely, 

~Susan Katz Keating 
Just the News 
1850 K St., NW, Ste 1000 
Washington, D.C. 2006 

Cell: 703-401-2547 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Cheryle <OCME); Fields Beverly <OCME> 
RE: FOLLOW UP: FOIA request 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 9:22:35 AM 

l will ask him to formally submit a FOlA request through the portal if he wishes to pursue the request. Nothing for 
you to do at this point. 

Rod 

Rod11ey K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

Tllis message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. lt is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to 
which it is addressed. Tllis communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 
otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to 
read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message in 
error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, April20, 2021 8: 13 AM 
To: Fields, Deverly (OCMTI) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 
Cc: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 
Subject: fOLLOW UP: FOIA request 

Good morning Beverly, 

Thank you for tllis email. Is there anything more that I need to do regarding tltis request? Please let me know. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner Otlice of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
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For the latest infonnation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus. de. gov. 

-----Original Message----
From: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 8: 14PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOIA request 

Hi, 

Mr. Seagraves called me this afternoon prior to his email and asked why information was provided to Mr. Hennan at 
the Washington Post solely. He was quite upset. 1 refeiTed him to the Mayor's Communications Team for 
response. 

Beverly Ann Fields, Esq. 
Chief of Staff 
DC Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 ESt., SW, 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
202-69S-9006 ( o) 
202-329-9006 (c) 
beverly.fields@dc.gov 

> On Apr 19, 2021 , at4:38 PM, Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 

> Interesting. I'll sit on it until after we do release the info. 
> 
> Rod Adams 
> Rodney K. Adams 

> General Counsel 
> Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
> for the District of Columbia 
> 401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
> 0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
> Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
> 
> 
> 
> Confidentiality Notice 
> 
> This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. lt is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to 
which it is addressed. This communication may contain inf01mation that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 
otherwise legally protected or exempt o·om disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not amhorized to 
read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received tl:lls message in 
error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
> 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [ma jho·Mark Segrayes@nbcunj com] 
> Sent: Monday, Aprill9, 2021 4:33 rM 
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> To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
> Subject FOIA request 
> 
>CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 
> 
> l would like ail emails between Peter He1man of the Washington post and Cheryle Adams or Beverly Fields or 
anyone at OCME regarding cause and manner for Officer BRIAN Sicknick. 
> 
> I am making this request tmder the freedom of information act. 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. l would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
> 
> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
>appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. 
> Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
> coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
> save Lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
ca!Jing 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date; 

Papson Al!ison 
Adams Che!Yie COCMEl 
WTTG Assionment Desk: Wmiams Aorj! : Williams Marcie: Voitko Michael 
RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & BenJamin Philips 
friday, february 26, 2021 9 :29:40 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from oUtside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by 

OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Have you released any of the causes or manners of death for Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland 

& Benjamin Philips? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

CI@AIIisonPapson 

.-;:c,-x~ ' F0X5 Pl1JS rJ:; ~ g0 a STAY SAFE STAY STRONO. STAY AHEAD. 
,...W~I~1Nf:!10H. De WDCA TV 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 2021 2:54 PM 

To: Papson, All ison <AIIison.Papson@FOX.COM> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Br ian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Phi lips 

Good afternoon Allison, 

OCME medical examiners comply with U1e National Association of Medical Examiners' (NAME) standard to 
determine the cause and manner of dealh wilhin 90 days; however, for cases lhal are more complex it could be 
longer. Therefore, wlwn lhis information is available and LhC' dE>ccd€'nt's nC'xt of kin has been notified, 1 will 
provide you with Lh e cause and manner of deuth. Additionally, I ht1ve added your name to the list to re<:eive the 

.information when it is available. 

Besl regards, 
Chcryle 

C he.ryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
rberyle adams@dr.gov 
WC'b: www orme de goy 

For the lates t information on the District G overiUl\ent's response to C O V ID-19 (Coronavirus ), please 
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visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Papson, Allison [ majlto:AIIison.papSQn@FOX.COMl 
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2021 2:35 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. o, not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the 

sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshiag@dc goy for additional analysis 
by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Do you have an ETA on when you think these will be released? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

@Allison Papson 

r,c,)( ·. 5 I FOX5 PUJS ii:; ~ g0 a STAY SAFE. STAY STRONO. STAY AHEAD. 
~· w:.SiiiNOTOHjDO WOCA rv 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Monday, January 25, 20213:23 PM 

To: Allison Papson <All ison Papson@EOXTV COM> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Br ian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Phi lips 

Good afternoon Allison, 

These cases are still pending and I have added your name to the list to receive the cause and mam1er of death 
when Lhis information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to tfte Cftief Medical Exnmi11er 
Office of Lhe Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Wctshington, DC 20024 
OffkP: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
PRx (?0?) fi9R-91 01 
ch ery le ad am s@dc goy 
WE>b: www.ocme.de.goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please 
visit coronayirus.dc,gov. 

From: Allison Papson [majlto·AIIison f'agson@FOXJV COM) 
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 12:54 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION. This email originated from outside of the DC Government . D::> not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the 

sender and know that the content is safe, If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dc goy for additio[lal analysis 

by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Any updates on these cases? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Fox 5 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 19, 2021, at 10:30 AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Good morning Allison, 

These cases are still pending. 

Besl regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
chery le adam s@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme dc,gov 
<imagc003 .jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Allison Papson [mailto:AIIison,papson@FOXJV,COM] 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 6:48 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WTTG Assignment Desk; WTTG WEB; Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
subJect: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX s REQUEST: Brian Slcknlck, Ash!! Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & 
Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This emai l originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. ff you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 

phjshlne@dc eov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi, 

Just following up to find out if this information is available yet. 
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Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 
<imageQ04.jpg> 

@AilisonPapson 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 8:55 AM 

To: All ison Papson <AII jsoo papson@FOXTV COM> 

Cc: WTIG Assignment Desk <WTIGAssignmentDesk@FOXTV.COM>; WTTG WEB <WTIGWEB@foxtv.com>; 

Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beyer!y.fje!ds@dc.goy>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <o!jyja.dedner@dc.goy> 

Subject : FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & 

Benjamin Philips 

Good moming Allison, 

The Office of lhe Chief Medical Examiner will release lhe cause and manner of dealh when lhis 
informa tion is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to tlze CliiefMedicnl Exnmiuer 
Office of lhe Ouef Medical Examiner 
401 E Streel, SW 61h Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cbery !e.adams@d c.gov 
W e b: www.ocme d c.gQv 

<image003 .jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Allison Papson [majlto:AI! json.papson@FOXTV.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:09 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WTTG Assignment Desk; WTTG WEB 
Subject: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknlck, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
ohishfng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Will you please send us the cause and manner of death for Brian Sic knick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, 
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Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 
202-895-3000 
<im ageQ04.jpg> 

@AilisonPapson 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text INAUG2021 to 
888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It is intended solely tor 
the named addrcssee(s). l fyou are not an addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the 
message to an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attaclunenls to anyone. Rather, you should 
pem1anently delete this message and its attaclm1enls and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments tl1at docs not relate to the official business of Fox Cotporation, or its subsidiaries must 
be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is made that this email or its 
attachments are without defect. 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It is intended solely fo r 
the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in tlus message (or responsible for delivery of the 
message to an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should 
pem1anently delete tl1is message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message aud its attachments that does not relate to the official business ofF ox Corporation, or its subsidiaties must 
be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is made that tills email or its 
attachments are without defect. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date; 

Papson Al!ison 
Adams Che!Yie COCMEl 
WTTG Assionment Desk: Wmiams Aoril: Gaffney Matt 
RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ash!i Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & BenJamin Philips 
Tu~doyf rebf'ueuy 2, 2021 2:55:57 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from oUtside of the DC Gollernment. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by 

OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good to know, thank you! 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

I:I@AIIisonPapson 

.,OX ~-5 , F0X5PLlJS i1~~a0a STAYSAFE. STAYSTRONO. STAY AHEAD. 
,. .... ~~-41NOfON , DO WDCA tV 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 2021 2:54PM 

To: Papson, All ison <AIIison.Papson@FOX.COM> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

Good afternoon Allison, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' (NAME) standard to 
determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days.; however, for cases tha t arc more complex it l·ou ld be 
longer. Therefore, when this information is available and tlw dt>ceden t's next of kin has b('('n notified, Twill 
provide you with the ca use and manner of death. Additionally, l have added your name to the list to receive the 
in.formal:i.on w h en it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Offiet': 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the lates t information on the Dis trict Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please 
visit coronayirus.dc,goy. 

From: Papson, Allison [mailto:AIIison.Papson@FOX.COMl 
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2021 2:35 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Bridrt Sit:knic:k, A~llli BatJtJitt, Kt!Vil l Grt!t!:>Ufl, Ru~nrtt! Buyldrtll & Bt!nji::llllil l Phili~~ 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. D::> not cl ick on links or open attachments unless you recognize the 

sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that thfs email is suspicious, please forward to phishine@dc eov for additional analysis 
by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Do you have an ETA on when you think these will be released? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

I:I@AIIisonPapson 

.,OX ~-5 , F0X5PLlJS i1~~a0a STAYSAFE. STAYSTRONO. STAY AHEAD. 
,. .... ~~-41NOfON, DO WDCA tV 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Monday, January 25, 20213:23 PM 

To: Allison Papson <All ison papson®FOXIV COM> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

Good afternoon Allison, 

These cases are still pending and 1 have added your name to the lis t to receive the cause and manner of death 
when this information is availahlc. 

Besl rega1·ds, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistnllt to tile Chief Medical Exam iller 
Office of lhe Chief Medical Examiner 

40J E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mohile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cbery le ad ams@dc goy 
Web: www orme.dc goy 

For the lates t infomtation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please 
visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Allison Papson [mai!to:AIIison.Papson@FOXIV.COM] 
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 12:54 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
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Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. D:> not click on link$ or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phjsbjng@ctc gov for additional analysis 
by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Any updates on these cases? 

Thank you. 

All ison Papson 

FoxS 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 19, 2021, at 10:30 AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good morning Allison, 

These cases are stil l pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cbery le adams@dc goy 
Web: www orme de goy 
<image003.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Allison Papson [maj[to·AJ[json Papson@EOXIV COM) 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 6:48 PM 
To: Adams, Che.ryle (OCME) 
Cc: WTTG Assignment Desk; WTTG WEB; Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & 
Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you 
recognize tj)e sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 

phisbing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi, 

Just following up to find out if this information is available yet. 

Thank you. 

Allison Popson 
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Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 
<imag~04.jpg> 

@AIIisonPapson 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <chervle adams@dc gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 8:55AM 

To: All ison Papson <AIIison.Paoson®FOXTV.COM> 

Cc: WTIG Assignment Desk <WUGAssjgnmentDesk® FOXIV COM>; WTIG WEB <WTIGWEB@foxty com>; 

Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fjelds@dc.gov>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oliyia.dedner@dc.gov> 

Subject : FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQU EST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt , Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & 

Benjamin Philips 

Good morning Allison, 

Tht" Offic<' of the Chief Medical Examiner will releas(' the causl' and manner of death when this 
informa tion is availabll'. 

Besl regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Specinl Assistn11t to tlte Chief Medicnl Exnmiller 
Office of the Ouef Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 61h Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocrne de gov 
..-::imnge003 .jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Allison Papson [ mailto:AII json.papson@FOXJV COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:09 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WTTG Assignment Desk; WTTG WEB 
Subject: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on l inks or open att achments unless you 
recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
pbjsbjog@dc gov for additional analysi s by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

HI Cberyle, 

Wi ll you please send us the cause and manner of death for Brian Sic knick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, 

Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Phil ips? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 
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Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 
202-895-3000 
<imag~04.jpg> 

@AIIisonPapson 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text INAUG2021 to 
888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential infonnation. It is intended solely for 
the uamed addressee(s). If you are uot au addressee indicated in this message (or responsible {or delivery of the 
message to an addressee), you may not copy or deliver tlus message or its attaclunents to anyone. Rather, you should 
permanently delete this message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or its subsidiaries must 
be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is made that this email or its 
attachments are without defect. 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It is intended solely for 
the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in tlus message (or responsible for delivery of the 
message to an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its allaclunents to anyone. Rather, you should 
pennanently delete this message and its anacbments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or its s·ubsidiaries must 
be tnken not to hnve been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is mode that this email or its 
attachments are without defect. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Papson Al!ison 
Adams Cberv!e COCME) 
RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Asb!i Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 
Tuesday, February 2, 2021 2:36:30 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. 0:> not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by 

OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Do you have an ETA on when you think these will be released? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

£2@AIIisonPapson 

~ox 5 , Foxs PLUS il ~ ~ -ao i s TAY sAFE sTAY sTRONG. sTAY AHEAD. 
;,..- · W~SHINOTON.DC WOCA TV 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 3:23PM 

To: Al lison Papson <AIIison.Papson@FOXTV.COM> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Br ian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

Good afternoon Allison, 

These cases are still pending and I have added yoUJ· name to the list to receive the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available . 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Spec in/ AssiMnnt to the ClliefMetlicnl Examiner 
OUice- of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 61h Floor 
Wc~shington, DC 20024 
Off;ce-: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please 
visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: Allison Papson [roaj!to:Amson.Papson@EOXJ\1 COM] 
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 12:54 PM 
To: Adams, Chery!e (OCME) 
Subject: Ke: 1-0LLOW UP: l-OX t> Kt:QUt:S I: ~nan SiCKniCK, AShh ~bbltt, Kev1n Greeson, Kosanne ~Oylana & ~n)amJO PhilipS 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. D::> not click on links o r open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to ph1shjng@dc goy for additional analysis 

by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Any updates on these cases? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

FoxS 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 19, 2021, at 10:30 AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc gov> wrote: 

Good morning Allison, 

These cases are still pending. 

Besl regards, 
Cheryle 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
MobiJP: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
r heryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.de.goy 
<i.mage003.jpg> 

.for the latest information on the Dis trict Government's response to COVIU-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Amson Papson [maj!to:AI!ison.papson@EOXTV.COM) 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 6:48 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WTTG Assignment Desk; WTTG WEB; Relds, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: RE: EOUOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & 
Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe t !lat this email is suspicious, please forward to 

phjshing@dc goY for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi, 

Just following up to find out if this information 1s available yet. 

Thank you. 
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Allison Papson 
Sanior Assignmant Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 
<image004.j pg> 

@Allison Papson 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams®dc goy> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 8:55AM 

To: All ison Papson <Allison papsoo@FOXTV COM> 

Cc: WITG Assignment Desk <WITGAssjgnment Desk@FOXIV COM>; WITG WEB <WITGWFB@foxty com>; 

Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beyerly fje!ds®dc goy>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oljyja dedner@dc goy> 

Subject : FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQU EST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & 
Benjamin Philips 

Good morning Allison, 

The Office of U1e Chief Medical Examiner will release tile cause and manner of death when Uus 
information is available. 

Bt~st regards, 
Ch,H·ylQ 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to tlte Chief Medical Examiner 
Offke of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cbery le.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 
<image003 .jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Allison Papson [mai!to:AIIjson.papson@EOXIV.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:09 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WTTG Assignment Desk; WTTG WEB 
Subject: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you 

recognize the sender and know that the conten t is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 

phjshJns@dc iOV for additional analysis by OCTO Security O~rations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Wi ll you please send us t he cause and manner of death for Brian Sic knick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, 

Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Phil ips? 
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Thank you. 

Allison Papson 
Sanior Assignmant Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 
<im age004.j pg> 

@Allison Papson 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text INAUG2021 to 
888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It is intended solely for 
U1e named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the 
message to an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should 
pennanently delete this message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of fox Corporation, or its subsidiaries must 
be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is made lhat this email or its 
attachments are without defect. 
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From: Allison Papson 
To: Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin 

Philips 

Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 3:33:14 PM 

CAUTION: This ernail originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Okay than you! 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 3:23 PM 

To: Allison Papson <AIIison.Papson@ FOXTV.COM> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland 

& Benjamin Philips 

Good afternoon Allison, 

These cases are still pending and I have added your name to the list to receive the cause 
and manner of death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iej Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocrne de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Allison Papson [maj!to:AIIison.Papson@FOXJV.COM] 
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 12:54 PM 
To: Adam!>, Clteryle (OCME) 
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Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne 
Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to phishing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Any updates on these cases? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 
Fox 5 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 19, 2021, at 10:30 AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle adams@dc.goy> wrote: 

Good morning Allison, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-910] 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme de goy 
<image003 .jpg> 

For H1e latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Allison Papson [mailto:Ailison.Papson@FOXJV.COM] 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 6:48 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WTTG Assignment Desk; WTTG WEB; Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, 
Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

!cAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on lin ks o open 
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attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to pbishing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi, 

Just following up to f ind out if this information is available yet. 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 
Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 
202-895-3000 
<image004.jpg> 

@Allison Papson 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCM E) <chervle adams@dc gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 8:55AM 

To: Allison Papson <AII ison. Papson@EOXTV COM> 

Cc: WTIG Assignment Desk <WTIGAssjgomeotDesk@FOXTV.COM>; WTIG WEB 

<WUGWEB@foxtv.com>; Fi elds, Beverly {OCME) <beyerly.fjelds@dc goy>; Dedner, 

Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQU EST: Brian Sicknick, Ashl i Babb itt, Kevin Greeson, 

Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Phil ips 

Good morning Allison, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of 
death when this infonnation is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Allison Papson [mailto:AIIison.Papson@FOXTV.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:09PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WTTG Assignment Desk; WTTG WEB 
Subject: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland 
& Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Will you please send us the cause and manner of death for Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, 

Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 
202-895-3000 
<image004.jpg> 

@AIIisonPapson 

Get imp01tant updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC 
Government. Text INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street 
closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date; 

Allison Papson 
Adams Che!Yie COCMEl 
WTTG Assionment Desk: WUG WEB: Fields Beyedy COCME\" Dedner Olivia CEOMl 
RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & BenJamin Philips 
Mondoy, Jonuory 18, 2021 6:'18:1-1 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from oUtside of the DC GoVernment. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by 

OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi, 

Just following up to find out if this information is available yet. 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

I:J@AIIisonPapson 

~ox·: 5 \ FOX5 PLUS i1:; ~ a0
• STAY SAFE STAY STRONG. STAY AHEAD. •I" w":.suoNtyfON, DC WOCA TV 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 8:55AM 

To: Allison Papson <AIIison.Papson@FOXTV.COM> 

Cc: WTTG Assignment Desk <WTIGAssignmentDesk@FOXTV.COM>; WTIG W EB <WTIGWEB@foxtv.com>; Fields, Beverly 

(OCME) <beverly.fie lds@dc.gov>; Dedner, Olivia {EOM) <oliv ia.dedner@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Br ian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Phi lips 

Good morning Allison, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release thr cause and manner of death when this information is 
available. 

Besl regards, 
Chcryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assi~fnnt to tlte CltiefMedicnl Exnmiuer 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.de.goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please 
visit coronay irus.dc.gov. 

From: Allison Papson [majlto:AI!ison.Papson@FOXTY.COMJ 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:09 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: wrTG Assignment Desk; wrTG WEB 
Subject: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ash!i Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. D::> not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc gov for additional anafysis 
by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Will you please send us the cause and manner of death for Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt. Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & 
Benjamin Philips? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

I:J@AIIisonPapson 

~ox- . 5 I Foxs PLUS i1 ~~a" • STAY SAFE. STAY STRONG. STAY AHEAD. 
~~c .:AS~ •• NQTON, DC WOCA lV 
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From: Papson. Allison 
To: Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin 

Philips 

Date: Friday, February 26, 2021 9:52:50 PM 

CAUTION: This ernail originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Okay thank you . 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Friday, February 26, 2021 9:44 PM 

To: Papson, All ison <AII ison.Papson@FOX.COM> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland 

& Benjamin Phi lips 

These cases are still pend ing. 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202-698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax: 202-698-9101 

Cheryle.adams@dc.goy 

Web: www.ocme dc.goy 

On Feb 26, 2021, at 9:29 PM, Papson, Alli son <AII json.Papson@fox.com> wrote: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
allachrn~nb unl~:;~ you r~cogn i.c~ Lt 1~ !i~nd~r and know l hCil lh~ conl~nl is safe. If you b~li~v~ lhal 

this email is suspiciousJ please forward to ohjshjng®dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Have you released any of the causes or manners of death for Brian Sicknick, Ashli 

Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 
Senior Assignment Editor 

Emai/1294 
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Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

<imageoo2.jpg>@AIIisonPapson 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 2021 2:54PM 

To: Papson, Allison <All ison Papson@EOX COM> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, 

Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Phil ips 

Good afternoon Allison, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical 
Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death 
within 90 days; however, for cases that are more complex it could be longer. 
Therefore, when this information is available and the decedent's next of kin has 
been notified, I will provide you with the cause and manner of death. 
Additionally, l have added your name to the list to receive the information 
when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 
<i r ndge004.j (Jg>. 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Papson, Allison [mailto:AIIison.Paoson@FOX.COM] 
Sent: TuP.sdi'ly, FP.hnmry 02, 2021 2:35 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, 
Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to ohlsh jog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 
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Hi Cheryle, 

Do you have an ETA on when you think these w ill be released? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 
Senior Assignment Editor 
Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

<image002.Jpg>@AIIisonPapson 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 3:23PM 

To: Allison Papson <AII ison.Papson@FOXTV.COM > 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babb itt, Kevin Greeson, 

Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

Good afternoon Allison, 

These cases are still pending and I have added your name to the list to receive 
the cause and manner of death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 
<image004.jpg>. 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gox. 
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From: Allison Papson [mailto:AIIison.Papson@FOX1V.COM] 
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 12:54 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, 
Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjsbing@dc.gay for additiona l analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Any updat es on these cases? 

Thank you. 

Al lison Papson 
Fox 5 

Sent from my i Phone 

On Jan 19, 2021, at 10:30 AM, Adams, Chervle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.goy> 

wrote: 

Good rooming Allison, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adarns@dc goy 
Web: www.ocrne de goy 
<image003.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's 
response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: Allison Papson [majlto:AIIjson.Papson@FOXIY.COM] 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 6:48 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WTTG Assignment Desk; WTTG WEB; Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, 
Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, 
Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 
content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
pbjsbjng@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi, 

Just following up to find out if this information is available yet. 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 
Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 
202-895-3000 
<image004.jpg> 

@AllisonPapson 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME} <cberyle.adams@dq~oy> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 8:55AM 
To: Allison Papson <Allison Papson@coxTV.COM> 
Cc: WTIG Assignment Desk <WTIGAssjgnmentDesk®FOID.COM>; 
WTIG WEB <WUGWEB@foxtv.com>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly.fjelds@dq:!Qv>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oliyja.dedner@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashl i Babbitt, Kevin 

Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Phil ips 

Good morning AJlison, 

The Office of U1e Chief Medical Examiner will release Lhe cause and 
manner of death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 

Emai/1298 
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Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocrne de gov 
<image003.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's 
response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Allison Papson [mailto:AIIison .Papson@FQXTV.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:09PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WTTG Assignment Desk; WTTG WEB 
Subject: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, 
Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 

content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
pbjsbjog@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Will you please send us the cause and manner of deat h for Bri an Sicknick, 

Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Phil ips? 

I hank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 
<inHige004.jpg> 

@AIIisonPapson 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC 
Government. Text INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public 
safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information. It is intended solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an 
addressee indjcated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to 
an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to 
anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments 
and kindly notify the sender by reply e-maiL Any content of this message and its 
attachments that does not relate to the official business off ox Corporation, or its 
subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect 

This message and its attachments may contain lega11y privileged or confidential 
information. It is intended solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an 
addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to 
an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to 
anyone. Rather, you should pem1anently delete this message and its attachments 
and kindly notify the sender by reply e-maiL Any content of this message and its 
attachments that does not relate to the official business ofF ox Corporation, or its 
subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to an addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify tbe sender by reply e-maiL Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business ofF ox Corporation, or 
its subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect 
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From: 
To: 

Heath. Brad <Reuters) 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 
Thursdey, Februery 11, 2021 10:17:32 AM D ote: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phisbing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 11, 202110:07 AM 

To: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com> 

Cc: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

I will add your name to the list. 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202-698-9008 

M obile: 202-329-9008 

Fax: 202-698-9101 

Cheryle.adams@dc.gov 

Web: www acme de !NY 

On Feb 11, 2021, at 9:17AM, Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad Heath@t homsonreuters com> wrote: 

CAUTION: ThJ::; emnil originnted f rom out5ide of the DC Government. Do not click on link5 or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phish jng@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Thanks, Rod. In that case, I doubt you'd have any records t hat would have satisfied my 

request anyway! 

Cheryl e, if you cou ld add me t o the list for anything that gets issued on t he deaths at 

the Capitol I'd very much appreciat e it. 

Best, 

Brad 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc.goy> 
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Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2021 9:12AM 

To: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad Heath@thomsooreuters com> 

Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Subject: RE: Fina l Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Brad, 

Thanks for your question. It's a hypothetical at this point as the det erminations are in 

"pending" status w hi le awaiting and eva luating toxicology, consultat ion reports, 

medica l records, investigation reports, etc. that would normal ly go into completing a 

medica l examiner inquiry. Such an inquiry routinely takes up to 90 days. The Chief 

Medica l Examiner may issue a statement when the determinations are f inalized. 

Cheryle Adams, our press officer, has you on her list to receive anyth ing that is issued. 

All the best, 

&,a#Uam.f 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Wash ington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc.gov 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or 

entity to which it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, 

privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the 

named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or 

any part of this message. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 

immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad Heath @thomsonreuters com> 

Sent: 1 uesday, 1-ebruary ~. 2021 1:4:, PM 

To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc goy> 

Subject: RE: Fina l Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Uperat1ons Center (SUC). 
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Thanks, Rod. I appreciate t he t houghtful reply. Does OCME have record s t hat would be 

less potentially invasive than an autopsy report? (I can see how releasing all of that 

would raise issues for fam ily members. ) For example, is there some other record that 

would indicat e whether Ofc. Sickn ick's death was determined to be a homicide or give 

any ind ication of what the specific cause was without going into all the other deta il? 

Brad 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 202111:05 AM 

To: Heat h, Brad (Reuters) <Brad Heath@thomsonreuters.com> 

Subject: RE: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Brad, 

Thanks for your message. I appreciate your perspective and it's not without merit, 
but OCME has a very resolute position about not releasing an autopsy report 
wlfettered into the public domain. We pm ourselves in the shoes of a victim's family 
who might be confronted with details about their loved one on the front page of a 
newspaper (or website) . rD1e situation is very analogous to medical records. 
However, by copy of this email, I am asking our Media Relations Specialist, Chetjrle 

Adams, to add you to our email list of reporters who will receive any press releases 

that the Chief Medical Examiner may have on the deaths related to the Jan 6th riot. 

[Chetj'le, Brad Heath has identified himself as a reporter for Reuters] 

All the best, 

!&,cf ;;utrm.f 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M : 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc.gov 

<imageOOl.j pg> 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or 

entity to which it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, 

privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the 
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named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, or dissemina te the whole or 

any part of this message. If you have received this message in error, please not ify the sender 

immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Heath, Brad (Reuters) [mailto:Brad.Heatb@tbomsonreuters.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2021 10:48 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe . If you believe that 
t his email is suspicious, please forward to ohishjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Rod -

I appreciate the prompt reply. Wou ld you have a moment to connect about this? I think 

there's a very strong pub lic interest favoring disclosure at least when it comes to Ofc. 

Sicknick, such that the ba lancing test under (b)(6) would suggest t hat any invasion of 

his privacy would not be unwarranted given the rather extraord inary circumstances. 

Thanks, 

Brad 

From: rodney.adams@dc goy <rodney.adams@dc.goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, Febru ary 9, 2021 10:15 AM 
To: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Br;::Jrl Heath@thnm<;ooreuter <; rnm > 

Subject: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Dear Brad Heath: 

This is in response to your request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) for 
the following: 

Please provide me with a complete copy of any records indicating the cause and 
manner of death for the following people, who died on or about Jan. 6, 2021: * 
Brian Sicknick * Ashli Babbitt* Kevin Greeson* Rosanne Boyland* Benjamin Philips 
(Date Range for Record Search: From 01/06/2021 To 02/03/2021) 

Access to medical examiner records varies widely between jurisdictions. The 
public policy of the District of Columbia is that all persons are entit led to full 
and complete information regarding the affa irs of government and the official 
acts of those who represent them as publ ic officials and employees. However, 
this is tempered by the protection of privacy for individual citizens and their 
survivors. A mission of the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) is to 
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support the families who have suffered a loss. See National Archives and 
Records Admin Y Favish. 541 US 157 (2004). Disclosure of personal 
information, especia lly medical records, is not permitted under FOIA. DC Code 
2-534(a)(2) and 5 USC 552(b)(6). Accordingly, OCME does not release its case 
files in response to FOIA requests. A direct request to OCME for a case file 
would need to be accompanied by 1) an authorization of the next of kin for 
release of information, 2) a subpoena, or 3) a court order. DC Code 5-1412 
and 28 DCMR 5000. Therefore, I must advise you that your request is 
declined. 

Under DC Code 2-537 and 1 DCMR 412, you have the right to appeal this letter 
to the Mayor or to the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. If you elect 
to appeal to the Mayor, your appeal must be in writing and contain "Freedom 
of Information Act Appeal" or "FOIA Appeal" in the subject line of the letter as 
well on the outside of the envelope. The appeal must include (1) a copy of the 
original request; (2) a copy of any written denial; (3) a statement of the 
circumstances, reasons, and/or argume'lts advanced in support of disclosure; 
and (4) a daytime telephone number, and e-mail and/or U.S. Mail address at 
which you can be reached. The appeal may be submitted mili.o.e via the DC 
government Public FOIA Portal. Written appeals may also be mailed to: The 
Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel, FOIA Appeal; 1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, 
N.W., Suite 407, Wnshington, D.C /0004. Electronic versions of the sc:Jme 
information can instead bee-mailed to The Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel at 
foia appeals@dc gov. Further, a copy of all appeal materials must be 
forwarded to the OCME FOIA Officer. Fa ilure to follow these administrative 
steps wi ll resu lt in delay in the processing and commencement of a response 
to your appeal to the Mayor. 

If you have any additional questions regarding this request you may contact 
me at this email address. 

All the best, 

f&,a :?U£nrrs 
Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 
40 l E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Wallace. Danielle 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW UP: Fox News seeking confirmation-- Brian Sicknick cause of death 
Thursdey, Februery 4, 2021 2:43:03 I"M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thank you very much for getting back to me and for adding me to the list of people to receive this 

information once it becomes available. Have a nice day. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 4, 2021 9:49AM 

To: Wa llace, Oanielle <daniel le.wa llace@FOXNEWS.COM> 

Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov> 

Subject: [EXTERNAL) FOLLOW UP: Fox News seeking confirmation-- Brian Sickn ick cause of death 

Good morning Danielle, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, Twill only provide you wi th the 
cause and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive this 
infonnation when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Che1yle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.g_gy. 

From: "Wallace, Danielle" <danjelle.wa llace(a}FOXNEWS COM> 
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Date: February 4, 2021 at 7:17:46 AM EST 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc €OV>, "Records, OCME (OCME)" <ocme records@dc goy> 

Cc: "Gaffney, Mel issa" <Melissa Leoo@FOXNEWS COM>, "Arroyo, Michael" 

<M ichael Arroyo@foxbusioess.com>, "Conner, Paul" <Paui.Cooner@EOXNEWS COM>, 

"Early, Jord an" <Jordan Early@EOXNEWS.COM> 

Subject: Fox News seeking confirmation -- Brian Sicknick cause of death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognite the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to ph1shjog@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning, 

I'm reaching out f rom Fox News in New York. When do you expect to release the 
official cause of death for fallen Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick? Are you able to 

provide a copy of the autopsy report? 

Can you confirm whether he suffered blunt force trauma during the riot at t he Capitol 

on Jan. 6? Is it believed he was struck in the head by a fire extinguisher? 

Can you confirm whether exposure to chemical agents, such as bear mace or pepper

spray, might have contributed to his death? Did he have any pre-existing conditions 
that also played a factor? 

There are many conflict ing reports as to what specifically caused Sicknick's demise. 

Please let me know if we can get some clarification for our coverage on 
foxnews.com. Thank you. 

Kind ly, 

IJanielle Wallace 
Breaking/Trending Digital News Producer 

EoxNews.com 

1-646-629-5018 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information. It is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the 
addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to 
the addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to 
anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments 
and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its 
attachments that does not relate to the official business ofF ox News or Fox 
Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 
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~2-534(e) 

From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Dedner. Olivia IEOM) 

Adams Chervle IOCMEl 

Qjaz f rancisco IOCMEl ; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 

Date: 
RE: FOLLOW Ur>: Information Requested on Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection 

Wednesday, April 7, 20211:41:54 PM 

I 

~ 

I 

Kindly, 

-OWDedner 

Olivia Walton Dedner 
Office: 202-724-5543 
Cell: 202-340-7692 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, Apri17, 20211:38 PM 

To: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov> 

Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.d iaz@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly .fields@ dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Information Requested on Cause and Manner of Deat hs From January 6 

Insurrection 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
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Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adarns@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 20211 :08 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Information Requested on Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection 
Importance: High 

THIS WAS APPROVED TO GO OUT- USE AS PRESENTED BELOW: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
ChiefMedical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the following 
determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin G r eeson, 55 years old: 
Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
Cause ofDeath-Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
Manner of Death-Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 
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As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death' ' is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person ' s death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a di sease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one' s life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient infonnation to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc .gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end thi s pandemjc. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Dedner Oljyja fEOM) 
RE: FOLLOW UP: Information Requested on Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection 
Wednesday, April 7, 2021 2:19:55 f'M 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Exam iner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 20211:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: Information Requested on Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
Insurrection 

Kind ly, 

-OWDedner 

Olivia Walton Dedner 
Office: 202-724-5543 
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Cell: 202-340-7692 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle .adams@dc gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, Apri l ?, 20211:38 PM 

To: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oliyja.dedner@dc.gov> 

Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.diaz@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beyerly.fjelds@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Information Requested on Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
Insurrection 

Thank you, 
Chery le 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 20211:08 PM 
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To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Information Requested on Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection 
Importance: High 

THIS WAS APPROVED TO GO OUT - USE AS PRESENTED BELOW: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the following 
detetminations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
Manner of Death- Natural 

Benjamin PbiUips, 50 years old: 
Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
Manner of Death- Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
Cause ofDeatb-Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation ofmedical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the " cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, dmg or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
ac6ons of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 

manner of death is not considered natural. 
• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 

To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Francis. Anna COCME) 

Adams Cbery!e IOCMEl: Adams Rodney IOCMEl 

Qjaz f rancisco IOCMEl; Eje!ds Beverly I OCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW Ur>: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 

Thursday, April 8, 202110:44:20 AM 

Saving to thee-case fi le. 

Anna Francis, MS-MIS 
Supervisory Quality Control & Records Manager 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 

401 E. Street, SW- 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 

Office: 202-698-9111 
Cell: 202-821-7345 
Fax:202-698-9106 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 8, 2021 10:39 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 

Good morning Rodney, 

Please find attached the document that the DMPSJ Communications Director prepared and 
l sent to the reporters on Tuesday, April 7, 2021. Please let me know if you should have 
any questions. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Chet-yle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Pax (202) 698-9101 
cheryJe adams@dc.gov 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 10:26 AM 
To: Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 

And the morning FOIAxpress check finds two requests from Judicial Watch / Mr. Marshall (1. 
All communications by Cheryl in preparing yesterday's press release; and 2. Case file of Ashli 
Babbit) and another reporter's request for Off. Sicknick case file. I will address accordingly. 

!&sa ?Uum.s 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : /O::>.n9R.900S M: /0::>.3/9.900S 

Rodney Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If vou are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 202110:16 AM 
To: Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 
Importance: High 

FYI .. .Judicial Watch has flied suit to obtain the Off. Sicknick case file. Since MOLC has not 
rnle.o on Juoicial Watch's FOTA appeal, the lawsuit is likely pre.mahJte.. 
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f&a:lUam.$ 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodoey.Adams@dc.goy 

.. 

.. ftl·. ~· .-~ 1: . ·,- , . 

. ·. 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Jackson, Lori (OAG) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 9:51AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Spencer, Cara (OAG) 
Subject: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 
Importance: High 

Mr. Adams, 

Attached please f ind a litigation hold letter and a copy of the complaint for the above referenced 

matter. Cara Spencer will be represent ing the District. Please feel free to contact either of us shou ld 

you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you, 

Lori 

Lori Jackson 

Paralegal Specia list 

Civil Litigation Division, Section Ill 

Office of the Attorney Genera l for t he District of Columbia 

400 6th Street, NW 
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Washington, D.C. 20001 

(202) 442-9802 

(202) 741-8575 (fax) 

Lori.Jackson@dc.gov 

OAG has moved. Effective August 24, 2020, OAG's physical and mailing address will be 400 
6th St. NW, Washington, 0. C. 20001. 

We need everyone in our communjty to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Juan Anguiano 
Adams Cberyle IOCMEl 
Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl; Jill Bastian; Haley Townsend 
RE: FOLLOW Ur>: Network News Request 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 5:32:39 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank You! 

Juan Anguiano 

Assignment Editor/Feedroom Desk 

Desk: 872-310-4300 

News Nation 

2501 West Bradley Place 

Chicago, I L 60618 

www.newsnationnow com 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, Apri l 7, 20214:32 PM 

To: Juan Anguiano <JAnguiano@newsnationnow.com> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject; FOLLOW UP: Network News Request 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
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Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death - Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's liie. 

• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 
manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocrne de goy. 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Juan Anguiano <JAngujano@newsnatjonnow com> 

Date: April 7, 2021 at 4:10:45 PM EDT 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 

Cc: WGNA NewsNation- Assignment Desk <nndesk@newsnatjonnow com> 

Subject: Network News Request 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishine@dc.gay for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

I am reaching out to you on behalf of News Nation. We are see some news outlets 
release information by the ME's office on the manner of death of four people who died 
during the January 6 incident in DC. Can you can you send along the manner of death 
for the four? Thank you for your time. We look forward to you response. 

Thanks! 

Juan Angu iano 

Assignment Ed itor/Feedroom Desk 
Desk: 872-310-4300 

News Nation 
2501 West Bradley Place 

Chicago, IL 60618 
www oewsnat jq opqw com 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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CAUTION: This message was sent from outside the Nexstar organization. Please do not 
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Haley Gillman 

Adams Cberyle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW Ur>: Newsmax Request 

Monday, February 15, 2021 1:30:31 PM 

jmage002 png 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not dick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle, 

Just following up on this in case I missed anything- this still has not been released right? 

Thank you! 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 4, 2021 1:59 PM 

To: Haley Gi llman <HaleyG@newsmax.com> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Newsmax Request 

Good afternoon Haley, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wilJ release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle F.. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Haley Gillman [mailto:HaleyG@newsmax.com] 
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Sent: Thursday, February 04, 202111:30 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Newsmax Request 

CAUTioN: This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to pbjsh jng@dqNY for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I appreciate you getting back to me. We are covering Officer Sicknick's passing at great length and 

wanted to see if the autopsy is being released. Please let me know if th is is possible. 

Thank you! 

Haley 

Haley Gillman. 
Booker. "Greg Kelly Reports" 

516-509-67091805 3rd Ave. 22nd Floor I NY. NY 10022 

NBWSIIUTV 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Haley Gillman 

Adams Cberyle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW Ur>: Newsmax Request 

Thursday, February 4, 2021 2:10:35 PM 

jmage002 png 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not dick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you so much! 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 4, 20211:59 PM 

To: Haley Gi llman <HaleyG@newsmax.com> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Newsmax Request 

Good afternoon Haley, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

Fo1·the lalesl info1·malion on Lhe DisLI·icL Gove1nmenl's 1·esponse lo COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Haley Gillman [mailto:HaleyG@newsmax.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2021 11:30 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Newsmax Request 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjsh jog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle, 

I appreciate you gett ing back to me. We are covering Officer Sicknick's passing at great length and 

wanted to see if the autopsy is being released. Please let me know if th is is possible. 

Thank you! 

Haley 

Haley Gillman. 
Booker. "Greg Kelly Reports" 

516-509-67091805 3rd Ave. 22°d Floor I NY. NY10022 

NOWSIDUTY 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Haley Gillman 

Adams Cberyle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW Ur>: Newsmax Request 

Thursday, February 4, 2021 2:10:35 PM 

jmage002 png 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not dick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you so much! 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 4, 20211:59 PM 

To: Haley Gi llman <HaleyG@newsmax.com> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Newsmax Request 

Good afternoon Haley, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

Fo1·the lalesl info1·malion on Lhe DisLI·icL Gove1nmenl's 1·esponse lo COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Haley Gillman [mailto:HaleyG@newsmax.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2021 11:30 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Newsmax Request 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjsh jog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle, 

I appreciate you gett ing back to me. We are covering Officer Sicknick's passing at great length and 

wanted to see if the autopsy is being released. Please let me know if th is is possible. 

Thank you! 

Haley 

Haley Gillman. 
Booker. "Greg Kelly Reports" 

516-509-67091805 3rd Ave. 22°d Floor I NY. NY10022 

NOWSIDUTY 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Haley Gillman 

Adams Cberyle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW Ur>: Newsmax Request 

Tuesday, March 16, 2021 7:04:22 PM 

image002 png 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not dick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle- any update on this? Has t his been released? 

From: Haley Gillman 

Sent: Monday, February 15, 20211:30 PM 

To: 'Adams, Cheryle (OCME) ' <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: Newsmax Request 

Hi Cheryle, 

Just fo llowing up on this in case I missed anyt hing- this still has not been released right? 

Thank you! 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 4, 20211:59 PM 

To: Haley Gillman <HaleyG@newsmax com> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dednerrwdc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beyerly.fjeldsrwdc.goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Newsmax Request 

Good afternoon Haley, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Haley Gillman [mailto:HaleyG@oewsmax.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2021 11:30 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Newsmax Request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jshiog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center {SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I appreciate you getting back to me. We are covering Officer Sicknick's passing at great length and 

wanted to see if the autopsy is being released. Please let me know if th is is possible. 

Thank you! 

Haley 

Haley Gillman. 
Booker, "Greg Kelly Reports" 

516-509-67091805 3rd Ave. 22nd Floor I NY. NY 10022 

NBWSIDUTV 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

& a:/UfnnS 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Cheryle <OCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW UP: Public records request dated 02/ 05/ 2021 
Friday, February 5, 2021 12:27:11 f'M 

Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for t he District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
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From: Adams1 Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Friday1 February 051 ZUZl 1Z:U7 PM 
To: Adams1 Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
M obi le: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adamsCa.?dc goy 
Web: www ocme.dc goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Tom Rask [mailto·tom@rask mm] 
Sent: Friday/ February 51 2021 9:41AM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

This is a public records request. 

My request is for a copy of your agency's examination of the body of Capitol Hill Police 
Officer Brian Sick:nick. 

Regards, 
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TomRask 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Cheryle <OCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW UP: Public records request dated 02/ 05/ 2021 
Friday, February 5, 2021 1:13:23 I"M 

You would flatter me. 

{6,ga :JUO?n.f 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed . This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February OS, 202112:55 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

Thank you for this language. Would you mind if I add it to my responses that I use when 
answering certain requests? Please let me know. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the O zief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 05, 202112:27 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject : RE: FOLLOW UP: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

f&a:JlatnM 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc.gov 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February OS, 2021 12:07 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme.dc gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Tom Rask [maj!to:tom@rask.mm] 
Sent: Friday, February 5, 2021 9:41AM 
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To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not d ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forwa rd to phishjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

This is a public records request. 

My request is for a copy ofyour agency's examination of the body of Capitol Hill Police 
Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Regards, 

Tom Rask 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Cheryle <OCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW UP: Request Assignment 
Tuesday, March 9, 2021 11 :33:33 AM 

Apparently she .is persistent 

{6,ga :JUO?n.f 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 11:33 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: Request Assignment 

Good afternoon Rodney, 

This reporter is al ready on the list. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Otief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6111 Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
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Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 11:06 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Request Assignment 

Cheryle, 

H ere's an N PR reporter to add to your list. 

E -mail: cgrisales@npr erg 

{6ga?UU1M 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0 : 202.69S.900~ M: 20L:3 29 . 900~ 

Rodncy.Ad<J m.s@ dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 
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in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: rodney.adams@dc.gov [mailto: rodney.adams@dc.gov) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 202111:01 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Request Assignment 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishin€@dc €OV for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Rodney Adams , 

Request # 2021-FOlA-03472 has been assigned to you for processing. Here's a brief 
summmy of the request: 

Request ID: 2021-FOIA-03472 
Request Type: FOIA 
Requested By: Grisales, Claudia 
Requested D ate: March 3, 2021 
Primary User: Rodney Adams 
Target Date: March 24, 2021 

Request Description: 

Requesting the autopsy repmt and death certificate for late U.S. Capitol Police 
officer Brian Sicknick who died from injuries suffered in the Jan. 6 insurrection. 
(Date Range for Record Search: From 01/06/2021 To 12/31/2021) 

Assignment Note: 
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From: 
To: 

~~~ject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Diaz. Francisco (OCMEl 

Adams Chery!e IOCME): Adams Rodney IOCMEl 

fields Beyerly I OCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW Ur>: Request fo r Comment 

Thursday, April 8, 20211:40:36 PM 

jmageOOl png 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
LJ 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 
Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Washington, DC. 

Francisco diaz@dc ~ov 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 8, 2021 1:36PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: Request for Comment 

Good afternoon to all, 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to tlze Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 TI Street, SW 6th Ploor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme.dc.gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 20211:33 PM 

F-534
(e) I To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 

LI __ ____J_ ____ Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
----..... ; ....... ~est for Comment 

f&,a?brmrkF 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 1:29 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Request for Comment 
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Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 20024IOffke (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: sayem fripp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epocbtimes nyc> 
Date: AprilS, 2021 at 1:27:16 PM EDT 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Request for Comment 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to pbjshing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Good day hope you are doing well. 

Do you all have a comment on this? https-1/www judjcjalwatch org/p ress
releases/brian-sjcknickl 

Thanks, 
Zack Stieber 
The Epoch Times 
917-509- 1875 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Levine. Darvl CFEMS) 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: USA Today: Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick"s death investigated as homicide, any charges 
will be federal 

Date: Friday, January 8, 2021 1:31:24 PM 

Yes, al l good. 

Sincerely, 
Daryl R. Levine 
Public Affairs 
DC Fire and EMS 
2000 14th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
Mobile: (202) 657-2557 
daryl leyjne2@dc goy 
fems de goy 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Friday, January 8, 20211:31 PM 

To: Levine, Daryl (FEMS) <daryl.levine2@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: USA Today: Capitol Poli ce officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as 

homicide, any charges will be federal 

Good afternoon Daryl, 

I see that I missed your call - was it pertain to the information below in your email? Have 
a great day! 

Best regMcls, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Spec.:iul Assistant tu the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Levine, Daryl (FEMS) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 20211:23 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: USA Today: Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as homicide, any charges 
will be federal 

FYI if you have not already seen. 

Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as homicide, any charges wiJI 

be federal 

USA Today 

https ·I lwww usatoday eom/story/news/polities/2021 10 l /08/eapitol-riots-brian-sjcknjcks-deatb
bein~-investigated-homieide/6593630002/ 
Sincerely, 
Daryl R. Levine 
Public Affairs 
DC Fire and EMS 
2000 14th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
Mobile: (202) 657-2557 
daryLlevine2@de.gov 
fems de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit eoronayjrus de gov. 
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From: 
To: 

Levine. Darvl CFEMS) 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: USA Today: Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick"s death investigated as homicide, any charges 
will be federal 

Date: Friday, January 15, 2021 3:24:32 PM 

Hi! 

Always awesome to see your name. 

Yes, after inauguration, lunch in the SW neighborhood 

Sincerely, 
Daryl R. Levine 
Public Affairs 
DC Fire and EMS 
2000 14th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
Mobile: (202) 657-2557 
dar:yl leyjne2@dc goy 
ferns de goy 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021 3:23PM 

To: Levine, Daryl (FEMS) <daryl.levine2@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: USA Today: Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as 

homicide, any charges will be federal 

HeJJo my friend, 

I just wanted to say hello and I hope you are doing well during this time. Maybe after the 
inauguration we could get together and catch up! Take care and be well! 

Best, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Otief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adaros@dc.goy 
Web: www.ocrne.dc.gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Levine, Daryl (FEMS) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 20211 :23 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: USA Today: Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as homicide, any charges 
will be federal 

FYI if you have not already seen. 

Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as homicide, any charges will 

be federal 

USA Today 

https·/fwww usatoday com/stor:y/news/politics/202 1 /01 /08/capitol-riots-brian-sicknjcks-deatb
bejng-inyestjgated-bomicjde/6593630002/ 
Sincerely, 
Daryl R. Levine 
Public Affairs 
DC F ire and EMS 
2000 14th StreetNW 
Washington, DC 20009 
Mobile: (202) 657-2557 
daryl leyjne2@dc goy 
ferns de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID- 19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronavirus dc.gov. 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Flack. Eric 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Spaht Er jo; Dedoer O!iyja IEOMl; Eje!ds Beyerly I OCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW Ur>: Use of Bear Spray on Officer Brian Sicknick 

Thursday, February 11, 20211:10:33 PM 

jmage002 pog 
jmage003.pog 
jmage004 pog 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you Cheryle. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 11, 202112:00 PM 

To: Flack, Eric <EFiack@wusa9.com> 

Cc: Spaht, Erin <evanderbel@wusa9.com>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, 

Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Use of Bear Spray on Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAU'TION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caution opening attachments and never share your 

password. Send suspicious emai l to lnfosec@tegna.com. 

Good morning Eric, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Finally, your name has been added to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Chcrylc 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
WPh: www acm P d e goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
From: Flack, Eric [mailto:EE!ack@wusa9.com] 
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Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2021 10:53 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Spaht, Erin 
Subject: Use of Bear Spray on Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phlshin€@dc.gov for additional ana lysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryl - I wanted t o request comment on a few issues related to t he death invest igat ion into 

Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick. 

1. CNN is reporting Officer Sicknick may have suffered an allergic react ion to bear spray used 

against police officers during t he Capitol Riot? Is that accurate, or being investigat ed? 

2. There are add it ional reports Officer Sickn ick was not hit w it h a f ire extinguisher, as previously 

reported, and that there were no signs of blunt force t rauma or links between his deat h and 

being hit with a f ire extinguisher? Is th is accurate? 

3. Is t here any new informat ion on a cause of deat h det erminati on for Officer Sicknick? And can 

you anticipate when a cause of death wi ll be determined and publicly released? 

Thank you, 

Eric Flack 

Eric Flack I Chief Investigative Reporter 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Flack. Eric 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Spaht Er jo; Dedoer O!iyja IEOMl; Eje!ds Beyerly I OCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW Ur>: Use of Bear Spray on Officer Brian Sicknick 

Thursday, February 11, 20211:10:33 PM 

jmage002 pog 
jmage003.pog 
jmage004 pog 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you Cheryle. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 11, 202112:00 PM 

To: Flack, Eric <EFiack@wusa9.com> 

Cc: Spaht, Erin <evanderbel@wusa9.com>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, 

Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Use of Bear Spray on Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAU'TION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caution opening attachments and never share your 

password. Send suspicious emai l to lnfosec@tegna.com. 

Good morning Eric, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Finally, your name has been added to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Chcrylc 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
WPh: www acm P d e goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
From: Flack, Eric [mailto:EE!ack@wusa9.com] 
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Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2021 10:53 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Spaht, Erin 
Subject: Use of Bear Spray on Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phlshin€@dc.gov for additional ana lysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryl - I wanted t o request comment on a few issues related to t he death invest igat ion into 

Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick. 

1. CNN is reporting Officer Sicknick may have suffered an allergic react ion to bear spray used 

against police officers during t he Capitol Riot? Is that accurate, or being investigat ed? 

2. There are add it ional reports Officer Sickn ick was not hit w it h a f ire extinguisher, as previously 

reported, and that there were no signs of blunt force t rauma or links between his deat h and 

being hit with a f ire extinguisher? Is th is accurate? 

3. Is t here any new informat ion on a cause of deat h det erminati on for Officer Sicknick? And can 

you anticipate when a cause of death wi ll be determined and publicly released? 

Thank you, 

Eric Flack 

Eric Flack I Chief Investigative Reporter 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Thank you. 

Eje!ds. Beverly (QCMEl 

Adams Rodney COCMEl; Adams Cberyle COCMEl 

Dlaz Francisco COCMEl 

RE: FOLLOW UP: [EXTERNAL) RE: FOIA request 

Tuesday, April 20, 2021 11:33:52 AM 

Beverly Ann Fields, Esq. 
Chief of Staff 
DC Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 ESt., SW, Sixth Floor 
Washington, DC 200024 
202-698-9006 ( 0) 
202-329-9006 (c) 
beverly.fields@dc.gov 

----Original Message----
From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 I I :33 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOJA request 

That would be fine. Mr. Seagraves, despite his protests, had already filed a FOIA request on the District portal. I will 
handle it in due course. 

Rod 

Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney .Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a Lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part oftbis message. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

-----Original Message----
From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, April20, 2021 I I :26 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.diaz@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: [EXTERNALl RE: FOIA request 

Good rooming to all, 
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Thank you for tlus update. Should we forward this email to the Deputy Mayor's office for awareness? Please let me know. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-910 l 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest infotmation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Corona virus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc. gov. 

----Original Message----
From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 10:36 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOIA request 

As you'll note from the back and forth below, reporter Mark Seagraves bas his knickers in a bind. I will need to run ESRs 
through OCTO to assure we are responsive. 

Rod 

Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney.Adarns@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. lt is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. £fyou have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
intmediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [majl to- Mark Segraycs@nbcunj com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April20, 2021 10:30 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOIA request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments unJess you 
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recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that tll.is email is suspicious, please forward to 
phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

T realty don't mean to be problematic about this but you don't oeed my address the foia law does not require that, it does not 
require you to use the portal. 
That said I already have an account on the portal and have submitted it through the portal. 
Thank you fir your attention to this request. 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997- 1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. T would never do that. Al though it would explain the typos. 

> On Apr 20, 2021, at 10:21 AM, Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> OK, then I need your mailing address so I can set it up for you. 
> 
> Rod 
> 
> Rodney K. Adams 
> General Counsel 
> Office ofthe Chief Medical Exanl.incr 
> for the District of Columbia 
> 401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
:.> 0 : 202.698.9005 M : 202.329.9005 
> Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
> 
> 
> 
> Confidentiality Notice 
> 
> This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. lt is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. lf you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or dissenl.inate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
> 
> 

> 
> -----Onginal Message----
> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) (ma jlto:Mark.Seeraves@nbcunj com) 
> Sent: Tuesday, April20, 2021 10:16 AM 
> To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
> Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOIA request 
> 
> CAUTlON: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know thalthe content is safe. If you believe tl1al Ul.is email is suspicious, please forward to 
phislling<mdc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 
> 
> DC law does not require me to go through the portal. de FOlA law is 
> very clear about thal. I do wish to pursue this request. Thank you 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
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> 
> Senl from my iPhone, but never while driving. l would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
> 
>> On Apr 20, 2021 , at l 0: I I AM, Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
>> 
>> Mr. Seagraves: 
>> 
>> Thank you for your message. lfyou wish to pursue this request, please register and complete the fonn on the District's 
FOlA portal (}lttps'//urldefense com/v3/ bttps·//foja-
dc goy/ · t lPIZeeW5wscynRQ 15cx7xdP3raGY8LsHjueC5SLtLZYaKmpi UKbQYBAxhX8vh2tbxZBFWOcnJFWEtlaCOM$ 
) so we can process it appropriately. If you do not, Twill asstUne that you are withdrawing the request. 
>> 
>> All the best, 
>> 
>> Rod 
>> 
>> Rodney K. Adams 
>> General Counsel 
>> Office oftbe Chief Medical Examiner 
>> for the District ofColtnnbia 
>> 40 I E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
» 0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
>> Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> Confidentiality Notice 

>> Th.is message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively tor tbe individual or entity to whicl1 it is 
addressed. This communication may contain infonnation that is prop1ietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. lf you have received this message in error, please notif-y the sender 
immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> -----Original Message-----
» From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [ma jlto·Mark Seerayes@nbcuni com] 
>> Sent: Monday, Aprill9, 2021 4:33 PM 
>> To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
>> Subject: rOTA request 
>> 
>> CAUTION: This ema1l originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>> 
>> 
>> I would like all cmails between Peter Herman ofthe Washington post and Cheryle Adams or Beverly Fields or anyone 
at OCME regarding cause and manner tor Officer BRJAN Sicknick. 
>> 
>> l am making this request under the freedom of infom1ation act. 
>> 
>> Mark Segraves 
>> NBC Washington News 
» 202-997- 1576 
>> @SegravesNBC4 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do thai. Although it would explain the typos. 
>> 
>> We need everyone in our conununit-y to pre-register for a vaccination 
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>> appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. 
>> Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
>> coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
>> save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
> 
> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
> appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. 
> Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
> coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
> save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-
855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCIIOPE 

We need everyone in our communi ty to pre-register for a vaccinallon appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-
855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinale.dc.gov or calling l -
855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling l-
855-363-0333. Aln::ady va()dnate::d ur pn::-re::gistt:ll~d? Re::ada uuttu f1ie::uds, family, ~:uworke::rs, and ut:igh!Jurs and hdp the::m 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Rodney COCMEl 

Adams Chervle COCMEl 

Dlaz Francisco COCMEl; Fields aeverly (QCMEl 

RE: FOLLOW UP: [EXTERNAL) RE: FOIA request 

Tuesday, April 20, 2021 11:33:08 AM 

That would be fine. Mr. Seagraves, despite his protests, bad already ti led a FOIA request on the District portal. l will 
handle it in due course. 

Rod 

Rodney K. Adams 
Geneml Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiali ty Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. This conununjcation may contain infonnation that is prop1ietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. lf you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received litis message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <che1yle.adams@dc.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, Apri l 20, 2021 I I :26 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 
Cc: Diaz. Francisco (OCME) <francisco.diaz@dc.gov>: Fields. Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOlA request 

Good morning to all, 

Thank you tor this update. Should we torward this ema1l to the Ueputy Mayor's ollice tor awareness? J'Jease Jet me know. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner Oftke of the Cruef Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9 I 0 l 
che1yle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest infom1ation on the District Govemment's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
~:uruuavirus.lk.guv. 
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-----Original Message----
From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent : Tuesday, April20, 2021 10:36 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOlA request 

As you'll note from the back and forth below, reporter Mark Seagraves has his knickers in a bind. I will need to run ESRs 
through OCTO to assure we are responsive. 

Rod 

Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of U1e Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. This communication may contain intbnnation that is proprietary, privi leged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
inlmediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

----Original Message-----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Se~raves@nbcunj.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, April20, 2021 10:30 AM 
To: Ad!ttns, Rodney (OCMF.) 
Subject Re: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOTA request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you 
recognize tbe sender and know that tbe content is safe. U you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

I really don't mean to be problematic about this but you don't need my address the tbia law does not require that, it does not 
require you to use the portal. 
That said 1 already have an account on the portal and have submitled it Ulrough the portal. 
Thank you fir your attention to this request. 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1 576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that Although it would explain the typos. 

> On Apr 20, 2021 , at 10:21 AM, Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> OK, then 1 need your mailing address so I can set it up for you. 
> 
> Rod 
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> 
> Rodney K. Adams 
> General Counsel 
> Office of the CbiefMedical Examiner 
> for the District of Columbia 
> 401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
> 0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
> Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
> 
> 
> 
> Confidentiality Notice 
> 
> Ibis message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to wbich it is 
addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privi leged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
il111Dediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
> 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [ma j lto ·Mark.Se~aves@nbcunj com) 
> Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 I 0: 16 AM 
> To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
> Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOIA request 
> 
=>CAUTION: This t:mail urigiualt:u from uutsiut: uf lilt: DC Guvt:n:unt:nl. Du nul di~.:k ou links ur upt:u atladuut:nls uult:ss 
you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phishing@dc.gov for additional rum lysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 
> 
> DC law does not require me to go through the portaL de FOIA law is 
> very clear about that. f do wish to pursue this request. Thank you 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Wasbingtou News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. T would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 

> 
>> On Apr 20, 2021, at l 0: II AM, Adams, Rodney (OCM.E) <rodney.adams@ldc.gov> wrote: 
>> 
>> Mr. Seagraves: 
>> 
>> Thank you for yom message. If you wish to pursue this request, please register and complete the form on the District's 
FOIA portal (htt,vs'//urldefense com/v3/ bttps'//foja-
dc eovl · I I PIZeeW5wscynRO 15q7xdP3raGY8LsijjueC5SLfLZYaK.mpj UKbOYBAxhX8vh2tbxZBFWOcnJFWEtlaCOM$ 
) so we can process it appropriately. lfyou do not, 1 will assume that you are withdrawing Lhe request. 
>> 
>> All the best, 
>> 
>> Rod 
>> 
>> Rodney K. Adams 
>> General Counsel 
>> Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
>> for the District of ColtUnbia 
'>"> 401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
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» 0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
>> Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> Confidentiality Notice 
>> 
>> T11is message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. Tbis communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. Tfyou have received this message in error, please notifY the sender 
immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> -----Original Message-----
» From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto-Mark Sef:raves@nbcunj com] 
>> Sent: Monday, April l9, 2021 4:33 PM 
>> To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
>> Subject: FOIA request 
>> 
>> CAUTION : Ibis email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on Links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
pbisl1ing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>> 
>> 
>> I would like all emajJs between Peter I-Ierman of the Wasbington post and Cheryle Adams or Beverly Fields or anyone 
al OCME n:ganling ~.:ause:: ami manne::I fur Offi~.:e::r BRIAN Sid.ni~.:k. 
>> 
>> I am making this request under the freedom of infonnation act. 
>> 
>> Mark Segraves 
>> NBC Washington News 
» 202-997- 1576 
>> @SegmvesNBC4 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone, but never wbile driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
>> 
>> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
>> appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or callmg L -855-363-0333. 
>> Already vaccinated or pro-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
>> coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
>>save lives and end tllls pandemic. #DCHOPE 
> 
> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
> appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. 
> Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
> coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
>save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-
855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, fam ily, coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandenuc. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-
855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCllOPE 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-
855-363-0333 . Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Adams Cbervle COCMEl 

Dedner Ol jyja CEOMl 

Dlaz Francisco COCMEl; Fields aeverly (QCMEl; Adams Rodney (QCMEl 

RE: FOLLOW UP: [EXTERNAL) RE: FOIA request 

Tuesday, April 20, 2021 11:36:31 AM 

Good aftemoon Olivia, 

Please see the email U1read below regarding U1e above-mentioned subject. 

Thank you, 
Cbery.le 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Exa.miner 
Oftice of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
fax (202) 698-910 I 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

for the latest information on the District Govemment's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavims.dc.gov. 

-----Original Message----
From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April20, 2021 I I :33 AM 
To: Adams. Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOIA request 

That would be fine. Mr. Seagraves, despite his protests, had already filed a FOIA request on the District portal. 1 will 
handle 11 rn due course. 

Rod 

Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner 
District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney.Adams@dc .gov 

ConfidentiaLity Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. Tt is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, p1int, retain, copy, 
ur llisst::miualt:: lht: whult:: ur auy pan uf th is mt::ssagt::. If yuu h~vt:: rt::l:t::ivt::lllhis mt::ssagt:: in t::JTur, plt::ast:: uutify lilt: st::ndt:r 
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immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle.adams@dc.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, April20, 2021 11:26 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.diaz@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: LEXTERNALJ RE: FOlA request 

Good morning to all, 

Thank you for this update. Should we forward this email to the Deputy Mayor's office for awareness? Please let me know. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest infonnation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

-----Original Message----
From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 10:36 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: FW: [EXTERNALJ RE: FOIA request 

As you'll note fi·om the back and forth below, reporter Mark Seagraves has his knickers in a bind. I will need to run ESRs 
through OCTO to assure we are responsive. 

Rod 

Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentia li ty Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. lt is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
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or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message in eiTOr, please notify the sender 
immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [majlto·Mark Se~rnves@nbcunj com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 10:30 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCM.E) 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOIA request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside oftbe DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phisbiug@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

l really don't mean to be problematic about this but you don' t need my address the foia law does not require that, it does not 
require you to use the portal. 
That said 1 already have an account on tbe portal and have submitted it through the portal. 
Thank you fir your attention to tllis request. 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Wasllington News 
202-997- 1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do tbal. Although it would explain the typos. 

> On Apr20, 2021, at 10:21 AM, Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> OK, then T need your mailing address so T can set it up for you. 
> 
> Rod 
> 
> Rodney K. Adams 
> General Counsel 
> Office of the Chief Medical Exanliner 
> for the District of Columbia 
> 401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
> 0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
> Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
> 
> 
> 
> Confidentiality Notice 
> 
> This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. This COilllnunication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. ff you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part of this message.lfyou have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
> 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message----
> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [ma j! to·Mark Segraves@nbcunj com) 
> Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 10:16 AM 
> To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
> Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE: FOIA request 
'> 
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> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. lf you believe U1at this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phisbing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 
> 
> DC law does not require me to go Urrougb the portal. de FOIA law is 
> very clear about that. I do wish to pursue this request. Thank you 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
> 
>> On Apr 20, 2021 , at 10: I I AM, Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
>> 
>> Mr. Seagraves: 
>> 
>> Thank you for your message. If you wish to pursue Ulis request, please register and complete the form on the District's 
FOIA portal Qlttps·//urldefense com/v3/ https·//foja-
dc eovl · I I PIZeeWSwscynRO I Scx7xdP::IraGY81 .sHjueCSSt:U.ZYaKmpi UKbQyBAxhX8yh JtbxZBFWOcn.lFWE!laCOM$ 
) so we can process it appropriately. If you do not, I will assume that you are withdrawing the request. 
>> 
>> All the best, 
>> 
>> Rod 

>> Rodney K. Adams 
>> General Counsel 
>> Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
>> for the District of Columbia 
>> 401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
» 0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
>> Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> Confidentiality Notice 
>> 
>> This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally 
protected or exempt from disclosure. lt you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, 
or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately by email, and delete aU copies oftbe message. 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> -----Original Message-----
>> from: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [maBto·Mark Sel,lraves@nbcunj com] 
>> Sent: Monday, April l9, 20214:33 PM 
>> To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
>> Subject: FOIA request 
>> 
>> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do nol click on links or open atlac11fllents unless 
you recogmze the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please fOiward to 
phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>> 
>> 
'>"> I would like all emails between Peter Herman of the Washington post and Cheryle Adams or Beverly Fields or anyone 
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at OCME regarding cause and manner for Officer BRlAN Siclcnick. 
>> 
>> I am making tbjs request under the freedom of infonnatioo act. 
>> 
>> Mark Segraves 
>> NBC Washington News 
» 202-997-1576 
>> @SegravesNBC4 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone, but never willie driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
>> 
>> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
>> appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. 
>> Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
>> coworkers, and 11eighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
>> save lives and end tills pandemic. #DCHOPE 
> 
> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
> appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling l-855-363-0333. 
> Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
> coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
> save lives and end tills pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our cornunmity to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-
855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemjc. #DCJ-TOPE 

We need everyone in our commuruty to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-
855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and he lp them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our conununi ty to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-
855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-
855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCTIOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Diaz. Francisco (OCME) 
Adams Rodney IOCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
ln£urrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Friday, April 9, 2021 11:53:23 AM 
image001 png 
image004.png 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francjsco.djaz@dc gov 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, April 9, 2021 11:37 AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

&,a ::J&rmns 

Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for t he District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc gov 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 3:50 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: FW: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco djaz@dc goy 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 8:03 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 
Chief Medical Examiner 
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Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 
Washington, DC. 

Francisco diaz@dc.gov 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 7:55AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov . 

From: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 8:53 PM 
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To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 

,_ __ _,___ 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

'----'--~. 

Bev 

Get Outlook for jQS 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 7:08:48 PM 

To: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedoer@dc goy> 

Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco .d iaz@dc.~ov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beyerly.fields@dc goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner o f Deaths From 

Insurrect ion (NOT APPROVED) 

Cheryle E. Adam s 
Special Assistant to the 01iej Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adarns@dc gov 
Web: www acme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 6:53 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

L,_ __ __,___ Subject: FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
lnS:t:tf'R~·:unLtNOT APPROVED) 
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p 
r---------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

Olivia Walton Dedner 
Communications Director 

Office of the City Administrator 
Executive Office of the Mayor 

Emai/1372 
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Office: 202-724-5543 1 Cell: 202-340-7692 
Ol jyja.Dedoer@dc goy 

* * * Wt:. ARt:. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
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vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

f6ga?&am.r 

Adams. Rodney COCMEl 

Piaz Francisco COCMEl 

RE: FOLLOW UP/ FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
I nsurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Friday, April 9, 2021 11:36:36 AM 

imageOOS png 
image007.png 

Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Colum bia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, p lease notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 3:50PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: FW: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief M edical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Emai/1375 
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Francisco.diaz@dc.gov 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 8:03AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 
Francjsco.diaz@dc.gov 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 7:55 AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Emai/1376 
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Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Otief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 8:53 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 

'------l.....~ Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
Jdrrmtf¥-D._lnsurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Bev 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: /\doms, Che ryle (OCM E) <cheryle qdoms@dc eov> 
Sent: Tuesday, April6, 2021 7:08:48 PM 

To: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <o!jyja dedner@dc ~oy> 

Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco diaz@dc.~ov>; Fields, Beverly (OCM E) 

<beverly fields@dc ~ov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Exam iner Releases Cause and Manner o f Deat hs From 

ary 6 Insurrect ion (NOT APPROVED) 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iej Medical Examiner 
Office of the 01jef Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
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Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adarns@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 6:53PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Emai/1378 
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Olivia Walton Dedner 
Communications Director 

Office of the City Administrator 
Executive Office of the Mayor 

Office: 202-724-5543 1 Cell: 202-340-7692 
Oljyja.Dedner@dc.goy 

* * * W~AR~ 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vacdnate.dc.gov or calling l-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Diaz. Francisco (OCME) 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 
RE: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
l n£urrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 8:03:00 AM 
image001 png 
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Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francjsco .djaz@dc gov 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 7:55 AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 8:53 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 

L__ __ ...J-._ Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
~T APPROVED) 

I ----
Bev 

Get Outlook for jQS 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 7:08:48 PM 

To: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc.gov> 

Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco diaz@dc gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly fjelds@dc goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fox (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Se nt: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 6:53 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Emai/1383 
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Olivia Walton Dedner 
Communications Director 

Office of the City Administrator 
Executive Office of the Mayor 

Office: 202-724-5543 1 Cell: 202-340-7692 
Olivia Dedoer@dc.goy 

* * * Wt:. ARt:. 
WASHINGTON 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or ca lling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 

Emai/1384 
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vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

&a?U'rmrs 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Djaz Frnodsco COCME> 
RE: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
ln£urrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Friday, April9, 2021 11:54:59 AM 
jmage006 ong 
image009.png 

Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney Adams@dc €OY 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt f rom disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.diaz@dc.gov> 

Sent: Friday, April 9, 202111:53 AM 

To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Ch ief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deat hs From 

January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Fra ncisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief M edical Examiner 

Office of t he Chief M edica l Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Erancjsco.d jaz@dc €OY 

Emai/1386 
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From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, April 9, 202111 :37 AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject : RE: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

f&a:?Uam.r 
Rodney K. Adams 
Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for t he District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 3:50PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject : FW: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Emai/1387 
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Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco djaz@dc.gov 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 8:03 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP/ANAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner ot Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

I ~ 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco djaz@dc.gov 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 7:55AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP/ANAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Good morning Dr. Diaz, 

Emai/1388 
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Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6 Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 8:53 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 

,_ __ ........._~ 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Bev 

Get Outlook for jQS 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 7:08:48 PM 
To: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc ~ov> 

Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.d iaz@dc.goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly f ields@dc goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 

January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Emai/1389 
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Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 6:53 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Emai/1390 
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Olivia Walton Dedner 
Communications Director 

Office of the City Administrator 
Executive Office of the Mayor 

Office: 202-724-5543 1 Cell: 202-340-7692 
Olivia Dedner@dc goy 

* * * Wt:. ARt:. 
- -

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

Emai/1391 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

Castillo. Susana (EOMl 

Adams Cheryle IOCME): foster LaToya IEOMl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fjelds Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: FYI Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 

Monday, April19, 2021 5:03:15 PM 

jmage003 png 

Thank you! Let's create log and share in this email chain. 

Susana Castillo 
Press Secretary 

Office of Communications 
Executive Office of Mayor Muriel Bowser 

Main Office: 202-727-5011 
Cell: 202-309-2640 

susana castjllo@.de ~oy 

* * * wr:. AR~ 
WASJ.IINGTON 

htijr //ma>'or de ~y/ 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 20215:02 PM 

To: Castillo, Susana (EOM) <susana.castillo@dc.gov>; Foster, LaToya (EOM) <latoya.foster@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: FYI Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Otief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams®dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

Emai/1393 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 4:54PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 

!&sa;J'UU1nef 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rod ney.Ada ms@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, conf idential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Conte Widman, Carmen [majlto:carmen.contewjdman@warnermedja.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:51 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. if you believe that this email is suspicious, 
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I please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Good Afternoon-

l'm reaching out on behalf of CNN NEW DAY. We would like to request a LIVE interview with Dr. 

Francisco Diaz regarding the autopsy of Officer Brian Sicknick. 

New Day is LIVE between 6-9am ET. Can he join us anytime tomorrow morning? We can send a 

studio van to him or do th is via CISCO or SKYPE. 

Please confirm t his has been received. Thank you. Carmen 

Carmen Widman 
CNN's New Day 

Carmen contewjdman@turner com 

Cell 646-467-1742 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register tbr a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Rodney COCME) 
Heath B@d {Reytersl 
Adams Chervle COCME) 
RE: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Thursday, February 11, 2021 9:11:42 AM 

Thanks for your question. It's a hypothetica l at this point as the determinations are in "pending" 

status whi le awaiting and evaluating toxicology, consultation reports, medica l records, investigation 

reports, etc. that wou ld normal ly go into completing a medical examiner inquiry. Such an inquiry 

routinely takes up to 90 days. The Chief Medical Examiner may issue a statement when the 

determinations are fina lized. Cheryle Adams, our press officer, has you on her list to receive 

anything that is issued. 

All the best, 

&a:JUam.,. 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 20211:45 PM 

To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

CAU liON: I hts ema11 ongmated from outstde of the LJC Government. LJo not cl tck on links or open attachments 
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unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjshin€@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thanks, Rod. I appreciate the t houghtful reply. Does OCME have records t hat wou ld be less 

potentia lly invasive than an autopsy report? (I can see how releasing all of that would raise issues for 

family members.) For example, is t here some other record that wou ld ind icate whether Ofc. 

Sicknick's death was determined to be a homicide or give any indication of what t he specific cause 

was without go ing into all the other detail? 

Brad 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 11:05 AM 

To: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad.Heatb@tbomsonreuters.com> 

Subject: RE: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Brad, 

Thanks for your message. I appreciate your perspective and .it's not without merit, but OCME 
has a very resolute position about not releasing an autopsy report unfettered into the public 
domain. We put ourselves in the shoes of a victim's family who might be confronted with details 
about their loved one on the front page of a newspaper (or website) . The situation .is very 
analogous to medical records. However, by copy of this email, I am asking our Media Relations 
Specialist, Cheryle Adams, to add you to our email list of reporters who will receive any press 

releases that d1e Chief Medical Examiner may have on d1e dead1s related to the Jan 6th riot. 

lCheryle, Brad Heath has identified himself as a reporter for Reuters] 

AJI the best, 

&a ;Jtaum.s 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 
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This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherw1se legally protected or exempt from diSClosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authomed 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of th is message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Heath, Brad (Reuters) [majlto:Brad.Heath@tbomsonreuters.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2021 10:48 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pb jshjng@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Rod-

I appreciate the prompt reply. Would you have a moment to connect about this? I t hink t here's a 

very strong publ ic interest favoring disclosure at least when it comes to Ofc. Sickn ick, such that t he 

ba lancing test under (b)(6) would suggest that any invasion of his privacy would not be unwarranted 

given the rather extraord inary c ircumsta nces. 

Thanks, 

Brad 

From: rodney.adams@dc.gov <rodney.adams@dc gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 10:15 AM 

To: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com> 

Subject: Fina l Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Dear Brad Heath: 

This is in response to your request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) for the 
following: 

Please provide me with a complete copy of any records indicating the cause and manner of 
death for the following people, who died on or about Jan. 6, 2021: * Brian Sicknick * Ashli Babbitt 
* Kevin Greeson * Rosanne Boyland * Benjamin Philips (Date Range for Record Search: From 
01/06/2021 To 02/03/2021) 

Access to medical examiner records varies widely between jurisdictions. The public policy of 
the District of Columbia is that all persons are entitled to full and complete information 
regarding the affairs of government and the official acts of those who represent them as 
public officials and employees. However, th is is tempered by the protect ion of privacy for 
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individual citizens and their survivors. A mission of the Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner (OCME) is to support the fami lies who have suffered a loss. See National 
Archives and Records Admin V. Favish. 541 US 157 (2004). Disclosure of personal 
information, especially medical records, is not permitted under FOIA. DC Code 2-534(a)(2) 
and 5 USC 552(b)(6). Accordingly, OCME does not re lease its case fi les in response to 
FOIA requests. A direct request to OCME for a case file would need to be accompanied 
by 1) an authorization of the next of kin for release of information, 2) a subpoena, or 3) 
a court order. DC Code 5-1412 and 28 DCMR 5000. Therefore, I must advise you that 
your request is declined. 

Under DC Code 2-537 and 1 DCMR 412, you have the right to appeal this letter to the 
Mayor or to the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. If you eled to appeal to the 
Mayor, your appeal must be in writing and contain "Freedom of Information Act Appeal" 
or "FOIA Appeal" in the subject line of the letter as well on the outside of the envelope. 
The appeal must include (1) a copy of the original request; (2) a copy of any written denial; 
(3) a statement of the circumstances, reasons, and/or arguments advanced in support of 
disclosure; and (4) a daytime telephone number, and e-mail and/or U.S. Mai l address at 
which you can be reached. The appeal may be submitted online via the DC government 
Public FOIA Portal. Written appeals may also be mailed to: The Mayor's Office of Legal 
Counsel, FOIA Appeal; 1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 407, Washington, D.C. 
20004. Eledronic versions of the same information can instead be e-mailed to The 
M(lyor's Offic.P. of I P.g(ll CounsP-1 (lt foia appeals@ de oov. FurthP.r, (3 copy of (3 11 (lppP-(31 
materials must be forwarded to the OCME FOIA Officer. Failure to follow these 
administrative steps will result in delay in the processing and commencement of a 
response to your appeal to the Mayor. 

If you have any additional questions regarding th is request, you may contact me at this 
email address. 

All the best, 

& a:JUam.r 
Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Rodney COCME) 
Heath B@d {Reytersl 
Adams Chervle COCME) 
RE: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Thursday, February 11, 2021 9:11:42 AM 

Thanks for your question. It's a hypothetica l at this point as the determinations are in "pending" 

status whi le awaiting and evaluating toxicology, consultation reports, medica l records, investigation 

reports, etc. that wou ld normal ly go into completing a medical examiner inquiry. Such an inquiry 

routinely takes up to 90 days. The Chief Medical Examiner may issue a statement when the 

determinations are fina lized. Cheryle Adams, our press officer, has you on her list to receive 

anything that is issued. 

All the best, 

&a:JUam.,. 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 20211:45 PM 

To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

CAU liON: I hts ema11 ongmated from outstde of the LJC Government. LJo not cl tck on links or open attachments 
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unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjshin€@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thanks, Rod. I appreciate the t houghtful reply. Does OCME have records t hat wou ld be less 

potentia lly invasive than an autopsy report? (I can see how releasing all of that would raise issues for 

family members.) For example, is t here some other record that wou ld ind icate whether Ofc. 

Sicknick's death was determined to be a homicide or give any indication of what t he specific cause 

was without go ing into all the other detail? 

Brad 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 11:05 AM 

To: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad.Heatb@tbomsonreuters.com> 

Subject: RE: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Brad, 

Thanks for your message. I appreciate your perspective and .it's not without merit, but OCME 
has a very resolute position about not releasing an autopsy report unfettered into the public 
domain. We put ourselves in the shoes of a victim's family who might be confronted with details 
about their loved one on the front page of a newspaper (or website) . The situation .is very 
analogous to medical records. However, by copy of this email, I am asking our Media Relations 
Specialist, Cheryle Adams, to add you to our email list of reporters who will receive any press 

releases that d1e Chief Medical Examiner may have on d1e dead1s related to the Jan 6th riot. 

lCheryle, Brad Heath has identified himself as a reporter for Reuters] 

AJI the best, 

&a ;Jtaum.s 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 
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This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherw1se legally protected or exempt from diSClosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authomed 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of th is message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Heath, Brad (Reuters) [majlto:Brad.Heath@tbomsonreuters.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2021 10:48 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize t he sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pb jshjng@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Rod-

I appreciate the prompt reply. Would you have a moment to connect about this? I t hink t here's a 

very strong publ ic interest favoring disclosure at least when it comes to Ofc. Sickn ick, such that t he 

ba lancing test under (b)(6) would suggest that any invasion of his privacy would not be unwarranted 

given the rather extraord inary c ircumsta nces. 

Thanks, 

Brad 

From: rodney.adams@dc.gov <rodney.adams@dc gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 10:15 AM 

To: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com> 

Subject: Fina l Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Dear Brad Heath: 

This is in response to your request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) for the 
following: 

Please provide me with a complete copy of any records indicating the cause and manner of 
death for the following people, who died on or about Jan. 6, 2021: * Brian Sicknick * Ashli Babbitt 
* Kevin Greeson * Rosanne Boyland * Benjamin Philips (Date Range for Record Search: From 
01/06/2021 To 02/03/2021) 

Access to medical examiner records varies widely between jurisdictions. The public policy of 
the District of Columbia is that all persons are entitled to full and complete information 
regarding the affairs of government and the official acts of those who represent them as 
public officials and employees. However, th is is tempered by the protect ion of privacy for 
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individual citizens and their survivors. A mission of the Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner (OCME) is to support the fami lies who have suffered a loss. See National 
Archives and Records Admin V. Favish. 541 US 157 (2004). Disclosure of personal 
information, especially medical records, is not permitted under FOIA. DC Code 2-534(a)(2) 
and 5 USC 552(b)(6). Accordingly, OCME does not re lease its case fi les in response to 
FOIA requests. A direct request to OCME for a case file would need to be accompanied 
by 1) an authorization of the next of kin for release of information, 2) a subpoena, or 3) 
a court order. DC Code 5-1412 and 28 DCMR 5000. Therefore, I must advise you that 
your request is declined. 

Under DC Code 2-537 and 1 DCMR 412, you have the right to appeal this letter to the 
Mayor or to the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. If you eled to appeal to the 
Mayor, your appeal must be in writing and contain "Freedom of Information Act Appeal" 
or "FOIA Appeal" in the subject line of the letter as well on the outside of the envelope. 
The appeal must include (1) a copy of the original request; (2) a copy of any written denial; 
(3) a statement of the circumstances, reasons, and/or arguments advanced in support of 
disclosure; and (4) a daytime telephone number, and e-mail and/or U.S. Mai l address at 
which you can be reached. The appeal may be submitted online via the DC government 
Public FOIA Portal. Written appeals may also be mailed to: The Mayor's Office of Legal 
Counsel, FOIA Appeal; 1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 407, Washington, D.C. 
20004. Eledronic versions of the same information can instead be e-mailed to The 
M(lyor's Offic.P. of I P.g(ll CounsP-1 (lt foia appeals@ de oov. FurthP.r, (3 copy of (3 11 (lppP-(31 
materials must be forwarded to the OCME FOIA Officer. Failure to follow these 
administrative steps will result in delay in the processing and commencement of a 
response to your appeal to the Mayor. 

If you have any additional questions regarding th is request, you may contact me at this 
email address. 

All the best, 

& a:JUam.r 
Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Heath. Brad <Reuters) 

Adams Rodney IOCME) 

Adams Chervle IOCME) 
RE: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Thursday, February 11, 2021 9:17:08 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thanks, Rod. In t hat case, I doubt you'd have any records that would have satisfied my request 

anyway! 

Cheryle, if you could add me to t he list for anything that gets issued on the deaths at the Capitol I'd 

very much appreciate it. 

Best, 

Brad 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Se nt: Thursdr~y, FebnJr~ry 11, 7071 9:17 AM 

To: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com> 

Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Brad, 

Thanks tor your question. It's a hypothetica l at this point as the determinations are in "pending" 

status whi le awaiti ng and evaluating toxicology, consultation reports, medica l records, investigation 

reports, etc. that would normally go int o completing a medica l examiner inquiry. Such an inqui ry 

routinely takes up to 00 days. T he Chief Medical Examiner may issue a statement when the 

determinations are fi nalized. Cheryle Adams, our press officer, has you on her list to receive 

anything t hat is issued. 

All the best, 

f&ga?Uams 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc ~oy 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 20211:45 PM 

To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc goy> 

Subject: RE: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

CAUTioN: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to oh jsh jng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thanks, Rod. I appreciate the t houghtful reply. Does OCME have records t hat wou ld be less 

potentia lly invasive than an autopsy report? (I can see how releasing all of that would raise issues for 

family members.) For example, is t here some other record that wou ld ind icate whether Ofc. 

Sicknick's death was determined to be a homicide or give any indicat ion of what the specific cause 

was w ithout going into all the other deta il? 

Brad 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 11:05 AM 

To: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad.Heath@thomsonreuters.com> 

Subject: RE: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Brad, 

Th~nks fnr ynn r me.ss~gf'. T ~rprF-r.i~tf' ynn r pt>rspt>r tivf' ~nc1 it's nnt w ithn n t mF-ri t, hnt O l.MF. 

has a very resolute position about not releasing an autopsy report unfettered into the public 
domain. We put ourselves in the shoes of a victim's family who might be confronted with details 
about their loved one on the front page of a newspaper (or website). The situation is very 
analogous to medical records. However, by copy of this email, I am asking our Media Relations 
Specialist, Cheryle Adams, to add you to our email list of reporters who will receive any press 

releases that the Chief Medical Examiner may have on the deaths related to the Jan 6t.h rio t. 
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[Cheryle, Brad Heath has identified himself as a reporter fo r Reuters] 

All the best, 

&sa;lUam.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt f rom disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Heath, Brad (Reuters) [mailto:Brad.Heath@tbomsooreuters.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2021 10:48 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subje ct: RE: Final Response 2021-FOI/\-02874 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ph jsh jog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Rod -

-· 

I appreciate the prompt reply. Would you have a moment to connect about thi s? I t hink t here's a 

very st rong publ ic int erest favoring disclosure at least when it comes to Ofc. Sickn ick, such that t he 

balancing test under (b)(6) would suggest that any invasion of his privacy would not be unwarranted 

given t he rather extraordinary circumstances. 

Thanks, 

Brad 
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From: rodney adams@ de €OY <rodney adams@dc €OV> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 9, /0/1 10:15 AM 

To: Heath, Brad (Reuters) <Brad Heath@thomsonreuters com> 
Subject: Final Response 2021-FOIA-02874 

Dear Brad Heath: 

This is in response to your request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) for the 
following: 

Please provide me with a complete copy of any records indicating the cause and manner of 
death for the following people, who died on or about Jan. 6, 2021: * Brian Sicknick * Ashli Babbitt 
* Kevin Greeson * Rosanne Boyland * Benjamin Philips (Date Range tor Record Search: From 
01!06/2021 To 02/03/2021) 

Access to meclical examiner records varies widely between jurisdictions. The public policy of 
the District of Columbia is that all persons are entitled to full and complete information 
regarding the affairs of government and the official acts of those who represent them as 
public officials and employees. However, th is is tempered by the protection of privacy for 
individual citizens and their survivors. A mission of the Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner (OCME) is to support the fami lies who have suffered a loss. See National 
Archives and Records Admin V. Fayjsh, 541 US 157 (2004). Disclosure of personal 
information, especially medical records, is not permitted under FOIA. DC Code 2-534(a)(2) 
and 5 USC 552(b)(6). According ly, OCME does not re lease its case fi les in response to 
FOIA requests. A direct request to OCME for a case file would need to be accompanied 
by 1) an authorization of the next of kin for re ease of information, 2) a subpoena, or 3) 
a court order. DC Code 5-1412 and 28 DCMR 5000. Therefore, I must advise you that 
your request is decl ined. 

Under DC Code 2-537 and 1 DCMR 412, you have the right to appeal this letter to the 
Mayor or to the )uperior lourt of the District of Columbia. If you elect to appeal to the 
Muyor, your uppeul must be in writ ing und contu in "Freedom of lnformution Act Appcu l" 
or "EO IA Appeal" in the subject line of the letter as well on the outside of the envelope. 
The appeal must include (1) a copy of the original request; (2) a copy of any written denial; 
(3) a statement of the circumstances, reasons, and/or arguments advanced in support of 
disclosure; and (4) a daytime telephone number, and e-mail and/or U.S. Mail address at 
which you can be reached. The appeal may be submitted online via the DC government 
Public FOIA Portal. Written appeals may also be mailed to: The Mayor's Office of Legal 
Counsel, FOIA Appeal; 1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 407, Washington, D.C. 
20004. Electronic versions of the same information can instead be e-mailed to The 
Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel at foia.appeals@dc goy. Further, a copy of all appeal 
materials must be forwarded to the OCME FOIA Officer. Failure to follow these 
administrative steps will resu lt in delay in the processing and commencement of a 
response to your appeal to the Mayor. 

If you have any additional questions regard ing th is request, you may contact me at this 
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email address. 

All the best, 

~a:!UtnM 
Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Chervle fOCME) 

Sandier Rachel 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: Forbes: Brien Sicknick 

Monday, April19, 2021 6:52:39 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7 , 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedjcal teoninolo2y on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes Lhe circumsLances surrounding a person' s dealh and falls wilhin one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adaros@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Sandler, Rachel [mailto:rsandler@forbes.com] 
Sent: Monday, Aprill9, 2021 5:54PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Forbes: Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to pb jshjog@dc goy for addit ional ana lysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Than k you so much for return ing my call. Can you please send me any information you can 

a bout Brian Sickni ck's autopsy resu lts? 

Thanks. 

Rache l Sandier 

Breaking News Reporter I I Forbes 

(571) 839-1870 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Chervle fOCME) 

Sandier Rachel 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Eje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
RE: Forbes: Brien Sicknick 

Monday, April19, 2021 6:52:39 PM 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinatlons on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7 , 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedjcal teoninolo2y on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes Lhe circumsLances surrounding a person' s dealh and falls wilhin one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adaros@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Sandler, Rachel [mailto:rsandler@forbes.com] 
Sent: Monday, Aprill9, 2021 5:54PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Forbes: Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to pb jshjog@dc goy for addit ional ana lysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Than k you so much for return ing my call. Can you please send me any information you can 

a bout Brian Sickni ck's autopsy resu lts? 

Thanks. 

Rache l Sandier 

Breaking News Reporter I I Forbes 

(571) 839-1870 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Subject: RE: I HAVE HER ON THE LIST TO RECEIVE THE COD/MOD WHEN IT GOES OUT: cause of death? RE: 2021-
FOIA-03472 status ... 

Date: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:22:22 PM 

She's calling me; sa.id that Post is reporting that "t\ffi has announced cause and manner. I told her 
that evetyone would receive the release at the same time 

!&,a :?famM 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rod ney.Ada ms@ dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:08PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: I HAVE HER ON THE UST TO RECEIVE THE COD/MOD WHEN IT GOES OUT: cause of death? 
RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to tire Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6 th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
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Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:06 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: cause of death? RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

f&a :/Uams 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrjsales@npr.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:01 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: cause of death? RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ohishlngrwdc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

I am seeing a WaPo story on t he lat e officer Sickn ick's cause of death but not seeing a release for t he 

ME's office? I haven't had luck reaching Cheryle. Can you help? 

Best , 

Claud ia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 

1111 North Capitol Street NE 

Washington DC 20002 

(202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-3709 NPR HQ office 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

www npr org 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 2021 1:40 PM 

To: Claudia Grisales <CGrjsa les@npr org> 

Subject: RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

You are correct as to access to autopsy reports. The limitations on access to death certificates are 
contained in the statutes that I cited for you. 

All the best, 

f&a:J&um.r 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc goy 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrisales@nor.ora] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 1:14PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that t~is email is suspicious, 
please forward to obisbjog@dc gov for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you much. I did get that init ial email and missed it , apologies. To double, trip le check, believe 

this says that autopsy report is not pub lic un less next of kin gives authorization or t here's a 

subpoena or cou rt order? Do I have that right? Also, I' m resubmit t ing t he request for t he death 

certificate via vi tal records, but is there guidance whether there are lim its t here as well? 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 
(202) 845-3980 cell 

(202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: @cgrisales 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCM E) <rodney .adams@dc gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 20211:01 PM 

To: Claudia Grisales <CGrjsa les@npr,org> 

Subject: RE: 2021-FOIA-03472 status .. . 

Ms. Grisales: 
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Thanks for your message. It suggests that the messaging system within the District's FOJA portal 
didn't function properly to deliver the email that I sent to you. For your convenience, I have 
inserted the text of my email below. 

Dear Ms. Grisales: 

This is in response to your request under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) for the 
following: 

Requesting the autopsy report and death certificate for late U.S. Capitol Police officer 
Brian Sicknick who died from injuries suffered in the Jan. 6 insurrection. (Date Range for 
Record Search: From 01/06/2021 To 12/31/2021) 
Access to medical examiner records varies widely between jurisdictions. The public policy 
of the District of Columbia is that all persons are entitled to full and complete information 
regarding the affairs of government and the official acts of those who represent them as 
public officials and employees. However, this is tempered by the protection of privacy 
for individual citizens and their survivors. A mission of the Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner (OCME) is to support the families who have suffered a loss. See National 
Archives and Records Admin. V. Fayjsh. 541 US 157 (2004). Disclosure of personal 
information, especially medical records, is not permitted under FOIA. DC Code 2-534(a) 
(2) and 5 USC 552(b)(6). More specifically, see DC Code 5-1412 under DC Code 2-534(a) 
(6). Accordingly, OCME does not release autopsy reports in response to FOIA requests. 
A direct request to OCME for an autopsy report would need to be accompanied by 1) an 
authorization of the next of kin for release of information, 2) a subpoena, or 3) a court 
order. DC Code 5-1412 and 28 DCMR 5000. In cases where an investigation has not 
been completed, as here, additional FOIA exceptions such as DC Code 2-534(a)(2), (a)(3), 
(a)(4), and (e) are applicable. Therefore, I must advise you that your request for the 
autopsy report of Officer Sicknick is decl ined. 
Death certificates are not maintained by OCME. These records are kept by Vital Records 
within the DC Department of Health. Therefore, a request for a death certificate should 
be directed to Vital Records. Access to death certificates is limited to those individuals 
listed in DC Code 7-231.24 and 7-231.25. 
Under DC Code 2-537 and 1 DCMR 412, you have the right to appeal t his letter to the 
Mayor or to the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. If you elect to appeal to the 
Mayor, your appeal must be in writ ing and contain "Freedom of Information Act Appeal" 
or ''FOIA Appeal" in the subject line of the letter as well on the outside of the envelope. 
The appeal must include (1) a copy of the original request; (2) a copy of any written 
denial; (3) a statement of the circumstances, reasons, and/or arguments advanced in 
support of disclosure; and (4) a daytime telephone number, and e-mail and/or U.S. Mail 
address at which you can be reached. The appeal may be submitted .ooli.o.e. via the DC 
government Public FOIA Portal. Written appeals may also be mailed to: The Mayor's 
ornce uf LeS:Jdl CUUII!:>el, FOIA AfJfJedl; 1350 PerHl!:>YIVdllid Avellue, N.W., Suile 407, 
Washington, D.C. 20004. Electronic versions of the same information can instead bee
mailed to The Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel at foia.appeals@dc.gov. Further, a copy 
of all appeal materials must be forwarded to the OCME FOIA Officer. Failure to follow 
these administ rative steps wi ll result in delay in the processing and commencement of a 
response to your appeal to the Mayor. 
If you have any additional questions regarding this request, you may contact me at this 
email address. 
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All the best, 

Rod Adams 
Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

I hope this is helpful to you. 

f&a:?Uams 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rod ney.Ada ms@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrjsales@opr.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 12:54 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: 2021-FOIA-03472 status ... 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to oblshiog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 
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Could I get more info on why t his FOIA request was closed? I assume I need to resubmit this FOIA 

request? 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 
(202) 845-3980 cell 

(202}-513-2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Thanks 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
RE: I WILL REPLY: NEWSWEEK: Requesting !nfo About Officer Sicknick 
Wednesday, February 24, 2021 3:35:39 f'M 

Sa Vern M . Fripp I Administrative Coordinator I Office of the Chief MedjcaJ Examiner 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6092 I Washington, DC 20024 
Office: (202) 698-9009 I Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax: (202) 698-9101 
Email: savero &ipp@dc gnv I Web: www ocme de gnv 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 202112:28 PM 
To: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Subject: I WILL REPLY: NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme.dc gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Frinn, SaVern (OC:ME) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 202111:59 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 

Sa Vern M. F ripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 20024 10ffice (202) 698-9009 
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Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: sayern fripp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Julia Marnin <j marnin@newsweek com> 
Date: February 24, 2021 at 11:27:55 AM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 

CAUTION: This ema il originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that t he content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to ohishinc@dc INY for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Julia Marnin and I am a reporter for Newsweek. We are working on a 
story about the information surrounding Officer Brian Sicknick's death following 
the January 6 Capitol Hill riots. Can the DC Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner answer a few questions below? 

Is the medical examiner's report on Officer Sicknick complete? If not, when will 
it be released? 

Is it possible to confirm or deny whether Sicknick was struck with a fire 
extinguisher on the head? Previously, multiple media outlets had reported that. 

Any other information that is available surrounding his death that you are able to 
provide would be greatly appreciated. 

I look forward to hearing back from you. Our deadline today/as soon as possible. 

Best, 
Julia Mamin 

Julia Marnin I Fellow 
NEWSWEEK 
T I +J 609 923 5425 

E I j.marnin@newswcck.com 

\V I ncwswcck.com 

A I 33 Whitehall Street, Floor 8, New York. NY, 10004 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Thanks, 
Sa Vern 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 
RE: I will reply and thank you: Brick Sicknick 
Thursdey, Februery 4, 202111:58:18 AM 

Sa Vern M . Fripp I J\dmin.istracivc Coordinator I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E. Street, S\Y/ - Suite 6092 I \Y/ash.ington, DC 20024 
Office: (202) 698-9009 I Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax: (202) 698-9101 
Email: savem.fripp@dc.gov I \Y/cb: www.ocme.dc.gov 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 4, 202111:15 AM 
To: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Subject: I will reply and thank you: Brick Sicknick 

Cheryle Adams 

Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 

Washington, DC 20024 

Office: 202-698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cheryle.adams@dc.gov 

Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

On Feb 4, 2021, at 11:04 AM, Fripp, SaVern (OCME) <savero.fr jpp@dc.gov> wrote: 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 20024 I Office (202) 

698-9009 

Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-91011 

Email: savern.fripo@dc.gov I Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kevin Shea <KSH EA@njadvancemedia.com> 
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Date: February 4, 2021 at 11:03:52 AM EST 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 

Subject: Brick Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of t he DC Government. Do not click on 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 
content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phisb jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

I am a news reporter for NJ com - Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick's 

home state. 

Kindly add me to any lists of media/reporters who seek findings in his 

deat h investigation - if there is such a list. 

Otherwise, is there any ETA on public comment on the autopsy I post

mortem examination? 

Thank You, 

Kevin Shea 

Kevin Shea I Managing Producer/ Supervising Reporter 

NJ Advance Media 

413 RiverView Plaza I Trenton, NJ 08611 

p: 609-819-2390 e: KSHEA@n jadyancemedja.com 

Local journalism needs your support. Subscribe at l~j.comls1mvorler. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that 

is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If 

you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the 

sender immediately by return e-mail, purge it and do not disseminate 

or copy it. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Gil. Helder (EOMl 
Djaz f@odsco COCME) 
RE: letter 
Monday, March 15, 202111:01:52 AM 

imageOOl.ong 

https ·//www wasbio€tO n post com/local/1 e€a 1-jssues/two-arrested -in-assa u It -on-police-officer -brian

d-sjckn jck -w h o-d jed-after - ja n-6-capjtol-ri ot/2021/03/15/80261550-84ff -lleb-bfdf-

4d36dab83a6d story.ht ml 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.diaz@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, March 15, 202110:54 AM 

To: Gi l, Helder (EOM) <helder.gi l@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Letter 

Noted. 

Please include me on your contact l ist. My cell phone number is 

Diaz 

From: Gil, Helder (EOM) 
Sent: Monday, March 15, 202110:13 AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Letter 

Ms. Beverly Perry is reviewing it; will let you know when I've got feedback from her. 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.djaz@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, March 15, 20218:36 AM 

To: Gi l, Helder (EOM) <he lder.~i l@dqNv> 

Subject: Letter 

Good Morning Helder, 

What do you think about t he letter I forwa rded to you and the OM? 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Erancisco.diaz@dc gov 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Diaz. Francisco (OCME) 
Gil Helder CEOMl 
RE: letter 
Monday, March 15, 2021 11:25:29 AM 

imageOOl.ong 

Any feedback from t he oversight performance hearing? 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD 

From: Gil, Helder (EOM) 
Sent: Monday, March 15, 202111 :02 AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Letter 

https://www.washjogto o post.com/1 ocal/! ega 1-jssues/two-arrested-jo-assa u It -on-police-officer -brjao

d-sicko jck-who-d ied-after -ja n-6-capjtol-rjot/2021/03/15/80261550-84ff -11eb-bfdf-

4d36dab83a6d storv ht ml 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.diaz@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, March 15, 202110:54 AM 

To: Gi l, Helder (EOM) <helder.gi l@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Letter 

Noted. 

Please include me on your contact list. My cell phone number is 202-820-9002. 

Diaz 

From: Gil, Helder (EOM) 
Sent: Monday, March 15, 202110:13 AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Letter 

Ms. Beverly Perry is reviewing it ; will let you know when rve got feedback from her. 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.djaz@dc goy> 

Sent: Monday, March 15, 2021 8:36AM 

To: Gi l, Helder (EOM) <helder gjl@dc goy> 

Subject: Letter 

Good Morning Helder, 

What do you think about t he letter I forwarded to you and the DM? 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 
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Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco djaz@dc.goy 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Bee: 

Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Dr. Diaz: 

Gil. Helder (EOMl 
Djaz Francisco COCME) 
Geldart Chrjs CEOMl ; Mams Rodney COCME> 
Gil. Helder CEOMl 

RE: Letters 
Wednesday, March 31, 2021 3:13:41 PM 
jmaqeOOl.ong 
Johnson re Sicknick investigation 2021 03 09 osa.docx 

Attached is the revised response letter approved by Ms. Perry; it can be sent back to Sen. Johnson 

today. 

Please let me know if you need anyth ing else on this. 

Thanks, 

Helder 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.diaz@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 9, 2021 5:00 PM 

To: Geldart, Chris (DPW) <Chris.Geldart@dc.gov>; Gil, Helder (EOM) <helder.gil@dc.gov> 

Subject: Letters 

Please find enclosed the request letter from the office of Senator Johnson and the draft response. 

Best regards, 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Acting Chief Medica l Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 

Washi nglon, DC. 

Francisco djaz@dc gov 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Francis. Anna COCME) 
Adams Rodney COCMEl 
Qjaz francisco COCMEl ; Adams Cbervle COCMEl ; Fields Beyerly COCME) 
RE: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 

Thursday, April 8, 202110:22:23 AM 

Got it. Thanks Rodney. 

Anna Francis, MS-MIS 
Supervisory Quality Control & Records Manager 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 

401 E. Street, SW- 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 

Office: 202-698-9111 
Cell: 202-821-7345 
Fax:202-698-9106 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 8, 2021 10:16 AM 
To: Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 
Importance: High 

f&a?Uam.Y 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the Oi5trict of Columbia 

401 E St reet SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rod ney.Ada ms@ dc.goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

Tfl i::. 111t:!::.::.d!o$t:! i::. I.Jt:!ifl!o$ ::.t:! rrL I.Jy ur urr I.Jt:!lrdlf uf d !dwyt:!r . ll i::. irr lt:!rrut:!LI t:!XL iu::.ivt:! ly fu r ll rt:! irru iviLiud! ur t:!rrlily lu wfl iLi r 
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it is addressed. This communication may contain Information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

rn error, please notify the sender lmmedrately by email, and delete all co pres of the message. 

From: Jackson, Lori (OAG) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 9:51AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Spencer, Cara (OAG) 
Subject: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 
Importance: High 

M r. Adams, 

Attached please f ind a litigation hold letter and a copy of the complaint for the above referenced 

matter. Cara Spencer wi ll be representing the District. Please feel free to contact either of us should 

you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you, 

Lori 

Lori Jackson 

Paralegal Specia li st 

Civil Litigation Division, Section Ill 

Office of the Attorney General for t he District of Columbia 

400 6th Street, NW 

Washington, D.C. 20001 

(202) 442-9802 

(202) 741-8575 (fax) 

Lori.Jackson@dc.gov 

OAG has moved. Effective August 24, 2020, OAG's physical and mailing address will be 400 
6th St. NW, Washington, D. C. 20001. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
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lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date : 
Attachments: 

Noted. 

Diaz. Francisco (OCME) 

Adams Rodney IOCME): f@ncis Anna IOCME) 

Adams Chervle IOCME): Aelds Beyerly IOCME) 
RE: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 

Thursday, April 8, 202110:21:51 AM 

jmage002 png 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 
Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 
Washington, DC. 

Erancjsco.djaz@dc.gov 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 8, 2021 10:16 AM 
To: Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Litigation Hold Letter- Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 
lmporblnce: High 

!&,a :ltaam.Y 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

h has filed suit to obtain the Off. Sick.n.ick case file. 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0: 202.G98.900S M: 202.329.900S 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Jackson, Lori (OAG) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 9:51AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Spencer, Cara (OAG) 
Subject: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 
Importance: High 

M r. Adams, 

Attached please f ind a lit igat ion hold lett er and a copy of the complaint for the above referenced 

matter. Cara Spencer will be represent ing the Dist rict. Please feel f ree to cont act eit her of us shou ld 

you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you, 

Lori 

Lori Jackson 

Para lega l Specia li st 

Civil Litigation Division, Section Ill 

Off ice of the Attorney General fo r t he Distri ct of Columbia 

400 6th Street, NW 

Washington, D.C. 20001 

(202) 442-9802 

(202) 741-8575 (fax) 

LorUacksoo@dc.gov 

OAG has moved. Effective August 24, 2020, OAG's physical and mailing address will be 400 
6th St. NW, Washington, D. C. 20001. 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Francis Anna <OCME> 
Qjaz Francisco (OCME>; Adams Cbervle COCME>; Fields Beyerly (OCME) 
RE: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 

Thursday, April 8, 202110:25:44 AM 

And the morning FOIAxpress check finds two requests from Judicial Watch I Mr. Marshall (1. 
All communications by Cheryl in preparing yesterday's press release; and 2. Case file of Ashli 
Babbit) and anod1er reporter's request for Off. Sickn.ick case file. I will address accordingly. 

f/Sg£ :/Uam.s 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a Iawver. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in ~rr u r I !J I ~d!>~ nul ify Lt r~ !>~ I IU~r iHHII~U idL~I y uy ~rrr di!, dl iU Lid~l~ d!l LU!Ji~!> ur Llr~ lll~!>!>dg~. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 10:16 AM 
To: Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Litigation Hold Letter- Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 
Importance: High 

f/Sga :?Uam.s 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

has filed suit to obtain the 0 ff. Sicknick case f.tle. 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
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for t he Dist rict of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodne¥ Adams@dc goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed . This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender Immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Jackson, Lori (OAG) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 9:51 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Spencer, Cara (OAG) 
Subject: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 
Importance: High 

Mr. Adams, 

Attached please f ind a lit igat ion hold letter and a copy of the complaint for the above referenced 

matter. Cara Spencer w ill be represent ing the District. Please feel f ree to contact either of us shou ld 

you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you, 

Lori 

Lori Jackson 

Paralega l Specia li st 

Civil Litigation Division, Section Ill 

Office of the Attorney Genera l for t he District of Columbia 

400 6th St reet , NW 

Washington, D.C. 20001 

(202) 442-9802 

(202) 741-8575 (fax) 

Lori Jackson@dc goy 
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OAG has moved. Effective August 24, 2020, OAG's physical and mailing address will be 400 
6th St. NW, Washington, 0. C. 20001. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Gracias! 

{6,ga :JUO?n.f 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Djaz f@odsco COCME> 
RE: Off. Sicknick 
Friday, February 19, 2021 3:06:26 I'M 

Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2021 3:06 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Off. Sicknick 

His name is Gi lead Light and his email is: 

gi lead.light@usdoj.gov 

202-252-6880 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP 

District of Columbia Office of t he Chief M edical Exam iner 

Deputy Ch ief Medica l Exam iner 

401 ESt, SW 

W ashingt on, DC. 20024 
Francisco.d iaz@dc.gov 
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(202) 698-9002 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Friday, February 19, 20213:03 PM 

To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.d iaz@dc.gov> 

Subject: Off. Sicknick 

Dr. Diaz, 

I am drafting a response to the appeal by the Judicial Watch reporter of my denial of his FOIA 
request for Officer Sicknick's case file. One basis for the denial is that law enforcement 
investigations are ongoing. In support of that, it would be very helpful (and prudent) to 
coordinate my efforts with the US Attorney's Office. 

I'd be grateful if you'd let me know with who you are interacting at the US Attorney's Office so 
that I can assure that I'm on the same page with rhem. 

Thanks for your help, 

f&a:llatrm.$ 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams©dc ~ov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
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f&a:JUamef 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Djaz f@odsco COCME> 
RE: Off. Sicknick 

Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney Adams@dc.goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of thIs message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2021 3:06PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Off. Sicknick 

· ~e is Gi lead Light and his email is: 

~ I 
Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP 

District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Deputy Chief Medical Examiner 

401 ESt, SW 
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Wash ington, DC. 20024 

Eraocjsco.d jaz@dc.gov 

(707) 698-900/ 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Friday, February 19, 2021 3:03 PM 

To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.d iaz@dc.gov> 

Subject: Off. Sickoick 

f6ga?Uam.1 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, W<:Jshington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodoey.Adams@dq~ov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Hi Evan -

Qedner. OliVIa CEOM\ 
Lambert Eyan 
Castillo Susana CEOM\ ; Adams Chervle COCME\ 
RE: Officer Sicknick ME statement 
Monaay, Apnl lY, LULl "':"'ts:U!> I'M 

l indsay reached out and the statement when to her. 

Regarding the autopsy report, OCME is unable to share that information. According to their 

RELEASE OF INFORMATION: (Standard Operation Procedures- Media 4.1) "Only the cause and manner of death are 

provided to the media on any medical examiner case." The case files of OCME are confidential under DC Code 5-1412. 

Kindly, 

-OWDedner 

Olivia Walton Dedner 
Office: 202-724-5543 
Cell: 202-340-7692 

From: l ambert, Evan <Evan.lambert@FOX.COM> 

Sent: Monday, April19, 20214:15 PM 

To: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov> 

Cc: Casti llo, Susana (EOM) <susana.castil lo@dc.gov> 

Subject: Officer Sicknick ME statement 

<;AUT!ON: This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the 

sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to ohtshtng@dc eov for additional 
analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Olivia, 

Do you all have the autopsy report or a summary we can have? Sorry if Lindsay Watts has already reached out. We are 

helping each other. 

Thanks, 

Evan 

Evan Lambert 

Reporter 

WTIG FOX5 DC 

202-997-6365 

@evanlamberttv 

....-.- -:-= ' 5 PLUS f0X50C.CO M 

I~ ' ... ~~~'""· .,.,' FO:l.u~.,. TV ll 'II l!:ll D • STAY SAFE. STAY AHEAD. 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It is intended solely for the 

named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message 

to an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should 

permanently delete this message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 

message and 1ts attachments that does not relate to the off1ctal busmess of l-ox Corporation, or 1ts substdtanes must be 
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taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is made that this email or its attachments 

are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccina6on appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov 
or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Hi Evan -

Qedner. OliVIa CEOM\ 
Lambert Eyan 
Castillo Susana CEOM\ ; Adams Chervle COCME\ 
RE: Officer Sicknick ME statement 
Monaay, Apnl lY, LULl "':"'ts:U!> I'M 

l indsay reached out and the statement when to her. 

Regarding the autopsy report, OCME is unable to share that information. According to their 

RELEASE OF INFORMATION: (Standard Operation Procedures- Media 4.1) "Only the cause and manner of death are 

provided to the media on any medical examiner case." The case files of OCME are confidential under DC Code 5-1412. 

Kindly, 

-OWDedner 

Olivia Walton Dedner 
Office: 202-724-5543 
Cell: 202-340-7692 

From: l ambert, Evan <Evan.lambert@FOX.COM> 

Sent: Monday, April19, 20214:15 PM 

To: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov> 

Cc: Casti llo, Susana (EOM) <susana.castil lo@dc.gov> 

Subject: Officer Sicknick ME statement 

<;AUT!ON: This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the 

sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to ohtshtng@dc eov for additional 
analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Olivia, 

Do you all have the autopsy report or a summary we can have? Sorry if Lindsay Watts has already reached out. We are 

helping each other. 

Thanks, 

Evan 

Evan Lambert 

Reporter 

WTIG FOX5 DC 

202-997-6365 

@evanlamberttv 

....-.- -:-= ' 5 PLUS f0X50C.CO M 

I~ ' ... ~~~'""· .,.,' FO:l.u~.,. TV ll 'II l!:ll D • STAY SAFE. STAY AHEAD. 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It is intended solely for the 

named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message 

to an addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should 

permanently delete this message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 

message and 1ts attachments that does not relate to the off1ctal busmess of l-ox Corporation, or 1ts substdtanes must be 
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taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is made that this email or its attachments 

are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccina6on appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov 
or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

Hi Nicholas, 

Castillo. Susana CEOMl 

Nicholas Wu 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; foster Lal oya IEOMl; Adams Chervle fOCMEl 
RE: Officer Sicknick ruling 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:49:01 PM 

jmageOOl png 

I'm adding Olivia and Cheryle. They will follow up with you shortly. 

Thanks, 

Susana 

Susana Castillo 
Press Secretary 

Office of Communications 
Executive Office of Mayor Muriel Bowser 

Main Office: 202-727-5011 
Cell: 202-309-2640 

susaua.castillo@dc goy 

* * * WEARE 
WASI-IINGTON 

http '//mayor de govl 

From: Nicholas Wu <nwu@politico.com> 

Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 4:43 PM 

To: Foster, LaToya (EOM) <latoya.foster@dc.gov>; Castillo, Susana (EOM) <susana.castillo@dc.gov> 

Subject: Officer Sicknick ruling 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jsh jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi LaToya and Susana, 

Hope you're doing well. I'm trying to get a copy ofthe medical examiner's ru ling on USCP Officer 

Sicknick's death but am having trouble getting in touch with someone there. Any chance either of 

you have a copy and can share? Thanks! 

Nicholas Wu 
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Congressional reporter, Politico 

Cell/Signal: 313-303-8142 I Email : owu@ooljtjco com 

@ nicholaswu12 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

Hi Nicholas, 

Castillo. Susana CEOMl 

Nicholas Wu 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; foster Lal oya IEOMl; Adams Chervle fOCMEl 
RE: Officer Sicknick ruling 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:49:01 PM 

jmageOOl png 

I'm adding Olivia and Cheryle. They will follow up with you shortly. 

Thanks, 

Susana 

Susana Castillo 
Press Secretary 

Office of Communications 
Executive Office of Mayor Muriel Bowser 

Main Office: 202-727-5011 
Cell: 202-309-2640 

susaua.castillo@dc goy 

* * * WEARE 
WASI-IINGTON 

http '//mayor de govl 

From: Nicholas Wu <nwu@politico.com> 

Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 4:43 PM 

To: Foster, LaToya (EOM) <latoya.foster@dc.gov>; Castillo, Susana (EOM) <susana.castillo@dc.gov> 

Subject: Officer Sicknick ruling 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob jsh jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi LaToya and Susana, 

Hope you're doing well. I'm trying to get a copy ofthe medical examiner's ru ling on USCP Officer 

Sicknick's death but am having trouble getting in touch with someone there. Any chance either of 

you have a copy and can share? Thanks! 

Nicholas Wu 
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Congressional reporter, Politico 

Cell/Signal: 313-303-8142 I Email : owu@ooljtjco com 

@ nicholaswu12 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Cheryle, 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Cheryle <OCMEl 
RE: Public Safety and Justice Cluster Meeting 
Tuesday, March 16, 2021 9:44: 11 AM 

OCME-PSJ Cluster Meeting Talking Points - RKA - 3.15.2021.docx 

Here are three thoughts from my domain. 

f/Sga :?Uam.s 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M : 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc eov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

ot herwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2021 2:20PM 
To: Tolliver, Samantha (OCME); Betts, Elizabeth S. (OCME); Beebe-Aryee, Jenna (OCME); Francis, Anna 
(OCME); Coleman, Michael (OCME); Davenport, Terencia (OCME); Love, Jennifer (OCME); Lassiter, 
Kimberly (OCME); Norman, Anthony (OCFO); Lyles, Denise (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME); Raso, 
Stephen (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Public Safety and Justice Cluster Meeting 

Good morning to all, 

The Public Safety and Justice Cluster meeting is scheduled for Thursday, March 25, 2021 at 
lO:OOam. I am contacting you to request talking points providing pertinent information 
that Dr. Diaz will highlight during this meeting. Please use the attached talking point 
template to provide the information. Please submit this information by close of business on 
Monday, March 22, 2021 before 12:00pm and let me know if you should have any 
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questions. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Cheryle <OCMEl 
RE: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 
Friday, February 5, 2021 3 :41:09 I"M 

Thanks for keeping me in the loop. 

{6,ga :JUO?n.f 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February OS, 2021 2:40PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: FYI: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

Rodney, 

I forgot to include you on this email. Here is Mr . Rask's response. As you are aware, we 
have not released any information. Please Let me know if you should have any questions. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01.iej Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
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Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.goy. 

From: Thomas Rask [mailto:tom@rask.com] 
Sent: Friday, February OS, 2021 2:12PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

CAUTION: This ernail originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to ob jsbjog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Ms. Adams, 

Thanks for your prompt response. Your detailed answer closes my request. 

However, I want to draw you attention to what CNN and others are reporting (~), namely 
that "according to one law enforcement official, medical examiners did not find signs that the 
officer sustained any blunt force trauma." Thus OCME records are apparently selectively 
being leaked for no apparent investigation-furthering purpose. 

If that is true (and I want to emphasize "if' because not everything reported is true), then such 
behavior by law enforcement officials in the US Attorney's office does not increase the 
public's trust in government. I know they are an agency separate from yours, but I still wanted 
to make that point about trust to you. 

One final question: once the investigation is over, is the US Attomey's office legally 
authorized and likely to release the autopsy report and other OCME records in this case? It is 
of great public interest whether this poor man died of causes related or unrelated to his work 
on January 6th. 

Thanks in advance and have a great weekend. 

Tom Rask 

On Fri, Feb 5, 2021 at 1 :55 PM Adams, Cheryle ( OCME) <cher:yle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good afternoon Mr. Rask, 
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Thank you for your message. To make a formal Freedom of huormation Act (FOIA) 
request, please use the DC FOIA portal (h ttps-j/ foia-dc goy/). 

After the request churns its way through the FOIA process, you are likely to be 
disappointed in the response. Public access to medical examiner records varies 
considerably from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. In the District of Columbia, DC Code 5-
1412 maintains the confidentiality of the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) 
case files. The consistent interpretation of DC Code 5-1412 over the years, particularly in 
light of the US Supreme Court's decision in National Archives and Records Admin v 
Fayisb, 541 US 157 (2004), has been that an OCME case file is only released to the next of 
kin, to law enforcement, or to the Mayor unless a court orders otherwise. In FOIA terms, 
the confidentiality of personal information falls under exceptions 5 USC 552(a)(6) and DC 
Code 2-534(a)(2). This approach is consistent with OCME's mission to support the 
families of decedents. 

We appreciate your interest in OCME's work, and we wish you all the best. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
OffirP: 202 n9R-900R 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus)~please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Tom Rask [mailto:tom@rask.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 5, 2021 9:41 AM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

un less you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email js suspicious, 
please forward to pbjshjn~@dq~oy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center {SOC). 

This is a public records request. 

My request is for a copy ofyour agency's examination of the body of Capitol Hill Police 
Officer Brian Sicknjck. 

Regards, 
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Tom Rask 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

fields Beyerly I OCMEl 
RE: Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

Monday, April 5, 2021 1:49:22 PM 

News to me. I am not aware of Judicial Watch filing a lawsuit against the D istrict. I t is appealing 
the denial of its FOl t\ request to the Mayor's Office. 

f>ga:JUams 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dqmy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or ent ity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged. confidential. or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April 05, 2021 1:38 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FYI: Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

Good afternoon Rodney, 

Please see the email below regarding the above-mentioned subject. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
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Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.goy. 

From: Ashley Kim [mailto:akim@mrc.org] 
Sent: Monday, April OS, 2021 1:36PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to oh jshjng@dq~oy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Ashley Kim, I am a reporter for CNS News, and I had a question regarding the 
Judicial Watch lawsuit against the Government of the District of Columbia. 

My question is: For what reason is the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner withholding the 
autopsy rep on of Officer Brian Sicknick? 

We will print your response in full. 

Thank you very much, 
Ashley Kim 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
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to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

f&a :?l&rm.r 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Djaz f@odsco COCME> 
Adams Chervle COCME): Melds Beverly COCME> 
RE: Request for Comment 

Thursday, April 8, 20211:32:43 PM 

Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee. you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 1:29 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Request for Comment 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the C:hiefMedi cal Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-9101 1 
Email: sayem fripp@dc goy !Web: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Zack Stieber <zack.stieher@epochtimes.nyc> 
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Date: April 8, 2021 at 1:27:16 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
Subject: Request for Comment 

CAUTION: This email originat ed from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links o r open 
at tachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Securi ty 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Good day hope you are doing well. 

Do you all have a comment on this? https"Uwww judicialwatch org/press
releases/brian-sjcknjck/ 

Thanks, 
Zack Stieber 
The Epoch Times 
917-509-1875 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Cheryle, 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Cheryle <OCMEl 
RE: THANK YOU: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 
Thursdey, April S, 2021 1:30:19 I'M 

Thanks for the message. The request is seeking any emails as to the drafting, timing, etc. for the 
press release with anyone (theMEs, the Mayor's office et al.), so I'd be grateful if you'd be over
inclusive. 

&a:J&um.,. 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 1:27PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: FYI: THANK YOU: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Rodney, 

1 have reviewed my Outlook and the only email or any additional correspondence 
pertaining to Mr. Marshall's request is the email thread regarding time frame. Please let 
me know if you should have any additional questions. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 
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Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iej Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chiet Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 
From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:50 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: THANK YOU: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iej Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams(H?dc.goy 
Web: www ocme.dc goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.goy. 
From: Adams, Kodney (OCMt) 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:49 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

I'll handle him. I'm not sure that he can tell us apart. 
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tf>ga:JUa-m.$ 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for t he Dist rict of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.goy 

.. 

·@0~. ' • • 
. -. ·. 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may cont ain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:48 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: FYI: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon Rodney, 

I wanted to confer with you before replying to Bill Marshall as the 1·esponse sent yesterday 
does not constitute a rejection to his appeal. Please let me know if l should answer or 
should you follow up? 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 0 1iej Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6u1 Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-91 01 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocrne dc.gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
- --
From: Bill Marshall [mailto:BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ph jsh im~@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply constitute a rejection of the appeal I submitted yesterday to the DC Government 

following the earlier rejection of my Freedom of Information Act request seeking: "All records, 

including but not limited to autopsy report s, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' electronic communications, related to the death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Cap itol Police Officer 

Brian Sicknick and its related investigation."? 

Respectfully, 

William F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicial Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bill Marshal l <BMarsbaii@JUDICIALWATCH ORG> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oljyja.dedner@dc.goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beyerly.fjelds@dc.goy>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dc fNV> 

Subject: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
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information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

I 
For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Diaz. Francisco (OCME) 

Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Qedner O!jyja IEOMl 
RE: TIME SENSmVE/ FINAL DRAFT: Cause and Manner for USCI" Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April 19, 2021 3:10:07 PM 

jmage002 png 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 
F ra ncisco.d iaz@dc.gov 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 1:37 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: TIME SENSmVE/FINAL DRAFT: Cause and Manner for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Otief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
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Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 1:28PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FINAL DRAFT: Cause and Manner for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling l-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Breland. Sasha COCME) 
Wood Rebecca COCMEl 
RE: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sic.knic.k -Wor.ker"s Comp Claim 
Wednesday, January 271 2021 2:39:01 f'M 
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Also I am not the decedent's primary care physician ... 

Sasfia r.Bre{and', :M.1J. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasba.bre land @dc.BOV 

From: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 2:35PM 
To: Breland, sasha (OCME) 
Subject: FW: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Comp Claim 

Dr. Breland, 
Does this come to you or to Medical Records? 21-00132. 

Thanks! 

Rebecca Wood, D-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca . Wood@dc.~ov 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698-9103 (.F) 

From: Queen, Destinee T. [mailto:Destjnee,Queen@uscp,gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 202111:54 AM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Comp Claim 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pfi lshlngclildc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
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Hello Rebecca, 

Thank you for ret urn ing my cal l today. Attached is t he claim fo rm ment ioned that needs to be 

comp leted by t he medical examiner for Brian Sicknick. I had to attach t he entire cla im form, however 

the medical office should only complete page 2 of t he form. I truly appreciate your assistance in this 

matter. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Destinee Queen 
Worker's Compensation Specialist I U.S. Capitol Police 
Office of Human Resources 
499 South Capitol St. 7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20003 
t : 202-963-8771 
~: Destinee.Oueeo@uscp.goy 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Breland. Sasha COCME) 
Wood Rebecca COCMEl 
RE: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sic.knic.k -Wor.ker"s Comp Claim 
Wednesday, January 271 2021 2:37:51 f'M 
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I don't think we are responsible or capable of completing this form as it should be completed by 

NOK ... You can forward to Medical Records to confirm. 

Sasna 'Bre{an£, :M.V. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Ch ief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.bre land@dc.goy 

From: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 2:35PM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: FW: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Comp Claim 

Dr. Breland, 

Does this come to you or to Medica l Records? 21-00132. 

Thanks! 

Rebecca Wood, D-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca. Wood@dc.gov 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Queen, Destinee T. [mailto:Destjnee.Queen@uscp,oov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 11 :54 AM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Camp Claim 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
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I please forwa rd to pbish!og@dc.gay for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello Rebecca, 

Thank you for return ing my cal l today. Attached is the claim fo rm ment ioned that needs to be 

comp leted by the medical examiner for Brian Sicknick. I had to attach t he entire cla im form, however 

the medical office should only complete page 2 of the form. I truly appreciate your assistance in this 

matter. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Destinee Queen 
Worker's Compensation Specialist I U.S. Capitol Police 
Office of Human Resources 
499 South Capitol St. 7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20003 
t : 202-963-8771 
~: Destinee.Queen@uscp.gov 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Wood. Rebecca IOCMEl 
Breland Sasba COCMEl 
RE: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sic.knick -Worker"s Comp Claim 
Wed nesday, January 271 2021 2:46 : 14 I"M 
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I think because page two speaks to cause of death that's why they sent it to us. 

Rebecca Wood, D-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
40 1 E. Street SW Wash ington, DC 20024 

Rebecca.Wood@dc.~v 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 2:39 PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: RE: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Comp Claim 

Also I am not the decedent 's primary care physician ... 

Sasfia 'Bre{and; Jvl.V. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washmgton DC 20024 

Phone: 202-G98-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sash a. breI and@ d c. goy 

From: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 2:35 PM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: FW: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Comp Claim 

Dr. Breland, 
Does this come to you or to Medical Records? 21-00132. 

Thanks! 

Rebecca Wood, 0 -ABMDI 
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Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Ch ief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
40 l E. Street sw Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca. Wood@dc.gov 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329- 90 1 9 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Queen, Destinee T. [mailto:Destjnee.Queen@uscp.oov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 11:54 AM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject : US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker's Comp Claim 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjsh jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello Rebecca, 

Thank you for ret urn ing my cal l today. Attached is the cla im fo rm ment ioned that needs to be 

comp leted by t he medical examiner for Brian Sicknick. I had to attach the enti re cla im form, however 

the medical office should only complete page 2 of t he form. I truly appreciat e your assistance in this 

matter. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Destinee Queen 
Worker's Compensation Specialist I U.S. Capitol Police 
Office of Human Resources 
499 South Capitol St. 7th Floor 
Washington, DC 20003 
• : 202-963-8771 
~: Destinee.Queen@uscp.gov 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Dat e : 

Attachments: 

Scarpelli. Anthony CUSADC) 

Djaz f @odsco (OCMEl ; Palmertree Rjley M CWFl CFBil 

Breland Sasba COCMEl ; Light Gilead CUSADCl 
RE: [EXTERNAL EMAIL) - RE: Additional Medical Records 

Friday, March 26, 202110:50:38 AM 

jmageOOl png 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to ph ishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hello Dr. Breland and Dr. Diaz, 

We are just making sure you have these medical records. 

Thank you. 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.diaz@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, March 24, 2021 2:08PM 

To: Palmertree, Riley M. (WF) (FBI) <rmpalmertree@fbi.gov> 

Cc: Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha.breland@dc.gov>; Scarpelli, Anthony (USADC) 

<ASca rpelli@ usa .doj .gov> 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - RE: Additional Medical Records 

I can . 

Dr. Breland is out for the day. 

Let me know what number to ca ll. 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 

Washington, oc. 
Era nc jsco djaz@dc gov 

From: Palmertree, Riley M. (WF) (FBI) [mailto:rmpalmertree@fbi.goy] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 24, 20211:52 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Breland, Sasha (OCME); Anthooy.Scarpelli@usdoj.goy 
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Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL]- RE: Additional Medical Records 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to phishing@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dr. Diaz and Dr. Breland, 

Do either/both of you have a moment for a quick cal1 today? 

Riley 

On Mar 23, 2021 9:37AM, "Diaz, Francisco (OCME)" <francisco diaz@dc goy> wrote: 
Thank you, received! 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco djaz@dc €OY 

From: Scarpelli, Anthony (USAOC) [mailto:Anthony.Scarpell j@usdQj.gov] 
Sent: Tut:!>doy, Marct1 23, 2021 9:26 AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Breland, Sasha (OCME); Light, Gilead (USADC); Palmertree, Riley M. (WF) (FBI) 
Subject: Re: Additional Medical Records 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to phishjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

He is the call in for Friday, March 26, 2021 , at 9:00a.m.: 

844-867-6280 
Access· 091141 

On Mar 23, 2021 , at 8:58AM, Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco djaz@dc goy> wrote: 
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Agreed 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medica l Examiner 

Office of the Ch ief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco.diaz@dc.gov 

<jmage001.pnq > 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2021 7:29AM 
To: Scarpelli, Anthony (USADC) 
Cc: Light, Gilead (USADC); Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Palmertree, Riley M. (WF) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: Additional Medical Records 

9:00am works best for me. 

Sasfia 13re{and; :Jvl.V. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief M edica l Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sash a. brei and @dc.gov 

From: Scarpelli, Anthony (USADC) [mailto:Anthony.Scaroelli@usdoj .gov] 
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2021 6:01 PM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OC:ME) 
Cc: Light, Gilead (USADC); Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Palmertree, Riley M. (WF) (FBI) 
Subject: Re: Additional Medical Records 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content fs safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjne@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon Dr. Breland and Dr. Diaz, 

Do you have time for a quick cal l Friday? How about either 9:00 or 4:00? 

Thank you. 
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On Mar II , 202 1, at 7:21AM, Breland, Sasba (OCME) <sasba breland@dc gov> 
wrote: 

Received ... thank you 

Saslia 'Bre{anc[, :M.V. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Off1ce of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.breland@dc.gov 

From: Light, Gilead (USADC) [mailto:Gjlead.Ught@usdoj.goy] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2021 1:04PM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Palmertree, Riley M. (WF) (FBI); Scarpelli, 
Anthony (USADC) 
Subject: Additional Medical Records 

f AunO'N This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 

hnks or open attachments unless you recogmze the sender and know that the 
1content is safe. If you believe that this email is susp1c1ous, please forward to 

phjshmg@dc goy for additional analySIS by OCTO Se<;urity Operations Center (SOC). 
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This is a secure message. 

Click here by 2021 -03-1 9 18:08 UTC to read your message. 
After that, open the attachment. 

More Info 
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From: Woodall. Hunter 
To: Adams Cbery!e IOCMEl 
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] FOLLOW UP: Media request from the Star Tribune 
D ote: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 11:21:00 AM 

Attachments: imageOOl.ong 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you! 

All the best, 
Hunter Woodall 
Washington repmter for The Minneapolis Star Tribuoe 
Email: hunter woodall@startribune com 
Phone: 703-963-2812 
Twitter: @htmte1mw 

~ StarTribune 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 202110:20 AM 

To: Woodall, Hunter <hunter.woodal l@startribune.com> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] FOLLOW UP: Media request from the Star Tribune 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued 
determinations on April? as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death - Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20 PM: Officer Brian Sickoick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U .5. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sic knick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 
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As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unjntentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death resuJ ts from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death js hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermrned: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cbery!e adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

CAUTION: This email originated trom outside ot the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to ohjshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning, 

My name is Hunter Woodall and I'm a Washington reporter for The Minneapolis Star Tribune. I was 
just hoping to be sent any details or information the office provided to media this week regarding the 
death of U.S. Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick. Thanks for your help! 

All the best, 
Hunter Woodall 
Washington reporter for The Minneapolis Star Tribune 
Email: hunter woodall@startrjbune com 
Phone: 703-963-2812 
Twitter: @Jmntermw 
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~ StarTribune 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Elise Cartmill 
"Adams Cheryle COCMEl" 
RE: [EXT] Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
Monday, April 19, 2021 4:59:20 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thanks Cheryle, 

Is t he Chief Medica l Examiner ava ilable for any interviews th is afternoon? We can do it via Skype 

or Zoom. 

Thanks, 

Elise 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 20214:20 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCM E) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM } <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject; [EXT] Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Sinclair. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed tirneline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 
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As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person 's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, inc luding 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetennined: Used when there is insuffic ient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Elise Cartmill 
To: "Adams Cheryle COCMEl" 
Subject: RE: [EXT] FOLLOW UP: WJLA/ABC 7 News on Officer Brian Sicknick Follow-Up 
Dote: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 10:55:05 AM 

Attachments: image002.ong 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you very much! 

Elise 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 9:35AM 

To: Elise Cartmi ll <ecartmill@sbgtv.com> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: [EXT) FOLLOW UP: WJLA/ABC 7 News on Officer Brian Sicknick Follow-Up 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Sinclair. Do not click links or 
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Good morning Elise, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Chery1e 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams(Wdc gov 
Web: www ocme.dc.gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Elise Cartmill [mailto:ecartmill@sbgtv.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 20211:11 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: WJLA/ ABC 7 News on Officer Brian Sicknick Follow-Up 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to ph!ShiDg@dc.tNY for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thank you for taking my phone call a litt le wh ile ago, I should have done a better job of introducing 

myself. I'm t he new Assignment Manager for WJLA/ ABC 7 News. I started back in mid - August, so, 

still j ust meeting people. 

I wanted to check in and see if t here is a cause of death for Officer Brian David Sicknick. 

Also, if t here is not yet, add us to t he list to be not ified of cause of death when it is released. 

Thank you so much for you time, 

Elise Cartmill, Assignment Manager 

Office : (703} 236-9489 

Mobile : (571} 289-6353 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

yes 

Lyles. Denise (OCMEl 
Breland Sasba COCME) 
RE: ePCR* **CONFIDENTIAL/HIPAA protected info 
Friday, January 8, 2021 2:16:53 PM 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 20211:59 PM 
To: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Subject: FW: ePCR***CONFIDENTIAL/HIPAA protected info 

Can you drop this in the fi le for 21-00132? 

Thanks! 

Sasfia 'Bre{and; 2v1.1J. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone : 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.bre land @dc.gov 

From: Mitchell, Roger (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 20211:57 PM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: Fw: ePCR***CONFIDENTIAL/HIPAA protected info 

FYI 

Roger A. Mitchell Jr. MD 
Interim Deputy Mayor for Public Safety and Justice 
Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of tJ1e Chief Medical Examiner 
Washington DC 
202-329-9001 

From: Mauro, Amy (FEMS) <Amy Mauro@dc goy> 

Sent: Friday, January 8, 20211:49 PM 

To: Mitchell, Roger (OCME) <ro€er mjtchell@dc €OY> 

Cc: Gi l, Helder (EOM) <belder €il@dc €OY>; Donnelly, John (FEMS) <john donnelly@dc €OY>; 

Douglas, Milton Jr. (FEMS) <milton douglas@dc gov> 

Subject: ePCR** *CONFIDENTIAL/HIPAA protected info 

Here is the full e lectronic pati ent ca re report, being sha red under the law enforcement/investigative 
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exceptions under HIPAA. 

Amy C. Mauro, Esq. 
Chief of Staff, FEMS 
(202) 715-7351 

From: Holman, Robert (FEMS) <robert holman@dc goy> 

Sent: Friday, January 8, 20211:38 PM 

To: Mauro, Amy (FEMS) <Amy Mauro@dc goy> 

Subject: FW: Attached Image 

As requested. 

Robert P. Holman, M.D. 

Medical Director 

D.C. F.E.M.S. 

2000 14th Street, NW 

Washington, D.C. 20009 
202-715-2856 Office 

202-658-9158 Cel l 

robert.holmao ciDdc goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronavims de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

done 

Lyles. Denise (OCMEl 
Breland Sasba COCME) 
RE: ePCR* **CONFIDENTIAL/HIPAA protected info 
Friday, January 8, 2021 2:18:34 PM 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 20211:59 PM 
To: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Subject: FW: ePCR***CONFIDENTIAL/HIPAA protected info 

Can you drop this in the fi le for 21-00132? 

Thanks! 

Sasfia 'Bre{and; 2v1.1J. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone : 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.bre land @dc.gov 

From: Mitchell, Roger (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 20211:57 PM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: Fw: ePCR***CONFIDENTIAL/HIPAA protected info 

FYI 

Roger A. Mitchell Jr. MD 
Interim Deputy Mayor for Public Safety and Justice 
Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of tJ1e Chief Medical Examiner 
Washington DC 
202-329-9001 

From: Mauro, Amy (FEMS) <Amy Mauro@dc goy> 

Sent: Friday, January 8, 20211:49 PM 

To: Mitchell, Roger (OCME) <ro€er mjtchell@dc €OY> 

Cc: Gi l, Helder (EOM) <belder €il@dc €OY>; Donnelly, John (FEMS) <john donnelly@dc €OY>; 

Douglas, Milton Jr. (FEMS) <milton douglas@dc gov> 

Subject: ePCR** *CONFIDENTIAL/HIPAA protected info 

Here is the full e lectronic pati ent ca re report, being sha red under the law enforcement/investigative 
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exceptions under HIPAA. 

Amy C. Mauro, Esq. 
Chief of Staff, FEMS 
(202) 715-7351 

From: Holman, Robert (FEMS) <robert holman@dc goy> 

Sent: Friday, January 8, 20211:38 PM 

To: Mauro, Amy (FEMS) <Amy Mauro@dc goy> 

Subject: FW: Attached Image 

As requested. 

Robert P. Holman, M.D. 

Medical Director 

D.C. F.E.M.S. 

2000 14th Street, NW 

Washington, D.C. 20009 
202-715-2856 Office 

202-658-9158 Cel l 

robert.holmao ciDdc goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronavims de goy. 
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From: Fields Broadbent. Leigh COCMEl 
To: Lvles Qenjse COCME); John Breen Johnson COCMEl : Katherine Kjm COCMEl : Kurash Lalynn COCMEl; WQQd. 

Rebecca COCMEl ; Ware-Murre!! Tiffany COCMEl ; Petrasek MarvBetb COCMEl 
Subject: RE: endorsements 

Date: Saturday, January 9, 2021 12:19:47 AM 

Please see below ... 

LdgV1 FLelcls "B.I'o£;Jdbev-t, "PA-C. 

Med~coLeg£;Jll v-ves.t~g£;Jtol' 

offi-ce of tV1e C.V1Lef MecltcaL cX.£;JVV~.Lv-tl' 
4-01. 6 Stl'eet, s w 
was.V1Lv-gtov-, "DC. 20024-
Matv- #: (202) h.Jg-.Jooo 
Dtn:ct #: (202) G.Jg-3021. 
cVV~.CiLl addl'ess: LetgV1 .~eLds.~:woC~dbev-t@dc.gw 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 4:43 PM 
To: John Breen Johnson (OCME); Fields Broadbent, Leigh (OCME); Katherine Kim (OCME); Kurash, 
Lalynn (OCME); Wood, Rebecca (OCME); Ware-Murrell, Tiffany (OCME); Petrasek/ MaryBeth (OCME) 
Subject: endorsements 

Covid Cases: 

21-00132 Capitol Police Office- I have been unable to speak with mother, I am 
waiting for the Family liaison contact name & number to reach out, Officer Collier is 
obtaining that info, if someone calls, we need to establish kinship, funeral home name & 
number, the Officer will have a police escort when release so please call me when/if contact is 
made to our office. - No calls received 

Denise Lyles, PA , 0-ABMDI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigat ions 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-ma in number, Option #1 

202-698-9103-fax 
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Oenjse.lyles@dc goy 

DC* 
.gov 

* * 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayjrus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Good morning, 

Breland. Sasha (OCME) 
Light Gilead (USAOC) 
RE: meeting 
Friday, February 12, 2021 5:55: 13 AM 

Unfortunately 2 pm does not work ... Can you do 11:30 am or 12 pm? If not we can reschedule for 

Monday or Tuesday ... 

Sasfia 'Bre{anc[, Jvl.1J. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Ch ief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.bre land @dc.gov 

From: Light, Gilead (USAOC) [mailto:Gilead.Light@usdoj.gov] 
Sent: ThurSday, February 11, 2021 9:11 AM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: RE: meeting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to objshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dr. Breland, any chance we can move th is back an hour to 2:00? Let me know, t hanks. 

Gil 

From: Breland, Sash a (OCME) <sasba.breland@dc goy> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2021 7:55AM 

To: Light, Gi lead (USADC) <Glight @usa.doi.goy> 

Subject: RE: meeting 

Phone works for me ... 

Sasfia 'Brc{and', :M. 'D. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Ch ief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 
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Mobi le: 202-329-9020 

sash a. b re Ia nd@ d c. goy 

From: Light, Gilead (USADC) [majlto:Gilead.Light@usdQj.goy] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2021 7:45 AM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: Re: meeting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to objsbjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hel lo Dr. Breland, 

1:00 will be f ine. Would you like to do t his by phone or is in person better? 

Gil 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 10, 2021, at 7:26AM, Breland, Sasha {OCME) <sasha breland@dc goy> wrote: 

Good morning Mr. Light, 

I am fol lowing up to schedule the meeting to discuss case 21-00132. Does Friday 

(2/12/21) at 1 pm work for you? 

~Dr. Breland 

Saslia 'Bre{anc{, Jvl.V . 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief M edical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Wash ington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobi le: 202-329-9020 

sash a. brei and @de. goy 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Light. Gilead (USADC) 
Breland Sasha COCME) 
RE: meeting 
Thursdey, Februery 11, 2021 9: 11:32 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dr. Breland, any chance we can move this back an hour to 2:00? Let me know, thanks. 

Gil 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha.breland@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2021 7:55AM 

To: Light, Gi lead (USADC) <Glight@usa.doj.gov> 

Subject: RE: meeting 

Phone works for me ... 

Saslia 'Bre{and", Jvt..'D. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Ch ief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone : 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.breland @de. goy 

From: Light, Gilead (USADC) [mailto:Gilead.Light@usdQj.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2021 7:45 AM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: Re: meeting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe . If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pb jshjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello Dr. Breland, 

1:00 will be fine. Would you like t o do t his by phone or is in person better? 

Gi l 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 10, 2021, at 7:26AM, Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha.bre land @dc goy> wrote: 
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Good morning Mr. Light, 

I am fol lowing up to schedule t he meeting to discuss case 21-00132. Does Friday 

(2/12/21) at 1 pm work for you? 

~Dr. Breland 

Sasfia 'Bre[and, :Jvl.V. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medica l Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

M obi le: 202-329-9020 

sash a. brei a od @dc.gov 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Breland. Sasha (OCME) 
Light Gilead (USAOC) 
RE: meeting 
Wed nesday, February 10, 2021 7:55:04 AM 

Phone works for me ... 

Sasfia 'Bre{anc(, :Jvl.V. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washingt on DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasba.breland @de. goy 

From: Light, Gilead (USADC) [mailto:Gilead.Light@usdoj.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2021 7:45 AM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: Re: meeting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to obisbjog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello Dr. Breland, 

1:00 will be fine. Would you like to do this by phone or is in person better? 

Gi l 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 10, 2021, at 7:26AM, Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasba.breland @dc.gov> wrote: 

Good morning Mr. Light, 

I am following up to schedule the meeting to discuss case 21-00132. Does Friday 

(2/12/21) at 1 pm work for you? 

~Dr. Breland 

Sasfia 'Bre{anc(, :Jvl.'D. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief M edical Examiner 
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Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington[)( 70074 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobi le: 202-329-9020 

sash a. brei a nd @de. goy 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Breland. Sasha (OCME) 
Light Gilead (USAOC) 
RE: meeting 
Friday, Februa ry 12, 2021 8 :16:36 AM 

Ok ... l can be reached at 202-698-9082. 

Sasfia 'Bre{anc(, :Jvl.V. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.brelaod @de. goy 

From: Light, Gilead (USADC) [mailto:Gilead.Light@usdoj.gov] 
Sent: Friday/ February 121 2021 8:15AM 
To: Breland1 Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: Re: meeting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to obisb jog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

That's ok let's keep it at 1:00 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 12, 2021, at 5:55AM, Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha.breland@dc.gov> wrote: 

Good morning, 

Unfortunately 2 pm does not work ... Can you do 11:30 am or 12 pm? If not we can 

reschedule for Monday or Tuesday ... 

Saslia 'Bre{and', :Jvl.'D. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Wash ington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 
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Mobi le: 202-329-9020 

sash a. brei and @de. goy 

From: Light, Gilead (USADC) [mailto:Gilead.Light@usdoj.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2021 9: 11 AM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: RE: meeting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on lin ks or open 
at tachments unless you recognize the sender and know that t he content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to ohjsbing@dc goy for additiona l analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Dr. Breland, any chance we can move this back an hour to 2:00? Let me know, thanks. 

Gil 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha brelaod@dc !NY> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2021 7:55AM 

To: Light, Gilead (USADC) <GLigbtCcilusa.doj goy> 

Subject: RE: meeting 

Phone works for me ... 

Sasfia ;Brefand; Jvl.V. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Wash ington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

s<Jsh <J .b rci<J nd @dc.gov 

From: Light, Gilead (USADC) [mailto:Gjlead.Light@usdQj.goy] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2021 7:45 AM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: Re: meeting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phish jng@dc goy for additiona l analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hel lo Dr. Breland, 

1:00 will be f ine. Would you l ike to do t his by phone or is in person better? 

Gil 
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Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 10, 2021, at 7:26AM, Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha breland@dc ~ov> wrote: 

Good morning Mr. Light, 

I am following up to schedule the meeting to discuss case 21-00132. Does 

Friday (2/12/21) at 1 pm work for you? 

~Dr. Breland 

Sasfia 13re{an£, :Jvl.'D. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasba.bre land @dc.~oy 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Breland. Sasha COCMEl 

Tol!jyer Samantha fOCMEl 

Djaz f@ncisco {OCME); Rase. Stephen {QCME) 

Be: 21-00132 (TX21-0046) 
Thursday, January 14, 2021 9:49:01 PM 

Thank you and I will need everything quantitated as well ... 

Sent from my iPbone 

On Jan 14, 2021 , at 4:22 PM, Tolliver, Samantha (OCME) <samantha.tolliver@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Hi Dr. Breland, 

The preliminary results for the above referenced case are as follows: 
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New phone numbers arc listed below: 
Samantlia S. 'lo{{iver, Pli.'D., :N'RCC-TC 
Chief Toxicologist 
Fore11sic Toxicology Division 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street SW 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office (202) 698-9004 
Cell (202) 329-9004 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and 
more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Breland Sasha IOCME) 
Tolliver Samantha IOCMEl 

Subject: 
Ojaz Francisco IOCMEl ; Raso Steohen IOCMEl 
Be: 21-00132 (TX21-0046) 

Date: Friday, January 22, 2021 11:38:40 AM 

Please quantitate the substances found. 

Thank you, 
Dr. Breland 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 15, 2021, at 9:14AM, Tolliver, Samantha (OCME) <samantba.tolliver@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Good morning Dr. Brclru1d, 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2021 9:49PM 
To: Tolliver, Samantha (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Raso, Stephen (OCME) 
Subject: Re: 21-00132 (TX21-0046) 

Thank you and I wi ll need everything quantitated as well. .. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 14, 2021, at 4:22 PM, Toll iver, Samantha (OCME) <samantha toll jyer@dc goy> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Breland, 

The preliminary results for the above referenced case are as fo llows: 
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Next week the hospital urine will be screened. We' ll update you next week with any 
additional findings . 

New phone numbers are listed below: 

Samantfi.a S. 'lo[Civer, Pfi..V., :N'RCC-'lC 
Chief Toxicologist 
Forensic Toxicology Division 
Office oftl1e Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street SW 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office (202) 698-9004 
Cell (202) 329-9004 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC 
Govemment. Text INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street 
closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lyles. Denise (OCMEl 
Wood Rebecca COCMEl 
Re: 21-00132 

D ote: Saturday, January 9, 2021 7:24:32 I"M 

Thank you 

Sent from my iPbone 

Denise Lyles 

Supervisory Medicolegal Investigator 

DC Office of Chief Medical Examiner 
202 698 9003desk 
202 698 9000-main, option # 1 

On Jan 9, 2021 , at 17:06, Wood, R ebecca (OCME) < rebecca.wood@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Called ofc colliler as well as dgs and let them know. They wi ll set up on t he school st. 

side 

Rebecca Wood, D-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
40 I E. Sh-eet SW Washing ton, DC 20024 

Rebecca.Wood@dc.ggv 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202<~29-9019 (C) 
202-698-9103 (f) 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Saturday, January 09, 2021 4:28 PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Cc: Lassiter, Kimberly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: 21-00132 

Thanks, I would like to keep Kim in the loop and Officer Col lier. You can give them my 

cell so if there is a gli st since neither you or I am in tomorrow 

Sent from my i Phone 

Denise Lyles 

Supervisory Medicolegal Investigator 

DC Office of Chief Medica l Examiner 

202 698 9003desk 

202 698 9000-main, option #1 
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On Jan 9, 2021, at 16:24, Wood, Rebecca (OCM E) <rebecca.wood@dc goy> wrote: 

Scott W illiams, Demaine FH, 703-941-9428 said they plan on coming 

tomorrow but want to speak with t he other pa rties involved before giving 

us a time. I told him t o ca ll me back before I leave and we'll give him 

whatever appointment he wants. I' ll let you know when I hear back from 

him 

Rebecca Wood, D-ABMDJ 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca.Wood@dc.~oy 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-90 19 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Saturday, January 09, 2021 4:20 PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: Re: 21-00132 

Thanks can you reach out to see when they may consider picking him up 

Sent f rom my iPhone 

Denise Lyles 

Supervisory Medicolegal Investigator 

DC Office of Chief Medical Examiner 

202 698 9003desk 

202 698 9000-main, option #1 

On Jan 9, 2021, at 15:32, Wood, Rebecca (OCM E) 
«:rebecca .wood @dc.goy> w rote: 

Release has been approve w it h Demaine FH in Vi rgin ia 

Rebecca Wood, 0 -ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 
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Office of the Chief Medical Examiner , Forensic 
Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca.Wood@dc.g.ov 

202-698-9019 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 

202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 5:38PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: 21-00132 
Importance: High 

Rebecca 

See the RR, I told Officer Brockwell you will reach out 
to the mother Saturday morning, I provided your number 
so they would answer the phone, 

We need to establish kinship, funeral home, medical & 
soc ial history the usual 

Denise Lyles, PA , D - ABMDI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigations 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-main number, Option #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

Peojse.lyles@dc goy 

-~- -- -~. ;... ·~ .. ·. 
~..II I 

.. .... -.- .. 
·. . 

* * DC* .gov=: 

For the latest information on the District Government's 
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response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronayjms de gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Lyles. Denise (OCMEl 
Wood Rebecca COCMEl 
Lassjter Kimberly COCMEl 
Re: 21-00132 

Saturday, January 9, 2021 4:27:44 PM 

Thanks, I would like to keep Kim in the loop and Officer Collier. You can give them my cell 
so if there is a glist since neither you or I am in tomorrow 

Sent from my iPhone 
Denise Lyles 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigator 
DC Office of Chief Medical Examiner 
202 698 9003desk 
202 698 9000-main, option# 1 

On Jan 9, 2021 , at 16:24, Wood, Rebecca (OCME) <rebecca.wood@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Scott Williams, Demaine FH, 703-941-9428 said they plan on coming tomorrow but 

want to speak with the other parties involved before giving us a time. I told him to call 

me back before I leave and we'll give him whatever appointment he wants. I'll let you 

know when I hear back from him 

Rebecca Wood, D-ABMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of Lhe Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Lnvestigations 
40 I E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca Wood@dc gov 

202-69~-9019 (W) 

202<~29-9019 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Saturday, January 09, 2021 4:20PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: Re: 21-00132 

Thanks can you reach out to see when t hey may consider picking him up 

Sent from my iPhone 

Denise Lyles 

Supervisory Med icolegal Investigator 

DC Ottice ot Chiet Medica l Examiner 
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202 698 9003desk 

202 698 9000-main, opti on #1 

On Jan 9, 2021, at 15:32, Wood, Rebecca (OCME) <rebecca wood@dc goy> w rote: 

Release has been approve with Demaine FH in Virginia 

Rebecca Wood, 0 -ARMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, rorensic Investigations 
401 E. Street SW Washington , DC 20024 

Rebecca . Wood@dc.~oy 

202-698-90 19 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698-9 103 (F) 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 5:38 PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: 21-00132 
Importance: High 

Rebecca 

See the RR, I told Officer Brockwell you will reach out to the 
mother Saturday morning, I provided your number so they would 
answer the phone, 

We need to establish kinship, funeral home, medical & social history 
the usual 

Oenise Lyles, PA , 0-ABMOI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigations 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E St reet SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-main number, Opt ion #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

Denise.lyles@dc.goy 
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DC*** 
.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronayjms de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lyles. Denise (OCMEl 
Wood Rebecca COCMEl 
Re: 21-00132 

D ote: Saturday, January 9, 2021 4:20:20 I"M 

Thanks can you reach out to see when they may consider picking him up 

Sent from my iPhone 
Denise Lyles 

Supervisory Medicolegal Investigator 
DC Office of Chief Medical Examiner 
202 698 9003desk 
202 698 9000-main, option #1 

On Jan 9, 2021 , at 15 :32, Wood, Rebecca (OCME) <rebecca.wood@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Release has been approve with Demaine FH in Virginia 

Rebecca Wood, D-ARMDI 
Lead Forensic Investigator 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Investigations 
40 I E. Street SW Washington, DC 20024 

Rebecca. Wood@dc.gov 

202- 698-90 19 (W) 
202-329-9019 (C) 
202-698-9103 (F) 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 5:38PM 
To: Wood, Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: 21-00132 
Importance: High 

Rebecca 

See the RR, I told Officer Brockwell you will reach out to the mother Saturday 
morning, I provided your number so they would answer the phone, 

We need to establish kinship, funeral home, medical & social history the usual 

Denise Lyles, PA , 0 - ABMDI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigations 
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Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office of The Chief Med ical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 

Washington, LJ.C. :200:24 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-main number, Option #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

Denjse lyles@dc goy 

·H_.· -~·-· · =·-._·,_ . . ' 
~· · __ 

L ..e . -.-
. . . 

* * DC* .gov=: 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Breland. Sasha (OCMEl 
Fields Broadbent lejgh COCMEl 
Lyles penjse COCMEl 

Subject: Re: 21-00132 

Date: Friday, January 8, 2021 5:26:26 PM 

Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 8, 2021, at 5:06PM, Fields Broadbent, Leigb (OCME) 
<leigh. fieldsbroadbent@dc.gov> wrote: 

Evening ! 

Regard ing the above case, I contacted the lab at GWUH and was informed that we 

already have al l of their specimens. 

Thank you very much, 

LeLgh FLeL~s. E.roel~bevvt, PA-C 
MedLc.oLeg Cl L r vvves.tLg Cl to!" 
offi-ce of the CV!Lef Me~LwL sxavu.Lvvel" 
-t01. 5 street, sw 
WCls.V!Lvvgtovv, DC 2.002.4 

MaLvv #: (2.02.) b.!)g-.!)000 

DLrect # : (2.02.) b~g-~02.1. 

svu.aLl address.: LeLgV!.fLeLds.b!"oadbevvt@dc..gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-1 9 
(Coronavirus), please v isit coronayirus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Denise, 

Records. OCME COCMEl 
Lyles Denjse fOCMEl 
Breland Sasha fOCMEl ; Fields Broadbent Leigh fOCMEl 
Re: 21-00132 

Tuesday, February 2, 202112:06:08 PM 

Apologies for the delay on the response; the Records were scanned but have just now been 

placed in the e-case folder for 21-00132. 

-Andrew I Records 

Record Management Deptlrtment 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, S. W. 
Room 6070 
Washington, D.C. 20024 
202-698-9111 
OCMB.RECORDS@DC. GQV 

Confidentiality Notification: All messages, including attachments, sent from thrs address are 

for District Government business purposes only and should be considered confidential and 

privileged information intended for the sole use of the designated recipient(s). Any 

unauthorized forwarding or distribution of this information, without consent is prohibited. If 

you have received this message in error and yoJ are not the intended recipient, please notify 

the sender by reply mail and destroy this message and all copies of this message. 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) <denise.lyles@dc.gov> 
Sent: Monday, January 25, 202111:39 AM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme.records@dc.gov> 

Cc: Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha.breland@dc.gov>; Fields Broadbent, Leigh (OCME) 

<leigh .fieldsbroadbent(gldc.gov> 

Subject: FW: 21 00132 

Good morning Records 

Do you have the medical records hard copy for Case #2 1-00 132 ? Leigh told me she sent it 
upstairs 

Denise Lyles, PA, D- ABMDI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigations 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 
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202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-ma in number, Opt ion #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

l)enise.lylesCa)dc.gov 

* * DC* .gov=: 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 7:35 AM 
To: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Subject: RE: 21-00132 

I do not see anything in any of my mailboxes. 

Sasfia 'Bre{ancf, :M.'D. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 
sasba.breland @dc.gov 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2021 9:26AM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Cc: Wood, Rebecca (OCME); Petrasek, MaryBeth (OCME) 
Subject: 21-00132 

Dr. Breland 

Did you receive the bard copy of medical records for this case ? 

Denise Lyles, PA , D- ABMDI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigations 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Ottice ot The Chiet Medical Examiner 
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401 E Street SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-Ei98-9000-main number, Option #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

Denise lyles@dq;oy 

DC* 
.gov 

* * 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential.lnauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Brent Harris 
Breland Sasba COCME) 
Re: 21-132 draft: 
Monday, February 8, 2021 9 :38:36 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Sash a 
Would lla or 2p work? 
202-570-8514 or 202-687-5345 

Best, Brent 
Sent from my mobile device 

On Feb 8, 2021 , at 8:30AM, Breland, Sasba (OCME) <sasha.breland@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Good morning Brent, 
Let me know what is a good time to call and discuss ... also what's the best 
number to reach you? 

- Sasha 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 7, 2021, at 7:29PM, Brent Harris <bth@georgetown.edu> 
wrote: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. 
Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is 
suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by 
OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Sash a, 
Here is the draft for yow- rush case and a paper I found on the topic. Take 
a look and let me know your thoughts. 

Best, Brent 

Brent T. Harris, MD, PhD, FCAP 
Director of Neuropathology 
Associate Professor of Pathology and Neurology 
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Director, Georgetown Brain Bank 
Director, Histopathology and Tissue Shared Resource 
Georgetown University Medical Center 
4000 Reservoir Rd, NW 
Bldg D, Room 207 
Washington, DC 20057 

(Office) 202 687-5345 
(Lab) 202 687-4386 
(Fax) 202 687-7378 
bth@georgetown.edu 
Web Site: http -1/explore georgetown edu/peoplelbthl 

IMPORT ANT NOTICE REGARDING THIS ELECTRONIC MESSAGE 
This message is intended for the use of the person to whom it is addressed 
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and protected 
from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended 
recipient, your use of this message for any purpose is strictly prohibited. 
If you have received this communication in error, please delete the 
message and notify the sender so that we may correct our records. 
Electronic Mail is not secure, may not be read every day, and should not 
be used for urgent or sensitive issues. 
Thank you. 

<Basilar artery thrombosis after cervical injury 2010.pdf> 
<21 -00132 draft.doc> 
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From: Breland. Sasha (OCME) 
To: Brent Harrjs 
Subject: Re: 21-132 draft 
D ote: Monday, February 8, 2021 8:21:22 AM 

Good moming Brent, 
Let me know what is a good time to call and discuss ... also what's the best number to reach 
you? 

- Sasha 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 7, 2021, at 7:29PM, Brent Harris <bth@georgetown.edu> wrote: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is 
safe. If you believe that tb.is email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for 
additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Sash a, 
Here is the draft for your rush case and a paper I found on the topic. Take a look and 
Jet me know your thoughts. 

Best, Brent 

Brent T . Harris, MD, PhD, FCAP 
Director ofNeuropathology 
Associate Professor of Pathology and Neurology 
Director, Georgetown Brain Bank 
Director, Histopathology and Tissue Shared Resource 
Georgetown University Medical Center 
4000 Reservoir Rd, NW 
Bldg D, Room 207 
Washington, DC 20057 

(Office) 202 687-5345 
(Lab) 202 687-4386 
(Fax) 202 687-7378 
bth@georgetown.edu 
Web Site: htt;p'//explore georgetown.edu/people!bth/ 

IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING THlS ELECTRONIC MESSAGE This 
message is intended for the use of the person to whom it is addressed and may contain 
infonnation that is privileged, confidential, and protected fTom disclosure under 
applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, your use of this message for any 
purpose is strictly prob.ibited. If you have received tb.is communication in error, please 
delete the message and notify the sender so that we may correct our records. Electronic 
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Mail is not secure, may not be read every day, and should not be used for urgent or 
sensitive issues. 
Thank: you. 

<Basilar attery thrombosis after cervical injury 201 O.pdf> 
<21-00 132 draft. doc> 
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From: Breland. Sasha (OCME) 
To: Brent Harrjs 
Subject: Re: 21-132 draft 
D ote: Monday, February 8, 2021 9 :39: 10 AM 

11 am works ... 

Sent from my iPbone 

On Feb 8, 2021 , at 9:38AM, Brent Harris <bth@georgetown.edu> wrote: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links o r open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 

this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Sasba 
Would I 1 a or 2p work? 
202-570-8514 or 202-687-5345 

Best, Brent 
Sent from my mobile device 

On Feb 8, 2021 , at 8:30AM, Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
<sasha.breland@dc.gov> wrote: 

Good morning Brent, 
Let me know what is a good time to call and discuss ... also what's the 
best number to reach you? 

- Sasba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 7, 2021 , at 7:29PM, Brent Harris 
<bth@georgetown.edu> wrote: 

CAUTION: Tills email originated from outside of the DC 
Govemment. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is 
safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by 
OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
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Sash a, 
Here is the draft for your msh case and a paper I found on 
the topic. Take a look and let me know your thoughts. 

Best, Brent 

Brent T. Harris, MD, PhD, FCAP 
Director of Neuropathology 
Associate Professor of Pathology and Neurology 
Director, Georgetown Brain Bank 
Director, Histopathology and Tissue Shared Resource 
Georgetown University Medical Center 
4000 Reservoir Rd, NW 
Bldg D, Room 207 
Washington, DC 20057 

(Office) 202 687-5345 
(Lab) 202 687-4386 
(Fax) 202 687-7378 
bth@georgetown.edu 
Web Site: bttp)/exp lore georgetown edu/people/bth/ 

IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING THIS 
ELECTRONIC MESSAGE This message is intended for the 
use of the person to whom it is addressed and may contain 
information that is privileged, confidential, and protected 
from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the 
intended recipient, your use of this message for any purpose 
is strictly prol1ibited. If you have received this 
communication in error, please delete the message and notify 
the sender so that we may correct our records. Electronic 
Mail is not secure, may not be read every day, and should 
not be used for urgent or sensitive issues. 
Thank you. 

<Basilar artery thrombosis after cervical injury 
2010.pdf> 
<21-00 13 2 draft doc> 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Claudia Grisales 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Re: Brian Sicknick ME report? 
Wed nesday, March 31 2021 7:22 :02 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Good rnoming Cheryle, 

Hope you are well. Hoping to follow up on this today. Darrell Pressley sent me your way. Can 
ring you later as well in case that's easier. 

Best, 

Clauclia Grisales 
Congressional Reporter 
NPR 
Ill I North Capitol Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
(202) 845-3980 cell 

On Mar 2, 2021 , at 12:31 PM, Claudia Grisales <CGrisales@npr.org> wrote: 

Can I get t he latest st atus on this, saw MPD Chief Contee say t he ME report for Sicknick 

is pending, and reports t hat t his could take 90 days to complete, possible to confirm? 

Also, how do I go about requesting to get this report for Brian Sickn ick once it's ready? 

Claudia Grisa les 

Congressiona l Reporter 

NPR 
(202) 845-3980 cel l 

(202)-513-2263 Senate boot h 

Twitter: @cgrisa les 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Thank you 

Branson. Joshua CMPO) 
Breland Sasha COCME> 
Re: Brian Sicknick 
Monday, April 19, 2021 3:31:34 f'M 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Apr 19, 2021, at 3:30PM, Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha.breland@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 

> Good afternoon Det. Branson, 
> 
> The cause and death for Mr. Sicknick (OCME case 21-00 132) were certified as the following this afternoon: 
> 

> - COD: Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar artery thrombosis 
> -MOD: Natural 
> 
> This information was conveyed to the decedent's mother and girlfriend earlier this afternoon. 
> 
> - Dr. Breland 
> 
> Sasha Breland, M.D. 
> Deputy Medical Examiner 
> Oftlce of The Chief Medical Examiner 
> Government of the District of Cohunbia 
> 401 E Street SW 
> Washington DC 20024 
> Phone: 202-698-9082 
> Mobile: 202-329-9020 
> sasha.breland@dc.gov 
> 
> -----o ,;ginal Message-----

> From: Branson, Joshua (MPD) 
> Sent: Monday, Aprill9, 2021 2:28PM 
> To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
> Subject: Brian Sicknick 

> 
> Good afternoon Dr. Breland, have y'all ruled on the Sicknick case yet? TI1e FBI just called me saying the family 
received a call from the OCME stating that his death was ruled a natural. 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333 . Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
> 
> 
> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333 . Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to frieJJds, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we cau save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Watts. lindsay 

Dedner Oljyja IEOM) 

Adams Chervle IOCME): Lambert Eyan; Belds Beverly IOCME> 
Subject: Re: Can you confirm? 

Date: Monday, April19, 2021 5:03:29 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thanks. I thought I was on your press list because I've been asking about this one for so long. 
I got the release on tbe other riot deaths. 

Lindsay 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 19, 2021 , at 4:57PM, Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Hi Lindsay --- Here's the statement shared by the OCME. 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil 
insurrection at the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five 
individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. 
Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April 7 as to the cause 
and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to 

acute basilar artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed tjmeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a 
chemical substance outside the U .5. CapitoL 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. 
Capitol and is transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical 
Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o A pproximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospitaL 
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Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of 
death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the 
medical disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's 
death. The "manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a 
person's death and falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, 
sudden, and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by 
another, including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. lf death is hastened by 
an injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign 

another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and 
manner investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

Olivia Walton Dedner 
Office: 202-724-5543 
Cell: 202-340-7692 

From: Watts, Lindsay <Lindsay.Watts@FOX.COM> 

Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 4:55 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCMC) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly.f ields@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Can you conf irm? 

CAUTION: This ema il originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 

this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi if you replied to this I did not get it! 

~ent from my iPhone 

On Apr 19, 2021, at 3:53 PM, Watts, Lindsay <Lindsay.Watts@fox.com> 

wrote: 

Capitol Police officer Brian D. Sicknick suffered two 
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strokes and died of natural causes a day after he 
confronted rioters at the Jan. 6 insurrection, the 
District's chief medical examiner has ruled. 

Thanks, 

Lindsay Watts 
FoxsDC 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 7, 2021, at 3:06PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

<cheryle adams@dc.gov> wrme: 

Good afternoon Lindsay, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National 
Association of Medical Examiners' (NAME) standard 
to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 
days; however, for cases that are more complex it 
could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been 
notified, I will provide you with the cause and manner 
of death. 

Best regards, 
Che1yle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District 
Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Watts, Lindsay [mailto:Lindsay.Watts@FOX.COM] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 2:54 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
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Subject: Re: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of 
Death - RE: January 61 2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. 
Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the 

sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this 
email is suspicious, please forward to phjsh1ng@dc goy for additional 
analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Can you provide information about the delay in cause of 

death for Officer Sicknick? Can you tell me again what the 

NAME guidelines are (I believe you said 90 days)? When do 

you expect to have cause of death? 

Thanks ! 

Lindsay Watts 

Reporter 

Fox5DC 

202-823-2447 

Sent from my i Phone 

On Apr 7, 2021, at 2:33PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

<cheryle adams@ de ~oy> wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an 
unprecedented incident of civil 
insurrection at the United States Capitol 
resulled in Lhe dealhs of five individuals. 
The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco}. 
Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the following 
determinations as to the cause and manner 
of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old : 
• Cause of Death - Gunshot 

wound to the left anterior 
shoulder 

• Manner of Death - Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death - I Iypertensive 
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atherosclerotic cardiovascular 
disease 

• Manner of Death- Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive 

atherosclerotic cardiovascular 
disease 

• Manner of Death- Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--

[ endif]-->Cause of Death
Acute Amphetamine 
Intoxication 

<!- [if !supportlists]-->• <!--

[endif]-->Mrumer of Death
Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol 
Police Officer Brian Skknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical 
terminology on the cause and manner of 
death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical 
Examiner, the "cause of death" is the 
medical disease, injury, alcohol, drue or 
toxic substance that caused a person's 
death. The "manner of death" describes 
the circumstances surrounding a person's 
death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no 
evidence of intent; an unintentional, 
sudden, and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the 
intentional harm of one person by 
another, including actions of grossly 
reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone 
causes death. If death is hastened by 
an injury, the manner of death is not 
considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the 
purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
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Undetermined: Used when there is 
insufficient information to assign 
another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief 
Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit 
ocme.dc goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
chery le adams@dc goy 
Web: vvww acme de goy 
<imageOOl.jpg> 
For the latest information on the 
District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre
register for a vaccination appointment by 
going to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-
363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre
registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and 
end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

This message and its attachments may contain legally 
privileged or confidential information. It is intended 
solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an 
addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for 
deb very of the message to an addressee), you may not 
copy or deliver this message or its attachments to 
anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender 
hy reply e-mail. Any content of thi s message and its 
attachments that does not relate to the official business of 
Fox Corporation, or its subsidiaries must be taken not to 
have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments 
are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a 
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vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate de goy or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre
registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidentia l 
informat io n. It is inte nded solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an 
addressee indicated in t hi s message (or responsible for delivery of the message to an 
add ressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. 
Rather, you should permanently delete th is message and its attachments and ki ndly 
notify the sender by rep ly e-ma il. Any content of this message and its attachments that 
does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or its subs idiaries must be 
ta ken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is made 
that th is email or its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to an addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or 
its subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Watts. Lindsay 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: Can you confirm? 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:54:48 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi if you replied to this I did not get it! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 19, 2021, at 3:53 PM, Watts, Lindsay <Lindsay.Watts@fox.com> wrote: 

Capitol Police officer Brian D. Sicknick suffered two strokes and 
died of natural causes a day after he confronted rioters at the Jan. 
6 insurrection, the District's chief medical examiner has ruled. 

Thanks, 

Lindsay Watts 
FoxsDC 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 7, 2021 , at 3:06 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Good afternoon Lindsay, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of 
Medical Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the cause and 
manner of death within 90 days; however, for cases that are more 
complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will 
provide you with the cause and manner of death. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
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Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
<imageOO l.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's 
response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Watts, Lindsay [mailto:Lindsay.Watts@FOX.COM] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 2:54PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: 
January 6, 2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 
content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
pbjsbjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Can you provide information about the delay in cause of death for Officer 

Sicknick? Can you tell me again what the NAME guide lines are (I believe 

you sa id 90 days)? When do you expect to have cause of deat h? 

Thanks! 

Li nd say Watts 

Reporter 

FoxSDC 

202-823-2447 

Sent f rom my iPhone 

On Apr 7, 2021, at 2:33PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

<cheryle adams@dc goy> w rote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented 
incident of civil insurrection at the United States 
Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The 
District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued 
the following determinations as to the cause and 
manner of death for four of those indiv iduals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
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<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Cause of 
Death -Gunshot wound to the left anterior 
shoulder 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Manner of 
Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Cause of 

Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic 
cardiovascular disease 

<! --[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Manner of 
Death- Natu raJ 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
<! --[if !supportlists]-->• <! --[endif] -->Cause of 

Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic 
cardiovascular disease 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Manner of 
Death - Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
<!--[if !support! ists]-->• < !--[endif]-->Caw:;p of 

Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• < !--[endif]-->Manner 

of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police 
Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the 
cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the 
"cause of death" is the medical disease, injury, alcohol, 
drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. 
The "manner of death" describes the circumstances 
surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of 
intent; an unintentional, sudden, and unexpected 
death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional 
harm of one person by another, including actions 
of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes 
death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful 
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attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient 

information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner or cause and manner investigations in the 
District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 
<imageOOl.jpg> 
For the latest information on the District 
Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a 
vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.g-ov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre
registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or 
confidential information. It is intended solely for the named 
addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this message (or 
responsible for delivery of the message to an addressee), you may not 
copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, 
you should permanently delete this message and its attachments and 
kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message 
and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox 
Corporation, or its subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or 
endorsed by any of them. No representation is made that this email or 
its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
appointment by going to vaccinate dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. 
Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we 
can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to an addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business ofF ox Corporation, or 
its subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Watts. lindsay 

Dedner Oljyja IEOM) 

Adams Chervle IOCME): Lambert Eyan; Belds Beverly IOCME> 
Subject: Re: Can you confirm? 

Date: Monday, April19, 2021 5:03:29 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thanks. I thought I was on your press list because I've been asking about this one for so long. 
I got the release on tbe other riot deaths. 

Lindsay 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 19, 2021 , at 4:57PM, Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Hi Lindsay --- Here's the statement shared by the OCME. 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil 
insurrection at the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five 
individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. 
Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April 7 as to the cause 
and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to 

acute basilar artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed tjmeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a 
chemical substance outside the U .5. CapitoL 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. 
Capitol and is transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical 
Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o A pproximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospitaL 
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Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of 
death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the 
medical disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's 
death. The "manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a 
person's death and falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, 
sudden, and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by 
another, including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. lf death is hastened by 
an injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign 

another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and 
manner investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

Olivia Walton Dedner 
Office: 202-724-5543 
Cell: 202-340-7692 

From: Watts, Lindsay <Lindsay.Watts@FOX.COM> 

Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 4:55 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCMC) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly.f ields@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Can you conf irm? 

CAUTION: This ema il originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 

this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi if you replied to this I did not get it! 

~ent from my iPhone 

On Apr 19, 2021, at 3:53 PM, Watts, Lindsay <Lindsay.Watts@fox.com> 

wrote: 

Capitol Police officer Brian D. Sicknick suffered two 
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strokes and died of natural causes a day after he 
confronted rioters at the Jan. 6 insurrection, the 
District's chief medical examiner has ruled. 

Thanks, 

Lindsay Watts 
FoxsDC 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 7, 2021, at 3:06PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

<cheryle adams@dc.gov> wrme: 

Good afternoon Lindsay, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National 
Association of Medical Examiners' (NAME) standard 
to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 
days; however, for cases that are more complex it 
could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been 
notified, I will provide you with the cause and manner 
of death. 

Best regards, 
Che1yle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District 
Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Watts, Lindsay [mailto:Lindsay.Watts@FOX.COM] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 2:54 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
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Subject: Re: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of 
Death - RE: January 61 2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. 
Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the 

sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this 
email is suspicious, please forward to phjsh1ng@dc goy for additional 
analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Can you provide information about the delay in cause of 

death for Officer Sicknick? Can you tell me again what the 

NAME guidelines are (I believe you said 90 days)? When do 

you expect to have cause of death? 

Thanks ! 

Lindsay Watts 

Reporter 

Fox5DC 

202-823-2447 

Sent from my i Phone 

On Apr 7, 2021, at 2:33PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

<cheryle adams@ de ~oy> wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an 
unprecedented incident of civil 
insurrection at the United States Capitol 
resulled in Lhe dealhs of five individuals. 
The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco}. 
Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the following 
determinations as to the cause and manner 
of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old : 
• Cause of Death - Gunshot 

wound to the left anterior 
shoulder 

• Manner of Death - Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death - I Iypertensive 
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atherosclerotic cardiovascular 
disease 

• Manner of Death- Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive 

atherosclerotic cardiovascular 
disease 

• Manner of Death- Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--

[ endif]-->Cause of Death
Acute Amphetamine 
Intoxication 

<!- [if !supportlists]-->• <!--

[endif]-->Mrumer of Death
Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol 
Police Officer Brian Skknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical 
terminology on the cause and manner of 
death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical 
Examiner, the "cause of death" is the 
medical disease, injury, alcohol, drue or 
toxic substance that caused a person's 
death. The "manner of death" describes 
the circumstances surrounding a person's 
death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no 
evidence of intent; an unintentional, 
sudden, and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the 
intentional harm of one person by 
another, including actions of grossly 
reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone 
causes death. If death is hastened by 
an injury, the manner of death is not 
considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the 
purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
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Undetermined: Used when there is 
insufficient information to assign 
another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief 
Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit 
ocme.dc goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
chery le adams@dc goy 
Web: vvww acme de goy 
<imageOOl.jpg> 
For the latest information on the 
District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre
register for a vaccination appointment by 
going to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-
363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre
registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
coworkers, and neighbors and help them 
pre-register. Together we can save lives and 
end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

This message and its attachments may contain legally 
privileged or confidential information. It is intended 
solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an 
addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for 
deb very of the message to an addressee), you may not 
copy or deliver this message or its attachments to 
anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender 
hy reply e-mail. Any content of thi s message and its 
attachments that does not relate to the official business of 
Fox Corporation, or its subsidiaries must be taken not to 
have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments 
are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a 
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vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate de goy or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre
registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidentia l 
informat io n. It is inte nded solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an 
addressee indicated in t hi s message (or responsible for delivery of the message to an 
add ressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. 
Rather, you should permanently delete th is message and its attachments and ki ndly 
notify the sender by rep ly e-ma il. Any content of this message and its attachments that 
does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or its subs idiaries must be 
ta ken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No representation is made 
that th is email or its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to an addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or 
its subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Thanks Denise. 
Beverly 

Fields. Beverly COCMEl 
Diaz f@ndsco COCME); Lyles Denise COCME> 
Mitchell Roger COCME); Adams Rodney COCME>; Loye Jennifer COCMEl; Wood Rebecca COCME) 
Re: Capitol Incident Cases 

Friday, January 8, 2021 5:35:05 PM 
jmageOOl png 

Get Outlook fo r jQS 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <f rancisco.diaz@dc.gov> 

Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 3:48:47 PM 

To: Lyles, Denise (OCM E) <denise.lyles@dc.gov> 

Cc: Mitchell, Roger (OCME) <roger.mitchell@dc.gov>; Adams, Rodney (OCME) 

<rodney.adams@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov>; Love, Jennifer (OCME) 

<jennife r. love@dc.gov>; Wood, Rebecca {OCME) <rebecca.wood@dc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Cap itol Incident Cases 

I would add that for the Capitol Police his NOK is h1s Mom. 

Francisco J. Diaz., MD FACP FASCP 

Deputy Chief Medical Examiner 

Medical Director 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E. St. SW. 

Washington, DC. 20024. 

From: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Sent: rriday1 January 8, 2021 3:46 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Mitchell, Roger (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME); Fields1 Beverly (OCME); Love, Jennifer (OCME); 
Wood1 Rebecca (OCME) 
Subject: Capitol Incident Cases 
Importance: High 

Good morning 
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FYI, all the cases from the Capitol Incident all Identifications have been confirmed 

no 
21 

Benjamin James Phillips -father notified 
Kevin D Greeson -wife notified 
Ashli Elizabeth Pamatian aka A. Babbitt -partner/husband 

Roseanne Marie Boyland- parents notified 

21 Brian David Sicknick- Capitol Police -pending family notification 

Denise Lyles, PA , 0-ABMOI 
Supervisory Medicolega l Investigations 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

202-698-9000-main number, Option #1 

202-698-9103-fax 

Penise.lyles@dc.goy 

* * DC* .gov=: 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayjrus de gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Mansfield. Erin 

Adams Cberyle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl; Adams Rodney IOCME) 
Re: Capitol r>olice Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April19, 2021 3:51:12 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Cheryle, 

Has th is information become avai lable? 

Eri n 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Friday, February 19, 20218:31 AM 

To: Mansfield, Erin <EMansfield@gannett.com> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good morning Erin, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex It could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www acme de gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Hobbs. Tawnell 

Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Qedner O!jyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: Cause end Menner of Death for USCI" Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April 19, 2021 4:40:39 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Question: We're wondering if bear spray or anything else that happened to Sicknick that day 
contributed to his death? Or was none of it a factor and Sicknick's death would have occurred 
anyway? 

Thank you so much! 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

[J 
M: +147~3230149 0: + 12149~17103 

E: tawnell .hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawne!l 

[J 

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021 at 3:20PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cbezyle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued 
determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brain stem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Pub! jcly disclosed timehne of eyents: 

• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 
o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
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substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 
o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 

transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 
• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 

o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the 
following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attt::mpt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle.adams@dc.gov 

Web: www.ocme.de.goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
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(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333_ Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic_ #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Hobbs. Tawnell 

Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Qedner O!jyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: Cause end Menner of Death for USCI" Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April 19, 2021 4:40:37 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Question: We're wondering if bear spray or anything else that happened to Sicknick that day 
contributed to his death? Or was none of it a factor and Sicknick's death would have occurred 
anyway? 

Thank you so much! 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

[J 
M: +147~3230149 0: + 12149~17103 

E: tawnell .hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawne!l 

[J 

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021 at 3:20PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cbezyle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued 
determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brain stem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Pub! jcly disclosed timehne of eyents: 

• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 
o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
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substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 
o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 

transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 
• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 

o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the 
following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attt::mpt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle.adams@dc.gov 

Web: www.ocme.de.goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
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(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333_ Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic_ #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Delon Thornton 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: Cause end Menner of Death for USCI"' Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April 19, 2021 4:32:20 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you, quick fol low-up is this just the sum mary of a longer report? Or the whole report 

itse lf? 

Thanks again, 

Delon Thornton 

Broadcast Associate - Assignment Desk 

CBS News, Washington 

0:(202) 457-4444 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 2021 4:20PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

External Email 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civi l insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
ChiefMedical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April? 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 
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Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy, 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Delon Thornton 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: Cause end Menner of Death for USCI"' Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April 19, 2021 4:32:20 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you, quick fol low-up is this just the sum mary of a longer report? Or the whole report 

itse lf? 

Thanks again, 

Delon Thornton 

Broadcast Associate - Assignment Desk 

CBS News, Washington 

0:(202) 457-4444 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 2021 4:20PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

External Email 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civi l insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
ChiefMedical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April? 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of eyents: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 
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Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy, 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Corse. Alexa 

To: Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Cc: Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Subject: Re: Cause end Menner of Death for USC!" Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April 19, 2021 4:31:45 PM Date: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you very much 

On Moo, Apr 19, 2021 at 4:20PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued 
determinations on Apri l 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner ofDeath-Natural 

Publicly di sclosed tjrneline of events: 

• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 
o Approximately 2:20 PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 

substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 
o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S_ Capitol and is 

transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 
• Thursday, January 7, 202 1: 

o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospitaL 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person' s death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person' s death and falls within one of the 
following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 
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• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examjner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc goy 

Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

Alexa Corse 
NATIONAL SECURITY REPORTER 

n 
M: 4102946819 
E: a!exa corse@wsj com 1 T: @AlexaCorse 
A : 1025 Connecticut Ave. NW Suite 800, Washington, D.C., 20036 
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D 
S1gn up for WSJ's free Capital Journal newsletter ru:m. 
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From: Corse. Alexa 

To: Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Cc: Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Subject: Re: Cause end Menner of Death for USC!" Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April 19, 2021 4:31:38 PM Date: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you very much 

On Moo, Apr 19, 2021 at 4:20PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued 
determinations on Apri l 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner ofDeath-Natural 

Publicly di sclosed tjrneline of events: 

• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 
o Approximately 2:20 PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 

substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 
o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S_ Capitol and is 

transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 
• Thursday, January 7, 202 1: 

o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospitaL 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person' s death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person' s death and falls within one of the 
following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 
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• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one 's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examjner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc goy 

Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

Alexa Corse 
NATIONAL SECURITY REPORTER 

n 
M: 4102946819 
E: a!exa corse@wsj com 1 T: @AlexaCorse 
A : 1025 Connecticut Ave. NW Suite 800, Washington, D.C., 20036 
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S1gn up for WSJ's free Capital Journal newsletter ru:m. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Wild. Whitney 
Adams Cheryle IOCME> 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: Cause end Menner of Death for USCI" Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April 19, 2021 4:28:01 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hello! 

Thanks for this update. 

Can you confrrm what the ME told the post? 

Specifically: 

Was there any evidence of an internal or external injury? 
Was there evidence he suffered an allergic reaction to a chemical irritant which would have 
caused his throat to seize? 
Did the experience in the riot play a role in his death? If so, what? 
Is it correct to call the cause of death -in layman's terms -two strokes? 

Thank you! 

Best, 
Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-70 l-853 2 
Get Outlook for jQS 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, Apri l 19, 2021 4:20:05 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.tields@dc.gov> 

Subject : Cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued determinations on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner ofDeatb-Natural 
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Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20 PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical teoninology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determjned by the Chjef Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural : Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetennined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Exa1niner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cbery le.ad am s@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Triay. Andres 
To: Adams Cbery!e IOCMEl 
Subject: Re: cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
Dote: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:26:36 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thanks. 

Andres (Andy) Tri ay 

Producer, CBS News 

Newsroom + 1 202 457 4572 

Mobi le + 1 202 499 0699 

trjaya@cbsoews com 

@AndyTriay 

On Apr 19, 2021 , at 4:20PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

External Email 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection 
at the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District 
of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco l Diaz, MD, 
FACP, issued determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for 
four of those individuals and today issues the cause and manner of death of the 
remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute 

basilar artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed time line of events: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021 : 

o Approximately 2:20 PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a 
chemical substance outside the U.S. CapitoL 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. 
Capitol and is transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical 
Services to a local hospitaL 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospitaL 
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Background explanation of medical teoninology on the cause and manner of 
death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the 
medical ctisease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's 
death. The "manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's 
death and falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, 
sudden, and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by 
another, including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the pmposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign 

another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner or cause and 
manner investigations in the District, visit acme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Julie Kelly 
To: Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Subject: Re: cause and Manner of Death for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
D ote: Monday, April19, 2021 4:50: 10 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thank you for this. Do you know if he had been vaccinated with COVID vaccine? 

On Monday, April 19, 2021, 01 :20:12 PM PDT, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths offive individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco 1. Diaz, MD, F ACP, issued determinations on April 7 
as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals and today issues the cause 
and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 

• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 
o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Drian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 

substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 
o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sick:nick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 

transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 
• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 

o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sick:nick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation ofmedical teoninology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 
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• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide:!: Dt!atb rt!sults from tbt! intt!ntional harm of ont! pt!rson by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered naturaL 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient infonnation to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit acme de goy_ 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cher:yle adams@dc goy 

Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or call ing 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and beJp them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Cheryle Adams; Beverly Fields: O!iyja Dedner 
Re: cause and manner request 
Friday, February 12, 2021 10:25:44 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Checking on these requests 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never whi le driving. [ would never do that Although it would 
explain the typos. 

On Feb 11 , 2021 , at 12:28 PM, Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) 
<Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com> wrote: 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

I : Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 21-006-147 

3: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1 576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it 
would explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Gurman. Sadie 
chervie adams@dc goy; Aruna Yiswanatha; o!jyja dedner@dc goy; beverly fields@dc goy 

Re: Determination on Brian Sicknick 
Monday, April19, 2021 3:56:14 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Sorry for the multiple emai ls, just widening in case I have come to the wrong place for this. 
Appreciate a steer when you can! 

Sadie Gunnan 
WASHINGTON BUREAU 

I I 

0 : 202 862.9273 I M: 202 897 9033 
E: sadie gyrmao@wsj com 1 T: @sgyrman 
A : 1025 Connecticut Aye NW Syjte 800 I Washjngton PC 20036 

u 
Sign up for WSJ's free Capital Journal newsletter here 

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021 at 3:53PM Gunnan, Sadie <sadie gurman@wsj com> wrote: 
Hi, there, 

Wondering if you might be in a position to share the determination and cause of Brian 
Sicknick's death or where I should look to find that. Appreciate your help with this! 

Sadie Gunmm 
WASHI NGT ON BUREAU 

I I 

0 : 202 862 9273 1 M: 202 897 9033 
E: sadje gyrman@wsj com 1 T: @sgyrroan 
A : 1025 Connectjcut Ave NW Su jte 800 I Washjngtoo 0 C 20036 

u 
Sign up for WSJ's free Capital Journal newsletter~ 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Gurman. Sadie 
chervie adams@dc goy; Aruna Yiswanatha; o!jyja dedner@dc goy; beverly fields@dc goy 

Re: Determination on Brian Sicknick 
Monday, April19, 2021 3:56:15 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Sorry for the multiple emai ls, just widening in case I have come to the wrong place for this. 
Appreciate a steer when you can! 

Sadie Gunnan 
WASHINGTON BUREAU 

I I 

0 : 202 862.9273 I M: 202 897 9033 
E: sadie gyrmao@wsj com 1 T: @sgyrman 
A : 1025 Connecticut Aye NW Syjte 800 I Washjngton PC 20036 

u 
Sign up for WSJ's free Capital Journal newsletter here 

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021 at 3:53PM Gunnan, Sadie <sadie gurman@wsj com> wrote: 
Hi, there, 

Wondering if you might be in a position to share the determination and cause of Brian 
Sicknick's death or where I should look to find that. Appreciate your help with this! 

Sadie Gunmm 
WASHI NGT ON BUREAU 

I I 

0 : 202 862 9273 1 M: 202 897 9033 
E: sadje gyrman@wsj com 1 T: @sgyrroan 
A : 1025 Connectjcut Ave NW Su jte 800 I Washjngtoo 0 C 20036 

u 
Sign up for WSJ's free Capital Journal newsletter~ 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Hobbs. Tawnell 

Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Qedner O!jyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:04:27 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi! Can someone email me the findings (cause of death, manner of death, etc.) on Officer 
Sicknick. I see the report is out. Thank you. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SEN IOR SPEC IAL WRI TER 

I I 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnel!.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawnel! 

0 

On Wed, Apr 7, 2021 at 1:33PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at 
the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, 
has issued the following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for 
four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 

• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 

• Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 yectrs uhl: 

• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 

• Manner of Death-Natural 
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Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 

• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 

• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 

• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 

• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are 
pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Sukide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
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Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cheryle.adams@dc.gov 

Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to yaccjoate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Schram. Jamie C*IC) 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Olivia IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

Thursday, April 8, 2021 9:26:50 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Good morning, 

Officer Brian Sicknick was not on yesterday's list. When can we expect his autopsy resu lts? 

Thanks, 

Jamie 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, Apri l 7, 2021 2:33 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

[CAUTION [ 
This email originated outside Warner Bros. 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death - Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Acute Amphetamine intoxication 
• Manner of Death - Accident 
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The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Skknkk are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the" cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of gross! y reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suidde: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayifus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Schram. Jamie C*IC) 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Olivia IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

Thursday, April 8, 2021 9:26:50 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Good morning, 

Officer Brian Sicknick was not on yesterday's list. When can we expect his autopsy resu lts? 

Thanks, 

Jamie 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, Apri l 7, 2021 2:33 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

[CAUTION [ 
This email originated outside Warner Bros. 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the 
following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death - Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Acute Amphetamine intoxication 
• Manner of Death - Accident 
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The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Skknkk are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the" cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of gross! y reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suidde: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayifus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Julie Kelly 

To: Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Subject: Re: Determinations of the cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 
Dote: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 2:59:35 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phisbing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, thanks so much for this. 

On Wednesday, April 7, 2021 , 11:33:34 AM PDT, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United States 
Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the following determinations as to the cause and 
manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 

• Cause of Death- Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 

• Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 

• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 

• Manner of Death - Nat ural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 

• Cause of Death-Hypertensive at herosclerot ic cardiovascular disease 

• Manner of Death - Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 

• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 

• Manner of Death-Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medjcal terminology on the cause and manner of death: 
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As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, injury, 
alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" describes the 
circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when t here is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 

unexpected deat h. 

• Homicide: Death results f rom the intent ional harm of one person by another, including 

actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 

manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Deat h resu lts f rom t he purposeful attempt to end one's life. 

• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient informat ion to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner investigations in the 
District, visit ocme,dc goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698 9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-91 01 

cheryle adams@dc goy 

Web: www acme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit corooayjrys.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, 
family, coworkers. and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this 
pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Watts. Lindsay 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 2:54:29 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle, 

Can you provide information about the delay in cause of death for Officer Sicknick? Can you 
tell me again what the NAME guidelines are (I believe you said 90 days)? When do you 
expect to have cause of death? 

Thanks! 

Lindsay Watts 
Reporter 
Fox5DC 
202-823-2447 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 7, 2021, at 2:33PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection 
at the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The 
District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J, 
Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the following determinations as to the cause and 
maimer of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Cause of Death -Gunshot wound 

to the left anterior shoulder 
<! --[if !supportlists] -->• <1- [endif]-->Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
<! --[if !supportlists] -->• <! --[endif]-->Cause of Death-Hypertensive 

atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
<! --[if !supportlists ]-->• <! --[en dif]--> Manner of Death- Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Cause of Death-Hypertensive 

atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
< !--[i r !::.UJJJJUJ lli::.b ]-->• <! --[ er I uif]--> MruU1er of Death- Natw·al 
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Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• < !--[endif]-->Cause of Death- Acute 

Amphetamine Intoxication 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• < !--[ endif]-->Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are 
pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of 
.death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the 
medical disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's 
death. The "manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a 
person's death and falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, 
sudden, and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from ·the intentional harm of one person by 
another, including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by 
an injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign 

another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and 
manner investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle ad amc::Cilld c gov 
Web: www ocme.dc goy 
<imageOO l.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to yaccjnate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, fami ly, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It 
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is intended solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to an addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or 
its subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 
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From: 

To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Augenstein. Neal 

Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Re: Determinations of the cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 
Wednesday, April 7, 2021 2:44:46 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Tbx and best. 

Neal Augenstein 
RepOiter 
WTOP-FM and wtop.com 
Washington, DC 
202 438 1505 cell 
202 895 5060 newsroom 
naugenstein@wtop.com 

Twitter: @Augenstein WTOP 
Skype: WTOPNealAugenstein 

On Apr 7, 2021, at 2:33PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

External email - use care when clicking on links or a ttachmentsJ 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection 
at the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The 
District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr . Francisco J. 
Diaz, MD, F ACP, has issued the following determinations as to the cause and 
manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Cause of Death-Gunshot wound 

to the left anterior shoulder 
<! --[if !supportlists] -->• <! --[en difl--> Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Cause of Death-Hypertensive 

atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Manner of Death - Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
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<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Cause of Death-Hypertensive 
atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 

<! --[if !supportlists]-->• <! --[endif]- >Manner of Death- Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• < !--[endif]-->Cause of Death - Acute 

Amphetamine Intoxication 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[end if]--> Manner of Death - Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are 
pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of 
.d.ea.:th: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the 
medical disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's 
death. The "manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a 
person's death and falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, 
sudden, and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by 
another, including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by 
an injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Sukide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign 

another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and 
manner investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
<imageOO l.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Govemment's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or call ing 1-855-363-0333. Already vacc inated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Hobbs. Tawnell 

Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Qedner O!jyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:04:28 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi! Can someone email me the findings (cause of death, manner of death, etc.) on Officer 
Sicknick. I see the report is out. Thank you. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SEN IOR SPEC IAL WRI TER 

I I 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnel!.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawnel! 

0 

On Wed, Apr 7, 2021 at 1:33PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at 
the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, 
has issued the following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for 
four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 

• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 

• Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 yectrs uhl: 

• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 

• Manner of Death-Natural 
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Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 

• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 

• Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 

• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 

• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are 
pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Sukide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
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Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cheryle.adams@dc.gov 

Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to yaccjoate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Fields. Beverly COCMEl 

Adams Rodney IOCMEl 

Qjaz francisco I OCMEl ; Adams Chervle IOCMEl 
Re: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

Thursday, February 18, 2021 3:16:30 PM 

Marshall OCME PAL Apoea! form pdf 
Marshall OCME PAL Regyest Form.odf 

Oh well, let's see if the appeal is successful. 

I really think that there should likely be a press conference by the Mayor to release all of it at 
the same ..... 

Bev :-) 

On Feb 18, 2021 , at 2:55PM, Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

And the celebration was short lived . .. 

A Judicial Watch reporter has immediately appealed my denial of his request for the 

case ftle of Off. Brian Sicknick who died during the Jan 6th riot at the Capitol. We 
have several other reporters requesting it as well. 

t&,a:JUtnM 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for t he Distri ct of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney Adams@dc goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a Iawver. It is intended exclusively for the individual or 

entity to which it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, 

privileged, confidential, or otherwise legally protected or exempt f rom d isclosure. If you are not the 

named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate t he whole or 

any pa rt of this message. If you have received this message in error, please not ify the sender 

immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
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From: Appeals, Foia (EOM) 
Se nt: Thursday, February 18, 2021 2:42 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: bmarshall@judicialwatch.org 
Subject: FOIA Appeal 2021-096 

Hello, 

This Office adjudicates administrative FOIA appeals on behalf of the Mayor. We 
received the attached appeal based upon a FOIA decision (or lack of decision) 
issued by your agency. We received the attached appeal based upon a FOIA 
decision (or lack of decision) issued by your agency. Please provide us with your 
response to the appeal within five ( 5) business days of tbis communication. Please 
include the following in your response: 

(a) The justification for your decision not to grant review of records as 
requested; 
(b) A Vaughn index of documents withheld, and an affidavit or declaration 
of a knowledgeable official or employee testifying to the decision to withhold 
documents; and 
(c) A copy of the public record or records in dispute on the appeal; 
provided, that if the public record contains personal, sensitive, or confidential 
information, you may redact such information. 

If no response is received, a final decision will be made on the record before us. 

Please be advised that your agency's response may be shared with the requester 
when the final decision is issued. Therefore, please clearly mark any confidential 
information contained in your response. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Mayor's Office of Legal Counsel (MOLC) 
1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 407 
Washington, D.C. 20004 
(202) 727-8812 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

IIi, 

Fields. Beverly COCMEl 

Adams Rodney IOCMEl 

Adams Chervle IOCME) 
Re: FOIA request 

Monday, April19, 2021 8:13:33 PM 

Mr. Seagraves called me this afternoon prior to his email and asked why information was provided to Mr. Herman at 
the Washington Post solely. He was quite upset. I referred him to the Mayor's Communications Team for 
response. 

Beverly Ann fields, Esq. 
Chief of Staff 
DC Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 ESt., SW, 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
202-698-9006 (o) 
202-329-9006 (c) 
beverly.fields@dc.gov 

>- Ou Apr 19, 2021, at 4:38PM, Adams, Rodney (OCME) <roduey.adams@dc.gov>- wrote: 
> 
> Interesting. I'll sit on it until after we do release the i11fo. 
> 
> Rod Adams 
> Rodney K. Adams 
> General Counsel 
> Oftice of the Chief Medical Examiner 
:-. for the District of Columbia 
> 401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
> 0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
> Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
> 
> 
> 
> Confidentiality Notice 
> 
> This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to 
which it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 
otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to 
read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of tllis message. lf you have received this message in 
error, please notify tl1e sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [majlto·Milrk Segraves@nbcunj.com] 
> Sent: Monday, Aprill9, 2021 4:33PM 
> To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
> Subject: FOIA request 
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> CAUTION: This email origiuated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
lmless you recognize the sender <Uld know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to pbishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 

> 
> T would like all emaiJs between Peter Hennau of the Washington post and Cberyle Adams or Beverly Fields or 
anyone at OCME regarding cause and mauner for Officer BRIAN Sick:nick 
> 
> I am making this request under the .li-eedom of information act. 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 
> Sent from my iPhoue, but never while driving. I wouJd never do that Although it would explain the typos. 
> 
> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCl-·lOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Fields. Beverly COCMEl 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 
Frjpp SaiJern IOCMEl 

Subject: Re: FOLLOW Ul": 3 months? 

Thursday, April 8, 2021 8:36:44 AM Date: 

Ok. 

Bev :-) 

On Apr 8, 2021 , at 8:36 AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Thank you for this email and I will send the standard reply regarding the case 
is pending. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adarns@dc goy 
Web: www ocrne de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 8:08 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: 3 months? 

Good Morning Cheryle, 

Yes, we have to respond to every emaiJ . Typically r would just say the Ofiicer's 
case is pending and that's it. 
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Sa Vern 

a Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
40 l E. Srreer, SW - Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 20024 10ffice (202) 
698-9009 
Mobi le: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-910 II 
Email : savem fripp@dc goy !Web: www ocme de goy 

On Apr 8, 202 1, at 8:04AM, Adams, Cberyle (OCME) <checy!e adams@dc gov> 
wrote: 

Good morn in g Beverly, 

Does this email require a response? Please lell'l'le know. 

T hank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medicr.l E:mmi11a 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
V\ ashmgton, DC 2002-:1 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
che ryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web· www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's 
response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: t-npp, SaVem (OCMt) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 7:06 AM 
To: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: 3 months? 

SaVern M. Fri]>p 1 Office of the Chief Medica l 
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Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 1Washington, DC 20024 
!Office (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: sayem fripp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: David Weible <gdweiblel@comcast net> 
Date: April 7, 2021 at 9:09:37 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: 3 months? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the 
DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know 
that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is 
suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc goy for 
additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

3 months and you can determine that 2 of the deaths 
were by natural causes, one by a drug overdose, one by a 
gunshot when the only ones carrying weapons were 
police. Yet after the lie of officer Sicknick' s death being 
caused by a fire extinguisher, you have been "unable" to 
reach a conclusion about his death? 

And we are to believe that? 

George Weible 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. 
Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we 
can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. 
Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we 
can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end tllis pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Fields. Beverly COCMEl 
Fripp SaVern COCME> 
Adams Chervle COCME) 

Subject: Re: FOLLOW Ul": 3 months? 

Thursday, April 8, 2021 8:36:35 AM Date: 

You can just say, «We are in receipt of your comment. Thank you." 
Bev :-) 

On Apr 8, 2021 , at 8:07AM, Fripp, Sa Vern (OCME) <savem.fripp@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Good Morning Cheryle, 

Yes, we have to respond to every emai l. TypicaJJy I would just say the Officer's 
case is pending and that 's it. 

Sa Vern 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 608l iWashington, DC 20024IOffice (202) 
698-9009 
Mobi le: (202) 329-9009 I Fax (202) 698-9101 1 
Emai l: sayem fripp@dc goy !Web: www ocme de goy 

On Apr 8, 2021 , at 8:04AM, Adan1s, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Good morning Beverly, 

Does this email require a response? Please let me know. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
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Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www acme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's 
response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 7:06AM 
To: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: 3 months? 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical 
Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 20024 
!Office (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 !Fax (202) 698-9 10 II 
Email: sayem fri.pp@dc goy !Web: www acme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

F rom: David Weible <gdweiblel@comcast net> 
Date: April 7, 2021 at 9:09:37 PM EDT 
T o: ATD OCME <ocrnc@dc goy> 
Sub_ject: 3 months? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside ofthe 
DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know 
that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is 
suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc goy for 
additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

3 months and you can determine that 2 of the deaths 
were by natural causes, one by a drug overdose, one by a 
gunshot when the only ones carrying weapons were 
police. Yet after the lie of officer Sicknick's death being 
caused by a fire extinguisher, you have been "unable" to 
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reach a conclusion about his death? 

And we are to believe that? 

George Weible 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. 
Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we 
can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. 
Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we 
can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Cheryle IOCME> 
fields Beverly IOCME> 

Subject: Re: FOLLOW Ur>: 3 months? 

Thursday, April 8, 2021 8:07:34 AM Date: 

Good Morning Chery le, 

Yes, we have to respond to every email. Typically I would just say the Officer' s case is 
pending and that's it. 

Sa Vern 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: sayem fripp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

On Apr 8, 2021 , at 8:04AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Good mornjng Beverly, 

Does this email require a response? Please let me know. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special A ssistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Ouef Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washlngton, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www acme de gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 7:06 AM 
To: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: 3 months? 

Sa Vern M . F ripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 20024IOffice (202) 
698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: sayern fr jpp@dc goy !Web: www ocme de goy 

Begin fotwarded message: 

From: David Weible <gdweible1@comcast net> 
Date: April?, 2021 at 9:09:37 PM EDT 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject : 3 months? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC 
Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe 
that this email is suspicious, please forward to phisbiog@dc goy for 
additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

3 months and you can determine that 2 of the deaths were by natural 
causes, one by a drug overdose, one by a gunshot when the only ones 
carrying weapons were police. Yet after the lie of officer Sicknick' s 
death being caused by a fire extinguisher, you have been "unable" to 
reach a conclusion about his death? 

And we are to believe that? 

George Weible 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
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pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: David Weible 
To: Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: 3 months? 

Thursdey, April S, 2021 10:01:16 AM Dote: 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Oh please. 

On Apr 8, 2021, at 6:15AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Good morning Mr. Weible, 

Thank you for contacting OCME regarding the above-mentioned subject. 
Officer Brian Sicknick's case is s till pending. OCME medical examiners 
comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' (NAME) 
t;tandan l to determine the caut;e an d mcumer uf death w ith in 90 tlayt;; 

however, for cases that are more complex it could be longer 

Best regards, 
Ch eryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 
<imageOO 1.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: David Weible <gdweiblel @comcast net> 
Da te: April ? , 2021 at 9:09:37 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc ~oy> 
Subject: 3 months? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the 
DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know 
that the content is safe. If you believe that th is emai l is 
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suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for 
additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations 
Center (SOC). 

3 months and you can determine that 2 of the deaths 
were by natural causes, one by a drug overdose, one 
by a gunshot when the only ones carrying weapons 
were police. Yet after the lie of officer Sicknick' s 
death being caused by a fire extinguisher, you have 
been "unable" to reach a conclusion about his death? 

And we are to believe that? 

George Weible 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Levine. Mike 

To: Adams Cberyle IOCMEl 

Cc: 
Subject: 

fields Beverly IOCMEl ; Dedner Oljyja IEOMl 
Re: FOLLOW Uf": ABC News autopsy request 

Wednesday, January 13, 202112:32:30 PM Date: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you -just for my planning, do you know when the cause and manner information will 
be available? 

On Jan 13, 2021 , at 12:29 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Good afternoon Mike, 

The Office of the Chief Med ical Examiner will only release the cause and 
manner of death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.de goy 
<imageOO l.jpg> 
For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavjrus.dc.gov. 
From: Levine, Mike [mailto:Mjke.Leyjne@abc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 202112:09 PM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: ABC News autopsy request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of t~e DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjsbjog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hel lo, 

My name is Mike Levine, and I'm a reporter with ABC News. The acting chief of 
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the Metropolitan Pol ice Department, Robert Contee, has stated that your office 

completed its autopsy of Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick, who tragically died 

last w eek. I'm email ing to request a copy of the autopsy repo rt (via email) . 

Thank you, 

Mike Levine 

ABC News 

mjke,leyjne@abc.com 

202 604 3922 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjms de goy. 
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From: Levine. Mike 

To: Adams Cberyle IOCMEl 

Cc: 
Subject: 

fields Beverly IOCMEl ; Dedner Oljyja IEOMl 
Re: FOLLOW Uf": ABC News autopsy request 

Wednesday, January 13, 202112:32:30 PM Date: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you -just for my planning, do you know when the cause and manner information will 
be available? 

On Jan 13, 2021 , at 12:29 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Good afternoon Mike, 

The Office of the Chief Med ical Examiner will only release the cause and 
manner of death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.de goy 
<imageOO l.jpg> 
For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavjrus.dc.gov. 
From: Levine, Mike [mailto:Mjke.Leyjne@abc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 202112:09 PM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: ABC News autopsy request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of t~e DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjsbjog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hel lo, 

My name is Mike Levine, and I'm a reporter with ABC News. The acting chief of 
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the Metropolitan Pol ice Department, Robert Contee, has stated that your office 

completed its autopsy of Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick, who tragically died 

last w eek. I'm email ing to request a copy of the autopsy repo rt (via email) . 

Thank you, 

Mike Levine 

ABC News 

mjke,leyjne@abc.com 

202 604 3922 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjms de goy. 
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From: Levine. Mike 

To: Adams Cberyle IOCMEl 

Cc: 
Subject: 

fields Beverly IOCMEl ; Dedner Oljyja I EOMl 
Re: FOLLOW Uf": ABC News autopsy request 

Wednesday, January 13, 202112:58:32 PM Date: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Got it, many thanks. 

On Jan 13, 2021 , at 12:38 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Mike, 

OCME medical examiners comply wjth the National Association of 
Medical Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner 
of death within 90 days; however, for cases that are more complex it could 
be longer. I have added your con tact information to the list and will 
follow up with you when the information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Levine, Mike [mailto:Mike.Levine@abc.com] 
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Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 202112:32 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: ABC News autopsy request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishine@dc eoy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you - just for my planning, do you know when the cause and manner 
information will be available? 

On Jan 13, 2021 , at 12:29 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cbezyle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good afternoon Mike, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will only release U1e 
cause and manner of death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme.dc goy 
<imageOOl.j pg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's 
response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronayjrus.dc.gov. 
From: Levine, Mike [majlto:Mjke.Leyjne@abc.com] 
Se nt: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 12:09 PM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: ABC News autopsy request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 
content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 

phisbjm~@dc.€OY for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Mike Levine, and I'm a reporter with ABC News. The 
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acting ch ief of the Metropolitan Police Department, Robert Contee, 

has stated that your office completed its autopsy of Capitol Police 

officer Brian Sicknick, who tragically died last week. I'm emailing to 

request a copy of the autopsy report (via emai l). 

Thank you, 

M ike Levine 

ABC News 

m i ke. l eyj ne@ abc. com 

202 604 3922 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavims de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Claudia Grisales 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW UP: Brian Sicknick ME report? 
Wednesday, March 3, 2021 12:48:39 r'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thanks so much! 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 
Congressional Reporter 
NPR 
1111 North Capitol Street NE 
Washington, DC 20002 
(202) 84'5-3980 cell 

On Mar 3, 2021 , at 12:42 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Good afternoon Claudia, 

Your inquiry falls within the Freedom of Information Act. A response will be 
provided within the normal timeframes subsequent to the District's declared 
Public H ealth Emergency per Section 503 of the COVID-19 Response 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2020, effective March 17, 2020, D.C. Act 23-247, 
and available here: http"/ /ljms dccouncil us/ Download,/44469/ B23-0718-
SiVJed Act p d f. 

In the meantime, please submit your request through the District's Freedom of 
information Act P ublic Access Portal at foia-dc.gov. 

Best regards, 
Ch eryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www acme de goy 
<imageOO l.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
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From: Claudia Grisales [mailto:CGrisales@npr.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 03, 2021 7:22AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Brian Sicknick ME report? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to pbjshjng@dc gQy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning Cheryle, 

Hope you are well. Hoping to fol low up on t nis today. Darrell Pressley sent me your 

way. Can ring you later as well in case t hat 's easier. 

Best , 

Claudia Grisa les 

Congressiona l Reporter 

NPR 

1111 North Capit ol St reet NE 

Washington. DC 20002 

(202) 845-3980 cel l 

On Mar 2, 2021, at 12:31 PM, Claud ia Grisales <CGrjsales@ npr onp w rote: 

Hello, 

Can I get t he lat est status on this, saw M PD Chief Contee say t he ME 

report for Sicknick is pending, and reports that t his could t ake 90 days to 

comp let e, possib le to confirm? Also, how do I go about requesting t o get 

th is report for Br ian Sickn ick once it's ready? 

Best, 

Claudia Grisales 

Congressional Reporter 

NPR 
(202) 845-3980 cell 

{202)-513-2263 Senate booth 

Twitter: @cgrjsales 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Kevin Shea 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW UP: Brian Sicknick 
Thursdey, Februery 4, 2021 1:55:54 I"M 

image002.ong 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Cheryle, 

Thank You. 

From: "Adams, Cheryle (OCME)" <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Date: Thursday, February 4, 2021 at 1:54 PM 

To: Kevin Shea <KSHEA@njadvancemedia.com> 

Cc: "Dedner, Ol ivia (EOM)" <ol ivia.dedner@dc.gov>, "Fields, Beverly (OCME)" 

<beverly.f ields@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon Kevin, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wil] release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Kevin Shea <KSHEA@njadyancemedja.com> 

Date: February 4, 2021 at 11:03:52 AM EST 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc.gov> 
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Subject: Brick Sicknick 

I am a news reporter for NJ.com - Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick's home 

state. 

Kind ly add me to any lists of media/reporters who seek findings in his death 

investigat ion- if there is such a list. 

Otherwise, is there any ETA on public comment on the autopsy I post-mortem 

examination? 

Thank You, 

Kevin Shea 

Kevin Shea I Managing Producer/ Supervising Reporter 

NJ Advance Media 

413 RiverView Plaza I Trenton, NJ 08611 

p: 609-819-2390 e: KSHEArwnjadvancemedia.com 

Local journalism needs your support. Subscribe at uj.com/supporter. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, 

confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended 

recipient of this e-moil, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, 

purge it and do not disseminate or copy it. 

NJ ADVANCE MEDIA REPORTING FOR 

~Itt ~imts 
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From: Wild. Whitney 
To: Adams Cheryle IOCME> 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, February 2, 202112:26:25 PM Date: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you! 

Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-701-8532 

On Feb 2, 2021 , at 12:23 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Whitney, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of 
Medical Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner 
of death within 90 days; however, for cases that are more complex it could 
be longer. Therefore, when this information is available and the 
decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to 
receive the information when it is available. 
Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
Cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 
<imageOO l.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Wild, Whitney [mailto:Whitney.Wild@turner.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2021 12:00 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
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Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Relds, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION. This email originated frorn outside of the DC Government. Do not click. on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 

this email is suspicious, please forward to pbish jng@dc goy for additiona I analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thanks so much. 

Can I ask where the investigat1on stands now? Have you been able to detemJ1ne 
the cause and manner, but are waiting to release it? What has to happen for the 
infonnation to become releasable? (For example does a family member or a 
supervisor have to sign off?) 

Thank you again. 

Whitney Wild 

CNN 
202-701-8532 

On Feb 2, 2021 , at 11:56 AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<chezyle adams@dc ~oy> wrote: 

Good morning Whitney, 

The Office of the CruefMedical Examiner will only release the cause and 
manner of death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.de goy 
<i mageOOl.j pg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's 
response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronay jrus .dc.gov . 
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From: Wild, Whitney <Whjtoey.Wild@turner com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 20218:18 AM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme records@dc goy> 

Subject: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

Good morning, 

We are wondering if it's possible to receive a copy of Officer Brian 
Sicknick's medical exam or autopsy? 

Will this be publicly released? Has it been completed? 

Thank you. 

Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-701-8532 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Wild. Whitney 
Adams Cheryle IOCME> 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, February 2, 202112:00:58 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thanks so much. 

Can I ask where the investigation stands now? Have you been able to determine the cause and 
manner, but are waiting to release it? What has to happen for the information to become 
releasable? (For example does a family member or a supervisor have to s ign off?) 

Thank you again. 

Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-701-8532 

On Feb 2, 2021 , at 11:56 AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Good mornine Whitney, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will only release the cause and manner of 
death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: Wild, Whitney <Wh jtoey.Wjld@turoer.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 2021 8:18AM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme records@dc goy> 

Subject: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

Good morning, 

We are wondering if it's possible to receive a copy of Officer Brian Sicknick 's medical 
exam or autopsy? 

Will this be publicly released? Has it been completed? 

Thank you. 

Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-701-8532 
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From: Wild. Whitney 
To: Adams Cheryle IOCME> 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

Tuesday, February 2, 202112:26:25 PM Date: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you! 

Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-701-8532 

On Feb 2, 2021 , at 12:23 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Whitney, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of 
Medical Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner 
of death within 90 days; however, for cases that are more complex it could 
be longer. Therefore, when this information is available and the 
decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to 
receive the information when it is available. 
Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
Cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 
<imageOO l.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Wild, Whitney [mailto:Whitney.Wild@turner.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2021 12:00 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
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Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Relds, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION. This email originated frorn outside of the DC Government. Do not click. on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 

this email is suspicious, please forward to pbish jng@dc goy for additiona I analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thanks so much. 

Can I ask where the investigat1on stands now? Have you been able to detemJ1ne 
the cause and manner, but are waiting to release it? What has to happen for the 
infonnation to become releasable? (For example does a family member or a 
supervisor have to sign off?) 

Thank you again. 

Whitney Wild 

CNN 
202-701-8532 

On Feb 2, 2021 , at 11:56 AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<chezyle adams@dc ~oy> wrote: 

Good morning Whitney, 

The Office of the CruefMedical Examiner will only release the cause and 
manner of death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.de goy 
<i mageOOl.j pg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's 
response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronay jrus .dc.gov . 
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From: Wild, Whitney <Whjtoey.Wild@turner com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 20218:18 AM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme records@dc goy> 

Subject: CNN request: Brian Sicknick 

Good morning, 

We are wondering if it's possible to receive a copy of Officer Brian 
Sicknick's medical exam or autopsy? 

Will this be publicly released? Has it been completed? 

Thank you. 

Whitney Wild 
CNN 
202-701-8532 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Colleen Lona 
Adams Cbery!e IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW UP: Cause for Sicknick 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 8 :32:41 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Forgive me, somehow this emai l sent from my gmail account, I was sending it from my 
phone. 

I am with The Associated Press. 

Colleen 

On Tue, Apr 20, 2021 at 8:30AM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 
Good morning Ms. Long, 

Please let me know the media outlet that you represent. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest infonnation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit corooayirus de goy. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Colleen Long [mailto:colleen long@gmail com] 
Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 6:44PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Cause for Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. 
If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc goy for 
additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
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Dear Cheryle, 
I am a colleague of Mike Balsamo's, and I'm having a hard time trying to parse out whether 
or not sickness died for multiple strokes or just one. Can you help me clarify on 
background? I believe it is many or at least more than one but I just can't tell. 

Thanks! 
Colleen 

Sent from my iPhone 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to vaccinate.dc.goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Schram. Jamie C*IC) 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW Ul": Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

Thursday, AprilS, 2021 9:41:17 AM Date: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you Cheryle -please send me the results as soon as possible. 

Thank you, Jamie 

On Apr 8, 2021, at 9:33AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Good morning Jamie, 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are still 
pending. OCME med ico] examiners comply with the Nationnl Associntion of 
Medical Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of 
death within 90 days; however, for cases that are more complex it could be 
longer. 
Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www acme de gov 
<imageOO l .jpg> 
For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus)!...Please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. ____ _ 
From: Schram, Jamie (*IC) [mailto:Jamie.Schram@tmz.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 9:27 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Determinations of the cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that t he content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning, 
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Officer Brian Sickn ick was not on yesterday's list. When can we expect his autopsy 

rP..su lt.s? 

Thanks, 

Jamie 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc !NY> 

Sent: Wednesday, Apri l 7, 2021 2:33PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <chervle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Dedner, Ol ivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beyerly.fields@dc goy> 

Subject: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 

!CAUTION I 
This email originated outside Warner Bros. 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection 
at the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The 
District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. 
Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the following determinations as to the cause and 
manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular 

disease 
• Manner of Death-Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular 

disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Manner of Death - Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are 
pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of 
.death: 
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As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the 
medical disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's 
death. The "manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a 
person's death and falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, 
sudden, and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by 
another, including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by 
an injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign 

another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and 
manner investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 
<imageOO l.jpg> 
For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Laura Collins 

Adams Cbery!e IOCMEl 

Qedner O!jyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Email enquiry as requested 

Monday, February 15, 2021 1:39:36 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Dear Cheryle 

I'm not sure that I thanked you for this, if not I certainly meant to! 
I appreciate being added to the list of media receiving updates, 
Yours with best wishes, 

Laura 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 11, 2021, at 12:09 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

External Sender 

Good afternoon Laura, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will only release the cause and 
manner of death when this information is available. Additionally, I have 
added your name to the list to receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme dc.gov 
<imageOO l.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Laura Collins [mailto:Laura.Collins@mailonline.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2021 10:18 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Email enquiry as requested 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
~ttachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe . If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle 

Thank you for return ing my call. As I expla ined I'm a journal ist for the Dai ly Mail and 

want to estab li sh the latest accurate situat ion as far as information that has been 

released in relation to Officer Brian Sicknick's death. 

It's my understanding that the Medical Examiner has not concluded their investigation, 

nor has any cause of death been issued. Is that correct? 

I have seen reports that 'no visible injuries were found' on Officer Sicknick but I cannot 

see any verif ication of that so aga in wanted to establish if this is someth ing that has 

come from your office? 

When the report has been concluded is that something that will be a matter of public 

record and possible for me to request or will that be a decision for the family? I know it 

varies from state to state so want to check. 

And finally, if it is something that I can request is it possible for me to place that 

request now or does that have to be done after it is completed? 

There has been so much misinformation swirling I just want to get the facts directly 

from you as far as the Medical Examiner's part in proceedings. 

I appreciate your time on th is, 

Yours with best wishes, 

Laura Coll ins 
Chief Investigative Reporter 

DailyMail.com 

Disclaimer 

This e-mail and any attached files are intended for the named addressee only. It contains 
information, which may be confidential and legally privileged and also protected by copyright. 
Unless you are the named addressee (or authorised to receive for the addressee) you may not 
copy or use it, or disclose it to anyone else. If you received it in error please notify the sender 
immediately and then delete it from your system. Associated Newspapers Ltd. Registered 
Office: Northcliffe House, 2 Derry St, Kensington, London, WS STT. Registered No 84121 
England. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Susan Katz Keating 

Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Qedner O!jyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl; Adams Rodney IOCME> 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": FOIA request from media 

Thursday, February 11, 202111:15:13 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Good morning Cheryle, 

Can you please tell me why the results have not been released yet? 

Thank you, 

- Susan 

On Mon, Feb 8, 2021 at 1:35PM Susan Katz Keating <skeating@justtbenews com> wrote: 
Thank you, Cheryle, I appreciate the update. 

Best, 

- Susan 

On Mon, Feb 8, 2021 at 1 :33 PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 
wrote: 

Good afternoon Susan, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Exarrtiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to 
receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 
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cberyle adams@dc gov 

Web: www ocrne de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Susan Katz Keating [mailto:skeat jng@justtheoews.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 8, 202111:40 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); ATD OCME 
Subject: FOIA request from media 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the )( Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email 
is suspicious, please forward to ohish ing@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

Hello, 

This is Susan Katz Keating, a journalist with Just the News. Under the provisions of the 
Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting the following: 

The autopsy report for Capitol Pollee officer Brian Sicknick. 

I am requesting an expeditious response. 

Sincerely, 

- Susan Katz Keating 

Just the News 
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1850 K St., NW, Ste 1000 

Washington, D.C. 2006 

Cell: 703-401-2547 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Susan Katz Keating 

Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Qedner O!jyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl; Adams Rodney IOCME> 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": FOIA request from media 

Thursday, February 11, 202111:13:48 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Good morning Cheryle, 

Can you please tell me why the results have not been released yet? 

Thank you, 

- Susan 

On Mon, Feb 8, 2021 at 1:35PM Susan Katz Keating <skeating@justtbenews com> wrote: 
Thank you, Cheryle, I appreciate the update. 

Best, 

- Susan 

On Mon, Feb 8, 2021 at 1 :33 PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 
wrote: 

Good afternoon Susan, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Exarrtiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to 
receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 
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cberyle adams@dc gov 

Web: www ocrne de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Susan Katz Keating [mailto:skeat jng@justtheoews.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 8, 202111:40 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); ATD OCME 
Subject: FOIA request from media 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the )( Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email 
is suspicious, please forward to ohish ing@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

Hello, 

This is Susan Katz Keating, a journalist with Just the News. Under the provisions of the 
Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting the following: 

The autopsy report for Capitol Pollee officer Brian Sicknick. 

I am requesting an expeditious response. 

Sincerely, 

- Susan Katz Keating 

Just the News 
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1850 K St., NW, Ste 1000 

Washington, D.C. 2006 

Cell: 703-401-2547 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Susan Katz Keating 

Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Qedner O!jyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl; Adams Rodney IOCME> 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": FOIA request f rom media 

Monday, February 8, 2021 1:36:29 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you, Cheryle, I appreciate the update. 

Best, 

~Susan 

On Mon, Feb 8, 2021 at 1:33 PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cher:yle adams@dc goy> w rote: 

Good afternoon Susan, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and maimer of death 
when this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to 
receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc goy 

Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For Lhe lalesl infonnallon on Lhe Dislricl Govenunenl's response lo COVID-19 
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(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Susan Katz Keating [majlto:skeatjng@justthenews.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 8, 202111:40 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); ATD OCME 
Subject: FOIA request from media 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishin€@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

This is Susan Katz Keating, a journalist with Just the News. Under the provisions of the 
Freedom oflnformation Act, I am requesting the following: 

The autopsy report for Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. 

I am requesting an expeditious response. 

Sincerely, 

- Susan Katz Keating 

Just the News 

1850 K St., NW, Ste 1000 

Washington, D.C. 2006 

Cell : 703-401 -2547 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Susan Katz Keating 

Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Qedner O!jyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl; Adams Rodney IOCME> 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": FOIA request f rom media 

Monday, February 8, 2021 1:35:51 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you, Cheryle, I appreciate the update. 

Best, 

~Susan 

On Mon, Feb 8, 2021 at 1:33 PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cher:yle adams@dc goy> w rote: 

Good afternoon Susan, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and maimer of death 
when this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to 
receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc goy 

Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For Lhe lalesl infonnallon on Lhe Dislricl Govenunenl's response lo COVID-19 
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(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Susan Katz Keating [majlto:skeatjng@justthenews.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 8, 202111:40 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); ATD OCME 
Subject: FOIA request from media 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishin€@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

This is Susan Katz Keating, a journalist with Just the News. Under the provisions of the 
Freedom oflnformation Act, I am requesting the following: 

The autopsy report for Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. 

I am requesting an expeditious response. 

Sincerely, 

- Susan Katz Keating 

Just the News 

1850 K St., NW, Ste 1000 

Washington, D.C. 2006 

Cell : 703-401 -2547 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Susan Katz Keating 

Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Qedner O!jyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl; Adams Rodney IOCME> 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": FOIA request from media 

Thursday, February 11, 202111:17:54 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Good morning Cheryle, 

Can you please tell me why the results have not been released yet? 

Thank you, 

- Susan 

On Mon, Feb 8, 2021 at 1:35PM Susan Katz Keating <skeating@justtbenews com> wrote: 
Thank you, Cheryle, I appreciate the update. 

Best, 

- Susan 

On Mon, Feb 8, 2021 at 1 :33 PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 
wrote: 

Good afternoon Susan, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Exarrtiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to 
receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 
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cberyle adams@dc gov 

Web: www ocrne de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Susan Katz Keating [mailto:skeat jng@justtheoews.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 8, 202111:40 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); ATD OCME 
Subject: FOIA request from media 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the )( Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email 
is suspicious, please forward to ohish ing@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

Hello, 

This is Susan Katz Keating, a journalist with Just the News. Under the provisions of the 
Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting the following: 

The autopsy report for Capitol Pollee officer Brian Sicknick. 

I am requesting an expeditious response. 

Sincerely, 

- Susan Katz Keating 

Just the News 
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1850 K St., NW, Ste 1000 

Washington, D.C. 2006 

Cell: 703-401-2547 
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From: Allison Papson 
To: Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin 

Philips 

Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 12:54:39 PM 

CAUTION: This ernail originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle, 

Any updates on these cases? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 
Fox 5 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 19, 2021 , at 10:30 AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Good morning Allison, 

These cases are still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
O ffice: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 
<image003 .jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Allison Papson [mailto:AIIison.Papson@FOXlV.COM] 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 6:48 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
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Cc: WTTG Assignment Desk; WTTG WEB; Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, 
Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjog@dc.goy for additiona l analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi, 

Just following up to find out if this information is availab le yet. 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 
Fox 5 

202-895-3000 
<image004.jpg> 
@Allison Papson 

<image005.jpg> 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCM E) <cheryle adams@dc.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 8:55AM 
To: Al lison Papson <All ison papson@FOXJVCOM> 

Cc: WTIG Assignment Desk <WTTGAssi€nmeotDesk@FOXTV COM>; WTIG WEB 
<WTTGWEB@foxtv.com>; Fields, Beverly {OCME) <beyerly.fields@dc.€ov>; Dedoer, 

O livia (EOM ) <u livia.dedoer @dqmy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOX 5 REQU EST: Brian Sicknick, Ashl i Babbit t, Kevin Greeson, 

Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Phil ips 

Good morning Allison, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of 
death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
0 1eryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
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401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 
<image003 .jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Allison Papson [mailto:AIIison.Papson@FOXIV.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 121 2021 8:09PM 
To: Adams/ Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: WTIG Assignment Desk; WTTG WEB 
Subject: FOX 5 REQUEST: Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland 
& Benjamin Philips 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to oh jsblog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Will you please send us the cause and manner of death for Brian Sicknick, Ashli Babbitt, 
Kevin Greeson, Rosanne Boyland & Benjamin Philips? 

Thank you. 

Allison Papson 

Senior Assignment Editor 

Fox 5 

202-895-3000 

<image004.j pg> 
@Allison Papson 

< imugcOOS .jpg> 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC 
Government. Text INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street 
closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Phares. Kelly 

Adams Cberyle IOCMEl 

Qedner O!jyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": FOX INQUIRY: Jen 6 insurrection 4 individuels ceuse end manner of deeth releese 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 4:28:06 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you for your quick response! For planning purposes, do you know if there are any plans 

to provide this information in an on camera statement or have any kind of a press briefing? 

Thank you again, 

Kelly Phares 
Fox News Capitol Hill Producer 

@ kel lyfp hares 

C: 202-655-1522 

C2: 815-931-8977 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 202115:35 

To: Phares, Kelly <Kelly.Phares@FOXNEWS.COM> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: [EXTERNAL) FOLLOW UP: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection 4 individuals cause and manner 

of death release 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has 
issued the following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death - Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 
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Roseanne Boy land, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine intoxication 
• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terntinology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocrne.dc.goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit f!!!Onavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Phares, Ke lly <Kelly Phares@FOXNEWS.COM> 

Sent: Wednesday, Apri l 7, 2021 2:58PM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme. records@dc goy>; ATD OCME <ocme@dc.goy> 

Subject: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection 4 individuals cause and manner of death release 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
f.J I ~d~~ ru rwd r u lu uh j;,l rjog@yl..rw y fur duuiliullal dllaly~b by OCTO S~LU I ily OJJ~ r dliu11~ C~11let (SOC). 
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Good afternoon --

I am seeing some reporting of a release from OCME detai ling the cause and manner of death 

of 4 of the 5 individuals who died during the Jan 6th Capitol insurrection. Are you able to send 

me that release? 

Thank you, 

Kelly Phares 
Fox News Capitol Hill Producer 

@ kel lyfp hares 

C: 202-655-1522 

C2: 815-931-8977 

This message and its attachments may contajn legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to the addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or Fox 
Busim:ss must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No representation 
is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Phares. Kelly 

Adams Cberyle IOCMEl 

Qedner O!jyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": FOX INQUIRY: Jen 6 insurrection 4 individuels ceuse end manner of deeth releese 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 4:28:06 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you for your quick response! For planning purposes, do you know if there are any plans 

to provide this information in an on camera statement or have any kind of a press briefing? 

Thank you again, 

Kelly Phares 
Fox News Capitol Hill Producer 

@ kel lyfp hares 

C: 202-655-1522 

C2: 815-931-8977 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 202115:35 

To: Phares, Kelly <Kelly.Phares@FOXNEWS.COM> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: [EXTERNAL) FOLLOW UP: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection 4 individuals cause and manner 

of death release 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has 
issued the following determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death - Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
• Cause of Death - Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death - Natural 
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Roseanne Boy land, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine intoxication 
• Manner of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terntinology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocrne.dc.goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit f!!!Onavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Phares, Ke lly <Kelly Phares@FOXNEWS.COM> 

Sent: Wednesday, Apri l 7, 2021 2:58PM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme. records@dc goy>; ATD OCME <ocme@dc.goy> 

Subject: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection 4 individuals cause and manner of death release 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
f.J I ~d~~ ru rwd r u lu uh j;,l rjog@yl..rw y fur duuiliullal dllaly~b by OCTO S~LU I ily OJJ~ r dliu11~ C~11let (SOC). 
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Good afternoon --

I am seeing some reporting of a release from OCME detai ling the cause and manner of death 

of 4 of the 5 individuals who died during the Jan 6th Capitol insurrection. Are you able to send 

me that release? 

Thank you, 

Kelly Phares 
Fox News Capitol Hill Producer 

@ kel lyfp hares 

C: 202-655-1522 

C2: 815-931-8977 

This message and its attachments may contajn legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to the addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or Fox 
Busim:ss must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No representation 
is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Lindsay Watts 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": FoxSDC request-Brian Sick~ick autopsy 

Monday, January 11, 202110:57:48 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. lfyou believe that tlJ.is email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you, Cheryl e. When tlus infonnation is available, will it be released by your office? If so, can you add me to 
your media email list? Do you expect it today? 

Thanks, 

Lindsay 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jan 10,2021, at 11:50 AM, Adams, Cberyle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> Good morning Lindsay, 
> 
>- The Office of the Chief Medical Examiuer will release the cause and manner of death when this information is 
available. 
> 
> Best 1·egards, 
> Cheryle 
> 
> Cheryle E. AdalDS 
> Oftice: 202 698-9008 
:-. Mobile: 202-329-9008 
> Fax (202) 698-9101 
> cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
> Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> For the latest information on the District Govenm1ent's response to COVID-19 (Coronavi.rus), please visit 
htt:ps-1/ur(defense proo fpoinr com/y2/url?u=http-
3A coronayjms de gov&d=DwiFAw&c=Y61K3sQOQs:~gkyUEqgybQ&r=ERrByPJI I aPWSvGAOM IN-
5kHeZiocgJ2r51rrBepEqo&m= CeXWbU70m3f-
V9mhwShuiKpE I dKQI.tN7f2sEauCw!&s=EwZfR I wnPTezf7 Ehdj I AkxjQe3_rlJIX I y I d-k961mMI&e= . 
> 
>- -----Original Message-----
> From: Lindsay Watts [maj!to:Ljndsay Watts@FOXTV COM] 
> Sent: Sunday, January 10, 2021 10:42 AM 
> To: Adams, Chery!e (OCME) 
> Subject: Fox5DC request-Brian Sicknick autopsy 
> 
> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recog~J.ize ilie sender and know iliat the content is safe. Uyou believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phi.shing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
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> 
> 
> Hi Cheryle, 
> 

> Have You completed an autopsy on capitol police officer Brian Sicknick? lf so, can you provide cause of death? lf 
not, when do you anticipate that to be completed? 
> 
> Thanks, 
> 
> Lindsay Watts 
> Reporter 
> Fox5DC 
> 202-823-2447 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Lindsay Watts 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": FoxSDC request-Brian Sick~ick autopsy 

Monday, January 11, 202110:57:48 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. lfyou believe that tlJ.is email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you, Cheryl e. When tlus infonnation is available, will it be released by your office? If so, can you add me to 
your media email list? Do you expect it today? 

Thanks, 

Lindsay 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jan 10,2021, at 11:50 AM, Adams, Cberyle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> Good morning Lindsay, 
> 
>- The Office of the Chief Medical Examiuer will release the cause and manner of death when this information is 
available. 
> 
> Best 1·egards, 
> Cheryle 
> 
> Cheryle E. AdalDS 
> Oftice: 202 698-9008 
:-. Mobile: 202-329-9008 
> Fax (202) 698-9101 
> cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
> Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> For the latest information on the District Govenm1ent's response to COVID-19 (Coronavi.rus), please visit 
htt:ps-1/ur(defense proo fpoinr com/y2/url?u=http-
3A coronayjms de gov&d=DwiFAw&c=Y61K3sQOQs:~gkyUEqgybQ&r=ERrByPJI I aPWSvGAOM IN-
5kHeZiocgJ2r51rrBepEqo&m= CeXWbU70m3f-
V9mhwShuiKpE I dKQI.tN7f2sEauCw!&s=EwZfR I wnPTezf7 Ehdj I AkxjQe3_rlJIX I y I d-k961mMI&e= . 
> 
>- -----Original Message-----
> From: Lindsay Watts [maj!to:Ljndsay Watts@FOXTV COM] 
> Sent: Sunday, January 10, 2021 10:42 AM 
> To: Adams, Chery!e (OCME) 
> Subject: Fox5DC request-Brian Sicknick autopsy 
> 
> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recog~J.ize ilie sender and know iliat the content is safe. Uyou believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phi.shing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
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> 
> 
> Hi Cheryle, 
> 

> Have You completed an autopsy on capitol police officer Brian Sicknick? lf so, can you provide cause of death? lf 
not, when do you anticipate that to be completed? 
> 
> Thanks, 
> 
> Lindsay Watts 
> Reporter 
> Fox5DC 
> 202-823-2447 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Hobbs. Tawnell 

Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW UP: Hi -- from the WSJ 
Thursdey, Aprill, 2021 3:55:09 I'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thank you -- and welcome back! 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPEC IAL WRITER 

L..! 
M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawne!l 

u 

On Thu, Apr 1, 2021 at 2:54PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good afternoon Tawnell, 

This case is still pending. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adarns@dc gov 

Web: www ocrne de gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Hobbs, Tawnell [mailto:tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 24, 2021 12:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Hi -- from the WSJ 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjsbjns@dc soy for additional analysis by OCfO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi! It's Tawnell at the WSJ. Just checking in to see if there's anything new on the Sicknick 
report. 

Thank you! 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0: +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell hobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnell 

[] 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Ah·eady vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Hobbs. Tawnell 

Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Qedner O!jyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Hi -- question from The Wall Street Journal 

Wednesday, January 27, 2021 5:04:02 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thanks for the fast response! 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SEN IOR SPEC IAL WRITER 

n 
M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawnell 

D 

On Wed, Jan 27, 2021 at 4:02PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <chezyle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Good afternoon Tawnell, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical 
Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 

90 days; however, for cases that are more complex it could be longer. 
Consequently, these cases are still pending and I will follow up with you as soon as 
the information is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Special Assistant to tl1e Chief Medical Examine1' 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
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Washington, DC 20024 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-91 01 

cberyle adams@dc.gov 

Web: www ocme de goy 

for the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Hobbs, Tawnell [mailto:tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 4:53 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Hi -- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbishing@ dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi there! Circling back on this -- wondering if you all have an estimated time frame when 
reports might be ready on Brian Sicknick and/or Howard Liebengood. Thank you. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIIl.L WRITER 

[ [R]-
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M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell bobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnel! 

u 

On Wed, Jan 20, 2021 at 7:57AM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle adams@dc goy> 
wrote: 

Good morning Tawnell, 

l have added your contact information to our media contact list. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle ad ams@d c goy 

Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavims.dc.gov. 
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From: Hobbs/ Tawnell [mailto:tawnell .hobbs@wsj.com] 
Se nt: Tuesday/ January 191 2021 4:32 PM 
To: Adamsr Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Hi -- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email 
is suspicious, please forward to phjshjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

Thank you! Should I just keep checking back everyday, or do you have a media list? 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

II _ g _ 
M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell hobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnell 

u 

On Tue, Jan 19, 2021 at 3:31PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 
wrote: 

Good afternoon Tawnellr 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 
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Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-91 01 

cberyle.adarns@dc.gov 

Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-
19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavjrus.dc.gov. 

From: "Hobbs, Tawnell" <tawnell hobbs@wsj com> 
Date: January 19, 2021 at 3:58:21 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links 

or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If 
you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to pb jsbjng@dc goy for additional 
analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi. I'm Tawnell Hobbs, a reporter at The Wall Street Journal. How can I 
got about getting cause of death and/or autopsy information on the 
following individuals: 

Emai/1668 
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Brian Sicknick, 42 

Howard Liebengood, 51 

Thanks for any help you can provide. My cell is 475-323-8149. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: lawne!l hobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawne!l 

D 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. 
Text INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather 
alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Hobbs. Tawnell 

Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Qedner O!jyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Hi -- question from The Wall Street Journal 

Wednesday, January 27, 20214:54:14 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi there! Circling back on tbis --wondering if you all have an estimated timeframe when 
reports might be ready on Brian Sicknick and/or Howard Liebengood. Thank you. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SEN IOR SPEC IAL WRI TER 

I I 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnel!.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawnel! 

0 

On Wed, Jan 20, 2021 at 7:57AM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good mon1ing Ta wnell, 

I have added your contact information to our media contact list. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc gov 

Web: www ocme de gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Hobbs, Tawnell [mailto:tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4:32 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to pbjsbjog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you! Should I just keep checking back everyday, or do you have a media list? 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0: +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell bobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnell 

LJ 

On Tue, Jan 19, 2021 at 3:31PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cher:yle adams@dc goy> 
wrote: 
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Good afternoon Ta wnell, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cheryle.adams@dc.gov 

Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayims.dc.goy. 

From: "Hobbs, Tawnell" <tawnell hobbs@wsj com> 
Date: January 19, 2021 at 3:58:21 PM EST 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or 

open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you 
believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshin€® dc €OY for additional analysis 
by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi. I'm Tawnell Hobbs, a reporter at The Wall Street Journal. How can I got 
about getting cause of death and/or autopsy information on the following 
individuals: 

Brian Sicknick, 42 

Howard Liebengood, 51 

Thanks for any help you can provide. My cell is 475-323-8149. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E . l ijWitt:!!f hulJtJs@ wsj e,;uriJ 
T: @tawneil 

u 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
TNAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and 
more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Hobbs. Tawnell 

Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Qedner O!jyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Hi -- question from The Wall Street Journal 

Wednesday, January 27, 20214:54:13 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi there! Circling back on tbis --wondering if you all have an estimated timeframe when 
reports might be ready on Brian Sicknick and/or Howard Liebengood. Thank you. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SEN IOR SPEC IAL WRI TER 

I I 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnel!.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawnel! 

0 

On Wed, Jan 20, 2021 at 7:57AM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good mon1ing Ta wnell, 

I have added your contact information to our media contact list. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc gov 

Web: www ocme de gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Hobbs, Tawnell [mailto:tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4:32 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to pbjsbjog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you! Should I just keep checking back everyday, or do you have a media list? 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0: +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell bobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnell 

LJ 

On Tue, Jan 19, 2021 at 3:31PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cher:yle adams@dc goy> 
wrote: 
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Good afternoon Ta wnell, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cheryle.adams@dc.gov 

Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayims.dc.goy. 

From: "Hobbs, Tawnell" <tawnell hobbs@wsj com> 
Date: January 19, 2021 at 3:58:21 PM EST 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or 

open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you 
believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshin€® dc €OY for additional analysis 
by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi. I'm Tawnell Hobbs, a reporter at The Wall Street Journal. How can I got 
about getting cause of death and/or autopsy information on the following 
individuals: 

Brian Sicknick, 42 

Howard Liebengood, 51 

Thanks for any help you can provide. My cell is 475-323-8149. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E . l ijWitt:!!f hulJtJs@ wsj e,;uriJ 
T: @tawneil 

u 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
TNAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and 
more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Hobbs. Tawnell 

Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Qedner O!jyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Hi -- question from The Wall Street Journal 

Wednesday, January 27, 2021 4:53:37 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi there! Circling back on tbis --wondering if you all have an estimated timeframe when 
reports might be ready on Brian Sicknick and/or Howard Liebengood. Thank you. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SEN IOR SPEC IAL WRI TER 

I I 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnel!.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawnel! 

0 

On Wed, Jan 20, 2021 at 7:57AM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good mon1ing Ta wnell, 

I have added your contact information to our media contact list. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc gov 

Web: www ocme de gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Hobbs, Tawnell [mailto:tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4:32 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to pbjsbjog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you! Should I just keep checking back everyday, or do you have a media list? 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0: +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell bobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnell 

LJ 

On Tue, Jan 19, 2021 at 3:31PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cher:yle adams@dc goy> 
wrote: 
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Good afternoon Ta wnell, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cheryle.adams@dc.gov 

Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayims.dc.goy. 

From: "Hobbs, Tawnell" <tawnell hobbs@wsj com> 
Date: January 19, 2021 at 3:58:21 PM EST 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or 

open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you 
believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshin€® dc €OY for additional analysis 
by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi. I'm Tawnell Hobbs, a reporter at The Wall Street Journal. How can I got 
about getting cause of death and/or autopsy information on the following 
individuals: 

Brian Sicknick, 42 

Howard Liebengood, 51 

Thanks for any help you can provide. My cell is 475-323-8149. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E . l ijWitt:!!f hulJtJs@ wsj e,;uriJ 
T: @tawneil 

u 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
TNAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and 
more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Tawnell Hobbs 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Hi -- question from The Wall Street Journal 

Wednesday, January 20, 2021 8:58:09 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

u 
M: + 1 475 323 8149 0: + 1 2 14 951 7103 
E: tawnell.hobbs@wsj .com 
T: @tawnell 
A: 3333 Lee Parkway, Suite 600, Dallas, Texas 75219 

[J 

On Jan 20, 2021 , at 7:57AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<chezyle adams@dc i"Ov> wrote: 

Good morning Tawnell, 

I have added your contact information to our media contact list. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 6Y8-Y101 
cheryle adams@dc.goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COV lU-lY (Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Hobbs, Tawnell [mailto:tawnell .bobbs@wsj.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4:32 PM 
To: Adams, Cberyle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Hi -- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
at tachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phish jne@dc.goy for additiona l analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you! Should I just keep checking back everyday, or do you have a media 
list? 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell hobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnell 

[J 

On Tue, Jan 19, 2021 at 3:31PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cher:yle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good afternoon Tawnell, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner 
of death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www acme de gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: "Hobbs, Tawnell" <tawnell bobbs@wsj com> 
Date: January 19, 2021 at 3:58:21 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Hi --question from The Wall Street .Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click 
on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 
content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phjsbjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

Hi. I'm Tawnell Hobbs, a reporter at The Wall Street JournaL How 
can I got about getting cause of death and/or autopsy information 
on the following individuals: 

Brian Sicknick, 42 
Howard Liebengood, 51 

Thanks for any help you can provide. My cell is 475-323-8149. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell hobbs@wi i com 
T: @tawnel! 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC 
Government. Text fNAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street 
closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Hobbs. Tawnell 

Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Qedner O!jyja IEOMl ; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Hi -- quest ion from The Wall Street Journal 

Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4:32:36 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you! Should I just keep checking back everyday, or do you have a media list? 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SEN IOR SPEC IAL WRITER 

n 
M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawnell 

D 

On Tue, Jan 19, 2021 at 3:31PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Good afternoon Tawnell, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc gov 

Web: www ocme de gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: "Hobbs, Tawnell" <tawnell hobbs@wsj com> 
Date: January 19, 2021 at 3:58:21 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or 

open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you 
believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to ohjshjng@dc.gov for additional analysis by 

OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi. I'm Tawnell Hobbs, a reporter at The Wall Street Journal. How can I got 
about getting cause of death and/or autopsy information on the fo llowing 
individuals: 

Brian Sicknick, 42 

Howard Liebengood, 51 

Thanks for any help you can provide. My cell is 475-323-8149. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
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SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

l 
M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell hobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnell 

u 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and 
more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Hobbs. Tawnell 

Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Qedner O!jyja IEOMl ; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Hi -- quest ion from The Wall Street Journal 

Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4:32:31 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you! Should I just keep checking back everyday, or do you have a media list? 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SEN IOR SPEC IAL WRITER 

n 
M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawnell 

D 

On Tue, Jan 19, 2021 at 3:31PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Good afternoon Tawnell, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc gov 

Web: www ocme de gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: "Hobbs, Tawnell" <tawnell hobbs@wsj com> 
Date: January 19, 2021 at 3:58:21 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or 

open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you 
believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to ohjshjng@dc.gov for additional analysis by 

OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi. I'm Tawnell Hobbs, a reporter at The Wall Street Journal. How can I got 
about getting cause of death and/or autopsy information on the fo llowing 
individuals: 

Brian Sicknick, 42 

Howard Liebengood, 51 

Thanks for any help you can provide. My cell is 475-323-8149. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
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SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

l 
M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell hobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnell 

u 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and 
more. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Hobbs. Tawnell 

Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Qedner O!jyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Hi -- quest ion from The Wall Street Journal 

Wednesday, January 27, 2021 5:04:35 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thanks for the fast response! 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SEN IOR SPEC IAL WRITER 

n 
M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawnell 

D 

On Wed, Jan 27, 2021 at 4:02PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <chezyle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Good afternoon Tawnell, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical 
Examiners' (NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 
90 days; however, for cases that are more complex it could be longer. 
Consequently, these cases are still pending and I will follow up with you as soon as 
the information is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Special Assistant to tl1e Chief Medical Examine1' 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
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Washington, DC 20024 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-91 01 

cberyle adams@dc.gov 

Web: www ocme de goy 

for the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Hobbs, Tawnell [mailto:tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 4:53 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Hi -- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbishing@ dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi there! Circling back on this -- wondering if you all have an estimated time frame when 
reports might be ready on Brian Sicknick and/or Howard Liebengood. Thank you. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIIl.L WRITER 

[ [R]-
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M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell bobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnel! 

u 

On Wed, Jan 20, 2021 at 7:57AM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle adams@dc goy> 
wrote: 

Good morning Tawnell, 

l have added your contact information to our media contact list. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle ad ams@d c goy 

Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavims.dc.gov. 
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From: Hobbs/ Tawnell [mailto:tawnell .hobbs@wsj.com] 
Se nt: Tuesday/ January 191 2021 4:32 PM 
To: Adamsr Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Hi -- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email 
is suspicious, please forward to phjshjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

Thank you! Should I just keep checking back everyday, or do you have a media list? 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

II _ g _ 
M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell hobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawnell 

u 

On Tue, Jan 19, 2021 at 3:31PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 
wrote: 

Good afternoon Tawnellr 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 
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Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-91 01 

cberyle.adarns@dc.gov 

Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-
19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavjrus.dc.gov. 

From: "Hobbs, Tawnell" <tawnell hobbs@wsj com> 
Date: January 19, 2021 at 3:58:21 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Hi-- question from The Wall Street Journal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links 

or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If 
you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to pb jsbjng@dc goy for additional 
analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi. I'm Tawnell Hobbs, a reporter at The Wall Street Journal. How can I 
got about getting cause of death and/or autopsy information on the 
following individuals: 
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Brian Sicknick, 42 

Howard Liebengood, 51 

Thanks for any help you can provide. My cell is 475-323-8149. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

M: +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 951 7103 
E: lawne!l hobbs@wsj com 
T: @tawne!l 

D 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. 
Text INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather 
alerts, and more. 
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From: Flack. Eric 

To: Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Cc: Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW Ul": Media Inquiry re: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, February 1, 2021 5:48:15 PM Date: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you Cheryle. 

On Feb 1, 2021 , at 5:46 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

CAUTION- EXTERNAL EMAIL - e lease use caution OJ?ening attachments 
and never share. your password. Send suspicious email to infosec@tegna.com. 

This case is pending and I will add your contact information to the list to receive 
the cause and manner of death when it is available. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202-698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax: 202-698-9101 
Cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

On Feb 1, 2021, at 4:46PM, Flack, Eric <Ef lack@wusa9 corn> wrote: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 

content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phjshjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OC10 Securi ty Operations Center {SOC). 

Thanks Cheryl - So to be crystal clear in my reporting, the cause of 
death has not officially been determined? Or has been determined but 
has been publicly released? 

I want to be a specific as possible in my reporting to avoid incorrect 
information. 

Thanks, 
Eric 
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On Feb 1, 2021, at 4:22 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<checyle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

CAUTION - EXTERNAI.J EMAIL -J>leaseuse 
caution opening attachments and never share your 

password. Send suspicious emai)_ to 
infosec@tegna com. 

Good afternoon Eric, 

The Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner will release the 
cause and manner of death when this information is 
available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 
<imageOO l.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District 
Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: "Flack, Eric" 
<EFiack@wusa9 com> 
Date: February 1, 2021 at 2:50:36 
PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Suhject: Meclia Inquiry re: Officer 
Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon - I work with WUSA9 and 
am preparing for our coverage of Capitol 
Police Officer Brian Sicknick' s funeral. 

As part of our reporting, we would like to 
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confirm with the DC Medical Examiners 
Office the cause of death ruled by the 
medical examiner. 

Can you please provide an update, and 
whether Officer Sicknicks death has been 
ruled a Homocide, or, whether it could be in 
the future. 

Thank you for your assistance, 

Eric Flack 
WUSA9 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Flack. Eric 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl ; Fields Beverly I OCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Media Inquiry re: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, February 1, 2021 4:46:44 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this ema il is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thanks Cheryl - So to be crystal clear in my reporting, the cause of death has not officially 
been determined? Or has been detennined but has been publicly released? 

I want to be a specific as possible in my reporting to avoid incorrect information. 

Thanks, 
Eric 

On Feb 1, 2021 , at 4:22PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caution openjog attactunents 
and never share your password. Send suspicious email to infosec@tegna.com. 

Good afternoon Eric, 

The Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner wi ll release the cause and maru1er of death 
when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Chcrylc E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.ad ams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme.dc.goy 
<imageOO l.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: "Flack, Eric" <EFlack@wusa9 com> 
Date: February 1, 2021 at 2:50:36 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Media Inquiry re: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon - I work with WUSA9 and am preparing for our 
coverage of Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick's funeral. 

As part of our reporting, we would like to confirm with the DC 
Medical Examiners Office the cause of death ruled by the medical 
exammer. 

Can you please provide an update, and whether Officer Sicknicks 
death bas been ruled a Homocide, or, whether it could be in the 
future_ 

Thank you for your assistance, 

Eric Flack 
WUSA9 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Flack. Eric 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl ; Fields Beverly I OCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Media Inquiry re: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, February 1, 2021 4:46:44 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this ema il is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thanks Cheryl - So to be crystal clear in my reporting, the cause of death has not officially 
been determined? Or has been detennined but has been publicly released? 

I want to be a specific as possible in my reporting to avoid incorrect information. 

Thanks, 
Eric 

On Feb 1, 2021 , at 4:22PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caution openjog attactunents 
and never share your password. Send suspicious email to infosec@tegna.com. 

Good afternoon Eric, 

The Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner wi ll release the cause and maru1er of death 
when this information is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Chcrylc E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.ad ams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme.dc.goy 
<imageOO l.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: "Flack, Eric" <EFlack@wusa9 com> 
Date: February 1, 2021 at 2:50:36 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Media Inquiry re: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon - I work with WUSA9 and am preparing for our 
coverage of Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick's funeral. 

As part of our reporting, we would like to confirm with the DC 
Medical Examiners Office the cause of death ruled by the medical 
exammer. 

Can you please provide an update, and whether Officer Sicknicks 
death bas been ruled a Homocide, or, whether it could be in the 
future_ 

Thank you for your assistance, 

Eric Flack 
WUSA9 
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From: Flack. Eric 

To: Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Cc: Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW Ul": Media Inquiry re: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, February 1, 2021 5:48:15 PM Date: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you Cheryle. 

On Feb 1, 2021 , at 5:46PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

CAUTION- EXTERNAL EMAIL - e lease use caution OJ?ening attachments 
and never share. your password. Send suspicious email to infosec@tegna.com. 

This case is pending and I will add your contact information to the list to receive 
the cause and manner of death when it is available. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202-698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax: 202-698-9101 
Cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

On Feb 1, 2021, at 4:46PM, Flack, Eric <Ef lack@wusa9 corn> wrote: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 

content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phjshjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OC10 Securi ty Operations Center {SOC). 

Thanks Cheryl - So to be crystal clear in my reporting, the cause of 
death has not officially been determined? Or has been determined but 
has been publicly released? 

I want to be a specific as possible in my reporting to avoid incorrect 
information. 

Thanks, 
Eric 
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On Feb 1, 2021, at 4:22 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<checyle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

CAUTION - EXTERNAI.J EMAIL -J>leaseuse 
caution opening attachments and never share your 

password. Send suspicious emai)_ to 
infosec@tegna com. 

Good afternoon Eric, 

The Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner will release the 
cause and manner of death when this information is 
available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 
<imageOO l.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District 
Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: "Flack, Eric" 
<EFiack@wusa9 com> 
Date: February 1, 2021 at 2:50:36 
PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Suhject: Meclia Inquiry re: Officer 
Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon - I work with WUSA9 and 
am preparing for our coverage of Capitol 
Police Officer Brian Sicknick' s funeral. 

As part of our reporting, we would like to 
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confirm with the DC Medical Examiners 
Office the cause of death ruled by the 
medical examiner. 

Can you please provide an update, and 
whether Officer Sicknicks death has been 
ruled a Homocide, or, whether it could be in 
the future. 

Thank you for your assistance, 

Eric Flack 
WUSA9 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Jeff Mordock 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW UP: Media request -- The Washington Times 
Wednesday, March 31 2021 2:22:50 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Got this. 

Thank you. And thank you for adding me to the press list. 

Jeff 

On Wed, Mar 3, 2021 at 11:39 AM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 
wrote: 

Good morning Jeff, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medica] Examiners' 
(NAME) slandard Lo delenni_ne Lhe cause and manner of dealh wilhin 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, 1 will provide you with the 
cause and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc.gov 

Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Jeff Mordock [mailto: jmordock@washjngtontjmes.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 03, 2021 10:40 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Media request -- The Washington Times 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjsbjns@dc soy for additional analysis by OCfO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I am working on a story about the death of officer Brian Sicknick. 

Can the Medical Examiner give any updates on a possible timeline on when we may hear 
anything or when it could possibly announce a cause of death? 

Is there anything the Medical Examiner can say about a timeline for an announcement? 

Thanks 

Jeff 
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Cell is 267-566-7767 

JeffMordock 

Justice Department Reporter 

The Washington Times 

3600 New York Avenue 

Washington, DC 20002 

Ph: (202) 636-3041 

jmordock@washingtontjrnes corn 

The infonnation contained in this electronic traosmission is intended for tl1e exclusive use of the individuals to whom it is addressed and may 
contain infonnation that is privileged and confidential, the disclosure of which is prohibited by law. lf the reader of this transmission is not the 
i1Jteoded recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. In addition, 
any unauthorizc<l copying, di~cloS\.lrC. or distribution of the nut.tcrii11 in this c·mitll and Any ~Utnchnlcnt-..3 i:s st:ricdy forbidden. 

JeffMordock 
Justice Department Reporter 
The Washington Times 
3600 New York Avenue 
Washington , DC 20002 
Ph: (202) 636-3041 
jrnordock(fgwashjngtontimes com 

The information contained in this electronic transmission is intended for the exclusive use of the individuals to whom it is addressed and may contain 
infonnation that is privileged and confidential, the disclosure of which is prohibited by law. If the reader of this transmission is not tlte intended 
recipient, you are hereby notified that any disseminat ion, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. In addition. any 
unauthorized copying, disclosure or distn'bution of the material in this e-mail and any attachments is strictly forbidden. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Joselow. Gabriel CNBCUniversall 

Adams Cheryle IOCME) 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": NBC News: clarification on Capitol death 

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 4:56:04 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Dear Cheryle, 

Thank you for your quick response. Th is is actua lly the report that I'm seeking cla rification about. 

It says Ash li Babbitt's death was caused by a gunshot wound to the left shoulder and I'm just trying 
to determine more precisely where she was wounded. Was it near her heart? near her neck? Was an 
artery or major organ damaged? 

I'm trying trying to differentiate the officia l report from the family's account that she was shot in the 
chest to better understand the cause of death. 

Thank you again 
Gabe 

From: Adams, Cheryle {OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Date: Wednesday, 7 April 2021 at 21: 22 

To: Joselow, Gabrie l (NBCUniversa l) <Gabriei.Joselow@nbcuni.com> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>, Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly.fie lds@dc.gov> 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] FOLLOW UP: NBC News: clarification on Capitol death 

Good afternoon Gabriel, 

Here is the statement that OCME released today with the exact cause of death: 

"On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at 
the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 

Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has 

issued the following determinations as to the cau se and manner of death for four of 
those individua ls. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
• Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
• Manner of Death- Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
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• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
• Manner of Death- Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
• Cause of Death- Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
• Matmer of Death- Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District/ visit ocn1e.dc.gov." 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
tCoronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
From: Joselow, Gabriel (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Gabriei.Joselow@nbcuni.com] 
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Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 4:03 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: NBC News: clarification on Capitol death 

CAUTioN: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjshjng@dc goy for addit ional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle, 

This is Gabe with NBC News following up on the new report on t he capitol riot deaths. 

Can you please help to cla ri fy the exact cause of Ashli Babbitt's death, so we can reflect this 

accurately? 

Her fam ily's lawyer sa id previously she was shot in the chest, while the report mentions a gunshot 

wound to her left anterior shoulder. 

Does that anatomically include the f ront of her chest or neck? How exactly did a wound to her 

shoulder result in her death? 

Thank you for any additional deta ils you can provide. 

Gabe Joselow 

Producer 

NBC News I London 

+44 7919 627 938 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Julia Marnin 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW UP: NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 
Wednesday, February 24, 2021 2:14:27 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thank you, I appreciate it. 

Best, 
1 ulia Marnin 

On Wed, Feb 24, 2021 at 12:33 PM Adams, Cberyle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> 
wrote: 

Good afternoon Julia, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wi11 release the cause and manner of death 
when this information is available. Additionally, l have added your name to the list to 
receive the iniormalion when il is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc goy 

Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Julia Marnin [mailto:j .marojo@oewsweek.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 12:25 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjshin€@dc €0Y for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I just spoke with you on the phone regarding a story for Newsweek I am working on about 
the known information surrounding Officer Brian Sicknick's death following the January 6 
Capitol Hill riots. 

Can you issue comments to answer/confirm information for these few questions below? 

Is the medical examiner's report on Officer Sicknick complete? If not, when will it be 
released? If there's no exact date, is there any idea as to when the report might be made 
public? 

Is it possible to confirm or deny whether Sicknick was struck with a fire extinguisher on the 
head? Previously, multiple media outlets had reported that and there have been conflicting 
reports following. 

Any other information that the DC Office of the Chief Medical Examiner is able to provide 
surrounding his death and the medical examiner's report is greatly appreciated. 
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Our story deadline is today. T hl'lnk you for your time_ 

Best, 

Julia Marnin 

Julia Marnin I Fellow 

NEWSWEEK 

T I +1 609 923 5425 

E I Lmaroig@newsweek.com 

W I ncwswcck.com 

A I 33 Whitehall Sn·ect, Floor 8, New York, NY, 10004 

Julia Marnin I Fellow 

NEWSWEEK 

T I +1 609 923 5425 

E I j.marnjn@newswcek.com 

W I newsweck.com 

A I 33 Whitehall Sh·eet, Floot· 8, New York, NY. 10004 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Augenstein. Neal 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW UP: Officer Sicknick 
Thursdey, Februery 11, 2021 9:19:53 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of tl1e DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Morning. Any update? Thx 

Neal Augenstein 
Rep01ter 
WTOP-FM and wtop.com 
Washington, DC 
202 438 1505 cell 
202 895 5060 newsroom 
naugenstein@wtop.com 

Twitter: @Augenstein WTOP 
Skype: WTOPNealAugenstein 

> On Feb 5, 2021 , at 9:34 AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> Good moming Neal, 
> 

> The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when this information is 
available. Additionally, l have added your name to the list to receive the information when it is avai lable. 
> 
> Dest regards, 
> Cheryle 
> 
> Cheryle E. Adams 
> Office: 202 698-9008 
> Mobile: 202-329-9008 
> Fax (202) 698-910 l 
> cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
> Web: w"vw.ocme.dc.gov 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> For the latest infotmation on d1e District Government's response to COVID-19 (Corouavirus), please visit 
corona virus. de. gov. 
> 
> ----Original Message-----
> From: Augenstein, Neal [majlto·naugcnstein@w1np com] 
> Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2021 9:30PM 
> To: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
> Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
> Subject: Re: Otlicer Sicknick 
> 
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> CAUTION: This email orig iuated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
lmless you recognize the sender <Uld know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to pbishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 

> 
> Thanks to you both! 
> 
> Neal 
> 
> 
> 
> Neal Augenstein 
> Reporter 
> WTOP-FM and wtop.com 
> Washington, DC 
> 202 438 1505 cell 
> 202 895 5060 newsroom 
> naugenstein@wtop.com 
> 
> Twitter: @Augenstein WTOP 
> Skype: WTOPNea!Augenstein 
> 
>> On Feb 4, 2021, at 9:24PM, Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> wrote: 
>> 
>> Hello, 
>> I am well and hope you are tool 
>> 
>> I have added Cl1eryle Adams, our PIO, whom is handling these requests. Thanks. 
>> 
>> Beverly Ann Fields, Esq. 
» ChiefofStaff 
>> DC Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
>> 401 ESt., SW 
>> Washington. DC 20024 
>> 202-698-9006 (o) 
» 202-329-9006 (c) 
>> Beverly.fields@dc.gov 
>> 
>> 
>>>> On Feb 4, 2021, at 7:45PM, Augenstein, Neal <naugcnstein@wtop.com> wrote: 
>>> 
>>> CAUTION: This email origi nated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attaclunents unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is 
suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> Hi, Beverly. Hope you're welL Can you share manner and cause? Thanks and best. 
>>> 
>>> N 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> Neal Augenstein 
>>> Reporter 
>>> WTOP-FM and wtop.com 
>>> Washington. DC 
»> 202 438 1505 cell 
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>>> 202 895 5060 newsroom 
>>> naugeustein@wtop.com 
>>> 
>>> Twitter: @AugensteinWTOP 
>>> Skype: WfOPNealAugenstein 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Augenstein. Neal 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

fields Beverly IOCMEl ; Dedner Oljyja I EOMl 
Re: FOLLOW Ur>: Officer Sickn ick 

Friday, February 5, 2021 9:36:15 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thanks, Cheryle. All the best. 

N 

Neal Augenstein 
Reporter 
103.5FM and wtop.com 
Washington, DC 
202-438-1505 cell 
202-895-5060 newsroom 
naugenstejn@wtop.com 

Twitter: @AugensteinWTOP 
Skype: WTOPNeaiAugenstein 

From: Adams, Che ryle {OCMC) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Friday, February 5, 2021 8:29AM 

To: Augenstein, Neal 

Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Ol ivia (EOM) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: Officer Sicknick 

Good morn ing Neal, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when this information is 

available. Addit ionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cheryle.adams@dc.gov 

Web: www ocme.dc.goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus}, please visit 

coronavirus.dc.gov. 

-----Original Message-----

From: Augenstein, Neal [majlto:naugenstejn@wtop.com] 

Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2021 9:30 PM 

To: Fields, Beverly (OCM E) 

Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 

Subject: Re: Officer Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email o riginated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thanks to you both! 

Neal 

Neal Augenstein 

Reporter 

WTOP-FM and wt op.com 

Washington, DC 

202 438 1505 cell 

202 895 5060 newsroom 

naugenstein@wtop.com 

Twitt Pr: @AttgPn <;tP inWTOP 

Skype: WTOPNeaiAugenstein 

>On Feb 4, 2021, at 9:24 PM, Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> wrote: 

> 
> Hello, 

> I am well and hope you are too! 

> 

> I have added Cheryle Adams, our PIO, whom is handling these requests. Thanks. 

> 

> Beverly Ann Fields, Esq. 

>Chief of Staff 

> DC Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

> 401 E St., SW 

>Washington, DC 20024 

> 202-698-9006 (o) 

> 202-329-9006 (c) 
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> Beverly.fields@dc.gov 

> 

> 
>>On 1-eb 4, L'U21, at 7:4~ PM, Augenstein, Neal <naugenstein(g)wtop.com> wrote: 

>> 

»CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center {SOC). 

>> 

>> 
>>Hi, Beverly. Hope you're well. Can you share manner and cause? Thanks and best. 

>> 

»N 

>> 
>> 

>> 

» Neal Augenstein 

>>Reporter 

» WTOP-FM and wtop.com 

» Washington, DC 

» 202 438 1505 cel l 

» 202 895 5060 newsroom 

» naugenstein@wtop.com 

>> 
»Twitter: @AugensteinWTOP 

» Skype: WTOPNeaiAugenstein 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Augenstein. Neal 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW UP: Officer Sicknick 
Thursdey, Februe ry 11, 2021 10:09:00 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of tl1e DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thxmuch 

Neal Augenstein 
Rep01ter 
WTOP-FM and wtop.com 
Washington, DC 
202 438 1505 cell 
202 895 5060 newsroom 
naugenstein@wtop.com 

Twitter: @Augenstein WTOP 
Skype: WTOPNealAugenstein 

> On Feb ll , 2021, at 10:05 AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> This case is still pending. 
> 
> Cheryle E. Adams 
> Oftice: 202-698-9008 
> Mobile: 202-329-9008 
> Pax: 202-698-9101 
> Cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
> Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
> 

> 
> 
>> On Feb ll , 202 1, at 9:20AM, Augenstein, Neal <naugenstein@wtop.com> wrote: 
>> 
>> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Govemmcnt. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know rhat the content is sale. If you believe that this email is 
suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>> 
>> 
>> Morning. Any update? Thx 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> Neal Augenstein 
>> Reporter 
>> WTOP-FM and wtop.com 
>> Washington, DC 
>> 202 438 I 505 cell 
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>> 202 895 5060 newsroom 
>> naugenstein@wtop.com 
>> 
>> Twitter: @AugensteinWTOP 
>> Skype: WTOPNealAugenstein 
>> 
>>>> On Feb 5, 2021 , at 9:34 AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
>>> 
>>> Good morning Neal, 
>>> 
>>> The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when this infonnation is 
available. Additionally. I have added your name to the list to receive the information when it is available. 
>>> 
>>> Best regards, 
>>> Cheryle 
>>> 
>>> Cberyle E. Adams 
»> Office: 202 698-9008 
>» Mobile: 202-329-9008 
>» Fax (202) 698-9101 
>>> cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
>>> Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVlD-19 (Coronavims), please visit 
coronavims.dc.gov. 
>>> 
>>> -----Original Message-----
»> From: Augenstein, Neal [rnailto"naugeostein@wtop com] 
>>> Sent: Timrsday, February 04, 2021 9:30PM 
>» To: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
>>> Cc: Adams. Cheryle (OCME) 
>>> Subject: Re: Officer Sicknick 
>>> 
>>> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is 
suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> Thanks to you both! 
>>> 
>>> Neal 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> Neal Augenstein 
>>> Reporter 
>>> WTOP-FM and wtop.com 
>>> Washington, DC 
»> 202 438 1505 cell 
>>> 202 895 5060 newsroom 
>>> naugenstein@wtop.com 
>>> 
>>> Twirter: @AugensteinWTOP 
>>> Skype: WTOPNeaJAugeustein 
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>>> 
>>>> On Feb 4, 2021 , at 9:24PM, Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly .tields@dc.gov> wrote: 
>>>> 
>>>> Hello, 
>>>> I am well and hope you are too! 
>>>> 
>>>> I have added Cheryle Adams, our PIO, whom is handling these requests. Thanks. 
>>>> 
>>>> Beverly Ann Fields, Esq. 
>»> ChiefofStaff 
>>>> DC Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
>>>> 401 ESt., SW 
>>>> Washington, DC 20024 
>»> 202-698-9006 (o) 
»» 202-329-9006 (c) 
>>>> Beverly.fields@dc.gov 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>>>> On Feb 4, 2021, at 7:45PM, Augenstein, Neal <naugenstein@wtop.com> wrote: 
>>>>> 
>>>>> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attaclunents unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is 
suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Hi, Beverly. Hope you're welL Can you share manner and cause? TI1anks and best 
>>>>> 
>>>>> N 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Neal Augenstein 
>>>>> Reporter 
>>>>> WTOP-FM and wtop.com 
>>>>> Washington, DC 
>>>>> 202 438 1505 cell 
>>>>> 202 895 5060 newsroom 
>>>>> naugenstein@wtop.com 
>>>>> 
>>>>> Twitter: @AugcnstcinWTOP 
>>>>> Skype: WTOPNealAugenstein 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adam Klasfeld 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner O!jyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": rress Inquiry: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April19, 2021 5:00:33 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thanks, Cheryle. Can you please explain why the statement suggests the Capitol riots 
"resulted in" Officer Sicknick's death even though the medical examiner's ruling found the 
manner of death "natural"? 

Some guidance and clarification there would be appreciated. 

All the best, 
Adam 

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021 at 3:45PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <chezyle.adams@dc.2ov> wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office ofthe ChidMedil:al Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued 
determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brains tern and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 

• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 
o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 

substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 
o Approximately 10:00 PM : Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 

transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 
• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 

o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and maoner of death: 
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As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the 
following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocrne de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cheryle adams@dc goy 

Web: www acme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adam Klasfeld [mailto:adamklasfeld@lawandcrjme.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:44PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Press Inquiry: Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: Thfs email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recogniz.e the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
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please forward to pbjsb jng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle: 

Can you please send me any information available-including a copy of the report or any 
public statements-about the medical examiner's determination that Officer Brian Sicknick 
died of natural causes after suffering two strokes the day after the U.S. Capitol riots? 

https · 1/www washjngtonpost com/local/public-safety/brian-s jcknjck -death
strokes/202 1 /04/1 9/36d2d3 1 0-61 7e-1 1 eb-afbe-9a 1 1 a 1 27d 1 46 story htmJ 

Please reply ASAP as I am on deadline. 

Thank you, 

Adam 

Adam Klasfcld 

Senior investigative reporter and editor, Law&Crime 

adamklasfe1d@lawandcrjrne corn 

www lawaodcrime com 

201.755.4272 (cell/Signal/WhatsApp) 

Twitter: @KlasfeldRe.ports 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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Adam Klasfeld 
Senior investigative reporter and editor, Law&Crime 
adamklasfeld@lawandcrjme com 
www.lawandcrime com 
201.755.4272 (cell/Signal/WhatsApp) 
Twitter: @KlasfeldReports 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adam Klasfeld 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner O!jyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": rress Inquiry: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April19, 2021 5:00:39 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thanks, Cheryle. Can you please explain why the statement suggests the Capitol riots 
"resulted in" Officer Sicknick's death even though the medical examiner's ruling found the 
manner of death "natural"? 

Some guidance and clarification there would be appreciated. 

All the best, 
Adam 

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021 at 3:45PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <chezyle.adams@dc.2ov> wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office ofthe ChidMedil:al Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued 
determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brains tern and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 

• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 
o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 

substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 
o Approximately 10:00 PM : Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 

transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 
• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 

o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and maoner of death: 
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As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the 
following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocrne de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cheryle adams@dc goy 

Web: www acme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adam Klasfeld [mailto:adamklasfeld@lawandcrjme.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:44PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Press Inquiry: Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: Thfs email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recogniz.e the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
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please forward to pbjsb jng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Cheryle: 

Can you please send me any information available-including a copy of the report or any 
public statements-about the medical examiner's determination that Officer Brian Sicknick 
died of natural causes after suffering two strokes the day after the U.S. Capitol riots? 

https · 1/www washjngtonpost com/local/public-safety/brian-s jcknjck -death
strokes/202 1 /04/1 9/36d2d3 1 0-61 7e-1 1 eb-afbe-9a 1 1 a 1 27d 1 46 story htmJ 

Please reply ASAP as I am on deadline. 

Thank you, 

Adam 

Adam Klasfcld 

Senior investigative reporter and editor, Law&Crime 

adamklasfe1d@lawandcrjrne corn 

www lawaodcrime com 

201.755.4272 (cell/Signal/WhatsApp) 

Twitter: @KlasfeldRe.ports 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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Adam Klasfeld 
Senior investigative reporter and editor, Law&Crime 
adamklasfeld@lawandcrjme com 
www.lawandcrime com 
201.755.4272 (cell/Signal/WhatsApp) 
Twitter: @KlasfeldReports 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Thomas Rask 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW UP: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 
Friday, February 5, 2021 2 :20:24 f"M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Ms. Adams, 

Thanks for your prompt response. Your detailed answer closes my request. 

However, I want to draw you attention to what CNN and others are reporting (m ), namely 
that "according to one law enforcement official, medical examiners did not find signs that the 
officer sustained any blunt force trauma." Thus OCME records are apparently selectively 
being leaked for no apparent investigation-furthering purpose. 

If that is true (and I want to emphasize ''if' because not everything reported is true), then such 
behavior by law enforcement officials in the US Attorney's office does not increase the 
public's trust in government. I know they are an agency separate from yours, but I still wanted 
to make that point about trust to you. 

One final question: once the investigation is over, is the US Attorney's office legally 
authorized and likely to release the autopsy report and other OCME records in this case? It is 
of great public interest whether this poor man died of causes related or unrelated to his work 
on January 6th. 

Thanks in advance and have a great weekend. 

Tom Rask 

On Fri, Feb 5, 2021 at 1:55PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good afternoon Mr. Rask, 

Thank you for your message. To make a formal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 
request, please use the DC FOlA portal (https: I (fo ja-dc.gov /). 

Atter the request churns its way through the fUlA process, you are likely to be 
disappointed in the response. Public access to medical examiner records varies 
considerably from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. ln the District of Columbia, DC Code 5-
1412 maintains the confidentiality of the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) 
case files. The consistent interpretation of DC Code 5-1412 over the years, particularly in 
light of the US Supreme Court's decision in National Archives and Records Admin v 
Fayish. 541 US 157 (2004), has been that an OCME case file is onJy reJeased to the next of 
kin, to law enforcement, or to the Mayor unless a court orders otherwise. ln POIA terms, 
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the confidentiality of personal information falls under exceptions 5 USC 552(a)(6) and DC 
Code 2-534(a)(2). This approach is consistent with OCME's mission to support the 
families of decedents. 

We appreciate your interest in OCME's work, and we w ish you all the best. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc goy 

Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Tom Rask [mailto :tom@rask.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 5, 2021 9:41AM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Public records request dated 02/05/2021 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to pbjsbins®dc SOY for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
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This is a public records request. 

My request is for a copy of your agency's examination of the body of Capitol Hill Police 
Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Regards, 

Tom Rask 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Ashley Kim 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

Tuesday, April 6, 2021 12:03:45 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hello, 

Thank you for your response. I have a follow-up question: 

Does your office know the cause of the death ofMr. Sicknick, yes or no? 

Regards, 
Ashley Kim 

On Tue, Apr 6, 2021 at 10:20 AM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.~ov> wrote: 

Good morning Ashley, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the 
cause and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Ch eryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc gov 

Web: www ocme de gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Ashley Kim [mailto:akim@mrc.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 051 20211 :36 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjsbjns@dc soy for additional analysis by OCfO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Ashley Kim., I am a reporter for CNS News, and I had a question regarding the 
Judicial Watch lawsuit against the Government of the District of Columbia. 

My question is: For what reason is the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner withholding 
the autopsy report of Officer Brian Sicknick? 

We will print your response in ful l. 

Thank you very much, 

Ashley Kim 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Ashley Kim 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

Tuesday, April 6, 2021 12:03:58 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hello, 

Thank you for your response. I have a follow-up question: 

Does your office know the cause of the death ofMr. Sicknick, yes or no? 

Regards, 
Ashley Kim 

On Tue, Apr 6, 2021 at 10:20 AM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.~ov> wrote: 

Good morning Ashley, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the 
cause and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Ch eryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc gov 

Web: www ocme de gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Ashley Kim [mailto:akim@mrc.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 051 20211 :36 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Question Regarding Judicial Watch Lawsuit 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjsbjns@dc soy for additional analysis by OCfO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Ashley Kim., I am a reporter for CNS News, and I had a question regarding the 
Judicial Watch lawsuit against the Government of the District of Columbia. 

My question is: For what reason is the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner withholding 
the autopsy report of Officer Brian Sicknick? 

We will print your response in ful l. 

Thank you very much, 

Ashley Kim 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Emma Green 
To: Adams Cberyle IOCMEl 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Question from the Atlantic 

Tuesday, April 20, 2021 4:23:22 PM Date: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you, Cheryl e. 

On Tue, Apr 20, 2021 at 4:21PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at 
the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, 
issued determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining 
individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute 

basilar artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed tirneline of events: 

• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 
o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a 

chemical substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 
o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol 

and is transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a 
local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
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disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

1nanner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cheryle.adams@dc goy 

Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Emma Green [mailto:emma@theatlantic.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 12:57 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Question from the Atlantic 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjsb jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Cheryle, hi--

I hope this note finds you well. I'm a reporter at the Atlantic magazine. I'm writing to 
request a copy of your office's statement on the death of Officer Brian Sicknick, along with 
a copy of the medical examiner's autopsy report. 

You can reach me at 615.477.0982. 

Thank you, 

Emma 

Emma Green 

Tbe Atlantic 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end tbjs pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: Emma Green 
To: Adams Cberyle IOCMEl 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Question from the Atlantic 

Tuesday, April 20, 2021 4:23:22 PM Date: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you, Cheryl e. 

On Tue, Apr 20, 2021 at 4:21PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at 
the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of 
Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, 
issued determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of 
those individuals and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining 
individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute 

basilar artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed tirneline of events: 

• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 
o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a 

chemical substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 
o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol 

and is transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a 
local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
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disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The 
"manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and 
falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, 
and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an 
injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

1nanner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cheryle.adams@dc goy 

Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Emma Green [mailto:emma@theatlantic.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 12:57 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Question from the Atlantic 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjsb jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Cheryle, hi--

I hope this note finds you well. I'm a reporter at the Atlantic magazine. I'm writing to 
request a copy of your office's statement on the death of Officer Brian Sicknick, along with 
a copy of the medical examiner's autopsy report. 

You can reach me at 615.477.0982. 

Thank you, 

Emma 

Emma Green 

Tbe Atlantic 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to vaccinate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end tbjs pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Josh Kaplan 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Joaqyjn Sapjen; Belds Beyerly IOCMEl; Dedoer Oliyja IEOM) 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Question regerding Brien Sicknick"s deeth 

Monday, March 8, 2021 6:34:56 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thanks for the update. Much appreciated. 

Best, 

Josh 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, March 8, 2021 6:20 PM 

To: Josh Kaplan <Joshua.Kaplan@propubl ica.org> 

Cc: Joaquin Sapien <Joaquin.Sapien@propublica.org>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly.fields@dc.gov>; Dedner, Olivia {EOM} <olivia.dedner@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Questi on regard ing Brian Sicknick's death 

Good evening Josh, 

This case is still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Josh Kaplan [mailto:Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org] 
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2021 4:20PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Joaquin Sapien; Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pblshjog@dc,goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Hope al l is well. I just wanted to check in and see if there's any additional information you can 

provide at th is t ime, as to the cause or manner of Officer Sicknick's death or where the 

examinat ion st ands. Thanks very much. 

Best, 

Josh 

From: Josh Kaplan <Joshua Kaplan@propublica onp 

Sent: Sunday, February 14, 2021 4:31 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc.goy> 

Cc: Joaquin Sapien <Joaquin Sapjen@propublica org>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly f ields@dc goy>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc goy> 

Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thr~nks so miJC:h for kPPf)ing tJs in thP lnnr. lt'c; miJC:h rlf1f1CP.r. i r~tPrl. 

All best, 

Josh 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle,adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Saturday, February 13, 20211:41 PM 

To: Josh Kaplan <Joshua Ka plan@propublica org> 

Cc: Joaquin Sapien <Joaguin,Sapjen@propublica.org>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beyerlyJields@dc,goy>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

Good afternoon Josh, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
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the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Josh Kaplan [mailto:Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2021 8:43PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Joaquin Sapien 
Subject : Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to obishiog@dc.goy tor additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

-

Hope al l is well. My colleague Joaquin Sapien and I have been reporting on the assault on the 

Capitol on Jan 6, and we wanted to reach out for clarification on one of the great tragedies of 

that day. It has been widely sa id by law enforcement that USCP Officer Brian Sicknick died 

after he was hit by a fire extinguisher. However, some anonymous reports have emerged 

saying he was not hit by a fire extinguisher and died from other causes. I know this is a very 

sensitive matter, but can you provide clarity on this? Thank you so much. 

Best, 

Josh 

734-834-9383 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Josh Kaplan 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Joaqyjn Sapjen; Belds Beyerly IOCMEl; Dedoer Oliyja IEOM) 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Question regerding Brien Sicknick"s deeth 

Monday, March 8, 2021 4:20:40 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle, 

Hope al l is wel l. I just wanted to check in and see if there's any additional information you can 

provide at th is t ime, as to the cause or manner of Officer Sicknick's death or where the 

examination stands. Thanks very much. 

Best, 

Josh 

From: Josh Kaplan <Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org> 

Sent: Sunday, February 14, 2021 4:31 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (UCMI:) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Joaquin Sapien <Joaquin.Sapien@propublica.org>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly.fields@dc.gov>; Oedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thanks so much for keeping us in the loop. It's much appreciated. 

All best, 

Josh 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Saturday, February 13, 20211:41 PM 

To: Josh Kaplan <Joshua.Kaplan@propubl ica.org> 

Cc: Joaquin Sapien <Joaquin.Sapien@propublica.org>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly.fields@dc.gov>; Oedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Question regard ing Brian Sicknick's death 

Good afternoon josh, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner wilJ release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 
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Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Josh Kaplan [mailto:Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2021 8:43 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCM[) 
Cc: Joaquin Sapien 
Subject: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
t.1nless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to obishing@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Hope al l is wel l. My colleague Joaquin Sapien and I have been report ing on the assault on the 

Capitol on Jan 6, and we want ed to reach out tor cla rificat ion on one ot t he great tragedies ot 

U1dl Udy. llh d~ l~t=e r l widely ~d iu uy ldw ellrurcer llenlll ldl USCP Orricer Br idll Sick11 ick u ieu 

after he was hit by a fire extinguisher. However, some anonymous reports have emerged 

saying he was not hit by a f ire extingu isher and died from other causes. I know this is a very 

sensitive matter, but can you provide clarity on this? Thank you so much. 

Best, 

Josh 

734-834-9383 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Josh Kaplan 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Joaqyjn Sapjen; Belds Beyerly IOCMEl; Dedoer Oliyja IEOM) 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Question regerding Brien Sicknick"s deeth 

Sunday, February 14, 2021 4:32:03 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thanks so much for keeping us in the loop. It's much appreciated. 

A ll best, 

Josh 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Saturday, February 13, 20211:41 PM 

To: Josh Kaplan <Joshua.Kaplan@propubl ica.org> 

Cc: Joaquin Sapien <Joaquin.Sapien@propublica.org>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly.fields@dc.gov>; Dedner, Olivia {EOM} <olivia.dedner@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Questi on regard ing Brian Sicknick's death 

Good afternoon Josh, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examtner will release the cause and manner of death when 
this information is available. AdditionaUy, I have added your name to the Ust to receive 
the information when it is available . 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government' s response to COVID-19 
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(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Josh Kaplan [mailto:Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2021 8:43PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Joaquin Sapien 
Subject: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to objshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Hope al l is well. My colleague Joaquin Sapien and I have been reporting on the assault on the 

Capitol on Jan 6, and we wanted to reach out for clarification on one of the great tragedies of 

that day. It has been widely sa id by law enforcement that USCP Officer Brian Sicknick died 

after he was hit by a fi re extinguisher. However, some anonymous reports have emerged 

saying he was not hit by a f ire extinguisher and died from other causes. I know this is a very 

sensitive matter, but can you provide clarity on th is? Thank you so much. 

Best, 

Josh 

734-834-9383 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Josh Kaplan 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Joaqyjn Sapjen; Belds Beyerly IOCMEl; Dedoer Oliyja IEOM) 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Question regerding Brien Sicknick"s deeth 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:04:21 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle, 

Hope al l is wel l. With the Washington Post's If.J2Q.I1 today on Dr. Diaz's ruling on the cause of 

Officer Sicknick's death, I wanted to check when that rul ing wi ll be released in writing. Is it 

possib le for us to get the medical examiner's report today? Thanks very much for the help. 

Best, 

Josh 

From: Josh Kaplan <Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org> 

Sent: Monday, March 8, 2021 6:34PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (UCMI:) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Joaquin Sapien <Joaquin.Sapien@propublica.org>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly.fields@dc.gov>; Oedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thanks for the update. Much appreciated. 

Best, 

Josh 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, March 8, 2021 6:20 PM 

To: Josh Kaplan <Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org> 

Cc: Joaquin Sapien <Joaquin.Sapien@propublica.org>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly.fields@dc.gov>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

Good evening Josh, 

This case is still pending. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 
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Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Josh Kaplan [mailto:Joshua.Kaplan@propublica.org] 
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2021 4:20PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Joaquin Sapien; Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not d ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to obishiog@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Hope al l is wel l. I just wanted to check in and see if t here's any additional information you can 

provide at t his t ime, as to the cause or manner of Officer Sicknick's death or where the 

examination stands. Thanks very much. 

Best , 

Josh 

From: Josh Kaplan <Joshua.Kaolan@propubljca org> 

Sent: Sunday, February 14, 20214:31 PM 

To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc.gov> 

Cc: Joaquin Sapien <Joaqu in.Sapien@propublica .org>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beyerly.fjelds@dc.goy>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM ) <olivia,dedner@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: Question rega rding Brian Sicknick's death 

Hi Cheryle, 
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Thanks so much for keeping us in the loop. It's much appreciated. 

All best, 

Josh 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Saturday, February 13, 20211:41 PM 

To: Josh Kaplan <Joshua Kaplao@propubl jca org> 

Cc: Joaquin Sapien <Joagujn.Sapjen@propublica org>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beyerly.fjelds@dc goy>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc.goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Question regard ing Brian Sicknick's death 

Good afternoon Josh, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of death when 
this infonnation is available. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-91 01 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www acme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Josh Kaplan [majlto:Joshua,Kaplan@propublica,org] 
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2021 8:43PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Joaquin Sapien 
Subject: Question regarding Brian Sicknick's death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbishjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
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Hi Cheryle, 

Hope al l is wel l. My colleague Joaquin Sapien and I have been reporting on the assault on the 

Capitol on Jan 6, and we wanted to reach out for cla rification on one of the great t ragedies of 

that day. It has been widely sa id by law enforcement that USCP Offi cer Brian Sicknick died 

after he was hit by a fire extinguisher. However, some anonymous reports have emerged 

saying he was not hit by a f ire extinguisher and died from other causes. I know this is a very 

sensitive matter, but can you provide clarity on th is? Thank you so much. 

Best, 

Josh 

734-834-9383 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Nicholas Wu 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Sicknick repot 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:51:27 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you so much! Would love to be on your press list if that's not too difficult 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Date: Monday, Apri l 19, 2021 at 4:49 PM 

To: Nicholas Wu <nwu@politico.com> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>, Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Sicknick repot 

i EXTERNAL SENDER: Use caution with links and attachments. 
I 

~------------------------------------------------------------------------ - ---------------------------J 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued 
determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individuaL 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brains tern and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed timclinc of cycnts: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 
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• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adaros@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocroe.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Nicholas Wu [mailto:nwu@politico.com] 
Sent: Monday, Aprill9, 2021 4:36 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Sicknick repot 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ohlshjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Reaching out from Politico. Wou ld it be possible for me to get a copy of the medical examiner's 

report on Office Sicknick? Thanks so much. 

Nicholas Wu 

Congressional reporter, Politico 

Cell/Signa l: 313-303-8142 I Email : nwu@politjco.com 

@nicholaswu12 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 

Nicholas Wu 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Sicknick repot 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:51:27 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you so much! Would love to be on your press list if that's not too difficult 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Date: Monday, Apri l 19, 2021 at 4:49 PM 

To: Nicholas Wu <nwu@politico.com> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov>, Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Sicknick repot 

i EXTERNAL SENDER: Use caution with links and attachments. 
I 

~------------------------------------------------------------------------ - ---------------------------J 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued 
determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individuaL 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death- Acute brains tern and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death- Natural 

Publicly disclosed timclinc of cycnts: 
• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 

o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 
substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 

o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 
transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30 PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of 
death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of 
the following categories: 
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• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adaros@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocroe.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Nicholas Wu [mailto:nwu@politico.com] 
Sent: Monday, Aprill9, 2021 4:36PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Sicknick repot 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ohlshjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Reaching out from Politico. Wou ld it be possible for me to get a copy of the medical examiner's 

report on Office Sicknick? Thanks so much. 

Nicholas Wu 

Congressional reporter, Politico 

Cell/Signa l: 313-303-8142 I Email : nwu@politjco.com 

@nicholaswu12 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Mychael Schnell 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": The Hill media inquiry 

Monday, April19, 2021 5:18:55 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

I have one follow-up question. The Washington Post reported that Sicknick suffered two 
strokes, and I just want to confirm that is accurate based on this report. 

Thank you! 

Mychael Schnell 
Breaking News Reporter, The Hill 
516-477-3359 
@mychaelschnell 

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021 at 5:07 PM Mychael Schnell <mscbnell@thehill com> wrote: 
Thank you! 

MychaelSchnell 
Breaking News Reporter, The Hill 
516-477-3359 
@mycbaelschnell 

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021 at 4:40PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle adams@dc goy> 
wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued 
determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeljne of eyeots: 
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• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 
o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 

substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 
o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and 

is transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local 
hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Back~ound explanation of medical terminolo~ on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner 
of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls witbjn one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cheryle.adams@dc.gov 

Web: www ocme de gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Mychael Schnell [mailto :mschnell@thehill.com] 
Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 4:29PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: The Hill media inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the X Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email 
is suspicious, please forward to pbishine®dq my for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

fij Cheryle, 

I'm Mychael Schnell , a reporter with The Hill newspaper. I hope you're doing well! I saw 
The Washington Post~ that the DC Medjcal Examiner's office found that Capitol 
Police officer Brian Sick:nick, who died shortly after the Jan.. 6 attack at the Capitol , 
suffered two strokes and died of natural cases. Can you confirm this infonnation? And if 
possible, can you please pass along the autopsy report? Any information you could 
provide would be helpful. Thank you! 

Best, 
Mychael Schnell 

MychaelSchnell 
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Breaking News Reporter, The Hill 

516-477-3359 

@mychaelschnell 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by 
going to yaccjnate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre
registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre
register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Mychael Schnell 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": The Hill media inquiry 

Monday, April19, 2021 5:08:04 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you! 

Mychael Schnell 
Breaking News Reporter, The Hill 
516-477-3359 
@mychaelschnell 

On Moo, Apr 19, 2021 at 4:40PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <chezyle.adams@dc.2ov> wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chit:fMedil:al Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued 
determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 

• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 
o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 

substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 
o Approximately 10:00 PM : Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 

transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 
• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 

o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and maoner of death: 
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As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the 
following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocrne de goy. 

Chery le 13. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc goy 

Web: www.oone.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
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From: Mychael Schnell [mailto:mscbnell@tbehjll.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:29 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: The Hill media inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjsb jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I'm Mychael Schnell, a reporter with The Hill newspaper. I hope you're doing well! I saw 
The Washington Post~ that the DC Medical Examiner's office found that Capitol 
Police officer Brian Sicknick, w ho died shortly after the Jan. 6 attack at the Capitol, suffered 
two strokes and died of natural cases. Can you confirm this information? And if possible, 
can you please pass along the autopsy report? Any information you could provide would be 
helpful. Thank you! 

Best, 
Mychael Schnell 

MychaelSchnell 

Breaking News Reporter, The Hill 

516-477-3359 

@mychaelschnell 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to vacc inate de goy or calling 1-R:'i:'i-161-0133. A I ready vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, fami ly, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Mychael Schnell 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": The Hill media inquiry 

Monday, April19, 2021 5:08:02 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thank you! 

Mychael Schnell 
Breaking News Reporter, The Hill 
516-477-3359 
@mychaelschnell 

On Moo, Apr 19, 2021 at 4:40PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <chezyle.adams@dc.2ov> wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office ofthe Chit:fMedil:al Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued 
determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeline of events: 

• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 
o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 

substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 
o Approximately 10:00 PM : Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and is 

transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local hospital. 
• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 

o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and maoner of death: 
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As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the 
following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocrne de goy. 

Chery le 13. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc goy 

Web: www.oone.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
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From: Mychael Schnell [mailto:mscbnell@tbehjll.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 4:29 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: The Hill media inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjsb jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I'm Mychael Schnell, a reporter with The Hill newspaper. I hope you're doing well! I saw 
The Washington Post~ that the DC Medical Examiner's office found that Capitol 
Police officer Brian Sicknick, w ho died shortly after the Jan. 6 attack at the Capitol, suffered 
two strokes and died of natural cases. Can you confirm this information? And if possible, 
can you please pass along the autopsy report? Any information you could provide would be 
helpful. Thank you! 

Best, 
Mychael Schnell 

MychaelSchnell 

Breaking News Reporter, The Hill 

516-477-3359 

@mychaelschnell 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going 
to vacc inate de goy or calling 1-R:'i:'i-161-0133. A I ready vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach 
out to friends, fami ly, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can 
save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Mychael Schnell 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": The Hill media inquiry 

Monday, April19, 2021 5:19:21 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

I have one follow-up question. The Washington Post reported that Sicknick suffered two 
strokes, and I just want to confirm that is accurate based on this report. 

Thank you! 

Mychael Schnell 
Breaking News Reporter, The Hill 
516-477-3359 
@mychaelschnell 

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021 at 5:07 PM Mychael Schnell <mscbnell@thehill com> wrote: 
Thank you! 

MychaelSchnell 
Breaking News Reporter, The Hill 
516-477-3359 
@mycbaelschnell 

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021 at 4:40PM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle adams@dc goy> 
wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 , an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the 
United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, issued 
determinations on April 7 as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals 
and today issues the cause and manner of death of the remaining individual. 

• Brian Sicknick, 42 years old: 
o Cause of Death-Acute brainstem and cerebellar infarcts due to acute basilar 

artery thrombosis 
o Manner of Death-Natural 

Publicly disclosed timeljne of eyeots: 
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• Wednesday, January 6, 2021: 
o Approximately 2:20PM: Officer Brian Sicknick is sprayed with a chemical 

substance outside the U.S. Capitol. 
o Approximately 10:00 PM: Officer Sicknick collapses at the U.S. Capitol and 

is transported by D.C. Fire and Emergency Medical Services to a local 
hospital. 

• Thursday, January 7, 2021: 
o Approximately 9:30PM: Officer Sicknick dies at a local hospital. 

Back~ound explanation of medical terminolo~ on the cause and manner of death: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical 
disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner 
of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls witbjn one of 
the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, 
including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, 
the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign another 

manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cheryle.adams@dc.gov 

Web: www ocme de gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Mychael Schnell [mailto :mschnell@thehill.com] 
Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 4:29PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: The Hill media inquiry 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the X Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email 
is suspicious, please forward to pbishine®dq my for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

fij Cheryle, 

I'm Mychael Schnell , a reporter with The Hill newspaper. I hope you're doing well! I saw 
The Washington Post~ that the DC Medjcal Examiner's office found that Capitol 
Police officer Brian Sick:nick, who died shortly after the Jan.. 6 attack at the Capitol , 
suffered two strokes and died of natural cases. Can you confirm this infonnation? And if 
possible, can you please pass along the autopsy report? Any information you could 
provide would be helpful. Thank you! 

Best, 
Mychael Schnell 

MychaelSchnell 
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Breaking News Reporter, The Hill 

516-477-3359 

@mychaelschnell 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by 
going to yaccjnate de goy or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre
registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre
register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Julie Kelly 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW UP: Update on Officer Sicknick 
Monday, February 8, 2021 1:25:18 I'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thanks so much! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 8, 2021, at 1:23PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Good afternoon Julie, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of 
death when this information is available. Additionally, I have added your 
name to the list to receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 
<imageOO l.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Julie Kelly <julie kelly45@.att net> 
Date: February 8, 2021 at 12:56:56 PM EST 
To: AID OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Update on Officer Sicknick 

Hello - I'm a reporter for American Greatness and covering Officer 
Sicknick's death. Did you conduct an autopsy or review of his death? 
If so, will it be released publicly at any time? 

Thank you in advance, my deadline is 6pm today. 
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Julie Kelly 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Julie Kelly 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW UP: Update on Sicknick autopsy 
Monday, AprilS, 2021 9 :03:19 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, thanks so much for your quick reply and for including me on the list. Have a great 
week! 

Julie 

On Monday, April 5, 2021 , 05:54:23 AM PDT, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Good morning Julie, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' (NAME) standard 
to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, for cases that are more complex it 
could be longer. Therefore, when this information is available and the decedent's next of kin has been 
notified, I will provide you with the cause and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to 
the list to receive the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

---Original Message---
From: Julie Kelly [mailto: julje kelly45@att net] 
Sent: Saturday, April 03, 2021 6:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Update on Sicknick autopsy 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this 
email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, I'm a reporter with American Greatness and emailed you several weeks ago about when 
Officer Sicknick's autopsy, toxicology report will be released. Do you know when it will be released and 
why, almost 3 months later, the results haven't been made public? 
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Thank you in advance for any response. 

Julie Kelly 

Sent from my iPhone 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, 
family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this 
pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Caitlin Dickson 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

cdickson@vaboooews com; Dedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCME) 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Yahoo News request - On Deadline 

Wednesday, February 17, 2021 9:58:56 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thanks, Cberyle. I appreciate your quick response and thank you for adding me to the list to 
receive th is information as soon as it's available. 
Take care, 
Caitlin 

On Wed, Feb 17, 2021 at 9:56AM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle adams@dc goy> 
wrote: 

Good morning Caitlin, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 daysi however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the 
cause and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Ch eryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc goy 

Web: www ocme.dc.gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Caitlin Dickson [mailto:cdjckson@yahoonews.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 9:34AM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Yahoo News request - On Deadline 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishine®dc eov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi there, 

I'm currently work ing on a story about a number of questions and conspiratorial claims that 

have been ra ised recently about Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick's death, and I'm hoping 

you can provide some information that could help clear th ings up. My deadline is 4pm EST 

today, Feb. 17. 

First, can you confirm a cause of death for Officer Sicknick, or share any information about 

the f indings of his autopsy? 

One particular post by the website Revo lver News - which has been cited and further 

promoted by prominent cable news hosts, magazine columnists, and members of Congress 

-alleges, among other things, that federal authorities are "hiding the medical report" with 

Officer Sicknick's cause of death. 

The same post also suggests that Officer Sicknick's body may have been cremated without 

his fam ily's authorization, speculating about 1/Why, one must wonder, would a fami ly still 

searching for answers, who has no autopsy resu lts, no death certificate, and no medical 

report, authorize a cremation? Did they?" 
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Can you confirm whether or not Officer Sicknick's family authorized his cremation, and 

whether they receive a death certificate and/or autopsy resu lts? Had all necessary tests 

been conducted to determine Officer Sicknick's cause of death before his body was 

cremated? 

Finally, can you perhaps explain why the autopsy findings I officia l cause of death in this 

case have not yet been made public? It seems as though the lack of official details is rea lly 

fueling speculation here, so any information you can provide to help set the record stra ight 

wou ld be greatly appreciated. 

Best, 

Caitlin 

Caitl in Dickson 

Senior Reporter, Yahoo News 

cdjckson@yahoonews com 1847.404.3956 

Caitlin Dickson 
Senior Reporter, Yahoo News 
cdjckson@yahoonews com 1847.404.3956 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Caitlin Dickson 

Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

cdickson@vaboooews com; Dedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCME) 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": Yahoo News request - On Deadline 

Wednesday, February 17, 2021 9:59:52 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thanks, Cberyle. I appreciate your quick response and thank you for adding me to the list to 
receive th is information as soon as it's available. 
Take care, 
Caitlin 

On Wed, Feb 17, 2021 at 9:56AM Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cberyle adams@dc goy> 
wrote: 

Good morning Caitlin, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 daysi however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will provide you with the 
cause and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive 
the information when it is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Ch eryle E. Adams 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-9101 

cberyle adams@dc goy 

Web: www ocme.dc.gov 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Caitlin Dickson [mailto:cdjckson@yahoonews.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 9:34AM 
To: ATD OCME 
Subject: Yahoo News request - On Deadline 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phishine®dc eov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi there, 

I'm currently work ing on a story about a number of questions and conspiratorial claims that 

have been ra ised recently about Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick's death, and I'm hoping 

you can provide some information that could help clear th ings up. My deadline is 4pm EST 

today, Feb. 17. 

First, can you confirm a cause of death for Officer Sicknick, or share any information about 

the f indings of his autopsy? 

One particular post by the website Revo lver News - which has been cited and further 

promoted by prominent cable news hosts, magazine columnists, and members of Congress 

-alleges, among other things, that federal authorities are "hiding the medical report" with 

Officer Sicknick's cause of death. 

The same post also suggests that Officer Sicknick's body may have been cremated without 

his fam ily's authorization, speculating about 1/Why, one must wonder, would a fami ly still 

searching for answers, who has no autopsy resu lts, no death certificate, and no medical 

report, authorize a cremation? Did they?" 
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Can you confirm whether or not Officer Sicknick's family authorized his cremation, and 

whether they receive a death certificate and/or autopsy resu lts? Had all necessary tests 

been conducted to determine Officer Sicknick's cause of death before his body was 

cremated? 

Finally, can you perhaps explain why the autopsy findings I officia l cause of death in this 

case have not yet been made public? It seems as though the lack of official details is rea lly 

fueling speculation here, so any information you can provide to help set the record stra ight 

wou ld be greatly appreciated. 

Best, 

Caitlin 

Caitl in Dickson 

Senior Reporter, Yahoo News 

cdjckson@yahoonews com 1847.404.3956 

Caitlin Dickson 
Senior Reporter, Yahoo News 
cdjckson@yahoonews com 1847.404.3956 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Jack Healy 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": nytimes inquiry about DC riot deaths 

Monday, January 11, 2021 3:58:20 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thanks Cheryle. I chatted briefly w/ Beverly and got confused about the numbers. She said 
you guys were handling four of the deaths, but my count was five (this is not including the 2nd 
officer). Any way you can conftrm a number? 

On Mon, Jan 11, 2021 at 3:48 PM Adams, Cheryle ( OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good afternoon Jack, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of 
death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 

Washington, DC 20024 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-91 01 

cheryle adams@dc goy 

Web: www oane de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Jack Healy [mailto: jack.healy@nytimes.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 3:43 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: nytimes inquiry about DC riot deaths 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjsbjns@dc soy for additional analysis by OCfO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Cheryle, 

Hi there. I was trying to figure out if you guys have any death-investigation information 
about the following five people who died in the Capitol riots. The names I have are: 

Officer Brian Sicknick 

Kevin Greeson 

Rosanne Boyland 

Benjamin Philips 

Ashli Babbitt 
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Could you please give me anything you have, and whether you guy are doing investigations 
of which ones? my cell is 347-820-3697 

thank you 

jack. 

Jack Healy 

Rocky Mountain correspondent, The New York Times 

office: 303-440-0915 

cell: 347-820-3697 

Twitter: jackhealyNYT 

Jack Healy 
Rocky Mountain correspondent, The New York Times 
office: 303-440-0915 
cell: 347-820-3697 
Twitter: jackhealyNYT 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Jack Healy 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": nytimes inquiry about DC riot deaths 

Monday, January 11, 2021 3:57:53 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thanks Cheryle. I chatted briefly w/ Beverly and got confused about the numbers. She said 
you guys were handling four of the deaths, but my count was five (this is not including the 2nd 
officer). Any way you can conftrm a number? 

On Mon, Jan 11, 2021 at 3:48 PM Adams, Cheryle ( OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good afternoon Jack, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of 
death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 

Washington, DC 20024 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-91 01 

cheryle adams@dc goy 

Web: www oane de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Jack Healy [mailto: jack.healy@nytimes.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 3:43 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: nytimes inquiry about DC riot deaths 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjsbjns@dc soy for additional analysis by OCfO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Cheryle, 

Hi there. I was trying to figure out if you guys have any death-investigation information 
about the following five people who died in the Capitol riots. The names I have are: 

Officer Brian Sicknick 

Kevin Greeson 

Rosanne Boyland 

Benjamin Philips 

Ashli Babbitt 
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Could you please give me anything you have, and whether you guy are doing investigations 
of which ones? my cell is 347-820-3697 

thank you 

jack. 

Jack Healy 

Rocky Mountain correspondent, The New York Times 

office: 303-440-0915 

cell: 347-820-3697 

Twitter: jackhealyNYT 

Jack Healy 
Rocky Mountain correspondent, The New York Times 
office: 303-440-0915 
cell: 347-820-3697 
Twitter: jackhealyNYT 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Jack Healy 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 

Qedner Oljyja IEOMl; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: FOLLOW Ul": nytimes inquiry about DC riot deaths 

Monday, January 11, 2021 3:58:28 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Thanks Cheryle. I chatted briefly w/ Beverly and got confused about the numbers. She said 
you guys were handling four of the deaths, but my count was five (this is not including the 2nd 
officer). Any way you can conftrm a number? 

On Mon, Jan 11, 2021 at 3:48 PM Adams, Cheryle ( OCME) <cheryle adams@dc goy> wrote: 

Good afternoon Jack, 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will release the cause and manner of 
death when this information is available. 

Best regards, 

Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 

Washington, DC 20024 

Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 

Fax (202) 698-91 01 

cheryle adams@dc goy 

Web: www oane de goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Jack Healy [mailto: jack.healy@nytimes.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 3:43 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: nytimes inquiry about DC riot deaths 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to phjsbjns@dc soy for additional analysis by OCfO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Cheryle, 

Hi there. I was trying to figure out if you guys have any death-investigation information 
about the following five people who died in the Capitol riots. The names I have are: 

Officer Brian Sicknick 

Kevin Greeson 

Rosanne Boyland 

Benjamin Philips 

Ashli Babbitt 
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Could you please give me anything you have, and whether you guy are doing investigations 
of which ones? my cell is 347-820-3697 

thank you 

jack. 

Jack Healy 

Rocky Mountain correspondent, The New York Times 

office: 303-440-0915 

cell: 347-820-3697 

Twitter: jackhealyNYT 

Jack Healy 
Rocky Mountain correspondent, The New York Times 
office: 303-440-0915 
cell: 347-820-3697 
Twitter: jackhealyNYT 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Bev 

Fields. Beverly COCMEl 
Adams Cheryle IOCME): Dedner Oliyja CEOf::J) 
Qjaz francisco IOCME> 
Re: FOLLOW UI"/ FINAL: Chief Medical Exeminer Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From Jenuary 6 
Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 
Tuesday, April 6, 2021 8:52:49 PM 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 7:08:48 PM 

To: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia.dedner@dc.gov> 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.d iaz@dc.gov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly.fields@dc.gov> 
Subject: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 

L._ __ ...~___ r 61nsurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 6:53 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 
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Olivia Walton Dedner 
Communications Director 

Office of the City Administrator 
Executive Office of the Mayor 

Office: 202-724-5543 1 Cell: 202-340-7692 
Olivja.Dedner@dc gov 

* * * Wt:. ARI; 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic _ #DC:HOPR 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Phares. Kelty 
Phares Kelly ( f oxNewsl; ocme records@dc goy; ocme@dc goy; Adams Chervle <OCMEl 
Re: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection Officer Sicknick cause and manner of death 
Monday, April 19, 2021 3:54:27 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon, 

Fol lowing up on this inquiry. 

I see the Washington Post is now reporting the cause of USCP Officer Sicknick's death. Are you 

ab le to send me the details of that report from the Chief Medica l Examiner? 

Thank you 

Kelly Phares 
Capitol Hill Producer 
Fox News 

C: 202-655-1622 

C2: 815-931-8977 

From: Phares, Ke lly (FoxNews) <kelly.phares@foxnews.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 8, 2021 6:54 PM 

To: ocme.reco rds@dc.gov <ocme.records@dc.gov>; ocme@dc.gov <ocme@dc.gov>; Adams, 

Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOX INQUIRY: Jan 6 insurrection Officer Sicknick cause and manner of death 

Good evening-

I'm seeing reports that the medical examiners office has issued a release with the cause and 
manner of Officer Brian Sick:nick' s death. Can you provide me with that release? 

Thank you, 

Kelly Phares 
Capitol Hill Producer 
Fox News 
C: 202-655-1 522 
C2: 815-931-8977 

Sent from iPhone, p lease excuse typos 
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This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It 
is intended solely for the named addressee(s). If you are not an addressee indicated in this 
message (or responsible for delivery of the message to an addressee), you may not copy or 
deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this 
message and its attachments and lcindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this 
message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox Corporation, or 
its subsidiaries must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by any of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 
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From: 
To: 

Fields. Beverly COCMEl 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Subject: Re: I HAVE ADDED THIS JOURNALIST TO THE LIST: Journalist checking in 
Thursdey, April 11 2021 12:49:52 PM Dote: 

Attachments: image004.ong 
imageOOS png 
image004.png 
imageOOS.png 

Yes, that is why I cc' d you .... 
Thanks Cheryle. 

Bev :-) 

On Apr 1, 2021, at 12:38 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical f:xaminer 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 30, 2021 9:59PM 
To: Jose Pagliery 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: Journalist checking in 

Hi, 

All media that have inquired wil l be provided with the information or it will be made 
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public. 

Beverly 

On Mar 30, 2021, at 9:51 PM, Jose Pagliery <Jose Pasliery@thedailybeast com> wrote: 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 
content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phjsbjog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center {SOC). 

Thank you for responding. Do you know if the resu lts will be made public 

whentheVre ready? 

Jose Pagliery 

political investigations reporter 

m: 305-814-3006 (secure WhatsApp/Signal #provided upon request) 

e: jose paglierv@thedailybeast.com 

From: "Fields, Beverly (OCME)" <beyer ly.fields@dc.eov> 

Date: Tuesday, M arch 30, 2021 at 9:50PM 

To: Jose Pagliery <Jose.Pagljery@thedajlybeast. com> 

Subject: Re: Journalist checking in 

Greetings, 

yes, the cause and manner of death are pending at this time. We don't 

provide or opine on timing of results. But we do follow National 

Association of Medical Examiner's guidelines to complete autopsy 

reporting in 90% of cases within 60-90 days. As you note, the guidelines 

provide for 10% of cases to fall outside of the 60-90 day time period. 

~rncerely, 

/sf 

Beverly Ann Fields, Esq. 

Chief of Staff 

DC Office of the Chief Medica l Exa miner 
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401 ESt., SW, 6th Floor 

Washington, DC 20024 

202-6~8-~006 (o) 

202-329-9006 (c) 

beverly.fjelds@ dc.gov 

On Mar 30, 2021, at 4:17 PM, Jose Pagliery 

<Jose Pagljery@thedajlybeast com> wrote: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. 

Do not click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this 
email is suspicious, please forward to phjsh im~@dc.goy for additional 
analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Ms. Fields, 

I ernai led Ms. Adams, but she's out until later th is 

week and asked time-sensit ive requests sent your way. 

My name is Jose Pagliery. I am a journalist at The 

Da ily Beast. I'm going to mention the OCM E and Officer 

Bri an Sicknick case. Are t he auwpsy resu lts stil l pending? Is 

there any estimate on when they might be ready? And w ill 

they be made pub lic? 

Forgive me, I'm sure you' re getting a ton of 

requests on th is. 

Cheers, 

Jose Pagliery 

po lit ica l investigations reporter 

m: 305-814-3006 (secure WhatsApp/Signal #provided upon 

request) 

e: jose.pagliery@tbedailybeast.com 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or call ing l-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
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them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, famjly, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
Jives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Fripp. SaVem COCME) 
Adams Chery!e IOCME> 

Subject: Re: I WILL REPLY: Webform.ocme.atd 
Thursdey, Februery 18, 2021 1:32:58 PM Dote: 

Thanks 

SaVern M. Fripp I Office ofthe Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Sui te 6081 !Washington, DC 20024IOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savern fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

On Feb 18, 2021 , at 1:27PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical f:xaminer 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 20211:10 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Webform.ocme.atd 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the ClliefMedical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW - Suite 6081 1Washington, DC 20024IOffice (202) 
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698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009IFax (202) 698-91011 
Email: sayem frip.p@dc goy !Web: www ocme de goy 

Begin f01warded message: 

From: Bill <bmccarthy@poynter org> 
Date: February 18, 2021 at 1:09:23 PM EST 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Webform.ocme.atd 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC 
Government. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe 
that this email is suspicious, please forward to pbisbjng@dc goy for 
additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

This Email was sent from the OP3 website. 

Subject 

Other, plea~e ~pecify helow. 

Message 

Greetings, 

My name is Bill McCarthy, and I'm a reporter with PolitiFact, a 
nonpartisan fact-checking service. I'm writing a story about claims 
that say Officer Brian Sicknick's death was exaggerated by the media 
and was not connected to actions by the group that stormed the 
Capitol. 

In the absence of public information, TV pundits and social media 
users are drawing conclusions about the cause of Officer Sicknick's 
death. News outlets have also conflicting information linking the 
incident to a fire extinguisher and also to a chemical irritant. 

I have not seen any information or autopsy results from the medical 
examiner's office. Would the medical examiner's office like to 
comment or provide any new information? Anything you could get 
me by the end of the day would be greatly appreciated. Thank you! 

All the best -- Bill 

<APP>CUSTOM 
<PREFIX> </PREFIX> 
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<FIRST>Bill</FIRST> 
<MIDDLE> </MIDDLE> 
<LAST> McCarthy</LAST> 
<SUFFIX> </SUFFIX> 
<ADDRl> </ ADDRl> 
<CITY> </CITY> 
<STATE> District of Columbia</ST ATE> 
<ZIP> </ZIP> 
<ORGANIZATION>PolitiFact</ORGANIZATION> 
<EMAIL>bmccarthy@poynter org</EMAIL> 
<PHONE H> </PHONE H> - -
<PHONE W> </PHONE W> - -
<ISSUE>Other, please specify below.</ISSUE> 
<MSG>Greetings, 

My name is Bill McCarthy, and I'm a rep011er with PolitiFact, a 
nonpartisan fact-checking service. l'm writing a story about claims 
that say Officer Brian Sicknick's death was exaggerated by the media 
and was not connected to actions by the group that stormed the 
Capitol. 

In the absence of public information, TV pundits and social media 
users are drawing conclusions about the cause of Officer Sicknick's 
death. News outlets have also conflicting information linking the 
incident to a fire extinguisher and also to a chemical irritant. 

I have not seen any information or autopsy results from the medical 
examiner's office. Would the medical examiner's office like to 
comment or provide any new information? Anything you could get 
me by the end of the day would be greatly appreciated. Thank you! 

All the best-- Bill</MSG> 
<lAPP> 
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From: Hobbs. Tawnell 

To: Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Subject: Re: Interview request 
D ote: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 3:53:33 r>M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi! Just circling back on this. Thank you! 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENIOR SPECIAL WRITER 

L..! 
M: +1 475 323 8149 0: +1 214 951 7103 
E: tawnell.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawne!l 

u 

On Men, Apr 19, 2021 at 6:05PM Hobbs, Tawnell <tawnell hobbs@wsj com> wrote: 
Hi. It's Tawnell Hobbs, reporter at The Wall Street Journal. I'd like to request an interview 
with the medical examiner to discuss Officer Sicknick's death. If that's not possible, if the 
medical examiner could verify media reports that Sicknick had multip le strokes that would 
be greatly appreciated. 

Thanks for your time. My cell is 475-323-8149. 

Tawnell D. Hobbs 
SENI OR SPECIAL WRITER 

M : +1 475 323 8149 0 : +1 214 9 51 7 103 
E: tawnel!.hobbs@wsj.com 
T: @tawnel! 

D 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Fields. Beverly COCMEl 
Jose Pag!jerv 

Subject: 
Adams Chervle COCME) 
Re: Journalist checking in 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Tuesday, March 30, 2021 9:59:23 PM 
jmageOOl png 
jmage002.pog 
jmageOOl png 
jmage002.png 

Hi, 
All media that have inquired will be provided with the information or it will be made public. 

Beverly 

On Mar 30, 2021, at 9:51PM, Jose Pagliery <Jose.Pagliery@thedailybeast.com> 
wrote: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Securi ty 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you for respond ing. Do you know if the results will be made public when they're 

ready? 

Jose Pagliery 
po litica l investigations reporter 

m: 305-814-3006 (secure What sApp/Signal f:l provided upon request ) 

e: jose pagl jery@t hedai!ybeast com 

t: @jose 

From: "Fields, Beverly (OCME)" <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 

Date: Tuesday, March 30, 2021 at 9:50PM 

To: Jose Pagl iery <Jose.Pagliery@thedailybeast.com> 

Subject: Re: Journalist checking in 

Greetings, 

yes, the cause and manner of death are pending at this time. We don't provide or 

op ine on timing of results. But we do follow National Association of Medical 

Examiner's guidelines to complete autopsy reporting in 90% of cases w ithin 60-90 days. 
As you note, the guidelines provide for 10% of cases to fall outside of the 60-90 day 
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time period. 

Sincerely, 

/sf 

Beverly Ann Fields, Esq. 

Chief of Staff 

DC Office of t he Ch ief Medical Examiner 

401 E St., SW, 6t h Floor 

Wash ington, DC 20024 

202-698-9006 (o) 

202-329-9006 (c) 

beverly.f ields@dc.gov 

On Mar 30, 2021, at 4 :17PM, Jose Pagl iery 

<Jose.Pogliery@thedoilybeost.com> wrote: 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on 

links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 
content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Securi ty Operations Center (SOC). 

Ms. Fields, 

I emailed Ms. Adams, but she's out until later t his week and asked 

time-sensit ive requests sent your way. 

My name is Jose Pagliery. I am a journalist at The Daily Beast. I'm 

going to mention the OCME and Officer Brian Sicknick case. Are t he 

autopsy results still pend ing? Is there any estimate on when they might be 

ready? And wi ll they be made public? 

Forgive me, I'm sure you're getting a ton of requests on t his. 

Cheers, 

Jose Pagliery 

political investigations reporter 

m: 305-814-3006 (secure WhatsApp/Signal #provided upon request} 

e: jose pagl iery@thedailybeast com 
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From: Betts. Elizabeth S. (OCME) 
To: Records OCME COCMEl; FranCis Anna COCME); Golden Kimberly (OCMEl ; Breland Sasba COCME); ~ 

Niiwajj COCMEl 
Cc! 

Subject: 
Cuchara Breanna (OCMEl; Chance Jennifer (OCME); Williams Markeshia (OCME); Clingerman Chelsea (OCME) 

Re: OCME Neuropathology Consultations and Upcoming Conference 
Date: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 4:30:35 PM 

Hel lo All: 

The following neuropathology reports have been uploaded to the 2020 

• 20-~ 
• 20-0J . 

L--------' 
• 21-00132 (Dr . Breland) 

Elizabeth Betts 

Supervisory Pathologist's Assistant 

D.C. Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 

401 E Street, SW- 5th Floor 

Washington, DC 20024 

Public Safety & Justice Cluster 

(202) 698-9029 (Desk) 

(202)-329-9029 (Mobile) 

From: Belb, EliLauellt 5. (OCM E) <eliLduelii.IJeLb@tlc.guv> 

Sent: Monday, January 4, 2021 3:57PM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme.records@dc.gov>; Francis, Anna (OCME) <anna.francis@dc.gov>; 

Golden, Kimberly (OCME) <Kimberly.Golden@dc.gov">; Giese, Kristinza (OCME) 

<kristinza.giese@dc.gov>; Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha.breland@dc.gov>; Taylor, Jonee (OCME) 

<jonee.taylor@dc.gov> 

Cc: Cuchara, Breanna (OCME) <cucharab@dc.gov>; Chance, Jennifer (OCME) 

<jennifer.chance@dc.gov>; Wi lliams, Markeshia (OCME) <Markeshia.Williams@dc.gov> 

Subject: Fw: OCME Neuropathology Consultations and Upcoming Conference 

Hello Al l: 

The fol lowing cases have been uploaded to the 2020 Digitization Drive: 

• 20-( t2-534(a)(2); 2-534(a)(6); 
~-534(e) 

• 20-( 

• 20-( 

• 20-( 
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• 20-C~~~~!~:l(2); 2-534(a)(6); 

• 20-( 

• 70-( 

Thank you, 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Betts 
Supervisory Pathologist's Assistant 
D.C. Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 
401 E Street, SW- 5th Floor 
Wasb_ingtou, DC 20024 
Pnhlic Si~fety & Justice l.lnster 
(202) 698-9029 (Desk) 

From: Brent Harris <bth@georgetown.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, December 31, 2020 5:24PM 

To: Betts, Elizabeth S. (OCME) <eli zabeth.betts@dc.gov> 

Cc: Williams, Markeshia (OCME) <Markeshia.Wil liams@dc.gov>; Cuchara, Breanna (OCME) 

<eucha ra b@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: OCME Neuropathology Consu ltations and Upcoming Conference 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious1 please 
forward to ph ishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Please find several recent finished consult reports for filing and distribution to the ME's. 

Best, Brent 

Brent T. Harris, MD, PhD, FCAP 
Din::~,;lur ufN~Luupalbulugy 

Associate Professor of Pathology and Neurology 
Director, Georgetown Brain Bank 
Director, Histopathology and Tissue Shared Resource 
Georgetown University Medical Center 
4000 Reservoir Rd, NW 
Bldg D, Room 207 
Washington, DC 20057 

(Office) 202 687-5345 
(Lab) 202 687-4386 
(Fax) 202 687-7378 
bth@georgetown edu 
Web Site: http://explore.georgetown.edu/people/bthl 

IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING THIS ELECTRONIC MESSAGE This message is 
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intended for the use of the person to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is 
privileged, confidential, and protected from disclosure under applicable Law. If you are not the 
intended recipient, your use of this message for any purpose is strictly prohibited. If you have 
received this communication in error, please delete the message and notify the sender so that 
we may correct our records. Electronic Mail is not secure, may not be read every day, and 
should not be used for urgent or sensitive issues. 
Thank you. 
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From: Betts. Elizabeth S. (OCME) 
To: Records OCME COCMEl; FranCis Anna COCME); Golden Kimberly (OCMEl; Breland Sasba COCME); ~ 

Niiwajj COCMEl 
Cc! 

Subject: 
Cuchara Breanna (OCMEl ; Chance Jennifer (OCME); Williams Markeshia (OCME); Clingerman Chelsea (OCME) 

Re: OCME Neuropathology Consultations and Upcoming Conference 
Date: Wednesday, February 10, 2021 1:42:39 PM 

Hello Al l: 

The amended neuropathology report for case 21-00132 has been uploaded to the 2020 

Digitization Drive. 

Thank you, 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Betts 

Supervisory Pathologist's Assistant 

D.C. Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 

401 E Street, SW- 5th Floor 

Washington, DC 20024 

Public Safety & Justice Cluster 

(202) 698-9029 (Desk) 

(202) 329-9029 (Mobile) 

From: Betts, El izabeth S. (OCME) <elizabeth.betts@dc.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 4:30 PM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme.records@dc.gov>; Francis, Anna (OCME) <anna.francis@dc.gov>; 

Golden, Kimberly (OCME) <Kimberly.Golden@dc.gov>; Breland, Sasha (OCME) 

<sasha.breland@dc.gov>; Chantel Nj iwaj i (OCME) <Chantei.Nj iwaj i@dc.gov> 

Cc: Cuchara, Breanna (OCME) <cucharab@dc.gov>; Chance, Jennifer (OCME) 

<jennifer.chance@dc.gov>; Wi lliams, Markeshia (OCME) <Markeshia.Wil liams@dc.gov>; 

Clinger mart, Cite bed (OCME) <cl telsea.cli nger rrta rt @t.lc.guv> 

Subject: Re: OCME Neuropatholoev Consu ltations and Upcomine Conference 

Hel lo All: 

The fo llowing neuropathology reports have been uploaded to the 2020 

• 21-00132 (Dr. Breland) 

El izabeth Betts 
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Supervisory Pathologist's Assistant 

D.C. Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 

401 1: Street, SW- ~th Hoor 

Washington, DC 20024 

Public Safety & Justice Cluster 

(202) 698-9029 (Desk) 

(202)-329-9029 (Mobile) 

From: Betts, Elizabeth S. (OCME) <elizabeth.betts@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, January 4, 2021 3:57PM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <ocme.records@dc.gov>; Francis, Anna (OCME) <anna.francis@dc.gov>; 

Golden, Kimberly (OCME) <Kimberly.Golden@dc.gov>; Giese, Kristinza (OCME) 

<kristinza.giese@dc.gov>; Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha.breland@dc.gov>; Taylor, Jonee (OCME) 

<jonee.taylor@dc.gov> 

Cc: Cuchara, Breanna (OCME) <cucharab@dc.gov>; Chance, Jennifer (OCME) 

<jennifer.chance@dc.gov>; Wi lliams, Markeshia (OCME) <Markeshia.Wil liams@dc.gov> 

Subject: Fw: OCME Neuropathology Consultations and Upcoming Conference 

Hello Al l: 

The following cases have been uploaded to the 2020 Digitization Drive: 

Thank you, 

El izabeth 

Elizabeth Betts 
Supervisory Pathologist's Assistant 
D.C. Office ofd1e Chief Medical Examiner 
Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 
401 E Street, SW- 5th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Public Saiety & Justice Cluster 
(202) 698-9029 (Desk) 

From: Brent Harris <bth@georgetown.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, December 31, 2020 5:24PM 
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To: Betts, Elizabeth S. (OCME) <eli zabeth.betts@dc.gov> 

Cc: Williams, Markeshia (OCME) <Markeshia.Wil liams@dc.gov>; Cuchara, Breanna (OCME) 

<cucharab@dc.gov> 

Subject: Re: OCME Neuropathology Consu ltations and Upcoming Conference 

CAUTION: This ernail originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Please find several recent finished consult reports for filing and distribution to the ME's. 

Best, Brent 

Brent T. Harris, MD, PhD, FCAP 
Director of Neuropathology 
Associate Professor of Pathology and Neurology 
Director, Georgetown Brain Bank 
Director, Histopathology and Tissue Shared Resource 
Georgetown University Medical Center 
4000 Reservoir Rd, NW 
Bldg D, Room 207 
Washington, DC 20057 

(Office) 202 687-5345 
(Lab) 202 687-4386 
(Fax) 202 687-7378 
bth@georgetown edu 
Web Site: http://explore.georgetown.edu/people/bth/ 

IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING THIS ELECTRONIC MESSAGE This message is 
intended for the use of the person to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is 
privi leged, confidential, and protected from djscJosure under applicab.le law. If you are not tbe 
intended recipient, your use of this message for any purpose is strictly prohibited. If you have 
received this communication in error, please delete the message and notify the sender so that 
we may correct our records. Electronic Mail is not secure, may not be read every day, and 
should not be used for urgent or sensi tive issues. 
Thank you. 
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Emai/1824 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



"" "" !W~l~Jf'(t: 

Dolt~ 

"""""'~ 

-~ ........ , ...,.. t!'!!"tft Oriwf !!rrw .... <!(Mft """'"' Sc!btC!!Q!"t Clrgrrnw! tb:tie:oo {(J'lt) 
flt:CI(Mt~~ 

~.f'((lru.tly9.4W&S.:J1:SSIM 

~ 

~U IIO"' ·This em.t4~ted &om outside of tM OC Gove111menl Do not diet on hnb. or open lttKhmenu 1111lnsyou ~the fftlder •nd know tha~ the contel'!! Is Hfe ttyou beiJoNe th1t ~esem .. IIS.MISI)IOOUS., piNse f«ward to Dfllshclc.§dc.ACWtOf 
.:lditton.tlal\ll)'~ by-oc::TO SenlntyOper.mans.Cc!nter (SOC). 

Elizab<tb. 
nutnl:s for(fllchinglbl!.l. P lt'l1$e iJ9K>Ie Ul)' tUllial drllfl of20-001321U.td nse I his one. 

Bcsi. Bre.UI 

Bruni T H!lms. MO. PtiO, FCN' 
AssociM8 Pl'ofessor ol P~ end NeutolooY 
On~OIN~ 
O•rlk:tOI, GioiOIVUIOWf'l tlrttin lldnk 
Oir~ • .,h .. ~&ndT1$.'1U0Sha!OdROSOIIfCO 
Mad$f111 .. ~tkliYDI'SltyUodic'Atc.,ntCII 

MMIO 
0ep1 or Pati'IO!og,'. Aoo: Df HarM 
J!AJOHesel'o'oltt«<,HW 
r..tecliOent Bklo. SW20, 
w~oc 20001 

(OI!i<o)'-"2687·5345 
(LMI) m 687-4366 

(l--ax) 202 68t ·8935 
b!O~M, 

WebSite tttpJ.'ecpiOre~-~ 

IMPORTAHT NOncE REGA.RDING THIS ElECTRQt.IC MESSAGE ThiS message IS~ lor !he 1.19&01 ltle person 10 wnotn•IS ackt"essed ald mey 001'11&1\ tniCWmaclon lt\81 tS ~. oonfldeflbl:d, 81'dproleclecl n-cm dlsdosure ~~laW 
11 )'OIJ 81'6 not Ill& lr•tended fec:::()ietlt. "f041l68 Of lhlt me!IS8{)8 tor any puoposel9 SMCtly protlftlltied If you Mw recewoo lftiS 00ft'VIli.DC9b0n II\ Mat, P'ftEtSe dek<le 1M message and tiOI!flt' the se~ldef so lt'lfll we may coned w cec:o~ds EII!Cifoo.e Mall IS 

t'l()( secure. may not be mad every de)', ancs ~tiOI be usee~ lor IIQEfll tJtsttnSIIM iS.!.ues. --
On Feb 9. 2021. 114:27 PM. Iktts. Elllllb<tb S. (OCME) <thzabrJh brns@dc go.v wrote· 

HiOr.Harri$, 

Case number on pace 2 of report 21..()()132 is documented as 20 00123. Please advise when report has been amended. 

Th"nkyc.u, 

Ellubcth 

fllltabt'lh&vnTt 
Superv._y ~otholopt' s AM;is.tallll 

O.C.Of'ht.e~ tl->to Chlftf lw'~dal Ex~1 
tons<l'd-'~ #:ottnJoC.Ub<vftory 
401 f ~Ill. SW- 5th riOOf 

Wuhlnpn, OC 20014 

Pwb!oc: Sl'tcv& Ml.ce OltSt@ol' 
(l@.~{Ordl 

1202)-l29-90191'-'lobe~ 

From;Oor~lf"lll ter& <.bUl.f!:c~~o~.> 

Sent: Tue$day, february 9, 202L2:34 PM 
To: Betts, EllzobethS. (OCME) <eSzab.~t.ll"ll> 
cc: Williams, Matteshia (OCME} <.M~a.lt.IS.@.~>; Cuchara, 8reanr..a (OOJIE) <~~ 
Sublect: Rf:: OCME NevropathOIOSYCOO$Uit.:ttions 

A,IJ11Qt~ Tl'IISclfW!f Of!lt'll4\~ h«nout-O(d\1! DC Goo.oll:f11'111!!1'1L 00 nO! dick on ln'l\1 Qr upe"•tt~ls ur~lt"U yuu r«Of"!U thl! ~clft ltod k(KJw tl-llt (be t01\14!r,ll, ll ull!. tl 'f'OU ~ thfll th" @lfUi>\IS w~piH!.e klrw11d 
to ~fOf •ddit.oon•laniiM•s b'(OCTOS«utayOpen~tiOM Cente~ ISOCI. 

Next sec. 

8t9nl T Hams., MO, 1>!'10, fCAP 
As!tOCiale Pralessor cc P8Ctoology and NeuRqy 
OII"Cider <II Nauropaltd:lgy 
Ottee10r, Gecwoetown f.lraln Hank 
DlfedOf, H~ &l'ld nssue-Shated Resource 
Mect:.St&J l"kWIIIIGOOr(JI!IownlltlfyfliWy ~illdicat <:en1er 

MallO 
Dept of Pllllholo!w, Alln () Herr$ 
3000 ResGI'VO!t Rd, lfN 

1;1ed.1)entBidg,SW201 
Wlli$1WI(JWI..OC 'J!JO(J1 

(OftiJ;o):!Q2687<$34$ 
(l..eb) 202 687-4386 
(Fax) 202 687-8935 
b!~f!C),! 

WOO Site. Mpllmpltp QAQfpp!pMJ ftdr.Weqp!&'hity 

II.FORTANTNOllCE REGAROtNG THIS ELECTRONK: ttlESSAGE llli$~ islnl.ll!l"«.kiMJ IOih!Mollhe;per&OnJo whOmt is~ ilfld may CQI'II~~ IMIISil'Mfe'!)ed, (XlnrMJenbetl, erdprOWc;lOIJ ff01'n~r9tl'd9r 
~law II you ere rot th9 .,tended f90PIGft.. 'fOI,.W uwot lhiS messeoe tor any PI.IPOS8 JS sn:.ttv PfOhll*d. lfvoo Mve tec:::aved lhtS ~ lnen'Of, pleese delete 1t1e me5581Jt el'ld riObfy tne ser.:IW so lhaiiiii9!MY<XItfea cu 
reooros. ~ "181115 noc set~.n, may not be reM fiWIIY dey, 8IYJ ~ nol be used tof urgent or sensruve ISSUeSo • .,. . .,.., 

On feb I, 1021.atJ 4t PM, l)oll$, (1itftbolh S (0CM[)<ol&lMKtll)bpfl$0«gqp 'MOIO 

Thank voo. Or. Harris. We wtll have the reports received today distributed to ME and archived n 1he case file. 

Regards, 

Emai/1825 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



Ellt~tbeth 

(fl71belh8en$ 

SuperviSQf'VPatfloiopt'-'""'wmt 
P.C. Off!C~tofflw Ch-of~~t.~l t.•~ 

<on~Hfoo!nstetAboultON 

401 ESt'M1.SW 5chf10or 
W8$hP'IctOti.OC 2'002 4 

Mfl[ Slfl'ty& 1\mor Clu$1" 

~(lle.tl 

1202J·l29-9029 (Mobllto) 

f:rom: BteotHanis~~ 

Sent: Monday, February 1.1Jl1 J 5!()3 AM 
To: Betts~ Eliz-abeth S. (OCME) <eticabeth bdts@dc qCN> 

Cc: WilrJ&ms. Matkeshle (OCM£1 <Martest\la Wl!ljamsfl!dr RQY>; tucha(a, ereanna (OCME) <CJJCbiHj'h!lf)dC SOY> 

Su.bit a : Re: OCM£ Neu(opathOIOflyConsuttations 

CAUTION Ttn~ t-maiJ Or1pleted'frorn ovu.d~of the' OCGovt!fnment.. Oro !'101. Clock on hr*s or .ooel\•ttachmtnbvnle' yov ret:otntte t:M~r atnd know ll'>et lhe C'on.tf!nt b Nh!. H you ~ttw lh.et thllf'fnlll, w'fklola. piN~ lotw~1d 
to~tOf•dcibon•I-Jr.!;asbt(OCTOS«w>1y~e~CmteftSOCJ. 

Bn'lfj!T Hett'l9 MD, PhD, fC\.P 
OlftiCIOI'ofNEucpeltli:IIOgv 

A'S'SOCI!It$ProtGs~otP811'101ogy8MNeurelo!W 
o~. Oeorgetown are.. BaM 
DfrecW, ~and l19SUe Stwed Hesoorce 
Goon)lllt;wm ~$it)' Moclic(ll C..w 
4000~Rd.fffl 

Bldg0,Fmn'lf>7 
w~.oc 20057 

(Off10e:.202067..5345 
(lab)"202 687-438$ 
(Fiklt)202687·7378 -webSillit~ 

IMPOR:lANT NOTICE AEaAf'«))HH THIS ELI:CTRONtC 1.1ESSAGE 1lvs ti'I8$S8QEt ts iniEn:led lor the use or tlleJ)91"S01'110WhOmi&IS ed<resSEIIl and mey C'.OI'IC8In lnfOm:'I80on 1t1et 6 pnvlleged, COC'Ifld9nbel, end Pf(lled90 

from dtsclosUre 1.1\def ~ I9W 11 voo.-e 1'1041he Intended~. your use ot ttti mes.s&oJGIOr flttt ~IS slnCitf prOhlblle<t 11 you hiWe fecerved tM OOftllflllfllcE fl error Please delelte the mess.ge Mel notJty 
the seooarso ltiMwe mf1oJ c:::ortec:t curocordS.. ElecltonicMatl lsnol secu-e..mey noc beA'Iedf!Nflf'/dey, andShouttnoc be used IOrl.lfgeN or SMSii!YeiSSUIM> 
rt'Wikyou 

l~niO$CI'WnlmQI'O Ott$&,0ronl 
<2C)..()o2308ll-IPIJP 
~8TI-lp01'> 

<21).().1225 BTH pdf> 
~.tll,b1H.po1J' 

Ek'erCT Harris,MO.PhO.FCAP 
Olfeccorof .... ~ 
Assoaala9 PrOiess+of 01 Pattd)gv and NeurologtV 
Dlfeaor, ~ BriWIBri 
O.ector, ~ 800 rmue Shared Resoufce 
Cieofgelown l.hVetsity Med1C81 Center 
-4000~Ro;l,NW 

Bldg 0, Room 207 
WMttingroo, DC 10057 

(Ofliclit)?.Q2f!87-6345 
(lab)202661~386 

{f'-ax) 202 687-73'13 
ttlh@Oft9!Pt!QWD ad!.; 

lr-.IPORTANT NOllCE RI;GAROING TI11S CL!;CTRONIC MESSAGE Thi$ ~IS 11'11Mded tor lhe U!.C!Of 1htper90fl towhOnllt IS &!X11MS6d NlO fYIIlo( C01'411in II~IOtmllliOI'IIhM ~piYilatjoll, cutrdl:ln1.._ -~ 
vrOIOCiiOd l'rom~ol,l!l(lcr~lcJw lfyoulftnt:lllhe "'~Wld9ct'OQ{)I(II"'I youfvstof01$~b't!tht~ISWICCttrxOI'Iblo4 l(youh(wo ctiCQIYCIC1 11'n$cor~tion~(llf'Of,~._,,... 

message and ~lty tnesender!OUWil'\Ye 1M)' coaectOJf rooords. a&drollle Mel IS not secure, tnWf not b!t teed every d$)1, aDd ShOUidoot be used 1Cc wgent«Sf!fl!>lllVe Issues. 
Th&flk)'OI.I 

0nDac31, 2020,815.24P .. I, BtentHams~td!pwrota 

tiOOit_Dwnl 

<20-040698THPII> 
<20-00870 ern pdf> 

<20-03023 9TH 0<11> 
<'20040408TH!)II'> 
<.20-039056THpdf.lo 
<20-03756 9TH~ 
<20o01.16928THpcl> 

Dtenr T Hams, MD, PN>, FCAP O......oi--As$0(::1181.e PfoNssof' Of Palt'loto0' end Het.roiogy 

0......, Ceo<geoMn& ... -
Onctor, H61CJ181t'10Jogv and ri$'SUIEI Stwoo Aesource 
Goor~ ~livor$1ty Mtldic!lfO;n~ 

.4000 AI:MN~ AI;! NW 
Bldg0,-.o'Jfl7 
WW!II'I£l(On, 0C 20057 

COib)202681-63oiS 
il.81).202ti87-438e 
~fax,)202G&7·7378 

h121@!W9me!OWD edu 

IMPOftfANl NO l iCE nf<;A~OINO fH~ £U:CTRONIC MESSAGE 1htS messege rs: lntef'lded tor he use of lhe person ~wnorn it Is addressed and mav contain lnfotmeOOn that IS 
PriY!Iegedi, eonfldenllat. and proeeded tom disdosl.n under 8!PPIIC8ble l&w II )IOU are not lhe NeOded fec(llenl, yolf ose OIINS tnE!SSSQ& klt any putJlOSe IS s&liclly prohil*<l. IC you have 
f900f\leiCI1hG~fl91l0t, p~eesreoo.ethe~tfld rdiyh sender sollel wemw«m~CI<U rec:ords. ~ f.taii~S not &e<Ve. mil'( not be read fJY9'Y Oey, endShoUtdnol be 
used far urgeo1 Of sens.Mie ISSUeS. 

TI>MI<,.., 

Emai/1826 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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Dolt~ 
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-~ ........ , ...,.. t!'!!"tft Oriw• !!rrw .... <!(Mft """'"' Sc!btC!!Q!"t Clrgrrnw! tb:tie:oo {(J'lt) 
flt:CI(Mt~~ 

~.f'((lru.tly9.4W&S.:I1"~1M 

~ 

~U IIO"' ·This em.t4~ted &om outside of tM OC Gove111menl Do not diet on hnb. or open lttKhmenu 1111lnsyou ~the fftlder •nd know tha~ the contel'!! Is Hfe ttyou beiJoNe th1t ~esem .. IIS.MISI)IOOUS., piNse f«ward to Dfllshclc.§dc.ACWtOf 
.:lditton.tlal\ll)'~ by-oc::TO SenlntyOper.mans.Cc!nter (SOC). 

Elizab<tb. 
nutnl:s for(fllchinglbl!.l. P lt'l1$e iJ9K>Ie Ul)' tUllial drllfl of20-001321U.td nse I his one. 

Bcsi. Bre.UI 

Bruni T H!lms. MO. PtiO, FCN' 
AssociM8 Pl'ofessor ol P~ end NeutolooY 
On~OIN~ 
O•rlk:tOI, GioiOIVUIOWf'l tlrttin lldnk 
Oir~ • .,h .. ~&ndT1$.'1U0Sha!OdROSOIIfCO 
Mad$f111 .. ~tkliYDI'SltyUodic'Atc.,ntCII 

MMIO 
0ep1 or Pati'IO!og,'. Aoo: Df HarM 
J!AJOHesel'o'oltt«<,HW 
r..tecliOent Bklo. SW20, 
w~oc 20001 

(OI!i<o)'-"2687·5345 
(LMI) m 687-4366 

(l--ax) 202 68t ·8935 
b!O~M, 

WebSite tttpJ.'ecpiOre~-~ 

IMPORTAHT NOncE REGA.RDING THIS ElECTRQt.IC MESSAGE ThiS message IS~ lor !he 1.19&01 ltle person 10 wnotn•IS ackt"essed ald mey 001'11&1\ tniCWmaclon lt\81 tS ~. oonfldeflbl:d, 81'dproleclecl n-cm dlsdosure ~~laW 
11 )'OIJ 81'6 not Ill& lr•tended fec:::()ietlt. "f041l68 Of lhlt me!IS8{)8 tor any puoposel9 SMCtly protlftlltied If you Mw recewoo lftiS 00ft'VIli.DC9b0n II\ Mat, P'ftEtSe dek<le 1M message and tiOI!flt' the se~ldef so lt'lfll we may coned w cec:o~ds EII!Cifoo.e Mall IS 

t'l()( secure. may not be mad every de)', ancs ~tiOI be usee~ lor IIQEfll tJtsttnSIIM iS.!.ues. --
On Feb 9. 2021. 114:27 PM. Iktts. Elllllb<tb S. (OCME) <thzabrJh brns@dc go.v wrote· 

HiOr.Harri$, 

Case number on pace 2 of report 21..()()132 is documented as 20 00123. Please advise when report has been amended. 

Th"nkyc.u, 

Ellubcth 

fllltabt'lh&vnTt 
Superv._y ~otholopt' s AM;is.tallll 

O.C.Of'ht.e~ tl->to Chlftf lw'~dal Ex~1 
tons<l'd-'~ #:ottnJoC.Ub<vftory 
401 f ~Ill. SW- 5th riOOf 

Wuhlnpn, OC 20014 

Pwb!oc: Sl'tcv& Ml.ce OltSt@ol' 
(l@.~{Ordl 

1202)-l29-90191'-'lobe~ 

From;Oor~lf"lll ter& <.bUl.f!:c~~o~.> 

Sent: Tue$day, february 9, 202L2:34 PM 
To: Betts, EllzobethS. (OCME) <eSzab.~t.ll"ll> 
cc: Williams, Matteshia (OCME} <.M~a.lt.IS.@.~>; Cuchara, 8reanr..a (OOJIE) <~~ 
Sublect: Rf:: OCME NevropathOIOSYCOO$Uit.:ttions 

A,IJ11Qt~ Tl'IISclfW!f Of!lt'll4\~ h«nout-O(d\1! DC Goo.oll:f11'111!!1'1L 00 nO! dick on ln'l\1 Qr upe"•tt~ls ur~lt"U yuu r«Of"!U thl! ~clft ltod k(KJw tl-llt (be t01\14!r,ll, ll ull!. tl 'f'OU ~ thfll th" @lfUi>\IS w~piH!.e klrw11d 
to ~fOf •ddit.oon•laniiM•s b'(OCTOS«utayOpen~tiOM Cente~ ISOCI. 

Next sec. 

8t9nl T Hams., MO, 1>!'10, fCAP 
As!tOCiale Pralessor cc P8Ctoology and NeuRqy 
OII"Cider <II Nauropaltd:lgy 
Ottee10r, Gecwoetown f.lraln Hank 
DlfedOf, H~ &l'ld nssue-Shated Resource 
Mect:.St&J l"kWIIIIGOOr(JI!IownlltlfyfliWy ~illdicat <:en1er 

.... ,. 
Dept of Pllllholo!w, Alln () Herr$ 
3000 ResGI'VO!t Rd, lfN 

1;1ed.1)entBidg,SW201 
Wlli$1WI(JWI..OC 'J!JO(J1 

(OftiJ;o):!Q2687<$34$ 
(l..eb) 202 687-4386 
(Fax) 202 687-8935 
b!~f!C),! 

WOO Site. Mpllmpltp QAQfpp!pMJ ftdr.Weqp!&'hity 

II.FORTANTNOllCE REGAROtNG THIS ELECTRONK: ttlESSAGE llli$~ islnl.ll!l"«.kiMJ IOih!Mollhe;per&OnJo whOmt is~ ilfld may CQI'II~~ IMIISil'Mfe'!)ed, (XlnrMJenbetl, erdprOWc;lOIJ ff01'n~r9tl'd9r 
~law II you ere rot th9 .,tended f90PIGft.. 'fOI,.W uwot lhiS messeoe tor any PI.IPOS8 JS sn:.ttv PfOhll*d. lfvoo Mve tec:::aved lhtS ~ lnen'Of, pleese delete 1t1e me5581Jt el'ld riObfy tne ser.:IW so lhaiiiii9!MY<XItfea cu 
reooros. ~ "181115 noc set~.n, may not be reM fiWIIY dey, 8IYJ ~ nol be used tof urgent or sensruve ISSUeSo • .,. . .,.., 

On feb I, 1021.atJ 4t PM, l)oll$, (1itftbolh S (0CM[)<ol&lMKtll)bpfl$0«gqp 'MOIO 

Thank voo. Or. Harris. We wtll have the reports received today distributed to ME and archived n 1he case file. 

Regards, 

Emai/1827 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



Ellt~tbeth 

(fl71belh8en$ 

SuperviSQf'VPatfloiopt'-'""'wmt 
P.C. Off!C~tofflw Ch-of~~t.~l t.•~ 

<on~Hfoo!nstetAboultON 

401 ESt'M1.SW 5chf10or 
W8$hP'IctOti.OC 2'002 4 

Mfl[ Slfl'ty& 1\mor Clu$1" 

~(lle.tl 

1202J·l29-9029 (Mobllto) 

f:rom: BteotHanis~~ 

Sent: Monday, February 1.1Jl1 J 5!()3 AM 
To: Betts~ Eliz-abeth S. (OCME) <eticabeth bdts@dc qCN> 

Cc: WilrJ&ms. Matkeshle (OCM£1 <Martest\la Wl!ljamsfl!dr RQY>; tucha(a, ereanna (OCME) <CJJCbiHj'h!lf)dC SOY> 

Su.bit a : Re: OCM£ Neu(opathOIOflyConsuttations 

CAUTION Ttn~ t-maiJ Or1pleted'frorn ovu.d~of the' OCGovt!fnment.. Oro !'101. Clock on hr*s or .ooel\•ttachmtnbvnle' yov ret:otntte t:M~r atnd know ll'>et lhe C'on.tf!nt b Nh!. H you ~ttw lh.et thllf'fnlll, w'fklola. piN~ lotw~1d 
to~tOf•dcibon•I-Jr.!;asbt(OCTOS«w>1y~e~CmteftSOCJ. 

Bn'lfj!T Hett'l9 MD, PhD, fC\.P 
OlftiCIOI'ofNEucpeltli:IIOgv 

A'S'SOCI!It$ProtGs~otP811'101ogy8MNeurelo!W 
o~. Oeorgetown are.. BaM 
DfrecW, ~and l19SUe Stwed Hesoorce 
Goon)lllt;wm ~$it)' Moclic(ll C..w 
4000~Rd.fffl 

Bldg0,Fmn'lf>7 
w~.oc 20057 

(Off10e:.202067..5345 
(lab)"202 687-438$ 
(Fiklt)202687·7378 -webSillit~ 

IMPOR:lANT NOTICE AEaAf'«))HH THIS ELI:CTRONtC 1.1ESSAGE 1lvs ti'I8$S8QEt ts iniEn:led lor the use or tlleJ)91"S01'110WhOmi&IS ed<resSEIIl and mey C'.OI'IC8In lnfOm:'I80on 1t1et 6 pnvlleged, COC'Ifld9nbel, end Pf(lled90 

from dtsclosUre 1.1\def ~ I9W 11 voo.-e 1'1041he Intended~. your use ot ttti mes.s&oJGIOr flttt ~IS slnCitf prOhlblle<t 11 you hiWe fecerved tM OOftllflllfllcE fl error Please delelte the mess.ge Mel notJty 
the seooarso ltiMwe mf1oJ c:::ortec:t curocordS.. ElecltonicMatl lsnol secu-e..mey noc beA'Iedf!Nflf'/dey, andShouttnoc be used IOrl.lfgeN or SMSii!YeiSSUIM> 
rt'Wikyou 

l~niO$CI'WnlmQI'O Ott$&,0ronl 
<2C)..()o2308ll-IPIJP 
~8TI-lp01'> 

<21).().1225 BTH pdf> 
~.tll,b1H.po1J' 

Ek'erCT Harris,MO.PhO.FCAP 
Olfeccorof .... ~ 
Assoaala9 PrOiess+of 01 Pattd)gv and NeurologtV 
Dlfeaor, ~ BriWIBri 
O.ector, ~ 800 rmue Shared Resoufce 
Cieofgelown l.hVetsity Med1C81 Center 
-4000~Ro;l,NW 

Bldg 0, Room 207 
WMttingroo, DC 10057 

(Ofliclit)?.Q2f!87-6345 
(lab)202661~386 

{f'-ax) 202 687-73'13 
ttlh@Oft9!Pt!QWD ad!.; 

lr-.IPORTANT NOllCE RI;GAROING TI11S CL!;CTRONIC MESSAGE Thi$ ~IS 11'11Mded tor lhe U!.C!Of 1htper90fl towhOnllt IS &!X11MS6d NlO fYIIlo( C01'411in II~IOtmllliOI'IIhM ~piYilatjoll, cutrdl:ln1.._ -~ 
vrOIOCiiOd l'rom~ol,l!l(lcr~lcJw lfyoulftnt:lllhe "'~Wld9ct'OQ{)I(II"'I youfvstof01$~b't!tht~ISWICCttrxOI'Iblo4 l(youh(wo ctiCQIYCIC1 11'n$cor~tion~(llf'Of,~._,,... 

message and ~lty tnesender!OUWil'\Ye 1M)' coaectOJf rooords. a&drollle Mel IS not secure, tnWf not b!t teed every d$)1, aDd ShOUidoot be used 1Cc wgent«Sf!fl!>lllVe Issues. 
Th&flk)'OI.I 

0nDac31, 2020,815.24P .. I, BtentHams~td!pwrota 

tiOOit_Dwnl 

<20-040698THPII> 
<20-00870 ern pdf> 

<20-03023 9TH 0<11> 
<'20040408TH!)II'> 
<.20-039056THpdf.lo 
<20-03756 9TH~ 
<20o01.16928THpcl> 

Dtenr T Hams, MD, PN>, FCAP O......oi--As$0(::1181.e PfoNssof' Of Palt'loto0' end Het.roiogy 

0......, Ceo<geoMn& ... -
Onctor, H61CJ181t'10Jogv and ri$'SUIEI Stwoo Aesource 
Goor~ ~livor$1ty Mtldic!lfO;n~ 

.4000 AI:MN~ AI;! NW 
Bldg0,-.o'Jfl7 
WW!II'I£l(On, 0C 20057 

COib)202681-63oiS 
il.81).202ti87-438e 
~fax,)202G&7·7378 

h121@!W9me!OWD edu 

IMPOftfANl NO l iCE nf<;A~OINO fH~ £U:CTRONIC MESSAGE 1htS messege rs: lntef'lded tor he use of lhe person ~wnorn it Is addressed and mav contain lnfotmeOOn that IS 
PriY!Iegedi, eonfldenllat. and proeeded tom disdosl.n under 8!PPIIC8ble l&w II )IOU are not lhe NeOded fec(llenl, yolf ose OIINS tnE!SSSQ& klt any putJlOSe IS s&liclly prohil*<l. IC you have 
f900f\leiCI1hG~fl91l0t, p~eesreoo.ethe~tfld rdiyh sender sollel wemw«m~CI<U rec:ords. ~ f.taii~S not &e<Ve. mil'( not be read fJY9'Y Oey, endShoUtdnol be 
used far urgeo1 Of sens.Mie ISSUeS. 

TI>MI<,.., 
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F..-l !k:1b, tlltl(ri! S CoatE) 
To: ~ 

ca ~OQifl; QU.R.1kUfV\i.tw:IJ: &rrdQL.s-r.CPQtEJ ·~~ 
SUb~ rt«OOE~C:CII'ISUhil~Cf't' 

!HI.~: ~.~9.~1 4\P'!IIl PN 

1~ 1 Dr. Harris. 

"'"' number on P38e 2 of r~p¢<1 2Hl0J32 iS dotume.1led as 1<>-00123. Please adviSP when report has been amended. 

Thank vou, 
Elilabeth 

Elil<~beth8etts 
Supervisory P.,tholo&i!.t' s Assistant 
D.C. Office of the Chief Medlc:W bal'l'unet 
Consol«<.lted krensic t..abor.m:wv 
401(SU .. I..SW SChfloaf 
W•stung\On, OC 2002• 
Public ~lE"IY & Ju~tb t."Just(.U 

~Illes'! 
Cl02J·l29-9029 fMobllto. 

From: Brent Harris <blh@georgc.-town.tdu> 

s ent: Tue$di'f, j:ebrvi:ry 9, 20212:l4 PM 

To: Betts. fli zabethS. (OCMEJ <elizabeth.betts@dc..gov> 

ce: WiiOams. M arkeshla (OCMU <Mar\esh.a.wnuams@ldc.go'~>; eud'lara:. sreanna (OCME) <CUCharab"ck.801f.> 

Subj ect: Re: OCM E Neuropathology Consultations 

CAU110N: Tl\6 emad CM~ted fcom outSld.! of the OC Govemment. Dot10t didoo ~0( OOt!'f)t.tt~uldes~ vouu!<~e tht:U!ndier and lnow thO"M U.. COOI.e1\l-h s.ate.lf vou ~that thtlemalllt. ws.oidous. ()lease fcrwafd to ohshlngtt<k4ov 
for ad<itioNI ¥1~skbt(OCTO Security()per;n~s Ceflar SOq 

Next set. 

Btent T Hom5-, MO. PhD, FCAP 
A~ Ptot9ssor ot Pe~ lind Neurotogy 
OkedOf Of HtluropMhOiogy 
Oweceot, GecwgetotftTl l:lratn BaM 
Or"adOt, ~ Nld Tt$$UO: Stw"od R&.$()UJ~ 
~~~Untverslly MedlcaiCenler 

Mlilil10: 
Dept Of PaltlOiogy, Alln' Of Hams 
3900 Re5$NOU Rd, NW 
Med·'Oent Bldo. SW20t 
WO$hr'11Jion, oc 20001 

(OIIioel 202 687·5345 
(l..•b) 202 687 <43a6 
(fax) 202 8874 6935 
b!h@qeqgttpwn tdu 

Wob $ito l'llr.pl ,'eJ:Illor• OOOfQOICMn «tufpcq)lolbehl 

IMPORT AHT NOn CE REGARDING TH&S EI.ECTROHIC MESSAGE ThiS MeS!189& .slnlbrded 101' 1716 use Clllle person 10 whOm II t9 eddrHSed and fYIWJ COfiCIWI Wlbmalion 11\M IS~. eonlklen11:81, aM prote.:led from <bdos:ufe tm6r 8j)(llleallle 

18¥>' tfyov _..not the ll'ltended rtc11)1191lt., VOO' use ot hSmesseQe tiX 4111Y purpose IS sOlcuy prohii:JOd If you h8Ye rece!YEMJ MconvnuNCeiiOn'" etTOf. p\MS.edelete lhe rnessaQe 8lld notJfy lhe MfKIEif so lhetwe fMY«WJecA our recoros Btctronlc 
lti'Jjj as not secwe. moy not be rend G'V'elY day. and ShoUld not be used for ...-gent or sensitive t!tsoes 
lnflnkyou 

Ou Fro I, 2021. ol 4:41 PM, ll<n•. Elizabol.ll S. (OCME) ~wro<c: 

Thank you.. Or . Harris. W e will h ave the rejX)rts received t oday dist ributed to ME and archived in the case fi1e. 

Regards. 
Elizabeth 

OltabethBeus 
WP@rViwry Pe1thologj~t'• "Ml¥lt 

D.C. Office or fhe Chief Medical Uammer 
Consolld~ed forer~sic LaboriMDtV 
AOJ f SCTeet. SW· SUI fktor 
w .. ..hingtOn, DC J001A 
Pubic Sa.fery & JustkeOu:stet 
~(Qest) 

(202)·329·'9029 (MobileJ 

From: arent.,lanis<n_tb,~> 

Sent; Monday, f<'bruary l, 20215:03 AM 
To : Betts, Etizabeth S. (OCME) <rt!zahrth brt•sllldc 99V> 

ec: Wi:ll;ams, Markes:hlit (OCME) <M:arteshj.a W'jlfiarm•dc. aov>; cuchara, lkeanna (OCME} <eyclla@bc;Dcc.goV> 
Sublect: Re: OCME NevrODathoiOilV coosviLltion:s 

CAUTION 11v$eltWIIor~ed fromoouideof me ot Gcwernme(ll. Oo not dick on links« open attllC.hme:nuunles.s vcu rt"CWf!il:ethe sende! ac~d know tbat the content Is W~- If you belie\oe lt\at ttlis emallu~s:. Please forward 
toohi@!!f!@dc £SN fof ~-ionoal ~ bvOCTO SecuritY' ()pera(jons Ceot~r tSOC) 

Lftl ~oup ror Jon. 202:1 

8rentT Hems, MO, PtO, FCN' 
DlfeerotOC NeufOIMIIIIOiogy 
ASSOC*EI• Professor of PathOiolw ell(l Neli'Oiogy 
()ltdCWJ. Gecwi)&IOWn 6 flilin lldrlk 
Owector. Hlsq,ettlOiogoy &l'lcf llssue SMr90 Reso~Mce 
Ge<li:QOiown \k!MH'Sity Uodlad ~"" 
4000 Reset't'<lfJ l~d. HW 
0kfg0, Room~7 

WaShlogkln, DC 20067 

(Oifiot.202687..5345 
(l ab} 20i 687-43&6 
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(Fax} 202 687·7378 
blt!(totoraotoym edy 

Wob Sile IMIQ «tr;n)!rua poMMIIJWO od!&'gAc)plp:b!tll 

IMPORTANT NOllCE REG.\ROING THI$ £lECTR0NtC l.E:SSAGE Thi$1f10$~0 is •"ftndod lor tho 1,1$0 ol lhO P«$M 1(1 WhOm tiiS ~~ wl(l rr.y conttun rnrortflfl~ thl!lll is pnWDQ«<. QOnfido•~lllllt .find PfOioc;tOI:I from di~· 

lll~r applieebie taw If you ere 001 me .-.Mnded recl!*ll, your use 01 tM message w 1J1trf pupose liS~ proh!l.'llled. 11 you have receiV9d ns commurucaiJOI'IIn erT(If, PI&Me 001e1e men~ and noUiy th& senoer so ltlat we may 
corr~M:tOUt f9(:()rd$ (k:M;tlonie M/lii.IS not MICUI9. mttY no4 be rl)(l(l 9Y9JY d!ri . OJII'¥J s~d nol b9111$0d for Orgetll or ~ I$$U9$ 

""'"",.... 

Hale ate se\'elffll mate Best. Bfflnl 
<20-042:30 OTH.pol-.. 
<;~228 B fH P<1> 
<20-0422S 8TH pel!> 
<:2G-Oo4219 OTH.pdl> 

O.t~~~l T HIW'ri$. MO. PhO, FCAP 
DtreciOr Ol N8I.W'OP(tlh01ogy 
A$$ocllfle PrQI0$$0f Q4 P~ "lid Noourology 
Dlfector, ~ Bnlin Bank 
OlreQof, Hr.;~ lind Tis~teShefed~ 
GeotQMown UniverSity MediC$! Center 
•ooo~tRd.,NW 

Bldg 0 , Room 207 
WMfW10kln OC 20057 

(Ofllce} 202 681.¢~ 
(l.eb) 202 687·4300 
{F&'ll) 202 687-7373 

il4f'tallnoomttpwJ!tsliJ 
Web $M; bOp !•exotq1 S!fiOftl!!t'qWD 9!1u;'pooplt.17!hf 

IMPORTANT NOTICE REGAR()NG ntiS ELECTRONIC MESSAGE Th•s roes~ is W91"1Ckad for f)t us. offllt.l*$0flto wt~om•ls odclressed end mey COI'It<Nn irflormi)bon ltlel IS priYI!eoged, ~. otl(f P"MC:ted 
from Cl~e undet ~ble l&w It you a.-e nollhe il'dood&d reop~en~, you~ use Of 1hl!i message fOf &l'fY p!.III)O!S.\e IS Sl!ieCJy prOhllllbd II' you have recewed ttus eottlm~ in etfO( !)Ieese O!ilete lhe n'le!osa(le and 
rwMv lhe senoor so Nt we moy COllect OUt teoords ElectroniC MIMI IS not 59QJI9, mev noc be reed GWMY day , IW'd Shoold not De us.ed for urgent or senSI~ ISSUe&. 

T"""'"'" 

On Dee 31, 2020. at S.2~ Pt.•, Bten1 Hams <biOCgetorQQIQWO Eil).l>wr01e: 

aes~. eroo. 

<:20-040&98TH-.Pd(> 
<.20-m870 8TH pcll> 
<2o.o3923 8TH f)dl> 

q(I..Q40406TH_pdt> 
<20~BTH pdl> 

<20-<l37568TH
•'2-0~20lll.p<Jt> 

Brenll T tWTis. MD, PJ\0, FCAP 
Oredof Of NeurOJ)IIthOtOQY 
A$$0CI(tlt P1~ Of Pteholc)gy find NtlufQiogy 

Drfteloc. GeotgeiOYtn ora.n Bank 
l:lnct01, H61opathoic.lQy and T.ssue S!Wed Resource 
~UIWIQity t.1odi(;olc.nllllf 

4000 RO&$NOit Rd, NW 
81dj)O, R000'1207 
Washington, 0C 20057 

(OIIIoe) 202 687·53'4.5 
(lab) 202 eti7·•3M 
(f'&)l) 20'2 681·1318 
blll4l'Of!l(f!Je!QWO fdu 
weo S.te> hdp Jlw:dqm gtgroo!CMD ldu!ptgptp!I!IIV 

1MPQRTAHf NOTICE RCGAROIHG Tt-11$ E1.£CTROt41C MESSAG€ Tt.s n~ $ inlcnckld 101 tt10 use Of N J)OI'$0f'lll()whQfn il '' fld(JIOS.'I«<d and may ClCWIIain iniOrr~ th(ld 1$ priYilegod, ~lliel. 

and prCAetted trom disclosUre under appbceble Jaw 11 you 8fe nollhe fllended rec.pleflt, vour use~ N message klf fiiV'I PI-'J)OSe iS stl1clfY prOOibiled 11 you he<~e teoel'ted 1htS ~., enor, 
P1M5e dell* !he IOOS$809 and nobfy h sender 50 11181.,.,.. msyClOIT9Ct our records. Eiedrorc Moil G•~ seon, msy not be teed ...-ery dey, aM ShoUld no4 be used tOr urgent or sensiiMJ ISsues. 
Thflnk you 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Diaz. Francisco (OCME) 
Adams Rodney IOCMEl 
Re: Off. Sicknick 
Friday, February 19, 2021 3:05:52 I'M 

·s name is Gi lead Light and his email is: 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP 

District of Columbia Office of the Chief M edical Examiner 

Deputy Chief Medical Examiner 

401 ESt, SW 

Wash ington, DC. 20024 

Francisco.d iaz@dc.gov 

(202) 698-9002 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Friday, February 19, 20213:03 PM 

To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.d iaz@dc.gov> 

Subject: Uff. ~icknick 

D r. Diaz, 

tf>gtf':Jlaams 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote : 

Vincent Gallo 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Re: Officer Brian Sicknick 
Thursdey, Februe ry 4, 2021 12:51:43 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

On Thursday, February 4, 2021 , 09:55:04 AM CST, Vincent Gallo <gallo_cmc@yahoo.com> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Adams, 

I am requesting a copy of the autopsy report for Officer Brian Sicknick. I am in the process of writing an 
article about the nature and consequences of the events of January 6, 2021 and Officer Sicknick's death 
is a major component of the results of the riot that occurred in the capital. As a concerned citizen, it is 
also my intention to contact my congressional representatives about what led up to this event, and the 
potential for further civil unrest. It is imperative that only facts are utilized in discussing these issues, that 
is why I am asking for your assistance. There are conflicting media reports as to the nature of the cause 
and manner of his death and they need to be cleared up. 

This is a clear case of "serving the public interest" regarding the release of this information. and I am 
respectfully requesting that you make it available. 

Thank you , 

Vincent Gallo 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Hello, 

Fields. Beverly COCMEl 
oaygenstejn; Adams Chervle COCME) 
Re: Officer Sicknick 
Thursdey, Februery 4, 2021 9:19:49 I"M 

I am well and hope you are too! 

1 have added CheryJe Adams, om· PlO, whom is handling these requests. Thanks. 

Beverly Ann Fields, Esq. 
Chief of Staff 
DC Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
40 1 ESt., SW 
Washington, DC 20024 
202-698-9006 (o) 
202-329-9006 (c) 
Beverly .fields@dc.gov 

> On Feb 4, 2021 , at 7:45PM, Augenstein, Neal <naugeustein@wtop.com> wrote: 
> 
> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 
> 
> Hi, Beverly. Hope you're well. Can you share manner and cause? Thanks and best. 
> 

> N 
> 
> 
> 

> Neal Augenstein 
> Reporter 
> WTOP-FM and wtop.com 
> Washington, DC 
> 202 438 1505 cell 
> 202 895 5060 newsroom 
> naugeustein@wtop.com 
> 
> Twitter: @Augenstein WTOP 
> Skype: WTOPNeaiAugenstein 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Hello, 

Fields. Beverly COCMEl 
oaygenstejn; Adams Chervle COCME) 
Re: Officer Sicknick 
Thursdey, Februery 4, 2021 9:19:49 I"M 

I am well and hope you are too! 

1 have added CheryJe Adams, om· PlO, whom is handling these requests. Thanks. 

Beverly Ann Fields, Esq. 
Chief of Staff 
DC Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
40 1 ESt., SW 
Washington, DC 20024 
202-698-9006 (o) 
202-329-9006 (c) 
Beverly .fields@dc.gov 

> On Feb 4, 2021 , at 7:45PM, Augenstein, Neal <naugeustein@wtop.com> wrote: 
> 
> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 
> 
> Hi, Beverly. Hope you're well. Can you share manner and cause? Thanks and best. 
> 

> N 
> 
> 
> 

> Neal Augenstein 
> Reporter 
> WTOP-FM and wtop.com 
> Washington, DC 
> 202 438 1505 cell 
> 202 895 5060 newsroom 
> naugeustein@wtop.com 
> 
> Twitter: @Augenstein WTOP 
> Skype: WTOPNeaiAugenstein 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Augenstein. Neal 
Fields Beyerly COCMEl 
Adams Chervle COCME) 
Re: Officer Sicknick 

Thursday, February 4, 2021 9:48:47 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. lfyou believe that tlJ.is email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thanks to you both! 

Neal 

Neal Augenstein 
Reporter 
WfOP-FM and wtop.com 
Washington, DC 
202 438 1505 cell 
202 895 5060 newsroom 
oaugenstein@wtop.com 

Twitter: @AugensteinWTOP 
Skype: WTOPNealAugenstein 

> On f eb 4, 2021 , at 9:24PM, Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> Hello, 
> 1 am well and hope you are too! 

> I have added Cheryle Adams, our PIO, whom is handling these requests. Thanks. 
> 
> Beverly Ann Fields, Esq. 
> Chief of Staff 
> DC Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner 
> 401 ESt., SW 
> Washington, DC 20024 
> 202-698-9006 ( 0) 
> 202-329-9006 (c) 
> Beverly.field<>@dc.gov 
> 
> 
>> On Feb 4, 2021, at 7:45 PM, Augenstein, Neal <naugenstein@wtop.com> wrote: 

>> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize tbe sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is 
suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>> 
>> 
>> Hi, Beverly. Hope you're well. Can you share manner and cause? Thanks and best. 
>> 
:-.:-. N 
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>> 
>> 
>> 
>> Neal Augenstein 
>> Repmter 
>> WTOP-FM and wtop.com 
>> Washington, DC 
» 202 438 1505 cell 
>> 202 895 5060 newsroom 
>> naugenstein@wtop.com 
>> 
>> Twitter: @AugensteinWfOP 
>> Skype: WTOPNealAugenstein 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Sarah Mimms 
chervle adams@dc goy; olivia dedner@dc gov; Beverly COCME> 
Re: Urgent comment needed on Sicknick report: "all that transpired played a role in his condition." 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 12:24:34 I"M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon, 

I am following up here to see if there is any additional clarity on ChiefMedical Examiner 
Diaz's comment to the Washington Post that "all that transpired [at the Capitol on Jan. 6] 
played a role in [Sicknick's] condition"' and its apparent contradiction with the statement you 
sent out yesterday which said that the cause of death was "natural," caused by "a disease 
alone," and thus "not hastened" by any injury. 

I'm really pressing on clarity here not only because of the importance of this case but also 
because USCP and the Justice Department initially said that Officer Sicknick died due 
to injuries he sustained at the Capitol. We want to be accurate, which may mean updating 
those original stories about how he died, if the ME can clarify this key point. 

I would appreciate an opportunity to speak to the chief medical examiner on this. You can 
reach me at this email or on my cell phone at 509-850-6687. 

Thanks, 
Sarah Mimms 

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021 at 5:06PM Sarah Mimms <sarah mimms@buzzfeed com> wrote: 
Hello, 

We are writing on the ME's repmt on Sicknick's death. My colleague Zoe Tillman 
forwarded me your email. There seems to be a discrepancy between the report which says 
the death was natural and not hastened by an injury and ME Diaz's interview with the 
Washington Post: 

"The medical examiner noted Sicknick was among the officers who engaged the Capitol 
mob and said 'all that transpired played a role in his condition.'" 

We and other media need clarity on this. USCP said at the time that Sicknick died "due to 
injuries sustained while on-duty" does the ME agree or not? 

Thank you, 
Sarah Mimms 

R1 
Sarah Mimms I DC Editor 1 509-850-6687 I @Mimms 
1630 Connecticut Avenue NW, 7th Floor, Washington , DC 20009 
Use Signal for more secure communication: 509-850-6687 
Got a confidential tip? Here's how to send it to us: tips buzzfeed com 
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g 
Sarah Mimms 1 DC Editor I 509-850-6687 1 @Mimms 
1630 Connecticut Avenue NW, 7th Floor, Washington, DC 20009 
Use Signal for more secure communication: 509-850-6687 
Got a confidential tip? Here's how to send it to us: tips bmzfeed com 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Sarah Mimms 
chervle adams@dc goy; olivia dedner@dc gov; Beverly COCME> 
Re: Urgent comment needed on Sicknick report: "all that transpired played a role in his condition." 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 12:25:06 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon, 

I am following up here to see if there is any additional clarity on ChiefMedical Examiner 
Diaz's comment to the Washington Post that "all that transpired [at the Capitol on Jan. 6] 
played a role in [Sicknick's] condition"' and its apparent contradiction with the statement you 
sent out yesterday which said that the cause of death was "natural," caused by "a disease 
alone," and thus "not hastened" by any injury. 

I'm really pressing on clarity here not only because of the importance of this case but also 
because USCP and the Justice Department initially said that Officer Sicknick died due 
to injuries he sustained at the Capitol. We want to be accurate, which may mean updating 
those original stories about how he died, if the ME can clarify this key point. 

I would appreciate an opportunity to speak to the chief medical examiner on this. You can 
reach me at this email or on my cell phone at 509-850-6687. 

Thanks, 
Sarah Mimms 

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021 at 5:06PM Sarah Mimms <sarah mimms@buzzfeed com> wrote: 
Hello, 

We are writing on the ME's repmt on Sicknick's death. My colleague Zoe Tillman 
forwarded me your email. There seems to be a discrepancy between the report which says 
the death was natural and not hastened by an injury and ME Diaz's interview with the 
Washington Post: 

"The medical examiner noted Sicknick was among the officers who engaged the Capitol 
mob and said 'all that transpired played a role in his condition.'" 

We and other media need clarity on this. USCP said at the time that Sicknick died "due to 
injuries sustained while on-duty" does the ME agree or not? 

Thank you, 
Sarah Mimms 

R1 
Sarah Mimms I DC Editor 1 509-850-6687 I @Mimms 
1630 Connecticut Avenue NW, 7th Floor, Washington , DC 20009 
Use Signal for more secure communication: 509-850-6687 
Got a confidential tip? Here's how to send it to us: tips buzzfeed com 
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Sarah Mimms 1 DC Editor I 509-850-6687 1 @Mimms 
1630 Connecticut Avenue NW, 7th Floor, Washington, DC 20009 
Use Signal for more secure communication: 509-850-6687 
Got a confidential tip? Here's how to send it to us: tips bmzfeed com 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Wilson. Stephanie 
Adams Chery!e IOCMEl 
Re: WILL DO: AUTOPSY RESULTS FOR US CAPITOL POUCE OFFICER BRIAN SICKNICK 
Monday, March 15, 2021 12:47:08 f'M 

imageOOS.png 
image006 png 
imageOO?.png 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Sent from my iPbone 

On Mar 15, 2021 , at 12:45 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

CAUTION- EXTERNAL El\'lAIL - Please use caution opening attachments 
and never share your password. Send suspicious email to infosec@tegna.com. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 
<image004 .jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Wilson, Stephanie [mailto:SWILSON3@wusa9.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2021 12:30 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Wilson, Stephanie 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: AUTOPSY RESULTS FOR US CAPITOL POUCE OFFICER BRIAN 
SICKNICK 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishine@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon Cheryle, 

Thank you for your response to the update, greatly appreciated. 
I'd like to ask if you would add my name and email to the list to receive the 
information when it is available, again, thank you, 

Stephanie Wilson I SENIOR MULTIMEDIA JOURNALIST 

4100 Wisconsin Ave NW I Washington, DC 20016 

P 202-895-5771 I c 202-487-5711 

wusa9 com I 
<image005.png> 
W1JSA9 1 

<image006.png> 
@wusa9 

<image007. png> 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCM E) <chervle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Monday, March 15, 202111:46 AM 

To: Wilson, St ephanie <SWILSON3@wusa9 rom> 

Cc: Flack, Eric <EFiackl<llwusa9 com>; Spaht, Erin <eyanderbell<llwusa9 com>; Dedner, 

Olivia (EOM) <o livia dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beyerly.fields@dc goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: AUTOPSY RESULTS FOR US CAPITOL POLICE OFFICER BRIAN 

SICKNICK 

CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caution opening attachments and never 

share your password. Send suspicious emai l to jnfosec@tegna.com . 

Good morning Stephanie, 

This case is pending and Eric Flack, one of your colleagues and copied here is 
on the list to receive this information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
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cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 
<image004 .jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Wilson, Stephanie [mailto:SW!LSON3@wusa9.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 15, 202111:42 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Eflack@wusa9.com; Wilson, Stephanie; Spaht, Erin 
Subject: UPDATE REQUEST: AUTOPSY RESULTS FOR US CAPITOL POUCE OFFICER 
BRIAN SICKNICK 
Importance: High 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phish in~@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning Cheryle, 

I'm working with Chief Investigative Correspondent Eric Flake on the 
Capitol Riots court cases. 

The Washington Post is reporting that US authorities have arrested and 
charged two men in the assault of U.S. Capitol Police officer Brian 
Sicknick. 

I'm reaching out to ask if the DC Medical Examiner's Office has any 
updated information on the cause of U.S. Capitol Police officer Brian 
Sicknick's death or the release of autopsy results for Officer Sicknick. 

We are working on a 3:00pm deadline, please feel free to email or call my 
mobile, 202-487-5711. 

I look forward to hearing from you , appreciate your help, thank you, 

Stephanie Wilson J SENIOR MULTIMEDIA JOURNALIST 

4100 Wisconsin Ave NW I Washington, DC 20016 

P 202-895-5771 1 c 202-487-5711 

wusa9 com I 
<irnage005.png> 
WUSA9 1 

<image006.png> 
@wusa9 
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From: 
To: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Adams Cheryle IOCME) 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 
Wednesday, April 7, 2021 2:50:25 f'M Dote: 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Much appreciated 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never whi le driving. [ would never do that Although it would 
explain the typos. 

On Apr 7, 2021, at 2:33PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection 
at the United States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The 
District of Columbia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco }. 
Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the follow ing determinations as to the cause and 
manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
<! --[if !supportlists] -->• <! --[endif]-->Cause of Death- Gunshot wound 

to the left anterior shoulder 
<!--[if !supportlists ]-->• <!--[en dif]--> Manner of Death-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
<! --[if !supportlists] -->• <! --[endif]-->Cause of Death- Hypertensive 

atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
<! --[if !supportlists]-->• <! --[endif]- >Manner of Death- Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Cause of Death- Hypertensive 

atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
<! --[if !supportlists]-->• <! - [endif]-->Manner of Death- Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• < !--[endif]-->Cause of Death- Acute 

Amphetamine Intoxication 
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<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Manner of Death -Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer BrianSicknick are 
pending. 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of 
df.ltlb.: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the 
medical disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's 
death. The "manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a 
person's death and falls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, 
sudden, and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by 
another, including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by 
an injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign 

another manner. 

To learn more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and 
manner investigations in the District, visit oeme de goy. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
eheryle adams@de goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 
<imageOO l .jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or call ing 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reacb out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 

Adams Cheryle IOCME) 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl; Sysana Castillo I EOM) 
Re: [EXTERNAL] FOLLOW UP: Cause S.. Manner 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:27:39 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. lfyou believe that tlJ.is email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

I have a real issue now with tl1e credibility of the OCM£ Press Office given that at 12:30 you told me it was still 
pending but clearly tl1e Washington post was getting an interview with the medical exanJ.iner who already had the 
results. 
Can someone explain why I should stillllave any tmst in this system? 
As you were all well aware I have been sending the same email every other day since early Januruy. 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never willie driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 

> On Apr 19, 2021 , at 12:36 PM, Adams, Cberyle (OCME) <cberyle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> Good afternoon Mark, 
> 
> These cases are still pending. 
> 
> Best regards, 
:-.. Cheryle 
> 
> Cheryle E. Adams 
> Office: 202 698-9008 
> Mobile: 202-329-9008 
> Fax (202) 698-9101 
> cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
> Web: https·Uurldefense com/y'V htt~r/lwww ocme de goymo· l IPIZeeW5wsqynR019-btTk630d9obWDCN
Tjl-lzj3ED8vkR.TYpj I OdJtzagcsauYp !Hel8h-xUHE9QWaSWb8$ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> For the latest information on tlle District Government's response to COVID- I 9 (Coronavims), please visit 
corouavirus.dc.gov. 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [majlto·Mark Segraves@nbcunj com] 
> Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 11:39 AM 
> To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); :Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
> Subject: Cause & Manner 
> 
:-.. CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
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unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. TI you believe that t11is email is suspicious, please 
forward to pbishing@dc.gov tor additional analysis by OCTO Securi ty Operations Center (SOC). 
> 
> 

> Hello 
> Checking on cause and manner : 
> 
> Paul Tschudi 
> Brian Sicknick 
> 
> Thank you 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
> 
> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 

Adams Cheryle IOCME) 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly I OCMEl 
Re: [EXTERNAL] FOLLOW UP: Cause S.. Manner 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:14:42 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. lfyou believe that tlJ.is email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Have you ruled on Schiknicj ? 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. ! would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 

> On Apr J 9, 2021 , at 12:36 PM, Adams, Chery1e (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> Good afternoon Mark, 
> 
>- These cases are still pending. 
> 
> Best regards, 
> Chetyle 
> 
> Cheryle E. Adatns 
> Office: 202 698-9008 
> Mobile: 202-329-9008 
:-. Fax (202) 698-9101 
> chetyle.adams@dc.gov 
> Web: bttps'//urldefcnse com/v3/ hqp'//www ocmc de goy · flPIZeeWSwscynRQ19-btTk630d9nbWDCN
IiHki3ED8vkRNpjl0cUtzagcsauYJ1lHel8h-xUHE90WaSWb8$ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> For the latest information on the District Govenm1ent's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [ma jlto·Mark Seg:rayes@nhcunj com] 
> Sent: Monday, Aprill9, 2021 11:39 AM 
>- To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME), Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
> Subject: Cause & Manner 
> 
> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 
> 
:-. Hello 
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> Checking on cause and manner : 
> 
> Paul Tschudi 
> Brian Sic knick 
> 
> Thank you 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
> 
> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 

Adams Cheryle IOCME) 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl; Sysana Castillo I EOM) 
Re: [EXTERNAL] FOLLOW UP: Cause S.. Manner 

Monday, April19, 2021 4:27:39 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. lfyou believe that tlJ.is email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

I have a real issue now with tl1e credibility of the OCM£ Press Office given that at 12:30 you told me it was still 
pending but clearly tl1e Washington post was getting an interview with the medical exanJ.iner who already had the 
results. 
Can someone explain why I should stillllave any tmst in this system? 
As you were all well aware I have been sending the same email every other day since early Januruy. 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never willie driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 

> On Apr 19, 2021 , at 12:36 PM, Adams, Cberyle (OCME) <cberyle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> Good afternoon Mark, 
> 
> These cases are still pending. 
> 
> Best regards, 
:-.. Cheryle 
> 
> Cheryle E. Adams 
> Office: 202 698-9008 
> Mobile: 202-329-9008 
> Fax (202) 698-9101 
> cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
> Web: https·Uurldefense com/y'V htt~r/lwww ocme de goymo· l IPIZeeW5wsqynR019-btTk630d9obWDCN
Tjl-lzj3ED8vkR.TYpj I OdJtzagcsauYp !Hel8h-xUHE9QWaSWb8$ 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> For the latest information on tlle District Government's response to COVID- I 9 (Coronavims), please visit 
corouavirus.dc.gov. 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [majlto·Mark Segraves@nbcunj com] 
> Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 11:39 AM 
> To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); :Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
> Subject: Cause & Manner 
> 
:-.. CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
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unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. TI you believe that t11is email is suspicious, please 
forward to pbishing@dc.gov tor additional analysis by OCTO Securi ty Operations Center (SOC). 
> 
> 

> Hello 
> Checking on cause and manner : 
> 
> Paul Tschudi 
> Brian Sicknick 
> 
> Thank you 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
> 
> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Adams Cheryle IOCME) 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL) FOLLOW UP: Cause and Manner 
Thursdey, April 8, 2021 6:50:04 I'M D ote: 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Thank you 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. [ would never do that Although it would 
explain the typos. 

On Apr 8, 2021, at 6:37PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

On Friday, April2, 2021, an individual operating a motor vehicle intentionally 
struck two on-duty United States Capitol Police Officers with his vehicle, 
fatally injuring one officer, William "Billy" Evans. The District of Columbia 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco). Diaz, MD, FACP, has 
issued the following determination as to the cause and manner of death. 

William "Billy" Evans, 41 years old: 
<! --[if !supportlists] -->• <! --[endif]-->Cause of Death- Multiple blunt 

force injuries to the head 
<!--[if !supportlists ]-->• <!--[en dif]--> Manner of Death-Homicide 

Background explanation of medical terminology on the cause and manner of 
.d.ea.t.b.: 

As determined by the Chief Medical Examiner, the" cause of death" is the 
medical disease, injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's 
death. The "manner of death" describes the circumstances surrounding a 
person's death and faJls within one of the following categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, 
sudden, and unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by 
another, including actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by 
an injury, the manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results front the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
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• Undetermined: Used when there is insufficient information to assign 
another manner. 

To learn more about the Office ot the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and 
manner investigations in the District, visit ocme.dc.gov. 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
<imageOO l.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 05, 2021 5:18 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Cause and Manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello 

Requesting cause and manner 3 cases: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 
2: Officer Brian Sicknick 

3: Officer William Evans 

Thank you 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Altho11gh it 
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would explain the typos. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end tbjs pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 
Adams Cheryle IOCME) 
Re: [EXTERNAL) FOLLOW UP: Cause and manner 
Thursdey, Merch 11, 2021 12:09:20 I'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Tbx much 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. [would never do that Although it would 
explain the typos. 

On Mar 11, 2021 , at 12:05 PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
<cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

Good afternoon Mark, 

I am following up with you to provide the cause and manner of death for 
Lakisha Barnes. The cause of death was manual strangulation and the manner 
of death was ruled a homicide. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
<imageOO l.jpg> 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2021 10:32 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
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Subject: Cause and manner 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe . If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phjsh jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Following up on these 3 requests: 

1: Ashli Babbitt 

2: Lakisha Barnes (12/9/78). 
CCN# 21-006-147 

3: Officer Brian Sicknick 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it 
would explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 

Adams Cheryle IOCME) 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: [EXTERNAL] FOLLOW UP: f>ress request cause and manner 

Wednesday, February 3, 2021 9:14:38 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. lfyou believe that tlJ.is email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Any update on tlJ.is 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. ! would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 

> On Jan 20,2021 , at 6:23PM, Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) <Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com> wrote: 
> 
> Any update on this 
> 
;;- Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Altl1ough it would explain the typos. 
> 

» On Jan 11, 2021, at 3:46PM, Adams, Cberyle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

>> Good aftemoon Mark, 
>> 
>> The Offiee of the Chief Medical ExanJ.iner will release the cause and manner of death when tlJ.is information is 
available. 
>> 

>> Best regards, 
>> Cheryle 
>> 

>> Cheryle E. Adams 
>> Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
>> Office of tlle Chief Medical Examiner 
>> 401 E Street, SW 6tll Floor 
>> Washington, DC 20024 
;;-> Office: 202 G98-9008 
» Mobile: 202-329-9008 
» Fax (202) 698-9101 
>> cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
>> Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
>> 
>> 

>> 
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>> For the latest infonnation on the District Govemment's response to COVID-19 (Coronavims), please visit 
coronavirus .dc.gov. 
>> 
>> 
>> ----Original Message-----
>> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mai lto·Mark Scgraves@nbcunj.com] 
» Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 2:09PM 
» To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Lashon Beaman; Field<;, Beverly (OCME) 
>> Subject: Press request cause and manner 
>> 
>> CAUTION: Tills email originated from outside of the DC Govemment. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that tllis email is 
suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>> 
>> 
>> Good afternoon could you please provide cause and manner for Brian Sicknick ? 
>> Thank you 
>> 
>> M ark Segraves 
>> NBC Washington News 
>> 202-997-1576 
>> @SegravesNBC4 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving.! would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 

Adams Cheryle IOCME) 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: [EXTERNAL] FOLLOW UP: Press request cause and manner 

Wednesday, January 20, 2021 6:23:20 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. lfyou believe that tlJ.is email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Any update on tlJ.is 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. ! would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 

> On Jan 11 ,2021, at 3:46PM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 
> 
> Good afternoon Mark, 
> 
>- The Office of the Chief Medical Examiuer will release the cause and manner of death when this information is 
available. 
> 
> Best 1·egards, 
> Cheryle 
> 
> Cheryle E. AdalllS 
> Special Assistant to the Chief Medical ExanJ.iner 
:-.. Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
> 40 I E Street, S W 6th Floor 
> Washington, DC 20024 
> Office: 202 698-9008 
> Mobile: 202-329-9008 
> Fax (202) 698-9101 
> cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
> Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> for tl1e Latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

> 
> -----Original Message-----
> from: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [majlto ·Mark Segraves@nbcunj com] 
> Sent: Monday, January 11,2021 2:09PM 
> To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Lashon Beaman; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
> Subject: Press request cause and manner 
> 
:-.. CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
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unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. TI you believe that t11is email is suspicious, please 
forward to pbishing@dc.gov tor additional analysis by OCTO Securi ty Operations Center (SOC). 
> 
> 

> Good afternoon could you please provide cause and manner for Brian Sicknick ? 
> Thank you 
> 
> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Segraves. Mark (NBCUniversal) 

Adams Cheryle IOCME) 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fields Beverly IOCMEl 
Re: [EXTERNAL] FOLLOW UP: f>ress request cause and manner 

Wednesday, February 3, 2021 9:14:38 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. lfyou believe that tlJ.is email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Any update on tlJ.is 

Mark Segraves 
NBC Washington News 
202-997-1576 
@SegravesNBC4 

Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. ! would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 

> On Jan 20,2021 , at 6:23PM, Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) <Mark.Segraves@nbcuni.com> wrote: 
> 
> Any update on this 
> 
;;- Mark Segraves 
> NBC Washington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Altl1ough it would explain the typos. 
> 

» On Jan 11, 2021, at 3:46PM, Adams, Cberyle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> wrote: 

>> Good aftemoon Mark, 
>> 
>> The Offiee of the Chief Medical ExanJ.iner will release the cause and manner of death when tlJ.is information is 
available. 
>> 

>> Best regards, 
>> Cheryle 
>> 

>> Cheryle E. Adams 
>> Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
>> Office of tlle Chief Medical Examiner 
>> 401 E Street, SW 6tll Floor 
>> Washington, DC 20024 
;;-> Office: 202 G98-9008 
» Mobile: 202-329-9008 
» Fax (202) 698-9101 
>> cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
>> Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 
>> 
>> 

>> 
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>> For the latest infonnation on the District Govemment's response to COVID-19 (Coronavims), please visit 
coronavirus .dc.gov. 
>> 
>> 
>> ----Original Message-----
>> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [mai lto·Mark Scgraves@nbcunj.com] 
» Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 2:09PM 
» To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Lashon Beaman; Field<;, Beverly (OCME) 
>> Subject: Press request cause and manner 
>> 
>> CAUTION: Tills email originated from outside of the DC Govemment. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that tllis email is 
suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
>> 
>> 
>> Good afternoon could you please provide cause and manner for Brian Sicknick ? 
>> Thank you 
>> 
>> M ark Segraves 
>> NBC Washington News 
>> 202-997-1576 
>> @SegravesNBC4 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving.! would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
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From: 
To: 

Cc! 

Subject: 
Date: 

Betts. Elizabeth S. COCMEl 
Breland Sasha COCMEl : Wi ll iams Markeshja COCME}: Breanna Cuchara Cbcuchara@gmajl coml 
(bcychara@gmajl com) 
Brent Harrio; 

Re: expedite 21-00132 
Friday, January 8, 2021 5:25:45 PM 

Noted. Dr. Harris has been queried for availability on 1/22/2021 to facilitate grossing session. 

Confirmation pending. 

Thank you, 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Betts 

Supervisory Pathologist's Assistant 
D.C. Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 
401 E Street, SW- 5th Floor 
Washingto~ DC 20024 
Public Safety & Just1ce Cluster 
(202) 698-9029 (Desk) 

(202)-329-9029 (Mobile) 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha.breland@dc.gov> 

Sent: Fri day, January 8, 202112:46 PM 

To: Betts, Elizabeth S. (OCME) <elizabeth .betts@dc.gov>; Wi lliams, Markeshia (OCME) 

<Markeshia.Will iams@dc.gov>; Breanna Cuchara (bcuchara@gmail.com) (bcuchara@gmail.com) 

<bcucha ra@gma i I .com> 

Cc: Brent Harris <bth @georget own.edu> 

Subject; exfJeu ile 21-00132 

Good afternoon, 

I need the an expedit ed NP examination and report for case 21-00132. The brain shou ld be properly 

fixed and ready to be cut on 1/22/21. 

Thanks, 

Dr. Brela nd 

Sasfia 'Bre{anc£, Jvl. 'D. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of t he Dist rict of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washingt on DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.bre land @dc.goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government' s response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronavims de gov. 
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From: 
To: 

Cc! 

Subject: 
Date: 

Betts. Elizabeth S. COCMEl 
Breland Sasha COCMEl : Wi ll iams Markeshja COCME}: Breanna Cuchara Cbcuchara@gmajl coml 
(bcychara@gmajl com) 
Brent Harrio; 

Re: expedite 21-00132 
Friday, January 8, 2021 5:25:45 PM 

Noted. Dr. Harris has been queried for availability on 1/22/2021 to facilitate grossing session. 

Confirmation pending. 

Thank you, 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Betts 

Supervisory Pathologist's Assistant 
D.C. Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 
401 E Street, SW- 5th Floor 
Washingto~ DC 20024 
Public Safety & Just1ce Cluster 
(202) 698-9029 (Desk) 

(202)-329-9029 (Mobile) 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha.breland@dc.gov> 

Sent: Fri day, January 8, 202112:46 PM 

To: Betts, Elizabeth S. (OCME) <elizabeth .betts@dc.gov>; Wi lliams, Markeshia (OCME) 

<Markeshia.Will iams@dc.gov>; Breanna Cuchara (bcuchara@gmail.com) (bcuchara@gmail.com) 

<bcucha ra@gma i I .com> 

Cc: Brent Harris <bth @georget own.edu> 

Subject; exfJeu ile 21-00132 

Good afternoon, 

I need the an expedit ed NP examination and report for case 21-00132. The brain shou ld be properly 

fixed and ready to be cut on 1/22/21. 

Thanks, 

Dr. Brela nd 

Sasfia 'Bre{anc£, Jvl. 'D. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of t he Dist rict of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washingt on DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.bre land @dc.goy 
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For the latest information on the District Government' s response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronavims de gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

John McCormack 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Re: media request--National Review magazine 
Tuesday, April 20, 2021 2:17:19 r>M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Ms. Adam 's, just wanted to follow up to see if the medical examiner would have a few 
minutes free tomorrow for an interview. Thanks! 

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021 at 5:01PM John McCormack <john m mccormack@gmail com> 
wrote: 

Hello Ms. Adams, 

I'm the Wash ington correspondent at National Review magazine, and I was wondering if 
Chief Medical Examiner Francisco Diaz would have a few minutes to talk about his report 
on the death of Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Many people in the media are jumping to the conclusion the riot had nothing to do with 
Officer Sicknick's strokes, and I was hoping chatting with Mr. Diaz might help clarify what 
the report does and does not say. 
Best, 
John 
202-368-4 151 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote : 

Light. Gilead (USADC) 
Breland Sasha COCME) 
Re: meeting 
Wed nesday, February 10, 2021 7:45:27 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
froryyard to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC) . 

------

~ 
On Feb 10, 2021, at 7:26AM, Breland, Sasba (OCME) <sasha.breland@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

~Dr. Breland 

Saslia 'Bre{and:, Jvt. .1J. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief M edica l Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Wa::. lti11glu11 DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobi le: 202-329-9020 

sash a. brei and @de. goy 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Light. Gilead (USADC) 
Breland Sasha COCME) 
Re: meeting 
Friday, Februa ry 12, 2021 8 :15 :50 AM 

~~~534(a)(3)( 

1 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
r,;l(i); unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
LL?-""..>.L~Awto;u.\ _...L._---l~rd to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

I -------
Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 12, 2021, at 5:55AM, Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha.breland@dc.gov> 
wrote: 

Sasfza 13re{and; :M.'D. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medica l Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Wash ington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sash a . brei and @de. goy 

From: Light, Gilead (USADC) [mailto:Gilead.Ught@usdoj.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2021 9:11 AM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: RE: meeting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
at tachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
t h is e mai l is s uspicio us, please forward to ph jsh jng@dc.goy for add itional analysis by OCTO Securit y 

Operations Center (SOC). 

From: Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha breland@dc goy> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2021 7:55 .A.M 

I 
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To: Light, Gilead (USADC) <Glight@usa.doj goy> 

Subject: RE: meeting 

Sasfia 'Bre{anc{, :M.'D. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Off ice of The Chief Medica l Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Wash ington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sash a. breland @dc.goy 

From: Light, Gilead (USADC) [majlto:Gjlead.Liqht@usdoLgoy] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2021 7:45 AM 
To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: Re: meeting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to phishjog@dc.eov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

On Feb 10, 2021, at 7:26AM, Breland, Sasha (OCME) <sasha.brelaodCIDdc.goy> wrot e: 

5 as fi.a 'Bre {anc{, :M. 'D. 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of t he District of Columbia 
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401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasba.brelaod @dc.gov 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Your message 

Wood. Rebecca IOCMEl 
Lyles Denjse <OCMEl 
Read: 21-00132 
Monday, June 7, 2021 5:25:59 I'M 

To: Wood, Reb~cca (OCME) 
Subject: 

was read on 1120/2021 9:54AM. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Your message 

Petrasek. MarvBeth COCMEl 
Lyles Oenjse <OCME> 
Read: 21-00132 
Monday, June 7, 2021 5:25:59 I'M 

To: Petrasek, MaryBetb (OCME) 
Subject: 

was read on 1120/2021 9:36AM. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Your message 

Breland. Sasha (OCME) 
Lyles Qenjse <OCME> 
Read: 21-00132 
Monday, June 7, 2021 5:26:06 I'M 

To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: 

was read on 1/25/2021 7:35AM. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Your message 

Lyles. Denise (QCMEl 
Wood Rebecca COCMEl 
Read: RE: 21-00132 
Monday, June 7, 2021 5:26:05 I'M 

To: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Subject: 

was read on 119/202 1 5:0 I PM. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Your message 

Lyles. Denise (QCMEl 
Wood Rebecca COCMEl 
Read: RE: 21-00132 
Monday, June 7, 2021 5:25:59 I'M 

To: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Subject: 

was read on 119/202 1 4:25 PM. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Your message 

Lyles. Denise (QCMEl 
Wood Rebecca COCMEl 
Read: RE: 21-00132 
Monday, June 7, 2021 5:26:05 I'M 

To: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Subject: 

was read on 119/202 1 4:19 PM. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Your message 

Lyles. Denise (QCMEl 
Wood Rebecca COCMEl 
Read: RE: 21-00132 
Monday, June 7, 2021 5:26:01 I'M 

To: Lyles, Denise (OCME) 
Subject: 

was read on 119/202 1 7:24 PM. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Your message 

Breland. Sasha COCME) 
Wood Rebecca COCMEl 
Read: RE: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker"s Comp Claim 
Monday, June 7, 2021 5:26:01 I'M 

To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: 

was read on 1/28/2021 8:35AM. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Your message 

Breland. Sasha COCME) 
Wood Rebecca COCMEl 
Read: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker"s Comp Claim 
Monday, June 7, 2021 5:26:05 I'M 

To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: 

was read on 1/29/2021 6: 19 AM. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Your message 

Breland. Sasha COCME) 
Wood Rebecca COCMEl 
Read: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker"s Comp Claim 
Monday, June 7, 2021 5:25:59 I'M 

To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: 

was read on 1127/2021 2:36PM. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote : 

Your message 

Breland. Sasha COCME) 
Wood Rebecca COCMEl 
Read: US Capitol Police -Officer Brian Sicknick -Worker"s Comp Claim 
Monday, J une 7, 2021 5:26:05 I'M 

To: Breland, Sasha (OCME) 
Subject: 

was read on 2/ 10/2021 7:54AM. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Jordan Pascale 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Report for Ofc. Sicknick 
Monday, April 19, 2021 4:07:54 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle -

Can you send me the report or the cause of death for Ofc. Brian Sicknick? 

Thank you! 

• Jordan 

Jordan Pascale 
Transportation report er 

WAMU 88.5 FM, Wash ington's NPR Stat ion 

402-203-7003 (cell ) 

@jwpasca le 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Cheryle, 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Chery!e <OCMEl 
Reporter requesting file for Off. Sicknick 
Thursdey, Februery 18, 2021 3:33:23 PM 

Here's another reporter for your list ... 

Erin Mansfield 
Investigativ-e Reporter 
USA Today etwork 
62 E. Broad Street 
Colutnbus., OH 43215 
Phone 802-558-3024 
ernansfield@gam1ett.com 

&a?UcnM 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc goy 

.. 

·~·~ . .. : ·= . ' 
·: · .· 

Confidentiality Notice 

This mP.ss<~gP is hP.ing se>nt hy or on hPhalf of a lawye>r. It is intPndPd P.xc:lusivPiy for thP individual or Pntity to whic:h 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not t he named addressee, you are not aut horized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Corse. Alexa 
chervle adams@dc goy; Castmo Sysana (EQM) 
Request from Wall Street Journal reporter I Officer Sicknick cause of death 
Monday, April 19, 2021 4 :08:06 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi there, 

My name is Alexa Corse and I'm a reporter with The Wall Street Journal. Could you please 
share the report on the cause of death for Officer Brian Sicknick? I saw that the Washington 
Post obtained a copy of the report and I am writing a story about it as well. 

Thanks so much, 
Alexa 

Alexa Cor~e 
NATIONAL SECURITY REPORTER 

n 
M: 410 294 6819 
E: alexa corse@wsi.com 1 T: @AiexaCorse 
A : 1025 Connecticut Ave. NW Suite 800, Washington. D.C., 20036 

u 
Sign up for WSJ's free Caprtal Journal newsletter~. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Dr. Diaz, 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Djaz f@odsco COCME> 
Adams Chervle COCME) 
Response to Sen. Johnson 

Tuesday, March 9, 2021 9:18:42 AM 
Johnson re Sickojck investiaatjon 2021 03 09.docx 

Attached is the draft response to Sen. Johnson's letter that we discussed this morning in case you 
would like to make revisions. I also welcome Cheryle's perspective as well. 

When you are comfortable wid1 it, I will be happy to convey it back to the Senate staffer. 

&,a ?UamJ 

Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote : 

noreply@OCOCM"ENotification.gov 
denjse lyles@dc goy 
SPECIMEN PICK UP 
Friday, January 8, 2021 5:28:04 AM 

Please click here to acknowledge receipt of this message 

Admission blood ready for pick up. 

Case#: 21-00132 

Hospital/Facility: GWUH 

MRN: 4770692 

Fl KKim 

202-698-9015 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote : 

noreply@OCOCM"ENotification.gov 
Francisco djaz@dc goy 
SPECIMEN PICK UP 
Friday, January 8, 2021 5:28:06 AM 

Please click here to acknowledge receipt of this message 

Admission blood ready for pick up. 

Case#: 21-00132 

Hospital/Facility: GWUH 

MRN: 4770692 

Fl KKim 

202-698-9015 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Evan Hill 
chervle adams@dc goy 

Beverly COCMEl 
Sicknick cese 

Monday, April19, 2021 3:56:47 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Good afternoon, 

Would it be possible for you to send me the medical examiner's conclusions on the autopsy of 
Brian Sicknick, referenced here: bttps ·//www washingtonpost com/locallpublic-safety/briao
sjckn jck -deatb-strokes/202 1/04/ 19/3 6d2d3 1 0-6 17e- 1 1 eb-atbe-9a I 1 a 1 27d 146 story html. 

Thank you, 
Evan 

Evan Hill 1 Visual Investigations 

ffjJ _j 
020 Eighth Avenue 

New York, NY 10018 
Mobile: 718-594-6146 
evan hjll@nytjmes com 
@eyanchill 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 
Importance: 

MacFarlane. Scott CNBCUniversal) 
chervle adams@dc goy 

Sicknick cause and manner of death? 
Monday, April 19, 2021 3:54:05 f'M 

imageOOl.ong 
High 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not dick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Can you confirm, my friend? 

My thans 

Scott Macfarlane 
WoRKING rou - Reporter 

202.885.4506 202.507.1129 cell 
scott.macfarlaoe@obcuoj com 

NBCWasbjogtoo com I Telemuodo44 com 

f w @ in 
follow me on Twitter at @MacfarlaneNews 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Nicholas Wu 

chervle adams@dc goy 

Sicknick repot 
Monday, April 19, 2021 4:35:57 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

Reaching out from Politico. Wou ld it be possible for me to get a copy of t he medical examiner's 

report on Office Sicknick? Thanks so much. 

Nicholas Wu 

Congressional reporter, Politico 

Cell/Signa l: 313-303-8142 I Email : nwu@polit ico.com 

@nicholaswu12 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Heath. Brad <Reuters) 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Sicknick 
Monday, April 19, 2021 4:00:02 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of tl1e DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Can you confirm that the office has made a natural-causes determination on Ofc. Sicknick? 

Brad Heath 
Re11ters 
Tllis e-mail is for the sole use of the intended recipient and contains information that may be privileged and/or 
confidential. If you are not an intended recipient, please notify the sender by retum e-mail and delete this e-mail and 
any attachments. Certain required legal entity disclosures can be accessed on our website: 
htfl'!s·//www thomsonreuters com/eo/resources/djsclosures html 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Bethania Palma 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Snopes fact checker seeking information on Brian Sicknick"s death 
Tuesday, February 16, 20211:48:14 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I'm a reporter for the fact checking website Snopes, seeking information on the cause and 
manner of Officer Brian Sicknick's death. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote : 

Attachments: 

NCR Watch Desk 
denjse lyles@dc goy 
Sunrise Brief, 1-30-21 
Saturday, Janua ry 30, 2021 6 :57:37 AM 

2021-01-30+NCR + Watch+Desk + Sunrjse+Brief.pdf 

I. WEATHER 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Today: Sunny. High 38°. Low 29°. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Winter Storm Watch: From late tonight (1AM) 
through late Sunday night, snow accumulations of 4 to 8 inches and ice 
accumulations of a light glaze are possible throughout the entire NCR. 

[ rg 

Event total snowfall valid 1/30 lPM-211 7PM (Source: NWS) 

Winter Storm Operational Changes 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->NCR: On Sunday, Metrobus will operate on 
a moderate snow service plan. Scheduled work at Addison Rd, Arlington 
Cemetery, and on the Yellow Line bridge will be suspended. Metro will deploy 
resources and equipment to keep the tracks clear of snow and ice and treat 
station platforms, walkways, and parking lots. Trains can operate very close to a 
normal schedule in snowfall of up to six inches. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->City of Rockville: A snow emergency 
beginning 9AM Sunday will require all vehicles to be removed from roads within 
the city, including neighborhood streets, by 9AM Sunday. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->City of Alexandria: All public school buildings 
and grounds will be closed to staff, students, families and community members on 
Monday due to projected weather conditions. All programs and services at ACPS 
facilities, including food distribution, are canceled. Virtual classes will continue as 
normal. 

II. DEVELOPMENTS OF NOTE 

National Capital Region 

<!--[if !supportlists)-->• <!--[endif)-->District of Columbia: The Capitol Police 
Officer Sicknick, who died from injuries sustained while protecting the Capitol on 
January 6, will lie in honor at the Capitol Rotunda on Tuesday at 9:30PM. A 

Emai/1898 
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Congressional tribute for Sicknick will occur 1 0:30AM Wednesday. A ceremonial 
departure wi ll occur at 12PM Wednesday before Officer Sicknick's interment at 
Arl ington National Cemetery. All events are for invited guests only due to COVID-
19 restrictions. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->City of Alexandria: Until February 5, warming 
centers wi ll be available for those who do not have access to a warm shelter 
during the day. Due to COVID-19, access to city recreation centers normally 
available to the public as warming centers have been reduced . 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->City of Alexandria: The Department of 
Community and Human Services is offering access to an online mental health 
training resource named Kognito. Using simulation and role-play conversations, 
Kognito allows residents and organizations to understand suicide prevention and 
assist youth affected by mental illness. 

United States 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Nationwide/Cyber: CISA released a Malware 
Analysis Report on Wednesday detailing several malicious artifacts, identified by 
FireEye as SUPERNOVA, that affected the SolarWinds Orion product. CISA has 
assessed that SUPERNOVA is not part of the SolarWinds supply chain attack 
described in the Activity Alert previously issued. 

Ill. COVID-19 (CORONAVIRUS) 

COVID-19 Data (as of 6AM) 

NCR Case and Fatality Counts 

Jurisdiction Cases Fatalities 
DC 36,414 +282 907 +5 
MD NCR 148,939 +851 2,828 +12 
Charles 7,909 +76 144 +1 
Frederick 15,447 +105 235 +3 
Montgomery 58,308 +297 1,254 +4 
Prince George's 67,275 +373 1,195 +4 
VA NCR 139,999 +955 1,632 +24 
Arlington 11 ,555 +68 200 +1 
City of Alexandria 9,342 +43 104 +1 
Fairfax HD 59,549 •340 800 •12 
Loudoun 20,077 +256 179 +4 
Prince William HD 39,476 +248 349 +6 
NCR Total 325,352 +2,088 5,367 +41 

Sources: DC Health, MQ..I:!., Prince George's County Health Department, Y'.Qtl 

NCR Vaccine Summary 
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Jurisdiction Doses Administered Phase 
DC (as of 1123121) 51 ,421 +0 1b Tier 2 
MD NCR 127,733 +10,673 ~ 
VA NCR 159,547 +11 ,666 1.b 
NCR Total 338,701 +22,539 N/A 

Sources: PC Health, MPl:::!.. ~ 

World Case and Fatality Counts 

Metric United States Worldwide 
Cases 25,933,227 +166,059 102,144,857 +608,729 
Fatalities 436,810 +3,604 2,208,782 +15,870 
Recoveries No Data No Data 56,501 ,095 +370,095 

Source: Johns Hopkins Uojyersjty 

National Capital Region 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Prince George's County: Public Schools 
employees began siQninQ up to receive COVID-19 vaccine on January 28. As of 
yesterday, the county remains at a high-risk level in the three main factors that will 
allow in-person learning to begin. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Maryland: Vaccine supply is extremely limited, 
and the demand will far exceed the supply for some time to come. As of January 
29, the state has administered 852,625 vaccines, with approximately 23,000 
doses given Thursday, January 28. However, the state is currently only receiving 
10,000 doses a day. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Prince William County: Starting February 1, 
the county's 12 public libraries will be closed to the public and offering curbside 
service only, so staff could dedicate time to COVID-19 vaccine call centers. In this 
new voluntary roll , staff will assist with vaccine appointments and provide general 
phone support. 

United States 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->West Virginia: The Department of Health and 
Human Resources unveiled a new system throuQh Everbrjdge. The new roll-out 
allows West Virginians to pre-register for COVID-19 vaccine and receive updates 
through text, phone and or emails. This is another tool in the toolbox that will help 
make the vaccination process as easy and efficient as possible. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Nationwide: Johnson & Johnson is expected 
to file for an emerQency authorization with the US FDA for their COVID-19 
vaccine. Although the efficacy of the vaccine is markedly below the levels seen 
with the first two authorized CO VI D-19 vaccines, its efficacy rate of 66% is above 
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the thresholds set by the FDA. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Nationwide: HHS amended the PREP Act to 
expand authorization for vaccination administration to any healthcare provider in 
any state or US territory with a license or certification in a state, and to physicians, 
registered nurses, and practical nurses whose license or certification expired in 
good standing in the last five years. 

World 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Worldwide: The European Medicines Agency 
authorized the recommendation of AstraZeneca's vaccine, to be used in people 18 
and oyer. This is the third vaccine given the go ahead by the European Medicines 
Agency. Currently the agency has approved Pfizer and Moderna vaccines. 

EVENTS WITH THE POTENTIAL TO IMPACT CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

Bl ....__ __ 

For additional information, please contact: ncric3 hsema@dc ~ov; 202-481-3191 

Distribution: Sent by Megan Hewitt/NCR Watch Desk- Regional to CAO/HSEC, 

RESF 1 all , RESF 4all, RESF 5all , RESF 13all, RESF 15, NCROps via MWCOG 

RICCS 

Do not distribute this information beyond Trusted Agents. This message is used for 

internal regional Situational Awareness and not intended for public dissemination . 

Desk: 202-481-3191 

Email: Ncric3.hsema@dc.gov 
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If you would like to change how you receive these notifications, please LOGIN to your 

account and edit your delivery methods. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote : 

Attachments: 

NCR Watch Desk 
denjse lyles@dc goy 
Sunrise Brief, 1-8-21 
Friday, Ja nuary 8, 2021 6:57:53 AM 

2021-01-0S+NCR + Watch+Desk + Sunrjse+Brief.pdf 

I. WEATHER 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--(endif]--> Today: Chance of flurries after 1 DAM, mixing 
with sprinkles after noon. High 40°. Low 28°. 

II. DEVELOPMENTS OF NOTE 

National Capital Region 

<!--[if !supportlists)-->• <!--[endif]-->District of Columbia: A US Capitol Police 
officer passed away last night due to injuries sustained while physically engaging 
with demonstrators at the US Capitol on Wednesday, January 6 2021 . 

United States 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif)-->Nationwide: The Department of Defense's 
Counter-Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (sUAS) Strategy provides a framework 
for addressing sUAS hazards and threats in a variety of operating environments, 
including the US homeland. 

Ill. COVID-19 {CORONAVIRUS) 

COVID-19 Data (as of 6AM) 

NCR Case and Fatality Counts 

Jurisdiction Cases Fatalities 
DC 30,750 +268 808 +2 
MD NCR 125,980 +1,091 2,533 +12 
Charles 6,471 +75 128 +0 
Frederick 12,446 +137 196 +2 
Montgomery 49,257 +393 1 '1 19 +5 
Prince George's 57,806 +486 1,090 +5 
VA NCR 111,715 +1,071 1,449 +8 
Arlington 9,541 +121 184 +0 
City of Alexandria 7,747 +71 89 +0 
Fairfax HD 47,744 +463 713 +6 
Loudoun 15,095 +122 162 +1 
Prince William HD 31,588 +294 301 +1 
NCR Total 268,445 +2,430 4,790 +22 
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Sources: DC Health, .M[lli, Prince George's County Health Department, 11li::::J. 

NCR Vaccine Summary 

Jurisdiction Doses Administered Phase 
DC (as of 114121) 16,989 +0 1a 
MD NCR 21 ,563 +2,475 1a 
VA NCR 30,973 +2,819 .. 1a 
NCR Total 69,525 +5,294 1a 

Sources: PC Health, .M[lli, 11ll::::l. 

*Fairfax City Doses Administered remains at (9) as of 1/6/21 

World Case and Fatality Counts 

Metric United States Worldwide 
Cases 21 ,581 ,749 +276,426 88,140,964 +840,621 
Fatalities 365,321 +4,024 1,900,380 +14,766 
Recoveries No Data No Data 49,170,247 +312,532 

Source: Johns Hopkins University 

National Capital Region 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Frederick County: By the end of next week, 
all 3.800 doses allocated to the Health Department will have been distributed to 
Group 1A. All nursing home residents and staff and all Frederick Health Hospital 
health care staff who chose to be vaccinated have received their first doses. 
Vaccinations of first responders and other health care providers are still underway. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->City of Alexandria: Free COVID-19 testing 
kiosks are available. The kiosks will expand access and reduce wait times at other 
testing sites. Walk-up testing is available, but appointments are encouraged. 

Image of testing kiosks (Source: www.Aiexandria .gov) 

<!--[if !supportlists)-->• <!--[endif)-->Virginia: To accelerate Virginia's vaccination 
efforts, medical facilities will be required to use vaccine as soon as possible, or 
risk having future allotments reduced. Priority groups have been expanded, with 
K-12 teachers and childcare workers among the next to receive the vaccine. The 
Virginia National Guard will provide logistical support and help local health 
departments with administering vaccines as more doses become available. 

United States 
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<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Nationwide: During December 14-23, 2020, 
21 cases of anaphylaxis after administration were detected out of 1,893,360 first 
doses of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine (11.1 cases per million doses); 71% of 
these occurred within 15 minutes of vaccination. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Nationwide: CVS Health and Walgreens 
expect to complete the first round of CO VI D-19 
vaccinations in nursing homes and assisted living facilities by January 25. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Nationwide: The National Institute of Allergy 
and Infectious Diseases has begun phase 2/3 clin ical trials of two antibody 
therapies for mild or moderate COVID-19 cases. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Nationwide: HHS announced $22 billion in 
funding to states, including the District of Columbia, to provide critical support for 
testing and vaccination-related activities to jurisdictions before January 19, 2021 . 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->California: A new statewide public health 
order aiming to maximize surge capacity for all state hospitals is requiring .all 
California hospitals to accept patients from hospitals in crisis care. In the past two 
months, COVID-19 hospitalizations have increased sevenfold, while COVID-19 
ICU hospitalizations have increased by over sixfold. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Fiorida: Hard Rock Stadium in Miami is 
opening today as Florida's first state-operated drive-thru vaccination site for front
line health care workers and people 65 years and older. First doses were 
administered in a soft launch on Wednesday. Once fully operational, the site will 
administer 1,000 doses of the Moderna vaccine per day. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Massachusetts: All hospitals have escalated 
to Tier 4 status (the highest level), indicating active, ongoing constraints. The 
number of patients in hospitals increased by 145% and ICU admissions increased 
by 111% over the last six weeks. 

World 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Worldwide: New research suggests that 
Pfizer's vaccine can protect against a mutation found in two highly contagious 
variants of COVID-19 from the UK and South Africa. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->China: Researchers estimate 168,000 Wuhan 
residents were infected with COVID-19, approximately three times more than 
official numbers. A separate study found as many as half a million people could 
have been infected. 
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EVENTS WITH THE POTENTIAL TO IMPACT CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

For additional information, please contact: ncric3 hsema@dc gov; 202-481-3191 

Distribution: Sent by Megan Hewitt/NCR Watch Desk- Regional to CAO/HSEC, 

RESF 1 all , RESF 4all, RESF 5all , RESF 13all, RESF 15, NCROps via MWCOG 

RICCS 

Do not distribute this information beyond Trusted Agents. This message is used for 

internal regional Situational Awareness and not intended for public dissemination . 

Desk: 202-481-3191 

Email: Ncric3.hsema@dc goy 

If you would like to change how you receive these notifications, please LOGIN to your 

account and edit your delivery methods. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote : 

Attachments: 

I. WEATHER 

NCR Watch Desk 
denjse lyles@dc goy 
Sunrise Brief, 2-2-21 
Tuesday, February 2, 2021 7:36:46 AM 

2021-02-02 +NCR+ Watch+Desk + Sunrjse+Brief.pdf 

<!--[if !supportlists)-->• <!--[endif)-->Today: Snow likely, mainly before SAM, then a 
chance of snow after 2PM. Cloudy, wind around 15 mph, with gusts as high as 
28mph. Total daytime snow accumulation of less than a half inch possible. High 
33°. Low 28°. 

[ g 1 
<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->A Winter Weather Advisory remains in effect 

until 9AM for the District of Columbia, portions of central , northern and southern 
Maryland and central and northern Virginia. A band of moderate snow capable of 
producing 1 to two inches will impact the 1-95 corridor. 

Impacts to COVID-19 Operations 

<!--[if !supportLists)-->• <!--(endif]-->District of Columbia: Public COVID-19 testing 
sites will re-open today. 

<!--[if !supportLists)-->• <!--[endif]-->Prince William County: COVID-19 Vaccine 
Clinics will have delayed openings today and appointments before 1 OAM have 
been canceled. Testing at James S. Long Regional Park has been canceled. 

II. DEVELOPMENTS OF NOTE 

National Capital Region 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->City of Alexandria: Training will be held at the 
Corporal Charles W. Hill Law Enforcement Firearms Training Facility from 7 AM 
until 9PM. Residents in the area can expect to hear sounds of gunfire as training 
will be held through the month. 

Ill. COVID-19 (CORONAVIRUS) 

COVID-19 Data (as of6AM) 

NCR Case and Fatality Counts 

Jurisdiction Cases Fatalities 
DC 37,008 +136 916 +3 
MD NCR 150,963 +495 2,855 +12 
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Charles 8,060 +38 144 +0 
Frederick 15,646 +31 237 +1 
Montgomery 59,155 +190 1,266 +6 
Prince George's 68,125 +236 1,208 +5 
VA NCR 142,378 +658 1,642 +0 
Arlington 11 ,769 +78 201 +0 
City of 9,482 +47 104 +0 
Alexandria 
Fairfax HD 60,436 +237 802 +0 
Loudoun 20,484 +100 181 +0 
Prince William 40,207 +196 354 +0 
HD 
NCR Total 330,349 +1 ,289 5,413 +15 

Sources: DC Health, Mill:L Prince George's County Health Department, ~ 

NCR Vaccine Summary 

Jurisdiction Doses Administered Phase 
DC (as of 62,219 +10,798 1b Tier 2 
1130121) 
MD NCR 147,843 +2,639 ~ 
VA NCR 186,379 +10,624 .ti2 
NCR Total 396,441 +24,061 N/A 

Sources: DC Health, MQ.l:::L ~ 

World Case and Fatality Counts 

Metric United States Worldwide 
Cases 26,321,457 +134,033 103,486,64 7 +468,004 
Fatalities 443,365 +2,034 2,240,276 +10,950 
Recoveries No Data No Data 57,424,587 +299,155 

Source: Johns Hopkins University 

National Capital Region 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->District of Columbia: Residents are being 
warned of a COVID-19 vaccine scam offering individuals the chance to "privately 
purchase" a COVID-19 vaccine dose. No such option exists; all vaccines and 
vaccine [>roviders are vetted and approved by DC Health. 

[ [g) ~ 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->District of Columbia: Individuals who work in 
person for a licensed child care provider or an independent school located within 
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the District are now eligible to book a vaccination appointment with One Medical. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Maryland: The first two of six planned mass
vaccination sites are set to open on Friday at Six Flags America in Prince 
George's County and at Baltimore Convention Center. Appointments will be 
available pending arrival of vaccine doses at the facilities. 

United States 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Nationwide: Effective today, TSA will require 
individuals to wear a mask at TSA airport screening checkpoints and throughout 
the commercial and public transportation systems. This requirement will remain 
effective until May 11 , 2021 . Passengers without a mask may be denied entry, 
boarding, or continued transport. Failure to comply with the mask requirement can 
result in civil penalties. 

World 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Canada: On Monday, Peel Public Health and 
confirmed the first case of the South African CO VI D-19 variant in Ontario. The 
Mississauga resident reportedly has not traveled . 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Canada: Toronto Public Health announced two 
confirmed UK COVID-19 variant cases following a COVID-19 outbreak at a meat 
production facility on Monday. Officials report that there is no indication that any 
cases identified had recently traveled or had contact with a person who traveled 
recently currently. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->South Africa: One million doses of the 
AstraZeneca vaccine, the first COVID-19 vaccine to be delivered in South Africa, 
arrived at Johannesburg's O.R. Tambo International Airport on Monday. The 
country's vaccination campaign will kick off with the injection of South Africa's 
front-line health workers. The first doses are set to be administered in mid
February after the vaccines are tested and approved by South Africa's drug 
regulatory authorities. 

EVENT WITH THE P 
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For additional information, please contact: ocrjc3.hsema@dc.gov; 202-481-3191 

Distribution: Sent by Amber Washington/NCR Watch Desk- Regional to 

CAO/HSEC, RESF 1 all , RESF 4all, RESF Sail, RESF 13all, RESF 15, NCROps via 

MWCOG RIGGS 

Do not distribute this information beyond Trusted Agents. This message is used for 

internal regional Situational Awareness and not intended for public dissemination. 

Desk: 202-481-3191 

Email: Ncrjc3.hsema@dc.goy 

If you would like to change how you receive these notifications, please LOGIN to your 

account and edit your delivery methods. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote : 

Attachments: 

I. WEATHER 

NCR Watch Desk 
denjse lyles@dc goy 
Sunrise Brief, 2-3-21 
Wed nesday, February 3, 2021 7: 11 :15 AM 

2021-02-03+NCR + Watch+Desk + Sunrjse+Brief.pdf 

<!--[if !supportlists)-->• <!--[endif)-->Today: A chance of snow before 10AM. 
Cloudy through mid-morning , then gradual clearing. Northwest wind 14 to 16 mpg, 
with gust as high as 29 mph. Chance of precipitation is 50%. High 39°. Low 45°. 

• Wintery Weather Risks: A light wintery mix is possible late Thursday night into 

Friday morning. Wind chill temperatures below zero are possible Friday Night over 

the ridgetops. There is uncertainty in precipitation amounts and extent of cold air late 

Thursday night into Friday. 

R (Source: NWS) 

II. DEVELOPMENTS OF NOTE 

United States 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Maryland: Over 150 crew members responded 
to a three-alarm fire at an apartment complex in Baltimore Tuesday afternoon. No 
injuries were reported, twenty-seven families were displaced, and over thirty units 
in the complex are uninhabitable. 

~.--_ _!jjj=&=-- Firefighter extinguishing the fire in the unit block of Springridge 
Court (Source: BCFire) 

<!--[if !supportlists)-->• <!--[endif]-->Fiorida: Two FBI agents were killed and three 
were injured while attempting to serve a high-risk warrant yesterday morning in 
Sunrise (approximately 11 miles Northwest of Fort Lauderdale). 

Ill. COVID-19 (CORONAVIRUS) 

COVID-19 Data (as of 6AM) 

NCR Case and Fatality Counts 
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Jurisdiction Cases Fatalities 
DC 37,138 +130 921 +5 
MD NCR 151,419 +433 2,860 +5 
Charles 8,087 +27 144 +0 
Frederick 15,722 +76 237 +0 
Montgomery 59,292 +137 1,269 +3 
Prince George's 68,318 +193 1,210 +2 
VA NCR 143,025 +647 1,653 +11 
Arlington 11 ,806 +37 203 +2 
City of 9,528 +46 104 +0 
Alexandria 
Fairfax HD 60,690 +254 807 +5 
Loudoun 20,618 +134 183 +2 
Prince William 40,383 +176 356 +2 
HD 
NCR Total 331,582 +1,210 5,434 +21 

Sources: DC Health, .MD..ti, Prince George's County Health Department, ~ 

NCR Vaccine Summary 

Jurisdiction Doses Administered Phase 
DC (as of 62,219 +0 1b Tier 2 
1130121) 
MD NCR 150,779 +2,936 .1c 
VA NCR 196,911 +10,532 1.12 
NCR Total 409,909 +13,468 N/A 

Sources: DC Health, MQJ:i, ~ 

World Case and Fatality Counts 

Metric United States Worldwide 
Cases 26,435,696 +114,239 103,943,365 +456,718 
Fatalities 446,901 +3,536 2,255,091 +14,815 
Recoveries No Data No Data 57,754,110 +329,523 

Source: Johns Hopkins Unjyersjty<!--[if !supportNestedAnchors]--><!--[endif]--> 

National Capital Region 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--(endif]-->Montgomery County: Two additional cases of 
the 8.1 .351 (South African) variant were confirmed yesterday in two individuals, 
who recently traveled abroad. Contact tracing is underway, and close contacts are 
isolating. The South Africa coronavirus variant was first reported in the United 
States last week, when officials announced two cases in South Carolina. 
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United States 

<!--[if !supportlists)-->• <!--(endif]-->Nationwide: Beginning February 11 , 
approximately 1 million additional COVID-19 vaccine doses will be shipped 

directly to thousands of pharmacies. The effort aims to speed up the inoculation 
process and address equity concerns surrounding vaccine access. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Nationwide: A new diagnostic test is being 
developed to fight the flu & COVID-19. BARDA and Visby Medical are developing 
a rapid test to detect these infections for use at home & in point-of-care settings. 
The hand-held disposable device platform is expected to provide a sample-to
result time of less than 30 minutes. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->United Kingdom: Recent tests on some 
samples of the COVID-19 UK variant have shown a "concerning" mutation known 
as E484K. E484K is present in the genetic make-up of both the South African and 
Brazilian variants. Some research has shown that this mutation may help the virus 
evade antibodies, which would make it more resistant to the current generation of 
COVID-19 vaccines. 

<!--[if !supportlists]-->• <!--[endif]-->Russia: The Sputnik V vaccine is 91 6% 
effective against symptomatic COVID-19 and 100% effective against severe and 
moderate disease, according to an interim analysis of the vaccine's Phase 3 trial 
results, which involved just under 20,000 participants. At present, the vaccine is 
registered in 16 countries. 

EVENTS WITH THE POTENTIAL TO IMPACT CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
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For additional information, please contact: ncric3 hsema@dc gov; 202-481-3191 

Distribution: Sent by Kendra Dean-Johnson/NCR Watch Desk- Regional to 

CAO/HSEC, RESF 1 all, RESF 4all, RESF Sail, RESF 13all, RESF 15, NCROps via 

MWCOGRICCS 

Do not distribute this information beyond Trusted Agents. This message is used for 

internal regional Situational Awareness and not intended for public dissemination . 

Desk: 202-481-3191 

Email: Ncric3.hsema@dc goy 

If you would like to change how you receive these notifications, please LOGIN to your 

account and edit your delivery methods. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Djaz f@odsco COCME> 
Qedner Oljyja IEOM) 
THANK YOU - TIME SENSITIVE/ FINAL DRAFT: Cause and Manner for USCI" Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April 19, 2021 3:10:37 PM 
jmage002 png 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adarus@dc gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 3:10PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Subject: RE: TIME SENSillVE/FINAL DRAFT: Cause and Manner for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

Washington, DC. 

Francisco djaz@dc ~ov 
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From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 1:37 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: TIME SENSffiVE/FINAL DRAFT: Cause and Manner for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 

-~r.Diaz, 

I ~ 
Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Off1ce: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit corooayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 1:28 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FINAL DRAFT: Cause and Manner for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reacb out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Wallace Danjel!e 

Subject: 
Dote: 

THANK YOU AND HAVE A GREAT EVENING: Fox News seeking confirmation -- Brian Sicknick cause of death 
Thursdey, Februery 4, 2021 3:35:19 I"M 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Wallace, Danielle [mailto:danielle.wallace@FOXNEWS.COM] 
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2021 2:43 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: Fox News seeking confirmation -- Brian Sicknick cause of death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
Ullf~~~ yuu I ~LUglliL~ lt1~ ~~mJ~i diiU kiiUW lflallh~ t:UII l~lll i!> ~dr~. tr yuu IJ~Ii~V~ ltii:ll lt 1i~ ~llldil i~ ~U~J.liLiUU~, 

please forward to phishing@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Thank you very much for gett ing back to me and for adding me to the list of people to receive this 

information once it becomes avai lable. Have a nice day. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 4, 2021 9:49AM 

To: Wallace, uanielle <danrelle.wa llacecwi-UXNI:W) .CUM> 

Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly f ields@dc goy>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedoer@dc goy> 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] FOLLOW UP: Fox News seeking confirmation-- Brian Sicknick cause of death 

Good morning Danielle, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
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for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I will only provide you with the 
cause and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive this 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc gov 
Web: www ocroe dc.gov 

!'or the latest information on the Uistrict Government's response to COV lU-lY 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: "Wal lace, Danielle" <danjelle.wa llace@EOXNEWS.COM> 

Date: February 4, 2021 at 7:17:46 AM EST 

To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc !NY>, "Records, OCME (OCME)" <acme records@dc !N V> 

Cc: "Gaffney, Mel issa" <Melissa.Leon@ FOXNEWS.COM>, "Arroyo, Michael" 

<M ichaei.Arroyo@foxbusiness com>, "Conner, Paul" <Paul Conner@EOXNEWS.COM>, 

"Early, Jordan" <Jordan.Early@EOXNEWS COM> 

Subject: Fox News seeking confirmation -- Brian Sicknick cause of death 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
this email is suspicious, please forward to pbishing@dc.goy for additiona I analysis by OCTO Security 
Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning, 

I' m reaching out from Fox News in New York. When do you expect to release the 

official cause of death for fallen Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick? Are you able to 

provide a copy of the autopsy report ? 

Can you conf irm whether he suffered blunt force trauma during the riot at the Capitol 

on Jan. 6? Is it believed he was st ruck in the head by a fire extinguisher? 
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Can you confirm whether exposure to chemical agents, such as bear mace or pepper

spray, might have contributed to his death? Did he have any pre-existing conditions 
that also played a factor? 

There are many conflict ing reports as t o what specifica lly caused Sicknick's demise. 

Please let me know if we can get some clarification for our coverage on 
foxnews.com. Thank you. 

Kind ly, 

Danielle Wallace 
Breaking/Trending Digital News Producer 

EoxNews.com 

1-646-629-5018 

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information. It is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the 
addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to 
the addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to 
anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments 
and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its 
attachments that does not relate to the official business ofF ox News or Fox 
Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No 
representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect. 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Djaz Francisco COCME> 

Subject: THANK YOU AND HAVE A WONDERFUL DAY! : FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and 
Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Date: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 8:03:51 AM 

Attachments: jmage004 ong 
imageOOS.png 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 8:03AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Francisco J. Diaz, MD FCAP FASCP 

Chief Medical Examiner 

Office of the Chief Medica l Examiner 

Washington, DC. 
Eru ncisco.d jqz@dc ~oy 
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From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 7:55AM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme dc.goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

From: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 8:53 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP/ANAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrection (NOT APPROVED) 
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Get Outlook for jQS 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 7:08:48 PM 
To: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc goy> 

Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco.diaz@dq~ov>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
<beyerly.fjelds@dc.gov> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP/FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From 
January 6 Insurrect ion (NOT APPROVED) 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
O ffice: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adaros@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 6:53PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FINAL: Chief Medical Examiner Releases Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 

urrection (NOT APPROVED) 
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Olivia Walton Dedner 
Communications Director 

Office of the City Administrator 
Executive Office of the Mayor 

Office: 202-724-5543 1 Cell: 202-340-7692 
Olivia Dedner@dc goy 
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* * * W~AR~ 
WAS~INGTON 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCIIOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or ca1ling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fripp SaVern fOCME> 

Subject: THANK YOU AND I WILL RESPOND: Update on Officer Sicknick 
Monday, February 8, 2021 1:13:20 r>M Dote: 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, February 08, 20211 :12 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Update on Officer Sicknick 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !Washington, DC 2002410ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 1Fax (202) 698-91011 
Email: savem fripp@dc goy IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Julie Kelly <ju lie kelly45@att net> 
Date: February 8, 2021 at 12:56:56 PM EST 
To: A TD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: Update on Officer Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not 
click on links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that 
the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please forward to 
phjshjn~@dc ~oy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
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(SOC). 

Hello- I'm a reporter for American Greatness and covering Officer Sicknick's 
death. Did you conduct an autopsy or review of his death? If so, will it be released 
publicly at any time? 

Thank you in advance, my deadline is 6pm today. 

Julie Kelly 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Cheryle E. Adams 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 

Adams Rodney IOCMEl 

fields Beyerly I OCMEl 
THANK YOU FOR THIS RESI'ONSE: FOIA request 

Tuesday, April 20, 2021 9:23:13 AM 

Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
40 I E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Oftice: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest in!onnatioo on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
coronavirus.dc.gov. 

-----Original Message----
From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20,2021 9:23AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOIA request 

Twill ask him ro formally submit a FOIA requesr through the portal if he wishes w pursue the req11esr. Norhing for 
you to do at this point. 

Rod 

Rodney K. Adams 
General Counsel 
Office of the ChiefMedicaJ Examiner 
District of Columbia 
401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
0: 202 .698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to 
which it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 
othe1wise legally protected or exempt fi·om disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not autl10rized to 
read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. Tf you have received this message in 
enor, please uotiJy the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
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-----Original Message-----
From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, April20, 2021 8: 13AM 
To: Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly.fields@dc.gov> 
Cc: Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOIA request 

Good morning Beverly, 

Thank you for this email. Is there anything more that I need to do regarding this request? Please let me know. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cberyle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to lhe Chief Medical Examiner Oaice of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-910 I 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest infonnation on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavims), p lease v isit 
coronavirus .dc.gov. 

-----Original Message----
From: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, April19, 2021 8:14PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOlA request 

Hi, 

Mr. Seagraves called me this afternoon p rior to his email and asked why infonnation was provided to Mr. Hem1an at 
the Washington Post solely. He was quite upset I referr-ed him to the Mayor's Communications Team for 
response. 

Beverly Ann Fields, Esq. 
Chief of Staff 
DC Otrice of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 ESt., SW, 6tl1 Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
202-698-9006 (o) 
202-329-9006 (c) 
beverly. tields@dc.gov 

> On Apr 19, 2021 , ar 4:38 PM, Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney.adams@dc.gov> wrore: 
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> 
> Interesting. I'll sit on it Lmtil after we do release the info. 
> 
> Rod Adams 

> Rodney K. Adams 
> General Counsel 
> Of:tlce of the Chief Medical Examiner 
> for the District of Columbia 
> 401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 
> 0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
> Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
> 
> 
> 
> Confidentiality Notice 
> 
> This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. lt is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to 
which it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 
otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to 
read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of tilis message. If you have received this message in 
error, please notify ti1e sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
> 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Segraves, Mark (NBCUniversal) [ma j!to·Mark Segrayes@nbcunj com] 
> Sent: Monday, Aprill9, 20214:33 PM 
> To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
> Subject: FOIA request 
> 
> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that tius email is suspicious, please 
forward to plushing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 
> 
> 
> I would like all emails between Peter Hennan of the Washington post and Cheryle Adams or Beverly Fields or 
anyone at OCME regarding cause and manner for Officer BRIAN Sicknick. 
> 
> 1 am making tllis request under ti1e freedom of infom1ation act. 
> 

> Mark Segraves 
> NBC Wasllington News 
> 202-997-1576 
> @SegravesNBC4 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone, but never while driving. I would never do that. Although it would explain the typos. 
> 
> We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
> appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling l-855-363-0333 . 
> Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
> coworkers, and neighbors and help tllem pre-register. Together we can 
> save lives and end this pandenuc. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling I-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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We need everyone in our commlLility to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinatc.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333 . Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or 
calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and 
neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Adams Rodney COCME): f@nds Anna COCME) 
Qjaz f rancisco COCME>; Fields Beverly COCME) 
THANK YOU FOR THIS UPDATE: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 

Thursday, April 8, 202110:21:22 AM 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 10:16 AM 
To: Francis, Anna (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Litigation Hold Letter- Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 
Importance: High 

· · ch has filed suil lu uulauJ U1e 0 [[. Sick.uick case file. 

f&,J :/Ua:m.r 

Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0 : 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney.Ada ms@ dc.gov 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Jackson, Lori (OAG) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 9:51AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Spencer, Cara (OAG) 
Subject: Litigation Hold Letter - Case NO. 2021 CA 000875 B 
Importance: High 

M r. Adams, 

Attached please f ind a lit igat ion hold lett er and a copy of the complaint for the above referenced 

matter. Cara Spencer will be represent ing the Dist rict. Please feel f ree to cont act eit her of us shou ld 

you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you, 

Lori 

Lori Jackson 

Para lega l Specia li st 

Civil Litigation Division, Section Ill 

Off ice of the Attorney General fo r t he Distri ct of Columbia 

400 6th Street, NW 

Washington, D.C. 20001 

(202) 442-9802 

(202) 741-8575 (fax) 

LorUacksoo@dc.gov 

OAG has moved. Effective August 24, 2020, OAG's physical and mailing address will be 400 
6th St. NW, Washington, D. C. 20001. 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Records OCME (OCMEl 
THANK YOU : CNN inquiry about records request 
Thursdey, AprilS, 2021 9:00:11 AM 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Records, OCME (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 8:59AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fw: CNN inquiry about records request 

Good Morning Cheryle, 

I'm torwarding th is request trom CNN. I also had a phone cal l a tew minutes ago t rom 

~urrreu r 1e whu iuer1Lirieu d~ r11euid, dr iLl lrdu IJruviueu yuur rru r11uer. IL rrrdy ur rrldY rrul lrdve 

been the same individual, as I hadn't seen this email yet. 

Thanks as always, 

Andrew I Records 

Record Management Depllrtment 
Office of the ChiefMe£1ical Examiner 
401 E Street, S. W. 
Room 6070 
Washington, D.C. 20024 
202-698-9111 
OCME.RECORDS@DC. GOV 

Confidential ity Notification: Al l messages, including attachments, sent from this address are 
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for District Government business purposes only and should be considered confidential and 

privileged information intended for the sole use of the designated recipient(s). Any 

unauthorized forwarding or distribution of this information, without consent is prohibited. If 

you have received this message in error and you are not the intended recipient, please notify 

the sender by reply mail and destroy this message and all copies of this message. 

<sp< div=""></sp<> 

From: Devine, Curt <Curt.Devine@cnn.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, Apri l 7, 2021 4:53 PM 
To: Records, OCME (OCM E) <ocme records@dc.gov> 

Subject: CNN inquiry about records request 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ob!shing@dc.goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi OCME Records team, 

My name is Curt Devine and I'm with the news network CNN here in Washington. I'm writing 

because we would like to submit a records request (Pursuant to the DC Freedom of Information Act) 

for the autopsy/toxicology report documents and any associated records relat ed to Capitol Police 

Officer Brian D. Sickn ick. 

Is it accurat e t hat OCME has been denying public records requests for these documents? 

Thank you for any information. Best, 

Curt Devine 

CNN, Washington 

Curt.Deyjne@cnn.com 

678-576-6976 

We need everyone in our communjty to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, famjly, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this panderic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney IOCMEl 
fields Beyerly IOCMEl; Diaz francisco IOCMEl 
THANK YOU: Capitol f'olice Officer Brian Sic:knick 

friday, February 19, 2021 1:50:04 PM 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:49 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

I'll handle him. I'm not sure that he can tell us apart. 

f&a~um<F 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 
401 E Street sw, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@dc goy 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt f rom disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print , retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify t he sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 20211:48 PM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Fields, Beverly (OCME); Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Subject: FYI: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon Rodney, 

l wanted to confer with you before replying to Bill Marshall as the response sent yesterday 
does not constitute a rejection to his appeal. Please Jet me know if I should answer or 
should you follow up? 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc gov 
Web: www acme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government' s response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
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From: Bill Marshall [mailto: BMarshaii@JUDICIALWATCH .ORG] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2021 1:42 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM); Fields, Beverly (OCME); Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: RE: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forwa rd to phishim: @dc.eov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Ms. Adams, 

Thank you for your note. 

Does your reply const itute a rejection of the appea l I submitted yesterday t o the DC Government 

following the earlier rejection of my Freedom of Information Act request seeking: "All records, 

including but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, photographs, and OCME 

officials' electronic communications, related to the death on Jan. 6, 2021 of Capitol Police Officer 

Brian Sicknick and its related investigation."? 

Respectfully, 

William F. Marshall 

Senior Investigator 

Judicial Watch, Inc. 

C: 202.641.4981 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.gov> 

Se nt: Thursdoy, Februory 18, 2021 3:20PM 

To: Bill Marshal l <BMarsbaii@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG> 

Cc: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <oliy ja.dedner@dC. fNV>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly fields@dc gov>; 

Adams, Rodney (OCME) <rodney adams@dC.fNV> 

Subject: Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick 

Good afternoon Mr. Marshall, 

OCME medical examiners comply with the National Association of Medical Examiners' 
(NAME) standard to determine the cause and manner of death within 90 days; however, 
for cases that are more complex it could be longer. Therefore, when this information is 
available and the decedent's next of kin has been notified, I wiU provide you with the cause 
and manner of death. Additionally, I have added your name to the list to receive the 
information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
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Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme.dc goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 
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From: 
To: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Leyjne Qaryl (fEMS> 

Subject: THANK YOU: USA Today: capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick"s death investigated as homicide, any charges will 
be federal 

Date: Friday, January 8, 2021 1:43:03 PM 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Cruef Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronav irus.dc.gov. 

From: Levine, Daryl (FEMS) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 20211 :31 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: USA Today: Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as 
homicide, any charges will be federal 

Yes, al l good. 

Sincerely, 
Daryl R. Levine 
Public Affairs 
DC Fire and EMS 
2000 14th StreetNW 
Washington, DC 20009 
Mobile: (202) 657-2557 
dar:yl levine2@dc gov 
fems de goy 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc.goy> 

Sent: Fri day, January 8, 20211:31 PM 
To: Levine, Daryl (FEMS) <daryl.levine2@dc.gov> 
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Subject: FOLLOW UP: USA Today: Capitol Poli ce officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as 
homicide, any charges wil l be federal 

Good afternoon Daryl, 

I see that I missed your call - was it pertain to the information below in your email? Have 
a great day! 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.goy. 

from: Levine, Daryl (FEMS) 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2021 1:23 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: USA Today: Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as homicide, any charges 
will be federal 

FYl if you have not already seen. 

Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as homicide, any charges will 

be federal 

USA Today 

https · 1/www usa today com/story/news/politics/2021 /0 1/08/capitol-riots-brian-sicknicks-deatb-
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being-investigated-homicide/6593630002/ 
Sincerely, 
Daryl R. Levine 
Public Affairs 
DC Fire and EMS 
2000 14th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
Mobile: (202) 657-2557 
dacyl leyjne2@dc goy 
ferns de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit eorooayjms de goy. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Dedner Oljyja fEOM) 
THE REPORTERS RECEIVED THE STATEMENT: Sicknick OCME Report 
Monday, April 19, 2021 6:35:23 f'M 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 5:29 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Sicknick OCME Report 

Please see below. Can you make sure this person at the Examiner received t he stat ement. I do know 

they were on the list. 1 cannot reca ll that the requesting journa list. 

-OWDedner 

0: 202-724-5543 

C: 202-340-7692 

All thumbs on an iPhone. Judge gently. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Metzger, Kristen (MPD)" <Krjsten.Met zger@dc gov> 

Date: April 19, 2021 at 5:26:17 PM EDT 

To: "Dedner, Olivia (EOM}" <olivia.dedner@dc.gov> 

Cc: "Sternbeck, Dustin (MPD}" <dustin sternbeck@dc goy>, "Windham, Daisha (EOM}" 

<dajsha w jndham@dc !NY>, "Adminbox, PIO (MPD)" <pjo admjobox@dc goy> 
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Subject: Sicknick OCME Report 

Hi Olivia, 

We have received the following media inquiries from the following asking MPD to 

comment on OCME's report of Officer Brian Sicknick: 

Sadie Gurman (WSJ) 

Jerry Dunleavy (Washington Examiner) 

I anticipate a few more will come in. We are not commenting but wanted t o check with 

you to see if you want us to direct t hem elsewhere. 

Thanks, 

Kristen 

Kristen Metzger 
Deputy Director 

Office of Communications (PIO} 

Metropolitan Police Department 

300 Indiana Avenue NW 

Washington, DC 20001 

202.727.4383 (main) 

Krjsten.Metzger@dc.goy 

Mpdc.dc.gov 

lnstagram: @DCPoljceDept 

Twitter: @DCPoliceDept 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, fami ly, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, f!lmily, coworkers, anrl neighhors and help them pre-register. Together we c!ln save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Records OCME (OCMEl 
THIS REQUESTED HAS BEEN FULFILLED: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 
Wednesday, February 24, 2021 3:38:29 f'M 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Records, OCME (OCME) 
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 3:31 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fw: NEWSWEEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 

Cheryle, 

We had received th is media inquiry at the RMU emai l. Would you be able to respond to them·? 

Thanks! 

Andrew I Records 

Record Management Department 
Office of the Chief Miulical Exlllniner 
401 E Street, S. W. 
Room 6070 
Washington, D. C. 20024 
202-698-9111 
OCME.RECORDS@DC. GO V 

Confidentiality Notification: All messages, including attachments, sent from this address are 

for District Government business purposes only and should be considered confidential and 

privileged information intended for the sole use of the designated recipient(s). Any 
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unauthorized forwarding or distribution of this information, without consent is prohibited. If 

you have received this message in error and yoJ are not the intended recipient, please notify 

the sender by reply mail and destroy this messoge and al l copies of this message. 

<sp< div=""></sp<> 

From: Julia Marn in <j marn jo@oewsweek com> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2021 11:24 AM 

To: Records, OCME (OCME) <acme records@dc gov> 

Subject: NEWSW EEK: Requesting Info About Officer Sicknick 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 

please forward to pbish jng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

My name is Julia Marnin and I am a reporter for Newsweek. We are working on a story about 
the information surrounding Officer Brian Sicknick's death during the January 6 Capitol Hill 
riots. Can the DC Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner answer a few questions below? 

Is the medical examiner's report on Officer Sicknick complete? If not, when will it be 
released? 

Is it possible to confirm or deny whether Sicknick was struck with a fire extinguisher on the 
head? Previously, multiple media outlets had reported that. 

Any other information that is available surrounding his death that you are able to provide 
would be greatly appreciated. 

I look forward to bearing back from you. Our deadline is as soon as possible. 

Best, 
Julia Marnin 

Julia Marnin I Fellow 
NEWSWEEK 
T I +I 609 923 5425 

E I j.marnin@newsneek.com 

W I newsweek.com 

A 1 33 Whitehall Street, Floor 8, l'iew York, NY, 10004 
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Dote: 

Attachments: 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2021 12:56 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: FOR REVIEW 

'----'------:J[tmio.r1tance: High 

Kindly, 

-OWDedner 

Olivia Walton Dedner 
Office: 202-724-5543 
Cell: 202-340-7692 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 

Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 202112:45 PM 

To: Gi l, Helder (EOM) <belder €il@dc €OV> 

Subject: FOR REVIEW 
Importance: High 
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r----------------------------------------------------------------------,.~ 
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Olivia Walton Dedner 
Communications Director 

Office of the City Administrator 
Executive Office of the Mayor 

Office: 202-724-5543 1 Cell: 202-340-7692 
Olivia.Dedner@dc.gov 

* * * W~AR~ 
WASI-HNGTON 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help tbem pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or call ing l-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic_ #OCHOPF. 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 

Djaz f@odsco COCME> 

Qedner Oljyja IEOM>; Fje!ds Beverly IOCMEl 
TIME SENSITIVE/ FINAL DRAFT: Ceuse and Manner for USCI" Officer Brian Sicknick 

Monday, April 19, 2021 1:36:34 PM 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please v lsll coronavlrus.dc.gov. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 1:28 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FINAL DRAFT: Cause and Manner for USCP Officer Brian Sicknick 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Mychael Schnell 
chervle adams@dc goy 
The Hill media inquiry 
Monday, April 19, 2021 4 :29:42 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, 

I'm Mychael Schnell, a reporter with The Hill newspaper. I hope you're doing well! I saw The 
Washington Post I.ep.Qit that the DC Medical Examiner's office fOLmd that Capitol Police 
officer Brian Sicknick, who died shortly after the Jan. 6 attack at the Capitol, suffered two 
strokes and died of natural cases. Can you confirm this information? And if possible, can you 
please pass along the autopsy report? Any information you could provide would be helpful. 
Tbank you! 

Best, 
MychaelSchnell 

Mychael Schnell 
Breaking News Reporter, Tbe Hill 
516-477-3359 
@mychaelschnell 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Cheryle, 

Adams. Rodney <OCME) 
Adams Chery!e fOCMEl 
Transitioning 
Monday, March 29, 2021 9:29:44 AM 

Congrats on the new gig! If you are bugging out before Dr. Diaz announces the results in Off. 
Sicknick's case, I \.vould be grateful for your list of reporters to receive the announcement that 
you are keeping. It appears that I have been tagged to be the acting PIO. Does that come with a 
hat or a tee shirt? 

Thanks for your help, 

f&a :/Uam.s 
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rod oey.Ada ms@ dc.goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, o r 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of th is message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 
Attachme nts: 

Importance: 

Wilson. Stephanie 

chervle adams@dc goy 

Flack Eric; Wilson Stephanie; Spaht Erjn 
UI"DATE REQUEST: AUTOI"SY RESULTS FOR US CAPITOL I"OUCE OFFICER BRIAN SICKNICK 

Monday, March 15, 2021 11:42:25 AM 

jmage001 png 
jmaqe002.oog 
jmage003 png 

High 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to ph ishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good morning Cheryle, 

I'm working with Chief Investigative Correspondent Eric Flake on the Capitol Riots 
court cases. 

The Washington Post is reporting that US authorities have arrested and charged two 
men in the assault of U.S. Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. 

I'm reaching out to ask if the DC Medical Examiner's Office has any updated 
information on the cause of U.S. Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death or the 
release of autopsy results for Officer Sicknick. 

We are working on a 3:00pm deadline, please feel free to email or call my mobile, 
202-487-5711 . 

I look forward to hearing from you, appreciate your help, thank you, 

Stephanie Wilson I SENIOR MULTIMEDIA JOURNALIST 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subje ct: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Djaz f@odsco COCME>; Fields Beverly COCME> 
Qedner Oljyja IEOM) 
UI"DATE: January 6, 2021 Cause and Manner of Death Media Requests 

Monday, March 1, 2021 2:48:59 PM 
Media Requests - Media Outlets Contacts 1 14 2021 xlsx 

Good afternoon Dr. Diaz and Beverly, 

Please .find attached the Excel spreadsheet (J have alphabetized the data by media outlet
column B) that provides the contact information for the reporters that have requested the 
cause and manner of death for the decedents from the January 6, 2021 Insurrection at the 
Capitol. Today, I have checked the cause and manner of death status of the decedents and 
the cause and manner of death are still pending. Therefore, I am providing you with the 
most current information to date (for awareness purposes) and once the cause and manner 
of death are ready for release for all the decedents, I will follow up with you regarding next 
steps in releasing this information. Please let me know if you should have any questions. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fields Beverly fOCMEl; Dedner Oljyja f EOM\ 
UPDATE: Media Requests -January 6, 2021 Insurrection 
Tuesday, April 6, 2021 10:56:06 AM 

Media Requests - Media Outlets Contacts 4.6,2021.xlsx 

Good morning Beverly and Olivia, 

I wanted to provide the most current spreadsheet with the contact information for the 
media outlets requesting the cause and manner of death for the five people who died on 
January 6, 2021. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please v isit roronav irys.dcgoy. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote : 

Attachments: 

Killion. Nikole 
chervle adams@dc goy 
URGENT-- CBS News Q: Seeking confirmation of Sicknick cause of death (Deadline: 4/ 19 @ SpEST) 
Monday, April 19, 2021 3:57:53 f'M 

Outlook-o 1o 1 wm2d .png 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Good Afternoon, 

Have you confirmed a cause of death for US Capitol Pol ice Officer Brian Sicknick? 

Is the following report accurate? 

bttps://www.washjngtonpost.com/local/public-safety/brjao-sjckojck-death

strokes/2021 /04/19/36d2d310-617e-11 eb-afbe-9alla 127d 146 story. html 

Please advise. My deadline is SpEST. 

Nikole Killion 
Congressional Correspondent 

Capitol Police officer Brian 
Sicknick, who engaged rioters, 
suffered two strokes and died of 
natural causes, officials say 

The ruling by the D.C. chief medical examiner 
probably will make it difficult for prosecutors to 
pursue homicide charges in the officer's death 

w~w~ wash1ngt post (Om 

CBS News I 2020 M Street, N\.'(1 I Washington, DC 20036 
0: (202) 457-4335 I C: (202) 253-3495 I E: ikole.K.illion@cbsnews.com I @NikolenDC 

~Cil EWS 
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From: 
To: 

Levine. Darvl CFEMS) 
Adams Cheryle IOCMEl 

Subject: USA Today: Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick"s death investigated as homicide, any charges will be federa l 
Dote: Friday, January 8, 2021 1:22:31 PM 

FYI if you have not already seen. 

Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death investigated as homicide, any charges will 

be federal 

USA Today 

https :1 /www. usatoday .com/story /news/politics/2021 /0 1 /08/capitol-riots-brian -sicknicks-death
being-investigated-homic ide/6593630002/ 
Sincerely, 
Daryl R. Levine 
Public Affairs 
DC Fire and EMS 
2000 14th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
Mobile: (202) 657-2557 
dacyl.levine2@dc.gov 
ferns de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayirus de goy_ 
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From: 
To: 

Microsoft Outlook (BEST AVAIL ABLE COPY) 
melody le@wbrc com 

Subject: Undeliverable: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE: January 6, 2021 
Dote: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 2:57:17 PM 

Attachments: Determinations of the Cause and Manner of Death - RE January 6 2021.mso 
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(BEST AVARABLE COPY ) 
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From: 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hello Al l, 

Betts. Elizabeth S. COCMEl 

Breland Sasha COCMEl; Djaz francisco COCMEl; Golden Kjmbedy COCMEl; Gjese Kristinza COCMEl; ~ 
Roger COCMEl; Chantel Niiwaj j COCMEl; Taylor Jonee COCMEl 
Brvant Stephen (OCME); Spann Jamie (OCME); Clingerman Chelsea IOCMEl; Landrie Rachael (OCME); 

Lassjter. KimberlY COCMEl: Snowden Brian COCMEl: Darby. James COCMEl; f ripp. SaVern (QCME): Nolan. James 
(OCMEl; Tabron. Lisa (OCME); Davenport. Terencia (QCMEl; Brown. Matthew (OCME); Williams. Markeshia 
LQQill.; Bell. Dennjs (QCME); Adams. Cherv!e (QCME); Falodun. Leonard (QCMEl; Cuchara Breanna COCMEl ; 
Lassiter. Jeffery (OCMEl; fields. Beverly (QCI-1El; Chance. Jennifer COCME) 

Upcoming Neuropathology Conference on 1.25.2021 

Wednesday, January 13, 2021 6:37:28 PM 

Neuropath Brent Harrjs. Revised 11-1-2020.doc 

The upcoming neuropathology conference is scheduled on Monday, January 25, 2021. Dr. 

Harris wil l plan to arrive at OCME at 1:30PM on 1/25/2021 to faci litate a grossing session for 

the cases listed below and to review microscopic slides for cases previously grossed. 

As soon as possible, please forward a list of cases in which you prefer to review the 

correspond ing slides or report with Dr. Harris when he arrives. We must receive the list of 

cases for microscopic review by Thursday (1/21/2020), at 9:00AM, so that Dr. Harris may be 

prepared to bring the slides with him when he presents to OCME and Mr. Darby will have an 

opportunity to compile slides as well. 

Please also note that medical students and neurology fellows may also accompany Dr. 

Harris during this grossing review session. 

Attached is the AMENDED Neuropatholoey Consultation form that may be submitted to 

the mortuary staff prior to the conference. 

Below is the list of cases (as of 1/13/2021) which have been f ixing for approximately two 

weeks. 

As soon as possib le, please let us know if there are any scheduling conflicts or concerns 

regard ing the list of cases. 

Neuropathology Inventory List: 

Dr. S. Breland: 

2 1-00132 

Dr. F. Diaz: 
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Dr. K. Golden: 

20-0 

21-0 

21-0 

21-0 

Thank you, 
Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Betts 
Supervisory Pathologist's Assistant 
D.C. Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
Consolidated Forensic Laboratory 
401 E Street, SW- 5th Floor 
Wasiliugtuu, DC 20024 
Public Safety & Justice Cluster 
(202) 698-2029 (Desk) 

Get important updates on the 59th Presidential Inauguration from DC Government. Text 
INAUG2021 to 888-777 for updates on public safety, street closures, weather alerts, and more. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Julie Kelly 
chervle adams@dc goy 
Update on Sicknick autopsy 
Saturday, April 3, 2021 6:42:30 I"M 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of tl1e DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryle, I'm a reporter with American Greatness and emailed you several weeks ago about when Officer 
Sicknick's autopsy, toxicology report will be released. Do you know when it will be released and why, almost 3 
months later, the results haven't been made public? 

Thank you in advance for any response. 

Julie Kelly 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Conte Widman. Carmen 
Francisco Djaz@dc goy 
Urgent CNN NEW DAY interview request 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5:02:46 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Good Afternoon-

l'm reaching out on beha lf of CNN NEW DAY. We would like to request a LIVE interview with Dr. 

Francisco Diaz regarding the autopsy of Officer Brian Sicknick. 

New Day is LIVE between 6-9am ET. Can he join us anytime tomorrow morning? We can send a 

studio van to him or do this via CISCO or SKYPE. 

Please confirm t his has been received. Thank you. Carmen 

Carmen Widman 
CNN's New Day 

Carmen.contewjdmao@turner com 

Cell 646-467-1742 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Sarah Mimms 
chervle adams@dc goy; o!jyja dedner@dc gov; Beverly COCME> 
Urgent comment needed on Sicknick report: "all that transpired played a role in his condition." 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5:06:27 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

We are writing on the ME's report on Sicknick's death. My colleague Zoe Tillman forwarded 
me your email. There seems to be a discrepancy between the report which says the death was 
natural and not hastened by an injury and ME Diaz's interview with the Washington Post: 

"The medical examiner noted Sicknick was among the officers who engaged the Capitol 
mob and said 'all that transpired played a role in his condition."' 

We and other media need clarity on this. USCP said at the time that Sicknick died "due to 
injuries sustained while on-duty" does the ME agree or not? 

Thank you, 
Sarah Mimms 

Til 
Sarah Mimms 1 DC Editor 1 509-850-6687 1 @Mimms 
1630 Connecticut Avenue NW, 7th Floor, Washington, DC 20009 
Use Signal for more secure communication: 509-850-6687 
Got a confidential tip? Here's bow to seud it to us: tips buzzfeed.com 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Sarah Mimms 
chervle adams@dc goy; o!jyja dedner@dc gov; Beverly COCME> 
Urgent comment needed on Sicknick report: "all that transpired played a role in his condition." 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5:06:27 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

We are writing on the ME's report on Sicknick's death. My colleague Zoe Tillman forwarded 
me your email. There seems to be a discrepancy between the report which says the death was 
natural and not hastened by an injury and ME Diaz's interview with the Washington Post: 

"The medical examiner noted Sicknick was among the officers who engaged the Capitol 
mob and said 'all that transpired played a role in his condition."' 

We and other media need clarity on this. USCP said at the time that Sicknick died "due to 
injuries sustained while on-duty" does the ME agree or not? 

Thank you, 
Sarah Mimms 

Til 
Sarah Mimms 1 DC Editor 1 509-850-6687 1 @Mimms 
1630 Connecticut Avenue NW, 7th Floor, Washington, DC 20009 
Use Signal for more secure communication: 509-850-6687 
Got a confidential tip? Here's bow to seud it to us: tips buzzfeed.com 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Flack. Eric 

Cheryle adams@dc goy 

Spaht Erjo 
Use of Bear Spray on Officer Brian Sicknick 

Thursday, February 11, 202110:53:14 AM 

jmage001 png 
jmage002.pog 
jmage003 png 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hi Cheryl- I wanted to request comment on a few issues related to the death investigation into 

Cap ito l Police Officer Brian Sicknick. 

1. CNN is reporting Officer Sicknick may have suffered an allergic react ion to bear spray used 

against police officers during t he Capitol Riot? Is that accurate, or being investigated? 

2. There are add it ional reports Officer Sickn ick was not hit with a f ire extinguisher, as previously 

reported, and that there were no signs of blunt force trauma or links between his death and 

being hit with a f ire extinguisher? Is th is accurate? 

3. Is there any new informat ion on a cause of deat h determination for Officer Sicknick? And can 

you anticipate w hen a cause of death wi ll be det ermined and publicly released? 

Thank you, 

Eric Flack 

Eric Flack I Chief Investigative Reporter 
4100 W jsconsjo Aye NW 1 Wasbin(lton. DC 20016 I C 202-768-0102 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Fripp SaVern fOCME> 
WE WILL PROVIDE A RESPONSE: Request for Comment 
Thursdey, AprilS, 2021 1:36:50 I'M 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
ch eryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 20211:29 PM 
To: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: Request for Comment 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
40 1 E. Street, SW- Suite 6081 !WashingtOn, DC 20024l0ffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-9 1011 
Email: savern ftipp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Zack Stieber <zack.stieber@epochtimes.nyc> 
Date: April8, 2021 at 1:27:16 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: R equest for Comment 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that 
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this email is suspicious, please forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security 

Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Good day hope you are doing well . 

Do you all have a comment on this? https"Uwww judicialwatch org/press
releases/brian-sicknick/ 

Thanks, 
Zack Stieber 
The Epoch Times 
917-509-1875 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Ejelds Beyerly COCMEl; Erjpp SaVern COCMEl 
WILL DO: 3 months? 
Thursdey, April 8, 2021 8:38: 12 AM 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 8:37 AM 
To: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Re: FOLLOW UP: 3 months? 

You can just say, "We are in receipt of your comment. Thank you., 
Bev :-) 

On Apr 8, 202l, at 8:07AM, Fripp, Sa Vern (OCME) <savern fripp@dc gov> wrote: 

Good Morning Cheryle, 

Yes, we have to respond to every email. Typically I would just say the Officer's 
case is pending and that' s it. 

Sa Vern 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner I 
401 E. Street, SW- Suite 608l iWashington, DC 20024l0ffice (202) 
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698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 IFax (202) 698-9 10 II 
Email: sayem ttipp@dc goy !Web: www ocme de a:ov 

On Apr 8, 2021 , at 8:04AM, Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cbecyle adams@dc gov> 
wrote: 

Good morning Beverly, 

Does this email require a response? Please let me 1-.now. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medicnl Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fa'\ (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's 
response to CUV llJ-19 (Coronavirus), please visit 
corooayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2021 7:06AM 
To: Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: Fwd: 3 months? 

Sa Vern M. Fripp I Office of the Chief Medica l 
Examiner I 
40 I E. Street, SW - Suite 608 1 !Washington, DC 20024 
JOffice (202) 698-9009 
Mobile: (202) 329-9009 JFax (202) 6Y~-Y I U IJ 
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Email: sayem fripp@dc gov IWeb: www ocme de goy 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: David Weible <gdweiblel @comcast net> 
Date: April 7, 2021 at 9:09:37 PM EDT 
To: ATD OCME <ocme@dc goy> 
Subject: 3 months? 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the 
DC Government. Do not click on links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know 
that the content is safe. If you believe that this emai l is 
suspicious, please forward to phjshjng@dc goy for 
additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center 
(SOC). 

3 months and you can determine that 2 of the deaths 
were by natural causes, one by a drug overdose, one by a 
gunshot when the only ones carrying weapons were 
police. Yet after the lie of officer Sicknick's death being 
caused by a fire extinguisher, you have been "unable" to 
reach a conclusion about his death? 

And we are to believe that? 

George Weible 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. 
Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we 
can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination 
appointment by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. 
Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, 
coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we 
can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment 
by going to vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or 
pre-registered? Reach out to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help 
them pre-register. Together we can save lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. AJready vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Attachments: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Wilson Stephanie 
WILL DO: AUTOPSY RESULTS FOR US CAPITOL POUCE OFFICER BRIAN SICKNICK 
Monday, March 15, 2021 12:45:28 f'M 

imageOOS.ong 
image006 png 
imageOO?.png 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6Lh Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Wilson, Stephanie [mailto:SWILSON3@wusa9.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 15, 202112:30 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Wilson, Stephanie 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: AUTOPSY RESULTS FOR US CAPITOL POLICE OFACER BRIAN SICKNICK 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious1 

please forward to pbishing@dc gov for additional aha lysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Good afternoon Cheryle, 

Thank you for your response to the update, greatly appreciated. 
I'd like to ask if you would add my name and email to the list to receive the 
information when it is available, again, thank you, 

Stephanie Wilson I SENIOR MULTIMEDIA JOURNALIST 

4100 Wisconsin Ave NW I Washington, DC 20016 

P 202-895-5771 1 c 202-487-5711 

wusa9 com I II WUSA9 I Cl @wu~a9 
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From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle.adams@dc goy> 

Sent: Monday, March 15, 202111:46 AM 

To: Wi lson, Stephanie <SWILSON3@wusa9.com> 

Cc: Flack, Eric <EFiack@wusa9.com>; Spaht, Erin <evanderbel@wusa9.com>; Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 

<oliyja.dedner@dc goy>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) <beverly fields@dc goy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: AUTOPSY RESULTS FOR US CAPITOL POLICE OFFICER BRIAN SICKNICK 

CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL - Please use caution opening attachments and never share your 

password. Send suspicious email to jofosec@tegoa.com. 

Good morning Stephanie, 

This case is pending and Eric Flack, one of your colleagues and copied here is on the list to 
receive this information when it is available. 

Best regards, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adam_s@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Wilson, Stephanie [majlto:SWILSON3@wusa9.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2021 11:42 AM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: EFiack@wusa9.com; Wilson, Stephanie; Spaht, Erin 
Subject: UPDATE REQUEST: AUTOPSY RESULTS FOR US CAPITOL POLICE OFFICER BRIAN SICKNICK 
Importance: High 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pbjsh jog@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Good morning Cheryle, 

I'm working with Chief Investigative Correspondent Eric Flake on the Capitol Riots 
court cases. 

The Washington Post is reporting that US authorities have arrested and charged two 
men in the assault of U.S. Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick. 

I'm reaching out to ask if the DC Medical Examiner's Office has any updated 
information on the cause of U.S. Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick's death or the 
release of autopsy results for Officer Sicknick. 

We are working on a 3:00pm deadline, please feel free to email or call my mobile, 
202-487-5711. 

I look forward to hearing from you, appreciate your help, thank you, 

Stephanie Wilson I SENIOR MULTIMEDIA JOURNALIST 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCME): Fripp SaYern fOCME) 
WILL DO: FOIA request from media 
Monday, February 8, 2021 12:19:28 f'M 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, February 08, 2021 12:08 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME); Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: FOIA request from media 

Sure! We will probably be well served to treat all the reporters the same. 

~cC :/Uwrr.,
Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 
Rodney.Adams@dc.gov 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it rs addressed. 1 his communrca tron may contarn Information that is propnetary, pnvrleged, confrdentral, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, February 08, 2021 11:57 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Subject: FOLLOW UP: FOIA request from media 

Rodney, 

Would you like for me to follow up with this individual? Please le t me know. 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner 
Otfice or the Ch.iet Medical Examiner 
401 E Stree t, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-91 01 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www ocme de gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronavirus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, February 08, 2021 11:55 AM 
To: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOIA request from media 

Thanks, Sa Vern. She sent the same request to me directly as well. 
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Rodney K. Adams 

General Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
for the District of Columbia 

401 E St reet SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney.Adams@dc.goy 

Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communicat ion may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt f rom disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please not ify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: Fripp, SaVern (OCME) 
Sent: Monday, February 08, 202111:42 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Cc: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: FOIA request from media 

Sa Vern M . F ripp I Administrative Coordinator I Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E. Sueet, SW- Suite 6092 !Washington, DC 20024 
Office: (202) 698-9009 I Mobile: (202) 329-9009 I Fax: (202) 698-9101 
Email: sayern fripp@dc goy I \Veb: www ocme dc.goy 

From: Susan Katz Keating [majlto:skeatinQ@justthenews.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 11 :40 AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME); ATD OCME 
Subject: FOIA request from media 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to ohjshjng@dc goy for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Hello, 

Thls is Susan Katz Keating, a. j ournalist with Just the News. Under the provisions of the 
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Freedom oflnformation Act, I am requesting the following: 

The autopsy report for Capitol PoJjce officer Brian Sicknick. 

I am requesting an expeditious response. 

Sincerely, 

- Susan Katz Keating 
Just the News 
1850 K St., NW, Ste 1000 
Wasllington, D.C. 2006 

Cell: 703-401-2547 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Adams. Cheryle COCME) 
Dedner Oljyja CEOM) 
Qjaz f rancisco COCME>; Fields Beverly COCME> 
Will DO: Information Requested on Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection 

Wednesday, April 7, 20211:44:03 PM 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the Ozief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle adams@dc goy 
Web: www .ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.goy. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2021 1:42PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME); Fields, Beverly (OCME) 
Subject: RE: FOLLOW UP: Information Requested on Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
Insurrection 

._,_--.---r---~----__,...-.----_,..--,-. ______________ ___.1 As your usual SOP please 
rnclude me rn your d1strib\Jti0il:-

Kindly, 

-OWDedner 

Olivia Walton Dedner 
Office: 202-724-5543 
Cell : 202-340-7692 

From: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) <cheryle adams@dc gov> 
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Sent: Wednesday, April7, 20211:38 PM 

To: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) <olivia dedner@dc !NY> 

Cc: Diaz, Francisco (OCME) <francisco diaz@dc !Nv>; Fields, Beverly (OCME) 

<beverly.fields@dc.~oy> 

Subject: FOLLOW UP: Information Requested on Cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 
Insurrection 

Thank you, 
Cheryle 

Cheryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to tlze Grief Medical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 
401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 

Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cberyle adams@dc goy 
Web: www.ocme.dc.gov 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayirus.dc.gov. 

From: Dedner, Olivia (EOM) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 20211:08 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: I nformation Requested on cause and Manner of Deaths From January 6 Insurrection 
Importance: High 
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THIS WAS APPROVED TO GO OUT- USE AS PRESENTED BELOW: 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2021 an unprecedented incident of civil insurrection at the United 
States Capitol resulted in the deaths of five individuals. The District of Columbia Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Francisco J. Diaz, MD, FACP, has issued the following 
determinations as to the cause and manner of death for four of those individuals. 

Ashli Babbitt, 35 years old: 
Cause of Death-Gunshot wound to the left anterior shoulder 
Manner ofDeath-Homicide 

Kevin Greeson, 55 years old: 
Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
Manner of Death- Natural 

Benjamin Phillips, 50 years old: 
Cause of Death-Hypertensive atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 
Manner of Death-Natural 

Roseanne Boyland, 34 years old: 
Cause of Death-Acute Amphetamine Intoxication 
Manner of Death-Accident 

The cause and manner of death for Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick are pending. 

Background explanation of medical teoninology on the cause and manner of death: 

As deter.Llliued by the Chief Medical Examiner, the "cause of death" is the medical disease, 
injury, alcohol, drug or toxic substance that caused a person's death. The "manner of death" 
describes the circumstances surrounding a person's death and falls within one of the following 
categories: 

• Accident: Used when there is no evidence of intent; an unintentional, sudden, and 
unexpected death. 

• Homicide: Death results from the intentional harm of one person by another, including 
actions of grossly reckless behavior. 

• Natural: Used when a disease alone causes death. If death is hastened by an injury, the 
manner of death is not considered natural. 

• Suicide: Death results from the purposeful attempt to end one's life. 
• Undetennined: Used when there is insufficient infonnation to assign another manner. 

To team more about the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner or cause and manner 
investigations in the District, visit ocme de gov. 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
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vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
lives and end this pandemic. #DCHOPE 

We need everyone in our community to pre-register for a vaccination appointment by going to 
vaccinate.dc.gov or calling 1-855-363-0333. Already vaccinated or pre-registered? Reach out 
to friends, family, coworkers, and neighbors and help them pre-register. Together we can save 
Livt:s and t:nd this pandt:m.ic. #DCHOPE 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Adams. Cheryle fOCME) 
Adams Rodney fOCMEl 
WILL DO: Request Assignment 
Thursdey, Februery 18, 2021 2:11:58 PM 

Ch eryle E. Adams 
Special Assistant to the 01iejMedical Examiner 
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street, SW 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 
Office: 202 698-9008 
Mobile: 202-329-9008 
Fax (202) 698-9101 
cheryle.adams@dc.gov 
Web: www ocme de goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 
(Coronavirus), please visit coronayjrus.dc.gov. 

From: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 2:08 PM 
To: Adams, Cheryle (OCME) 
Subject: FW: Request Assignment 

Cheryle, 

Here is another reporter to aclcl to yonr Jan (ith list: 

William Marshall 
bmarshall@judjcjalwatch org 

{6ga:l'Uams 
Rodney K. Adams 

Genera l Counsel 

Office of the Chief Medical Examiner 

for t he District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW, Washington, DC 20024 

0: 202.698.9005 M: 202.329.9005 

Rodney Adams@ de goy 

Emai/1991 
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Confidentiality Notice 

This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which 

it is addressed. This communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, or 

otherwise legally protected or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized 

to read, print, retain, copy, or disseminate the whole or any part of this message. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify the sender immediately by email, and delete all copies of the message. 

From: rodney.adams@dc.gov [mailto:rodney.adams@dc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 9:01AM 
To: Adams, Rodney (OCME) 
Subject: Request Assignment 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not click on links or open attachments 

unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, 
please forward to pb jsb jng@dc gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC). 

Dear Rodney Adams , 

Request # 2021 -FOIA-03130 has been assigned to you for processing. Here's a brief 
summa1y of the request: 

Request ID: 2021-FOIA-03130 
R equest Type: FOIA 
Requested By: Marshall, William 
Requested Date: February 16, 2021 
Primary User: Rodney Adams 
Target Date: March 9, 2021 

Request Description: 

All records, including but not limited to autopsy reports, toxicology reports, notes, 
photographs, and OCME officials' electronic communications, related to the death 
on Jan. 6, 2021 of Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick and its related 
investigation. (Date Range for Record Search: From 01/06/2021 To 02/16/2021) 

Emai/1992 
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Assignment Note: 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D ote: 

Attachments: 

Elise Cartmill 
"Cbervle adams@dc goy" 
WJLA/ABC 7 News on Officer Brian Sicknick Follow-Up 
Tuesday, February 23, 20211:13:43 r>M 

imageOOl.ong 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryle, 

Thank you for taking my phone call a little while ago, I should have done a better job of introducing 

myself. I'm the new Assignment Manager for WJLA/ ABC 7 News. I started back in mid - August, so, 

sti ll just meeting people. 

I wanted to check in and see if t here is a cause of death for Officer Brian David Sicknick. 

Also, if there is not yet, add us to the list to be notified of cause of death when it is released. 

Thank you so much for you time, 

Elise Cartmi ll, Assignment Manager 

Office: (703) 236-9489 

Mobile: (571) 289-6353 

Emai/1994 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Flack. Eric 
Cheryle Adams 
WUSA-News Department 
[The Washington r>ost] Capitol r>olice officer Brian Sicknick died from strokes one day after Jan. 6 riot, D.C. chief 
medical examiner rules 
Monday, April19, 2021 3:52:05 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If yoU believe that this email is suspicious, please 

forward to ph ishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operations Center (SOC}. 

Hi Cheryl - Wondering if WUSA9 can confirm this Washington 
Post report? We had previously asked to be notified when a 
determination is made so we would like to report this information 
independently. 

Thanks, 
Eric Flack 
WUSA9 

Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick died from strokes one day 
after Jan. 6 riot, D.C. chief medical examiner rules 
The rul ing probably will make it difficult for prosecutors to pursue homicide charges in the officer's death, which 
came after he confronted pro-Trump rioters at the Capitol. 
By Peter Hermann 

https·ftwww wasbjngtonpost com/loca!lpyblic-safety/brjan-sjcknjck-death-strokes/2021/04/19/36d2d31 0-617e-
11 eb-afbe-9a1 1a127d146 story html 

Download The Washington Post app. 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Lyles. Denise (OCMEl 
To: John Breen Johnson COCME}; Fields Broadbent Lejgh COCMEl ; Katherjne Kjm COCME\; Kurash Lalynn COCME\; 

Woocl Rebecca COCME\; Ware-Myrrell Tiffany COCME\; Petrasek MarvBeth COCME\ 
Subject: endor~ments 

Date: Friday, January 8, 2021 4:43:10 PM 

2 1-00132 Capitol Police Office- I have been unable to speak with mother, I am 
waiting for the Family liaison contact name & number to reach out, Officer Collier is 
obtaining that info, if someone calls, we need to establish kinship, funeral home name & 
number, the Officer will have a police escort when release so please call me when/ if contact is 
made to our office. 

Denise Lyles, PA , D-ABMDI 
Supervisory Medicolegal Investigations 
Sexual Harrasement Officer 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

401 E Street SW 

Washington, D.C. 20024 

202-698-9003 desk 

LUL-b:l~·YUUU-ma ln number, OptiOn til 

202-698-9103-fax 

Denjse lyles@dc.goy 

* * DC * .gov=: 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronayjrus de goy. 
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From: 
To: 

Cc! 

Subject: 
Date: 
Importance : 

Good afternoon, 

Breland. Sasha COCME) 
Betts E!izabeth S COCME): Williams Markesbja COCMEl ; Breanna Cychara Cbcuchara@omajl com) 
Cbcychara@gmajl com) 
Brent Harrio; 

expedite 21-00132 
Friday, January 8, 2021 12:46:06 PM 
High 

I need the an expedited NP examination and report for case 21-00132. The brain should be properly 

fixed and ready to be cut on 1/22/21. 

Thanks, 

Dr. Breland 

5 as fia r.Bre{and', :M.. 'D . 

Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Chief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 

sasha.bre land @dc.goy 

For the latest information on the District Government's response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus), 
please visit coronavims de gov. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

John McCormack 
chervle adams@dc goy 
media request--National Review magazine 
Monday, April 19, 2021 5:01:34 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hello Ms. Adams, 

I'm the Washington correspondent at National Review magazine, and I was wondering if Chief 
Medical Examiner Francisco Diaz would have a few minutes to talk about his report on the 
death of Officer Brian Sicknick. 

Many people in the media are jumping to the conclusion the riot had nothing to do with 
Officer Sicknick's strokes, and I was hoping chatting with Mr. Diaz might help clarify what 
the report does and does not say. 
Best, 
Jolm 
202-368-41 51 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Breland. Sasha (OCME) 
gjlead ljght@usdoj goy 
meeting 
Wednesday, February 10, 2021 7:26:39 AM 

Good morning Mr. Light 

I am following up to schedule the meet ing t o discuss case 21-00132. Does Friday (2/12/21) at 1 pm 

work for you? 

~ Dr. Breland 

Sasfia 'Bre{and; :M. 'D. 
Deputy Medical Examiner 

Office of The Ch ief Medical Examiner 

Government of the District of Columbia 

401 E Street SW 

Washington DC 20024 

Phone: 202-698-9082 

Mobile: 202-329-9020 
sash a .bre land CaJdc.goy 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Jack Healy 
chervle adams@dc goy 
nytimes inquiry about DC riot deaths 
Monday, January 11, 2021 3 :43:35 r>M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links o r open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Cheryle, 

Hi there. I was trying to figure out if you guys have any death-investigation information about 
the following five people who died in the Capitol riots. The names I have are: 

Officer Brian Sicknick 
Kevin Greeson 
Rosanne Boyland 
Benjamin Philips 
Ashli Babbitt 

Could you please give me anything you have, and whether you guy are doing investigations of 
which ones? my cell is 347-820-3697 

thank you 
jack. 

Jack Healy 
Rocky Mountain correspondent, The New York Times 
office: 303-440-091 5 
cell: 347-820-3697 
Twitter: jackhealyNYT 
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From: Jansen. Bart 
To: chervle adams@dc goy 
Subject: press query 
Dote: Tuesday, March 2, 2021 11:24:43 AM 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hello from Bart Jansen, a reporter at USA TODAY. My number is 703-854-8905, if you ever need it. 

I'm working on a story about Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick's death and I wanted to check if 

autopsy resu lts were available yet? Thanks for any assistance. 

Bart Jansen 
Congressional correspondent 

. USA TODAY 

Office: 703.854.8905 
bjansen@usatoday.com 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dote: 

Jansen. Bart 
chervle adams@dc goy 
press query 
Monday, April 19, 2021 4:08:50 f'M 

CAUTION: This email originated f rom outside of the DC Government. Do not cl ick on links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know that the content is safe. If you believe that this email is suspicious, please 
forward to phishing@dc.gov for additional analysis by OCTO Security Operat ions Center (SOC). 

Hello aga in from Bart Jansen, a reporter at USA TODAY. I heard t he medical examiner released a 

cause of death for Officer Sicknick. Could I have a copy of the report? Thanks for any assistance. 

Bart Jansen 
Congressional correspondent 

. USA TODAY 

Office: 703.854.8905 
bjansen@usatoday com 
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